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Preface

The second edition of “Fundamentals of Friction and Wear on the Nanoscale” has
been motivated by the significant progress made by nano tribology in the last seven
years. New chapters on triboluminescence, friction in liquids, nonlinear mecha-
nisms of friction, fractal surfaces, multiscale modeling of contacts, capillary con-
densation, nano manipulation in SEM, colloidal systems, graphene, nanowear of
polymers, Casimir forces, and cell motility have been added. Other key chapters,
such as those on atomic-scale friction in ultra-high vacuum and nano manipulation
have been completely revised. On the other side, we have omitted some chapters
dealing with side aspects of nano tribology which did not undergo significant
changes in the last few years. We hope that this new edition will attract the interest
of a broad readership of scientists and engineers, and stimulate new experiments
and theoretical models in this exciting multidisciplinary research field.

Madrid Enrico Gnecco
Basel Ernst Meyer
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Chapter 1
Friction Force Microscopy

Roland Bennewitz

Abstract This chapter introduces Friction Force Microscopy, which is possibly the
most important experimental technique in nanotribology. In spite of the apparent
simplicity of this technique, a special care is required in the calibration of the force
sensors, as discussed in the chapter. We will also present a few key results on the load,
material and temperature dependence of friction. The chapter ends with an overview
on dynamic measurements of friction, in which the probing tip is oscillated laterally
while sliding in contact with the sample surface or even while translating at very
close distance from it.

1.1 Introduction

Friction Force Microscopy (FFM) is a sub-field of scanning force microscopy
addressing the measurement of lateral forces in small sliding contacts. In line with all
scanning probe methods, the basic idea is to exploit the local interactions with a very
sharp probe for obtaining microscopic information on surfaces in lateral resolution.
In FFM, the apex of a sharp tip is brought into contact with a sample surface, and the
lateral forces are recorded while tip and sample slide relative to each other. There
are several areas of motivation to study FFM. First, the understanding of friction
between sliding surfaces in general is a very complex problem due to multiple points
of contact between surfaces and the importance of lubricants and third bodies in the
sliding process. By reducing one surface to a single asperity, preparing a well-defined
structure of the sample surface, and controlling the normal load on the contact the
complexity of friction studies is greatly reduced and basic insights into the relevant
processes can be obtained. Furthermore, with the decrease of the size of mechanical
devices (MEMS) the friction and adhesion of small contacts becomes a technological
issue. Finally, the lateral resolution allows to reveal tribological contrasts caused by
material differences on heterogenous surfaces.
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Crosstalk between friction and
topography signals.

Wear during friction
measurement.

Calibration of the beam
deflection scheme.

Spring constant of normal and
torsional bending.

Displacement of tip position
parallel to the cantilever

direction with increasing load.

Sample surface quality.

Actual radius and constitution
of the tip.

Stiffness of the tip apex.

Environmental conditions, in
particular humidity.

Thermal fluctuations of
the cantilever.

Fig. 1.1 Critical issues in experimental friction force microscopy which are discussed in this chapter

The experimental field of FFM has been pioneered by Mate et al. [1]. The group
built a scanning force microscope where the lateral deflection of a tungsten wire could
be measured through optical interferometry. When the etched tip of the tungsten wire
slid over a graphite surface, lateral forces exhibited a modulation with the atomic
periodicity of the graphite lattice. Furthermore, a essentially linear load dependence
of the lateral force could be established.

In this chapter we will describe aspects of instrumentation and measurement
procedures. In the course of this description, a series of critical issues in FFM will
bee discussed which are summarized in Fig. 1.1.

1.2 Instrumentation

1.2.1 Force Sensors

The force sensor in the original presentation of FFM by Mate et al. was a
tungsten wire [1]. Its deflection was detected by an interferometric scheme where the
wire constituted one mirror of the interferometer. A similar concept was later imple-
mented by Hirano et al., who optically detected the deflection of the tungsten wire
in a Scanning Tunneling Microscope when scanning the tip in close proximity to the
surface [2]. Mate and Hirano report lateral spring constants from 1.5 to 2,500 N/m,
depending on the wire thickness and length. Etching the wire to form a tip at its end,
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mounting the wire, aligning of the light beam, and determination of the spring con-
stant comprise some experimental difficulties. These difficulties are greatly reduced
by the use of dedicated micro-fabricated force sensors. A very sophisticated instru-
mental approach to the solution of those problems has been realized by Dienwiebel
et al. [3]. The group has attached a stiff tungsten wire to a micro-fabricated force
sensor made of silicon. The central part of the sensor is a pyramid holding the tip.
The position of the pyramid is detected in all three dimensions by means of four
optical interferometers directed towards the faces of the pyramid. It is suspended in
four symmetric high-aspect ratio legs which serve as springs with isotropic spring
constant in both lateral directions and a higher spring constant in normal direction.
The symmetric design of the instrument allows for determination of normal and
lateral forces acting on the tip with minimal cross talk. An overview over different
experimental realizations of FFM is given in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2 Four design options for Friction Force Microscopy. a Concept of the original instrument
used by Mate et al. for their pioneering experiments [1] The deflection of a tungsten wire is detected
by optical interferometry. The bent end of the wire is etched into a sharp tip. b Beam-deflection
scheme as devised by Marti et al. [5]. Normal force FN and friction force FF cause bending and
twisting of the cantilever. The deflection of a reflected light beam is recorded by comparing currents
from four sections of a photodiode. c Cantilever device for the measurement of lateral forces with
piezoresistive detection [8]. Lateral forces acting on the tip cause a difference in stress across the
piezoresistors. d Micro-fabricated force detector for isotropic measurements of friction forces. The
block in the center holds a tungsten tip, pointing upwards in this figure. The position of the block
in all three dimensions is recorded by four interferometric distance sensors which are indicated by
the four light beams below the devices [9]
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The most widely used form of micro-fabricated force sensors for FFM is the
micro-fabricated cantilever with integrated tip. The cantilever can be either a rec-
tangular beam or a triangular design based on two beams. The lateral force acting
on the tip is detected as torsional deflection of the cantilever. This scheme has been
implemented in 1990 by Meyer et al. [4] and Marti et al. [5]. It is interesting to note
that the triangular design is more susceptible to deflection by lateral forces than the
rectangular beam, contrary to common belief and intuition [6]. However, triangular
cantilevers are less prone to the highly unwanted in-plane bending [7].

The deflection of cantilever-type force sensors is usually detected by means of a
light beam reflected from the back side of the cantilever at the position of the tip.
The reflected light beam is directed towards a position-sensitive photodiode which
detects normal and torsional bending of the cantilever as a shift in the position of
the light beam in orthogonal directions. Realistically, there is always some cross-talk
between the signals for normal and torsional bending. It can be detected by exciting
the cantilever to oscillate at the fundamental normal and torsional resonance and
measuring the oscillation amplitude in the orthogonal channels. The cross-talk can
be minimized by rotation of the position-sensitive photodiode or accounted for in
the detection electronics or software. Cross-talk can transfer topographic features
into the lateral force signal and create topographic artifacts from friction contrast,
the latter even amplified by the feedback circuit acting on the sample height.

Calibration of the beam-deflection scheme is not a simple task, however very
important in order to compare FFM results from different sources. Many publications
in the past have reported on relative changes in frictional properties, without providing
any calibration at all. While such relative changes certainly represent important
physical findings, it is nevertheless of utmost importance to provide all experimental
information available, often allowing for a rough quantitative estimate of the lateral
forces. Lateral forces in FFM can easily range from piconewton to micronewton,
spanning a range of very different situations in contact mechanics, and knowing
at least the order of magnitude of forces helps to sort the results qualitatively into
different regimes.

The calibration comprises two steps. First, the spring constant has to be deter-
mined for the force sensor. Note that the beam-deflection scheme actually determines
the angular deflection of the cantilever. Nevertheless it has become custom to quan-
tify the force constant in N/m, where the length scale refers to the lateral displace-
ment of the tip apex relative to the unbent cantilever. Second, a relation between
the deflection of the cantilever and the voltage readout of the instrument has to be
established.

For the determination of the spring constant, several methods have been suggested.
The easiest to calculate it from the dimensions of the cantilever. While width and
thickness are easily determined by optical or electron microscopy, thickness is better
deduced from the cantilever’s resonance frequency. Alternatively, the spring constant
can be determined from changes in the resonances caused by the addition of masses to
the free end of the cantilever. Also, the analysis of a cantilever’s resonance structure
in air can provide the required quantities. The latter two methods have recently be
described and compared by Green et al. [10]. The relation between tip displacement
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and voltage readout can be established by trapping the tip in a surface structure and
displacing the sample laterally by small distances. For a rough estimate one can also
assume that the sensitivity of the position-sensitive photodiode is the same for normal
and torsional deflection. Taking into account the geometry of the beam-deflection
scheme, the torsional deflection sensitivity can be deduced from the normal deflection
sensitivity (See [11] and page 352 of [12]). Since the quantification of the thermal
noise driven torsional resonance can be difficult, a combination of thermal noise and
beam geometry methods can be useful for the calibration of FFM [13].

A method which provides a direct calibration of the lateral force with respect
to the readout voltage is the comparison with a calibrated spring standard. Recent
implementations of this approach suggest as calibrated standards optical fibers [14] or
micro-fabricated spring-suspended stages with spring constants that can be traced to
international standards [15]. Similarly, the lateral stiffness of a magnetically levitated
graphite sheet can be used as [16]. A particularly elegant method to calibrate FFM
experiments is the analysis of friction loops, i.e. lateral force curves from forward
and backward scans, recorded across surfaces with well-defined wedges [11, 17, 18].
Dedicated micro-fabrication design in form of a hammer-shaped cantilever can also
help to calibrate the torsional bending [19].

The torsional deflection of a cantilever can in principle be detected also by optical
interferometry, provided that the beam diameter is smaller than the cantilever and
the point of reflection is shifted off the torsional axis [20]. However, FFM results
including normal and lateral force measurements require the differential reading of
multiple interferometers [3, 21].

An alternative to the detection of the cantilever bending via the beam-deflection
scheme is the implementation of piezoresistive strain sensors into the cantilever.
In order to measure both lateral and normal forces acting on the tip in FFM, two
such strain sensors need to be realized on one sensor. Chui et al. have created a
piezoresistive sensor which decouples the two degrees of freedom by attaching a
normal triangular cantilever to a series of vertical ribs sensing lateral forces [22].
Gotszalk et al. have constructed a U-shaped cantilever with one piezoresistive sensor
in each arm, allowing for the detection of lateral forces at the tip [23]. While the
publications presenting these novel instrumental approaches contain experimental
proofs of concept, no further use of piezoresistive sensors in FFM experiments has
been reported. This is certainly due to a lack of commercial availability. Furthermore,
the signal-to-noise ratio in static force measurements using piezoresistive cantilevers
seems not to reach that of optical detection schemes.

1.2.2 Control Over the Contact

The exact knowledge of the atomic configuration in the contact between tip apex
and surface is prerequisite for a complete understanding of the results in Friction
Force Microscopy. It is the most severe drawback in FFM that this knowledge is not
available in most cases. While sample surfaces can often be prepared with atomic
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precision and cleanliness, the atomic constitution of the tip apex is usually less
controlled. Friction signals vary with tip shape, as has been investigated for steps
on graphite [24]. Furthermore, in the course of sliding atoms may be transferred
from the tip to the surface or vice versa. Such transfer processes occur even for
very gentle contact formation, as shown in experiments combining Scanning Probe
Microscopy with a mass spectrometry analysis of the tip apex [25–27]. The transfer
of atoms may quite often not only quantitatively but also qualitatively change the
lateral forces encountered. Chemical reactions between surface and tip have been
found to significantly increase friction between a Pt(111) surface for silicon but not
for diamond tips [28]. The occurrence of atomic stick-slip motion can depend on
the establishment of a certain degree of structural commensurability between tip and
surface in the course of scanning [29, 30]. For atomic stick-slip measurements on
graphite surfaces, the role of small graphite flakes attached to the tip has long been
discussed and recently confirmed experimentally [1, 31].

The best control over the atomic structure of the tip apex has been achieved for
metal tips in vacuum environments. By applying the established procedures of Field
Ion Microscopy (FIM), the tip structure can not only be imaged but also conditioned
on the atomic scale. Cross et al. have characterized the adhesion between a tungsten
tip and a gold surface and proved the conservation of the atomic tip structure by
means of FIM [32]. Even with instruments of lower resolution, FIM can at least be
used for cleaning procedures and for a determination of the crystalline orientation
of the apex cluster [2].

The integrated tips at the end of micro-fabricated silicon cantilevers have a well-
defined crystalline orientation, usually pointing with the (100) direction along the
tip. However, the tip surface and with it the whole tip apex are at least oxidized and
possibly contaminated through packaging, transport, and handling. Furthermore,
many tips are sharpened in a oxidation process which introduces large stresses at the
apex. While etching in hydrofluoric acid can remove the oxide and for some time
passivate silicon surface bonds by hydrogen, a stable formation and reproducible
characterization comparable with FIM of metal tips has not yet been reported. Tips
integrated into silicon nitride cantilevers are amorphous due to the chemical vapor
deposition process and may exhibit an ever more complex structure and chemistry
at the tip apex.

One way of overcoming the uncertainty of the tip constitution is to use meth-
ods of surface chemistry to functionalize the tip [33]. Specific interactions between
molecules attached to the tip and molecules on the surface can be sensed by means
of FFM [34]. At the same time, very strong adhesion has been reduced by covering
the tip with a passivating layer to allow for lateral force imaging for example on
silicon [35]. Numerous studies using this method have been published, mainly con-
centrating on organic monolayers on tip and surface. A review of the field has been
given by Leggett et al. [36]. While most tip functionalization relies on thiol bonding
to gold-coated tips, carbon bonding to nanocrystalline diamond tips has also been
realized [37]. Schwarz et al. have prepared well-defined tips for FFM by deposi-
tion of carbon from residual gas molecules in a Transmission Electron Microscope,
keeping control of the tip radius for a quantitative analysis of a contact mechanics
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study [38]. Force measurements explicitly aiming at interactions between colloidal
particles and a surface have been performed by gluing micrometer-sized spheres of
the desired size to the cantilever [39, 40]. As a final note, one should always be aware
of the possible occurrence of major tip wear which has been observed to happen in
a concerted action of mechanical and chemical polishing [41].

1.3 Measurement Procedures

The standard measurement in FFM is the so-called friction loop: The lateral force
acting on the tip is recorded for a certain distance of scanning in the direction per-
pendicular to the long cantilever axis and for the reverse direction. The area in the
loop represents the dissipated energy, and the area divided by twice the distance is
the mean lateral force. It is always very instructive to record the topography signal
of forward and backward scan at the same time, as differences will reveal cross-talk
between normal and torsional bending of the cantilever.

Whenever lateral forces are measured as a function of some experimental para-
meter, the influence of that parameter on adhesion should be studied simultaneously.
In order to interpret the experimental results in terms of contact sizes versus dissi-
pation channels the knowledge of adhesion is essential. An excellent example is the
jump in lateral forces observed on a C60 crystal when cooling to the orientational
order-disorder phase transition, which was fully explained by a change in adhesion
[42]. For experiments carried out in ambient environment, the dominant contribu-
tion to adhesion are usually capillary forces which dependent greatly on the humidity
and on the hydrophobicity of the surface [43]. The humidity dependence of FFM
results itself can depend again on the temperature [44–46]. Consequently, an enclo-
sure of FFM experiments for humidity control greatly enhances the reproducibility
of results.

1.3.1 Friction as a Function of Load

One of the central experiments in tribology is the quantification of friction, i.e. the
change of lateral force with increasing normal load on the sliding contact. One of the
questions to be addressed is whether the relation between lateral and normal force is
linear for FFM experiments, i.e. whether Amontons’ law extends to the nanometer
scale [47]. The number of FFM studies reporting lateral force as a function of load
is very large, and the overall physical picture is multifaceted, to express it in a
positive way. A collection of results is shown in Fig. 1.3. From a procedural point
of view it is extremely important to measure the lateral forces for the full range of
small normal forces until the tip jumps out of contact, usually at a negative normal
force. In this way the adhesion in the system can be categorized and even maps of
adhesion can be produced from friction versus load experiments [48]. Furthermore,
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Fig. 1.3 Examples for the diversity of friction versus load curves measured by FFM. a Amorphous
carbon measured in an argon atmosphere [38]. The sub-linear characteristic resembles the results
of contact mechanics models. b Phenyltrichlorosilane monolayer studied in ethanol [50]. A linear
dependence is found until the monolayer collapses under the tip pressure. c Atomic friction on
NaCl(100) recorded in ultra-high vacuum [51]. A regime of vanishing friction is found for low
loads. d Friction measurement on a hydrogen-terminated diamond surface with nanometer-scale
roughness [52]. The closed circles represent the erratic load dependence of FFM results when the
lateral displacement of the tip for increasing load is not compensated. The open circles show the
expected sub-linear characteristic after activating the compensation

possible nonlinear characteristics at minimal loads are not overlooked. A useful way
of analyzing load dependence data from FFM experiments is the representation in
lateral force histograms, where for example friction on terraces and friction at steps
could automatically be distinguished [49].

When the normal load on the tip is varied the position of the contact may be
displaced along the long axis of the cantilever. This effect is caused by the tilt of the
cantilever with respect to the surface. On heterogeneous surfaces such displacement
may distort the friction measurement and, therefore, has to be compensated [52].
Another effect that can seriously disturb friction experiments is the onset of wear
and the concomitant increase of lateral forces. Wear thresholds in FFM can be as low
as a few nanonewton normal load, and wear at a constant low load may suddenly
start after repeatedly scanning the same area [53].
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1.3.2 Friction as a Function of Material

On inhomogeneous surfaces Friction Force Microscopy can image contrasts between
different materials with high lateral resolution. Such contrast has been found to arise
from a difference in chemical interactions between different molecular patches at
the surface and the tip [54]. FFM can thus serve to identify partial coverage of a
surface, for example by graphene patches [55]. As mentioned above, it is crucial to
complement lateral friction contrast with local measurements of adhesion in order to
elucidate whether adhesion and contact size or different channels of dissipation are
dominating the contrast. Care has to be taken regarding topographical artifacts, as
different materials on heterogeneous surfaces are often found at different topographic
heights. Interestingly, friction contrast is also found between domains of identical
molecular layers with anisotropic lateral orientation [56–58]. Friction anisotropy on
a given surface has to be clearly distinguished from friction anisotropy for different
azimuthal orientations between the tip and the surface. In order to measure the latter,
the sample has to be rotated with respect to the tip [31, 59].

1.3.3 Friction Effects in Normal Force Measurements

When the sample is approached towards the tip, the normal force can be determined
as a function of distance by measuring the normal bending of the cantilever. In all
beam-deflection type FFM the cantilever is tilted with respect to the sample surface to
make sure that the tip is the foremost protrusion of the force sensor. Once the tip is in
contact, the tilt causes a lateral displacement of the tip position upon further approach.
The friction forces arising from this lateral displacement influence the normal force
measurement [40]. A detailed analysis of the process proves that one can actually
perform a calibrated friction experiment through normal force versus distance curves,
in particular when using extended tips like colloid probes [60]. Even when probing
the surface in a dynamic intermittent contact mode these frictional contributions can
be detected as a phase shift between excitation and cantilever oscillation [57].

1.3.4 Fluctuations in Friction Force Microscopy

Friction Force Microscopy is naturally subject to thermal fluctuations. Such thermal
fluctuations can influence the frictional behavior of sliding contacts, as evident in the
logarithmic dependence of friction on velocity at low scanning velocities [61, 62]
which has been linked to thermal fluctuations via its temperature dependence [63].
Cantilever-type force sensors have a distinct resonance structure which dominates
the thermal noise spectrum. A full treatment of thermal noise and mechanical vibra-
tions and their influence on FFM have been provided in [64]. Typically, oscillations
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at resonances with frequencies of several kHz are averaged out in FFM experiments.
However, these resonances influence the experimental result and it is therefore very
instructive to study the lateral force signal with high bandwidth [65, 66]. The statis-
tical distribution of lateral forces in atomic stick-slip experiments can be analyzed to
reveal the role of thermal fluctuations [67]. The limited scanning velocity of FFM nor-
mally separates the frequency regimes of fast fluctuations and of slower occurrence
of topographic or even atomic features. The velocity limitations of FFM have been
addressed by new designs combining the force sensor of an FFM with a dedicated
sample stage [68, 69].

1.3.5 Friction as a Function of Temperature

The study of friction as a temperature is an obvious field of great interest. However, the
number of groups including a temperature dependence into FFM studies is increasing
recently [42, 44, 63, 70–74]. Thermal drift is a severe problem in the design of
Friction Force Microscopes working at variable temperature, since the optical lever
of the beam-deflection scheme needs to have a certain length for sensitivity. Variable-
temperature instruments with thermal-expansion compensated design comparable to
dedicated Scanning Tunneling Microscopes [75] have not been reported so far. One
interesting approach to circumvent drift problems is the local heating of the very tip
[46, 76].

1.3.6 Dynamic Lateral Force Measurements

1.3.6.1 Dynamic Friction Force Microscopy

When the sample is periodically displaced in lateral direction, the lateral force acting
on the tip and detected by the cantilever will be modulated with the same periodicity.
An early application of such a lateral modulation by Maivald et al. was the enhance-
ment of contrast at step edges [77]. Dynamic Friction Force Microscopy detects the
periodic lateral force signal by means of a lock-in amplifier. This idea was imple-
mented by Göddenhenrich et al., who applied the periodic sample displacement along
the long axis of the cantilever and detected the lateral force as periodic buckling of
the cantilever [78]. Simultaneously, their fiber-interferometric setup could statically
measure the deflection of the cantilever caused by normal forces. The same technique
was implemented by Colchero et al. for a beam-deflection instrument. The authors
provided a detailed analysis for the evaluation of the lateral forces when the sample
is displaced in a sinusoidal movement [79]. They also pointed to the fact that using
their method of Dynamic Friction Force Microscopy one will obtain quantitative
results when taking data, while static experiments need subtraction of forward and
backward scan before numbers can be obtained. Carpick et al. have used a similar
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technique with very small sample displacement amplitudes to avoid any slip of the
tip over the surface [80]. In such experiments, the amplitude of the lateral force
provides a measure for the contact stiffness. Dynamic friction force microscopy has
been combined with sophisticated versions of the pulsed-force mode for a simultane-
ous measurement of all relevant properties of mechanical contacts [81]. In a recently
published study, Haugstad has analyzed the non-linear response of the lateral force to
the sinusoidal sample displacement in a Fourier analysis [82]. Using this technique
he was able to gain new insights into the transition from static to kinetic sliding on
a polymer blend.

Dynamic Friction Force Microscopy can gain sensitivity by tuning the periodic
excitation to resonances of the cantilever [83, 84]. However, the coupling between
the mechanical properties of the contact and the flexural modes of the cantilever
require a complex analysis, as provided in a recent review which also references
previous work in the field of ultra-sonic force microscopy [85].

1.3.6.2 Dynamic Non-contact Lateral Force Experiments

The success of dynamic non-contact force microscopy in atomic resolution imag-
ing of insulating surfaces and its prospect of measuring dissipation phenomena with
the same resolution [86] has initiated projects which aim at a dynamic non-contact
microscopy using lateral oscillation of the tip. Jarvis et al. have constructed a novel
force sensor which allows to excite and detect oscillations of the tip in normal as
well as in lateral direction [87]. The independent oscillations were achieved by sus-
pending the tip holder in hinges at the end of two normally oscillating cantilevers.
The group has controlled the tip-sample distance by changes in the normal oscilla-
tion frequency, and simultaneously recorded changes in the amplitude of the lateral
oscillation pointing to frictional tip-sample interactions.

A standard rectangular cantilever has been employed by Pfeiffer et al. for the
dynamic detection of interactions between a laterally oscillating tip and a surface
close to but not in contact [88]. In this study, the cantilever was excited to oscil-
late at its first torsional resonance, making the tip oscillate laterally. The distance
between tip and a copper surface was controlled using the tunneling current as feed-
back quantity. The lateral interaction between tip and monatomic steps or single
impurities could be detected as frequency shift in the torsional oscillation. Giessibl
et al. attached a tungsten tip to a quartz tuning fork such that it would oscillate lat-
erally over the surface. Again using tunneling as feedback, they were able to study
dissipation in the lateral movement with atomic resolution on a Si(111)7×7 surface,
thereby tracing friction to a single atom [89]. The damping of the lateral oscillation
has been explained in terms of a fast stick-slip process involving one adatom. The
same surface has recently been studied in dynamic lateral force microscopy using a
standard rectangular cantilever by Kawai et al. [90]. In this study a small frequency
shift in the torsional resonance frequency upon approach was used to control the
tip-sample distance. The torsional resonance was detected using a heterodyne inter-
ferometer scheme, where the focus of the light beam was positioned on one side of
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the cantilever in order to be sensitive to the torsional bending. This is actually a very
informative method to study the resonance structure of cantilevers which can show
significant deviations from ideal modeling due to extra masses and asymmetries [20].

The dynamic non-contact experiments introduced in this section are very inter-
esting tools to study conservative and dissipative interactions in lateral motion even
before a repulsive contact is established. Their full strength has recently demon-
strated by determination of the lateral force needed to move an atom on a surface
[91] and by relating atomic structure to the anisotropy of lateral forces [92].

1.4 Outlook

Friction Force Microscopy is now a widely distributed experimental method. The
experimental procedures and the calibration have been established to allow for repro-
ducible studies of frictional properties in single-asperity contacts. The biggest draw-
back within the method is the lack of methods for a reproducible preparation and
characterization of tips on atomic scale, as compared to the surface preparation by
means of methods of Surface Science. Such control over the atomic constitution of
the contact area would greatly advance our understanding of tribological processes
on the nanometer scale. Other instrumental challenges in the field include the further
improvement of FFM experiments at variable temperatures and in liquid environ-
ments, where atomic friction phenomena have been observed with a resolution similar
to vacuum experiments [93].
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Chapter 2
Surface Forces Apparatus in Nanotribology

Carlos Drummond and Philippe Richetti

Abstract The Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA) has proven to be an excellent tool for
research in nanotribology. It allows the study of single or multiple asperity contacts
lubricated or not. The normal load, the contact area and the sliding velocity between
the surfaces can be controlled and unambiguously measured with higher accuracy
than in any conventional tribometer. Furthermore, an image of the surfaces in con-
tact can be obtained as the surfaces are slid, allowing the monitoring of the real size
and shape of the contact area and the distance or film thickness profile between the
surfaces when atomically smooth surfaces are used. It is relatively simple to per-
form a comprehensive exploration of the full space of parameters to determine the
important variables in the frictional behavior of the system. In this chapter the prin-
ciples of operation and some experimental details of the Surface Forces Apparatus
nanotribometer are described.

2.1 Introduction

The measurement of normal interaction forces between solids dates back to the 1920s,
when Tomlinson investigated the interaction between crossed filaments of different
metals [1]. Later, research groups in the Netherlands and Russia led by Overbeek and
Derjaguin developed different techniques for measuring the force between surfaces
of quartz or glass as a function of their separation [2, 3]. The example of these
seminal pieces of work was promptly followed by many other groups. Particularly in
Cambridge a remarkable body of work was accomplished, leading to the development
of the Surface Forces Apparatus, SFA, by Tabor, Winterton and Israelachvili [4, 5].

The study of lateral forces between surfaces has a longer history. The prob-
lem of friction between surfaces attracted great thinkers as Da Vinci, Coulomb,
Euler, Amontons and many others. A fascinating historical account of the history of
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tribology was compiled by Dowson [6]. Friction has also been investigated with SFAs
modified for that purpose; the first friction measurements using this technique date
back to the 70’s [7]. A decade later Briscoe and Evans reported extensive results on
the study of friction of adsorbed monolayers in air [8]. Nevertheless, it was not until
the late 80’s that nanotribology studies with the SFA became a very active field of
research. Since then, various modifications to the technique have been introduced. In
the present chapter we describe the principles of operations and some experimental
details of the SFA-nanotribometer.

2.2 Surface Forces Apparatus Technique: Generalities

In a typical SFA-nanotribometry experiment molecularly smooth mica surfaces are
glued to cylindrically curved silica lenses, and used to confine thin films. The use of
mica as a substrate for surface force experiments was originally proposed by Bailey
and Courtney-Pratt [9]. The cylindrically-shaped silica disks are placed with their
axes perpendicular to each other, a configuration that presents several advantages.
First, it circumvents the difficult—if not impossible—task of accurately aligning two
parallel plates. Unwanted edge effects are easily avoided by this approach. Second, it
allows the investigation of different contact spots on the same pair of surfaces, simply
by laterally displacing the crossed cylinders. If wear or contamination of the surfaces
appears during the experiment, a fresh contact zone can be readily found. Finally,
this geometry is convenient for comparing the results of the measurements with
theoretical descriptions, typically sketched for flat surfaces. If the separation between
the curved surfaces is much smaller than their radii of curvature, R, the SFA cross-
cylinder configuration is equivalent to a sphere-on-plate contact. The force between
two such surfaces, F, can be related to the energy of interaction between flat surfaces
per unit area, E, by using the so-called Derjaguin approximation [10], E = F/2π R.
This provides a normalization method in order to quantitatively compare data from
different experiments. The question of the normalization of the measured interaction
forces is more involved in friction experiments, as will be discussed below.

One of the major strengths of the SFA technique rests on the possibility of imaging
the area of contact to determine the distance between the surfaces, the refractive index
of the film confined between them and the geometry of the contact region. The SFA
is one of few techniques in the field of tribology that allows to image in situ and in
real time the geometry of the contact area, and probably the only one with subnano-
metric resolution. Multiple Beam Interferometry (MBI) is used for this purpose [11].
A highly reflective layer is deposited on the back side of the mica surfaces, and white
light is passed through this built-in Fabry-Perot interferometer. The intensity of the
light transmitted through the stratified media between the two mirrors depends on the
optical thickness in a nontrivial way: only wavelengths that interfere constructively
after the multiple reflections in the cavity traverse the multilayer system. The emerg-
ing beam of light can then be focused on a spectrometer. The resulting constructive
interference fringes (Fringes of Equal Chromatic Order, FECO) carry with them the
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information about the thickness and the refractive index of the different layers in
the path of the light. Particularly, the thickness and the refractive index of the film
confined between the mica surfaces can be determined with an accuracy of 0.1 nm
and 0.01 respectively. Israelachvili developed simple explicit expressions to calculate
these quantities from the wavelength of the FECO for a film confined between mica
surfaces of identical thickness [12]. Later, the analysis has been extended to asym-
metric, adsorbing, anisotropic or more complicated multilayer systems [13–15]. The
potential of extending the analysis to obtain information about the roughness of the
surfaces has also been demonstrated [16].

Many different experimental setups for the measurement of the surface forces have
been reported. One of the oldest versions, the Mk I, was designed by Israelachvili
and Adams for the measurement of forces between liquids and vapours [17]. It was
based on the earlier designs of Tabor, Winterton and Israelachvili [4, 5], and was later
followed by greatly improved and modified versions, the Mk II and III [18, 19]. Parker
and co-workers developed later a circular steel apparatus (Mk IV) which is simpler to
clean and assemble than Mk I or II [20]. The stability and reliability of the apparatus,
as well as the simplicity of handling, have been progressively improved on each
design. Recently, Israelachvili et al. have developed the SFA 2000, a device which is
simpler to assemble and operate than earlier models and integrates a number of new
functionalities [21]. The interested reader is referred to the original publications for
the particular details of each apparatus.

For measuring the normal force of interaction in a typical SFA experiment, one of
the surfaces is displaced using a combination of motors and piezoelectric elements,
while the other surface is coupled to a calibrated spring with a fix end. Double
cantilever springs are typically used in order to minimize the tilting and/or sliding
between the surfaces when the spring is deflected. The interaction force between the
surfaces is measured by progressively changing the distance between the fix end of the
double cantilever spring and the second surface, and allowing the separation between
the surfaces to come to an equilibrium situation where the surface forces are balanced
by the elastic force of the spring. The difference between the displacement carried
out and the actual change in the separation between the surfaces, �x (measured by
MBI) will correspond to a deflection of the spring. It will be used to calculate the
difference in interaction force between the two equilibrium positions (before and after
the motion), �F , by using Hooke’s law, �F = k�x, where k is the elastic constant
of the double cantilever spring. Albeit being conceptually simple, measuring the
forces by this procedure is limited by spring instabilities. Quickly decaying forces,
with a force-distance gradient larger than the spring constant are inaccessible because
of the mechanical instability of the system under such conditions. Derjaguin et al.
proposed the use of a force feedback technique to overcome this problem [3]. The idea
is to control the force applied to the surfaces independently of the displacement: an
external force is applied to the surfaces to maintain the spring undeflected. Effectively,
this translates into a continuously changing spring constant, which eliminates the
mechanical instability above mentioned. Several implementations of this idea have
been reported [22–24]. Steward and Parker modified a Mark IV by incorporating a
magnetic force transducer and a bimorph displacement sensor. Tonck et al. introduced
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a feedback apparatus with capacitive displacement transducers [25]. An interesting
description of the different techniques used for the measurement of the normal force
between surfaces was presented by Lodge [26].

2.3 Surface Forces Apparatus Nanotribometer

In a nanotribology experiment with the SFA, the mica surfaces are brought to a certain
separation, T. By using motors or electromechanical transducers a lateral displace-
ment between the surfaces is imposed, and the force induced by this displacement
is measured. Usually a certain normal load is applied, L. If the load is high enough,
the glue layer under the surfaces undergoes elastic deformation, and a thin film is
confined to a flat circular region of uniform thickness T and area of contact A, as
illustrated in the Fig. 2.1. By using MBI an image of the surfaces in contact can be
obtained as the surfaces are slid, allowing monitoring of the size and the profile of
the contact area and the distance between the surfaces. Shear-induced elastohydrody-
namic deformation can also be distinguished. In addition, damage of the surfaces can
be easily detected as soon as it occurs, allowing to discriminate between undamaged
sliding and friction with wear, and to independently study the two scenarios.

crossed
cylinders

Normal
spring

Light

piezoelectric
bimorphs

Vertical
spring

Fig. 2.1 Functional scheme of the SFA designed by Israelachvili et al. configured for friction
experiments. The mica sheets are mounted in crossed-cylinder geometry, and their back surfaces
are coated with reflective silver layers to allow for multiple beam interference. The upper and lower
surfaces are mounted on cylindrically curved silica discs which are attached to the friction sensing
device and the piezoelectric bimorph slider, respectively
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A subject of major importance in the analysis of a SFA-nanotribology experiment
is to identify the area over which the frictional force takes action. Often the friction
force between sliding surfaces will be dominated by the flatten area. In that case, the
sharp edge of the FECO allows recognizing the “area of contact”, used to normalize
the measured force and to calculate the shear stress. This operation is necessary
to quantitatively compare the results of different experiments. From this point of
view, the customary used friction coefficient is a less fundamental parameter than
the shear stress. There is, however, an important caveat to this operation: very often
the measured shear stress depends on the applied pressure. Given that curved surfaces
are used in a SFA experiment, the normal pressure is not constant over the flatten
area. Its value is given by a nonlinear function of the position in the contact area,
a problem that has been extensively treated by the contact mechanics community
[27]. It is clear then that the shear stress calculated in a SFA experiment is an average
quantity, to be treated with caution.

An even more complicated scenario is found when there is a significant contri-
bution to the friction force by regions of the surfaces outside the flatten area. This
situation can be envisaged, for example, if there is a contribution to the friction com-
ing from breaking and reforming bonds of long molecules that are able to bridge
the two surfaces together. In that case, there is not an obvious way to identify the
effective contact area. One possibility is to adopt a cut-off length, and to assume that
the contribution to the frictional force is negligible at larger separations. However,
at least two problems persist: the choice of the characteristic length rests somehow
arbitrary and the contribution of a given region to the total force will most likely be
a function of the local surface separation. It is important to emphasize at this point
that the experimental difficulties just outlined are shared by most—if not all—the
experimental techniques in nanotribology. Besides, the SFA-nanotribometer in its
interferometric version is possibly the only technique in nanotribology that allows
the observation of the contact geometry while rubbing the surfaces.

2.3.1 Experimental Setup

Several SFA experimental setups have been proposed during the last three decades,
each with its own capabilities and limitations. In the following we will briefly describe
few systems which are broadly used in the field. The reader interested in more
complete information is referred to the original papers.

A number of experimental designs have been proposed by the group of Israelachvili
[21, 28, 29]. The main features of the most recent version are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The lower surface is mounted on a bimorph-driven slider [29], which moves later-
ally in a linear fashion when a constant slope voltage ramp is applied between the
two electrodes of sectored piezoelectric bimorphs (electromechanical transducers).
Alternatively, a constant frequency sinusoidal input can be imposed to the slider
to perform nanorheological experiments. The upper surface is itself attached to a
vertical double cantilever spring, whose deflection is monitored using strain gauges
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connected to form the arms of a Wheatstone bridge. If the displacement of the lower
surface induces a viscous or friction force on the upper surface, the vertical spring
will deflect. From the deflection of this spring of known spring constant K, the fric-
tion force between the surfaces F can be calculated, simply by using Hooke’s law
of elasticity [28]. The mechanical properties of the measurement system (e.g., com-
pliance and inertial mass) will influence the results; these factors have to be taken
into account in order to obtain meaningful information from the signal measured.
This can be done in a straightforward fashion in the SFA because of its mechanical
simplicity and easy-to-characterize mechanical properties.

The maximal distance that can be slid with this setup depends on the characteristics
of the bimorph strips used, being typically of the order of several tens of micrometers.
A slider with a larger displacement range has been designed for the SFA 2000. A
larger displacement can also be achieved by mechanically driving the upper surface
using a reversible, variable speed motor-driver micrometer shaft that displaces the
translation stage holding the vertical double cantilever spring. The detection limit for
the friction force of this setup is typically of the order of several µN. By changing
the frequency and the amplitude of the input signal to the bimorph slider, the driving
speed can be typically varied between several Å/s to 0.1 mm/s. This device has
been used to study a large number of systems. Some examples included confined
simple liquids [30–32], polymer melt and solutions [28, 29, 33–35], self-assembled
surfactant and polymer layers [36–38]. A number of systems in biotribology have
also been extensively investigated [39, 40].

An alternative design conceived for the study of smaller deformations was intro-
duced by Granick et al. [41, 42]. The goal of these low amplitude studies is to focus
the investigation on the linear response of the confined films. By applying small
deformations, the flow of fresh liquid in the contact zone is avoided. This allows the
study of long time relaxation process that may be occurring in the contact region. A
schematic of this device is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In this design, the bottom surface
remains stationary, while the upper surface is mounted on a holder attached to a dou-
ble cantilever. Compared with the design of Israelachvili, they replaced the vertical
metallic cantilevers by two piezoelectric bimorph strips. One of the bimorphs is used
as an actuator and the other as a sensor. In the experiment, a voltage difference is
applied to one of the bimorphs (actuator). Typically, a constant frequency sinusoidal
signal is used, inducing an oscillating force on it. Simultaneously, the deformation-
induced voltage of the second bimorph (sensor) is measured. This data is used to
determine the actual displacement of the surface. By comparing this response with
the one observed when no interaction between the two surfaces is presented, the influ-
ence of the confined film on the movement can be extracted. The electromechanical
characteristics of the system are model as a series of effective masses, springs and
dashpots representing the different components of the apparatus. The friction appears
as a force acting on the holder of the lower surface, from which an effective viscosity
can be extracted [42]. Although mainly conceived for the study of small deformations
(of the order of the film thickness) typical displacements range from few nm to few
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actuator

receiver

leaf springs

Vertical
displacement

bimorphs

Fig. 2.2 Schematic illustration of the SFA designed by Granick et al. The shear force is generated
by one bimorph (actuator) and the response of the device induces a voltage across the other bimorph
(receiver)

µm. The reported sensitivity on the friction force is around 5µN. Many different
systems have been explored with this device, including simple liquids [41, 43–45]
polymer melts [46–48] and solutions [49, 50].

A third experimental setup widely used in the literature has been developed by
Klein et al. [51, 52]. A schematic of this device is presented in Fig. 2.3. In this device
the sensitivity to the measured friction forces is greatly improved with respect to
the previous designs. Inversely to the configuration adopted by Israelachvili et al.
in the most recent version of their design the upper surface is driven and the effect
on the lower surface is measured. A sectored piezoelectric tube is use to produce a
normal or lateral displacement of the upper surface. An air-gap capacitor is used to
measure the lateral displacement of the lower surface, which is coupled to a calibrated
double cantilever spring with a fix end. The shear induced frictional force is then
directly extracted from this displacement (e.g., the deflection of the spring) by using
Hooke’s law. The reported sensitivity of the friction force is 50 nN and the maximal
displacement of the upper surface is few tens of µm. The improved sensitivity of this
device comes from the detection method used. This has proven to be very valuable
for the study of polymer melts and solutions [53–56] where small forces are typically
observed. Research on water and other simple liquids has also been conducted with
this experimental setup [57, 58]. Studies of several biotribological related systems
have been recently reported [59, 60].
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of the surface force balance (SFB) designed by Klein et al. The
separation between the surfaces is controlled via a three-stage mechanism with a sectored piezo-
electric tube on which the top surface is mounted. The piezoelectric element produces both normal
and lateral displacement. The bending of the shear force spring is detected by an air-gap capacitor.
Reprinted with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Volume 105(34), 8125–8134
(2001). Uri Raviv, Rafael Tadmor and Jacob Klein

As the SFA technique involves the displacement of curved surfaces, it is not
a trivial matter to achieve large displacements under a constant applied load. In
addition, achieving velocities greater than 100µm/s can prove technically difficult
and may involve large accelerations, due to the limited range of displacement. Bureau
[61], and Israelachvili et al. [62] have addressed some of these issues. Qian et al.
extended the capabilities of the apparatus to include the movement of the surfaces and
the measurement of the friction force between them in two orthogonal directions in
the plane of contact [63]. This new apparatus should prove to be useful in investigating
shear-induced effects (e.g. shear alignment) on the confined thin films. Efforts in the
same direction have also been pursued by Israelachvili et al. [21, 64].

Further improvements on different aspects of the experimental technique have
been proposed during the last decade. First, substantial efforts have been devoted to
automate the procedure of measurement, in order to improve the accuracy and sim-
plicity of the technique. Second, the strategy used to determine the separation between
the surfaces has been extended by using non-interferometric techniques. The auto-
matic detection of the FECO have posed some challenges in the past, but increasingly
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accurate and affordable charge couple devices in the market are currently used in
several laboratories in the world for this purpose. Different strategies for the automa-
tion of the measurement process have been extensively described by Quon et al. [65],
Grunewald and Helm [66], and more recently by Heuberger et al. [67].

As mentioned before, some efforts have also been devoted to determine the sur-
face displacement by noninterferometric techniques. Several groups have proposed
to use piezoelectric bimorphs for this purpose [68–70]. This solution is inadequate for
long or quasi-static measurements due to the intrinsic drift and leakage of bimorph
sensors (electrical drift and decay). A partial solution to these problems was pre-
sented by Parker [71], who suggested the use of an ultra-high impedance amplifier to
lengthen the decay time of the bimorph sensor. A different method was presented by
Frantz et al. [72]. They proposed to monitor the capacitance between the silver layers
deposited on the back surface of the mica sheets for a fast detection of the surface
separation, and described the use of this setup for the study of contact mechanics.
Tonck et al. [25], and later Stewart [73], proposed to use capacitance dilatometry to
measure the separation between the surfaces: one plate of a parallel-plate capacitor
was attached to the moving surface, and the other to the chamber of the apparatus.
This technique allows for a fast and accurate measurement of the displacement of
the surface and eliminates the constraint of having to use transparent surfaces. A
similar configuration, replacing one of the capacitors for a sensitive interferometric
sensor to measure the deflection of the normal spring, has been used for very pre-
cise nanorheological studies [74]. Nevertheless, when opaque surfaces are used it is
impossible to obtain an image of the contact region while shearing, which is one of
the major strength of the SFA technique.

2.3.2 Local Structural Information: Combination
of the SFA with Other Techniques

The information gathered in a conventional SFA experiment is limited to the average
response of the confined film under shear. For achieving a better understanding of
its behavior it is desirable to obtain structural information at the molecular level.
Obtaining this information implies a colossal experimental challenge. On one hand
the number of molecules involved in a thin film is relatively small, particularly
when a localized area is explored, which inevitably reduces the intensity of any
measured signal. On the other hand the investigated thin film is surrounded by layers
of different materials that are susceptible to interact with the used probe (e.g. light,
x-ray or neutrons) increasing the level of noise of the measured signal. Despite of
these difficulties, several experimental groups have reported encouraging results of
experiments combining the capabilities of the SFA with other techniques in-situ. It is
reasonable to expect that techniques revealing the local molecular properties of the
confined films will improve our understanding about the friction phenomena in the
years to come.
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The earliest effort in this direction aimed to combine SFA with x-ray diffraction
(XSFA) [75, 76]. The second generation of XSFA combines the force measurement
capabilities of the SFA with in-situ small angle x-ray scattering experiments [77].
Films of several liquid crystals have been studied with this technique, and the effect
of shear on the molecular alignment in confined films has been directly evidenced.
The application of this technique has so far been limited to films thicker than 500 nm,
mainly because of the poor signal to noise ratio obtained otherwise. Obviously, the
research in nanotribology calls for much thinner films. Moreover, the results reported
with this method have been limited to an average investigation of the contact area,
because of the size of the x-ray probe used. The possibility of investigating small
regions of the contact area by using a micro focused x-ray beam has been suggested,
but no results in this direction has been reported so far. Despite of the difficulties
encountered, several research groups are actively working in this technique. It has
been shown that X-ray reflectivity can be used to obtain structural information of
ultra confined molecular films of OMCTS only few layers thick [78]. A recent publi-
cation describes an analogous study for water films [79]. Nevertheless, simultaneous
determination of interaction forces and structural information in thin films has not
been reported.

Helm et al. [80] showed that MBI can be used to obtain structural information
of the confined thin films without any modification to the original SFA technique.
Information about orientation and intermolecular interactions can be extracted from
the FECO if optically active molecules are investigated. They were able to study ultra
thin films, given that the light absorption by the confined molecules is enhanced by
the multiple reflections in the optical cavity. Nevertheless, this technique limits the
molecules that can be studied to large dye molecules. In addition, for best determi-
nation of the adsorption spectra of the confined dyes, relatively thick mica has to be
used, reducing the accuracy of the film thickness determination.

In other order of ideas, Salmeron et al. suggested to couple second harmonic and
sum-frequency generation to the SFA to study alignment and relaxation of confined
ultra thin films, and showed the potential of the application by investigating self-
assembled and Langmuir-Blodget monolayers of several surfactants [81]. However,
results with other experimental systems have not been reported.

The combination of the SFA with other optical techniques has been limited by the
reflective silver layer used to determine the surface separation by MBI. This layer
strongly reduces the intensity of the illumination of the confined films, seriously lim-
iting the in-situ performance of other optical methods. Granick et al. have overcome
this limitation by replacing the reflective silver layer by multilayer dielectric coat-
ings, which are transparent in different regions of the optical spectrum. In that way,
they have been able to apply different spectroscopic tools to obtain in situ structural
information of ultra thin films under shear [82, 83].

By combining the SFA nanotribometer with fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
they measured the molecular diffusion coefficient in thin films within spots of sub-
micron size, obtaining spatially resolved measurements [70]. This method has the
drawback that fluorophore molecules have to be added to the liquid investigated in
order to have a fluorescence signal. However, the authors have shown that the small
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amount of fluorophores added didn’t modify they behavior under shear and com-
pression of the fluids investigated. Thus, diffusion coefficient of rhodamine in 1,2
propane diol was found to decrease by 2 orders of magnitude under confinement.
Similar results were observed for the diffusion of cumarin 153 in OMCTS. They also
found that the diffusion coefficient decreases from the edges towards the center of
the contact region. Their results seem to suggest a heterogeneous dynamic in the con-
fined thin films, where the diffusion appears to involve cooperative rearrangements
of many molecules.

They have also reported results on the combination of SFA with Confocal Raman
Spectroscopy [84]. The confocal geometry was used to reduced the bulk contribution
to the measured signal. By using a multilayer reflective coating transparent to the
argon laser and to the scattered Raman signal, they were able to monitor the geometry
of the contact area simultaneously with the Raman scattering signal. They reported
spatially resolved Raman scattering before and after shear, evidencing the influence
of shear on the orientation of the molecules inside the confined film.

A third technique developed in Granick’s group is the combination of photolumi-
nescence and absorption dichroism with the SFA [85]. The shear-induced alignment
of pre-adsorbed polymer molecules on mica was quantified both by photolumines-
cence and spectral absorption. They found molecular alignment parallel and per-
pendicular to the shear direction. which seems to be extremely sensitive to small
changes in the initial conditions of the test. Although this technique is limited to
the investigation of optical active substances, the information obtained can help to
understand the behavior of lubricants with similar molecular structure.

In a different direction, Berg et al. recently suggested incorporating a Quartz
Crystal Resonator in the SFA [86]. Because of the high oscillation frequency of the
Quartz Crystal, this configuration allows the study of sliding velocities much higher
than typically investigated in a conventional SFA nanotribology experiment. Never-
theless, in order to obtain meaningful results extremely thin mica surfaces need to be
used, complicating its implementation as a routine technique. In addition, a sphere-
on-plate geometry is required, which complicates the procedure of preparation of
the mica surfaces.

2.3.3 Beyond Mica: Alternative Substrates

As mentioned previously, mica surfaces are the most popular substrates for SFA
experiments. It gathers a set of properties seldom observed in other materials. It is
transparent and can be prepared in the form of thin sheets of molecularly smooth
surfaces over large areas by successive cleaving. The combination of these properties
is at the heart of the SFA technique: transparent surfaces are required to determine the
geometry of the contact by MBI. Besides, mica is a fairly incompressible material, so
the forces measured are not flawed by the deformation of the surfaces. In addition it is
inert to chemical reaction, so it is hardly modified during experiments. As a drawback,
the process of producing mica surfaces thin enough to fulfill the requirements of the
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SFA technique calls for a skillful experimentalist. This constraint is greatly relaxed by
carefully implementation of automatic thickness measurement. On the other hand,
thanks to the smoothness of the surfaces the geometry of the contact between the
two surfaces can be easily described, simplifying the description and interpretation
of the results.

The investigation of substrates other than mica is of interest for obvious reasons.
The substrate plays a major role in most of the phenomena investigated by SFA,
and particularly in tribology. It acts not only as a geometrical barrier, but as a major
player: the interaction between the surfaces and with the confined films determines
the general frictional behavior. For these reasons considerable efforts have been
devoted to integrate different substrates in SFA experiments, to expand the range
of applications of the technique. Mica surfaces can be modified by deposition or
adsorption of different materials. By properly controlling the modification process,
the smoothness of the surfaces can be preserved. In addition, modified surfaces may
be more prone to chemical modifications.

Several groups have investigated the behavior of mica surfaces modified by self-
assembly [37, 38, 87, 88] or deposition of Langmuir-blodgett films [37, 89, 90]
of different substances. Mica acquires a negative surface charge when immersed
in water, so positively charged species (e.g. cationic surfactants) spontaneously
adsorbed on it; the structure of the adsorbed layer and its relationship to the molecular
structure of the adsorbed material has been a very active area of research during the
last 25 years [91]. The frictional behavior of the modified surfaces depends strongly
on the characteristic of the adsorbed layers: surface properties like the adhesion
energy and the morphology of the adsorbed layer will ultimately determine their
behavior under shear.

As mentioned before, mica is an inert material. Nevertheless, it can be chemically
modified by water vapor plasma treatment, increasing their reactivity to different
species, e.g. chlorosilanes, as suggested by Parker et al. [92]. In this way, molecularly
smooth hydrophobic surfaces can be prepared, given that the chemical structure is
modified without increasing the roughness of the substrates. Mica surfaces treated by
this procedure have been used in SFA studies [93]. Kessel and Granick modified this
procedure to be able to induce the self-assembly of alkoxysilanes on mica, showing
that strongly bound monolayers were formed [94].

Several groups have proposed to modify the mica surfaces simply by depositing
on them thin films of different materials, including metals and dielectrics. In order
to be able to monitor the geometry of the contact region by MBI, it is important for
the deposited layers not to be completely opaque. This does not impose a serious
limitation for sufficiently thin films. The interpretation of the FECO becomes more
involved because of the larger number of optical layers in the optical path of the white
light, but the information about the thickness and optical properties of the confined
film can nonetheless be extracted. Different algorithms which are adequate for the
modified experimental conditions have been described in the literature [95, 96].

Studies of mica modification by deposition of many different materials have been
reported in the past. Silver [95, 97], gold [95, 98], platinum [98, 99], silica [99, 100],
are only a few of a long list of materials investigated. Horn et al. grown single crystals
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of aluminum oxide [101] by vapor phase condensation. The tribological behavior of
these surfaces was later investigated by Berman et al. [102]. Vigil et al. deposited
smooth layers of amorphous silica on mica, and study the behavior under compression
and shear of the resulting surfaces [100]. They found that oscillatory structural forces
were absent of the interaction between the surfaces due to the increased roughness. In
addition, they observed long time-dependent adhesion and friction of the surfaces in
the presence of water. Mc Guiggan et al. deposited amorphous carbon by magnetron
sputtering on mica, and used these surfaces in the SFA-nanotribometer [103]. They
found the friction force to be proportional to the area of contact between the surfaces,
and the measured shear stress to decrease strongly with increasing relative humidity.
Hirz et al. sputtered thin films of zirconia and alumina on mica, and investigated the
behavior of these surfaces when lubricated with a linear perfluoropolyether [104].
They showed that these metal oxide formed smooth films on mica susceptible of
being used as alternative substrates in SFA experiments.

Other groups have proposed to simplify the method of substrate preparation by
eliminating the use of mica all together. A method of preparing silica surfaces for use
in the SFA was proposed by Horn et al. although its use has not became widespread
[105]. Golan et al. proposed to deposit a thin layer of silicon nitride on rigid silica
disks previously coated with a reflective layer to replace the mica substrates [106].
They also reported a succinct tribological study of this generic substrate. Chain and
Klein proposed to use mica as a template to produce extremely smooth gold surfaces
[107, 108]. This method has been adapted by other groups to study electrochemical
processes using the SFA [109, 110].

In general, the surface modification processes abovementioned may alter the
smoothness of the surfaces at some degree complicating the geometry of the sys-
tem, changing it from a single-asperity to a multiple-asperity contact. However, they
allow the investigation of surfaces of interest in many different fields, extending the
range of applications of the SFA. In addition, in most of the cases the roughness of
the deposited layers can be controlled and/or modified to certain extent, allowing
the investigation of the effect of surface roughness on friction, an important field of
research on its own. SFA studies involving controlled roughness are in progress in
several laboratories in the world [109].

2.4 Case Study: Weakly Adhesive Surfaces Under Shear

To illustrate the potential of the SFA technique for nanotribology studies, some exper-
imental results obtained with self-assembled surfactant layers are described in this
section.

We investigated the following system: the mica surfaces in the SFA are immersed in
bulk aqueous surfactant solutions. Cationic surfactants are chosen, so that self assem-
bled layers are formed on the mica surfaces. For surfactant concentrations above the
critical micelle concentration (cmc) the adsorbed films show different morphology
depending on the surfactant. Some surfactants adsorb as flat bilayers, while others
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form rather modulated layers, suggesting the adsorption of globular or cylindrical
micelles [91]. If two flat bilayers are compressed, eventually the hemifusion of the
layers can be induced. In the hemifused region the mica surfaces end up cover by a
monolayer of surfactant, and the surfaces are held together by an adhesive interac-
tion, because of the hydrophobic attraction between the hydrophobic chains of the
surfactant molecules. The precise measurement of the thickness of the trapped layer
allows the clear identification of the hemifusion; an abrupt change of the confined
film, corresponding to the expulsion of two monolayers from the contact region, is
induced by compression and/or shear [38, 87, 111].

The behavior under shear of these systems is very complex. In general, when
two intact bilayers are sheared, we do not detect any frictional resistance at any
applied velocity or normal load: the friction force is below the detection limit of our
experimental setup, which is similar to the one designed by Israelachvili [28, 29].
On the contrary, after the hemifusion of the layers is induced, a higher friction force
can be observed. A typical friction trace measured during the hemifusion process
is presented in Fig. 2.4, together with friction traces measured at different driving
velocities after the hemifusion has taken place. The general behavior of the measured
friction force with the driving velocity after hemifusion is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
At least 5 different regimes can be identified. At low velocities smooth sliding is
observed. The force increases first linearly and then logarithmically with the driving
velocity, before reaching a plateau. Above a certain critical velocity the movement
becomes unstable and stick-slip is observed. At even higher velocities the movement
becomes again stable and a second smooth sliding regime is observed, when the
frictional resistance increases linearly with the driving velocity. As can be observed
in the Fig. 2.5, an extensive dynamic regime is necessary to be able to observe the five
regimes just described. This exploration of the space of parameters can be readily
performed with the SFA nanotribometer.

Within the experimental accuracy, the shear stress, defined as σ = F/A, appears to
be independent of the normal load L over the range of load investigated, both along the
plateau regime preceding the stick-slip instability, and for the high velocity smooth-
sliding regime. This implies that the friction force is proportional to the contact area
A, rather than to the contact diameter or the load L. The load independence of the
shear stress is no longer verified along the logarithmic regime. It is only due to the
possibility of monitoring the real area of contact with the SFA (from the flat region
on the FECO) that the shear stress can be univocally calculated at all times during
the experiment.

All the trends observed in the sliding curve can be described by a model originally
proposed by Schallamach [112] and that we have extensively discussed in the past
[38]. The general behavior of the friction force can then be interpreted in terms
of a model based on the kinetics of formation and rupture of small adhesive links
(bonds) between the two shearing surfaces. Under this scenario, the observed stick-
slip regime is just a manifestation of the mechanical instability due to the negative
slope of the force versus velocity curve in a certain range of speeds. This adhesive
model is insufficient to account for the steady smooth sliding regime observed at
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Fig. 2.4 a Friction signal recorded when the lower surface is displaced at constant velocity in a
reciprocate mode, at the moment of the shear-induced hemifusion. A dramatic increase in friction
force is accompanied by a film thickness reduction from 6.5 to 3.5 nm, indicating the hemifusion of
the adsorbed bilayers. The normal load remains practically constant. b A smooth sliding regime is
observed at low velocities, V < Vc. In the stick-slip regime the friction force oscillates between the
kinetic value Fk and a lower kinetic value Fsk . c Increasing the driving velocity the measured spring
force changes from an oscillatory state to a smooth steady state. Every time the driving velocity
is reversed there is a transient response of few hundredth of a second before the system reaches
steady-state sliding
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Fig. 2.5 Driving-velocity dependence of the shear stress measured while shearing two adsorbed
monolayers of the 12-3-12-3-12 surfactant under a load of L = 4.51 mN at T = 20 C. The smooth
sliding to stick-slip transition occurs at Vc ≈ 0.3µm/s. Prior to the transition, the kinetic stress σk
levels off at V1 after a logarithmic σ -V dependence. The quasi-smooth regime persists up to the
transition at Vc. At high driving velocities a new transition to a smooth-sliding regime is observed

high velocities. A second contribution to the friction force (other than the elastic
contribution) must be considered in order to re-stabilize the mechanical system in
a kinetic state with finite friction. This extra contribution may be, for instance, the
viscous dissipation in the trapped layer. The linear increase of the force at high sliding
velocity seems to support this idea [38, 111].
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This example illustrates the capabilities of the SFA nanotribometer. It shows how
the measurement of the parameters pertinent to the friction problem, in particular
the capability to monitor the geometry of the rubbing surfaces, greatly improves the
understanding of the phenomena involved, allowing a quantitative comparison of the
behavior of the system with theoretical models.
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Chapter 3
Nanoscale Friction and Ultrasonics

Maria Teresa Cuberes

Abstract The chapter describes different procedures tomonitor ultrasonic vibration
at a sample surface using an AFM cantilever tip. Both the excitation of normal
and shear surface ultrasonic vibration are considered. The possibility to reduce and
eliminate friction at nanometer-sized contacts by means of ultrasonic vibration is
discussed. Experiments that provide information about nanoscale adhesion hystere-
sis, and its relationship to friction, are described in detail. The ability of Phase—
Heterodyne ForceMicroscopy to resolve tiny differences in adhesion hysteresis with
high sensitivity is remarked.

3.1 Introduction

Ultrasonic technology finds many applications in our society. It is used in chemistry,
biology and medicine, i.e. for preparation of colloids or emulsions, the pregermi-
nation of seeds, for imaging of biological tissues, etc. Also, in non-destructive test-
ing (NDT), for measurement of materials properties, in metrology, etc. Ultrasonic
vibrations are commonly employed in mechanical machining of materials [1]. Pro-
cedures such as ultrasonic cutting of metals, ultrasonically-assisted wire-drawing,
ultrasonically-assisted drilling, etc. take advantage of a modification of friction by
ultrasonic vibration. Macroscopically, it is well-known that friction and acoustics are
very much related [2]. The development of nanoscale ultrasonics can be of interest
in nanotechnology. Nevertheless, studies related to the emission of ultrasound from
nanoscale contacts or to the influence of ultrasonic vibrations on nanofriction are
still scarce [3].

The investigation of friction at the nanometer scale can be realizedwith anAtomic
ForceMicroscope (AFM).A specificAFM-mode, FrictionForceMicroscopy (FFM),
has been developed to this purpose [4]. FFM monitors the torsion of a microcan-
tilever as a sample is laterally displaced by means of piezoelectric actuators, being
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the cantilever tip in contact with the sample surface. Typically, the deformation of the
cantilever is sensed by optical beam deflection, and both bending in normal direction
and torsion are simultaneously recorded with a four-quadrant photodiode detector
[5]. Themeasurement of the lateral forces that act upon the tip-sample contact during
forward and backward scans allows us to distinguish frictional forces, which reverse
when reversing the scanning direction, from the lateral forces that stem from topo-
graphical features. The lateral resolution in FFM depends on the tip-sample contact
area, which is typically of 10–100nm in diameter, in ambient conditions.

Ultrasound refers to mechanical vibrations of frequencies ranging from 20 KHz
up to GHz. Typical ultrasound propagation velocities in solid materials are of the
order of 103 ms−1. Hence, ultrasonic wavelengths in solid materials are of the order
of mm, much larger than the diameter of the mean tip-sample contact area. Actuation
of ultrasonic vibration at a nanocontact will always be accomplished in the “near-
field” regime. Understanding of whether it is possible to detect ultrasonic vibration
at the contact of an AFM cantilever tip and a sample surface is not trivial at first
sight. A cantilever tip in contact with a surface will certainly be subjected to forces
when the surface atoms displace due to ultrasound excitation, but if the ultrasonic
frequency is sufficiently high, considering the cantilever tip as a point mass, it is
clear that it will not be able to follow the surface motion due to its inertia.

Starting from 1992, different procedures to monitor ultrasonic vibrations at a
sample surface using an AFM cantilever tip have been explored, which will be
described in this chapter [6–23]. A first motivation for most of those studies was to
implement a near-field approach that provided the kind of information that is obtained
with theAcousticMicroscope, i.e. information about the elasticity and viscoelasticity
ofmaterials, butwith a lateral resolution on the nanometer scale. To this aim, different
AFM-based techniques such as Ultrasonic Force Microscopy (UFM) [7, 9], Atomic
ForceAcousticMicroscopy (AFAM) [10], andHeterodyneForceMicroscopy (HFM)
[21] have been quite successfully implemented. The different methods and their main
opportunities for the characterization of nanoscalematerials properties will be briefly
outlined in Sect. 3.2.

Shear ultrasonic vibration excited at a sample surface can also be detectedwith the
tip of an AFM cantilever [24–36]. Experiments that monitor the cantilever response
to shear ultrasonic vibration excited at the tip-sample interface, being the tip in
contact with the sample surface, provide novel methods to study nanoscale friction.
Some interesting results concerning the response of nanocontacts to shear ultrasonic
vibration will be introduced in Sect. 3.3.

In Sect. 3.4, experimental evidence of the reduction and/or elimination of friction
at nanometer-sized contacts by means of ultrasonic vibration will be considered. The
opportunity to control friction at a nanometer scale is of tremendous significance in
nanotechnology. By now, it has been unambiguously demonstrated that ultrasound
of sufficiently high amplitude can act as a lubricant in nanoscale contacts [37–40].
Nevertheless, only a few experiments that address this topic have been performed up
to date, and hence the opportunities of ultrasonic vibration tomodify themechanisms
of friction at a nanometer scale are still an open question.
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In Sect. 3.5, some attempts to obtain information about adhesion and/or the adhe-
sion hysteresis using ultrasonic AFM techniques will be summarized [21, 41–47].
Procedures for the measurement of adhesion hysteresis from UFM have been inves-
tigated, and a relationship between adhesion hysteresis and friction has been for-
mally established [44]. Phase-HFM provides information about dynamic relaxation
processes related to adhesion hysteresis nanoscale contacts with an extremely high
time sensitivity, superior to any other ultrasonic-AFM procedure [21]. In view of
a comparison of phase-HFM and friction data, the opportunities to take advantage
of the time resolution of HFM for the study of nanoscale friction processes will be
discussed

3.2 Normal Ultrasonic Vibration at Nanocontacts

In the following, we will consider the nanocontact formed by the tip of an AFM
cantilever in contact with a sample surface. Normal ultrasonic vibrations at the tip-
sample interface can be excited using, for instance, an appropriate piezoelectric
element attached to the back of the sample; longitudinal acoustic waves originated
by mechanical vibrations of the piezo will propagate through the sample, and reach
the surface-tip contact area.

As indicated in the introduction, in the limit of high ultrasonic frequencies
(100MHz for instance), it is not expected that the cantilever tip in contact with
the sample surface can move fast enough to keep up with surface atomic vibra-
tions at ultrasonic frequencies, due to its inertia. Nevertheless, the displacement of
the surface atoms will lead to modification of the tip-sample interaction forces. In
the absence of ultrasound, being the tip in contact with the sample surface, in the
repulsive interaction force regime, the cantilever is bent to compensate for the sam-
ple surface repulsive interactions, so that the net force at the tip-sample interface
is zero, and the tip is indented into the sample to a certain extent, which depends
on both the cantilever and the tip-sample contact stiffness. In the presence of nor-
mal ultrasonic vibration the tip-sample distance is varied at ultrasonic frequencies
between minimum and maximum values, which depend upon the amplitude of ultra-
sound excitation and the initial set-point force (see Fig. 3.1a). If the amplitude of
ultrasound is small, the tip-sample distance sweeps a linear part of the tip-sample
interaction force curve. The net average force that acts upon the cantilever during an
ultrasonic time period will be in this case the initial set-point force. However, if the
amplitude of ultrasound is increased, and the tip-sample distance is swept over the
nonlinear part of the force curve, the average force will then include an additional
force. If the ultrasonic amplitude is sufficiently high, the cantilever experiences an
additional displacement due to force, which can be easily detected with the optical
lever technique [7]. This additional force constitutes the so-calledultrasonic force
and it is the physical parameter evaluated in Ultrasonic Force Microscopy (UFM)
[7, 9]. The ultrasonic force induces a “static” cantilever displacement (UFM signal)
as long as vertical ultrasonic vibration of sufficiently high amplitude is present at the
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Fig. 3.1 a,bThe physical principle ofUFMmeasurements (see text). The ultrasonic excitationmay
be introduced through the sample (S-UFM), c or through the tip using the cantilever as a waveguide
(W-UFM) (d). The piezo excitation is give a triangular modulation, with maximum amplitude Am.
The effect of varying the static force Fo (set-point force) is similar for S-UFM and W-UFM (from
[22])

tip-sample contact. In this sense, the cantilever behaves a “mechanical diode”, and
UFM has also received the name of mechanical diode mode.

The ultrasonic force is hence understood as the averaged force experienced by
the tip during each ultrasonic period. Its magnitude depends upon the part of the tip-
sample force regime overwhich the tip-sample distance varieswhile beingmodulated
at ultrasonic frequencies, i.e. on the initial tip-sample distance (the initial indentation
or set-point force) and on the ultrasonic amplitude. The ultrasonic response will be
dependent on the details of the tip-sample interaction force, and hence on sample
materials properties such as local elasticity and adhesion. Figure3.1a, b illustrate
the physical principle of the UFM measurements. Softer surface or near-surface
regions of nanoscale dimensions at the sample under consideration will be easily
distinguished from harder regions because of a smaller UFM signal at the former
(Fig. 3.1b). In Fig. 3.1c, d, UFM responses of a sample of poly (methylmethacrylate)
about 3 mm thick are shown ([see [22] for more details about these measurements].
As shown in the Fig., the piezo excitation is given a triangular modulation, with
maximum amplitude Am. In (c), the piezo is located at the back of the sample,
and works at a frequency of 2.620MHz (the way ultrasound is excited at the tip-
sample contact in (d) will be discussed below). The set-point force is kept constant
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at 7nN. UFM responses for different maximum ultrasonic amplitudes are shown.
As it is noticeable from the figure, the UFM response is zero until the amplitude of
ultrasound excitation reaches a threshold value, and it then increases as the ultrasonic
amplitude is increased. If the ultrasonic excitation amplitude is periodically varied
at some low KHz frequencies, the UFM response will change accordingly, and by
monitoring itsmagnitude at every surface point bymeans of a lock-in amplifier, UFM
images can be measured. To date, it has already been demonstrated that UFM is a
useful technique to map the nanoscale elasticity and adhesive properties of surface
and subsurface regions in a variety of both stiff and compliant samples [9, 19].

When working in the UFM mode, the high-frequency cantilever vibration is not
directly monitored. If the cantilever is regarded as a simple point-mass, the ampli-
tude of vibration at the driving frequency should vanish in the limit of very high
frequencies [7]. Nevertheless, the cantilever is not a point mass, but a tiny elas-
tic beam that can support high-frequency resonant modes. Atomic Acoustic Force
Microscopy (AFAM) [10, 13] monitors the resonance frequencies of the high-order
bending modes of the cantilever, being the tip of an AFM cantilever in contact with
the sample surface, in the presence of normal ultrasonic vibration at the tip-surface
interface. According to the wave theory of elastic beams, the flexural resonance fre-
quencies of a rectangular cantilever are the solutions of a fourth-order differential
equation, which can be analytically solved for a clamped-free cantilever, and for a
clamped spring-coupled cantilever with the tip in contact in contact with a sample
surface [13]. In the latter case, the resonances are shifted in frequency and the vibra-
tion amplitudes along the cantilever changes. Using a linear approximation for the
tip-sample interaction forces, the frequency shift can be calculated. Figure3.2 shows
the resonance frequencies of the clamped spring-coupled cantilever as a function of

Fig. 3.2 Resonance frequencies fn of the clamped spring-coupled cantilever with the tip in contact
with a sample surface (black squares) normalized to thefirst resonance frequencyof the clamped-free
cantilever fo. K* andKc are the tip-sample contact stiffness and the cantilever stiffness, respectively.
A comparison with the point-mass model for the cantilever (open circles) shows that this model
predicts too large frequency shifts for K*/Kc > 1 (from [13])
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the stiffness of the tip-sample contact normalized to the cantilever stiffness for the
first three modes. The experimental determination of the shift of the resonance fre-
quencies of the high-order flexural cantilever modes provides a measurement of the
tip-sample contact stiffness, with lateral resolution in the nanometer scale. From the
contact stiffness, the sample indentation modulus can be derived using, for instance,
Hertz contact theory [13].

In UFM, it is assumed that the cantilever is dynamically frozen, and does not
vibrate at ultrasonic frequencies [7]. Even though cantilever resonant modes can
certainly be excited at a microcantilever, the point-mass picture for the AFM can-
tilever tip allows us to understand certain peculiarities of its high-frequency dynamic
behaviour. Thus, the inertia of the cantilever “explains” that in ultrasonic-AFM tech-
niques soft cantilevers can indent hard samples, and yield information about surface
and subsurface elastic inhomogeneities. In the limit of high ultrasonic frequencies,
the amplitude of vibration at the crests of the resonant modes of a clamped spring-
coupled cantilever is expected to be very small, and extremely difficult, if possible,
to detect. Hence, UFM appears as the most appropriate technique for measurements
at higher ultrasonic frequencies. Typically, in AFAM, the tip-sample distance is kept
sufficiently small that the tip-sample interactions remain in the linear regime. In
contrast, UFM relies on the nonlinearity of the tip-sample interaction force; if the
tip-sample interactions are in the linear regime, no ultrasonic force is expected to set
off at the tip-sample contact.

The detection of surface ultrasonic vibration with the tip of an AFM cantilever
was first demonstrated in [6] by exciting Surface Acoustic Waves (SAWs) at slightly
different frequencies, and using a cantilever tip in contact with the sample surface
to detect the surface vibration at the difference frequency. SAWs are acoustic modes
that are confined within a wavelength to the surface of a solid, and propagate along
specific crystalline directions. They can be excited using interdigital transducers
(IDTs) on appropriate substrates. Scanning Acoustic Force Microscopy (SAFM) is
particularly implemented for the characterization of SAWs field amplitudes [11] and
phase velocities [18]. The procedure in SAFM is actually equivalent to this in UFM:
the superposition of two SAWs of slightly different frequencies leads to surface high
frequency vibration that is modulated in amplitude at the lower difference frequency.
When the surface vibration amplitude is sufficiently high, a cantilever tip detects the
rectified signal via the mechanical diode effect, due to the nonlinearity of the tip-
sample force curve.

In Scanning Local Acceleration Microscopy (SLAM) [14], the cantilever tip is
considered a point mass. Three different working modes are distinguished: the “con-
tact mode”, the “mechanical diode” mode and the “subharmonic” mode. In “contact
mode” SLAM, the sample is vibrated at high frequency, being the tip in contact
with the sample surface, and the tip displacement, which yields the contact stiff-
ness, is monitored at the excitation frequency; the high-frequency surface vibra-
tion amplitude is kept sufficiently low that the tip-sample interaction remains in
the linear regime. The “mechanical diode” SLAM mode is equivalent to UFM. The
“subharmonic” SLAM mode proposes that the sample surface is excited at very
high ultrasonic vibration amplitudes; according to interesting reported data [12], the
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analysis of the generation of subharmonics and chaosmay provide information about
the local coefficient of restitution of a tip bouncing on a sample surface.

Scanning Microdeformation Microscopy (SMM) [8] uses a piezoelectric element
to both excite ultrasonic vibration at a sample, and detect the acoustic wave generated
by the microdeformations caused by a tip in contact with a sample surface. The
technique can operate in “transmission mode”, with the piezo located at the back of
the sample. In this way, contrast of local elastic constants, inhomogeneities and/or
subsurface features is obtained with a lateral resolution essentially related to the tip
diameter.

It is worth to remark at this stage that most of the different ultrasonic-AFM
approaches discussed so far have capabilities of subsurface imaging [8, 9, 14]. Nev-
ertheless, so far the resolved buried feature sizes are typically much smaller than the
used acoustic waves, the sensitivity to subsurface features does not appear “straight-
forwardly” related to acoustic wave propagation, but rather to a “near-field” effect.

The development of AFAM has proved that in the presence of ultrasound, being
the tip in contact with a sample surface, flexural resonant modes are excited at typical
AFMcantilevers at frequencies of someMHz.Nevertheless, UFMusually alsoworks
quite well in the frequency range of someMHz. In principle, the ultrasonic frequency
selected for UFMmeasurements should not be coincident with the cantilever contact
resonances in order that the high-frequency displacements of the tip are as small
as possible. However, it has additionally been demonstrated that ultrasound can be
excited at a sample surface from a piezoelement located at the cantilever base. In this
case, the cantilever acts as an acousticwaveguide that propagates the ultrasonic signal
to the sample.As inAFAM, themeasurement of the amplitude and resonant frequency
of the high-order resonances of a cantilever in contact with the sample surface when
ultrasound is excited from the cantilever base provides information of the sample
elasticity with nanoscale resolution [15, 16]. SMM has also been implemented in
the so-called “reflexion mode”, with a piezoelement located at the cantilever base
which is used for both the excitation and the detection of ultrasound [17]. And even
though the propagation of ultrasound from the cantilever base to the sample surface
necessarily requires that the cantilever tip vibrates at the excitation frequency, it has
been experimentally demonstrated that UFMworks in this configuration, renamed as
Waveguide-UFM (W-UFM) for distinction. similarly as in the case that ultrasound
is excited at the tip-sample contact from the back of the sample (Sample-UFM,
S-UFM) [22, 23]. In W-UFM, the ultrasonic excitation is input at the tip-sample
contact via tip displacements. W-UFM and S-UFM signals recorded on PMMA
can be compared in Fig. 3.1c, d. In Fig. 3.1d, a piezo located at the cantilever base
is excited at 5.120MHz. As it is apparent from the Fig., both procedures lead to
remarkably similar qualitative responses. In principle, excitation of ultrasound from
the cantilever base in ultrasonic-AFM techniques is potentially advantageous as there
are many fewer restrictions on the sample shape or its internal structure (e.g. porous
or hollow samples can be studied). In addition, the use of same piezo-cantilever-tip
assembly for different samples simplifies a quantitative comparison of nanoscale
mechanical data.
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Fig. 3.3 A schematic diagram illustrating HFM. Small phase-delays between tip and sample vibra-
tion (at ω1 and ω2 respectively) will cause a phase variation of the cantilever vibration at the
difference frequency ω1 −ω2. This is detected as the HFM response

In Heterodyne Force Microscopy (HFM) [21], ultrasound is excited both at the tip
(from a transducer at the cantilever base) and at the sample surface (from a transducer
at the back of the sample) at adjacent frequencies, and mixed at the tip-sample gap
(see Fig. 3.3). The physical principle of HFM is described in Fig. 3.3. As the sample
vibrates at a frequency ω1 and the tip at a frequency ω2, the maximum tip-sample
distance, is modulated atω1−ω2 (beat frequency). Provided that the total amplitude
is large enough to cover the nonlinear range of the tip-sample interaction force, an
ultrasonic force (stronger for larger amplitudes) will act upon the cantilever and dis-
place it from its initial position. Owing to the varying ultrasonic force, the cantilever
vibrates at the difference mixed frequency. In HFM, this vibration is monitored
in amplitude and phase with a lock-in amplifier, using the (externally) electroni-
cally mixed signal as a reference. The information provided by the Amplitude-HFM
(A-HFM) response is very similar to that obtained by UFM. Nanoscale lateral varia-
tions in sample elasticity and/or adhesive properties will give rise toA-HFMcontrast.
A unique feature of HFM is its ability to monitor phase shifts between tip and sample
ultrasonic vibrations with an extremely high temporal sensitivity, i.e. fractions of an
ultrasonic time period. Small differences in the sample dynamic viscoelastic and/or
adhesive response to the tip interaction result in a shift in phase of the beat signal that
is easily monitored in phase-HFM (ph-HFM). In this way, HFM makes it possible
to study dynamic relaxation processes in nanometre volumes with a time-sensitivity
of nanoseconds.
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Recently, Scanning Near-Field Ultrasound Holography (SNFUH) [23] has been
proposed as a non-destructive imaging method. The technique is implemented in a
similar way as HFM, save that here the difference frequency is chosen in the range of
hundreds of KHz whereas in [21] difference frequencies of some KHz are used. The
experimental data obtained by SNFUH demonstrate its capability to provide elastic
information of buried features with great sensitivity. Interestingly, in Phase-HFM
most of the contrast apparently stems from surface effects, as will be discussed in
Sect. 3.5 of this chapter.

3.3 Shear Ultrasonic Vibration at Nanocontacts

If we consider the nanocontact formed by the tip of an AFM cantilever in contact
with a sample surface, shear ultrasonic vibrations at the tip-sample interface can be
excited using, for instance, a shear piezoelectric element attached to the back of the
sample; shear acoustic waves originated by mechanical vibrations of the piezo will
propagate through the sample, and reach the surface-tip contact area.

With a shear wave transducer oriented in such a way that the surface in-plane
vibrations are polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever, torsional
resonant modes of a cantilever with the tip in contact with the sample surface are
excited. Lateral-Acoustic Friction Force Microscopy (L-AFAM)(or Resonant Fric-
tion Force Microscopy (R-FFM)) [24–27] monitors the vibration amplitudes of the
cantilever torsional resonant modes at different surface points. In this technique, the
sample is typically laterally vibrated at MHz frequencies, and the torsional vibra-
tion amplitudes provide information about the lateral forces between tip and sample.
Apparently, L-AFAM images are independent of the scanning direction, i.e. not influ-
enced by topography-induced lateral forces [25]. When scanning in the presence of
shear ultrasonic vibration at the tip-sample contact, the relative tip-sample velocities
are of the order of 1mm s−1, much larger than those in conventional FFM (about
100–250μm s−1), and nearer to the sliding operating velocities inMEMs and NEMs
(in the range of tens of mm s−1 to few ms−1) [48].

The analysis of the torsional contact resonances ofAFMcantilevers in contactwith
a sample surface provides a novel means to study friction and stick-slip phenomena
at the nanometer scale [26, 27]. At low shear excitation voltages, the resonance curve
torsional cantilever vibration amplitude versus excitation frequency is a Lorentzian
with a well-defined maximum; the cantilever with the AFM tip stuck to the sample
surface following the surface motion, behaves like a linear oscillator with viscous
damping. Above a critical shear excitation amplitude, which depends on the static
cantilever load, and is of the order of 0.2nm for bare and lubricated silicon samples
[26], the shape of the resonance curve exhibits a characteristic flattening, attributable
to the onset of sliding friction at the tip-sample contact. Experimental evidence of
energy dissipation before sliding friction sets in has been related to microslip, i.e.
slipping of an annulus at the tip-sample contact before the whole contact starts to
slide (see [26] for further details).
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The local vibration amplitudes and phases of the torsional resonances of clamped-
free AFM cantilevers have been studied using optical interferometry [28]. The finite
size of the cantilever beam and asymmetries in its shape leads to coupling between
flexural and torsional vibrations. Lateral resonant modes of AFM cantilevers, which
consist in flexural vibration modes in the cantilever width direction parallel to the
sample surface, have also been experimentally observed [29]; asymmetries in the
cantilever thickness lead to a z component of the displacement that can be monitored
by optical beam deflection with an AFM.

The torsional resonant modes of a cantilever tip in contact with a sample surface
have also been excited using a shear piezo located at the cantilever base [30, 31]. In
the Torsional Resonance Dynamic-AFM mode (TRmode) [32] torsional vibrations of
the cantilever are excited via two piezoelectric elements mounted beneath the holder
of the chip, which vibrate out-of-phase, in such a way that they generate a rotation
at the length axis of the cantilever. Using this procedure, the torsional resonances
of the cantilever can be monitored in both near-contact and contact modes. In ultra-
high vacuum (UHV), torsional cantilever resonances can be excited via vertical
vibrations, due to their high quality factors. Lateral forces between a cantilever tip
and objects on surfaces have been measured in UHV by monitoring the induced
change of the frequency of the fundamental cantilever torsional resonant mode [33].
In the Torsional Overtone Microscopy [34], torsional cantilever resonances excited
by thermal noise are used to obtain information about the shear stiffness of the
tip-sample contact.

In the limit of high ultrasonic frequencies, it is questionable if high-order tor-
sional resonances will be excited at the cantilever. Nevertheless, in Lateral Scanning
Acoustic Force Microscopy (LFM-SAFM) [35, 36] SAWs with in plane oscillations
components such as Love waves have been detected by modulating the rf signal’s
amplitude at some KHz. When the tip is in contact with the sample surface, in the
presence of shear ultrasonic vibration at the tip-sample contact, the cantilever experi-
ences an additional amplitude-dependent torsion or lateral-mechanical diode effect.
From the ultrasound-induced additional torsion, information about the amplitude and
phase velocity of in-plane polarized SAWs can be obtained.

In Lateral Ultrasonic Force Microscopy (L-UFM) [9] lateral vibrations of the
sample surface at a relatively low frequency of someKHz, polarized perpendicular to
the length axis of the cantilever, are superimposed on a continuous vertical ultrasonic
surface vibration. The measurement of the amplitude of torsion of the cantilever at
the lateral low-frequency surface vibration provides information about the sample
shear elastic properties with subsurface sensitivity.

3.4 Reduction of Friction by Ultrasonic Vibration

The reduction of friction by ultrasound is a well-known macroscopic effect [1, 2].
Its occurrence at the nanometer scale is only recently being investigated.

Dinelli et al. [37] studied the influence of out-of-plane ultrasonic vibration on
the frictional response of a Si sample in ambient conditions, using FFM and UFM.
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Fig. 3.4 Experimental measurements of dynamic friction (thick line) and cantilever deflection
(thin line) dependencies on the ultrasonic amplitude, for two different applied loads F1 = 0 N and
F2 = 2nN on a Si sample (from [37])

Their results clearly demonstrated that dynamic friction vanishes in the presence of
ultrasound when the tip-surface contact breaks for part of the out-of-plane vibration
cycle (see Fig. 3.4). Figure3.4 shows the friction force and the cantilever deflection
measured at different surface ultrasonic vibration excitation amplitudes. The friction
force in Fig. 3.4 was independently determined for each of the different amplitudes
of surface ultrasonic vibrations by laterally scanning the sample back and forth in
the direction perpendicular to the cantilever axis, using a lock-in amplifier (see [37]
for further details). The cantilever deflection signal in Fig. 3.4 corresponds to the
cantilever response to the ultrasonic force, i.e. the UFM signal, which depends on
the ultrasonic amplitude (see Fig. 3.1). The onset of an UFM response for a given set
point force roughly indicates the ultrasonic amplitude needed for the tip to detach
from the sample surface at part of the surface ultrasonic vibration cycle.

The breaking of the tip-sample contact at each ultrasonic cycle explains the reduc-
tion or elimination of friction, because of a reduction of slippage during sliding.
Interestingly, it is apparent in Fig. 3.4 that, for a given applied load, the friction force
considerably reduces well before the onset of the UFM response, i.e. while the tip
remains in “linear contact” with the sample surface during the ultrasonic vibration
cycle. For the case of F2in Fig. 3.4, the reduction of friction already amounts to about
60% when the UFM cantilever response sets off.

A study of influence of out-of-plane ultrasonic vibration on the static friction
force, keeping the amplitude of the lateral displacement small enough that the tip
sticks to a surface point without sliding, (see [37] for details) demonstrated that this
begins to decrease at very low ultrasonic amplitudes, and that the onset of friction
reduction does not depend on the applied shear force. Evidence on this latter point
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ruled out the possibility that the reduction of friction is due to slippage during the
part of the period that the tip-sample forces are the lowest.

In order to explain a reduction of friction at lowultrasonic amplitudes, the presence
of a surface layer at the tip-sample gap, i.e. a liquid layer formed by water and
possibly organic contaminants, has been considered [37]. In the absence of ultrasonic
vibration, such a layer might organize in a solid-like configuration between the tip
and the sample and partially sustain the load. As the tip-sample distance is varied
at ultrasonic frequencies, the viscosity of the layer would hinder its re-arrangement,
thereby reducing the probability of tip stick-slip processes, and hence friction.

Using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Gao et al. [49] demonstrated that
small amplitude (of the order of 0.1nm) oscillatory motion of two confining inter-
faces in the normal direction to the shear plane can lead to transitions of a lubricant
from a high-friction stick-slip shear dynamics to an ultralow kinetic friction state
(superkinetic friction regime), provided that the characteristic relaxation time for
molecular flow and ordering processes in the confined region be larger than the time
constant of the out-of-plane mechanical oscillations.

Heuberger et al. [50] observed load- and frequency- dependent transitions between
a number of dynamic friction states of a lubricant using a surface forces apparatus,
modified for measuring friction forces while simultaneously inducing normal (out-
of-plane) vibrations between two boundary-lubricated sliding surfaces. In particular,
they found regimes of vanishingly small friction at interfacial oscillation amplitudes
below 0.1nm, and demonstrated that they originate due to the dynamics of the relax-
ation processes of the lubricant at the molecular level.

Recently, Socoliuc et al. [51] have demonstrated that mechanical vibrations nor-
mal to the plane of sliding at cantilever resonance frequencies in a range of hundreds
of KHz in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) conditions lead to an ultra-low friction regime
in atomic scale friction even in the case that the amplitude is not sufficiently high
that the tip detaches from the sample during the vibration cycle. Previously [52], the
authors had reported on the observation of an ultralow dissipation state in atomic fric-
tion related to the absence of mechanical instabilities, attained by varying the normal
force. Such a state may exist because a modification of the tip-sample normal load
leads to changes in the lateral surface corrugation felt by the tip without significantly
altering the stiffness of the tip-sample contact. In the case that the tip-sample force
is periodically varied at high frequencies, it is feasible that the tip slides through
ultralow dissipation atomic friction states when being laterally displaced.

The effect of in-plane ultrasonic vibration in nanoscale friction has also been
considered. Scherer et al. [25] observed that when lateral ultrasonic vibrations are
excited at a sample surface at ambient conditions using a shear piezo bonded to
the back of the sample, friction nearly vanishes at certain frequency bands, whereas
remains as high as on a non-vibrating surface at other frequencies. However, they
verified that the near-zero friction bands coincidedwith frequencies at which a lift-off
(vertical displacement) of the AFM cantilever occurred. As discussed by the authors
[25] such “lift-off” is likely attributable to the set off of a vertical ultrasonic force
due to parasitic out-of-plane motions of the sample surface or to mode coupling in
the cantilever. Nevertheless, the build up of an elastohydrodynamic lubrication film
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whose viscosity and hence thickness is dependent on the lateral tip-sample relative
velocity was proposed as a reasonable hypothesis, that could account for a vertical
cantilever displacement in the absence or in the case of low-amplitude out-of-plane
surface vibrations.

Behme et al. [38–40] studied the influence of Surface Acoustic Waves (SAWs) on
nanoscale friction. SAWs constitute a precise source of acoustic vibration, with well-
defined surface oscillations in a perfectly determined polarization, whereas when
working with bulk shear wave transducers parasitic surface displacements due to the
existence of boundaries, etc. can hardly be avoided. LFMandmultimode SAFMwere
used to measure and distinguish the influence of in-plane and vertical surface oscil-
lations components on the cantilever torsion and bending. To this aim, the authors
[38–40] excited a standing Rayleigh wave field, and considered the dependence of
friction on the acoustic excitation amplitude. In Rayleigh waves, the atoms oscillate
on elliptical trajectories with a large vertical and a smaller lateral oscillation compo-
nent. The experiments showed that by increasing the rf. amplitude, friction is locally
reduced an eventually suppressed. In addition, it was clearly demonstrated that at the
point in which friction disappears, the lateral-SAFM signal breaks down. Hence, it
was concluded that the effect of friction reduction is essentially due to the vertical
“mechanical diode effect” that leads to an effective shift of the cantilever, whereas in-
plane oscillations do not play a significant role. This hypothesis is further reinforced
by the fact that apparently in-plain polarized Love-type SAWs do not significantly
alter the frictional behaviour. In these experiments, no cantilever lift-off induced by
a lateral-oscillation of the sample [25] was observed. At very high Rayleigh wave
amplitudes a lateral force rectification of the longitudinal component of the standing
wave field is apparent, which results in a scan-direction independent appearance of
the LFM traces.

Ultrasonic vibration covers a broad range of frequencies, and the processes
involved in a reduction of friction by ultrasound can vary at different relative tip-
sample velocities. Kessermakers et al. [53] studied the influence on nanoscale friction
of lateral high frequency vibration of the cantilever, up to frequencies of 1MHz, on
a NbS2 sample at ambient conditions, and observed gaps of lowered or eliminated
friction at specific frequencies, presumed to be around torsional and/or lateral can-
tilever resonances. In these experiments a Au-coated cantilever was used, and the
oscillating lateral cantilever vibration was applied by means of an electrostatic field.
At a particular friction gap frequency, a slow increase in driving field amplitude
caused a gradual increase in friction, and above a certain threshold level of driving
amplitude, a partial stick/slip behaviour with the tip periodically alternating between
a zero friction an a non-zero-friction state was apparent.

Riedo et al. [54] also reported about a reduction of frictionwhen lateral oscillations
around a frequency of 19.5 KHz were applied to an AFM cantilever sliding on
mica. In the range of scanning velocities they used, the thermally activated hopping
of contact atoms over the effective lateral interatomic potential led to increased
energy dissipation when increasing the sliding velocity. By superimposing a lateral
oscillation on the cantilever and sweeping its frequency between 15–100KHz, and
a clear peak of friction reduction was observed around 19.5KHz, independently of
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the applied load. This friction reduction peak was attributed to the excitation of a
cantilever torsional contact resonance, which increased the attempt frequency for
thermally activated jumps during sliding. The effect did not occur above a certain
critical value of the sliding velocity.

In recent experiments performed byGnecco et al. [51] onKBr samples in UHVno
reduction-of-friction effect was apparent upon the excitation of torsional cantilever
contact resonances in the frequency range from 40 up to 200 KHz, even though
friction was strongly reduced when the excitation frequency matched one of the
normal resonance frequencies of the pinned lever or half its value.

Other works that have considered the possibility to control nanoscale friction
by mechanical action at high frequencies on the system motion are described in
[55, 56] and therein.

3.5 Adhesion Hysteresis at Ultrasonic Frequencies

On the nanoscale, adhesion phenomena become decisive to the performance of nan-
odevices, and surface properties acquire a particular relevance. Usually, the work of
adhesion is defined as the energy needed to separate two surfaces, assuming that this
is reversible [57]. The adhesion hysteresis is defined as the difference between the
work needed to separate two surfaces and that gained when bringing them together.
The fact that those twoworks are different inmagnitude, i.e. the adhesion hysteresis is
different from zero, can be attributed to elastic, viscoelastic and plastic deformations
in the contact zone, reconfiguration of surface molecules during contact, chemical
reactions, etc.

Recently, novel methods to obtain information about the work of adhesion and the
adhesionhysteresis at the tip-sample contact usingUFMhavebeenproposed [41–45].
Essentially, they take advantage of the fact that the ultrasonic excitation amplitude at
which anUFMresponse sets offwhen increasing the excitation is different from this at
which it falls downwhen decreasing the excitation. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 [41],
in which both experimental and simulated UFM signal versus ultrasonic excitation
amplitude curves have been drawn. In UFM, being the tip in contact with the sample,
when increasing the out-of plane ultrasonic amplitude at the tip-sample contact, at
certain amplitude the tip detaches from the surface at part of the ultrasonic period,
and the ultrasonic force (see Sect. 3.2 of this chapter) experiences a sudden increase
that give rise to a “jump out” of the cantilever (see Fig. 3.5). When decreasing the
ultrasonic amplitude, at certain amplitude the tip cannot separate anymore from the
surface, and the ultrasonic force experiences a sudden decrease, that gives rise to a
“jump in” of the cantilever (see Fig. 3.5). For the evaluation of the ultrasonic force, it
is considered that mechanical hystereses i.e. snap-in and -out of the cantilever when
approaching or separating from the sample surface do not occur. In the absence of
ultrasound, compliant cantilevers are subjected to large mechanical hysteresis when
approaching or separating from a sample surface due to the force gradient being
larger than the cantilever spring constant. However, at ultrasonic frequencies, the
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Fig. 3.5 UFM signals recorded when increasing and decreasing the ultrasonic excitation amplitude
(see arrows to distinguish each case) on an aluminium thin film. The continuous lines correspond
to a numerical evaluation of the UFM responses according to the model detailed in [41] (from [41])

inertia of the cantilever leads to an effective much larger cantilever stiffness, which
can hence probe the hysteretic cycle of tip-sample in and out interactions, without a
decrease of its sensitivity for force field detection.

In [41] amethod for quantitative analysis of theUFMsignal is proposed in order to
determine both the sample elastic modulus and the work of adhesion by monitoring
the cantilever jumps such as those in Fig. 3.5. In UFM, both elasticity and adhesion
contribute to the ultrasonic force. Dinelli et al. [46] evaluated the contact stiffness
by comparing the jump-in positions in ultrasonic amplitude for different applied
loads. Using the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts-Sperling (JKRS) model to account for
both elastic and adhesive forces between tip and sample, the authors in [41] evaluate
both the stiffness and the work of adhesion as defined in JKRS by calculating the
jump-in and jump-out cantilever shifts. According to their modelling, the normalized
cantilever jump-in shift turns out to be constant and effectively independent on the set
point force, the stiffness and the work of adhesion. Hence, they derived a universal
relation between the work of adhesion, the stiffness and the cantilever shift at jump
in, the latter being easily measured from the experimental data (see [41] for further
details).

In [42] the area between experimental curves such as those in Fig. 3.5 is mea-
sured and defined as the UFM hysteresis area (UH), and it is assumed that UH scales
with the local adhesion hysteresis. A detail procedure to obtain quantitative infor-
mation about the adhesion hysteresis from UFM signal versus ultrasonic excitation
amplitude curves is discussed in [45]. The correlations between adhesion hystere-
sis and local friction have been theoretically and experimentally investigated [44].
According to a model based on the classical theory of adhesional friction and contact
mechanics which includes the effects of capillary hysteresis and nanoscale roughness
and assumes an adhesive, elastic and weariless tip-sample contact, a relationship
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between adhesion hysteresis and friction has been derived, which depends on the
varying ratio of the tip-sample work of adhesion over the reduced Young modulus
(see [44] for further details). In the model, the adhesion hysteresis is estimated as the
pull-off force times the critical separation at which the tip-sample contact is about
to be broken. Measurements on a wide range of engineering samples with varying
adhesive and elastic properties have confirmed the model [42, 44]. The aforemen-
tioned ratio does not vary much between typical metallic samples, and for a limited
number of specimen’s adhesion hysteresis and friction the experimental relationship
may appear lineal. In addition, it is found that capillary hysteresis offsets the mea-
sured adhesion hysteresis from the friction force, and that roughness reduces both
friction and adhesion hysteresis: friction decreases because of a smaller area of a
real contact, and adhesion hysteresis drops due to a smaller pull-off force at rough
surfaces. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the study of the dependence of local
adhesion hysteresis on relative humidity using UFMmay provide information about
protein-water binding capacity with molecular scale resolution [43].

Procedures to obtain information about the work of adhesion using AFAM are
also being considered [44]. In AFAM, monitoring of the resonance frequency of
an AFM cantilever with the tip in contact with the sample surface allows us to
determine the tip-sample contact stiffness (see Sect. 3.2 of this chapter). Strictly, the
contact stiffness is influenced by both tip-sample elastic properties and the work
of adhesion. Typically, the tip-sample distance in AFAM is kept sufficiently small
that the tip-sample interactions remain in the linear regime. Recently, a method has
been proposed to evaluate both these properties quantitatively from the analysis
of the nonlinear AFAM cantilever response excited when the tip-sample distance
sweeps the nonlinear part of the tip-sample interaction, but in such a way that the tip
always remains in contact with the sample surface, considering the case of a perfect
contact. To this aim, the dependence of the resonance frequency on the vibration
amplitude is studied; the elastic properties and the work of adhesion are separately
determined by finding the optimal set of values which minimizes the difference
between the theoretical and empirical relationship of cantilever resonance frequency
versus ultrasonic excitation amplitude (see [46] for further details).

InHFM, the phase signal provides information of the adhesion hysteresis related to
the formation and breaking of the tip-surface contact [21]. Contrast in Phase-HFM
mostly stems from dissipative processes; an exceptional feature of the technique
being its ability to probe a local response in extremely short times, i.e. HFMmay test
effects that take place at nanoseconds in nanometer scale volumes. Hence, Phase-
HFMcan reveal dissipation due to extremely quick transitions that otherwise remains
unresolved from other dissipative effects occurring at larger time scales. For instance,
using Phase-HFM, it has been possible to distinguish differences in contrast at iden-
tical thin polymer layers with different boundary constraints on the nanometer scale.
Those layers however exhibited a same FFM contrast, which confirms the ability of
Phase-HFM to resolve dynamic dissipative processes in a much shorter time scale
than conventional FFM. In the following, the results presented in [21] relative to
those experiments will be summarized here, with a main focus in understanding the
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Fig. 3.6 (a–c) AFM contact-mode topography (a), Phase-AFM (b) and LFM images recorded over
a same surface region of a PMMA/rubber sample. The images at the top right-hand side correspond
to AFM contact-mode topography, and LFM images recorded scanning from left to right, and
viceversa (see arrows) respectively, recorded over a same surface region of the sample, different
from this in (a–c). Below, schematic drawings illustrate the apparent structure at the PMMA/rubber
sample surface

opportunities of phase-HFM to provide information about adhesion hysteresis with
extremely high time resolution, in the nanosecond time scale.

In metals, anelastic or viscoelastic contributions are expected to be small. On
the contrary, in polymeric materials intra- or inter-molecular perturbations upon tip
actuation and/or dissipative effects of the molecules due to adhesion to the tip or to
other neighbouring molecules will play a significant role in the Phase-HFM contrast.
Phase-HFM has been applied to PMMA/rubber nanocomposites that consist in an
acrylic matrix, a copolymer based upon PMMA, and toughening particles, composed
of a core of acrylic enclosed with rubber with a bonded acrylic outer shell to ensure
good bonding to the matrix (see Fig. 3.6).

Figure3.6a–c shows contact-mode AFM (a), Phase-AFM (b) and LFM images
recorded over a same surface region of a PMMA/rubber sample. The topographic
protrusions in Fig. 3.6a indicate the presence of core-shell PMMA particles in the
surface and/or near surface region. Two different kinds of topographic protrusions
may be distinguish from those and other images recorded on the PMMA/rubber
sample surface: (i) some that give rise to a lower Ph-HFM contrast than the PMMA
matrix, and (ii) others that show a Ph-HFM contrast similar to that of the PMMA
matrix. Such different protrusions are apparent from the comparison of Fig. 3.6a, b.
The drawings in Fig. 3.6 illustrate a model for the two different protrusions: at some
of particles, the PMMA particle shell is well-bonded and indistinguishable from the
PMMAmatrix, whereas in others the rubber particle is still capped with the PMMA
layer, but this is detached from the matrix material. Such a picture is corroborated
when considering FFM images (see Fig. 3.6c) as well as UFM and A-HFM images
(not shown here, see [21]) recorded in the same surface region. Both UFM and
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A-HFM reveal the presence of the toughening particles by a clear darker contrast,
indicative of the presence of a softer material in the surface or near-surface region;
the aforementioned different particles cannot be distinguished from the UFM and
A-HFM measurements [21]. However, they are clearly differentiated in Ph-HFM,
and discernible by the presence or absence of kind of halo-contrast in FFM.

At the top right-hand side of Fig. 3.6, contact-mode AFM and FFM images
recorded over a particular PMMA/rubber particle scanning from left to right (forward
scan), and viceversa (backward scan, see arrows in the figure) are shown. This particle
is representative of those that typically give rise to Ph-HFM contrast, and the image
quality is a bit better than this in Fig. 3.6c. From those images it is apparent that the
particle is characterized by a halo-shaped frictional contrast, in both forward (bright
halo) and reversed (dark halo) FFM scans, which can be attributed to the presence
of rubber directly exposed at the sample surface. Notice that the PMMA layer on
top of the rubber exhibits the same frictional contrast than the PMMA matrix, being
indistinguishable from that in both forwards and backwards FFM scans. In con-
trast, Ph-HFM resolves small differences in viscoelastic and/or adhesion hysteresis
response time of the PMMA on top of the rubber that is not linked to the PMMA rub-
ber matrix. Relaxation processes of polymeric materials are strongly dependent on
the constraints formolecularmovement. A differentmolecular density, entanglement
density and/or molecular weight in the PMMA layer on top of rubber that is detached
from the PMMA matrix may lead to differences in the PMMA viscoelastic and/or
adhesion hysteresis response. In addition differences in interfacial bonding between
the rubber and the PMMAon top depending onwhether the PMMA iswell adhered to
the PMMAmatrix or not, may also modify the PMMA dynamic behaviour. Accord-
ing to the obtained experimental results, the contrast provided by Ph-HFM allows
us to distinguish differences in the locally-probed dynamical response of PMMA
on top of rubber depending on whether the PMMA is well adhered to the matrix or
not, in spite of the fact that no difference between can be resolved in conventional
FFM. Hence, Ph-HFM allows us to study quick dissipative transitions not resolved
by FFM which will however surely play an important role in MEM/NEMs devices
working at much higher sliding velocities than those typically used in AFM/FFM
measurements.

It is also worth to point out that, when probed with extreme sensitivity, a locally
measured response might be strongly affected by small dissipative effects induced
by long-range interactions (via molecular entanglements) at molecules outside the
immediate contact region. The possibility that those kinds of interactions might be
detected in an extremely short time scale can be of interest in the implementation of
dynamic mechanical procedures for communications in nanodevices.
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Chapter 4
Triboluminescence

Roman Nevshupa and Kenichi Hiratsuka

Abstract This works seeks to summarize recent advances in experimental studying
of triboluminescence—defined here as the light emission when a material is sub-
jected to rubbing, scratching, rolling, impacting or other mechanical agitation—and
elucidate the basic mechanisms whereby triboluminescence is excited.

4.1 Introduction and Brief Historical Survey

Triboluminescence (TL) is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as the emission
of light from a substance caused by rubbing, scratching, or similar frictional contact
[1] or,more generally, as the quality of emitting light at interacting surfaces in relative
motion. It should be noted that the substance referred to in this definitionmay include
both the materials of the contacting bodies and the surrounding gas or liquid, e.g.,
atmospheric air and lubricating oil.

The art of making fire by rubbing two wooden sticks together is a prehistoric
example of how light emission can be produced by friction first due to incandescent
radiation and then due to chemical reaction ofwood oxidation [2]. Also tribolumines-
cence can naturally occur when frictional contact is composed of dielectric materials
susceptible of intensive frictional electrification. In this case triboluminescence is
usually manifested by a shine or lightning around the frictional contact and is related
to electrical discharge with gas or liquid. This phenomenon can be observed during
precise turning of glassy polymers by a diamond tool in dry air [3], in which process
weak glowing occurs around the cutting tool near the cutting edge as well as at the
rake surface of the tool (see Fig. 4.1).
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Fig. 4.1 Side view of the
turning process of
polycarbonate, showing light
emission
(vc = 1m/s, f = 5μm/rev)
(reprinted from [3] c© 2004,
with permission from CIRP)

Luminous signals in the atmosphere such as glowing, light flashes and lightning,
which result from fracture and slippage of rocks in earthquake-prone regions, are
also attributed by many researchers to triboelectricity and triboluminescence [4–7].
These signals, which occur prior to, concurrently or after severe earthquakes, are a
supreme manifestation of triboluminescence which can be observed on the Earth.
Even more tremendous are the lightnings and sprites in volcanic plumes and dust
devils in planets of our solar system and in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs and gas
giant planets outside of our solar system [8]. Triboelectric charging of dust particles
is frequently invoked as a mechanism for spectacular lightning discharges in dust
clouds of silicate planetary regolith analogues [9].

Though the oldest records on systematic studies of triboluminescence comes from
the beginning of the seventeenth century, the TLmust surely be observed before [10].
Bearing in mind that the triboluminescence frequently accompanies triboelectrifica-
tion, this phenomenon could probably be noticed since the remote antiquity, from the
works on electrostatics of Thales of Miletus dated back to the sixth century BC. The
knowledge on the triboluminescence developed in the period from the 17th century
to the third quarter of the 20th century was reviewed from various perspectives by A.
Walton. A comprehensive literature survey on mechanically induced luminescence
for the period 1968–1998 can be found in [11].

The word triboluminescence was coined byWiedeman in 1888 to denote the light
emission resulting on fracturing materials [10]. In its long history triboluminescence
was applied to various luminescent processes, some of which, at first sight, have
little in common, e.g., emission during breaking of adhesive bonds [12, 13]; shaking
of mercury in a glass vessel [14]; rapid crystallization of certain substances [15];
collapse of small gas bubbles in a liquid [16]; excitation of a laser-induced shock
wave in solids [17]; elastic and plastic deformation of solids, scratching, milling and
fracture [10, 18]. Though the forms of mechanical action significantly differ between
these processes, many of them rely on quite similar physico-chemical reactions
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(see Sect. 4.2). As a natural consequence of the diversity of the forms of mechanical
action, in literature, the name triboluminescence is concurrently used as a synonym
of fractoluminescence, crystalloluminescence, sonoluminescence and piezolumines-
cence, all of which are different forms of mechanoluminescence [19]. In this work
we endeavour to adhere to the original signification of triboluminescence as defined
by the Oxford Dictionary, therefore, this chapter is focused principally on those tri-
boluminescence phenomena which are directly related with tribological interaction
between solids.

Even though the triboluminescence has been studied for centuries, this phenom-
enon still remains something of an enigma at the conceptual and theoretical levels.
Triboluminescence is intimately related to both friction andwear and all three require
an understanding of highly nonequilibriumprocesses occurring at themolecular level
[20]. These processes significantly differ depending on the tribological conditions,
environment and materials. Furthermore, it is important to understand how all these
elements come together producing synergetic coupling on different length and time
scales.

Triboluminescence has great potential for the development of advancedmaterials,
for example, the materials capable of sensing and imaging the stress intensity and
distribution under applied load [21, 22]. The TL can be used, as well, for remote
diagnosing of failures of space and vacuum mechanisms [23]. In medicine, the TL
and triboemission from biological tissues have been applied for early diagnosing of
cancer and other diseases [24, 25].

4.2 Basic Processes and Activation Mechanisms

During long time it was believed that frictional heating is the dominant mechanism
for many tribophysical and tribochemical phenomena including triboluminescence.
This belief was induced by the empirical evidence coming from the observation
of heat generation in heavily loaded joints and brakes. Nevertheless, as early as
1792 Saussure demonstrated that in certain cases light could be obtained under such
conditions that a pure temperature radiation was altogether unlikely [15].

The obvious contradiction related to the fact that frictional heating is weak or
negligible under mild and light frictional conditions, and that the net temperature
increase under these conditions is not sufficient to initiate TL was overcame by
introducing the flash temperature [2] and magma–plasma concepts [26]. The main
idea behind these concepts is that heat generation occurs on sub-micrometric zones
of real contact, called hot spots, under almost adiabatic conditions. It was suggested
that, while the total generated heat is quite low, the instant temperature increase on
the minute hot spots can be sufficiently high to produce melting, thermionic electron
emission, triboplasma and triboluminescence [27]. Though these hypothesis have
been proven for high speed and relatively heavy-loaded contacts, there is still a lot
of debates about the existence of hot spots and the extent of the temperature increase
on them in lightly loaded and microscopic tribocontacts as well as under low sliding
velocities [28].
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In the studies of energydissipation at slidingof various amorphous carbon coatings
usingmolecular dynamic simulation it was found that the temperature increase on the
hot spots was less than 300 ◦C even under severe sliding conditions: contact pressure
in the range 7.6–56GPa and sliding velocity 90.2ms−1 [29, 30]. The temperature
flashes were extremely short-time, in picosecond range, and subnanometer size.
These findings corroborated that the mechanism which can confidently be ruled out
is that the average mechanical energy fed in per atom of a material under such sliding
conditions is sufficient to excite an atom directly into emitting visible or UV light
[10, 15]. Different excitation mechanisms of triboluminescence must exist.

Various authors suggested that at a tribocontact mechanical energy is not con-
verted instantaneously and fully into Joule heat. Though themajor part ofmechanical
energy is converted into heat, there exist de-excitation pathways in which energy is
transferred to different forms [31]. Deformation, bonds breaking and stress-induced
chemical transformations resulting from quasi-adiabatic energy release excite vari-
ous energy-rich states [18, 32–36], whereas subsequent de-excitation of these excited
states promotes cascade of multiple emission processes. Radiation and radiationless
de-excitation can lead to luminescence, emission of electrons and ions, chemical
transformations, generation of electric and magnetic fields and so on. Collision of
the emitted particles and photons with atoms andmolecules can lead to the secondary
excitation and decay processes and so on [37]. Thus, energy dissipation at the slid-
ing contact is an extremely complex process involving a large variety of elementary
physical processes and chemical reactions. These processes include incandescent
radiation [36, 38], molecular deformation and direct mechanical excitation of elec-
tronic levels in mechanically affected zones [18, 36]; space charge generation due
to cleavage, contact electrification [12, 36, 39, 40]; piezoelectric effect [21]; recom-
bination of charged particles, holes and radicals [18, 21]; electric discharge through
surrounding gas or liquid [10, 15, 39]; electroluminescence [10, 26]; photolumines-
cence [41]; cathode- and ionoluminescence [42]; resonance radiation from excited
particles [10]; phase transformation [36]; gas adsorption and chemical reactions
[26, 36]; unpinning and annihilation of dislocations, defect stripping, motion of
charged dislocations [39]; and others.

In an exhaustive study involving 23 differentmaterials and aimed at distinguishing
the major possibilities for excitation of mechanoluminescence obtained by grinding
the crystals in a glass tube, Sweeting [43] found two clearly distinct mechanisms
of mechanoluminescence: (i) luminescence that requires a discharge through air or
other surrounding gas and (ii) luminescence which comes from the processes within
the crystal, possibly the release of energy from recombination of energetic defects.
Some of the materials presented parallel action of both mechanisms. In addition,
three separate modes were observed for the first excitation mechanism: excitation of
the surrounding gas by electron bombardment; excitation of the photoluminescence
of the material by electron bombardment; and excitation of the photoluminescence
of the material by absorption of the ultraviolet (UV) emission of the excited gas.

Recently, rare-earth complexes have drawn the attention ofmany researchers since
mechanoluminescence of these materials can be induced by mechanical deforma-
tion without fracture and without electric discharge. During deformation the strain
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energy excites the filled traps to release holes to the valence band. The holes then
excite rare-earth ions and return to the ground state by emitting light [44]. Another
material that can repeatedly emit light without destruction is zinc sulphide doped
with transition metal ions. Non-destructive mechanoluminescence materials are very
promising candidates for the development of smart damage sensors capable of real-
time detection of the magnitude and location of deformation within the material.

A number of experiments coupled to theoretical modelling have made great
advances in unifying apparently diverse phenomena relative tomechanical activation
of physical and chemical reactions and provided a crucial benchmark formechanisms
and behaviour of mechanoluminescence under elemental mechanical actions such as
fracture, grinding or cohesive detachment [10, 15, 18, 21, 36, 40, 43]. Varentsov and
Khrustalev [45] summarized these findings in a generalized scheme of the emission
phenomena and chemical reactions occurring when solids are subjected to an exter-
nal mechanical influence, mainly in form of deformation or fracture. This scheme is
shown in Fig. 4.2 by black boxes and lines. The boxes highlighted in yellow designate
various luminescence phenomena. This scheme was further developed by introduc-
ing other non-intuitive processes involved in the mechanical energy dissipation at
frictional contact (blue boxes and lines). Excitation of metastable states just by con-
tacting without deformation and fracture, e.g., due to contact electrification, is one of
these processes. These newprocesses are specifically relative to frictionalmechanical
interaction and have not been considered within the framework of mechanoemission
and mechanochemistry.

For tribo- and mechanoluminescence, a common basis underpins the behaviour
on atomic and nanometer scale (Fig. 4.3b). However, as a natural consequence of a
complex tribological behaviour characterized by synergism of processes and self-
organization of structures across time and length-scales of several orders of mag-
nitude, TL is a much more complex phenomenon than elementary mechanolumi-
nescence. In the mechanoluminescence studies, in which the materials are usually
milled, ground, strained or fractured, the geometry of interfaces is highly irregular,
while the contact interactions and interface processes have a random character. In
contrast, when the wear rate is low, the macroscopic geometry of tribological con-
tacts in machines and in the nature is usually well-defined and stable or quasi-stable
in time (see Fig. 4.3a). The overall geometry of a tribocontact keeps stable despite the
fact that in each instant new surfaces come into contact [37]. Quasi-stable distribu-
tion of physical parameters (pressure, electric field, temperature, and so on) around a
frictional contact associated to its temporal and geometric stability creates favourable
conditions for spontaneous formation of complex, self-organized and thermodynam-
ically steady dissipative structures, which can occur at significant distances from the
real contact zone. This explains why the triboluminescence phenomena can span the
length scales from the quantum to the astronomical one, while the mechanolumi-
nescence related to fracture or milling usually does not occur beyond microscopic
scale.
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Fig. 4.2 Schematic drawing of some physical processes and chemical reactions involved in the
mechanical energy dissipation at frictional contact and relevant triboemission and triboluminescence
phenomena.Black boxes and lines correspond to the generalized scheme of the emission phenomena
and chemical reactions occurring when solids are subjected to an external mechanical influence
(reprinted from [45] c© 1995, with permission from the Russian Academy of Sciences and Turpion
Ltd). The boxes highlighted in yellow designate various luminescence phenomena. The boxes and
lines highlighted in blue indicate the processeswhich are specifically related to frictionalmechanical
interaction and which have not been considered within the framework of mechanoemission and
mechanochemistry

4.3 Experimental Techniques for Studying Triboluminescence

Triboluminescence occurs as a response of a system to the introduction ofmechanical
energy at a frictional contact. Thus, an experimental set-up for measuring the TL
should necessarily have two main subsystems: (i) the tribological device for produc-
ing relative motion of two solids under controlled velocity and loading conditions
and (ii) the optical system for measuring the intensity and spectral characteristics of
the emitted light in different spectral ranges and on various time scales.
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Fig. 4.3 a Classifications of contact configurations of four types of sliding-motion tribometers
(reprinted from [46] c© 2011, with permission from Elsevier). b Length scales of traditional
mechanoluminescence and triboluminescence processes

Though in the past several experimental techniques for measuring the TL have
been developed, only few of them can be considered as true tribological systems,
i.e., the systems where two surfaces slide and/or roll past each other [39, 44, 47, 48],
while most of other devices are aimed at grinding, milling, fracturing or straining
the material being studied [18, 49, 50]. The reason for that relies on the misleading
use of the term triboluminescence instead of deformational luminescence or fracto-
luminescence.

Simultaneous scanning of both the friction force being a measure of the rate of
mechanical energy dissipation and the TL is essential to reveal commonmechanisms
lying behind these processes. However, it is not an easy task because in the laboratory
tests the TL occurs directly in the buried interface or in the close proximity to the
contact zone, typically at the distance below 1mm from it. If both solids being in
frictional contact are non-transparent in the spectral range of interest for the TL study,
the emitted photons can only be collected from the sides of the contact zone. In case
one or both solids are transparent in this spectral range, the TL can be recorded either
from the side or through the transparent solid.

The necessity to focus the optical system on a tiny luminescent zone buried in
the interface rules out the tribometer configurations in which the contact zone is not
stationary. This is why a pin-on-disk configuration with a stationary pin and rotating
disk has been normally used inmost of the TL studies. Schematic drawing of a typical
experimental system with a pin-on-disk configuration aimed at the TL measurement
through a transparent disk is shown in Fig. 4.4a. Light from the luminescent zone at
the frictional contact passes through the quartz disk (Fig. 4.4b), a sapphire viewport
and is condensed by lenses of an optical microscope. The light beam can be directed
to a high-sensitive camera (in this case CCD) or to a spectrometer for the analysis
of the spectral characteristics. Quartz and sapphire have been chosen because of the
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Fig. 4.4 a Schematic drawing of a pin-on-disk set-up in which spatial distributions and spectro-
scopic characteristics of the TL can be studied. Light passing through the quartz disk is measured
from the opposite side of the contact by an optical microscope combined with a CCD camera and
a spectrometer. b Photograph of the quartz pin and quartz disk. c Schematic drawing of the exper-
imental vacuum tribometer with a pin-on-disk configuration in which the TL is measured from the
side using a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Electric impulses at the anode of a PMT were acquired by
a multichannel scaler (MCS). Surface potential was measured by an electrostatic voltmeter using
an electromechanical (EM) sensor. d The twin-ring tribometer with a chemiluminescence analyzer.
Photons passing through a filter are detected by a photomultiplier. Charges induced on the surfaces
by rubbing are measured by an electrometer through an air probe electrodes which were set at the
farthest end of the specimens without contacting them. (a) and (b) reprinted from [47] c© 2006,
with permission from Elsevier; (c) reprinted from [51] c© 2003, with permission from American
Institute of Physics; (d) reprinted from [52] c© 2012, with permission from Elsevier

transmission in the ultraviolet (UV) and visible (vis) ranges. The disk and the pin
are placed inside a vacuum chamber, so both the gas pressure and the composition
can be controlled. By introducing specific optical filters in the optical path of the
microscope the TL can be studied in different spectral ranges.

Another example of a TL pin-on-disk system in which the emitted photons are
measured from the side is shown in Fig. 4.4c. In this system light is condensed by a
lens which is used also as a viewport of a vacuum chamber and guided to a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT). The output signal of the PMT is acquired by a multichannel
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scaler (MCS). The PMT can operate in either current mode or pulse count mode. In
the pulse count mode, nanosecond resolution of the TL signal can be achieved.

The disadvantages of the pin-on-disk configuration are related to asymmetric slid-
ing conditions: different wear rate of the disk and the pin, extremely large difference
in the area of the contact zone on the pin and on the disk, dissimilar adsorption
conditions and so on [52]. These shortcomings have been removed in the twin-ring
tribometer (Fig. 4.4d) [46]. In addition to the sliding motion this tribometer allows to
do pure rolling or rolling/sliding with controlled slip ratio. Due to symmetrical con-
figuration the surface charge can be measured on both surfaces and simultaneously
with the TL.

4.4 Characteristics of the TL

4.4.1 Spatial Distribution of the TL at a Tribological Contact

K. Nakayama and his research group were probably the first who succeeded to
measure two-dimensional spatial distribution of the TL at a sliding contact. They
used a pin-on-disk tribometer situated in the ambient air [39, 53, 54] or in a vacuum
chamber [54–56] and intensifiedCCD camera equippedwith CaF2 lenses transparent
in UV, vis and IR ranges.

Figure4.5a shows the unfiltered pseudo-colour image of in plane spatial intensity
distribution of the TL taken through the disk. The images represent integrated TL
intensity in approx. 12 disk revolutions. TL completely surrounded the contact zone
and spread out to the distances up to 200μm from the centre of the contact in the
direction of the relative disk motion (shown by the arrow). The total TL was the
most intensive in the zone situated behind the contact at a distance of approx. 50 μm
from its centre. Figure4.5b shows the intensity distribution of the TL intensity in
UV range. For the total TL and UV TL the shape of the intensity distributions were

Fig. 4.5 Two-dimensional spatial distribution of the TL at the sliding contact of a diamond pin
(radius of curvature 300μm) and a sapphire disk in ambient air. a unfiltered pseudo-colour image;
b band-filtered pseudo-colour image of the TL in the range 290–420nm; c band-filtered pseudo-
colour image of the TL in the range 720–2800nm; d enhanced image from (c). A circle in each
figure denotes the size and position of the nominal contact area determined visually using optical
microscopy (reprinted from [54] c© 2003, with permission from ASME)
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quite similar, although small variation in shape can be ascribed to the fluctuations of
the TL in time [39] since the images in Fig. 4.5 were acquired sequentially. The total
luminescent power was also quite similar in both cases. That was taken as indicating
that the TL arose mainly from the excitation of nitrogen from the surrounding air.
Spectroscopicmeasurements generally corroborated this hypothesis (see Sect. 4.4.2).

The TL intensity in IR range was low (Fig. 4.5c) and exhibited unexpected distri-
bution. Figure4.5d presents the enhanced image of the IR TL from Fig.4.5c. Apart
from IR radiation at the contact area that can be ascribed to the frictional heating there
were two lateral branches aside from the friction track protruding from the contact
zone in the direction of disk rotation. The shape of the IR TL intensity distribution
was defined as an open circle or a horseshoe. The most surprising was the fact that
IR luminescence on the zones of the branches was much more intense than on the
friction track behind the contact although these branch zones had not been in contact
with the pin. These findings suggested that the gas discharge at a friction contact can
be an important channel of energy dissipation and a source of the surface/gas heating
inside and outside the friction track.

Miura et al. [53] found that the TL can also occur in front of the sliding contact.
This luminescent zone, designated γ in Fig. 4.6, situated at a distance from the centre
of the contact almost twice larger than the luminescent zone β behind the contact.
Nitrogen excitation in electrical gas dischargewas identified as themainmechanisms
of the TL in the zones β and γ since most of the light was emitted in the UV range.
Other regular and irregular patterns of the TL intensity distribution were described
by various authors, e.g., four strong emission points connected each other and sur-
rounding a dark zone just behind the contact to form a ring, elongated tails, irregular
strips aside the friction track which spanned for more than hundred micrometres
behind the contact and so on [55, 57, 58]. The characteristics of some of these TL
features and the reasons of their occurrence are discussed in the following sections.

The size and the shape of the luminescent zone strongly depended upon the sur-
rounding gas pressure. Figure4.7 shows a series of pseudo-colour images of the TL
under various pressures of dry air [55]. While the gas pressure decreased from the

Fig. 4.6 a unfiltered pseudo-colour image of the TL during sliding in air; b band-filtered pseudo-
colour image of the TL in the range 610–780nm; c band-filtered pseudo-colour image of the TL
in the range 300–420nm. The size of all images is 250 × 300μm2. Red colour corresponds to the
maximum intensity indicated in each figure. A circle shows the position and the size of the contact
area (reprinted from [53] c© 2001, with permission from American Institute of Physics)
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Fig. 4.7 Unfiltered pseudo-colour images of the TL obtained during sliding of a diamond pin on
a sapphire disk under various pressures of dry air (reprinted from [55] c© 2004, with permission
from Elsevier)

atmospheric to 600Pa the size of the luminescent zone expanded more than six-fold.
It deserves special attention the fact that when the gas pressure decreased below
10kPa the zone of the maximum TL intensity shifted from the position behind the
contact (β) to lateral positions aside the contact zone designated hereinafter δ. When
the gas pressure further decreased below 600Pa the TL zone rapidly shrank. The
luminescent zones β, γ and δ disappeared below 20Pa, whereas weak light emis-
sion could be observed solely at the contact zone (zone α in Fig. 4.6). Though the
expansion of the luminescent zone with the decreasing gas pressure followed by its
collapse resembles typical behaviour of gas discharge, e.g., glowing discharge in a
tube [59] or corona [60], the behaviour of the TL is much more complex because of
the complex geometry and the configuration of the electric field.

4.4.2 Effect of the Ambient Gas and the Material of the
Counterbodies on Spectral Characteristics and Intensity
Distribution of the TL

When the TL of insulating materials occurs in air, important part of light emission
comes from lightning as indicated by the characteristics lines of N2 discharge in the
TL spectrum [54, 57, 61]. Nakayama and Nevshupa [54] studied the TL spectra for
diamond pin—sapphire disk configuration in various gas and compared the obtained
TL spectra with the glowing discharge spectra of the same gases. They found that the
TL emission spectra in air, N2, O2, He and CH4 were very similar to the spectra of
the glowing discharge, although the proportion between various peaks was slightly
different (compare, for example, Figs. 4.8a and b, 4.9a and d). In H2 the glowing
discharge spectrum had one strong line Hα = 656.279 nm, which, however, was not
found in the TL emission spectrum. In ethane and propane neither the TL nor the
glowing discharge spectra had any noticeable feature.
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Fig. 4.8 a The TL spectrum
for diamond-sapphire sliding
in He atmosphere. b The
luminescence emission
spectrum of glowing
discharge in He (reprinted
from [54] c© 2003, with
permission from ASME)

Apart from the emission corresponding to the gas discharge a line at approximately
696nm was observed in all TL spectra with exception for ethane and propane, but
not in the glowing discharge spectra of the same gases (Figs. 4.8 and 4.9a). This line
was only found when sapphire disk was used in the test (Fig. 4.9a–c). In accurate
study Nakayama [57] confidently demonstrated that this line should be attributed to
the 2E metastable state luminescence of Cr impurities in sapphire (694.5nm). Also
he showed that the irregular stripes on the sides of the friction track in the images
of the TL spatial distribution corresponded to this luminescence component. These
stripes began at the lateral branches of the TL and spanned more than 100μm behind
the contact zone [55, 57]. While the intensity of the gas discharge luminescence
stabilized after 2–3min, the intensity of the induced luminescence from sapphire
slowly increased in time and reached a steady value after 7min that corresponded
to approximately 1,100 disk revolutions [54]. Though the excitation mechanism for
the secondary luminescence from sapphire is not clear yet, both the gas discharge
luminescence and mechanical activation should be ruled out since the luminescence
occurred outside the friction track and the origin of the luminescent zones did not
coincide with the zone of the maximal discharge luminescence. This luminescence
can probably be excited by electron [43, 57] or ion [42, 62] bombardment.

The ease of gas discharge increases as the pressure decreases, but it decreased
again when the density becomes too low and themean free path of electrons becomes
too large for sustaining the discharge. In high vacuum the gas discharge is sup-
pressed and the light emission occurred mainly from the contact zone. This explains
the observed behaviour of the spatial distribution of the TL (Fig. 4.7). Miura et al.
[62] studied spectral characteristics of light emitted from the contact zone in high
vacuum for different pin materials. For diamond pin and quartz disk configura-
tion they observed three broad bands at 400, 630 and 900nm. The measured bands
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Fig. 4.9 Effect of material of the disk (a)–(c) and the pin (e)–(h) on the spectral characteristics of
the TL. a A natural diamond pin and a synthetic sapphire disk; b a natural diamond pin and a MgO
disk; c a natural diamond pin and a crystal SiO2 disk; d spectrum of the luminescence of glowing
discharge in air; e a synthetic fused silica pin and a synthetic sapphire disk; f a MgO single crystal
pin and a synthetic sapphire disk; g a NaCl pin and a synthetic sapphire disk; h a natural diamond
pin and a synthetic sapphire disk. a–c measured in ambient air; e–h measured in vacuum (10−3 Pa).
(a)–(d) reprinted from [57] c© 2010, with permission from Springer Science and Business Media.
(e)–(h) reprinted from [62] c© 2009, with permission from Elsevier

significantly differed from the theoretical Planck’s distribution and did not depend on
the sliding conditions. These findings led the authors to the conclusion that thermal
radiation was not the dominant mechanism of the luminescence excitation. The band
at 900nm (Fig. 4.9h) was caused by fractoluminescence of diamond. In addition to
the broad band at 900nm another weak band between 350 and 650nm was observed
during diamond abrasion (Fig. 4.9h). For the ionic crystals studied in [62] the TL
emission spectra were very similar to the corresponding fractoluminescence spectra
and were related to electronic excitation of vacancies or impurities during abrasion.
For quartz, the band at 630nm (Fig. 4.9e) was ascribed to fractoluminescence of
non-bridging oxygen hole centres. Broad band in the TL emission spectrum of MgO
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(Fig. 4.9f) was attributed to the emission of Mn and Cr3+ impurities and was similar
to thermoluminescence and photoluminescence spectra of MgO.

4.4.3 Effect of Friction Type and Humidity on the TL
and Triboelectrification of Polymers

Despite a number ofworks on triboluminescence of ceramics, only limited researches
have been carried out in the field of polymers. Nowadays, polymers are used for
numerous machine parts and the TL phenomena can have undesired effect on their
operation life, safety and reliability. As polymers can be easily charged during fric-
tion, triboluminescence is likely to occur wherever polymers are in rubbing contact.
However, not much attention has been paid on the TL of polymers since the TL usu-
ally occurs in the UV range, while if the TL is visible, its effect is often neglected.
The gas discharge associated with the TL from polymers releases charged particles
and photons of extremely high specific energy.

The mechanism of Triboelectrification (TE) is essential for the process of the
TL. However, it is difficult to measure how much charge has been generated. This
is because the measured charge on each surface reflects the resultant charge after
the recombination of charges as a result of the discharge between them as well as
charge leakage through the bulk or on the surface. However, charge can be measured
when the gas discharge is suppressed and the materials of high electrical resistance
are used. The twin-ring tribometer (Figs. 4.3a and 4.4d) is the most appropriate for
this purpose, because it enables the sequential measurements of both the TE and the
TL. Additionally, this test rig has the advantage of realizing the rolling and sliding
contacts by just reversing the rotation direction of one specimen. The following
results are obtained from this apparatus.

Figure4.10 compares the charging processes of polyamide (PA66) and polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) in sliding and rolling contacts together with the associated
photon emission. Sliding or rolling occurred in the period between 25 and 75s of the
data records. During sliding the TL intensity was two orders of magnitude higher
than during rolling, whereas the saturation charge in both experiments was almost
the same. It should be mentioned that during the first revolution of the cylinders in
the sliding test the discharge did not occur, therefore the measured surface charge
reached the maximum. In rolling friction, the surface charges gradually increased
with time. These clearly indicated that the charge accumulation rate during slid-
ing was higher than during rolling. This fact can be attributed to the multiple real
contacting of the same surface zones during sliding. The decrease in the TL inten-
sity during sliding which is seen in Fig. 4.10a can be related to the gradual transfer
of PTFE onto PA66, which would transform the rubbing pair from PA66/PTFE to
PTFE/PTFE. Therefore, the charging rate per contact/separation on similar material
decreased leading to the corresponding decrease in the TL intensity.
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Fig. 4.10 TE and TL processes during sliding (a) and rolling (b) between PA66 and PTFE.
(reprinted from [52] c© 2012, with permission from Elsevier)

The fact that the TL from the sliding contact of polymers reached its maximum
soon after the onset of rubbing indicated that the luminescence could not be attributed
to the frictional heating. Rather, photon emission was triggered by the electron emis-
sion which could be caused by the following two mechanisms: fracto-emission and
field emission. In contrast to rolling friction, sliding friction produces continuous
fracture of the material in the contact zone. Therefore, electrons can be emitted from
the fractured surface. Frictional electrification contributes to the build-up of a strong
electric field which can induce field electron emission.

Environmental humidity is one of themost influential factors in triboelectrification
[63],whichwould thengive rise to the change inTL.Figure4.11 shows a typical result
of the effect of humidity on the TE and TL from the rubbing between acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) and PTFE. When relative humidity (RH) increased from 0
to 58% the TL intensity also increased. This process was associated with the increase
in the surface charge that was especially intensive between 10 and 58%.However, the
saturation charge on both polymers at 10% RH was higher than at both 0 and 58%.
The relationship between the charging rate/saturation charge and photon amount led
to the conclusion that TL rate is determined by the charging rate per one frictional
contact and not by the saturation charge on the surface. It is worth mentioning that
almost no TL could be observed at 0% RH, although the leakage rate is expected to
be the lowest. This finding can be due to the limited number of charge carrier which

Fig. 4.11 Effects of humidity on the triboelectrification and triboluminescence in the rubbing
between ABS and PTFE at various relative humidity: a 0%, b 10% and c 58% (reprinted from [52]
c© 2012, with permission from Elsevier)
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(d)

Fig. 4.12 a The effect of the Ar pressure on the total TL intensity and behaviour patterns (reprinted
from [42] c© 2013, with permission from IOP Publishing Ltd); b fragment of the TL time series
measuredwith a resolutionof 20.48μs (reprinted from[51] c©2003,with permission fromAmerican
Institute of Physics); c histograms of the TL time series distributions on intensity at various pressures
of Ar atmosphere; d a histogram of the TL time series distributions at gas pressure 770Pa showing
two components: the bell-shape and the exponential-like

inhibits a subsequent discharge between surfaces. This means that charges have to
be carried by ions (H3O+ and OH−) generated from the adsorbed water [64]. On
the other hand, when the relative humidity increased to a certain value, the surface
charge decreased due to discharge and recombination.

4.4.4 Behaviour of the TL on Different Time Scales

Gas pressure is an important external parameter not only for the intensity and spatial
distribution of the TL related to the gas discharge, but also for its behaviour on
various time scales [42, 51]. In the experiments with a diamond pin—sapphire disk
configuration four behaviour patterns of the TL time series depending on the Ar gas
pressurewere distinguished (Fig. 4.12a) [42]: at p< 20Pa the TLwas of low intensity
with sparse irregular bursts. In the range 20Pa < p < 300Pa the TL had a regular
pattern consisting of a series of groups of almost equally spaced bursts (Fig. 4.12b).
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The period between the bursts varied from 20 to 40 ms, whereas the groups of the
bursts appeared synchronously with the disk rotation. In the range 300Pa < p <

10kPa, uniform emission with irregular bursts occurred. At the pressure higher than
10kPa only weak uniform emission was observed. The appearance of burst with the
frequency of 33Hz is puzzling since the typical frequencies of the gas discharge
oscillation is three to four orders of magnitude higher.

Density distribution functions of the PMT output time series on the number of
photon counts per time bin are shown in Fig. 4.12c. The distributions have either
exponential-like or the bell-shaped distributions, or the combination of both (see, for
example, Fig. 4.11d). The exponential-like distribution component was ascribed to
the burst TL mode, while the bell-shaped one was attributed to the uniform mode.
From the analysis of the density distribution function it was found that the uniform
mode increased in intensity when the gas pressure decreased from 100kPa to 300Pa
and vanished below 300Pa. The burst mode also increased with decreasing gas
pressure and reachedmaximum at 170Pa. Then it decreased, but not totally vanished.

4.5 Modelling Approach

Electric gas discharge being an important excitation mechanism for the TL still
remains poorly understood. From the point of view of electrostatics, pin-on-disc
configuration can be considered as an extreme case of a point-to-plane gap with
a point being in contact with a plane. In the case of insulating electrodes the gas
discharge, referred to as barrier or silent discharge, is likely to be a very complex
process because of the displacement field and very low mobility of charges in the
electrodes [65]. Furthermore, in contrast to traditional barrier discharge being driven
by alternating feeding potential, the polarities of the pin and the disk are rather
stable [42, 51].

When embarking on a study of electric gas discharge at a sliding contact the first
question which should be addressed is related to the configuration and the strength of
electric field. Bearing in mind the constrain geometry and possible alteration of the
electric field by introducing conductive measuring electrodes, direct measuring of
the electric field in a gap around the contact zone is not a trivial task. The electric field
can be roughly estimated if the rate of the charge generation is known. The latter was
determined from the surface potential on the disk measured in high vacuum when
the gas discharge is hindered (Fig. 4.13a) [66]. For the sliding contact composed of
a diamond pin (r 1000μm) and a sapphire disk under the normal load 0.96N and
sliding velocity 4.4cms−1 (1 rps) the rate of the charge generation was 3.39×10−11

A. Then, taking into account the geometry of the friction zones on the pin and the
disk and assuming that, in this rough and ready approach, the charge leakage through
the solid and on the surfaces can be neglected, the configuration of the electric field
was modelled using finite elements method (Fig.4.13b).

The negative charge on the disk had no effect on the radial component of the
electric field, which was dominant, and only minor effect on the axial component.
It was concluded that concentrated positive charge on the pin controlled the overall
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Fig. 4.13 a Mean electrostatic potential measured 2mm above the friction zone on the disk as
function of gas pressure. b Radial, Er , and axial, Ex (x) and Ey(y), components of the electric field
along the x- and y-axes on the disk and pin surfaces near the contact zone. Insets c and d show the
graphs on different scales (reprinted from [66] c© 2013, with permission from IOP Publishing Ltd)

configuration of the electric field. This can explain the experimental finding that
the gas discharge occurred even from the disk which had a 5nm thick conductive
Al coating [67]. The electric field was highly non-uniform that contrasted with the
commonbelieve and othermodels based on the assumption of near symmetric bipolar
configuration of the electric field in the gap [57, 68]. Such configuration of the electric
fieldwith a highly stressed anode and a low-field cathode is typical for positive corona
discharges.

The strong and negative axial component of the electric field near the contact zone
provided necessary conditions for the emission of triggering electrons through a field
emission mechanism. An analysis of impact ionization and secondary processes at
various gas pressures [42] showed that the corona model provided plausible explana-
tions for the experimentally observedTLbehaviour (Sect. 4.4.4) consisting of various
combinations of two main modes. It was shown that when the region of electron col-
lision ionization coincides with both the regions of the secondary processes and
triggering electron emission, the TL emission is uniform. At lower pressures the first
two regions decouple leading to the instability of the gas discharge and appearance
of bursts.
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Chapter 5
The Quartz Crystal Microbalance
as a Nanotribology Technique

Lorenzo Bruschi and Giampaolo Mistura

Abstract The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique is a powerful probe of
interfacial phenomena that has been successfully employed to investigate the sliding
friction of objects of nanoscopic size subject to lateral speeds as large as a few m/s.
After a description of the quartz acoustics, the chapter presents the more common
circuits used to drive the QCM and discusses the main problems in the application of
such a technique to the study of nanotribolgoy; the quality of the surface electrodes
and surface contamination.

5.1 Introduction

The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique is a powerful probe of interfacial
phenomena that has been successfully employed to investigate the sliding friction
of objects of nanoscopic size subject to lateral speeds as large as a few m/s [1, 2].
The microbalance is a small quartz disk whose principal faces are optically polished
and covered by two metal films, which are used both as electrodes and as adsorption
surfaces. By applying an AC voltage across the two electrodes, it is possible to drive
the crystal to its own mechanical resonance with the two parallel faces oscillating in
a transverse shear motion. The quality factor of these resonances is usually very high
(�105) and this explains why the QCM is quite sensitive to interfacial phenomena.
A change in the disk inertia, as caused, for example, by the adsorption of a film
on the metal electrodes, is signalled by a shift in the resonant frequency. Similarly,
any dissipation taking place in the system determines a decrease in the resonance
amplitude.
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Thanks to the pioneer work of Krim and coworkers [3], it was found that molecules
and atoms weakly bound to the surface of a quartz crystal can slip relative to the
oscillating substrate. The slip occurs as a result of the force of inertia F acting on
the adsorbates during the vibrational motion of the crystal. Actually, because of its
extremely small value, the force F induces a slow, thermally activated motion of
the adsorbate along its direction, with a drift velocity proportional to F. Most of
the friction experiments carried out so far with the QCM technique have dealt with
molecularly thin films of simple gases adsorbed at low temperatures on the metal
electrodes, generally gold or silver, evaporated over the faces of a quartz crystal. For
such studies, the QCM was implemented in standard cryostats that guarantee very
good temperature controls, of the order of a few mK or better [4–7]. In this way, it
was possible to achieve very stable quartz resonance curves, an essential requirement
to detect the tiny dissipation associated with the friction of very thin films. However,
more systematic and quantitative investigations now require the use of very uniform
and clean surfaces, well characterized at the microscopic level by techniques like
STM or AFM. Furthermore, it is also important to change in-situ and in a controlled
way the morphology of the surface. In other words, it is necessary to design a new
generation of QCM experiments that combine cryogenics with surface science [8].

In the literature, there are several general reviews on the application of the QCM
to nanotribology. However, none of them has covered in detail the experimental
aspects of such a technique. Therefore, in this chapter, after a brief description of
the acoustics of the QCM, we present the main electronic circuits used to drive the
QCM, emphasizing their pro and con. We then discuss the surface quality of the
quartz electrodes and conclude with a short summary of the main features of a new
apparatus that we have expressly built to fulfil the requirements of low temperatures
and an ultra-high-vacuum environment. Finally, we present some preliminary data
acquired with set-up that seem to suggest structural depinning of Ne films adsorbed
on Pb(111) at a coverage above 0.4–0.5 layers.

5.2 The Acoustics of Quartz Crystal

The more common quartz crystals used in interfacial physics are of the so called AT-
cut. It has been extensively used in the electronics because the temperature depen-
dence of its resonance frequency is very small around room temperature. Other types
are the SC-cut (stress-compensated) quartz crystal, which is insensitive to radial
stresses, although the minimum of the quartz resonance versus temperature curve
occurs close to 200 ◦C. Furthermore, the SC-cut crystals are much more expensive
and require a complicated driving circuit with respect to the more common AT-cut
crystals. In practice, QCMs employing SC-cut crystals have been used so far in
adsorption studies but not in the field of nanotribology [9].

Let us now consider an AT-cut quartz plate, which is characterized by a shear
motion of its two parallel faces. The AT crystal has a natural mechanical resonance
when the plate thickness h is half of the transverse mode wavelength λ, or an odd
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multiple of λ/2, e.g. h=nλ
2 , where n is called the overtone number (n=1 is the

fundamental mode, n=3 is the third overtone…). At room temperature, the resonance
frequency of such a plate oscillating in vacuum is related to its thickness h by the
simple relation:

f0,n = 1.75n

h
− C (5.1)

where f0,n is measured in MHz, h in mm and C is a small correction factor which
increases with electrode thickness [10] . (Typical values of f0,1 for AT plates employed
as QCM sensors lie in the range 1–10 MHz).

At a certain frequency f*, its behavior in vacuum can be described by a complex
acoustical impedance:

Z0 ≡ R0 − j X0 = R0 − j π n A Zq
f* − f0,n

f0,n
(5.2)

where A is the area of one electrode, Zq = 8.862 × 105g/cm2 sec is the quartz
acoustic impedance and the dissipative term R0, which accounts for all the losses in
the plate, is related to the quality factor Q0 via

1

Q0
= 2 R0

π n A Zq
(5.3)

When the quartz plate is immersed in a fluid, its impedance will change because
of the adsorption of a film onto the quartz surfaces and of the viscous coupling with
the surrounding vapor. The global contribution per unit area can be expressed in
terms of a complex impedance Rsfv − jXsfv, in series with Z0. If both faces of the
quartz plate are exposed to the fluid, the total dissipative and inertial terms become,
respectively, R0 + 2ARsfv and X0 + 2AXsfv. The quality factor will then decrease by
an amount � 1

Q equal to:

�
1

Q
≡ 1

Q
− 1

Q0
= 4 Rsfv

π n Zq
(5.4)

and the resonance frequency f will also be diminished by:

�f ≡ f − f0,n = −2 Xsfv
f0,n

π n Zq
(5.5)

The exact shifts will obviously depend on the explicit forms of Rsfv and Xsfv.
In order to determine them, we have applied the linearized Navier–Stokes equation
to the combined system quartz crystal-adsorbed film-bulk vapor [11]. Let d be the
thickness of the adsorbed film and ρf and ηf its bulk mass density and viscosity,
respectively, while ηv and ρv represent the viscosity and the density of the bulk
vapor. If we assume, as customary, that the transverse velocity field depends only on
the vertical distance z from the electrode surface, the general stationary solutions to
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the Navier–Stokes equations in the vapor and film regions are determined apart from
four integration constants.

These can be univocally determined by imposing the following boundary condi-
tions on the velocity fields vf and vv: (a) vv = 0 very far from the film; (b) vv = vf at
the film-vapor interface (i.e. no slippage at this boundary); (c) at this interface, the
force exerted by the vapor on the film must be equal to that caused by the film on

the vapor, that is ηv

(
dvv
dz

)
z=d

= −ηf

(
dvf
dz

)
z=d

; (d) we assume, in general, that there

may be slippage at the solid-film interface. Because of this, there will be a frictional
force Fsf at this boundary. As the last condition, we then impose that the force Fsf

must be equal and opposite to that due to the film, that is: Fsf = +ηf

(
dvf
dz

)
z=0

. Finally,

we make the plausible assumption that Fsf depend linearly on the relative velocity
between the quartz plate and the film:

Fsf = −η2 [v0 − vf (0)] (5.6)

where η2 is called coefficient of sliding friction or interfacial viscosity, v0 is the
velocity of the electrode and vf (0) that of the film at the electrode surface. This
condition is consistent with recent QCM studies of the velocity dependence of the
interfacial friction [12]. If there is no slippage at the solid-fluid interface, η2 = ∞.
The opposite limit, η2 = 0, corresponds instead to a superfluid whose motion is
totally decoupled from that of the oscillating substrate.

By carrying out the necessary algebra, one finds that the reciprocal of Zsfv can be
easily rewritten as:

1

Zsfv
= 1

Zv + Zfd
+ 1

η2
(5.7)

which says that the total acoustic impedance Zsfv of the combined system substrate-
film-vapor can be considered as the parallel between the series of the vapor i
mpedance, Zv, and that of the film Zfd, and the impedance η2 due to the slippage of
the film at the solid boundary.

The formula 5.7 means that it is possible, at least in principle, to measure the
friction force of a film adsorbed on a solid surface with a quartz microbalance. In
nanotribology one is interested in studying the friction of an adsorbed monolayer.
This implies that the acoustic impedance of the film can be simplified as

Zfd � −j ω ρf d (5.8)

where ω = 2π f.
If we solve the 5.7 in terms of Rsfv and Xsfv we get:

Xsfv

R2
sfv + X2

sfv

= ωρf d + Xv

R2
v + (ωρf d + Xv)

2 (5.9)
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and

Rsfv

R2
sfv + X2

sfv

= Rv

R2
v + (ωρf d + Xv)

2 + 1

η2
(5.10)

The first equation yields the film thickness d as

d = 1

2ωρf

[
R2

sfv + X2
sfv +

√(
R2

sfv + X2
sfv

)2 − 4R2
v X2

sfv

]
− Xv

ωρf
(5.11)

which can be substituted in the second one in order to calculate the interfacial vis-
cosity η2.

Finally, the slip time τs, which represents the time required for the adsorbed film
speed to decay to 1/e of its initial value after that the oscillating substrate has been
put to rest in the absence of a bulk vapor, can be calculated from the ratio [3]:

τs = ρf d

η2
(5.12)

In the limit of very low vapor density, this approach yields identical results with
the formulas introduced heuristically by other authors [13], according to which the
vapor impedance is in series with the parallel of the film impedance and the interfacial
viscosity. As an example, for Kr vapor pressures below 1 Torr, the two approaches
yield essentially the same results, while for pressures above 10 Torr this discrepancy
can be as high as 15 % or more, depending on the amount of sliding observed.

5.3 QCM Driving Circuits

As we have already mentioned, in order to use the quartz crystal as a nanotribology
sensor it is necessary to measure its resonance frequency and its quality factor very
accurately. Close to resonance, an AT-plate can in fact be accurately described [10]
by the equivalent circuit shown in the enlargement of Fig. 5.1. The capacitor C0 (of
the order of a few pF) represents the static capacitance of the crystal between the two
electrodes. The values of Lq and Cq are related to the kinetic and potential energies
of the plate. The resistor Rq (of the order of a few tens of 	) accounts for all the
losses of the crystal and thus determines the intrinsic Qq of the crystal. A quartz
plate exhibits a series resonance at fs = 1/2π

√
LqCq and a parallel resonance at fp

where fp–fs ≈ fsCq/2C0. The detailed values of these characteristic parameters are
provided by the manufacturer.

Various techniques have been devised to measure fres. The simplest one is that of
the oscillator, which uses the quartz crystal (either at its series or parallel resonance) in
a positive feedback network in order to obtain an oscillating circuit. Many different
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic circuit of a quartz oscillator used in our laboratory

configurations of oscillators exist in the literature. For example, Fig. 5.1 shows a
very schematic diagram of an oscillator we have built in which the quartz crystal is
connected to the inverting channel of a wide-band operational amplifier. By adjusting
the resistance of the trimmer close to Rq, the circuit will auto-oscillate to the series
resonance frequency of the quartz.

In practice, because of the unavoidable phase shifts introduced by the elec-
tronic components employed, fosc is shifted with respect to f res and this difference
depends on the width of the resonance curve, if the overall phase shift does not
change. For example, a typical phase error of 10◦ implies an error in the frequency∣∣∣ fosc−fres

fres

∣∣∣ ≈2 × 10−6 with a quality factor of 40,000. If Q decreases during the mea-

surements by 30 %, (a value observed in our studies with multilayers and which may
become much bigger if one studies systems like heavy, organic fluids characterized
by a large damping), it determines a change in the frequency of the oscillator of
about 6×10−7 parts, e.g. an error of about 3 Hz for a crystal of 5 MHz. Another
drawback of the oscillator is that it does not allow an easy variation and monitoring
of the excitation power of the crystal. Furthermore, the oscillator selects by itself the
resonance mode, typically it is the fundamental series, and it is not easy to switch to
other modes. In conclusion, such a technique, although it is the simplest one, is not
very flexible and might cause serious measurement errors particularly in situations
where the Q of the quartz microbalance is small.

Another simple way to measure both the frequency shift and the dissipation taking
place in a QCM experiment is the ring-down QCM, ring-down technique method
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Fig. 5.2 Block diagram of the ring-down technique

shown in Fig. 5.2. The quartz crystal is excited at its resonance frequency either by
an high-stability radio frequency generator [14] or by an oscillator [15], which are
connected to the electrodes through an electronic switch. This latter one is controlled
by a pulse generator that also triggers a digital oscilloscope. In this way, it is possible
to turn the excitation on and off at a fixed rate, typically comprised between 10 and
100 Hz, and store the free decaying voltage after the excitation has stopped in the
memory of the oscilloscope. The data can then be analyzed and fit according to the
function Aexp(−t/τ) cos (2π f t + φ), where f represents the resonance frequency
while the decay time τ is related to the quality factor of the crystal through the
simple relation Q = π fτ .

In our view, the technique best suited to drive the QCM in nanotribology appli-
cations is certainly that of the QCM, frequency modulation technique frequency
modulation. In such a technique, fosc corresponds to the maximum (or to the mini-
mum) of the amplitude of the quartz electrical impedance while the quality factor is
deduced from the amplitude of the detected signal [16]. Its main advantages can be
summarized as: (i) it is possible to lock on any resonance mode of the QCM (series
or parallel, fundamental or overtone) in a very simple and fast way; (ii) the excitation
power can be easily varied from a few nW to several µW and, more important for
nanotribology studies, its precise value can be accurately determined from the analy-
sis of the crystal circuitry [17]; (iii) it is possible to achieve very high sensitivities
and time stabilities; (iv) most of its main components can be easily found in any
laboratory.

Figure 5.3 shows the block diagram of the electronics used in the FM technique.
The output of an high stability radio-frequency generator equipped with the external
frequency-modulation option (FM) drives the quartz crystal (XTAL) with a frequency
f = fcar + �f sin (2π fmodt), where fcar is the so-called frequency carrier, set by the
operator sufficiently close, but not necessarily equal, to the resonance frequency of
the quartz mode one wants to lock-on. This fcar is modulated at a low-frequency fmod
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Fig. 5.3 Block diagram of the frequency modulation technique. See text for further details

between the extremes fcar − �f and fcar + �f. The frequency of this modulation
has to be smaller than the inverse decay time of the crystal fres/Qq [16]. The quartz
crystal may either be inserted in a transmission line or have one electrode grounded,
depending on the experimental set-up. As a matter of course, the actual configuration
affects the choice of the amplifier A. If �f � fcar, the amplified voltage can be
well approximated by A(f) ∼A(fcar) + dA(fcar)

df �fsin (2π fmodt). The high-frequency
component of this signal can then be rectified by a diode detector. In our case, to
bypass the problems connected with the use of the diode, e.g. periodic calibrations
and thermal and time drifts, we have realized a multiplier whose output yields the
square of the signal followed by a low-pass filter [17]. The DC amplitude of this
signal is read by a high-precision voltmeter. The small component at fmod is instead
detected by a lock-in amplifier (Lk-in). The DC output of Lk-in, which changes sign
as the frequency passes through quartz resonance, is used to control the value of fcar
and thus locks the circuit onto the resonance frequency of the quartz. The block �

adds up the low frequency modulation signal and the output of the Lk-in. The PID
sums up the Lk-in output, its integral and its derivative. The integral is needed to
perfectly locate the resonance frequency, the derivative guarantees stability to the
feedback loop.

Finally, we mention another simple and sensitive circuit to drive a QCM. A gen-
erator is locked to the series resonance of the crystal by an high-frequency lock-in
amplifier, which detects the reactive component of the transmission signal of the
crystal and shifts the synthesizer frequency to null this component, after an offset is
applied to cancel the contributions of shunt capacitance [18].

5.4 Quality of the Surface Electrodes

For a he quantitative use of the QCM in nanotribology, it is of paramount importance
to have very homogeneous and well characterized surfaces. In fact, surface roughness
not only complicates the comparison with theoretical models but can also prevent
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the sliding of the adsorbed film. Although quartz resonators consist of thin disks
of single crystalline silicon dioxide which are optically polished on both sides to
roughness of about 1 nm rms, the thermally deposited metal electrodes usually exhibit
a roughness of a few nm rms. Unfortunately, this roughness cannot be significantly
reduced. To anneal a thermally deposited gold electrode, heating above 600 ◦C would
be required. However, at 573 ◦C a phase transition occurs from α- to β-quartz. This
phase transition is reversible upon cooling, but may introduce regions where the
direction of the electrical axis in the quartz is reversed and thus remove or greatly
reduce the piezoelectricity.

In a systematic study [19] of the surface morphology of Cu films on quartz in a
UHV chamber, it was observed that annealing to 340 ◦C of the films deposited onto
quartz preplated with titanium reduces the rms roughness to about 3 nm over a scan
size of 500 × 500 nm2, although they maintain a self-affine fractal scaling behavior
over the length scale 10 ∼ 500 nm.

More recently, Pb films have been grown by physical deposition using an e-beam
heated evaporation source at a rate of 0.5 nm/s [20]. The substrate was a quartz
blank polished down to an RMS roughness of about 0.3 nm. Prior to Pb evaporation
the quartz substrate was annealed under UHV conditions up to 140 ◦C in order to
remove condensed surface impurities. When Pb deposition is performed at or above
room temperature, the thermally activated diffusion of Pb atoms is so high that a non
connected percolated network of Pb clusters is formed [20]. Therefore, a substrate
temperature of 150 K was chosen to hinder adatom mobility and a connected film
is formed. In Fig. 5.4 we can see a large scale STM image (2 × 2 µm) showing the
morphology of a 150 nm thick Pb film deposited at 150 K, followed by annealing at

Fig. 5.4 STM topography of
a 2,000 × 2,000 nm 2 area
representative of a 150 nm
thick Pb film deposited at
150 K on the surface of an
AT-cut quartz. The film is
formed by the assembly of
0.5 µm sized domains which
are formed by a stacking of
platelets. (Photo courtesy of
F. Buatier de Mongeot)
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room temperature. The image shows a distribution of domains with lateral dimensions
around 0.5 µm . The various domains can be identified by the different orientation
of the platelets. The majority of them are stacked parallel to the quartz surface, with
an in-plane rotational mismatch, while a minor fraction is stacked with a tilt angle
with respect to the substrate.

Another method to obtain very homogenous surfaces consists in glueing very thin
layers of mica to the metal electrodes of a QCM [21]. In this way, it is possible to
have a quartz sensor with a macroscopic atomically flat area without a significant loss
of its sensitivity. These mica covered crystals have been used in studies of contact
mechanics [22]. So far, however, no QCM measurements on the sliding friction of
monolayers adsorbed on mica have been reported. Following a similar approach, a
piece of Grafoil, a type of graphite, was glued uniformly on the Ag electrodes of a
quartz crystal in order to study the slippage of 4He films below 3 K [23].

5.5 UHV Apparatus

Another problem that affects QCM measurements of the sliding friction of adsorbed
monolayers is the contamination of the active surface of the quartz sensor [8]. To
overcome these problems, we have recently assembled a new apparatus specifically
designed to perform friction experiments on molecularly thin films carried out with
the QCM technique in ultra-high-vacuum and at a temperature as low as 4 K [24]. The
main chamber is provided with a stainless steel jacket that allows a quick change of
the various temperature inserts (cryocooler head, liquid nitrogen insert, Peltier-cell
stage…) that span the working range 4–400 K, without ever breaking the vacuum. The
crystal mounting is compatible with UHV conditions and with the Omicron standard
and guarantees a good thermal and electrical contact over the entire temperature
range. The quartz is inserted in a specially designed copper sample holder, housing
the wiring for the temperature control and signal detection systems in a volume
separated by that of the chamber. In this way, we can control the QCM temperature
within 5 mK or less at any temperature below 10 K. Furthermore, the quartz frequency
and amplitude stabilities are found to be as good as the best recorded values achieved
with QCMs mounted in standard high-vacuum, liquid bath cryostats. The system is
provided with a sputtering ion gun mounted in the fast-entry load section to clean the
QCM electrodes from surface contaminants. The movements of the quartz sample
inside the vacuum volume of the system are performed through the combination of
a magnetic translator and a wobble stick.

Facing the circular hole in the crystal mounting, there is a thin-wall stainless steel
tube whose end is attached to a sapphire variable leak valve. The high pressure side of
the valve is connected to a high-purity gas cylinder and another port allows to purge
the system effectively. A film is condensed onto the QCM, kept at low temperature,
by slowly leaking gas through this nozzle. Depending onto the vapor pressure, the
film may cover either only one or both electrodes. In the former case, which typically
occurs at very low temperatures, the deposition of a Ne film can be controlled within
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Fig. 5.5 Raw data of the
resonance frequency shift
(top) and amplitude (middle)
during an adsorption isotherm
of Ne on lead at 6.5 K. Bottom
calculated slip time as a
function of Ne film coverage

τ

0.1 layers working at a fundamental frequency of 5 MHz. Obviously, this figure
improves significantly using an heavier adsorbate and/or an higher overtone. For
instance, the dosing of a Kr film onto a QCM running at 15 MHz (and third overtone)
is done with a resolution better than 0.05 layers. If necessary, the adsobed film can
be annealed to higher temperatures by simply turning off the cryocooler.

In the following, we present some preliminary data acquired with this setup at
temperatures below 10 K. They refer to Ne deposited on a Pb(111) electrode grown
and characterized in the group of Prof. Valbusa following the procedure described in
the previous section. The data have been acquired at the third overtone of a 5 MHz
quartz plate characterized by a quality factor of 380,000 at low temperatures. The two
top graphs in Fig. 5.5 show the variations in the measured QCM resonance parameters
during Ne evaporation. By acting on the leak valve, the film was slowly grown in
steps of about 0.2 layers and then we waited for the system to equilibrate. At low
coverages, there is no change in the quartz amplitude and accordingly the slip time
is zero. Close to 0.4–0.5 layers, dissipation starts to appear and the slip time reaches
values close to 0.3 ns, which are typical for rare gases sliding on metal surfaces. The
slip times described in the bottom of Fig. 5.5 have been normalized with coverage
according to the formulas reported in [8].
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Although there is no data available in the literature on the 2D phase diagram of
Ne adsorbed on Pb(111), it is tempting to interpret our data in terms of a structural
depinning of the film. At low coverages, the Ne film is in a fluid phase that at
such low temperatures is locked to the substrate. Close to about 0.4 layers, the film
enters an incommensurate solid phase which is weakly bound to the substrate and
can easily slides. This interpretation is consistent with the structural phase diagrams
of heavy rare gases adsorbed on Ag(111) [25], systems that are very similar to
Ne/Pb(111). Our measurements are also in very good qualitative agreement with the
results of extensive computer simulations of a model system carried out by Persson
[26] in the case of a low-corrugated substrate.

A systematic study of the dependence of the slip time on film coverage, driving
amplitude and temperature is currently under way in order to establish the phase
diagram of this intrinsic depinning [27]. In a previous QCM study of the sliding
friction of Kr monolayers adsorbed on Au(111) at 85 K we have also observed a
nonlinear behavior, but in that case the depinning was induced by increasing the
driving amplitude above a certain threshold [7]. More recently, highly sensitive AFM
experiments have found changes in the friction behavior that are based on similar
structural effects. Dienwiebel et al. observed that friction between graphite surfaces is
significantly reduced when the surfaces are rotated out of the commensurate locking
angle [28]. Socoliuc et al. by varying the normal load on the contact between tip and
substrate, have also observed a new regime of very low friction in which negative
and positive lateral forces sum up to a vanishing average force in the time average
instead of the spatial average [29].
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greatly benefitted from daily interactions with our students who have been involved
with these studies: Alessandro Carlin, Moira Ferrari, Luca Stringher, Francesco
dalla Longa, Giovanni Fois and Alberto Pontarollo, and we must also thank Giorgio
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Chapter 6
Atomic-Scale Friction Measurements
in Ultra-High Vacuum

Sabine Maier, Enrico Gnecco and Ernst Meyer

Abstract This chapter reviews friction force microscopy experiments that reveal
atomic-scale processes in single asperity contacts during sliding. Different regimes
of atomic friction will be discussed including smooth sliding with low dissipation
and the dissipative atomic stick–slip motion, where the tip jumps from one lattice site
to the next. Furthermore, effects owing to finite temperatures, varying scan velocity
and the influence of surface structures on the atomic friction are presented. Finally,
the empirical Prandtl-Tomlinson model is introduced, which explains well the main
observations in atomic-scale friction force microscopy experiments.

6.1 Introduction

Apart from playing a vital role in everyday life, friction between two sliding sur-
faces is a phenomenon of key importance to a variety of advanced technological
applications and fundamental scientific studies. Understanding friction at the atomic
scale is essential in order to find ways to minimize wear and energy losses in micro-
and nano-scale devices involving sliding contacts. Sliding friction without wear, as
it is discussed in this chapter, corresponds to the energy transfer from macroscopic
degrees of freedom arising from the relative motion of the bodies in contact to micro-
scopic degrees of freedom such as phonons or electronic excitations. The adaptation
of the atomic force microscope to study the friction in single asperity contacts led to a
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profound knowledge of the underlying microscopic mechanisms on various surfaces
and conditions.

The first atomic-scale friction measurements were performed by Mate et al. using
a tungsten wire tip sliding on the basal plane of a graphite surface [1]. The frictional
force on the tip, that was measured by optical interferometry, showed a saw-tooth-
like modulation as a function of support position (or time). This modulation with
the periodicity of the graphite lattice is due to elastic instabilities accompanying the
sliding motion of the tip, causing it to hop between neighboring lattice sites. This
characteristic motion is referred to as atomic-scale stick-slip and has been observed
on a wide variety of materials. If the lateral force signal is measured in forward
and backward directions a hysteresis loop occurs (so-called friction loop). The area
embraced by the two curves gives a direct measure of the amount of energy dissipated
while scanning over the surface. The friction force is defined as the average value of
the lateral force signal. An example of a friction map and the corresponding friction
loop obtained on a KBr(100) surface in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is shown in Fig. 6.1.
The lateral force in this measurement varies in the nano-newton range. In contrast,
the first measurement on graphite revealed lateral forces in the micro-newton range
[1]. These comparatively large forces for an atomic-scale process possibly occurred
owing to a graphite flake which might have detached from the surface at high loads
thus providing a multi-atom contact.

In this chapter we will describe different aspects of the atomic stick-slip motion
on flat surfaces and on long-range ordered superstructures induced by surface recon-
structions. In Sect. 6.2 we introduce the Prandtl-Tomlinson model, which explains
the main features observed in atomic-scale friction experiments. In the rest of the
chapter some significant experiments are described in detail to discuss effects arising
at different loads and finite temperature.

Fig. 6.1 a Friction force map and b the corresponding friction loop along the (001)-direction on a
KBr(100) surface. The periodic instabilities represent the atomic-scale stick-slip motion of the tip,
where it hops from one atomic site to the next. Adapted from [2]
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6.2 The Prandtl-Tomlinson Model

Friction experiments on atomically flat terraces are well interpreted by the Prandtl-
Tomlinson (PT) model [3, 4], proposed in the early 1920s. In spite of its simplicity,
the PT model explains the main features in atomic friction experiments such as the
periodic modulation of the lateral force. The PT model describes a point mass (the tip
apex) being dragged along the surface by a rigid support via a spring k. Neglecting
inertia, the total energy of the system is expressed by the sum of Ueff , that reflects
the periodic tip–surface interaction, and the elastic energy stored in the spring:

Utot(r, t) = Ueff (r) + 1

2
k(r − vt)2. (6.1)

In (6.1) the two-dimensional vector r ≡ (x, y) is the position of the tip and X = vt the
position of the support, with v the scan velocity.

6.2.1 One-dimensional Prandtl-Tomlinson Model

In one dimension, the total energy stored in the system simplifies to

Utot(x, t) = −U0 cos
2πx

a
+ 1

2
k(x − vt)2, (6.2)

assuming a sinusoidal interaction potential with the atomic lattice periodicity a and
an amplitude U0. Utot(x, t) has the form of a corrugated parabola, whose shape
depends on the tip and support position, see Fig. 6.2a. The tip is located initially in
a minimum of Utot , described by the solution of ∂Utot/∂x = 0 and is subject to
the stability condition ∂2Utot/∂x2 > 0. When the support starts moving over the
surface, the spring extends which results in a growing lateral force and a flattening of
the local minima, see Fig. 6.2a. The tip becomes unstable and experiences an elastic
instability at the position x*. It initiates a jump towards the next stable position. With
the energy profile given by (6.2), the instability condition translates into

x∗ = a

2π
arccos

(
− 1

η

)
with η = 4π2U0

ka2 . (6.3)

The dimensionless parameter η reflects the ratio between the strength of the surface
potential and the spring energy. It is evident from (6.3), that instabilities of the tip
only occur if η > 1, which resembles the atomic stick-slip motion in the experiment.
In this case, a hysteretic friction loop is observed while scanning forth and back
along the same line. The area of the friction loop represents the energy dissipated
in this process. If the tip oscillations are overdamped, hopping occurs from one
equilibrium position to the next. In an underdamped system, where the PT model
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Fig. 6.2 a Temporal sequence of Utot and the corresponding position of the tip (red dot) capturing
a stick-slip instability (η = 3.2). b Graphical solution of ∂Utot/∂x = 0 to illustrate the instabilities:
The straight lines represent the spring term and the curved lines the periodic surface force. The
blue line has a single intersection with the surface force for each value of xtip, and thus a smooth
sliding from one minimum to the next is possible (η < 1). The red line has multiple intersections
in the grey shaded areas indicating instable regions causing a hysteresis loops between forward and
backward scans (η > 1). c The corresponding Utot for the different regimes in (b)

is not applicable, multiple slips are possible, as will be discussed in Sect. 6.3. For
η < 1 the instabilities and dissipation are suppressed and the tip smoothly follows
the surface potential in an oscillatory way.

In the PT model, the lateral force FL = k(xtip − vt) is represented by

FL = −2πU0

a
sin

2πxtip

a
, (6.4)

using the aforementioned condition for the tip being in a potential minima ∂Utot/∂x =
0. The maximal absolute value of the lateral force Fmax

L in the stick-slip motion is
found at xtip = a/4 and we obtain

U0 = aFmax
L

2π
. (6.5)

Hence the corrugation of the surface potential is linearly related to the maximum
lateral force and can be experimentally determined from the measured maxima of
the lateral force in friction loops.

A second important parameter to consider in the framework of the PT model is
the stiffness. The effective spring constant k reflects the respective compliance of
tip and surface and can be modeled by a series of springs [5]:

1

k
= 1

kcontact
+ 1

ktip
+ 1

cL
, (6.6)

where cL is the lateral spring constant of the cantilever and kcontact and ktip the
lateral stiffness of the contact and tip, respectively. There are different methods
to experimentally determine the lateral spring constant of the cantilever cL , e.g.
the added mass method of Cleveland [6, 7], the unloaded resonance technique of
Sader [7, 8] or from the geometry and the elastic modulus [9]. Lantz et al. found by
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scanning transmission electron microscopy and finite element analysis that the lateral
stiffness of high aspect ratio Si tips is comparable with the lateral spring constant of
the cantilever, i.e. ktip ≈ 85 N/m [5]. Finally, the lateral contact stiffness kcontact for
a macroscopic contact between a sphere and a flat surface is kcontact = 8aG* using
continuum mechanics, [10] where a is the contact radius and the effective shear
modulus G* is defined by

1

G∗ = 2 − ν2
1

G1
+ 2 − ν2

2

G2
(6.7)

(G1,2 are the shear moduli of the sphere and the surface, respectively, and ν1,2 the
corresponding Poisson numbers). According to the Hertzian model the contact radius
and hence the contact stiffness follows a power-law in dependence of the applied load.
In atomic stick-slip measurements on NaCl, Socoliuc et al. [11] showed however,
that the measured effective stiffness k and the extracted kcontact are nearly constant,
see Fig. 6.3. Instead, the corrugation of the surface potential, E0 = 2U0, increases
comparatively much stronger with load than the effective stiffness. Experimentally,
the effective spring constant is determined by the sticking slope kexp at the beginning
of the friction loop (Fx vs. x curve) provided η is large [12]. For η approaching 1,
the relation has to be corrected to [13]

Fig. 6.3 a Energy corrugation E0, b slope kexp of the lateral force versus distance curve in the
sticking part, c parameter η, and d effective lateral stiffness k of the contact, as a function of the
normal load FN acting on the tip. The quantities were determined from atomic stick-slip experiments
on NaCl(001). From [11]
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k =
(

1 + 1

η

)
kexp, (6.8)

which results from a combination of (6.3) and (6.5). The breakdown of the continuum
models at the nanometer-scale has been discussed with respect to the contact stiffness
by Luan and Robbins, who found that the applicability of continuum mechanics
depends strongly on the atomic structure of the tip apex [14]. Tips which have a
spherical shape even on the nanometer-scale are well described by continuum models,
while tips with a stepped atomic structure exhibit discontinuities in the contact area
with increasing load.

6.2.2 Extensions of the Prandtl-Tomlinson Model

There are several extensions of the one-dimensional PT model to account for the
complexity of certain experimentally observed phenomena. These specific extensions
of the PT model will be discussed to some extent along this chapter in conjunction
with the corresponding experimental validations.

Generally applicable is the extension of the PT model to two dimensions to repro-
duce the basic features of an experimental friction force map, whereas the one-
dimensional model is limited to friction loops only [15]. The interaction potential
Ueff (x, y) in (6.1) depends on the properties of tip and sample and is generally
unknown. However, in many cases it is sufficient to consider only the periodicity and
symmetry of the sample surface, neglecting the fine structure of the contact within
the unit cell. To represent the square lattice of NaCl(001) [16] and the hexagonal
structure of graphite(0001) [17], the following effective potentials can be used:

Usquare(x, y) = −U0 cos
2πx

a
cos

2πy

a
and (6.9)

Uhex(x, y) = − U0

2.25

[
2 cos

2πx

a
cos

2πy

a
√

3
+ cos

4πy

a
√

3

]
. (6.10)

Both interaction potentials reproduce the experimentally observed features in friction
maps well. The two-dimensional model allows to locate the tip position on the surface
and to determine how the tip moves in a two-dimensional ‘zig-zag’ motion across
the surface lattice [18].

Although the conventional one-dimensional PT model depicts the basic mecha-
nism of the stick-slip motion, it cannot explain effects such as the variation of the
maximal lateral force in a friction loop [19] or the increase of the mean friction
force with the logarithm of the scan velocity v [20, 21]. Including thermal activation
processes in the PT model accounts for both the velocity and temperature dependence
of friction. The thermally activated PT model will be discussed in detail in Sect. 6.3.
The dynamics of the tip on the surface at finite temperatures can be described more
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detailed by numeric simulations based on the Langevin equation [22]

m
d2x

dt2 + mγ
dx

dt
+ dUtot

dx
= ξ(t), (6.11)

where m is an effective mass and γ is a damping coefficient describing the coupling
with phonon and possible electron oscillations in the substrate. The quantity ξ(t)
is a random noise term satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation relation

〈
ξ(t)ξ(t′)

〉 =
2mγ kBTδ(t − t′), in which kB is the Boltzmann’s constant.

Further, the PT model should be extended to a two-mass-two-spring model, if
both the resonance frequency of the cantilever and the experimentally found lateral
stiffness, which is dominated by the contact, are well reproduced [2, 23]. In the two-
mass-two-spring model, one spring represents the cantilever and the other spring the
microscopic contact.

Taking into account that several atoms are usually in contact with the sample,
requires the usage of a Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) or Frenkel-Kontorova-Tomlinson
(FKT) model. This model addresses the periodic sliding of two surfaces in con-
tact, whereas the atoms of one surface are harmonically coupled with their nearest
neighbors [24, 25]. The FK model was first proposed for the description of dislo-
cation in solids, and then used to address effects related to the commensurability
and incommensurability of contacts as well as adsorbed films on surfaces [26]. In
one dimension one can think of a chain of particles of mass m connected by elastic
springs and interacting with a periodic potential. In this case the total potential takes
the form

Utot =
∑

n

(
−U0 cos

2πxn

a
+ 1

2
k(xn+1 − xn − b)2

)
,

where b is the distance between two particles in the chain. Static friction can be
probed by adding an external force Fext adiabatically increasing till sliding initiates.
The ratio a/b is very important. For any (irrational) value of a/b there is a critical
value ηc of the parameter η defined by (6.3) such that the static friction force vanishes
when η < ηc. The parameter ηc takes a maximum value (=1) when the ratio a/b is
equal to the golden mean (1 + √

5)/2 = 1.618 [27].

6.3 Experimental Observations of Atomic Stick-slip

Since the invention of friction force microscopy (FFM) by Mate et al. [1], atomic-
scale stick-slip has been experimentally observed on a variety of materials including
insulators, metals, and semiconductors. Here, we will focus on FFM measurements
in ultra-high vacuum. Other environments, especially liquid cells, are described else-
where in this book. Ionic crystals are commonly used in atomic-scale friction studies
in UHV to study the characteristics of the stick-slip motion owing to their simple
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structure and comparatively easy and reproducible preparation. The periodicity of
the stick-slip motion and instabilities, respectively, corresponds on ionic crystals to
the unit-cell given that the contact is underdamped. Atomic stick-slip was observed
for example on KBr [28], NaCl [11, 20], and KF [29]. Measurements on NaF(100) by
Ishikawa et al. are the exception, as they could resolve both components depending
on the applied load [30].

Friction force experiments on clean metal surfaces prepared in UHV are often
more difficult to carry out due to the high surface energy of metals under clean
conditions, which leads to a high reactivity of surface atoms resulting in a junction
formation under the tip apex [31]. For example, the formation of a neck of copper
atoms at the tip is proposed to result in the observation of stick-slip type sliding over
Cu(111) surfaces [32]. Friction force microscopy experiments at low loads performed
on Cu(100) and Au(111) surfaces revealed a clear stick-slip modulation in the lateral
force with almost zero dissipation [33]. For higher loads, significant friction occurred
together with the onset of wear. The Cu(100) surface is more easy worn than Cu(111),
because it is not a crystallographic glide plane [34]. Even on the more ductile Pt(111)
surface atomic stick-slip was observed using passivated tips [35].

Recently, two-dimensional materials have been of wide interest due to their extra-
ordinary electronic, mechanical, optical, and chemical properties with respect to their
bulk counterparts, making them suitable for applications in electronic and NEMS
devices [36]. The most widely studied two-dimensional material is graphene, whose
nano- and microtribology properties are outlined in detail elsewhere in this book.
Using FFM, the nano-scale frictional response of atomically thin sheets of sup-
ported graphene, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), niobium diselenide (NbSe2), and
hexagonal boron nitride have been investigated [37, 38]. Both graphene and MoS2
exhibited clear atomic stick-slip friction for exfoliated films down to a single atomic
sheet. The friction monotonically increased as the number of layers decreased for all
four materials [38].

6.3.1 Load Dependence: From Smooth Sliding
and Stick-slip to Wear

Classically, dry friction is governed by the Coulomb (or Amontons) equation
FL = μFN , where the friction coefficient μ mainly depends on the material of
the two bodies in motion. In single asperity contacts the dependence of the friction
on applied load is usually non-linear. In nano-scale contacts, the load dependence
is often described by means of contact mechanics continuum theories [39] which
however do not give information about the atomic interactions in the sliding contact
region as they assume a spherical tip. Fusco et al. suggested a power law dependence
of atomic friction by simulating the dynamics of a tip scanning a rigid monolayer
graphite surface in a PT-like model [40].
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Fig. 6.4 Measurement of the lateral force sliding the tip forward and backward in (100) direction
over a NaCl(001) surface, where the externally applied load was a FN = 4.7 nN , b FN = 3.3 nN ,
and c FN = −0.47 nN . d–f Corresponding numerical results from the Tomlinson model for d η = 5,
e η =3, and f η = 1. The stiffness was chosen as k = 1 N/m and the lattice constant as a = 0.5 nm.
From [11]

Experimentally, the amount of energy dissipated while sliding over an atomically
flat surface can be controlled by the variation of load on the contact [11]. The mean
friction force decreases with decreasing normal load and reaches zero before the
probing tip jumps out of contact. The normal force in the experiment is represented
in the PT model by the parameter η. If η < 1 elastic instabilities are suppressed
and the tip smoothly follows the surface corrugation with negligible friction. This
transition from stick-slip to smooth sliding was observed experimentally for friction
loops recorded on NaCl(001) by Socoliuc et al. when a normal loading of about 1 nN
was applied, see Fig. 6.4.

There are other ways to achieve a state of ultra-low friction at the atomic scale.
Dienwiebel et al. [41] observed vanishing friction while dragging a graphite flake
out of registry over a graphite surface. The corrugation of the interaction potential
between the graphite substrate and the graphite flake could be continuously varied by
simply rotating the substrate with respect to the flake. This state of ultra-low friction is
only observed in incommensurable contacts. It is referred to as superlubricity, which
goes back to a concept discussed by Hirano [26]. Friction can also be decreased by
reducing the scan speed to a few nm/s or less, so that thermally activated jumps occur
[42]. The thermally induced suppression of friction is called thermolubricity. Another
efficient way to switch friction on and off at the atomic scale is found by exciting
the mechanical resonances of the sliding system perpendicular to the contact plane
[43]. In this way, a similar transition from stick-slip to smooth sliding as in Fig. 6.4
was observed on NaCl, however by changing the excitation amplitude instead of
the load. The state of dynamic superlubricity so-achieved could be also exploited to
acquire lattice-resolved lateral force maps of crystal surfaces with no occurrence of
abrasive wear [44]. No evidence of wear was also proven by SEM images of a silicon
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tip sliding on a polymer surface and vibrating at the contact resonance over several
hundred meters [45]. A significant decrease of friction is also observed if a nanotip
is shaken laterally instead than normally [46]. In this case, an accurate analytical
relation between the shaking amplitude and the parameters of the PT model can be
derived [47].

In contrast, wear may occur in a sliding contact, if the normal forces applied exceed
a critical point. The initial stage of abrasive wear on alkali halides was investigated
by comparing friction loops and topography images before and after wearing off a
KBr(001) surface [48]. From this experiment it was concluded that on KBr only a
minor part (30 %) of the total energy dissipation during scratching the surface went
into wear. The formation of wavy patterns (‘ripples’) with periodicities in the order
of 100 nm is also an interesting effect accompanying abrasive wear processes on the
nanoscale [49].

6.3.2 The Slip

The slip instability is accompanied by the dissipation of mechanical energy into
phonon and electron excitations. In conventional FFM experiments the slip occurs
so fast that the relaxation time is not measurable. However, recording the atomic-scale
stick-slip movement with higher bandwidth revealed a wide variation of slip durations
up to several milliseconds, by far longer than expected for a relaxation process on
the atomic scale [2]. These long slip events are possibly resulting from a multiple
contact established between tip and surface, as suggested by the correlation between
irregular features in lateral force maps and long slip durations. This conclusion was
supported also by a comparison of the experimental results with a multi-tip (multi-
spring) simulation using a PT model including thermal activation.

6.3.3 Thermal Effects and Velocity Dependence

Coulomb’s law of friction states that kinetic friction is independent of the sliding
velocity for macroscopic contacts. In contrary, most experiments report a logarithmic
dependence of the mean friction force in atomic-scale contacts at low velocities, e.g.
mica [21], Cu(111) [32], NaCl [20], graphite [50], and silicon oxide [51].
The origin of the logarithmic velocity dependence can be understood with a thermally
activated PT model based on reaction rate theory. At zero temperature the tip does
not jump to the next equilibrium position until an energy barrier 	E(t), that depends
on the interaction potential, becomes zero. However, at finite temperatures T, the tip
can hop even if 	E(t) �= 0. The probability that the tip remains pinned at a given
location, p(t), changes with time according to the master equation [20]

dp(t)

dt
= −f0 exp

(
−	E(t)

kBT

)
p(t), (6.12)
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In (6.12) f0 denotes the resonance frequency of the tip in its actual potential minimum.
Assuming a linear dependence of the energy barrier 	E with increasing lateral force
F, a logarithmic dependence of the friction is obtained [20]

F(v) = const. + kBT

λ
log

v

v0
, (6.13)

where λ is in the order of the lattice constant. Equation 6.13 suggests that the slower
the tip is scanning the higher the probability of an early thermally activated jump
and hence a lower friction force results. Sang et al. [22] refined the model above and
proposed that barrier-hopping fluctuations occur preferentially when the tip is very
close to athermal slipping at the top of the barrier. In this case, primarily at high
velocities 	E ∝ (const. − FL)3/2 has to be used. The master equation leads then to

F(ν) = const. −
(

kBT

λ

)2/3 (
log

νc

ν

)2/3
(6.14)

for velocities below the critical velocity

νc = π
√

2

2

f0kBT

ka
. (6.15)

At high velocities the thermal vibrations have no time to contribute, and a transition
from the logarithmic increase in friction to a constant plateau occurs. The transition
to a constant plateau has been observed in FFM experiments on mica in ambient
conditions [21]. More recently, Reimann et al. [52] proposed a model with special
emphasis on the realistic description of dissipation and inertia effects. The model
predicts a non-monotonic dependence of the friction force upon the sliding velocity
of the tip over an atomically flat surface.
Thermal effects do not only play an important role in the velocity dependence of

nano-scale friction. Krylov and Frenken [42] found that the thermal fluctuations of
the localized contact can also result in a variety of friction regimes not predicted
by the athermal PT model. In particular, the range of ultra-low friction at low loads
observed by Socoliuc et al. on NaCl could be extended toward higher loads by
thermal effects. Their calculations suggest also that thermal delocalization of the
contact could lead to extremely low friction independent of normal load, despite the
observation of atomic stick-slip in the lateral force signal. As mentioned above, this
concept of low friction owing to thermal fluctuation is referred to as thermolubricity.
With the recent instrumental development of FFMs being operational with high

resolution at cryogenic temperatures, the predictions of the thermally activated PT
model were experimentally verified. Atomic stick-slip measurements between 100
and 300 K have been performed on graphite [50] and MoS2 [53]. Both experiments
revealed an increase in average friction with decreasing temperature in agreement
with the PT model.
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6.3.4 Maximal Lateral Force

Another interesting feature of the stick-slip motion is the maximum lateral force, as
it is a direct measure of the surface-tip potential strength (see 6.5) and hence varies
much stronger with load than the stiffness of the contact [11]. The values of the
maximal lateral force are spread by thermal activation. Schirmeisen et al. extracted the
maximum lateral force from friction force maps on HOPG and performed a statistical
analysis of them [22]. A site-dependent energy barrier of the surface potential from
the side to the center of the hollow-site rows was found from fits to the experimental
distribution functions using a thermally activated PT model. A velocity dependent
statistical analysis of the jump heights on HOPG by Evstigneev et al. [54] showed
that the single-step reaction scenario assumed by Schirmeisen et al. is valid only at
relatively high velocities, while at slower pulling speeds, a more complicated hopping
mechanism must be at work. As for the slip duration analysis, the latter mechanism
might be associated to multiple bond formation of the tip-substrate contact, where
additional bonds take finite time to establish, so that at fast pulling, new bonds do
not have sufficient time to develop during a single stick phase.

6.3.5 Multiple Slips

Most of the early atomic-slip measurements revealed jump periodicities of one lattice
spacing. Johnson and Woodhouse have predicted that under certain conditions, slips
are not restricted to a single lattice constant and hopping over multiple spacings
may occur (i.e. multiple slips) [55]. The transition between single and double slip
mode and its dependence on contact damping, sliding velocity, and finite temperature
was studied in numeric simulations employing a generalized PT model [56, 57].
Medyanik et al. derived the threshold values of the parameter η (see 6.3) for the
transition between different slip regimes from a simple analytic criterion based on
the one-dimensional PT model in the quasi-static limit [58]. They found that the tip
slides smoothly if η < 1, executes stick-slip motion with single slips for 1 < η <

4.6 or, possibly exhibits double slips for 4.6 < η < 7.79 or even bigger multiple
slips for η > 7.79. However, the threshold values are significantly modified by the
damping coefficient γ and the temperature. A chaotic regime (with alternate jump
lengths) is always expected if γ is low enough [59].
Experimentally, multiple slips can occur only with sufficiently low energy dissipation
during the slip. Therefore the transition from single to multiple slips occurs at high
loads. Figure 6.5 shows the experimental dependence of stick–slip behavior with
load on an HOPG surface in ambient condition. The system exhibited superlubricity
at the lowest applied load whereas at higher loads, stick–slip instabilities occurred
with periodicity of the HOPG lattice and multiples of it. Roth et al. [60] verified
the occurrence of multiple slips also in UHV and used multiple slips to quantify the
viscous damping accompanying the stick-slip motion on NaCl(001). They found from
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Fig. 6.5 Representative experimental friction loops with increasing load (offset for clarity) demon-
strating the transitions from smooth sliding (top) to single (middle) and mostly double slips (bottom).
From [58]

a comparison between simulations based on an extended PT model and experiments
that nanometer-sized contacts are underdamped at intermediate loads (13–26 nN)
and become slightly overdamped at higher loads.

6.4 Atomic-Scale Friction Beyond Flat Terraces

In this section we will change from atomically flat to corrugated substrates and
discuss the influence of surface step edges and of periodic height variations induced
by superstructures and surface reconstructions on the atomic-scale friction.

6.4.1 Atomic-Scale Friction at Step Edges

A common observation in several friction experiments on the micrometer-scale is
the enhancement of friction at step edges related to an increased energy barrier at
the step, known as Schwöbel barrier [61–63]. The enhanced frictional forces at step
edges are strongly direction dependent. While the friction increases linearly with
the applied load in upward scans, it is load-independent for downward scans. This
direction dependence of the friction has been experimentally observed on HOPG,
MoS2, and NaCl in ambient and UHV environment for monatomic up to about tenfold
steps [61, 62].
Recently, Steiner et al. [64] performed atomic-scale studies on NaCl(001) and

Ge(001) revealing the atomic stick-slip motion along a step. They found that with
blunt tips the lateral force was increased while scanning both up and down an edge,
consistent with the experiments at the micro-scale. However, with atomically sharp
tips, the lateral force still increased upwards but decreased and even changed sign
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downwards leading to overlapping lateral force profiles for both directions. Hence,
the sharpness of the tip facilitates scanning the step edge without occurrence of a
Schwöbel barrier at small enough loads. The experimental results could be matched
to calculated friction loops based on a modified PT model using a second contribu-
tion to the tip-surface potential to account for the step edge, which was modeled by
an asymmetric well simulating a sharp drop followed by a slow recovery.

6.4.2 Atomic-Scale Friction on Ordered Superstructures
and Reconstructions

Atomic-scale friction measurements featuring stick-slip have recently been per-
formed on a variety of ordered superstructures, including ultra-thin KBr films on
NaCl(001) [65] and Cu(001) [66] as well as single and bilayer graphene on SiC(0001)
[37], all exhibiting interesting modulation effects. KBr thin film on NaCl(100) have a
periodic (6×6)-superstructure due to the lattice mismatch between the two materials
[67]. This long-range modulation of the surface-potentials has strong effects on the
atomic stick-slip motion. The lateral force signal shows a variation of the local ampli-
tude of the trace-retrace friction loops along with a clear transition from a dissipative
stick-slip to smooth sliding regime in concert with the underlying superstructure (see
Fig. 6.6) [65]. This transition was attributed to a variation of the potential-energy cor-
rugation, which is also supported by numerical simulations using a one-dimensional
PT model with a spatially modulated tip-sample interaction. Specifically, the con-
stant surface potential amplitude U0 in the conventional PT model (6.2) is replaced
with

U0

(
1 + α cos

2πx

b

)
, (6.16)

where α defines the normalized modulation amplitude and b the periodicity of
the superstructure. In contrast for graphene, the local center position of the trace-
retrace friction loops varies in concert with the superstructure [37]. The centerline
modulation does not affect the width of the friction loop, and thus there is no change in
the energy dissipated during frictional sliding. The origin of a centerline modulation
is not entirely clear, as it can result from a geometrical effect, e.g. a local slope
of the surface [68], or can be the result of a friction asymmetry. For graphene, the
experimental results are better reproduced using a superposition of the potentials
U = Ueff + βUsup where Ueff describes the interaction with the atomic lattice, as in
(6.1), and Usup the interaction with the superlattice [69].
Friction force microscopy in a low load regime has been also successfully applied to
image surface reconstructions on metals, e.g. the Au(111) herringbone [33, 70], as
well as on single-crystal semiconductors [71]. In order to resolve these surface mod-
ulations, the contact size in those experiments was clearly below the characteristic
length of the superstructure and reconstruction, respectively (i.e. a few nm).
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Fig. 6.6 a Lateral force image of a KBr double layer on NaCl(100) with b the corresponding
forward and backward traces along the red line in (a). The average normal force was reduced from
−0.01 to −0.32 nN in the lower half of the measurement. c Simulated lateral force trace assuming a
modulated energy corrugation (see 6.16) with a period b = 6a and a constant stiffness of k = 1 N/m
in a one-dimensional PT model. From [65]

6.5 Anisotropy Effects

There are various mechanisms in friction force microscopy experiments which lead
to an asymmetry in frictional forces. For instance anisotropy effects are related to
the transition of commensurate and incommensurate contacts, respectively, or to a
structural anisotropy of the sample surface.
As discussed already in Sect. 6.3, the importance of the relative orientation of two

lattices in sliding contact has been first experimentally demonstrated by Hirano et al.
[26]. The friction increased when the two surfaces formed a commensurate contact
and superlubricity was obtained in the incommensurate case. This anisotropy was
also observed in stick-slip friction, when measuring the lateral forces between a
graphite flake and the HOPG surface at rotation angles between 0◦ and 60◦ [41].
There are several examples of friction anisotropy owing to a structural anisotropy

of the surface. For instance using a UHV-FFM, Park et al. [72] reported a large
directional anisotropy of the friction force on Al–Ni–Co decagonal quasicrystals.
They found friction forces to be eight times larger when sliding along the periodic
direction of the surface than when sliding along the aperiodic one. The anisotropy in
the friction force was attributed to the intrinsic structural anisotropy of the surface.
On the quasicrystal surface the friction anisotropy is manifested in both nanometer-
sized contacts obtained with sharp AFM tips and macroscopic contacts in pin-on-disk
tribometers [73].
Friction anisotropy was also observed in molecular single crystals, although not in

UHV. For instance the kinetic friction was found to peak up along well-defined crys-
tallographic directions on a pentacene single crystal [74] and organic crystal potas-
sium hydrogen phthalate (KAP) [75]. In these experiments, the frictional anisotropy
was measured by recording the transverse component of the friction forces acting
on the AFM tip while scanning. Friction anisotropy is also often found between
individual domains of molecules, which are chemically homogenous but structurally
rotated. For instance, in an early FFM study on freshly cleaved (010) surfaces of the
ferroelectric triglycine sulfate frictional anisotropy could be observed under ambient
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condition between terraces inside individual domains, which are structurally rotated
by 180◦ [76]. Another example is the flower-shaped islands of lipid monolayers on
mica, consisting of domains with different molecular orientations. In these experi-
ments, the angular dependence of friction directly reflected the tilt direction of the
alkyl chains in the monolayer [77].
An asymmetry can also occur in the lateral force of atomically and molecularly

resolved friction force maps revealing stick-slip characteristics. For instance lateral
force maps on layered organic compounds such as transition-metal oxalate complexes
showed a clear contrast between molecules with different orientation revealing a fric-
tion asymmetry on a molecular scale [78]. The static and kinetic friction experienced
by a point mass elastically driven at different angles on surface lattices with square,
hexagonal, and honeycomb symmetries were estimated by analytical and numeric
calculations based on the PT model. The anisotropy of static friction was found to be
strongly dependent on the density of the surface atoms packing [79]. These results
await experimental verification, however.

6.6 Mechanical Properties of Molecular Chains

The FK model introduced in Sect. 6.2 has been recently applied to an interesting
experiment, in which molecular chains lying on a flat surface were pulled up at
one of its end by an AFM tip. Kawai et al. succeeded in lifting up single polymer
chains from a reconstructed gold surface using AFM in a dynamic mode at low
temperature (4 K) in UHV [80]. Under those conditions, it was possible to measure
the force gradients accompanying the detachment of individual polymer chains with
extremely high accuracy (cf. Fig. 6.7). The primary observation was the modula-
tion of the force during detachment of fluorene groups, which could be precisely
related to the adhesion energy of these submolecular groups by a theoretical analy-
sis based on an extended FK model and realistic interaction potentials. A small
modulation of the force gradient due to the sliding on the gold surface was also
observed. This modulation indicates that the polymer chain was sliding in a superlu-
bric way, as expected from the incommensurability between the lattice constants of
the gold substrate and the equilibrium distance between consecutive fluorine units.
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Fig. 6.7 a Sketch (side view) of a polymer chain consisting of polymerized polyfluorene initially
lying on a Au(111) surface and pulled up by an AFM tip. b The force gradient shows periodic
variations due to the detachment of the fluorene units. c Zoom on the from [80]

These measurements also showed that the intermolecular stiffness is large (around
200 N/m), which makes elastic deformation to accommodate the molecules on the
substrate quite unfavorable.
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6.7 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that the PT model reproduces the main character-
istics of the atomic-slip motion observed in friction force microscopy experiments
quite well. The experimental observations include the load dependence, specifically
the transition from smooth sliding to atomic stick-slip and multi-slips, as well as
the velocity and temperature dependence of atomic-scale friction. Atomic stick-slip
experiments on reconstructed surfaces revealed a strong influence of the long-ranged
height modulations on the lateral force. Very recent AFM investigations on molecular
chains lifted up by the probing tip open interesting possibilities in coupling nanotri-
bology to the realm of molecular electronics. Remarkably, all these experiments were
realized in ultra-high vacuum conditions, where environmental contaminants could
be removed from the nanocontacts.
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Chapter 7
Stochastic Modeling and Rate Theory of Atomic
Friction

Mykhaylo Evstigneev, Juan J. Mazo and Peter Reimann

Abstract Atomic friction involves objects whose dynamics is strongly influenced
by thermal fluctuations. In stochastic modeling, one focuses on a few relevant degrees
of freedom, whereas the atomistic ones are taken into account by introducing dissi-
pation and noise. We review applications of this approach to atomic friction, namely,
the basic Prandtl-Thomlinson model, some of its multidimensional generalizations,
and the rate approximation, which allows one to obtain analytical results not easily
accessible by other methods.

7.1 Introduction

Macroscopic friction between solids is well known to be both of paramount practical
importance and of notorious difficulty regarding its theoretical understanding [1–4].
While macroscopic friction involves interactions between numerous asperities of
the two contacting surfaces, employing an atomic force microscope (AFM) offers
a unique opportunity to probe the frictional forces between a single asperity—the
tip of an AFM cantilever—and an atomically flat surface. Therefore the research
direction of friction force microscopy (FFM) [5] had been initiated only a year after
the invention of the AFM in 1986 [6] and is being intensively pursued since then
(see the reviews [7–13] and references therein).
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic
illustration of an FFM
experiment. Note that this
picture is severely out of
scale: in a real experiment,
the tip radius is of the order of
10 nm, and the contact region
consists of several hundreds
of atoms

In a typical FFM experiment [5], the tip of an AFM cantilever is brought in contact
with an atomically clean surface by means of a normal load FN , while the cantilever
base is set in motion at a constant velocity v (see Fig. 7.1). The interaction between
the tip and the surface leads to a torsional deformation of the cantilever. One can
determine the magnitude of this deformation by optical means and thus deduce the
resulting elastic force f (t), which, by Newton’s third law, equals the instantaneous
force of friction. The central quantity of interest is the time-averaged friction force

f̄ := lim
t→∞

1

t

t∫

0

dt ′ f (t ′). (7.1)

While it has been known from the time of Coulomb that the force of friction between
two macroscopic bodies in contact is independent of their relative velocity, friction
force on the nanoscale exhibits a non-trivial velocity dependence, which will be
discussed in this contribution.

Experimental results reveal that the effects of thermal noise play an important
role in nanoscale friction. Understanding such a phenomenon is the most important
challenge of the stochastic modeling of atomic friction. The specific indications of the
importance of thermal effects are thermal fluctuations of the instantaneous friction
force f (t) and, in particular, randomness of interstitial jumps of the cantilever in the
so-called stick-slip regime of motion, the temperature dependence of atomic friction,
and the approximately logarithmic dependence of the friction force, which can be
explained using a model based on the assumption that the tip transitions (slips) from
one lattice site to the next are due to thermally activated rate processes [10, 14–18].
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Though simpler than macroscopic friction, the adequate interpretation and
modeling of nanofriction experiments still represents a formidable challenge. In par-
ticular, direct molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, initiated in the mid-nineties [19,
20], have only recently started to approach experimentally realistic pulling velocities.
Without resorting to special techniques, the velocities accessible in MD studies are in
the 1–103 m/s range [21], orders of magnitude too fast in comparison with the exper-
imentally relevant values. Smaller velocities can be probed with the help of methods
that accelerate the algorithm performance, such as parallel replica dynamics [22, 23]
(velocity of a few mm/s), or its combination with hyperdynamics [24, 25] that has
further reduced the pulling velocities to the experimental microns per second. At the
same time, the number of atoms that can be simultaneously accounted for in MD is
still several orders of magnitude smaller than in the experiment. Last but not least,
MD simulations may take up to several weeks of computational time. The reason for
these limitations is the enormous time scale separation between atomic vibrations
proceeding on the subpicosecond time scale, and sliding motion of the tip, which
covers only a few lattice constants in a millisecond.

Hence, non-trivial theoretical modeling steps are indispensable, in particular the
concepts of non-linear stochastic processes [26–31]; the above-mentioned time-scale
separation justifies and greatly facilitates the calculations within such models. In
stochastic modeling, one focuses on just a few relevant degrees of freedom, which, in
the case of nanofriction, describe the tip geometric configuration. The huge number
of the remaining atomistic degrees of freedom are accounted for by introducing
the effects of randomness and dissipation in the tip equations of motion. In this
contribution, we review two different types of stochastic approaches to nanofriction
modeling, both stemming from the early works due to Prandtl [32] and Tomlinson
[33]: one is based on the Langevin equation, and the other on the theory of thermally
activated rate processes.

7.2 Langevin Modeling

7.2.1 Langevin Equation

The system from Fig. 7.1, though small, still involves a huge number of atomic
degrees of freedom. In a one-dimensional model, the experimentally observable
lateral force f (t) can be deduced from the torsional deformation of the cantilever and
is directly related to the displacement x(t) − vt of the AFM tip from its equilibrium
position vt at a moment of time t , cf. (7.5) below. To obtain the evolution equation
for this relevant collective degree of freedom x(t), one writes down the equation of
motion for all coordinates of the system, and then projects the system’s microstate
onto the subspace characterized by a given value of x(t) [26]. As a result of this
procedure, an equation of motion for x(t) is obtained, in which the effect of atomic
degrees of freedom is accounted for by introduction of the following objects: (i) a
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free-energy type potential U (x, t) of mean force, (ii) memory-dependent dissipative
force, and (iii) a random force (noise) of finite correlation time. In view of the fact
that the characteristic frequency associated with the collective variable x(t) is of the
order of 105 Hz, i.e. many orders of magnitude lower than the Debye frequencies
describing the time-scale of atomic motion, both the memory effects in dissipative
force and the finite noise correlation time can be neglected.

The potential of mean force U (x, t) consists of two contributions, the first one
accounting for the elastic deformations of AFM and substrate, and the second for the
tip-substrate interaction. Since the elastic deformations are typically small [34], we
may neglect anharmonic effects in the elastic energy. Furthermore, we can assume
that interaction only depends on the relative tip-substrate position x . We thus arrive
at the approximation

U (x, t) = κL(x − vt)2

2
+ U (x). (7.2)

The argument in the first term indicates that the cantilever moves at a constant velocity
v > 0 to the right (cf. Fig. 7.1). Furthermore, focusing on an ideally flat atomic
surface with lattice constant a in x-direction, we conclude that U (x) is invariant
under a displacement by one period,

U (x + a) = U (x). (7.3)

The lateral spring constantκL describes the combined effect of the elastic deformation
of the cantilever, the tip and the elastically deformed surface in the contact region
[34–39]:

1

κL
= 1

κcantilever
+ 1

κtip
+ 1

κsurface
. (7.4)

The experimentally observable lateral force f (t) can be identified, according to
Newton’s third law, with the negative of the force caused by the elastic deformations,
i.e.

f (t) = −κL (x(t) − vt). (7.5)

Next, let us consider the elastic deformations of the cantilever, and, in particular,
those of the tip apex (see Fig. 7.1). If these deformations, or equivalently, the state
variable x(t), are changing adiabatically slowly, then the system is at every instance
of time in a thermal equilibrium state, i.e., we are dealing with a reversible process.
If these changes are taking place at a finite speed, but still slowly enough that the
thermal bath of the cantilever’s atoms always remains close to the instantaneous
accompanying thermal equilibrium, the remaining “small amount of disequilibrium”
renders the process “slightly irreversible” and hence gives rise to a linear-response
type dissipative force which, in the frame of reference of the cantilever, will be
proportional to the velocity of the tip relative to the cantilever base. In the laboratory
frame, this dissipative force assumes the form
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Fc(t) = −ηc(ẋ(t) − v) (7.6)

with an effective coupling strength ηc > 0 between the collective coordinate x and the
close to equilibrium “cantilever and tip bath” (subscript “c”). In particular, because
of the smallness of the tip deformations [34], the implicitly assumed independence of
ηc on the state x(t) of the system is well justified. In a similar manner, the influence
of the microscopic degrees of freedom of the substrate will result in a dissipative
force Fs(t), which is proportional to the tip velocity with respect to the substrate
with the proportionality coefficient ηs :

Fs(t) = −ηs ẋ(t). (7.7)

Finally, we come to the randomly fluctuating forces acting on the slow state
variable x(t). They have the same origin as the dissipative forces, namely, the large
number of fast degrees of freedom of the cantilever, tip and substrate baths. Due to this
common origin and the fact that the baths always remain close to thermal equilibrium,
one can show that those randomly fluctuating forces are completely fixed (in the
statistical sense) by the functional form of the dissipative forces via the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [31, 40, 41]. Namely, the thermal “cantilever-and-tip-noise”
acts on x(t) in the usual form [26–30] of a fluctuating force

√
2ηckB T ξc(t) with

temperature T , Boltzmann constant kB , and unbiased δ-correlated Gaussian noise
ξc(t) of unit strength. Similarly, the substrate gives rise to thermal fluctuations of the
form

√
2ηskB T ξs(t) with an unbiased δ-correlated Gaussian noise ξs(t) independent

of ξc(t):

〈ξc(t) ξc(t
′)〉 = 〈ξs(t) ξs(t

′)〉 = δ(t ′ − t), 〈ξc(t) ξs(t
′)〉 = 0. (7.8)

Essentially, the uniqueness of these thermal noises follows from the fact that any devi-
ation from the above specified statistical properties could be exploited to construct a
perpetuum mobile of the second kind [41]. Their independence is an approximation
which is well justified by the fact that the contact between the two baths consists of
comparatively few atoms.

Collecting all acting forces, we arrive at the following equation of motion [42,
43]:

m ẍ(t) + ηẋ(t) = −U ′(x(t)) − κL(x(t) − vt) + ηcv + √
2ηkB T ξ(t). (7.9)

where m is the relevant effective mass associated with inertia effects of cantilever,
tip, and substrate, and

η := ηs + ηc (7.10)

is the total damping coefficient. The zero-noise limiting case of this equation
of motion is essentially equivalent to the early model of friction due to Prandtl
[32] and Tomlinson [33], whereas the thermal noise term was introduced [15,
16] about 70 years after Prandtl and Tomlinson’s publications. Such an equation
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(or its noise-free version) has been considered in a number of papers, the important
difference being that either ηc or (much less often)ηs was assumed to vanish, whereas,
in general, there is no reason to expect that any of these coefficients is zero. One can,
however, straightforwardly relate the results obtained for arbitrary ηs , ηc to those
where either of them is set to zero. For instance, one can introduce a time translation
t̃ = t + ηc/κL in (7.9), which eliminates the ηcv term from the equation and allows
one to express f̄ (ηs, ηc) = f̄ (ηs + ηc, 0) − ηcv.

It is instructive to rewrite (7.9) in the co-moving reference frame defined by

z(t) = x(t) − vt, ż(t) = ẋ(t) − v, (7.11)

in which the equation of motion assumes the form

m z̈(t) + ηż(t) = −U ′(z(t) + vt) − κL z(t) − ηsv + √
2ηkB T ξ(t) (7.12)

and the instantaneous friction force from (7.5) becomes

f (t) = −κL z(t). (7.13)

Then, the term ηsv can be eliminated by a change of variables z̃ = z − ηsv/κL ,
t̃ = t +ηs/κL , so that f̄ (ηs, ηc) = f̄ (0, ηs +ηc)+ηsv. One of the consequences of
(7.12) is that at high velocities the third term in the right-hand side, which describes
the viscous drag of the substrate, exceeds all the other acting forces, and the force of
friction (7.13) behaves as

f̄ → ηsv for v → ∞, (7.14)

allowing us, at least in principle, to experimentally determine the coefficient ηs

associated with the substrate from the slope of the force-velocity plot at high v.

7.2.2 Parameter Values

In the simplest version, the potential U (x) is taken to be sinusoidal,

U (x) = −�U

2
cos

2πx

a
(7.15)

with a lattice constant a ∼= 0.2 . . . 0.5 nm and a corrugation depth �U , which
varies from values close to zero to ca. 0.1 nN·nm, depending on the conditions of the
experiment one wishes to model [44]. Note that, although a single-harmonic potential
(7.15) is the one that is used most often in modeling, other possibilities have also been
considered in the literature, e.g. a potential with sharp minima and flat maxima [45],
quasiperiodic potentials [46, 47], potentials with localized Gaussian perturbations
[48], fractal potentials [49], etc.
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The value of the effective stiffness, κL , can be experimentally established from
the slope of the force-distance curve in the regime where the cantilever is “stuck” to
some lattice site of the substrate while its base moves at a constant velocity; then,
the force evolves according to f (t) ∼= κL t , up to an additive constant and small
fluctuations [see (7.17), (7.18) below for a more precise estimate]. This procedure
yields, for various experimental conditions, the value of κL between 0.1 N/m and 10
N/m [14, 17, 50].

With respect to the mass parameter, m, in the Langevin equation (7.9), its naive
identification with the total mass of the cantilever is unjustified, which already
becomes obvious from the fact that the effective stiffness κL is at least one order
of magnitude smaller than the “bare” torsional stiffness of the cantilever. This fact
suggests that only a very small portion of the tip at the apex experiences a significant
deformation, while most of the cantilever is relatively rigid during its motion. The
mass parameter usually employed in the simulations is of the order of m ∼= 10−12 kg:
this estimate follows from the fundamental torsional resonance frequency of the can-
tilever in contact with the sample, (2π)−1√κL/m, which has a typical value of ca.
400 kHz [51]. It has also been proposed [42, 43] that in many experiments, the rel-
evant mass parameter is so small that an overdamped limit (m → 0) is an adequate
approximation.

Finally, the damping coefficient η is difficult to measure directly, because the
damping force −ηv is typically very small. Various estimates [15, 42, 43, 52, 53],
however, agree within an order of magnitude and yield η ∼= 10−6 . . . 10−5 kg/s.
Note that this value is close to the critical damping of the cantilever, 2

√
κLm; thus,

depending on the experimental conditions, the motion of the cantilever may be either
slightly underdamped or overdamped.

7.2.3 Regimes of Motion

Depending on the relative importance of cantilever mass, damping, spring constant,
pulling velocity, potential corrugation amplitude, and temperature, different dynam-
ical regimes can be achieved: continuous sliding [44], thermolubricity [54], regular
stick-slip motion [15, 16], stick-multislip [52, 55–57], chaotic motion [58, 59], etc.
Here, we will briefly describe the regimes of continuous sliding and stick-(multi)slip,
as they have attracted most of the experimental interest so far.

Whether the cantilever will slide or perform stick-slip motion depends on the ratio
of the maximal potential curvature, maxx |U ′′

0 (x)|, to the stiffness κL , also known
as the Prandtl-Tomlinson parameter [44, 56]. For a sinusoidal potential (7.15), it is
given by

γPT = 2π2�U

a2κL
. (7.16)

For γPT < 1, the potential (7.2) has a single minimum located roughly at vt , implying
smooth sliding of the tip. In this regime, the force fluctuates around the value ηsv, see
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Fig. 7.2 Evolution of the friction force obtained from numerical simulation of the Langevin
equation (7.9) with the following parameters: a = 0.3 nm, κL = 1 N/m, m = 10−12 kg,
ηs = ηc = 10−6 kg/s, v = 0.1µm/s, T = 300 K. The curves are obtained for different val-
ues of the potential corrugation depth, �U = 2, 50, 100, and 150 pN·nm (from bottom to top) and
feature smooth sliding (gray), stick-single slip motion (red), a mixture of single and double slip
events (green), and stick-double slip motion (blue)

Fig. 7.2, gray curve. On the other hand, if 1 < γPT < 4.604 . . ., the potential (7.2)
becomes bistable. Further increase of γPT to a value between ca. 4.604 and 7.788 . . .

results in a potential (7.2) having three minima; for 7.788 < γPT < 10.95 . . ., the
potential has four minima, etc. [56].

The multistability of the potential (7.2) implies the possibility of stick-slip motion,
whose physical picture is as follows. In a stick phase, the tip apex is confined to
the nth lattice site, while the cantilever base moves at a velocity v, leading to an
approximately linear (up to thermal and instrumental noise) increase of the elastic
force and a reduction of the energy barrier separating the tip from the next lattice
site. At some point, thermal noise drives the tip over that energy barrier into the
next, (n + 1)st lattice site in a single slip event (see Fig. 7.2, red curve), whereas
the kinetic energy of the tip is dissipated into the atomistic degrees of freedom and
the force drops by a fixed amount. Then, a new stick phase begins. If inertia of the
tip is large, then the tip may not be able to dissipate all of its kinetic energy in a
single slip event and, as a result, the tip will perform a jump over two or even more
lattice constants [38]. In general, the multiplicity of slips for a given value of γPT is
smaller than the number of minima of the total potential (7.2). The force evolution
in the stick-multislip regime is exemplified in Fig. 7.2, showing a mixture of single
and double slips (green curve) and pure double slips (blue curve).

In the stick phases, the force increases according to

fn(t) = κ(vt − na), (7.17)
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with the rate of force increase characterized by a renormalized stiffness κ given by
[44, 60]

1

κ
= 1

κL
+ 1

U ′′(b)
. (7.18)

The parameter b can be taken as the position of the minimum of the corrugation
potential (7.15), e.g., b = 0 [44]. A better accuracy is achieved if one identifies
it with the position of the minimum of the total potential (7.2) corresponding to
the mean force value f̄ from (7.1), i.e. finds b from the relation U ′(b) = f̄ [50].
Calculations show that the renormalized stiffness κ weakly depends on velocity v

and may be smaller than the “bare” counterpart κL by at most 10 % [50].
In the stick-slip regime, the friction force decreases with temperature due to a

reduction of the cantilever force at the onset of the slip event. However, in general, the
situation can be more complex and in some cases a temperature-induced enhancement
of nanoscale friction was predicted [46, 48, 61] due to the effect of temperature on
the slip length. Friction reduction is more significant at low velocities and moderate
damping values. A change in the slip length is relevant for small enough spring
constants (large γPT ), where the total potential profile shows multiple accessible
metastable states [57].

Multiple slip events have been observed experimentally [5, 52, 56]; it has also
been suggested that the statistics of multislip events can be used to estimate the
damping coefficient η in the Langevin equation [52]. On the other hand, the majority
of experimental studies that we are aware of focus on the stick-single slip regime of
motion; moreover, some publications [44, 62] state explicitly that only single-slip,
but no multiple slip events were detected in the measurements. This suggests that,
in those studies, the tip dynamics is overdamped or the effective potential (7.2) is
bistable.

7.2.4 Some Generalizations of the Standard PT Model

7.2.4.1 Disordered Potential

One of the biggest advantages of the PT model is its flexibility. With suitable mod-
ifications, it can be applied to study many variants of the nanofriction set-up. For
instance, the standard PT model is characterized by a sinusoidal tip-substrate inter-
action potential (7.15) and corresponds to a perfectly periodic substrate lattice. How-
ever, other cases are worth to be analyzed, such as quasiperiodic lattices [46, 47] and
lattices including defects [48, 61]. The presence of disorder or defects changes the
local potential profile by modifying the potential barriers to overcome by the tip in
every stick-slip cycle, and, on the other hand, it can also change the length of differ-
ent slip events. Depending on parameter values, both effects cooperate or compete
to change the friction force. This is especially noticeable at low temperatures, while
thermal fluctuations at high enough temperatures (close to room temperature) can
screen other effects.
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7.2.4.2 Additional Slow Degrees of Freedom

As discussed in Sect. 7.2.2, the cantilever in contact with the substrate is extremely
soft in the apex region. Correspondingly, it is a natural extension of the PT model
to consider the apex and the tip as two separate objects connected by a spring. This
consideration leads to the so-called two-mass-two-spring models, which have been
introduced and analyzed recently [63–67]. A multitude of friction regimes have been
discovered within such a two-dimensional extension of the PT model, see [64] for a
comprehensive review.

The assumption implicit in the Langevin equation (7.9) is that, during a nanofric-
tion experiment, the tip moves along a one-dimensional manifold, whereas the sub-
strate is, obviously, a two-dimensional object. Therefore, friction effects have been
studied in two-dimensional geometries, with the main issue being friction force as a
function of the tip-motion angle [52, 57, 68–71]. The comparison of experimental
and theoretical models at finite temperatures is an active current research topic.

7.2.4.3 AC Actuation Effects

Ultrasonic vibrations have been proposed as a valid method for reducing friction at
the nanoscale [72–77]. The PT model can be useful to study the dynamics of the
system in the presence of in-plane and out-of-plane actuation fields. In the context
of the model, in the first case the support position is affected by a shaking term.
For out-of-plane actuation, the tip-substrate potential amplitude is modulated by an
oscillating term [76], or the tip-sample distance is taken explicitly into account with
a corresponding modification of the tip potential [72]. As in the regular case, thermal
fluctuations are incorporated in the model as an additive Gaussian noise.

The most important finding is the existence of a wide medium-frequency range
(∼kHz), where friction force is significantly reduced and even almost suppressed
for intense enough actuation. The lower bound of this friction-reduced zone is deter-
mined by the inverse time to cover one lattice constant, v/a, and the upper bound by
the effective damping.

7.2.5 Friction Force-velocity Relations

7.2.5.1 Stratonovich Formula

In the asymptotic case of very low effective stiffness κL , the magnitude of force
fluctuations, which is of the order of κLa, is also small, so that one can approxi-
mately replace the instantaneous elastic force (7.5) in (7.9) with its average value,
f̄ . Furthermore, if one considers the overdamped (m → 0) limit [42, 43], then the
Langevin equation (7.9) assumes the form
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ηẋ(t) = −U ′(x) + f̄ + ηcv + √
2ηkB T ξ(t) (7.19)

that describes the diffusion of a Brownian particle in a tilted periodic potential
Utilted(x) = U (x) − ( f̄ + ηcv) x . The problem of finding the average velocity of
such a particle, 〈ẋ〉 ≡ v, has been solved by Stratonovich, who derived the analytic
formula [78]

v = akB T (1 − e−a( f̄ +ηcv)/kB T )

η
∫ a

0 dx1
∫ x1+a

x1
dx2 e[U (x1)−U (x2)+(x1−x2)( f̄ +ηcv)]/kB T

. (7.20)

The argument of the function in the right-hand side is not the average force f̄ , but
rather the combination f̄ + ηcv. In order to plot the f̄ -v relation, one can, first, for
each given value of the combined force f̄ +ηcv calculate the corresponding velocity
v using the Stratonovich formula (7.20), and then deduce the average friction force
f̄ corresponding to this velocity value by subtracting the value of ηcv from the
combined force. Apart from the result (7.20), we are not aware of any exact force-
velocity relation applicable to the general case of arbitrary inertia m or effective
stiffness κL .

7.2.5.2 General Case

In a number of works, the Langevin equation (7.9) was simulated numerically using a
random number generator. In the stick-slip regime, the ensuing relation between the
friction force (7.1) and pulling velocity was found to be logarithmic at fast pulling,
where the cantilever performs only forward slips, namely,

f̄ ∝ | ln(v/v0)|α, (7.21)

where v0 is some reference velocity. Fitting the simulation results with an expression
of the type (7.15) yielded the exponents α close to unity [68]. From a theoretical
perspective, the exponent α is related to the functional form for a potential barrier
decrease as the cantilever base moves. The α = 1 value [14] is achieved for a
barrier decreasing linearly with the force (Bell-type expression [79]), whereas the
exponent α = 2/3 results from a linear-cubic approximation of the potential at small
barriers [15, 16]. It has been recently pointed out [80] that the regimes corresponding
to these two values of α can be distinguished only if one can probe a wide range
of velocities covering many decades, whereas the typical experimentally accessible
velocity range (usually not more than three decades) is too narrow to determine α

unambiguously.
In the slow-pulling regime, the back-slips of the cantilever play a significant role,

and the linear-response arguments predict that

f̄ ∝ v, (7.22)
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with the proportionality constant being different from the substrate damping
coefficient ηs (unless the potential corrugation is zero). Recently, it has been sug-
gested [80] that the two regimes, logarithmic (7.21) and linear (7.22), can be unified
by a phenomenological ansatz of the type

f̄ = f0(T ) sinh−1[v/v0(T )] (7.23)

with f0(T ) ∝ T 2/3 and v0(T ) ∝ T . The accuracy of this ansatz has been demon-
strated for a velocity range covering about seven decades [80].

The logarithmic (or sinh−1) force-velocity relation can be obtained within a gen-
eral framework of the rate theory, which is the subject of the next section.

7.3 Rate Theory

7.3.1 Rate Equation

The Langevin equation (7.9) can be obtained, at least formally, by projecting the
microscopic state of the system onto a subspace characterized by given values of
the slow collective degrees of freedom. If the total state space consists of many
“regions of attraction”, such that the system spends most of the time within any such
region and only rarely performs transitions between them, then an even more coarse-
grained description is possible, namely, the one that uses the language of occupation
probabilities of such regions and transition rates between them [29]. This is the case
for the cantilever stick-slip motion: the average time spent by the cantilever within
a given lattice site, a/v, is of the order of 0.1 ms, whereas the timescale of the tip
coordinate fluctuations, x(t), can be estimated as the inverse resonance frequency,√

m/κL , or, in the overdamped case, as the tip relaxation time, η/κ , and is at least
two orders of magnitude faster for both estimates.

In view of Fig. 7.2, the elastic force (7.5) in the nth stick phase of the stick-slip
motion can be naturally separated into two contributions, regular and random:

f (t) = fn(t) + δ f (t), (7.24)

where the regular part, fn(t), is the force (7.17) corresponding to a minimum of
the combined potential (7.2), and the random part δ f (t) results from the tip fluc-
tuations about that minimum. The rate of interstitial slips, i.e. the slip probability
per unit time, depends on the regular part of the force, fn(t), whereas the fluctu-
ating part, δ f (t), becomes irrelevant in this coarse-grained picture. We will denote
the forward rate out of the nth lattice site as ω+( fn). If the elastic force is not too
high, the cantilever can also perform a back-transition into the previous lattice site
with the backward rate ω−( fn). For symmetric substrates, the two rates, ω+( fn) and
ω−( fn), are related: the rate to jump forward “along the force” equals the rate to jump
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backward “against the force”, i.e. ω+( fn) = ω−(− fn). Furthermore, both rates are
given by the Kramers-Arrhenius law [29]

ω+( fn) = ω−(− fn) = ω0 e−�U ( fn)/kB T , (7.25)

where �U ( fn) is the force-dependent height of the energy barrier separating the
current minimum from the next one, and the prefactor ω0 depends usually quite
weakly on force and temperature.

Neglecting the possibility of multiple slips, the probability pn(t) for the tip to
find itself in the nth lattice site at the moment of time t obeys the rate (or master)
equation [81, 82]:

ṗn(t) = − [
ω+( fn(t)) + ω−( fn(t))

]
pn(t)+ω+( fn−1(t))pn−1(t)+ω−( fn+1(t))pn+1(t).

(7.26)
Here, the first term in the right-hand side describes the transitions out of the nth
lattice site into the next (n + 1)st and the previous (n − 1)st ones, and the remaining
two terms correspond to transitions into the nth lattice site from the (n − 1)st and
the (n + 1)st ones.

We are interested in the long-time limiting solution of the rate equation (7.26),
which is established after the decay of transient processes. In this limit, the probability
to find the tip in the nth lattice site at the moment of time t is the same as the
probability to find it in the previous lattice site at the earlier time, shifted by an
interval a/v necessary for the cantilever base to cover one lattice constant a at the
velocity v:

pn(t) = pn−1(t − a/v). (7.27)

We define the force probability distribution, p( f ), as the probability to find the tip
in the nth lattice site at that moment of time t when the corresponding elastic force
fn(t) has the given value f , i.e. fn(t) = f . According to (7.17), this time is given
by t = f/(κv) + na/v, so that

p( f ) = pn ( f/(κv) + na/v) , pn(t) = p( f − nκa). (7.28)

In view of the relation (7.27), the so defined p( f ) is independent of the index n. It
can be shown [82] that the time-averaged value of any function of force, g( f ), can
be expressed as

〈g( f )〉 = 1

κa

∞∫

−∞
d f g( f ) p( f ), (7.29)

i.e. the function p( f )/(κa) has the physical meaning of force probability density.
The normalization condition expresses the fact that the tip finds itself in some

lattice site with probability one for all times:
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∞∑
n=−∞

pn(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
p( f + nκa) = 1. (7.30)

In the second part, we used the second relation (7.28) and replaced n → −n.
Using the definition (7.28) and making the change of variables (7.17) in the

rate equation (7.26), we find that the force probability distribution satisfies the rate
equation in the force domain [82]:

κvp′( f ) = − [
ω+( f ) + ω−( f )

]
p( f ) + ω+( f + κa)p( f + κa) + ω−( f − κa)p( f − κa).

(7.31)

7.3.2 Validity Conditions

The rate approximation is valid if the system possesses two very different time scales:
the fast one describing the relaxation of the tip within a given potential well and the
much slower one describing the thermally activated interwell transitions of the tip.
This is realized if the typical height of the barrier separating two adjacent potential
minima is at least a few times larger than the thermal energy [29]:

�U ( f ) � kB T . (7.32)

This condition implies that the Prandtl-Tomlinson parameter (7.16) must satisfy
γPT � 1. Furthermore, pulling must proceed sufficiently slowly to allow the slips to
occur before the condition (7.32) is violated, which happens at some force fmax for
which �U ( fmax ) equals a few kB T . According to an estimate from [83], the pulling
velocity must therefore satisfy the condition

v � −kB T ω( fmax )

κ�U ′( fmax )
. (7.33)

Pulling velocities v bigger than in (7.33) lead to the onset of the opposite regime of
steady sliding [42, 43] characterized by friction forces increasing as ηsv.

7.3.3 Parameterization

The parameter values used in the rate approach (7.26) can be derived from the
Langevin equation (7.9) in the limit of deep corrugation �U or low κL . In particular,
the effective stiffnesses in the two approaches, κ and κL , are slightly different, see
(7.18). The barrier height in the rate expression (7.25) can be approximated as

�U ( f ) ∼= �U0 (1 − f/ fc)
β , (7.34)
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where �U0 is the barrier height at zero force, which is related to the corrugation
depth �U of the potential (7.15), fc is the critical force value at which the barrier
vanishes, and the exponent β describing the barrier reduction with force depends
on the functional form of the potential U (x) from (7.2). Considering the sinusoidal
potential (7.15), it is often assumed that the exponent β = 3/2, which results from
the linear-cubic interpolation of the potential U (x) at forces f slightly below fc [15,
16]. Note that, in practice, other β-values of the order of unity have also been either
assumed to fit experimental or simulation results or deduced from such a fitting [14,
50, 68, 84].

For a sinusoidal potential (7.15), the critical force is given by [15–17]

fc = π�U/a (7.35)

and usually does not exceed several nanonewtons. The height �U0 of the force-
dependent potential barrier (7.34) at zero force was initially taken to be equal the
corrugation depth �U of the coordinate-dependent potential energy (7.15) [15–17].
Such an approximation is valid, strictly speaking, in the limit of vanishingly small
lateral stiffness κL , which is inherent in the Stratonovich formula (7.20). For a finite
spring constant κL , an improved approximation is due to [85], namely

�U0 = �U + κLa2/8, (7.36)

still leaving �U0 and �U of comparable order of magnitude. We note that, while the
expression (7.34) is a useful simple ansatz for the barrier height, other approximations
also have been introduced, that lead to an almost perfect agreement of the results for
the friction force obtained within the rate and Langevin approaches, see [60, 86] for
details.

The expression for the rate prefactor ω0 depends on whether the tip dynamics is
underdamped or overdamped [29]. In the practically important overdamped limit, it
is [29]

ω0 =
√

U ′′
min|U ′′

max |
2πη

, (7.37)

where U ′′
min,max denote the curvature at the minimum and maximum of the potential

(7.2) when the force (7.5) has the value f . More generally, the rate parameters can be
derived from any multidimensional version of the Langevin equation (e.g. the two-
mass-two-spring model [66]), and even from the all-atom description used in MD,
where the heat-bath degrees of freedom are not “integrated out”. This is achieved
using the transition state theory, see [23] for details. While the energy parameter
�U0 and the force parameter fc are more or less consistent in different publications,
the parameter ω0 is found to vary in a wide range of values, from tens of kHz [17,
50] to hundreds of MHz [62] and GHz [66].
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7.3.4 Types of the Stick-slip Motion

Following [82], we describe here four regimes of the stick-slip motion that are inher-
ent within the rate approach; see Fig. 7.3 for a numerical illustration obtained by
simulating the stick-slip process using a Monte Carlo technique [82].

Perhaps, the most widely investigated type is realized for relatively high effective
stiffness and relatively fast pulling, so that the back-transitions are negligible, see
Fig. 7.3a. The characteristic feature of such curves is the existence of a force interval,
where the stick probability is close to 1. In this regime, the dependence of the mean
friction force on the pulling velocity is approximately logarithmic (7.21), reflecting
the exponential dependence of the transition rate ω+( f ).

If pulling is slow, Fig. 7.3b, the back-transitions become important and have indeed
been observed experimentally [87]. For ultraslow pulling, they occur at almost the
same frequency as the forward transitions, resulting in a linear force-velocity relation
(7.22).

The velocity value at which the transition between the linear and logarithmic
regimes occurs can be estimated from the following reasoning [82]. A typical stick

Fig. 7.3 The four basic types of stick-slip motion obtained by a numerical Monte Carlo simulation
of the stick-slip process [82]. The rate parameters are as follows: ω0 = 1 MHz, �U0 = 10 kB T ,
fc = 3 nN, β = 3/2, a = 0.25 nm. The effective stiffness κ = 5 N/m for curves (a) and (b), and
κ = 0.5 N/m for (c) and (d). The pulling velocity v = 2 µm/s for curves (a) and (c), and v = 0.01
µm/s for curves (b) and (d)
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phase begins at a force close to f̄ −κa/2. Therefore, the typical frequency of the back
transitions is ω−( f̄ − κa/2) = ω+(κa/2 − f̄ ). Assuming that we are in the linear
response regime where the mean force f̄ ∝ v is small, this can be approximated
as ω+(κa/2). The back-slips will not be observed if the time to cover one lattice
constant is faster than the inverse of the back-slip frequency. Thus, the force-velocity
relation will be approximately logarithmic with back-jumps playing practically no
role for v � aω+(κa/2) and approximately linear for v � aω+(κa/2).

The two regimes exemplified by the stick-slip curves from Fig. 7.3a and b are
realized if the forward rate is very small below some velocity-dependent force value
and high above this force value. Then, once formed, a given stick phase will survive
in a rather wide force interval where the rate is small. Once the force increases
beyond this interval, the rate will become very large, and the tip will slip into the
next lattice site, resulting in the force drop by κa, a strong rate reduction, and a small
probability of the next slip event until the force f reaches again the upper limit of
that interval. Thus, the regimes shown in Fig. 7.3a, b are realized if the rate varies
strongly within the force interval of the order of κa around the mean force value f̄ ,
i.e. ω′+( f̄ )κa � ω+( f̄ ).

In the opposite case, κa � ω+( f̄ )/ω′+( f̄ ), the rate ω±( f ) depends weakly on
the applied force f . Then, right after some slip event, the probability to perform
another slip remains significant, so that the short stick phases will be scattered in a
rather broad force interval in such a manner that there is no particular force value
that would be common to all of them. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 7.3c (fast
pulling, no back-slips) and (d) (slow pulling, back-slips present).

7.3.5 Force-velocity Relations

7.3.5.1 Most Probable and Average Slip Force at High κ

In the regime of fast pulling and large stiffness exemplified by Fig. 7.3a, all stick
phases cross some common force interval. Any force value fL from that interval is
characterized by the occupation probability p( fL) very close to one, and thus can be
regarded as a “starting point” common to all stick phases. Then, a description even
simpler than the rate equation (7.31) is possible [14–17, 50, 83, 88]. Namely, one
can ask about the probability P(t |tL) of staying within the same lattice site up to
the moment of time t , provided that the tip entered this site at the initial time tL ,
i.e. P(tL |tL) = 1. The time evolution of P(t |tL) for t ≥ tL is governed by the rate
equation, initially considered within the context of nanofriction in [14]

∂P(t |tL)

∂t
= −ω+( f (t))P(t |tL). (7.38)

With the help of the transformation of variables (7.17), we find from the rate equation
(7.38) the probability that the transition into the next site occurs at a force value
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between f and f + d f , provided that the initial lower force value for a given stick
phase was fL ,

− ∂P( f | fL)

∂ f
= 1

κ̃v
ω+( f )P( f | fL) (7.39)

with the initial condition P( fL | fL) = 1. The most probable force f∗, at which the
transition into the next site occurs, is evaluated by setting the second derivative of
P( f | fL) to zero. This results in the relation between the pulling velocity and the
most probable force at the moment of slip:

v = ω2+( f∗)
κω′+( f∗)

. (7.40)

This equation in various forms has been presented in [14–17, 66], the difference
between these works stemming from different assumptions regarding the functional
dependence of ω+( f ) on f . For the rate ansatz (7.25) with a constant prefactor ω0
and the barrier height (7.34), the ensuing relation between the most probable slip
force and the velocity is

ln
v

v0
= −�U0

kB T

(
1 − f∗

fc

)β

− (β − 1) ln

(
1 − f∗

fc

)
, v0 = ω0 fckB T

βκ�U0
. (7.41)

It can be solved analytically [83]:

f∗
fc

= 1 −
(

β − 1

β

kB T

�U0
W (z)

)1/β

, z = β

β − 1

(
ω0 fc

βκv

)β/(β−1) (
kB T

�U0

)1/(β−1)

(7.42)
where W (z) is Lambert function defined implicitly by

W (z) eW (z) = z. (7.43)

Other approximations that have been introduced previously can be derived from the
result (7.42). In particular, at large arguments z, the Lambert function behaves as
a natural logarithm, thus leading to the asymptotic law (7.21) complemented by a
simple relation between the exponents, α and β:

α = 1/β. (7.44)

With respect to the mean force f̄ , an accurate analytical approximation has been
obtained in [50, 86], namely, a relation between force and velocity of the form

v = aω+( f̄ + κa/2) Q

(
ω′+( f̄ + κa/2)

ω+( f̄ + κa/2)
κa

)
, (7.45)
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where the function Q(x) can be approximated by

Q(x) ∼= 1/
√

1 + (e−γ x)2, (7.46)

with γ = 0.5772156649 . . . being Euler’s constant. The accuracy of this approxi-
mation is better than a few per cent for all values of x . The relation (7.45) is valid
for arbitrary stiffness κ , but fast pulling, so that the back-slips are absent. For large
κ , the argument of the Q-function becomes large, allowing us to replace Q(x) with
eγ /x . Then, the equation for the mean slip force f̄slip = f̄ + κa/2 becomes almost
identical to the one for most probable force, (7.40):

v = eγ ω2+( f̄ + κa/2)

κω′+( f̄ + κa/2)
. (7.47)

The solution is the same as (7.42), but with v replaced by e−γ v and f∗ replaced by
f̄ + κa/2.

7.3.6 Force Probability Distribution

Because of the “advanced” and “retarded” terms on the right-hand side, an analytical
solution of the rate equation in the force domain (7.31) subject to the normalization
condition (7.30) is a highly non-trivial task. Analytical results can be obtained for the
asymptotic cases of small and large stiffness κ , but for arbitrary pulling velocities.
For this, it is convenient to look for the solution of (7.31) in the form that respects
the normalization condition (7.30) from the outset, namely,

p( f ) = P( f ) − P( f − κa), (7.48)

such that the new unknown function P( f ) monotonically increases between two
extreme values P(−∞) and P(∞) related by

P(∞) − P(−∞) = 1. (7.49)

It has been found [82] that, for large κ , the asymptotic result is

P( f ) = 1

κv

f∫

−∞
d f ′ e

− 1
κv

∫ f
f ′ d f ′′[ω+( f ′′+κa)+ω−( f ′′)]

ω+( f ′ + κa), (7.50)

and for small κ , it is

P( f ) = 1

2
erf

(
f − f̄ + κa/2

σ

)
, (7.51)
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Fig. 7.4 Force probability
distribution p( f ) for velocity
v = 1 µm/s and other
parameters as in Fig. 7.3. The
three sets of data were
obtained for different values
of the stiffness, namely κ =
0.1 N/m (a), 1 N/m (b), and
10 N/m (c), corresponding to
small, intermediate, and large
κa. Black solid line: Monte
Carlo simulation of the rate
equation [82]. Red
dash-dotted line: high-κa
approximation (7.48), (7.50).
Green dashed line: low-κa
approximation (7.48), (7.51).
The black and the green
curves practically coincide in
panel a. In panel c, the red
and the black curves are
almost indistinguishable

(a)

(b)

(c)

where the mean force and the force dispersion are given by

v = aω+( f̄ )
sinh x

x
e

x
2 [1−L(x)] (1 − e−4 f̄ x/(κa)

)
, σ = κa

√
1 − L(x)

2x
, (7.52)

with x := κa
2

d ln ω+( f̄ )
d f and L(x) := coth x − 1/x (Langevin function). The high

accuracy of these expressions is demonstrated in Fig. 7.4.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

The equations used in stochastic modeling, in particular, Langevin equation and rate
theory, are not exact laws of nature. Rather, they represent a useful approximation
that accounts for the heat-bath effects on a nanoscopic system. In comparison to
direct molecular dynamics, they have a number of advantages. Their simplicity often
makes them amenable to analytical treatment, whose results can be used to interpret
experimental findings. Even when analytical studies of stochastic models are difficult,
they still can be easily simulated numerically, with the simulation time being orders
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of magnitude faster than in the all-atom molecular dynamics approach. Stochastic
models can usually be generalized to include additional experimental factors, such
as the multidimensional nature of the problem, additional slow degrees of freedom,
time-dependent external forcing, etc. Such modifications can be motivated by new
experimental results, or introduced with the purpose of designing future experiments
that would allow us to discover new phenomena in the nanofriction research area.
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Chapter 8
Experimental Observations of Superlubricity
and Thermolubricity

Martin Dienwiebel and Joost W.M. Frenken

Abstract The chapter introduces and discusses nanoscale effects called
superlubricity and thermolubricity. Superlubricity is the phenomenon in which two
surfaces slide over each other in dry contact without the atomic-scale instabilities.
Superlubricity can reduce friction forces by orders of magnitude. Thermolubricity is
the effect that thermal excitations significantly assist the contact between two bod-
ies in overcoming the energy barriers against sliding, resulting in a reduction of the
friction forces of contacts that are not superlubric.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss manifestations of two effects, which we shall refer to as
superlubricity and thermolubricity. Superlubricity is the phenomenon in which two
surfaces slide over each other in dry contact without the atomic-scale instabilities
that are thought to be the main source for energy dissipation. Superlubricity can
reduce friction forces by orders of magnitude. Thermolubricity is the effect that
thermal excitations significantly assist the contact between two bodies in overcoming
the energy barriers against sliding, resulting in a reduction of the friction forces
of contacts that are not superlubric. We shall argue that together, the two effects
may lead to near-frictionless sliding over a wide range of conditions. Although we
demonstrate these special effects for nanoscale contacts, we propose that they play
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a key role in the well-known lubricating properties of some layered materials, such
as graphite and molybdenum disulfide, and speculate they may hold a promise for
further, low-friction applications.

8.1.1 The Transition to Frictionless Sliding
in the One-Dimensional Case

In friction force microscopy (FFM) experiments at the atomic scale the lateral force
signals often show a sawtooth-like modulation with the periodicity of the lattice
of the substrate over which the tip is being moved. Observations of this type have
been made on many different materials, such as graphite [1], mica [2], MoS2 [3],
copper [4], diamond [5, 6], and alkali-halides (NaF, NaCl, KF, KCl, KBr) [7–9]. The
general characteristics of these observations are described well by a simple model
that has been formulated first by Prandtl [10] and by Tomlinson [11]. Applied to the
nanoscale geometry of a friction force microscope the model describes the motion
of a point-like tip which is coupled by a spring to a moving support. The tip is in
contact with a rigid solid, which is treated as a periodic potential energy surface. If
this potential energy landscape has only a single Fourier component, with period a
and amplitude V0, we can write the lateral force on the tip as

2π

a
V0 sin

(2π

a
xt

) = k(xm − xt ) (8.1)

where k is the stiffness of the spring and xt and xm denote the positions of the tip
and the support.

The relative strength of the interaction potential with respect to the stiffness of the
spring is often expressed in the form of a dimensionless parameter γ ≡ 4π2V0/ka2.
When γ exceeds unity, multiple solutions exist to (8.1). The tip remains stuck in a
metastable equilibrium position until the spring force is large enough to force the tip to
rapidly slip to the next equilibrium position, which may again be merely metastable.
These two elements, the sticking and the slipping, represent the stick-slip motion,
commonly observed in FFM experiments. A tacit assumption in this description is
that the excess potential energy that is released during the slip event is irretrievably
lost to other degrees of freedom of the system, such as phonons in the substrate and
the tip. As a consequence, stick-slip motion implies energy dissipation. By contrast
with this scenario for energy dissipation, (8.1) predicts continuous sliding of the tip
over the counter surface for γ < 1, i.e. when the surface potential is sufficiently weak
and the spring is sufficiently stiff. In this case, the lateral force oscillates between
negative (against the direction of attempted motion) and positive (forward) values
and the average lateral force, i.e. the friction force, is zero. The transition from zero
dissipation to non-zero friction at γ = 1, due to the breaking of analyticity, is known
as an Aubry transition [12]. The Aubry transition has been investigated primarily in
the context of the one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova model [12, 13], in which two
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one-dimensional lattices are sheared over each other. In this model, static friction
and the Aubry transition depend strongly on the ratio p/q of the lattice constants of
the top and bottom solid.

8.1.2 Superlubricity

The term superlubricity has been introduced by Hirano and Shinjo [14]. Originally,
it was defined as the extension of the Aubry transition to a two-dimensional geom-
etry and describes the effect that friction can vanish almost completely when two
crystalline surfaces slide over each other in dry contact without wear and plastic
deformation. This phenomenon was first demonstrated in a quasistatic calculation
for rigid crystals with fcc, bcc and hcp symmetry and for various surface orientations
[15]. In the two-dimensional case it was found that the frictionless or superlubric
regime can be reached for a much wider range of values of γ and they noted that
superlubricity should appear for any combination of flat and clean metals when the
interaction potential is weak. Hirano and Shinjo concluded that a way to tune the
interaction potential experimentally, is to change the commensurability between two
surfaces. Of the theoretical work that has been performed after these first calculations
we mention that by Sørensen et al. [16], who used molecular dynamics simulations
to investigate friction at T = 0 K between flat copper asperities, e.g. 19 × 19 atoms
large, and a copper surface. When the asperity and the surface were both (111) ori-
ented, the sliding did not involve wear. For an aligned contact, regular stick-slip
motion was observed with high friction, whereas the friction force vanished when
the contact was twisted 16.1◦ out of registry.

In this chapter, we will use the word superlubricity, even though it suggests an
analogy between the structural lubricity at an incommensurate interface and the phe-
nomena of superconductivity and superfluidity [17]. Lately, the term superlubricity
has been used by several authors to also indicate other situations with extraordinarily
low friction forces, not involving a lattice mismatch effect. Here, we will stick to the
original meaning of the word and concentrate on experiments that probe the effect
of commensurability on friction.

8.1.3 In Search for Superlubricity

In an early experiment, Hirano et al. [18] have employed a surface forces apparatus
(SFA) to measure the orientation dependence of friction between mica sheets. They
found a friction force of (8 × 10−4 N) when the orientations of the mica sheets
matched. The friction force was reduced by as much as a factor 4 when the crystallo-
graphic directions of the mica sheets were misoriented relative to each other. Since in
the incommensurate case friction was still relatively strong, either the superlubricity
effect was incomplete or other mechanisms were responsible for additional channels
of energy dissipation.
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As was shown by Ko and Gellman [19], one such additional type of dissipation
can be the internal friction that arises when the contact pressure is high enough to
cause plastic deformation. These authors measured the friction force as function of
the misfit angle between two Ni(100) crystal surfaces using an ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) tribometer and found a lower friction coefficient for 45◦ and 135◦ misfit
angles than for 0◦ and other orientations. Although at first sight, this observation
seems consistent with superlubricity, the orientational variations were still observed
after adsorption of as much as 20 monolayers of ethanol or sulfur on the nickel
surfaces prior to contact formation, which made Ko and Gellman conclude that the
low friction in certain directions was caused by easy shearing along the preferred slip
planes in the bulk. This explanation is consistent with the computer-simulation result
obtained by Sørensen et al. [16] for shearing contacts between clean copper surfaces,
which revealed that the shear occurred predominantly along the (111) planes, even
for (001) oriented surfaces.

In another macroscopic experiment Martin et al. found a remarkably low friction
coefficient between clean MoS2 surfaces after a short sliding distance using a UHV
tribometer [20]. After the experiment MoS2 flakes were collected and examined
with a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The TEM images showed that the
flakes were rotated with respect to each other. The authors concluded that the low
friction coefficient was due to the incommensurability between the flakes, thus due
to superlubricity.

In 1997 Hirano et al. [21] have performed a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM)
experiment and claimed the observation of superlubricity in UHV between a tungsten
tip and a Si(001) surface. The tungsten tip was first imaged using field electron
microscopy, after which it was advanced towards the Si surface until a tunnelling
current could be measured. Since an STM is usually not capable of detecting forces,
the bending of the tip was monitored optically and translated into a lateral force.
When the major crystallographic axes of the two surfaces were aligned, a bending of
the tungsten wire over an estimated 100 nm was measured, which was absent when
the orientation was rotated over 45◦.

8.2 Atomic-Scale Observation of Superlubricity

8.2.1 Commensurability-Dependent Superlubricity Between Finite
Graphite Surfaces

In this chapter we concentrate on nanotribological experiments, conducted with a
dedicated friction force sensor, the Tribolever [22]. This sensor is part of an un-
conventional friction force microscope [23] that allows quantitative tracking of the
forces on the scanning tip in three directions, with a high resolution in the lateral
forces, down to 15 pN. The instrument can rotate the sample to change the rela-
tive orientation between the tip and sample lattices. Initial measurements with this
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instrument have been performed on low-grade, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) [24, 25].

Although in some cases, these measurements showed traditional friction loops,
with stick-slip character and measurable energy dissipation, in many friction loops the
average friction force was very low and the tip was sliding over the graphite surface
without stick-slip motion. Also it was found that the variation of the friction force
with the normal force was rather weak. These observations strongly suggested that
the sliding had been taking place between two graphite surfaces, one being the HOPG
substrate, and the other being a small piece of graphite, i.e. a graphite flake, that was
attached to the tungsten tip. The difference between the high- and low-friction force
loops could then be attributed to the difference in commensurability between the
flake and the substrate, high friction corresponding to a fully commensurate contact
and low friction to an incommensurate contact.

In order to obtain further support for our interpretation of these initial observations,
we have repeated the experiment much more carefully with a high-quality HOPG
sample that had an average grain size of several millimeters. In the experiment we
rotated this sample in small steps with respect to the tip. For each orientation, we
performed a complete set of friction force spectroscopy measurements for a range
of normal forces between +25 nN and pull-off (−22 nN) and a range of sliding
directions. We recorded the lateral forces in the X- and the Y-direction of the sensor,
from which we reconstructed the average friction force in the sliding direction (for
details see [25]).

Figure 8.1 shows lateral force maps and force loops measured in the X-direction
for different rotational orientations. A typical force loop is shown in Fig. 8.1d, which
was measured at a normal force of 18 nN. The lateral force in Fig. 8.1d displays
clearly resolved atomic-scale stick-slip sliding and the average friction force parallel
to the sliding direction is 203.3 ± 20 pN. Figure 8.1b, e and c, f show FFM measure-
ments obtained with the graphite substrate rotated +12◦ and −22◦ with respect to
Fig. 8.1a, d around an axis normal to the surface and parallel to the tip. The rotation
by 12◦ has caused the average friction force to reduce by more than one order of
magnitude, to 15 ± 15 pN. Rotating 22◦ away from the first measurement in the
opposite direction also has caused a reduction, to 8+16

−8 pN, which is equal to zero
friction within the detection limit of our instrument. This variation of the friction
force with the rotation angle Φ was completely reversible. Notice that the ultra-low
lateral forces in Fig. 8.1e–f still exhibit regular variations with the periodicity of the
graphite substrate.

Figure 8.2 displays the average friction forces measured over a 100◦ range of
substrate rotation angles. We recognize two narrow angular regions with high friction,
separated by a wide angular interval with nearly zero friction. The distance between
the two friction peaks is 61 ± 2◦, which corresponds well with the 60◦ symmetry of
individual atomic layers in the graphite lattice. After every 60◦ rotation, the lattices
of the substrate and the graphite flake align and the friction is high. For intermediate
angles, the lattices are incommensurate and the friction force is close to zero.

The peak width in Fig. 8.2 can be used to estimate the flake diameter. For finite-
size contacts, the cancellation of lateral forces, which causes superlubricity, can be
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8.1 Lateral force images (forward direction) and friction loops measured between a tungsten
tip and a graphite substrate. The displayed signals correspond to the X-direction of the Tribolever
sensor and rotation angles Φ of the graphite sample of 60◦ (a, d), 72◦ (b, e) and 38◦ (c, f). The
normal force between the tip and the substrate amounted to FN = 18 nN in (a, d) and (c, f) and
FN = 30.1 nN in (b, e). The grey scales in the force images cover force ranges of a 590 pN, b
270 pN, and c 265 pN. The image size is 3 nm × 3 nm. After [25]

Fig. 8.2 Average friction force between a tungsten tip and a graphite substrate, plotted versus
rotation angle Φ of the graphite sample with respect to an axis normal to the sample surface. Two
narrow peaks of high friction are observed at 0◦ and 61◦, respectively. Between these peaks a wide
angular range with ultra-low friction, close to the detection limit of the instrument, is found. The
first peak has a maximum friction force of 306 ± 40 pN, and the second peak has a maximum
of 203 ± 20 pN. The curve through the data points shows results from a calculation according to
the Tomlinson model for a symmetric 96-atom graphite flake sliding over the graphite surface (see
text). After [25]
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considered complete when the mismatch between the two lattices adds up to one
lattice spacing over the diameter of the contact. The mismatch condition provides
us with the estimate that tan(ΔΦ) = 1/D, where ΔΦ is the full width at half
maximum of the friction peak, and D is the flake diameter, expressed in lattice
spacings. From the widths of the two peaks in Fig. 8.2, of 5.4±1.0◦ for the first peak
and 6.5 ± 0.8◦ for the second, we estimate that the flake diameter is between 7 and
12 lattice spacings. The contact size was determined more precisely by Verhoeven
et al. [26]. He modelled the flake as a rigid, finite lattice, with the hexagonal symmetry
of a single layer of graphite. Because the relative positions of the atoms in the N -atom
flake (xi , yi , 0) with respect to the position (xt , yt , zt ) of the center of mass (CM) of
the flake were fixed, the flake-surface interaction potential could simply be obtained
by the summation over N atomic contributions:

Vint (xt + xi , yt + yi , zt ) = −V0(zt )[2 cos(b1(xt + xi )) cos(b2(yt + yi ))

+ cos(2b2(yt + yi ))] + V1(zt ), (8.2)

with b1 = 2π/(0.246 nm) and b2 = 2π/(0.426 nm). The height-dependent corru-
gation amplitude per flake atom is given by V0(z), while V1(z) indicates the overall,
i.e. N -atom position-averaged z-dependence of the interaction, expressed per atom.
The amplitude of the summed potential depended strongly on the orientation angle
Φ of the flake lattice with respect to the substrate lattice. The flake was coupled to a
support by springs in the x- and y-directions (see Fig. 8.3), with which it was dragged
through this N -atom interaction potential.

Symmetric flakes of various sizes were considered in the calculation. Each flake
was a piece of graphene sheet and had a shape with 60◦ rotational symmetry.

Fig. 8.3 Illustration of the modified Tomlinson model used in our calculations. A rigid graphite
flake consisting of N carbon atoms (here N = 24) is connected by an x-spring and a y-spring to
the support of the microscope. The support is moved in the x-direction. The substrate is modelled
as a rigid, infinite, single layer of graphite. From [26]
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As expected, the friction force was maximal if the misfit angle Φ was zero (or a
multiple of 60◦). For these orientations, the friction force increased linearly with the
number of atoms N in the flake. In order to compare all different flake sizes for the
same fixed total interaction between the flake and the surface, the potential amplitude
per atom V0 was lowered with increasing flake size such that the calculated friction
force with the flake and substrate in registry was the same for all flakes, namely 265
pN at 0◦ pulling direction, between the values measured experimentally at misfit
angles of 0◦ and 60◦.

The effective interaction potential energy surface (PES) for the flake as a whole
V f lake

int is shown in Fig. 8.4a for matching lattices (Φ = 0◦) for a flake size of
N = 96. The small grey areas overlayed on the PES are the flake positions recorded
in the ‘forward’ scan direction, during the 3 nm × 3 nm scan, parallel to the x-axis
(Θ = 0◦). In Fig. 8.4a, the flake is only found in limited regions, slightly displaced
to the upper right with respect to the minima of the PES. Also shown are flake
pathways for three separate scan lines. During the scanning process the flake moves
continuously through the grey ’sticking’ regions, while force is built up in the spring.
From the end of such a region it jumps (slips) to the beginning of the next sticking
region. When the 96-atom flake is misaligned by 7◦, the calculated lateral forces
become small and for most trajectories the average lateral force, i.e. the friction
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Fig. 8.4 Total potential energy surfaces and lateral force images (1.0 nm × 0.426 nm), calculated
in the forward x-direction for a symmetric, 96-atom graphite flake sliding over a graphite substrate,
for misfit angles Φ = 0◦ (a, b), Φ = 7◦ (c, d) and Φ = 30◦ (e, f). The grey scale in the lateral
force images corresponds to the range [−1.04, 0.63] nN. For this range, b has maximal contrast.
The grey areas in the potential energy contour plots denote positions that were visited by the flake.
The black lines denote pathways of the flake during single scan lines of the support. From [26]
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Fig. 8.5 Friction force as a function of the orientation angle for different symmetric graphite flakes
ranging in size from 6 to 150 atoms, sliding over a graphite substrate. The potential amplitude per
atom has been chosen such that all flakes share the same maximum friction value of 265 pN at
Φ = 0◦. From [26]

force, vanishes completely within the precision of the calculation. The corrugation
of the PES has decreased with respect to the situation at Φ = 0◦ and the regions
addressed by the flake have merged, indicating that the flake moves continuously
through most of the PES.

If the misalignment between the 96-atom flake and the substrate is further in-
creased to 30◦, the corrugation of the PES becomes so low that the pathway of the
flake through the PES is identical to that of the support, within the precision of the
calculation. The flake-graphite contact is now completely superlubric.

Figure 8.5 displays the computed friction force as a function of the misfit angle
Φ, for five symmetric flakes with different sizes. We find an angular region with
high friction around 0◦, repeating every 60◦ due to the rotational symmetry of the
flakes. At intermediate angles, near-zero friction is calculated, except for the 6-atom
flake, for which the friction drops to 52 pN. These numerical calculations confirm
the simple geometrical estimate, mentioned above, the best fit being produced by
a flake with a size of N = 96 atoms. Further calculations showed that the shapes
of the peaks in Fig. 8.5 also depended on the shapes of the flakes, the best fit to the
experimental data being obtained for a symmetric flake, as shown by the curve in
Fig. 8.2.

8.2.2 The Role of the Normal Force

As is clear from the description in Sect. 8.1.1, sliding without instabilities is possible
also in the case of a single-atom contact or a contact between two commensurate
lattices, provided that γ is smaller than 1. The required reduction of V0 can be
achieved by making the normal force sufficiently small, with which the tip is pressed
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against the substrate. In case of an attractive tip-substrate interaction, this may even
require a negative external force, i.e. pulling the tip. This approach has been demon-
strated recently by Socoliuc et al. In their FFM experiment, a silicon tip was scanned
over a NaCl surface along the (100) direction in UHV. The observed force loops
showed excellent agreement with the transition to frictionless sliding that is pre-
dicted by the one-dimensional Prandtl-Tomlinson model. As γ approached unity at
a normal force of FN = −0.47 nN, the area enclosed in the friction loop and, thus,
the energy dissipated in a cycle reduced to zero and the tip was observed to slide over
the NaCl surface without stick-slip motion. At that point the lateral force still showed
slightly distorted sinusoidal variations with the periodicity of the surface lattice, but
the average force was zero (Fig. 8.6c).

Following the original definition by Hirano and Shinjo [14], we should not refer
to this form of near-frictionless sliding at low (or even negative) normal forces as
superlubricity, since it does not involve the cancellation between lateral forces on
individual atoms in the contact resulting from a mismatch between the two contacting
surface lattices. By contrast, in the case of superlubricity, the normal force can be
made surprisingly high [25]. We expect that the natural limit in the normal force, or
rather contact pressure, will be that a new energy dissipation channel is introduced
when the contact pressure is made high enough to induce noticeable lateral elastic
deformations in the two contacting surfaces. In the case of such deformations, we
can no longer describe the situation as that of two translating, rigid bodies [17].
In addition, the contact will then carry a rapidly shifting deformation pattern that
one may view as a lattice of dislocation lines. Moving this pattern involves the
combination of breaking atoms out of registry on one side of these lines and the
popping of atoms back into registry on the other side. As these changes in atomic

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8.6 Friction force loops of a Si tip sliding along the (100) direction of NaCl at a FN = 4.7 nN,
b FN = 3.3 nN, and c, a FN = −0, 47 nN. Prandtl-Tomlinson calculation with d γ = 5, e γ = 3,
and f γ = 1. Reprinted from [27] with permission by A. Socoliuc and E. Gnecco
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positions are no longer rigidly connected, much of the energy released on one side
will not be re-invested on the other side and will be lost in the form of heat (phonons).

8.3 The Role of Temperature

Our discussion in the previous sections has been presented in terms of the classical
mechanics of the sliding system, combined with the assumption of instantaneous
loss of the excess energy during each slip event. These elements form the basis of
the Tomlinson model that was used to fit the data in Fig. 8.2. One of the obvious
simplifications in the Tomlinson model is the complete absence of effects due to the
spontaneous thermal excitations that are present at finite temperatures. Such effects
have been anticipated already by Prandtl in 1928 [10]. Here, we summarize how they
lower the average friction force and may lead to a strongly modified type of sliding
motion.

8.3.1 Weak Thermal Effects

It is easy to see that thermal excitations will assist the tip in overcoming the energy
barrier for sliding from one well in the potential energy surface to the next. One
might expect this phenomenon to become noticeable only when the amplitude of
the potential V0 (see 8.1 and 8.2) and, thus, the energy barriers would be limited to
only a few times the thermal energy kB T . However, one should realize that the tip
moves in the combined potential of its interaction with the surface and its interaction
with the spring that connects it to the moving support. Within the Tomlinson model
the tip remains stuck in one well of this combined potential until the spring is suf-
ficiently extended that the energy barrier to the next well vanishes, at which point
the system is unstable and the tip necessarily slips into the next well. This means
that even when the barrier to the next well starts out at a high value, it decreases
continuously to zero while the spring is being stretched. This implies that thermal
excitations will always play a role, since the stick part of the stick-slip cycle always
contains a portion during which the barrier is sufficiently low with respect to kB T
that it can be overcome by a thermally activated jump. This so-called pre-critical
jump somewhat lowers the maximum lateral force that is exerted by the spring and
thus reduces the friction force. The effect depends weakly on the sliding velocity
because at lower velocities there is time for more attempts of the system to thermally
overcome each barrier, which should make friction reduce more. It is easy to provide
an estimate of this reduction in the friction force. Due to the exponential nature of
the thermal excitations there is a range of sliding velocities over which the friction
force is expected to increase proportionally with the logarithm of the sliding velocity
v [28–30] or with (log v)2/3 [31]. Such a weak dependence of friction on sliding
velocity has indeed been observed experimentally [30, 32, 33].
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8.3.2 Strong Thermal Effects: Thermolubricity

As the measurements in Fig. 8.2 show, the rotation angle Φ of the graphite flake with
respect to the graphite substrate determines the amplitude of the potential V0 and can
tune it anywhere between a high value of γ , at which there is strong friction, and low
values γ < 1 that result in superlubricity. If the spring coefficient of the sensor k is
low, as was the case in the measurements of Fig. 8.2, the transition to superlubricity
takes place at a comparatively low value of the potential amplitude V0. For example,
at a typical (low) spring coefficient of k = 1 N/m and a typical lattice constant of
a = 0.25 nm the transition to superlubricity is at a potential amplitude of only 10
meV, which is lower than the thermal energy at room temperature of 25 meV. This
implies that for a contact that is close to superlubricity the role of thermal excitations
will be much more dramatic than that described in the previous section. Rather
than to merely facilitate the jumps that were bound to happen anyway (pre-critical
jumps), thermal excitations are now sufficient to efficiently promote the system over
all barriers, both to the next well(s) and to the previous one(s) [28]. As a result, the tip
will conduct a random walk over the surface, its average position following the slow
translation of the support. The stochastic nature of this driven diffusion of the tip is
characterized by rapid force variations that replace the periodic stick-slip character,
typical for higher γ values. The average lateral force, i.e. the observed friction force,
is strongly reduced by these thermal jumps. It is this behavior for which we have
proposed the term thermolubricity [34].

Figure 8.7 shows two selected force loops measured between a graphite substrate
and a tungsten tip (dressed with a graphite flake) for two relative orientations, cor-
responding to two different values of γ . While the force loop for the higher γ still
displays recognizable stick-slip behavior, the force variations at the lower γ value
are almost completely stochastic. Note that the average friction force of the lower
loop is close to zero, although γ is still well above unity, i.e. the system is not yet
superlubric. These qualitative features agree well with the thermolubricity scenario.
A stronger test is a quantitative confrontation of these observations with numerical
calculations of thermolubricity. In these calculations we describe the surface poten-
tial as a one-dimensional sine function (8.1) to which we add the potential due to the
interaction with the spring, 1

2 k(xt − xm)2. If γ < 1 this combined potential shows
only a single minimum for every position xm of the support and the sliding is fric-
tionless (superlubricity). When γ > 1 the combined potential shows several wells.
Rather than to calculate individual trajectories or concentrate on average behavior,
we describe the process in terms of the probabilities pi for the tip to reside in each
well i at every point in time. These probabilities evolve according to a simple set of
continuity equations of the type:

v
dpi

dxm
= −(r+

i + r−
i )pi + r+

i−1 pi−1 + r+
i+1 pi+1, (8.3)
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Fig. 8.7 Characteristic lateral force loops measured with a tungsten tip (with a graphite flake) on a
graphite substrate at two different relative orientations, corresponding to a γ = 5.0 and b γ = 2.5.
After [34]

where the role of time is played by the coordinate of the support xm = vt . The rates
r+

i and r−
i of jumps from well i to the right and to the left are calculated according

to the Arrhenius law:

r±
i = r0 exp(−ΔE±

i

kB T
). (8.4)

Here, ΔE±
i are the energy barriers from well i to the next well and to the preceding

one. The locations and heights of these barriers depend on the support position xm .
The prefactor r0 is the frequency of attempted jumps, which is treated as a fitting
parameter (see below). Equation (8.3) can be solved analytically in the limit of very
strong thermolubricity, i.e. low velocities v, low amplitudes of the potential V0 and/or
high temperatures T . For other conditions the probabilities need to be evaluated
numerically.

Figure 8.8 demonstrates that for γ > 1 the experiments presented before, probing
the lateral forces between a graphite-decorated tungsten tip and a graphite substrate,
clearly exhibit thermolubricity. For each value of the relative strength of the potential
γ the experimental data fall significantly below the dashed curve, which is the friction
force expected according to the Tomlinson model. The full curves show the results
obtained from (8.3) for the values of T , v, a, and k taken from the experiment
and for four different values of the attempt frequency r0. Like the experiment, the
theoretical curves fall below the curve for the Tomlinson model. The second curve, for
r0 = 1.6 kHz, provides an excellent fit to the experiment. This frequency is in the
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Fig. 8.8 Friction force as a function of relative surface corrugation γ . Experiments for a graphite
substrate and a tungsten tip with a graphite flake are compared with numerical solutions of (8.3)
for v = 30 nm/s, a = 0.25 nm, k = 1.8 N/m and T = 290 K and for v/ar0 = 7.53 × 10−n with
(from left to right) n = 1, 2, 3, 4. Experiment and calculations all fall well below the dashed curve,
which shows the corresponding result from the Tomlinson model, i.e. the friction force in absence
of thermal excitations. After [34]

order of the eigenfrequency of the employed Tribolever sensor. Although this may
not seem very surprising, further work will be necessary to resolve why the much
higher vibration frequencies of the apex of the tip seem not to dominate the value
of r0.

8.4 Other Manifestations of Superlubricity and Thermolubricity

8.4.1 Lubrication by Graphite and Other Lamellar Solids

Graphite is a popular solid lubricant that is usually applied in the form of flaky pow-
der. Several other layered materials also show excellent lubricating properties, for
example MoS2 and Ti3SiC2. Traditionally, the good lubrication by these materials
is ascribed to the weak interaction between adjacent layers [35]. However, the in-
tuitive idea that this would lead to easy shear cannot be correct, since it would still
require the simultaneous rupture of all bonds in a plane, which involves a tremen-
dously high energy, even for the weakly interacting layers in graphite [36]. Based
on the lateral force measurements discussed in this chapter it seems natural to add
the extra element of superlubricity and possibly also that of thermolubricity to the
low-friction scenario of graphite. As argued above, the easy shear cannot take place
within individual pieces of graphite, but it can occur between flakes of graphite since
in a lubrication film flakes will be oriented randomly with respect to each other,
which introduces the mismatch required for superlubricity and thermolubricity for
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almost all graphite-graphite contacts. It is known that when metals are lubricated by
graphite under ambient conditions, the oxide layers on the metals tend to fix some of
the graphite to the metal, leading to a smooth transfer film [37], which would indeed
concentrate most of the shear motion within the film of graphite flakes, rather than
between the graphite and the metal surfaces. In a practical sliding geometry, the nor-
mal and shear forces will not be carried by a single, macroscopic flake-flake contact
but it will be distributed over a large ensemble of simultaneous microcontacts be-
tween flakes, most of which will be slippery due to superlubricity or thermolubricity,
while only a small fraction will be in temporary registry.

Strong support for the suspicion that it is the slipperiness of misoriented flakes
that makes the friction low when macroscopic contacts are lubricated by layered
solids comes from transmission electron microscopy observations by Martin et al.
on MoS2 [20]. TEM inspection of wear particles harvested from a MoS2 lubrication
film that had been exposed to sliding friction revealed Moiré patterns characteristic
for superimposed flakes that were rotated with respect to each other around their
c-axis.

8.4.2 Lubrication by Diamond-Like Carbon and Related Coatings

We also briefly speculate about the extremely good lubricating properties of diamond-
like carbon (DLC) coatings and related, carbon containing materials and propose that
it is again the superlubricity and thermolubricity of graphite that might be responsible.
During the running-in phase, some of the DLC coating may be transformed into
graphite and remain loosely bound to the DLC film. A relatively small amount of
graphitized material should be sufficient to decorate all asperities and thus dominate
the shear response. The main role of the DLC film would thus be to provide the
material (carbon) and the conditions (e.g. through its hardness) necessary to produce
small amounts of graphite. An essential element of this scenario is that it is self-
terminating. The high friction forces at the beginning of run-in provide local pressures
and temperatures that should be high enough to shear off carbon from the DLC film
and graphitize it. Once it has been formed, the graphite dramatically reduces friction,
so that the local shear stresses on the DLC film are too low to continue wearing
off the film and graphitizing it. It has indeed been demonstrated that under sliding
conditions, a graphitized tribolayer is formed on top of diamond-like carbon (DLC)
coatings, which goes hand in hand with the decrease of the friction coefficient during
run-in [38].

8.4.3 Lubrication by Fullerenes and Carbon Nanotubes

Fullerenes show very low friction when they are oriented in an incommensurate
fashion. Miura et al. [39] have constructed a molecular ball bearing by placing a
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monolayer of C60 molecules between two graphite sheets of 1 mm2. When they
moved the upper graphite flake with an FFM tip, they observed that the forward
and backward traces were identical and no energy dissipation was measurable up to
normal loads of more than 100 nN. Surprisingly the lateral force traces still showed
sawtooth-like force variations which are typical for instabilities and thus significant
friction should be expected. Therefore the Prandtl-Tomlinson model apparently is
not able to describe the low friction behavior of this system. Falvo et al. [40, 41]
manipulated carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on a graphite surface using the tip of an FFM.
They observed that the CNTs changed from sliding to rolling motion, depending on
the orientation of the tubes on the substrate. The rolling motion of the CNTs in the
case of a commensurate contact was found to require a higher lateral force than the
sliding motion of the CNTs in the case of an incommensurate contact. Cumings and
Zettl [42] have used a TEM to estimate the friction force between two tubes of a
multiwall carbon nanotube (MWNT) in the direction of the long axis. They pulled
the core tube out of the outer tube and calculated the friction force from the retraction
time, which was below 1.5 × 10−5 nN/atom.

Nanoparticles form another interesting model system to study the friction between
two finite surfaces. By deposition of Sb particles on graphite and MoS2, Ritter et al.
[43] have created incommensurate contacts of various sizes. At a certain size the par-
ticles undergo a transition from amorphous to crystalline and at that point an increase
in friction was observed. Although their friction was low, the amorphous particles
were found not to be completely superlubric in air [44]. For future applications in
superlubric meso- or macroscopic mechanical systems it is very important to learn
why superlubricity is not seen in this case.

8.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have reviewed friction force microscopy experiments on ex-
tremely low friction and their interpretation in terms of lattice mismatch effects
(superlubricity) and effects due to thermal excitations (thermolubricity). The prospect
of exploiting these effects in practical applications, for example in nano- and micro-
electro-mechanical systems (NEMS and MEMS) is exciting. The examples of ex-
cellent lubrication by graphite and other layered materials and by modern, carbon
containing coatings such as DLC strongly suggest that these effects can indeed man-
ifest themselves on macroscopic length scales and under realistic loading conditions.

It is evident that many questions have not been addressed in the studies reviewed
here on nanoscale contacts. Similarly, many aspects remain to be explored on the
way from a single, nano-contact under modest loading pressures to a large ensemble
of larger contacts with possibly higher loading. An example is the effect of the load-
dependent elastic deformations that may be expected to undermine the slipperiness,
as mentioned in Sect. 8.2.2.
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Another important issue is whether we can evoke superlubricity- and
thermolubricity-based slipperiness also on other materials than layered solids such
as graphite and related materials. Simulations for copper sliding over copper [16]
suggest that there is no fundamental reason against this possibility, which is therefore
demanding to be examined.
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Chapter 9
Friction and Wear of Mineral Surfaces
in Liquid Environments

Carlos M. Pina, Carlos Pimentel and E. Gnecco

Abstract Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) is a very suitable technique to investigate
the structure and reactivity of mineral surfaces in liquids. Studies performed in the
last two decades have shown that the dissolution and growth of mineral surfaces
immersed in water and aqueous solutions can be monitored by recording friction sig-
nals with LFM. Moreover, the sensitivity of lateral forces to both structure and chem-
istry makes possible to use LFM to obtain information about monolayers formed on
mineral faces. Finally, numerous mineral surfaces are excellent substrates on which
nanoparticles and complex organic molecules can be deposited and subsequently
imaged and manipulated. This opens the way to future applications in molecular
electronics. This chapter presents an overview of the recent use of LFM in liquid to
investigate mineral surfaces and processes occurring on them.

9.1 Introduction

Minerals have been revealed as an almost inexhaustible source of surfaces which can
be studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM). As early as 1992, the (104) surface
of the mineral calcite was chosen by several researchers to conduct first investigations
of a relatively complex crystal face using AFM [1–3]. Since then, mineral surfaces
have been extensively used to investigate the structure, reactivity (e.g. growth and
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dissolution), mechanical properties and wearing of crystalline matter [4–6, and ref-
erences therein]. Furthermore, numerous mineral surfaces are suitable substrates
to perform nanomanipulation experiments in which overgrowths, nanoparticles and
complex biomolecules are imaged, disrupted, removed or displaced [7–9]. However,
to obtain reliable quantitative information from these experiments it is essential to
measure and control both vertical (loading) and lateral (friction) forces between the
tip of the AFM and the investigated surfaces. When an AFM is used to record fric-
tion forces as a function of loading forces it is usually called lateral force microscope
(LFM) or friction force microscope (FFM) [10]. Since recorded friction forces are
sensitive to both the composition and structure of the substrates and the bonds formed
between them and the scanning tip, LFM can, in principle, provide information about
the crystallochemistry of surfaces. This is why LFM is also sometimes named chem-
ical force microscopy (CFM), despite quantitative chemical analysis of surfaces is
still beyond the current capabilities of this technique. The main obstacle to extract
reliable structural and chemical information of surfaces from recorded lateral forces
is the high complexity of the interactions between the tip probe and the surfaces.
When an AFM tip slides on a surface, measured friction forces are influenced by
a high number of factors, such as the elastic properties of both tip and surface, the
tip-surface contact area, the sliding velocity, the formation and breaking of (chemi-
cal) bonds between the tip apex and the atoms of the surface, and the capillarity and
adhesion forces. To reduce the number of factors affecting frictional forces and to
increase the reproducibility of friction data, researchers perform their measurements
using AFM tips with well characterised sizes, geometries and elastic properties, and
operating under controlled conditions. The optimum controlled conditions are ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) and/or low temperatures. This decreases the concentration of
impurities, eliminates the adhesion forces between tip and surfaces due to humidity,
and reduces the thermal vibration of atoms, which negatively affects the quality of
the friction data. These advantages are, however, compromised by the demanding
technical requirements of LFM in UHV. Moreover, relevant studies on the reactivity
and frictional properties of mineral surfaces usually require observational conditions
similar to those found in natural environments and, among them, liquid environments
(i.e. aqueous solutions) are doubtless the most important.

The nanotribological investigation of mineral surfaces in liquid environments
constitutes a new research field. Both the measurement of friction and nanomanipu-
lation of molecules, particles or overgrowths on minerals immersed in liquids (e.g.
water, aqueous solutions, and organic liquids such as ethanol) are not only of interest
because natural environments and processes can be reproduced but also because it
has been shown that LFM microscopy in liquids is can be an alternative to other
AFM techniques in UHV which provide images with comparable resolution.

In this chapter, we review recent nanotribological investigations of mineral
surfaces immersed in liquids. This review will show that LFM operating in a liquid
environment is a very suitable technique to obtain structural and, to some extent,
chemical information of crystal surfaces. Furthermore, it will be shown that the
friction maps acquired during the interaction of mineral surfaces with liquids can
be used to study mineral reactivity. Finally, recent investigations demonstrate that
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mineral surfaces can act as adequate substrates to deposit organic molecules. The
subsequent nanomanipulation of such molecules can provide new insights into the
processes that control the interaction between inorganic and organic matter.

9.2 Structural Studies of Mineral Surfaces Using Lateral Force
Microscopy

Lateral force microscopy can be used to investigate structural details of surfaces
which are impossible or extremely difficult to resolve using conventional AFM. For
instance, it has been demonstrated that recorded friction signals are sensitive to the
orientation of some ionic groups (e.g. sulphate and carbonate groups) protruding from
cleavage mineral surfaces [11, 12]. On a number of surfaces of alkaline earth sulphate
crystals, i.e. anhydrite (100), barite (001) and celestine (001), Shindo et al. [11]
measured an alternation of friction values in successive crystal monolayers. While
the friction contrast can be attributed to the relative orientation of the S-O bonds of
sulphate groups with respect to the scan direction, its alternation is due to the reversal
of such an orientation by the operation of two-fold screw axes perpendicular to the
studied mineral surfaces, which rotate 180o the position of the sulphate groups in
successive monolayers (see Fig. 9.1). In the case of the three sulphates investigated,
the higher friction was found when the monolayers were scanned against the tilt of
the sulphate groups.

Kwak and Shindo [12] also studied the frictional asymmetry due to the tilt of
carbonate groups on calcite {104} surfaces [12]. To this end, these authors scanned
calcite (104) surfaces of two crystals oriented opposite. Although again different
friction values were found depending on the scan direction, a lower friction was

Fig. 9.1 a Topography AFM image of a celestine (001) surface showing a triangular etch pit with
a rhombus-shaped pit inside. The depth of both etch pits is 0.34 nm, i.e half a unit cell each. b
LFM image of the same area showing the reversal of friction in successive monolayers. Larger “O”
symbols indicate the position of the protruding oxygens belonging to the sulphate groups. With the
set up used, dark areas indicate higher friction. Scan area: 1.46×1.46µm2. Both images were taken
with a scan direction from the right to the left. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Shindo
et al. [11]. Evidence of the contribution of molecular orientations on the surface force friction of
alkaline earth sulfate crystals. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 1, 1597–1600 Copyright 1999 PCCP
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measured when scanning against the tilt of the carbonate groups. This result contrasts
with the tribological behaviour previously observed on sulphates. An explanation
for such a discrepancy can be found in the different tilt angles of the C-O and
S-O bonds with respect to the surfaces, which result in different elastic responses
when the tip is pushing down the CO3 and SO4 groups during the scan. Although
a conclusive explanation for the reversed friction anisotropy observed on faces of
alkali earth sulphates and calcite requires further experimental and modelling work,
the current observations clearly show that the interpretation of friction contrast in
terms of molecular orientations is not straightforward.

The effects of molecular orientations on friction were observed by Shindo and
collaborators on mineral surfaces exposed to air. Nanotribological studies of min-
eral surfaces immersed in water have provided similar results. For example, in situ
observations of crystal growth on anhydrite (100) surfaces from aqueous solutions
have shown that friction contrast reverses in successive monolayers during growth
[13] (see Fig. 9.2). Such a friction contrast reversal can be again explained as due to
the alternate orientation of sulphate groups within elementary growth layers related
by two-fold screw axes.

LFM imaging in water is also useful to obtain information of slight structural
modifications of mineral surfaces like calcite (104) and dolomite (104) faces. In first
high resolution AFM studies of calcite (104) surfaces conducted in water, a rectan-
gular lattice consistent with the calcite bulk structure was reported [1, 2, 14–16].
In addition, AFM images showed two peculiarities in the termination of the calcite
(104) face: (i) the existence of rows of atoms parallel to the [010] direction which
alternate in height and they are paired, i.e. the so-called “row-pairing”; and (ii) the
height modulation along the direction [010] with a periodicity of about 1 nm which
results in a (2 ×1) reconstruction of the calcite (104) surface [15, 16]. Both the row-
pairing and (2 × 1) reconstructions have been confirmed recently by non-contact
AFM in water and in UHV [4, 17, and references therein].

Fig. 9.2 a Topography image showing the growth of a monolayer on an anhydrite surface. b,
c LFM images of the same area taken with opposite scan directions and showing the reversal of
friction contrast. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Pina [13]. Nanoscale dissolution and
growth on anhydrite cleavage faces. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 73, 7034–7044. Copyright
2009 Elsevier
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High resolution LFM images of the (104) faces of both calcite and the structurally-
related mineral dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2, have provided further information about
their surface structures and reconstruction phenomena described above. Friction
maps of calcite and dolomite (104) surfaces in water show two distinct friction
peaks in each rectangular surface unit cell, which can be univocally attributed to the
interaction of the AFM tip with the protruding oxygens of the triangular carbonate
groups (see Fig. 9.3).

A more detailed analysis of the friction forces during the scan of calcite and
dolomite (104) demonstrated that they depend on the scan direction, i.e. there is a
clear anisotropy of friction [18]. This is evidenced by the weakening of the intensity
of one of the friction peaks within the dolomite and calcite surface unit cells when
the scan direction approaches the [010] crystallographic direction (see Fig. 9.4). In
addition, high resolution LFM images of dolomite and calcite (104) surfaces in
water confirmed the row-pairing previously observed using other AFM modes (i.e.
topography and deflection). By changing the scan direction LFM images also show
for the first time an inversion of the row-pairing. However, up to date, high resolution
LFM images of both dolomite and calcite (104) surfaces do not show evidences of
the (2 × 1) reconstruction.

The reported atomic scale friction maps of dolomite and calcite (104) surfaces, as
well as their modifications with the scan direction, have been adequately reproduced
by numeric calculations. Lattice resolved friction force maps like those shown in
Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 can be understood using the Prandtl-Tomlinson model [18]. Here,
specific chemical groups in the unit cell of the crystal surface act as pinning centers
for the AFM tip. In this case, the lateral force exerted on the tip increases linearly

Fig. 9.3 a Friction map of a calcite (104) face showing two friction peaks per unit cell (marked
by a white rectangle). b Projection of the calcite structure on the (104) plane. Oxygen atoms are
represented by light grey spheres, carbon atoms by black spheres, and calcium atoms by dark grey
spheres. Carbon atoms are not visible in this projection. Protruding oxygens atoms from the surface
are enhanced with a white rim. In the dolomite structure, half of the Ca atoms are replaced by
Mg along the [421] direction, the surface structure being essentially identical. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from Pina et al. [18]. Anisotropic coupling while sliding on dolomite and calcite
crystals. Physical Review B, 85, 073402
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Fig. 9.4 Friction maps of calcite (104) surface when scanning almost parallel to (a) the [421]
direction and the, (b) the [010] direction. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Pina et al. [18].
Anisotropic coupling while sliding on dolomite and calcite crystals. Physical Review B, 85, 073402

when the tip is pulled laterally away from the pinning center, as if an elastic spring
was present between tip and surface. When the elongation of the spring (and the
corresponding lateral force) reaches a critical value, pinning is no more sustainable
and the tip suddenly jumps into a new pinning site defined by the scan direction. In
this context, we should notice that, unless isolated defects or consecutive atoms below
and above a step edges are imaged, it is not correct to speak about true molecular
resolution. The number of atoms forming the contact area can indeed be in the order
of some tens, so that the contrast seen in the friction force maps is ultimately due to
the convolution of the real crystal structure with the atomic arrangement at the tip
apex.

9.3 Obtaining Chemical Information of Surfaces from Frictional
Forces

On atomically flat surfaces, frictional contrast can be related to compositional contrast
[19]. This enables the in situ observation of adsorption and/or solid solution formation
on mineral surfaces from multicomponent aqueous solutions, which is fundamen-
tal to better understand a number of mechanisms that control the removal of some
contaminants from natural and industrial waters. The first systematic nanotribological
study of the interaction of dissolved metal ions with a mineral surface was conducted
by Hay et al. [19]. These authors observed with LFM the reactions between calcite
(104) surfaces and aqueous solutions containing Ca2+, Sr2+ and La3+. Such reac-
tions led to the formation of monolayer overgrowths which were identified by clear
differences in the recorded friction signals (Fig. 9.5). In the three cases, newly-grown
layers display higher friction contrast than the calcite substrate, which was attributed
to epitaxial strain. Differently, epitaxial monolayers of celestine and anglesite grown
on barite (001) have been found to show lower friction than the substrate [20].
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Fig. 9.5 Topography and friction images of a growing calcite (104) surface in the presence of
La3+. a and b after 150 s of reaction. c and d after 1330 s of reaction. Higher contrast areas in the
friction images correspond to the places where a La-carbonate nucleated. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from Hay et al. [19]. Mechanisms of metal ion sorption on calcite: composition mapping
by lateral force microscopy. Langmuir, 19, 3727–3740. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society

These somehow contradictory experimental results indicate that the origin of friction
when epitaxial layers are formed is not clear and further experimental and computa-
tional work is required.

Despite the current limitations of the use of LFM to detect chemical changes on
mineral surfaces and overgrowths, the study of friction have already provided semi-
quantitative information about the up-take of dissolved metals by common mineral
surfaces and its effect on the nanotribological properties of the overgrowths. An
interesting case study, the formation of Cd-bearing carbonate layers on calcite, was
recently investigated with LFM [21]. Systematic measurements of friction versus
applied loading force were conducted both on calcite and Cd-bearing carbonate
layers and successfully fitted to the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model, which accounts
for adhesion in single asperity contacts [22] (see Fig. 9.6a). According to this model,
differences in friction between calcite substrate and Cd-bearing layers have a different
origin depending on the loading force. At low loading forces, differences in friction
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Fig. 9.6 a Friction versus loading force measured on calcite substrate and otavite overgrowths. b
Overgrowth of otavite (Ot-1) on calcite (104) surface (Cal). Left topography image; Right friction
image. Modified from Cubillas and Higgins [21]. Friction characteristics of Cd-rich carbonate
films on calcite surfaces: implications for compositional differentiation at the nanometer scale.
Geochemical Transactions 10.7. doi:1186/1467-4866-10-7

are determined by adhesion forces. Differently, at high loading forces, friction forces
are mainly sensitive to differences in contact shear strengths. As a result, while at low
loading forces (up to 40 nN), Cd-bearing layers have lower friction than the calcite
substrate, at loading forces higher than approximately 40 nN, friction measured on
calcite substrates is lower than that on Cd-bearing layers (see Fig. 9.6b).

The results summarized above, although somehow disappointing, clearly demon-
strate that future quantifications of chemical variations on mineral surfaces using
LFM will require a precise knowledge of the regime (i.e. adhesion-controlled or
shear strength-controlled) under which friction is measured.

9.4 Wear and Nanomanipulation of Mineral Surfaces
and Overgrowths

AFM can be used not only to image but also to produce wear and reorganisation of
mineral surfaces at the nanoscale under different environmental conditions including
aqueous solutions. In addition, overgrowths formed on mineral surfaces can be eroded
and/or manipulated using the tip of the AFM. Such wear and nanomanipulation
experiments are conducted by controlling the loading forces of the AFM tip and they
provide information about the mechanical properties and stability of both mineral
surfaces and mineral overgrowths. Furthermore, nanowear experiments allow one to
study phenomena such as the propagation of ductile and brittle deformation, stress-
enhanced crystal growth and dissolution and surface pattern formation (e.g. ripple
initiation and propagation [23]).

Nanowear experiments conducted on calcite (CaCO3) {104} faces and brushite
(CaHPO4−2H2O) {010} faces immersed in undersaturated aqueous solutions have
demonstrated that when vertical forces are increased dissolution behaviour is strongly
modified [24, 25]. On these faces, it was observed that moderate to high loading forces
produce relatively atomically flat surfaces. This surface planarization, also observed
on dolomite (104) and gypsum (CaSO4 ·2H2O) (010) surfaces, can be explained by a
combination of enhanced dissolution of pre-existent steps and etch pits edges with a
tip assisted redeposition of dissolved material during scan. In contrast, redeposition
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outside the scan areas lead to an increase in roughness, further indicating the strong
effect of the AFM tip on the surface reorganisation.

When supersaturated solutions with respect to calcite are used, crystal growth
is enhanced by the AFM tip along pre-existing steps, even at relatively low loading
forces. Such a growth enhancement rapidly increases with supersaturation. The result
of this tip-enhanced growth is the formation of defect-free calcite (104) surfaces at
high velocities [26]. To promote such a high growth rates in the absence of scanning
higher supersaturations with respect to calcite are required, which however do not
lead to a rapid layer-by-layer material deposition but to a three-dimensional nucle-
ation on calcite surfaces. As in the case of dissolution, tip-enhanced growth can be
explained by the mobilisation of ions and clusters of ions during scan (see Fig. 9.7).
In particular, the AFM tip seems to have the ability of moving growth units from
calcite terraces to the proximity of step edges where edge diffusion occurs. Then
growth units are eventually incorporated into the calcite structure.

The tip of the AFM can be used not only to modify the dissolution and growth
behaviour of mineral surfaces but also to remove overgrowths previously formed on
them. When such nanomanipulation experiments are conducted with controlled load-
ing forces and by recording friction forces, quantitative information on the stability of
overgrowths on mineral substrates can be obtained. Two interesting model examples
for studying the stability of overgrowths on mineral surfaces are the formation of
calcite islands on dolomite and the isostructural kutnohorite (MnCa(CO3)2) {104}
surfaces [7]. At high supersaturations with respect to calcite, spontaneous growth
of calcite three-dimensional islands on dolomite and kutnohorite can be observed.
This growth is in both cases epitaxial and calcite {104} rhombohedra are deposited
on the dolomite and kutnohorite substrates with an almost perfect parallelism of the
[421] and [010] crystallographic directions, i.e. the main directions lying on the (104)
epitaxial contact plane (see Fig. 9.8).

Calcite islands grown on dolomite and kutnohorite (104) surfaces can be removed
by increasing the loading force of the AFM. Figure 9.9a, b shows a typical event of
island detachment in which a single island and an aggregate of two calcite crystals
were removed from a dolomite (104) surface by the AFM tip. As can be seen in
Fig. 9.9c the removal of each calcite island results in a sharp increase in the recorded
friction force. From such frictional peaks, estimations of the shear strengths required
to remove epitaxial overgrowths can be obtained using the simple formula τ = FL/A
where FL is the lateral force measured at moment and A is the overgrowth-substrate
contact area, which can be measured from topography images. First nanomanipu-
lation experiments provided the following shear strengths: τ ≈ 7 MPa for calcite
islands grown on dolomite (104) surface and τ ≈ 140 MPa for calcite islands grown
on kutnohorite (104) surface. The significant difference in shear strengths can be
partially explained by the differences in lattice misfits between calcite overgrowth
and substrates (which are higher in the case of the dolomite (104) substrate).

Recent nanomanipulation experiments have been also addressed to remove nitra-
tine (NaNO3) islands grown on calcite (104) surfaces [8]. Nitratine and calcite are
isostructural compounds and as in the case of calcite on dolomite and kutnohorite
substrates, epitaxial growth occurs. Nanomanipulation experiments, similar to those
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Fig. 9.7 Growth within an
etch pit two monolayers deep
on a calcite (104) surface.
The growth occurred from a
slightly supersaturated
aqueous solution with respect
to calcite and applying a tip
loading force FN = 7 nN. The
crystallographic directions of
the steps edges that define the
etch pit are indicated by solid
lines. The dashed line mark
the initial shape of the etch
pit. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from McEvoy
et al. [26]. Scanning-Induced
Growth on Single Crystal
Calcite with an Atomic Force
Microscope. Langmuir 22,
6931–6938. Copyright 2006
American Chemical Society
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Fig. 9.8 AFM deflection images showing the epitaxial growth of calcite islands on the (10.4)
surfaces of (a) dolomite (scan area: 14×14µm2) and (b) kutnohorite (scan area: 5×5µm2). Main
crystallographic directions are indicated by white arrows. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
Pimentel et al. [7]. Epitaxial growth of calcite crystals on dolomite and kutnohorite (104) surfaces.
Crystal Growth and Design 13, 2557–2563. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society

Fig. 9.9 Removal of calcite islands grown on a dolomite (104) surface. a Topography AFM image. b
Friction AFM image of the same area. Both images are 7.5×7.5µm2 in size. c Friction profile taken
along the p-q line in (b). The frictional peak (P) corresponds to the removal of the aggregate of two
calcite islands in (b). The arrow indicates the scan direction. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from Pimentel et al. [7]. Epitaxial growth of calcite crystals on dolomite and kutnohorite (104)
surfaces. Crystal Growth and Design 13, 2557–2563. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society
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Fig. 9.10 Sequence of AFM friction images showing the nanowear of nitratine islands grown on a
calcite (104) face. The applied normal force was FN ≈ 80µN. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from Benages-Vilau et al. [8]. Epitaxial crystal growth of nitratine on calcite (10.4) cleavage faces at
nanoscale. Crystal Growth and Design 13, 5397–5403. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society

conducted in the case of calcite islands on dolomite and kutnohorite (104) surfaces,
provided estimates of shear strengths required to remove epitaxial overgrowths of
about 30 MPa. However, due to the softness of nitratine islands (1.5–2 in the Mohs
scale), the removal of nitratine islands is often accompanied by their erosion, which
is also an example of nanowear under controlled conditions (Fig. 9.10).

9.5 Organic Molecules on Mineral Surfaces

Mineral surfaces provide a number of substrates on which both organic molecules
can be deposited and subsequently nanomanipulated. This kind of experiments are
of interest for various research and industrial fields such as the production of new
composite materials, the studies of biomineralisation mechanisms and the design
of new insulating and semiconductor materials. Insulating mineral surfaces are very
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promising materials in the context of molecular electronics. Here, the minerals can be
used as substrates for growing self-assembled structures of organic molecules, which
need to be electrically decoupled from the surrounding environment. A thick insu-
lating substrate makes the use of scanning tunneling microscopy as direct imaging
technique, clearly impossible. On the other side, the AFM can still provide detailed
information on the morphological structures of the organic layers so formed. The
organic molecules are usually deposited onto the substrate in ultra-high vacuum, and
observed by AFM in the same environment. For some recent examples we refer the
reader to a recent review by Rahe et al. [27]. Nevertheless, an accurate resolution
is also possible in different contexts, which better reproduce the conditions under
which the molecular devices are supposed to be operated.

Figure 9.11 shows a topographic image of dolomite (104) covered by about 2
monolayers of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) molecules [28]. Elongated molecu-
lar stripes with height of about 4.5 nm are seen all over the surface. The width of
the stripes varies between 200 and 600 nm, and their length is about 1–3µm. The
stripes do not reveal any preferential orientation, meaning that the intermolecular
interactions are much stronger than the molecule-substrate interaction.

Some features in the internal structure of the molecular stripes could be resolved
by friction force microcopy, as shown in Fig. 9.12a. Here, a stacked intermolecular
arrangement can be recognized. The stacks run along the axis of the corresponding
stripe and, consequently, with no preferential orientation with respect to the substrate.

Fig. 9.11 a Contact mode
AFM topography
(4.6 × 6 nm2) of the dolomite
(104) surface covered by 2.0
monolayers of CuPc. The
image was acquired at room
temperature in water. b
Topography profile taken
along the continuous line in
(a). Reprinted from Nita et al.
[28]. Molecular resolution
friction microscopy of Cu
phthalocyanine thin films on
dolomite (104) in water.
Nanoscale 6, 8334–8339.
Copyright 2014 The Royal
Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 9.12 a High resolution friction map (10×10 nm2) on a CuPc stripe. The periodic arrangement
of the molecules in parallel stacks, running along the axis of the stripe, is clearly visible. The
average friction force is 5.5 nN (corresponding to a normal force FN = 2.7 nN). Inset shows a 2D
self-correlation of the friction map. b Chemical structure of a copper (II) phthalocyanine (CuPc)
molecule. c Molecular stack geometry as determined from single crystal x-ray diffraction. Reprinted
from Nita et al. [28]. Molecular resolution friction microscopy of Cu phthalocyanine thin films on
dolomite (10.4) in water. Nanoscale 6, 8334–8339. Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry

Two elongated spots per molecule are identified. Intermolecular structural parameters
can be estimated from the 2D self-correlation analysis shown in the inset, which was
performed along and perpendicular to the stacking direction. Along the stack, the
periodicity is 0.36 nm, close to the reported periodicity from the single crystal x-ray
value (0.38 nm) (Fig. 9.12b). The measured stack width is 1.3 nm, while the van der
Waals (vdW) stack width calculated from single crystal data is 1.45 nm × sin 75o =
1.40 nm (Fig. 9.12c). This indicates an interdigitated structure of neighboring CuPc
stacks on dolomite just like in the single crystal which should effectively reduce the
stack width by roughly the vdW radius of hydrogen (0.11 nm), resulting in a value
of 1.29 nm, in perfect agreement with the measured value. Accordingly, the crystal
structure stack (projected against the stacking plane) can be perfectly overlaid with
the FFM image, as shown in Fig. 9.12a. In this way, the friction spots correspond to
standing benzene rings. The good agreement of the stacking structure on dolomite
with the single crystal data gives full evidence that substrate induction is weak on
dolomite, and the growth of CuPc is essentially driven by self-assembly.

When the normal force increases, so do the pinning effect and the lateral force,
and the resolution achieved via the stick-slip mechanism is enhanced. Nevertheless,
this can also lead to irreversible damage of the molecular film. The image presented
in Fig. 9.12a corresponds to a threshold value of FL = 5.5 nN. If the same area
is repeatedly scanned while keeping this value, the molecular layers are gradually
worn off. This is seen in Fig. 9.13, where three ‘snapshots’ of the abrasive process at
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Fig. 9.13 Effect of prolonged scanning on the square region highlighted in Fig. 9.11. The topo-
graphic images a, b and c were acquired during the 3rd, 19th and 22nd scan back and forth. Reprinted
from Nita et al. [28]. Molecular resolution friction microscopy of Cu phthalocyanine thin films on
dolomite (104) in water. Nanoscale 6, 8334–8339. Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry

different times are shown. Two layers are progressively removed till the step edges
of the underlying dolomite (104) surface become clearly visible in Fig. 9.13c. Note
that, before being worn off, the molecular strips were running across the step edges
of the substrate in a carpet-like fashion. This gives a third indication of the weak
interaction between CuPc and the dolomite surface.

9.6 Conclusions and Outlook

To summarize, LFM in water is a promising new technique for obtaining high
(atomic-scale) resolution images of both mineral and synthetic crystalline surfaces.
Recent results demonstrate that the resolution and quality of the images achieved
is comparable to those recorded using more demanding AFM techniques such as
dynamic modes in UHV. This may be attributed to the absence of capillary effects
in water, which reduces the adhesion between tip and surface and minimizes the
damage while scanning. Analysis of friction maps at the nanoscale allows one to
distinguish growth monolayers with different chemical composition. However, quan-
titative chemical analysis is still beyond the current capabilities of LFM. Nanomanip-
ulation experiments where epitaxial overgrowths are removed from mineral surfaces
can provide estimates of shear strengths, related to the adhesion forces between the
overgrowths and substrates. Last but not least, the crystal structure of organic mole-
cules self-assembled on the mineral surface can be also identified by FFM in water.
The weak interaction between molecule and substrate observed in recent investiga-
tions on CuPc grown on dolomite (104) opens the way to interesting applications in
molecular electronics.
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Chapter 10
Nanotribology: Nonlinear Mechanisms
of Friction

N. Manini, Oleg M. Braun and A. Vanossi

Abstract Friction with its related nonlinear dynamics is a vast interdisciplinary
field, involving complex physical processes over a wide range of length and time
scales. The accelerated progress in experimental and computational techniques, often
leading to complex detailed dynamical patterns, has vigorously stimulated the search
and implementation of idealized experimental frameworks and simpler mathematical
models, capable of describing and interpreting, in a more immediate way, the essential
physics involved in nonlinear sliding phenomena.

10.1 Introduction

Frictional motion plays a central role in diverse systems and phenomena that span vast
ranges of scales, from the nanometer contacts inherent in micro- and nanomachines
[1] and biological molecular motors [2] to the geophysical scales characteristic of
earthquakes [3]. Due to its enormous practical importance, the problem has stimu-
lated progress over the centuries. Historical figures from Leonardo da Vinci onward
have brought friction into the field of physics, with the formulation of time-honored
phenomenological frictional laws, which have been referred to as the Coulomb-
Amontons laws. These statements can be summarized as follows: (i) frictional force
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is independent of the apparent area of contact; (ii) frictional force is proportional to the
normal load; (iii) kinetic friction (the force to keep relative motion at constant speed)
does not depend on the sliding velocity and is smaller than static friction (the force
needed to initiate motion between two contacting bodies at rest). Serious attempts
were made in the first half of the 20th century toward a microscopic understanding
of these laws [4]. Whereas the basic physics underlying sliding friction—non equi-
librium statistical mechanics of solids, sheared fluids, and moving surfaces—is in
principle quite exciting, the field as a whole has (even if with notable exceptions)
failed to attract adequate interest by the physicist until the last few decades, mainly
because of a lack of microscopic experimental data.

Three quiet revolutions, of broad nature and unrelated to friction, are radically
changing this state of affairs. First, progress in the general area of complexity
provided new tools to tackle non-equilibrium disordered systems with interact-
ing degrees of freedom. Second, and crucial, the developments in nanotechnology
extended the study of friction and permitted its analysis on well-characterized materi-
als and surfaces at the nano and microscale [5]. Notably the invention of scanning tip
instruments of the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) family [6] has opened nanofric-
tion as a brand new avenue, the use of the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) [7] has led
to the systematic studies of confined mesoscopic systems under shear, and the Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (QCM) [8, 9] has allowed us to measure the inertial sliding
friction of adsorbate submonolayers. Thanks to these methods, a mass of fresh data
and information on well defined systems has accumulated in the last two decades.
Third, computer simulations have had a strong boost, also allowed by the fantastic
growth of computer power. The numerical study of frictional models on one hand,
and direct atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the other hand, are
jointly advancing our theoretical understanding [10]. Invaluable initial reviews of the
progress in our understanding of sliding friction can be found in the books [11, 12].

Despite the importance of friction and the growing efforts in the field, many key
aspects of friction dynamics are not yet fully understood. Fundamental theory is
still difficult in all fields of sliding friction, including nanofriction, since the slid-
ing motion generally involves sudden nonlinear stick-slip events, that cannot be
treated within traditional theoretical approaches such as linear-response theory and
hydrodynamics. Experiments in tribology have long suffered from the inability to
directly observe what takes place at the sliding interface. Although AFM, SFA and
QCM techniques have identified many friction phenomena on the nanoscale, many
interpretative pitfalls still result from indirect or ex-situ characterization of contact
surfaces. In the present chapter, we will briefly cover some aspects, progress, and
problems in the current modeling and simulation of sliding friction, from nano to
mesoscale.

One of the main difficulties in understanding and predicting frictional response is
the intrinsic complexity of highly nonlinear and non-equilibrium processes going on
in any tribological contact, which include detachment and reattachment of multiple
microscopic junctions (bonds) between the surfaces in relative motion while still in
contact [1, 2, 13]. Therefore friction is intimately related to instabilities that occur on
a local microscopic scale, inducing an occasional fast motion of the corresponding
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degrees of freedom even if the slider’s center-of-mass velocity is extremely small.
Understanding the physical nature of these instabilities is crucial for the elucidation
of the mechanism of friction, as we will emphasize below.

The present chapter covers the following different types of theoretical approach
to sliding friction: “minimalistic” models (MMs) described in Sects. 10.2 and 10.3,
atomistic MD simulations considered in Sect. 10.4, and mesoscopic earthquake-like
(multicontact) models briefly discussed in Sect. 10.5 (phenomenological rate-state
models will not be considered here; this topic is covered, e.g., in [14]).

10.2 The Prandtl-Tomlinson Model

The Prandtl-Tomlinson (PT) model [16, 17] is the most successful and influential
MM so far suggested for description of nanoscale friction. In particular, it addresses
friction force microscopy (FFM) where friction forces are measured by dragging
an AFM tip along a surface. Qualitative conclusions drawn with this model provide
guidance to understand friction at the nanoscale, that often retain their validity in
more advanced models and MD simulations.

PT assumes that a point-like mass m (e.g., mimicking the AFM tip) is dragged over
a one-dimensional (1D) sinusoidal potential representing the interaction between the
tip and a crystalline substrate. The point-like tip is pulled by a spring of effective
elastic constant K , extending between the tip position x and the position of the
microscope support stage, that is driven with a constant velocity v relative to the
substrate, see Fig. 10.1a. Thus, the total potential experienced by the tip consists of
two parts, the tip-substrate interaction and the elastic interaction between the tip and
the support, and can be written as

U (x, t) = U0 cos

(
2π

a
x

)
+ K

2
(x − vt)2 , (10.1)

where 2U0 is the amplitude and a is the period of the tip-substrate potential. Note
that in an AFM experiment the actual “spring constant” mimicked by K in the
PT model is not only due to the torsional stiffness of the cantilever but includes
also the contribution from the lateral stiffness of the contact. There is no attempt
in the model to describe realistically the energy dissipation into the substrate—all
dissipation is described by a viscous force −mγ ẋ , where γ is a damping coefficient.
The instantaneous lateral friction force measured in FFM experiments reads F =
−K (x − vt), and the kinetic friction Fk is the time average of F .

The PT model predicts two different modes for the tip motion, depending on the
dimensionless parameter η = 4π2U0/(K a2), which represents the ratio between the
stiffness of the tip-substrate potential and that of the pulling spring. When η < 1,
the total potential U (x) exhibits only one minimum and the time-dependent sliding
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Fig. 10.1 a The
Prandtl-Tomlinson model; b
Energy landscape for a soft
spring (low K ). The total
potential (harmonic spring +
sinusoidal substrate) exhibits
different metastable minima,
giving rise to the stick-slip
behavior. c A representative
experimental friction pattern,
for increasing load. Lateral
AFM force vs position traces
demonstrate transitions from
smooth sliding (top) to single
(middle) and mostly double
slips (bottom). (Reproduced
from [15]). Similar patterns
can be generated within the
PT model. (Adapted
from [10])

motion is smooth; for η > 1 two or more minima appear in U (x), and the sliding
is discontinuous, characterized by stick-slip, Fig. 10.1b. The value η = 1 represents
the transition from smooth sliding to slips by one lattice site (single-slip regime).

Physically, stick-slip motion corresponds to jumps of the tip between successive
minima of U (x), due to elastic instabilities induced by the driving spring (∂U/∂x =
0, ∂2U/∂x2 = 0). Close to the inflection point the height of the barrier preventing the
tip sliding decreases with increasing applied force as ΔE ∝ (const − F)3/2 [18–20].
This type of externally induced topological change in the free energy landscape is
known as a fold catastrophe, and it has been found in many driven systems, includ-
ing superconducting quantum interference devices [21, 22], mechanically deformed
glasses [23], and stretched proteins [24, 25]. The simulation results obtained for
diverse systems show that the fold catastrophe scaling is accurate not only in the
immediate vicinity of the inflection point but over reasonably large intervals of loads.

The possibility of slips of higher multiplicity (multiple-slip regime) occurs for
larger values of η > 4.604 [15]. However, this is the necessary but not sufficient
condition to observe multiple slips, since the dynamics depends also on the damping
coefficient γ . In particular, one can distinguish between the overdamped regime of
motion, γ > (ηK/m)1/2, where the tip jumps between nearest-neighbor minima of
the potential, and the underdamped regime, γ < (ηK/m)1/2, where, for η > 4.604,
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the tip may perform multiple slips over a number of lattice sites and even overshoot
the lowest well of the potential U (x). In the latter case the minimal spring force
reached during stick-slip oscillations is negative.

The elastic instability occurring for η > 1 results in a nonzero value of the low-
velocity kinetic friction that is given by the energy drop from the point of instability
to the next minimum of the potential divided by a [26]. For η < 1 this instability
disappears and the friction is viscous, Fk → 0 for v → 0. The emergence of static
friction can be interpreted as the arousal of a saddle-node bifurcation as a function
of η, realizing a sort of fold-catastrophe scenario [27].

In experiment, the effective value of the PT parameter η can be controlled by the
variation of the normal load on the contact, which changes the potential corrugation
U0 more than the contact stiffness. FFM experiments at low normal loads indeed
demonstrated smooth sliding with ultralow friction, connected to the absence of
elastic instabilities [15, 28]. At higher loads instead, “atomic” stick-slip took place
with the atomic periodicity of the substrate lattice, while increasing load further led
to a multiple slip regime as predicted by the PT model, see Fig. 10.1c.

In real systems at finite temperature, hysteresis and dissipation must disappear in
the zero-speed limit of sliding, where stick-slip instabilities are preempted by thermal
fluctuations. This regime is sometimes termed “thermolubricity” [18, 19, 29–32].
The main aspects of thermal effects on friction were considered in the pioneering
work of Prandtl [16]. Thermal effects can be incorporated into the PT model (10.1) by
adding a thermal random force f̂ (t) and the damping term −mγ ẋ to the conservative
force between the slider and substrate, so that the tip motion is described by the
Langevin equation

mẍ + mγ ẋ = −∂U (x, t)/∂x + f̂ (t) . (10.2)

The random force should satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. As usual, it is

chosen with zero mean
〈

f̂ (t)
〉
= 0 and δ-correlated:

〈
f̂ (t) f (t ′)

〉
= 2mγ kB T δ(t − t ′) , (10.3)

where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant and T temperature. The random force and
the damping term arise from interactions with phonons and/or other fast excitations
that are not treated explicitly.

In the thermal PT model, (10.2) and (10.3), beside the PT-parameter η, thermal
fluctuations bring out a new dimensionless parameter δ representing the ratio between
the pulling rate v/a and the characteristic rate of thermally activated jumps over the
potential barriers, ω0 exp (−U0/kB T ), where ω0 is the attempt frequency [32]. As
a result, one should distinguish between two regimes of motion: (i) δ � 1, regime
of very low velocities or high temperatures (typically v < 1 nm/s at room tempera-
ture), where the tip has enough time to jump back and forth across the barrier, and
(ii) δ � 1, the stick-slip regime of motion, where thermal fluctuations only
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occasionally assist the tip to cross the barrier before the elastic instability is reached.
In these two regimes the following expressions for kinetic friction have been sug-
gested [18, 19, 32]:

Fk (v, T ) = α (T ) v + O
(

v3
)

, δ � 1 , (10.4)

Fk (v, T ) = F0 − bT 2/3 ln2/3
(

B
T

v

)
, δ � 1 and v < BT . (10.5)

Here F0 is the athermal (T = 0) low-velocity limit of friction, α(T ) ∝ (K/ω0) ×
(U0/kB T ) exp(U0/kB T ) is the equilibrium damping experienced by the tip (note
that α is independent of the ad-hoc damping coefficient γ ), and b, B are positive
constants which depend on m, K , a, U0 and γ but not on v and T . Equation (10.4)
describes the slow friction regime (thermolubricity) and corresponds to the linear-
response regime, while (10.5) has been derived assuming that thermally activated
depinning occurs in the vicinity of the athermal instability point. The velocity and
temperature dependences of friction force predicted by (10.5) result from the fold
catastrophe scaling of the potential barriers, ΔE ∝ (const − F)3/2. In between the
regimes described by (10.4) and (10.5) one should observe a logarithmic dependence
of Fk on velocity. However, it is very difficult to distinguish between [ln (v)]2/3 and
simple ln (v) behavior in experiments as well as in numerical simulations [33]. The
logarithmic (or [ln(v)]2/3) regime can span several decades, until v becomes so large
that the inertial or viscous-like effects set in. The [ln (v)]2/3 dependence of the average
rupture force has been also found in single-molecule unbinding experiments where
the energy landscape of complex biomolecules is probed by applying time-dependent
forces [34].

The theoretical framework outlined above explained a number of FFM experimen-
tal results on single crystal surfaces [29, 30, 35]. Furthermore, the statistical distrib-
ution of friction forces was measured to match predictions from the PT model [36].
These results provide strong evidence that atomic stick-slip in FFM is attributable
to thermally activated slip out of a local minimum as described by the PT model.
Thermally activated stick-slip friction is seen in MD simulation at sufficiently low
speeds only, which are so far achievable through accelerated MD [37]. At higher
speeds, friction is mostly determined by dissipative athermal dynamical processes,
which correspond to a fundamentally different regime of sliding. This limits severely
the regime of validity of comparisons of the PT model with MD simulations.

Equations (10.4) and (10.5) also predict that kinetic friction should decrease with
increasing temperature [18, 19, 38]. Thermal excitations help overcome energy bar-
riers and reduce the stick-slip jump magnitude, so that nanofriction should decrease
with temperature provided no other surface or material parameters are altered by tem-
perature [39]. Recent experimental results [40–43], however, strongly disagree with
the predictions of (10.4) and (10.5). Friction forces exhibit a peak at cryogenic tem-
peratures for different classes of materials, including amorphous, crystalline, and
layered surfaces. Instead, the temperature and velocity dependence of the kinetic
friction is well described by the multicontact model [42, 43].
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Several generalizations of the original 1D PT model include considerations of:

• two-dimensional (2D) structure of surfaces that led to the introduction of frictional
imaging of interfaces [44–47];

• coupling between normal and lateral motion of the slider [48, 49] that led to a new
approach to control friction and wear by modulating the normal load [50, 51];

• flexibility of the AFM tip apex that led to a predictions of new regimes of motion
exhibiting complex stick-slip patterns [52, 53].

10.3 The Frenkel-Kontorova Model

The basic model describing the sliding of crystalline interfaces is the 1D Frenkel-
Kontorova (FK) model ([54] and references therein). First analytically treated in
[55] and then independently introduced to describe dislocations in solids [56–58],
the FK model found subsequently a broad area of application, in particular, in surface
physics, where it is used to unravel the behavior of adsorbed monolayers.

The standard FK model Hamiltonian

H =
N∑

i=1

[
pi

2

2m
+ 1

2
K (xi+1 − xi − ac)

2 + 1

2
U0 cos

2πxi

ab

]
(10.6)

describes a 1D chain of N harmonically coupled “atoms” subjected to a sinusoidal
potential, see Fig. 10.2. The first term in (10.6) is the kinetic energy of the chain, the
second one describes the harmonic interaction of the nearest neighboring atoms with
the elastic constant K and equilibrium distance ac, and the last term is the interaction
of the chain atoms with the periodic potential of magnitude U0 and period ab. Static
friction is probed by driving all atoms with an extra adiabatically increasing force F
until sliding initiates.

The success of the FK model is partly due to the relevance of its continuum
limit, valid for large K , where the FK equations of motion reduce to the exactly
integrable sine-Gordon (SG) equation, the solutions of which, in addition to linear
waves (phonons), include the topological solitons (called “kinks”) and dynamical
solitons (“breathers”). Tribological processes in the FK model are ruled by kinks.
Consider the simplest case of the trivial commensurate ground state (GS), when
the number of atoms N is equal to the number of minima of the substrate potential

Fig. 10.2 A sketch of the FK
model with the two
competing lengths:
interparticle and substrate
periodicities
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M , so that the dimensionless concentration θ = N/M = ab/ac is 1. In this case,
adding (or subtracting) one atom results in a chain configuration with one kink (or
antikink) excitation (more rigorously, kinks may be defined on the background of
any commensurate GS; in what follows, θ = 1 kinks will be indicated as “trivial”
kinks, while for a general case we will use the term “superkinks”). After relaxation,
the minimum-energy configuration corresponds to a local compression (or extension
in the antikink case) of the chain. Kinks move along the chain far more easily than
atoms because the activation energy εPN for kink motion [known as the Peierls-
Nabarro (PN) barrier] is always smaller (or much smaller) than the amplitude U0 of
the substrate potential.

Because the kinks (antikinks) are associated with extra atoms (vacancies), their
motion provides a mechanism for mass transport along the chain so that they are
responsible for mobility, conductivity and diffusivity. The higher the concentration
of kinks, the higher is the system mobility [60]. When the GS is commensurate (e.g.,
θ = 1), the first step to initiate motion in the FK model is the (e.g. thermally induced)
creation of a kink-antikink pair, see Fig. 10.3.

When the elastic layer is of finite extension, kinks are usually generated at a free
end of the chain and then propagate along the chain until disappearing at the other free
end [61]. Each run of the kink through the chain results in the shift of the whole chain
by one lattice constant ab. In the case of a finite film confined between two solids,
one may similarly expect that the onset of sliding is initiated by the creation of a kink
at the boundary of the contact. Subsequent kink motion is the basic mechanism of

Fig. 10.3 Atomic trajectories as a function of time of the perfectly commensurate (θ = 1) FK chain
at the depinning transition, at a small temperature. The onset of motion is marked by the nucleation
of a kink-antikink pair. The kink and antikink move in opposite directions, collide quasielastically
(because of the periodic boundary conditions), and soon a second kink-antikink pair is created in
the tail of the primary kink. This process repeats with an exponential (avalanche-like) growth of the
kink-antikink concentration, leading to a sliding state. (Adapted from [59])
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sliding. In 2D or three-dimensional (3D) systems, concepts of domain walls or misfit
dislocations are used instead of kinks, but the physics of these processes remains
qualitatively the same.

A crucial role in the FK model is played by incommensurability. Let the substrate
period ab and the natural period of the chain ac be such that, in the limit of an
infinite system’s length, their ratio θ = ab/ac is irrational. In this case, under a
not too restrictive condition on θ [62], there exists a critical value of the elastic
constant K , such that for a higher rigidity the chain becomes effectively free of the
substrate, i.e., the static friction Fs drops to zero, and the kinetic friction becomes very
small. This phenomenon is known in physics from the beginning of the 1970s as the
commensurate-incommensurate transition, or (later on, when S. Aubry developed
the rigorous mathematical theory) “the transition by breaking of analyticity”, or
simply the Aubry transition [63–68]. A simple explanation of the Fs = 0 sliding
state is the following: in this state, for every atom going up over the barrier, there is
another atom going down, and the energy costs of these processes compensate exactly
each other. Roughly speaking, the incommensurate FK chain acquires a “staircase”
deformation, with regions of approximate commensurability separated by regularly
spaced superkinks. If there is a nonzero probability to find atoms arbitrarily close
to the maximum potential energy U0 these superkinks are unpinned and mobile,
otherwise they are pinned [69]. For a fixed value of U0, the FK GS undergoes a
transition between these two states at a critical value K = Kc of the chain stiffness.
The value Kc depends dramatically and discontinuously on the incommensurability
ratio ab/ac defining the interface; it takes the minimal value Kc ≈ 1.0291926 [in
units of 2U0(π/ab)

2] for the irrational golden mean ratio ab/ac = (1 + √
5)/2 [54].

For K > Kc there is a continuum set of ground states that can be reached adiabatically
through nonrigid displacements of chain atoms at no energy cost (the sliding mode,
or the Goldstone mode). On the other hand, for K < Kc, the atoms are trapped close
to the minima of the substrate potential and thus require a finite energy to move over
the corrugated substrate. Thus, for the incommensurate contact above the Aubry
transition (K > Kc) chain sliding is initiated by even the smallest driving force
and, accordingly, the static friction force vanishes, Fs = 0. On the contrary, for K
below Kc the two incommensurate 1D surfaces are locked together due to pinning
of the superkinks that separate local regions of common periodicity, and in this case
we expect stick-slip. Note also that a finite-size FK chain is always pinned, even
for an irrational value of ab/ac because of the locking of the free ends of the chain
(although an Aubry-like transition, exhibiting a symmetry-breaking nature, can still
be defined [70–72]).

In order to characterize the Aubry transition, it is convenient to introduce a “dis-
order” parameter ψ defined as the minimum distance of any atom from the nearest
top of the substrate potential. Near the critical point the transition from pinned to
sliding ground states occurs according to a power law,

ψ ∝ (Kc − K )χψ , Fs ∝ εPN ∝ (Kc − K )χPN , (10.7)
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where the critical exponents χ depend on the incommensurability ratio, in particular,
for the golden-mean case χψ ≈ 0.7120835 and χPN ≈ 3.0117222 [68, 73–79].
Notice that the Aubry transition exhibits a scaling behavior as typical for critical
phenomena. The exponents in (10.7) are called super-critical because they only apply
to the locked side of the transition, K ≤ Kc.

Likewise, one may introduce also sub-critical exponents for the sliding state above
the Aubry transition. An important subcritical quantity is the effective viscosity Γ =
limF→0 F/(mv) which describes the steady-state average velocity v in response to
an infinitesimally small dc force F applied to all atoms (to avoid infinite acceleration,
an external damping γ should be included in the equation of motion). Γ is zero in
the SG limit (K → ∞) and diverges at the Aubry transition. For the golden-mean
concentration, Γ scales as

Γ (K ) ∝ (K − Kc)
−χΓ (10.8)

with χΓ ≈ 0.029500. The scaling (10.8) is only appropriate immediately above the
Aubry transition, while at K � Kc, Γ decreases toward γ. Accordingly, for any K >

Kc the mobility B = v/F remains lower than its maximum value (mγ )−1 even in
the F → 0 limit as illustrated for K � Kc in Fig. 10.4. A “frictionless” motion of the
truly incommensurate GS exists only in the SG (K → ∞) limit, where the substrate-
corrugation U0 term adds no dissipation to the one brought in by the γ term. Vanishing
static friction has been first found within the FK model for mutually incommensurate
periodicities and sufficiently hard infinite lattices [68]. Later on [80–82], this effect
was predicted for infinite incommensurate contacts, and called superlubricity. The
term superlubricity has been criticized as misleading, since it might wrongly suggest
null friction in the sliding state in analogy to superconductivity and superfluidity.
Instead, incommensurability of periodic interfaces cancels only one of the channels

Fig. 10.4 The mobility B = v/F normalized to the free-motion value B f = (mγ )−1 as a function
of the dc force F for the classical FK model with the “golden-mean” concentration for different
values of the elastic constant K below and above the Aubry threshold Kc ≈ 1.0291926. The
equation of motion included an external viscous damping, with a friction coefficient γ = 0.1.
(Adapted from [54])
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Fig. 10.5 The data points
show the average friction
force versus the rotation angle
measured by [83]. The curve
through the data points shows
the calculated friction force
from a PT-like model based
on the sketched symmetric
96-atom flake. (Adapted
from [83, 84])

of energy dissipation, that originating from the low-speed stick-slip elastic instability.
Other dissipative processes, such as the emission of sound waves, still persist, and
therefore even in the case of complete incommensurability the net kinetic friction
force does not vanish, although in the superlubric regime one expects a substantial
reduction of the friction force relative to a similar, but commensurate case.

Detailed experimental studies of superlubricity have been performed recently
for friction between a graphite flake attached to the FFM tip and an atomically
flat graphite surface [83–85]. Super-low friction forces (<50 pN) were found for
most relative orientations of the flake and the substrate, for which the contacting
surfaces find themselves in incommensurate states (see Fig. 10.5). For narrow ranges
of orientation angles corresponding to commensurate contacts, stick-slip motion was
observed and friction was high (typically 250 pN).

The kinetic friction properties of the FK model [86, 87] are probed by adding
a (e.g. Langevin) thermostat as described for the PT model above. Even above the
Aubry transition, where Fs = 0, the kinetic friction force Fk is nonzero, because
the dynamics at any finite speed results in the excitation of phonons in the chain. At
finite T , pinning can be overcome by thermal fluctuations, which can initiate sliding
even in the most-pinned state, the fully commensurate one, see Fig. 10.3. Finally, we
remark that friction in the dynamically driven FK model describes fairly the onset
of sliding of a crystalline contact [88], but it cannot account for the highly inelastic
plastic or quasi-plastic deformations of the surfaces characterizing real-life friction
experiments.

The dimensionless atomic concentration θ = N/M = ab/ac in the FK system
plays a crucial role since it defines the concentration of “geometrical” superkinks.
As mentioned above, these excitations can be defined for any background commen-
surate atomic structure θ0 = p/q , where p and q are relative prime integers. If the
concentration θ slightly deviates from the background value θ0, the GS of the system
corresponds to large domains with background commensurate structure θ0, separated
by localized incommensurate zones of compression (expansion) called superkinks
(super-antikinks).

When the external force increases, the FK system with a non-trivial GS exhibits
a hierarchy of first-order dynamical phase transitions from the completely immo-
bile state to the totally running state, passing through several intermediate stages
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Fig. 10.6 The mobility
B = v/F versus the force F
for the underdamped
(γ = 0.12) FK model with
exponential interaction
(Keff = 0.58) a for
θ = 21/41 (superkinks on the
background of a θ0 = 1/2
structure), and b for
θ = 21/31 (superkinks on the
background of the complex
θ0 = 2/3 structure).
(Adapted from [89])

(a)

(b)

characterized by the running state of collective quasiparticle excitations, or kinks of
the FK model. As an example, let us consider the θ = 21/41 case when the mass
transport along the chain is carried out by trivial kinks constructed on the background
of the θ0 = 1/2 structure. As the average distance between the kinks is large (equal
to 41 ab in the GS), the kink-kink interaction is weak, and the atomic flux is restricted
by the overcoming of kinks over the PN barriers (see Fig. 10.6a). When the driving
force F increases, the now-tilted effective PN barriers are lowered (simultaneously
with the original barriers of the substrate potential), resulting in the increase of the
single-kink mobility. Thus, at zero temperature the crossover from the locked B = 0
state to the kink-running state takes place at the force F ≈ Ftk = CπεPN/ab,
where the factor C ∼ 1 depends on the shape of the PN potential. The mobility in
the kink-running state is B ≈ θk B f , where θk = 1/41 is the dimensionless kink
concentration.

The further scenario depends on the value of the damping coefficient γ . At very
low damping, γ < 0.05, there is no intermediate stages, because the running kinks
destroy themselves as soon as they start to move: they will cause an avalanche
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driving the whole system to the totally running state of atoms similarly to that shown
in Fig. 10.3. At larger damping, γ > 0.05, the above-mentioned intermediate stages
with running kinks exist. A mechanism of the second abrupt increase of the mobility
depends on γ too (for details see [54, 89, 90]). Between the kink-running stage and
the totally running state there may be a specific “traffic-jam” regime [54].

This qualitative picture holds also for a more complex atomic structure like θ =
21/31 [89] (see Fig. 10.6b for N = 105 and M = 155). In this case the state of
running trivial kinks is preceded by the state of running superkinks. The GS in this
case corresponds to domains of the complex θ0 = 2/3 commensurate structure,
separated by superkinks with an average spacing 30 ab between them. On the other
hand, the θ = 2/3 structure can be viewed as a dense lattice of trivial kinks defined
on the background of the θ0 = 1/2 structure. This specificity clearly manifests itself
in the B(F) dependence. During the force-increasing process, there are now two
sharp steps of increasing of the mobility B. The first one, at F = Fsk ≈ 0.08 Fs ,
corresponds to the situation where the superkinks start to slide, whereas the second
step, occurring at F = F ′

tk ≈ 0.18 Fs , corresponds to the transition of the trivial
kinks to the running state.

10.3.1 Extensions of the Frenkel-Kontorova Model

Many relevant generalizations of the FK model have been proposed so far to cover a
large class of frictional relevant phenomena. They mainly consist of modifications of
model interactions or of dimensionality. For realistic physical systems, anharmonicity
can be introduced in the chain interatomic potential, see [54]. The main novelties here
include effects such as a broken kink-antikink symmetry, new types of dynamical
solitons (supersonic waves), a possible breakup of the antikink soliton followed by
a chain rupture, and a modified kink-kink interaction. Strong anharmonic effects are
responsible of a strong kink-antikink asymmetry in recent experiments of friction in
repulsive colloids [91, 92], see Chap. 19. Likewise, nonsinusoidal periodic substrates,
characterized, e.g., by sharp bottoms and flat barriers [93], have been investigated to
address atoms adsorbed on a metal surface. Complex unit cell substrates [60, 94],
as well as quasiperiodic [95, 96] and disordered corrugated profiles [97–99] have
also been considered. These deviations from the standard FK model may lead to
qualitatively different excitations such as different types of kinks, phonon branches,
and to changes in the kink-antikink collision scenario. From a tribological point of
view, different types of sliding behavior are to be expected at low-driving forces,
when the dynamics is mainly governed by the motion of kink-like structures.

A very important generalization of the standard FK chain with relevant conse-
quences for the tribological properties (critical exponents, scaling of friction force
with system size, mechanisms of depinning, etc.) involves increasing the dimen-
sionality of the model. Especially the 2D generalized versions of the FK model
[11, 54] are naturally applicable to the description of a contact of two crystalline
surfaces (i.e., the case of “dry” friction), in particular as is realized in QCM experi-
ments, where 2D monoatomic islands of adsorbate atoms slide over a periodic crys-
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talline substrate [8], or, very recently, in 2D colloidal monolayers over laser-generated
optical lattices [91, 92, 100, 101]. Among 2D generalized FK models we mention
the model consisting of two coupled FK chains [102], the 2D “springs and balls” FK
model describing a 2D layer of harmonically interacting atoms in the 2D periodic
substrate, the scalar anisotropic 2D FK model treating a system of coupled 1D FK
chains, the vector anisotropic 2D FK model (e.g., the zigzag FK model), the vec-
tor isotropic 2D FK model [103–106], and the 2D tribology model [88, 107] (see
also [54] and references therein).

The approaches based on these models are especially powerful in the investiga-
tion of the transient behavior at the onset (or stopping) of sliding, which is quite
difficult to study in fully realistic 3D models (e.g., see [108]). As a typical example,
let us describe the onset of sliding observed in the vector 2D FK model, where a
2D layer of atoms is subjected to a periodic substrate potential with the triangular
symmetry [108]. The transition from the locked to running state is mediated by the
formation of an island of moving atoms in a sea of essentially stationary particles.
The size of the moving island grows quickly in the direction of the driving force, and
somewhat more slowly in the perpendicular direction. Inside the island the atoms
largely maintain their triangular structure due to the stiffness of the atomic layer.
Hence one sees areas of essentially perfect triangular lattice surrounded by a closed
boundary of partial dislocations. In simulation, due to periodic boundary conditions,
the island eventually joins up on itself. There forms a strip (“river”), oriented parallel
to the driving force and bounded in the direction perpendicular to the driving force,
in which particles move along the periodically-continued system. Outside this stripe
the particles are immobile. This stripe then broadens perpendicularly to the driving
direction until all atoms are moving. The evolution of this scenario is illustrated in a
series of snapshots in Fig. 10.7.

Noncontact AFM tips oscillating on top of kink-like adsorbate regions [109] dissi-
pate significantly more than nearly in-registry regions. This mechanism is explained
by the higher softness and mobility of solitonic regions [110–113], and it has been
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Fig. 10.7 Successive snapshots of the mechanism of the locked-to-running transition in the vector
2D FK model for the LJ interaction with Keff = 0.9, γ = 0.141, T = 0.05, and F = 0.9933. The
positions of the atoms are indicated by circles. The x component of the particle speed is shown in
gray scale: from zero (black) to maximum (lightest gray) velocity. (Adapted from [108])
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Fig. 10.8 a The average drift
velocity ratio w = vcm/vext
of the chain as a function of
its lubricant stiffness K for
different commensurability
ratios (r+, r−), with
r± = a±/a0: commensurate
(3/2, 9/4), golden mean
(GM) (φ, φ2)

(φ � 1.6180 . . .), spiral mean
(SM) (σ, σ 2)

(σ � 1.3247 . . .), and
(φ−1, φ). The (φ, φ2) 1/1
plateau value is
w = 0.381966 . . ., identical
to 1 − φ−1 to eight decimal
places. b The main plateau
speed w as a function of r+.
c A sketch of the model.
(Adapted from [121])
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demonstrated by the dynamics of an incommensurate FK chain, forced and probed
by a locally-acting oscillation [114].

In investigating confined systems under shear, FK-like models with just one par-
ticle [115–117] or an interacting atomic chain [118–120] embedded between two
competing substrates have led to uncover peculiar tribological phenomena related to
stick-slip dynamics or to the appearance of remarkable sliding regimes of motion.
For example, velocity quantization phenomena have been reported [121, 122] in the
motion of an idealized 1D solid lubricant.

In slider-lubricant-slider geometry [120] sketched in Fig. 10.8c, the lattice mis-
match can give rise to peculiar and robust “quantized” sliding regimes, characterized
by a nontrivial geometrically fixed ratio of the mean lubricant drift velocity and the
externally imposed translational velocity. In detail, the speed ratio w = vcm/vext

remains pinned to exact “plateau” values over wide ranges of parameters, such as
sliders corrugation amplitude, external velocity, chain stiffness and dissipation (see
Fig. 10.8a), and is strictly determined by the length ratios alone. The plateau mech-
anism has been interpreted in terms of solitons, formed by the mismatch of the
lubricant periodicity to that of the nearer matching substrate, being rigidly dragged
forward by the advancing sinusoid representing the other, more mismatched, slider.

The finding of exact plateaus implies a kind of “dynamical incompressibility”,
namely identically null response to perturbations or fluctuations trying to deflect
the CM velocity away from its quantized value. In order to probe the robustness of
the plateau attractors, an additional constant force Fext , acting on all particles in the
chain, was introduced. As expected, as long as Fext remains sufficiently small, it
has no effect whatsoever on the velocity-plateau attractor. The plateau dynamics is
only abandoned above a critical force Fc. The transition, occurring for increasing
external driving force Fext acting on the lubricant, displays a large hysteresis, and
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Fig. 10.9 A sketch of the model with rigid top (solid circles) and bottom (open) layers (of lattice
spacing at and ab respectively), the former moving at externally imposed x-velocity vext . One or
more lubricant layers (shadowed) of rest equilibrium spacing a0 are confined in between. (Adapted
from [126])

has the features of depinning transitions in static friction, only taking place “on the
fly” [123, 124]. Although different in nature, this phenomenon appears isomorphic
to a static Aubry depinning transition [67, 68], the role of particles now taken by
the moving solitons of the lubricant-substrate interface. The confined model was
extended beyond the standard sinusoidal corrugation of (10.6): the quantized velocity
remains, but a nonsinusoidal corrugation can affect the parametric region where the
velocity plateau extends [125].

A quantized sliding state of the same nature has been demonstrated by MD simula-
tions for a substantially less idealized two-dimensional model [126], where atoms of
a lubricant multilayer film were also allowed to move perpendicularly to the sliding
direction and interact via Lennard-Jones potentials (see Fig. 10.9). This dynamical
regime, is shown to be robust against the effects of thermal fluctuations, quenched
disorder in the confining substrates, and over a broad range of loading forces. By
evaluating its tribological properties in terms of averaged kinetic friction Fk exerted
on the top slider, this lubricant quantized sliding has been found [127] to be charac-
terized by significantly low values of Fk , see Fig. 10.10.

While certain of these phenomena, such as chaotic and inverted stick-slip motion,
two types of smooth sliding and transitions between them, have already been
observed [128, 129], others are still waiting for experimental confirmation. Last
but not least, the combined Frenkel-Kontorova-Tomlinson (FKT) model [130, 131]
has been introduced including harmonic coupling of the interacting chain atoms to
a sliding body. The FKT model introduces more degrees of freedom than the PT
model, and it has been used to describe effects of finite size and stiffness of the AFM
tip and of normal load on friction [132, 133]. The latter effect has been modeled
assuming that the amplitude U0 of potential corrugation increases proportionally to
the applied normal force. The validity of the FKT model has been tested by 3D MD
simulations [133], which confirmed the outcome of the model for most investigated
regimes except for the limit of very low stiffness and high normal load. Unlike the
FKT model where the breakdown of superlubricity coincides with the emergence of
the metastable states, in 3D simulations certain metastable states appear to reduce the
frictional force leading to nonmonotonic dependence of force on normal load and tip
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Fig. 10.10 As a function of
the adiabatically increased
(circles) or decreased
(squares) top-substrate
velocity vext , the three panels
report: a the average velocity
ratio w; b the average friction
force experienced by the top
substrate; c the effective
lubricant temperature,
computed using the average
kinetic energy in the frame of
reference of the instantaneous
lubricant center of mass.
(Adapted from [127])
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compliance. Increasing dimensionality and adding realistic features to the FK model
brings its extensions into closer and closer contact to full-fledged MD simulations.

10.4 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The simple low-dimensional MMs discussed above are useful for a qualitative under-
standing of many physical aspects of friction. To address subtler features of a specific
interface, one should go beyond MMs including atomistic structural details of the
interface. Such an approach is provided by MD simulations.

Advances in computing hardware and methodology have dramatically increased
our ability to simulate frictional processes and gather detailed microscopic informa-
tion for realistic tribological systems. MD simulations represent controlled com-
putational experiments where the dynamics of all atoms is obtained by solving
numerically Newton or Langevin equations of motion based on suitable interpar-
ticle interaction potentials and the corresponding interatomic forces. The geometry
of the sliding interface and the boundary conditions (e.g. as sketched in Figs. 10.11
and 10.12) can be chosen to explore friction, adhesion and wear.

Fig. 10.11 Sketch of a
typical MD simulation of a
sheared boundary-lubricated
interface. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied in the
lateral (x-y) directions, and a
normal load FN is applied to
the top substrate in the z
direction.(Adapted from [10])
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Fig. 10.12 A simulated truncated-octahedron Au459 cluster sliding with one of its (111) facets
over a mobile graphite substrate. (Adapted from [134]).

A worthwhile guide to atomistic MD simulations of frictional processes focusing
on fundamental technical aspects (realistic construction of the interface, appropriate
ways to impose load, shear, and the control of temperature) can be found in the review
articles by [135, 136]. By following the Newtonian dynamics of a system executing
sliding for a significant amount of time, quantities of physical interest such as instan-
taneous and average friction force, mean (center-of-mass) slider velocity, heat flow,
and correlation functions are numerically evaluated. Unlike standard equilibrium MD
simulations of bulk systems, frictional modeling inherently involves non-equilibrium
conditions and a nonlinear dissipative response to the external driving. A standard
practical assumption is to add Langevin terms to Newton’s equations, like in (10.2)
and (10.3) for the PT model at finite temperature.

The choice of the appropriate interaction forces between atoms represents a major
problem. If U {R1, R2, . . . RN } is the total energy of the system as a parametric
function of all atomic coordinates {Ri }, the force on atom i is Fi = −∇Ri U , per-
fectly determined once U is known. Unfortunately, this is generally not the case,
because U is determined by the quantum mechanics of electrons—a much bigger
and unsavory problem to solve. Ab-initio MD, e.g. of the Car-Parrinello type [137],
has not really been of use so far in sliding friction, mainly because it can handle
only rather small systems, typically hundreds of atoms, for relatively short times,
typically �1 ns. Most MD frictional simulations are therefore based on reasonable
empirical interatomic forces (“force fields”), ranging from relatively sophisticated
energy surfaces accounting for electrons at the density-functional level or at the tight-
binding level [138], to angle-dependent many-particle potentials, to simple pairwise
potentials (e.g. Lennard-Jones or Morse), to basic simple models of elastic springs
which represent extensions of FK-type formulations. In practice, several reliable
force fields, parameterized to fit different ranges of experimental data and material
combinations, are available in the literature [139–143]. While this allows qualitative
atomistic simulations of sliding friction, it is often far from quantitative. For exam-
ple, during such a violent frictional process as wear, atoms may change substantially
their coordination, their chemistry, sometimes their charge. Once a specific system
is understood after the elaborate development of satisfactory potentials, the mere
change of a single atomic species may require a complete reparameterization of the
interatomic forces. As a result, systematic frictional studies may become quite a chal-
lenge in the absence of a consistent set of potentials. A promising approach consists in
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the use of the so-called reactive potentials [144–146], capable of describing chemical
reactions and interface wear, with the advantage, for large-scale atomic simulations,
of a good computational efficiency compared to first-principle and semi-empirical
approaches.

10.4.1 Thermostats and Joule Heat

In a tribology experiment, mechanical energy is converted to Joule heat which is
carried away by phonons (and electron-hole pairs in metals). In a small-size simula-
tion, the excitations generated at the sliding interface propagate and crowd-up into
an excessively small region of “bulk” substrate, where they are back-reflected by
the cell boundaries, rather than properly dispersed away. To avoid overheating and
in order to attain a frictional steady state, the Joule heat must therefore be steadily
removed. If this removal is done by means of standard equilibrium thermostats such
as velocity rescaling or Nosé-Hoover or even Langevin dynamics, an unphysical
dissipation is distributed throughout the simulation cell, so that simulated atoms do
not follow their real conservative motion, but rather execute an unrealistic damped
dynamics which turns out to affect the overall tribological properties [147]. Similarly
in the PT and FK models, the damping parameter γ is known to modify kinetic and
frictional properties, but there is no clear way to chose the value of γ .

To solve this problem, one should attempt to modify the equations of motion
inside a relatively small simulation cell so that they reproduce the frictional dynam-
ics of a much larger system, once the remaining variables are integrated out. One
approach is to use in Langevin equations a damping coefficient which depends on the
coordinate and velocity of each lubricant atom; these dependences can be taken to
fit the known dissipation of atoms adsorbed on a surface [148]. In turn, this method
requires a modification of the standard Langevin technique [149]. A more rigor-
ous approach is a recent implementation of a non-conservative dissipation scheme,
based on early formulations by [150–152] and subsequent derivations by [153–155],
that has demonstrated the correct disposal of friction-generated phonons, even in
the relatively violent stick-slip regime [156, 157]. All atoms near the sliding inter-
face follow plain Newton’s equation, while the atoms in the deepest simulated layer,
representing the boundary layer in contact with the semi-infinite heat bath, acquire
additional non-conservative (and non-Markovian) terms which account for the time
history of this layer through a memory kernel [153, 154]. Nanofriction simulations
exploiting this dissipative scheme have recently been implemented that conceptually
and practically improve over a traditional Langevin simulation.

10.4.2 Size- and Time-scale Issues

Modern CPUs perform of the order of 109 floating-point operations per second
(FLOPS) per core. Classical MD can take advantage of medium-scale parallelization,
with fairly linear scaling to approximately 102 cores, thus affording about 1011

FLOPS. As the calculation of the force acting on each atom (usually the dominating
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step in a MD calculation) can require, depending on the complexity and range of
the force field, 10–102 operations, the product of the number of simulated particles
N times the number of time-integration steps Nstep per runtime second on a modern
medium-size parallel computer is approximately N Nstep � 1010. With a typical
time-step of ∼1 fs, a medium-size simulation involving N = 105 atoms can progress
at a rate of 105 fs per second, i.e. approximately 109 fs = 1 µs in a simulation day.
This total time scales down for larger systems sizes.

These estimates should be compared with the typical times, sizes, and speeds of
tribology experiments. If we wish to address macroscopic sliding experiments, the
speed would be in the 0.1–10 m/s range: in 1µs the slider advances by 0.1– 10µm, i.e.
approximately 103–104 typical lattice spacings, enough for a fair statistics of atomic-
scale events (but hardly sufficient to gather significant data about phenomena such as
the diffusion of additives or of wear particles within the lubricant, or step- or defect-
related phenomena). In a nanoscale FFM experiment, however, the tip advances at
a far smaller average speed (i.e. �1 µm/s) and we can simulate a miserable �1 pm
advancement in a typical run, far too short to observe even a single atomic-scale event,
let alone reaching a steady state. Therefore, whenever long-distance correlations
and/or slow diffusive phenomena and/or long equilibration times are expected, MMs
will perform better than fully atomistic MD simulations. There is nevertheless so
much physical insight to be extracted from MD simulations that it makes sense to
run them even at larger speeds than in AFM or SFA experiments; and indeed, the
sliding speed adopted in most current atomistic MD frictional simulations is in the
m/s region.

While the high-speed kinetic friction is reproduced adequately in MD simulation,
it is not so for the static friction which essentially depend on the system size, usually
decreasing with the increase of the interface area. To overcome this problem, one
may use scaling arguments which allows to find the large-area static friction from
MD simulation for a rather small system [158].

One of the challenging problems for MD simulations is to account for the transi-
tion from stick-slip to steady sliding. In SFA and AFM experiments, stick-slip with
its associated hysteresis and large friction generally disappears for speeds larger than
∼1 µm/s, while in MD simulations the transition takes place in the m/s range. This
major discrepancy (up to ∼6 orders of magnitude in speed!) between simulations
and experiments has been discussed [159–162], and relates to the effective spring-
force constants and mass distributions, that are hugely different in the two cases, and
much oversimplified in simulations. Several attempts to fill these gaps rely on meth-
ods, including hyperdynamics, parallel-replica dynamics, temperature-accelerated
dynamics, and on-the-fly kinetic Monte Carlo devised in recent years [163–165].

Another important aspect present in experiments and largely missed by MD sim-
ulations is the ageing of contacts due to the interface relaxation. Contact ageing is
believed to be responsible for the increase of the static friction force as a function of
the contact time. Direct imaging of contact regions in samples under a normal load
shows a logarithmic growth with time [166], leading therefore to a slowly increasing
static friction. At the phenomenological level, frictional ageing is well described by
rate and state friction laws, widely used in geophysics [167], but its microscopic
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origin is still debated. The main mechanisms that have been invoked in the past to
explain it are plastic creep [168] or chemical strengthening at the interface [169]. In a
recent paper [169], AFM was used to explore ageing in nanoscale contact interfaces,
finding supporting evidence for the second mechanism, since when the contact sur-
face was passivated it showed no ageing. It is however likely that at larger scales and
loads plastic creep would also play an important role. Beyond its direct relevance
for friction, the intriguing issue of contact ageing occurs in other non-equilibrium
disordered systems such as granular media or glasses.

10.4.3 Multiscale Models

Since it is currently impossible to treat atomistically all the characteristic length scales
that mark the dynamical processes entering the friction coefficient of engineering
materials, a rising effort is nowadays devoted to develop multiscale approaches. The
basic consideration is that unless conditions are very special, all processes far away
from the sliding interface can be described approximately by continuum mechan-
ics and simulated using finite elements, allowing for a macroscopic description of
elastic and plastic deformation. The advantage of these continuum-theory methods
is that it is possible to increasingly coarse-grain the system as one moves away
from the sliding contact, thereby highly reducing the computational effort. Several
groups [170, 171] combine the atomistic treatment of the interfacial mating region,
where displacements occur on an atomic or larger length scale, with a coarse-grained
or finite-element continuum description elsewhere, where strains are small and con-
tinuous. The main difficulty lies in the appropriate matching conditions between the
atomistic and continuum regions [172]. Since the detail of lattice vibrations (the
phonons), which are an intrinsic part of any atomistic model, cannot be fully rep-
resented at the continuum level, conditions must be met that at least the acoustic
phonons should not be reflected excessively at the atomistic-continuum interface. In
other words, matching at this interface must be such that sound deformations trans-
mit with reasonable accuracy in both directions, which is vital to a proper account
of Joule-heat disposal into the bulk. Chap. 14 covers this issue.

10.4.4 Selected Results of MD Simulations

Here we survey some results from the growing simulation literature, certainly not
providing an adequate review of the field. With two sliding surfaces separated by a
thick fluid film, friction is mainly determined by the lubricant viscosity. The friction
coefficient can be calculated using the Navier-Stokes equations, showing a monotonic
increase with the relative sliding velocity [173]. For small driving velocity and/or
high load, the lubricant cannot usually keep the surfaces apart and solid-solid con-
tact eventually ensues. But even before full squeezeout, a liquid confined within a
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Fig. 10.13 Top view of a snapshot of a 3D MD simulation of the solitonic pattern arising at
the boundary layer of a solid lubricant (light gray) in contact with a perfect crystalline surface
(dark/red), induced by a 16 % lattice-constant mismatch. The Lennard-Jones interaction of this
simulation favors in-registry hollow sites, while unstable top sites mark solitonic regions. Other
layers were omitted for clarity. (Adapted from [10])

nanometer-scale gap ceases to behave as a structureless fluid—it becomes layered and
even may solidify when thickness decreases below about five molecular layers. Pio-
neering studies of confined systems under shear reveal a sequence of drastic changes
in the static and dynamic properties of fluid films in this “boundary-lubrication”
regime.

SFA experiments [174] and MD simulations [175, 176] have both shown clear
upward frictional jumps, in correspondence to squeezeout transitions from N to N −1
lubricant layers. The lubricant squeezeout for increasing load becomes harder and
harder, corresponding to a (near) crystallization of the initially fluid lubricant [177–
179]. But friction would not necessarily always jump upward during the layer-by-
layer squeezeout: it could jump downward as well, if lattice mismatch between the
compressed boundary lubricant layer and the rigid substrates jumped from commen-
surate to incommensurate, the latter superlubric with a mobile soliton pattern, as
sketched in Fig. 10.13.

MD investigations of a melting-freezing mechanism in the stick-slip phenomenol-
ogy of boundary-lubricated films were carried out by [180–183]. Various realistic
models for lubrication layers in very specific contexts have been investigated with
extensive MD simulations [162, 184–187]. During sliding, a thin lubricant film may
be solid or liquid, depending on the interplay between the strength of interaction of
lubricant molecules with the surfaces and between themselves. In the case of weaker
interaction with the surfaces, the sliding takes place at the lubricant-surface inter-
face, and the lubricant film remains in the solid state. And if the substrate and the
solid lubricant both have near-ideal crystalline structures and these structures are
incommensurate, superlubric sliding with zero static friction and very low kinetic
friction ensues: the solid lubricant may provide minimal friction coefficient. But in
practice the surfaces, as well as the lubricant, are unlikely to retain undefected crys-
talline structures. The presence of impurities or defects between the sliding surfaces
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can, even in a relatively small concentration, leads to pinning and nonzero static
friction [188], thus destroying superlubricity. However, if one carefully chooses the
parameters of the lubricant, the perfect sliding could again be achieved, because the
lubricant may self-order itself during sliding [189].

In the opposite case of a strong interaction of lubricant molecules with the surfaces,
the latter are covered by lubricant monolayers which protect surfaces from wear, and
sliding occurs somewhere in the bulk of the lubricant film. In this case the film usually
melts during sliding (a thin lubricant film, however, is not completely liquid typically,
it has a layered structure imposed by the surfaces, and slips often occur by a layer-
over-layer mechanism [162]). The kinetic friction for a liquid lubricant film, even
for very thin films (but thicker than two molecular layers), is caused by lubricant
viscosity. A lower viscosity implies better lubrication, i.e. lower kinetic friction.
Thus, the “best lubricant” is vacuum: the viscosity is zero, so the friction should be
zero too (more rigorously, even in the case of a vacuum gap between sliding bodies,
due to quantum effects a nonzero friction arises even at zero temperature [190, 191]).
Air and water are excellent lubricants (recall how slippery is a thin water film over
the ice surface; note also that nature adopted aqueous solutions as a lubricant in the
articular joints of animals).

However, a low viscosity easily leads to squeezing out of the lubricant from the
sliding interface; then the surfaces come in direct contact and start to be eroded by
rubbing wear. That is why in machinery oil-based lubricants are used typically. An
oil has large viscosity which leads to high friction, but it is also hard to squeeze out
of the contact zone due precisely to its high viscosity. Thus, lubrication engineering
is in a permanent search for a compromise: on one hand, the viscosity should be
low to provide low friction, but on the other hand, it must be large enough to avoid
oil squeezing out and machinery wear. This problem is especially actual for nano-
devices, where traditional lubricants often fail to operate.

For a liquid lubricant, the role of the shape of lubricant molecules is also nontrivial.
Simulation [192] showed that brush-forming lubricants, e.g. head-glued molecules
which work like a hair, provide better lubrication—even if the surfaces are pushed
together so strongly that most lubricant is squeezed out leaving fewer than two
monolayers, it continues to operate providing smooth sliding.

To some degree, MD can address relevant realistic features, including the rough-
ness of real surfaces. Even if one polishes the surfaces and makes them smooth, they
still consist of domains with different orientation because of the mismatch between
the crystalline structures. Simulation [193, 194] showed that when two crystalline
surfaces (even with a few lubricant layers in between) are rotated relatively each
other, the static friction force changes with the misfit angle over more than one order
in magnitude.

Finally, in the case of a lubricant which melts during sliding but solidifies at
stick, the formation of solid droplets (grains) pin the surfaces by bridges; but these
bridges are not formed instantaneously, not all at once. The bridges, grains, domains,
asperities, etc. acquire different sizes and therefore different stress values to be broken
at the subsequent slip. The interface is always divided into areas characterized by
different thresholds for the onset of sliding. Therefore, such a parameter as the static
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friction force is in fact not a physical quantity, it describes some average value
measured in an experiment (and its value depends on the way the experiment is
organized). This fact must be taken into account in description of real tribosystems,
and this may be done with the help of the earthquake-like model considered in the
next Sect. 10.5.

10.5 Earthquake-Like Models

An earthquake-like (EQ) models, known also as a multi-contact models, assumes
that the contact between two surfaces is realized only at certain points. Typically
for a dry contact of rough surfaces these contacts are associated with asperities, but
they may otherwise represent molecular bonds or capillary bridges, or they may
account for patches of solidified lubricant or its domains for the case of lubricated
friction. The contacts are characterized by a continuous distribution of the static
threshold values Pc(xs). A contact itself behaves as follows from MD simulation
and tip-based experiments—it operates as an elastic spring until the local shear force
fi = kxi (k is the elastic constant and xi is the contact stretchings) is below a
threshold value fsi = kxs , and breaks when the threshold is exceeded. When the
upper block moves, the forces on the contacts increase, and at some moment they start
to break in sequence, one after another, with weaker contacts breaking earlier and
strongest contacts resisting to the last. Once a contact is broken, it slips and then is
reformed again. Such a model was used in many studies [42, 43, 159, 195–200] and
successfully accounted for friction at the meso- and macroscale. Models of the same
class were also used to describe the failure of fibre bundles and faults [201–203].

The master equation. The EQ model, being the cellular automaton model, allows
no analytical treatment. Its kinetics, however, may be reduced to the so-called master
equation (ME), also known as the kinetic equation, the Boltzmann equation, etc. It
reads as follows [204, 205]:

[
∂

∂ X
+ ∂

∂x
+ P(x)

]
Q(x; X) = δ(x)

∞∫

−∞
dξ P(ξ) Q(ξ ; X) , (10.9)

where Q(x; X) is the distribution of the stretching x when the bottom of the sliding
plate has advanced at position X , and P(x)ΔX is the fraction of contacts that break at
the stretching x when the plate moves by ΔX . The latter is related to the distribution
of the breaking thresholds Pc(x) by

P(x) = Pc(x)/Jc(x) , Jc(x) =
∞∫

x

dξ Pc(ξ) , (10.10)
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which simply says that the fraction of the contacts that break when X increases by
ΔX are those that have their thresholds between x and x + ΔX divided by the total
of fraction Jc(x) of contacts which are not yet broken at stretching x .

Equations (10.9) and (10.10) can be generalized to incorporate thermal effects,
and can also be supplemented by another equation describing the ageing of con-
tacts [205]. The ME can often be solved analytically, thus allowing us to describe
the dependence of friction on temperature and velocity, the stick-slip motion and the
transition to smooth sliding.

Smooth sliding: friction force versus velocity. The steady-state solution of the
ME may be found analytically; it describes the dependence of the kinetic friction
force on the sliding velocity in the smooth-sliding regime [206]. According to the
second Amontons law (also known as the Coulomb law), the friction force does not
depend on the sliding speed; however, this is not true in a general case. The friction
force does depend on the speed— fk(v) increases with v at small velocities, reaches
a maximum and then decreases. At low driving velocities the kinetic friction force
increases linearly with speed—if the slider moves slowly, all contacts will break
sooner or later, purely due to thermal fluctuations. The slower the slider moves, the
longer time the contacts have to receive a fluctuation above the threshold, so the
smaller is the friction force. The linear fk(v) dependence sometimes is treated as a
(typically very high) “viscosity” of a thin lubricant film [197, 199]. At intermediate
speed, the role of thermal fluctuations becomes more and more marginal, and friction
is dominated by the so-called ageing effects: when a contact breaks, soon it re-forms
and grows in size. This leads to a weak (logarithmic) fk(v) dependence, which is
basically consistent with Amonton-Coulomb’s law: the actual fk(v) dependence is
hard to detect experimentally (however, see recent papers [42, 43]). Eventually at
high velocities the kinetic friction reaches a maximum and starts to decrease, when
sliding is so fast that no time is left for contact re-forming.

Stick-slip: elastic instability. The EQ approach also accounts for the stick-slip
motion and the transition to smooth sliding [197, 199, 205]. Roughly speaking, it
may be explained as follows: when the slider begins to move, the contacts start
to break but they are formed again later. The main question is: do the re-formed
contacts produce a force capable to compensate the externally applied driving force?
If not, an elastic instability appears, and the slider will slide fast until the pulling
spring force decreases enough; then the process repeats itself. This is the stick-slip
regime, typical e.g. of creaking doors and squeaking brakes. If, on the other hand,
the reformed contacts build up a force strong enough to compensate the driving one,
the system proceeds with smooth sliding. When the ageing of contacts is taken into
account, such an approach explains the transition from stick-slip to smooth sliding
with the increase of driving velocity.

Interaction between the contacts. Above we considered the model with a rigid
slider where the contacts do not interact. In reality, elasticity of the sliders leads to
contact-contact interaction—when one of contacts breaks, the forces on surrounding
contacts should increase by some δ f . Numerics [207] shows that δ f (r) decays with
the distance r from the broken contact as δ f (r) ∝ r−1 at short distances r � λ,
and as δ f (r) ∝ r−3 at long distances, where λ ∼ a2 E/k is the elastic correlation
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length [207, 208] expressed in terms of the slider Young modulus E and the average
distance a between the contacts. The model may then be simplified by considering
the slider as rigid over distances r <∼ λ, and treating the contacts within each λ-
area as one effective λ-contact with the parameters determined by a corresponding
solution of the ME. Numerics also shows that most of the intercontact extra force
arises in front and behind the broken contact, which means that the interface may be
approximately considered as an effective 1D chain of λ-contacts.

Self-healing crack as a solitary wave. If the λ-contacts do not undergo elastic
instability, then a local perturbation spreads smoothly over the interface. Otherwise,
if it is subject to the elastic instability, i.e. if it breaks and slides at a certain threshold
stress, then the nearest neighboring λ-contacts have a good chance to break too, and
a sequence of breaks will propagate through the interface like in a domino effect.
In the latter case the dynamics of the chain of λ-contacts can be addressed with the
help of the FK model (see Sect. 10.3), where the sinusoidal substrate potential is
replaced by a sawtooth-like potential of periodically repeated inclined pieces [209].
With this approach one can find analytically the maximum and minimum shear stress
for crack propagation (the latter corresponds to the Griffith threshold) as well as the
crack velocity as function of the applied stress. When the shear stress is uniform and
a λ-contact breaks somewhere along the chain, two self-healing cracks propagate
from the initial break point in opposite directions as solitary waves similarly to the
kink-antikink pair of Fig. 10.3 until they reach the boundary or meet with another
crack created somewhere else.

Onset of sliding. When an elastic slider is pushed from its trailing edge as in the
experiments by Fineberg et al. [210–212], the nonuniform shear stress is maximal
at the trailing edge and falls off with distance inside the block. As the pushing force
is increased, the most likely starting event is the breaking of the leftmost λ-contact.
Due to interaction between the contacts, this will result in the increase of the stress on
the second λ-contact which will break too, and so on until the self-consistent stress
will occur below the threshold. Thus, the self-healing crack created at the trailing
edge, propagates through the interface over some distance Λ (which can be found
analytically [213]), removing the stress at its tail but creating an extra stress in the
region ahead. With a further increase of the pushing force, a second crack is created at
the trailing edge. This second crack triggers the previously formed stressed state and
propagates further to some distance, and so on until the cracks will reach the leading
edge of the system. Besides, when the crack stops, the stress on the contact at crack’s
tip is close to the threshold value. When the trailing edge moves, the increasing stress
is transferred through the interface and affects the contacts ahead of the arrested crack
to break one by one. Therefore, between the propagation of fast cracks, the system
exhibits a slow dynamics—a creep-like crack motion which may correspond to the
slow crack mode observed experimentally [213]. The most important issue here is
that, when the cracks propagate through the interface, the whole slider undergoes
slight slips, the so-called precursors, which may be detected and used to predict the
large earthquake [198, 213].

Real earthquakes. The EQ-like model described above has been invented initially
by Burridge and Knopoff [214] (the famous BK spring-and-block model) to explain
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real earthquakes, not friction. The physics of these two problems—friction and
earthquakes—is essentially similar and differs mainly by the spatio-temporal scale:
nanometers and seconds to hours in tribology in comparison to kilometers and
years to centuries in geology. Real earthquakes are characterized by two laws—
the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law [215, 216] and the Omori law [217]. Both these
laws are empirical, found through long-term statistical observations, and there are
no more or less articulate explanations of these laws yet. EQ-like models discussed
above may be one of the approaches which would allow to explain both laws. In par-
ticular, the GR law may be explained as emerging due to contact ageing [218], while
the Omori law may be associated with a finite distance of crack propagation—after
a large earthquake, not all the stress is released, but a part of it is stored at a distance
� from the main shock. The eventual goal of these studies is to be able to predict
earthquakes, but this has not been achieved yet.

10.6 Conclusions

Among provisional conclusions of this chapter we mention:
(i) All levels of modeling and simulation can be highly informative and predictive,

provided that specific limitations are kept clear.
(ii) The simple PT and FK models are extremely useful in understanding several

aspects of nanofriction, including superlubricity.
(iii) MD simulations are powerful and informative for qualitative and even quanti-

tative descriptions of atomic stick-slip and high-speed smooth sliding. An advantage
of MD is also that it can address extreme or otherwise unusual frictional situations,
still unexplored experimentally [134, 219–221]. The main open problem in MD is
the size and time limitations, in particular the complete omission of slow, logarithmic
relaxations and ageing.

(iv) Earthquake-like (multi-contact) models are instrumental in describing meso-
scopic friction and fracture, especially in bridging the gap between nano- and macro-
scale friction [222].

Among open problems we mention prospective mechanisms for the control of fric-
tion. One approach involves using natural or artificially-induced oscillations obtained
by small normal or lateral mechanical vibrations which may, when applied at suitable
frequency and amplitude ranges, help dislodge a contact, increasing surface mobility
and diffusion and thus reducing friction and wear. Flexibility and accessibility are
the main relevant features of this approach, since frictional properties can be tuned
continuously by the frequency and the amplitude of the applied vibrations. This effect
has been demonstrated experimentally with AFM [30, 50, 51, 223] and in sheared
confined system [224–226] as well as numerically with MM [48, 49, 227, 228]
approaches and with atomistic MD [229, 230]. Despite these promising numerical
and experimental contributions, a realistic multi-contact analysis accounting for the
friction dependence on vibrations is still to some extent lacking.

Another idea to control friction is to employ a substrate undergoing a phase transi-
tion. While it is obvious that friction will change in the presence of a phase transition,
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it is more subtle to qualify and quantify precisely the effect. Surprisingly perhaps
for such a basic concept, there are essentially no experimental data available—and
no theory either. A PT-like MD nanofrictional simulation based on a point slider
over a 2D model substrate with a built-in structural displacive transition recently
predicted that stick-slip friction should actually peak near the substrate critical tem-
perature [231].

Another interesting and practically important topic is AFM manipulation of
surface-deposited clusters, which can serve as a useful method to measure the inter-
facial friction of structurally well-defined contacts of arbitrary size and material com-
binations. Indeed, one of the remarkable experimental observations of the last decade
concerns the unexpected ability of relatively large metal clusters to execute friction-
free motions and even long skids with size and shape conservation [232–236]. Gold
clusters, comprising typically hundreds of atoms, have been repeatedly observed
to diffuse on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surfaces with surprisingly
large thermally activated diffusion coefficients already at room temperature; a similar
behavior was reported also for larger antimony clusters. Here, MD simulations are
extremely useful in understanding depinning, diffusion, and frictional mechanisms
of clusters on surfaces. MD simulations of the diffusive regime have shown the possi-
ble coexistence of sticking periods and of long jumps, reminiscent of so-called Levy
flights [134, 237–239]. The sticking lasts so long as the cluster-substrate surfaces are
orientationally aligned, and the long sliding jumps occur when a thermal fluctuation
rotates the cluster destroying the alignment [134].

It is worth mentioning in closing that there remain fully open problems at the very
basic theoretical level: we still do not have a proper theory of friction, namely a theory
where the frictional work could be calculated quantitatively (not just simulated) in all
cases—they are the majority—where linear-response theory is inapplicable. There
are also many more outstanding challenges left in nanofriction, such as:

• The ageing of surface contacts at the nano and macroscales.
• Role of wear and adhesion at the nanoscale.
• Role of ball-shaped molecules (C60) as additives to traditional lubricants [240–242].
• Rolling nanofriction: besides the known case of nanotubes: does it exist, and how

to distinguish between rolling and sliding?
• Friction in dislocations and in granular systems.
• Water-based lubricants [243, 244].
• Friction in biological systems (motor proteins, cells membranes and pores, etc.).

Lively progress along these and newer lines is to be expected in the near future.
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Chapter 11
Theoretical Studies of Superlubricity

Martin H. Müser

Abstract In simulations, materials properties and boundary conditions can be varied
at will, and the resulting changes in both macroscopic variables and the dynamics of
individual atoms can be observed. This allows one to study systematically the effects
of many different factors on friction and wear at the nano-scale. In this chapter, we
describe how to set up meaningful simulations in the context of nanotribology and
summarize some key results obtained so far.

11.1 Introduction

Every-day experience tells us that a finite threshold force, namely the static friction
force, Fs, has to be overcome whenever we want to initiate lateral motion of one solid
body relative to another. In order to maintain measurable motion, a force equal to or
larger than the kinetic friction, Fk, has to be applied. Conversely, when attempting
to drag a solid through a fluid medium, there is no threshold to initiate or another
one to maintain the sliding motion. Instead, one only needs to counteract friction
forces linear in the (final) sliding velocity v0. It came as a surprise when Hirano and
Shinjo suggested that kinetic friction between solids in ultra-high vacuum may essen-
tially disappear as well [1, 2]. While their suggestion of super-low static friction, or
superlubricity, contradicts our intuition based on every-day experience, it does not
necessarily contradict classical mechanics. If the slider and substrate have homoge-
neous surfaces and wear and plastic deformation are negligible, then one may expect
the same (free) energy at the beginning of the sliding process as at its end, because of
translational invariance. Consequently, no work would have to be done on the system
implying the possibility of very low friction. Not only the fundamental or theoretical
considerations evolving around superlubricity are intriguing, but even more so the
possibilities to exploit it technologically. For instance, in small mechanical devices,
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friction-induced wear and heat often cause the main limits to further miniaturization.
These limits could be overcome if superlubric surfaces could be designed. Achiev-
ing technological exploitation of superlubricity will certainly benefit from a thorough
theoretical understanding.

One of the key ingredient of (ideal) superlubricity is that all atoms within each
solid must move in a correlated fashion, i.e., such that each atom in a solid only has
one mechanically stable site in the vicinity of its current position while the center of
mass of one solid is displaced with respect to that of another one. Ideally, the solids
move like rigid plates and have no energy-dissipating boundary lubricant immersed
between them. Significant heat could not be produced in this scenario, because there
would be no random stick-slip motion of atoms, as it occurs, for instance when
defects, such as dislocations, are created. Unless the surface corrugation of both
solids matched by design or by chance, there could be no interlocking and hence no
macroscopic static friction. Of course, solids do not behave like rigid plates but can be
deformed. This makes it possible for two solids to interlock at the microscopic scale.
It is interesting to note that Coulomb discussed elastic deformation as a potential
scenario to lead to solid friction [3]: “. . .ou bien il faut supposer que les molécules
des surfaces des deux plans en contact contracte, par leur proximeté, une cohérence
qu’il faut vaincre pour produire le movement.”1 Today’s pursuit for superlubricity
still very much evolves around the question of how one can avoid the “coherence”
of atoms or asperities in contacts between two surfaces. During the beginning of the
last century, works by Prandtl [4] and Tomlinson [5] showed on a fundamental level
how the “contraction” of surfaces may not only induce interlocking and hence static
friction but also kinetic friction: Whenever individual atoms become mechanically
unstable during sliding, they will “pop” into the next available potential energy
minimum. In this process, lattice vibrations will be excited, whose energy will be
irreversibly lost as heat. The argument applies to collective degrees of freedom as
well [6]. The intriguing conclusion from Hirano and Shinjo’s work is that the energy-
dissipating “pops” do not have to be expected when two atomically smooth surfaces
are in contact.

Since Hirano and Shinjo’s pioneering works in the early 1990s, a lot of progress
has been made on superlubricity by both theoreticians and experimentalists. The
chapter by Dienwiebel and Frenken in this book focuses on the experimental aspects.
This chapter is concerned with an overview of the theoretical concepts related to
superlubricity. We describe these without any mathematical formalism first and then
sketch the quantitative analysis. We also review some key computational studies of
superlubric interfaces. One of the important messages resulting from many realistic
computer simulations is that quite a few materials, or pairs of materials, may be good
candidates to show superlow friction. The main limitation in real life appears to be
to produce surfaces that are as flat and as flawless as those in the virtual computer
experiments.

1 . . . or one has to assume that the surface molecules of the two opposing planes contract due to
their proximity into a coherence, which needs to be overcome to produce motion.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 11.2, we first present
some purely analytical concepts of superlubricity. This section opens with an attempt
to define superlubricity, because there is no generally accepted definition as yet. The
definition is based on measurable quantities and can thus serve theoreticians and
experimentalists alike. The theory section, however, is mainly concerned with the
analysis of two rigid solid bodies in contact as well as with the question of how
elastic instabilities (as best described in the Prandtl-Tomlinson model) and long-range
elastic deformations (as most easily introduced in the Frenkel-Kontorova model)
alter the rigid-body picture. This includes a short treatment of drag forces in the
superlubric regime. Section 11.3 gives an overview of computer simulations relevant
to the topic. The section is subdivided according to the type of materials studied by
computer experiments. The analyzed systems range from “generic materials” such as
Lennard Jonesium and “finite-element materials” with excluded volume interaction
to “realistic materials,” including bare metals and hydrogen-terminated surfaces.
One of the advantages of computer simulations is that geometries can be designed at
will, allowing one to study effects of surface alignment, roughness at the nanometer
scale, contamination, etc. with more rigor than with analytical or even experimental
methods. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 11.4.

11.2 Theory

The microscopic justification for the possibility of the virtual absence of lateral
forces between solids can be supported by the following argument: There are as
many bumps (or atoms) in the substrate pushing the slider to the right as there are
surface irregularities in the substrate pushing the slider to the left. Hence, statistically
speaking, there is the possibility of an almost perfect annihilation of lateral forces. In
this section, we will investigate the nature of this process in more detail and explore
how elasticity affects this picture. First, elasticity will lead to dissipative forces which
behave similarly to the drag forces that a solid experiences when moving through a
fluid. Thus, the interface may remain superlubric despite the abilities of the solids
to deform. However, once the solids become sufficiently compliant, elasticity will
destroy superlubricity and induce finite pinning forces. The concept of drag forces
due to elasticity in the solids will be discussed within the framework of linear-
response theory. As for the breaking of superlubricity, particular attention will be
given to the Prandtl-Tomlinson model and the Frenkel-Kontorova model. We will
also be concerned with the role of thermal fluctuations and mechanisms other than
elastic instabilities that can lead to instabilities and thus to Coulomb-type friction.

11.2.1 Definition of Superlubricity

Defining superlubricity is not an easy task. There is no formation of a Bose Einstein
condensate or of Cooper pairs as is the case in superfluids or superconductors. The
mobility of solids does not diverge to infinity when they are superlubric, unlike the
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mobility of helium atoms in a superfluid or that of electrons in a superconductor.
Also, the friction forces between two solids in sliding motion remain finite at finite
velocities v0. As a side comment, one can note that the friction between two incom-
mensurate supercrystals (i.e., a crystal in which a finite fraction of atoms form a
Bose-Einstein condensate) would probably disappear completely. Because, in gen-
eral, there is no true divergence of the mobility of the solids, it will be necessary
to use an ad-hoc definition of superlubricity such as the kinetic friction coefficient
μk = Fk/L must be less than, say, 10−3.

Although μk may appear almost constant in many cases for a large range of loads
L and sliding velocities v0, μk will ultimately be a function of both L and v0, e.g.,
μk may vanish at very small values of v0 due to thermal activation. Therefore, it will
be necessary to make two more ad-hoc assumptions on how to choose L and v0.
The (local) load should be high, but not as high as to plastically deform the system,
e.g., in the order of 10 % of the indentation hardness of the softer material in contact.
v0 should also be sufficiently high so that the system cannot relax stress through
creep or thermal relaxation, i.e., v0 should be much larger than 0.1µm/s. However,
v0 should certainly be small compared to the speed of sound c, which is in the order
of 103–104 m/s in solids. A reasonable velocity where to evaluate superlubricity is
half way between these two extreme, i.e., at v0 ≈ 0.01 m/s.

It is important to keep in mind that the kinetic friction coefficient μk and the
static friction coefficient μs are not necessarily correlated. Kinetic friction is due
to hysteresis while static friction is due to energy barriers. In this chapter we will
encounter some model systems that have finite energy barriers and hence exhibit
finite static friction, although hysteresis effects are negligible leading to an absence
of kinetic friction. Given these dissipation-free systems, one may as well define
superlubricity as the absence of (mechanical) hysteresis. For example, significant
static friction was observed with an atomic force microscope in a recent experiment
by Socoliuc et al. [7], yet, kinetic friction was very small. More details of that study
and other experiments will be given in the chapter by Dienwiebel and Frenken.

11.2.2 Cancellation of Lateral Forces. Symmetry Considerations

When studying lateral forces exerted between two surfaces, symmetry is crucial.
For instance, as will be shown in more formal detail further below, two flat, rigid,
commensurate solids, i.e., solids that systematically share a common periodicity,
have a friction coefficient that is independent of the area of contact, or, more gen-
erally speaking, independent of the number N of atoms in direct contact with the
substrate. The reason is that the forces exerted on the individual atoms in the slider
add up in a systematic fashion in commensurate interfaces. Conversely, for flat, rigid,
incommensurate solids there is a systematic annihilation of lateral forces similar to
the destructive interference in optics. This leads to friction coefficients that vanish
linearly with the area of contact. For disordered surfaces, lateral forces have ran-
dom direction or random sign. Consequently they add up stochastically so that the
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Fig. 11.1 Schematic representation of two solid bodies in contact. The substrate is considered rigid
and to provide an external potential that is periodic in the lattice constant b. In the slider, each atom
is coupled with a spring of stiffness k1 to its ideal lattice site and with a spring of stiffness k2 to its
neighbor. Both springs act in lateral direction, i.e., they both lead to a restoring force linear in the
displacement parallel to the interface

absolute lateral force only grows with
√

N resulting in μs ∝ 1/
√

N , if we assume
constant normal stress leading to L ∝ N . The geometric arguments presented here
are generally known among theoreticians, though it is not clear who presented them
first and no original literature is known to the author. It may yet be beneficial to
outline the concepts in more detail than in previous reviews [8, 9].

Let us start by making a minimalist model of two flat, crystalline solids in contact.
It consists of a rigid substrate with lattice constant b and a slider with lattice constant
a. A sketch is shown in Fig. 11.1. The surface atoms in the slider are connected to their
lattice sites by springs of stiffness k1 and to their neighbors by springs of stiffness
k2. To explore the effects of symmetry to a zero degree order, we will assume that
both types of springs are infinitely stiff. In later sections, we will allow the springs
to be flexible.

To model the effect of corrugation on the motion in lateral direction, it is often
assumed that the potential energy in a system such as the one shown in Fig. 11.1 only
depends on the lateral direction x and that the normal deflection of the atoms can be
neglected. For purely periodic systems, in which the normal position of the atoms
is assumed to be fixed, the potential energy of the slider V in the substrate potential
can be expressed as a Fourier sum of the form [10].

V =
∞∑

m=−∞
Ṽ (Gm)

N−1∑
n=0

eiGm (x0+na), (11.1a)

which can be simplified to yield

=
∞∑

m=−∞
Ṽ (Gm) eiGm x0 ×

{
N if aGm

2π is an integer
1−ei N Gm a

1−eiGm a otherwise.
(11.1b)

Here, Gm are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the substrate with Gm = 2πm/b,
Ṽ (Gm) are the Fourier expansion coefficients of the substrate potential, and x0 + na
is the position of atom n in the chain. One must ensure V to be a real function
by requiring that Ṽ (−Gm) = Ṽ ∗(Gm). In the most simple case, where the ground
harmonic dominates, (11.1a, 11.1b) reduces to
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V = N V0 + V1

N∑
n=1

cos

{
2π

b
(x0 + na) + ϕ1

}
, (11.2)

where V1 is real valued and 2Ṽ (G1) = V1 exp(iϕ1). At a given position of the rigid
slider, as denoted for example by the value of x0, the (lateral) force F exerted from
the substrate on the slider will be F = −dV/dx0 and thus

F = 2π

b
V1

N∑
n=1

sin

{
2π

b
(x0 + na) + ϕ1

}
+ · · · , (11.3)

where the periods indicate that the full Fourier series may have more terms than only
the first harmonic. We will now explore the effects of symmetry on the way in which
F grows with system size.

Surfaces with identical lattice constants. If a = b, the sum in (11.3) is easy to
evaluate because all summands are identical, thus

F = N
2π

b
V1 sin

(
2π

b
x0 + ϕ1

)
, (11.4)

where we have neglected the effect of higher harmonics for reasons of simplicity. If
we want to initiate sliding, the maximum lateral force has to be overcome, thus the
static friction force reads

Fs = N
2π

b
V1. (11.5)

Therefore, Fs is proportional to the number of atoms in contact. As the argument
extends to higher dimensions as long as the identical surfaces are perfectly oriented,
one may say that the friction force is proportional to the area of contact. This is not a
contradiction to Amontons’ laws, which state that static friction is proportional to the
load irrespective of the (apparent) area of contact, because in our example, we would
(implicitly) double the whole system and thus double the load L when we double
N . In other words, the static friction coefficient would be independent of the area of
contact for two ideally-oriented, rigid surfaces with identical lattice constants. Note
that the kinetic friction force remains zero in this purely mechanical model without
internal degrees of freedom, which would justify an ad-hoc damping term.

Commensurate surfaces with a �= b. Two surfaces are called commensurate when
the ratio a/b is a rational number, i.e., if there are two natural numbers p and q such
that

L = pa = qb, (11.6)
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where L is the smallest common period of the two surfaces. We have considered p =
q = 1 above. Now we will be concerned with the case in which L is greater than both
a and b. Consider again (11.1a, 11.1b). Terms related to Fourier components Gm that
cannot be represented as an integer multiple of 2π/L will not add up systematically
as can be learned from (11.1b). Thus for sufficiently large interfaces, the terms that
grow proportionally with N will dominate. These terms require that a · m be equal
to an integer multiple of b, e.g., a · m is equal to L, in which case m = p. Thus we
can write the “corrugation potential” Vcorr as

Vcorr = N
∑

m,
aGm

2π ∈Z

Ṽ (Gm) eiGm x0 . (11.7a)

= Nv(x0), (11.7b)

where v(x0) can be interpreted as an average atomic potential. Typically, the expan-
sion coefficients in surface potentials decay exponentially fast with increasing
index [10]. Therefore, one has to expect static friction that is exponentially small
in the smallest common period of the two surfaces in contact, although it does grow
linearly with system size.

The exponential decay of the Vm’s with increasing index m usually justifies to
only keep the first term in the expansion, which is related to the smallest common
period. Therefore, the first non-constant and non-vanishing term to contribute to Vcorr
is related to the lattice vector G p = 2πL/ab and hence one often may approximate

Vcorr ≈ N Vp cos

(
2π p

b
x0 + ϕp

)
. (11.8)

Vp and ϕp can be constructed from Ṽp in a similar way as the equivalent terms
related to the first harmonic introduced in (11.2).

As a side comment, I wish to note that two non-adhesive two Lennard Jones solids
with L = 4a = 5b are sufficiently “out of tune” to produce friction coefficients of
less than 10−3 when pressed against each other (unpublished data by the author).
Mathematically speaking, one would not refer to such surfaces as superlubric, how-
ever, by means of practical applications it would be justified to classify such friction
coefficients as extremely low.

Incommensurate surfaces. When the ratio a/b cannot be expressed by a rational
number, the surfaces are said to be incommensurate. One may argue that the two
surfaces have a common period L that is infinite and given the argument that the
corrugation potential vanishes exponentially with L, one would conclude that the
corrugation potential per surface atom v/N tends to zero for large N . Alternatively,
consider again (11.1a, 11.1b). There is no term in the corrugation potential that would
increase with system size. Therefore, (11.7b) would have to be replaced with
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Vcorr = vinc(N , x0), (11.9)

where vinc can be calculated from (11.1a, 11.1b). While vinc(N , x0) does not vanish
exactly, one can argue that it does not grow systematically with system size N ,
because the fractions on the r.h.s. of (11.1b) are oscillating functions of N and only
the first few terms contribute in a significant way. Keeping only the first term related
to m = ±1, one can easily see that the maximum lateral force per atom and hence μs
vanishes with 1/N for increasing system sizes or alternatively, the net friction force

Fs ∝ N 0. (11.10)

Flat, disordered surfaces. For incommensurate surfaces, the annihilation of lateral
forces is rather systematic, similar to the deconstructive interference in optics. In
order to include the effect of disorder into our model, several avenues can be pursued.
One is to introduce randomness into the substrate potential, another one is to allow
for stochastic variations of the interatomic spacing within the slider. Both procedures
yield similar results for rigid planes, but the latter approach is more easily discussed
in the present context. Let us assume that two adjacent neighbors in the slider have
a spacing of a + δan,n+1, where δan,n+1 is an (independent) random number of
mean zero, 〈δan,n+1〉 = 0, and well defined second moment of 〈δa2

n,n+1〉 = σ2
a . The

position of particle n can then be given by

xn = x0 + na + ãn (11.11)

with ãn = ∑n−1
n′=1 δan′,n′+1. Thus, the positions of two atoms m and n become more

and more uncorrelated as the distance between m and n decreases. Specifically, the
expectation values of (xm − xn) and (xm − xn)2 satisfy

〈(xm − xn)〉 = (m − n) a (11.12a)

〈(xm − xn)2〉 = (m − n)2a2 + |m − n| σ2
a . (11.12b)

We can rewrite (11.3) as

F = 2π

b
V1�

(
N−1∑
n=0

exp

{
i

[
2π

b
(x0 + na + ãn) + ϕ1

]})
, (11.13)

where �(•) denotes the imaginary part its argument. Higher harmonics were sup-
pressed for simplicity. Due to the randomness in the configuration, we can only be
concerned with statistical averages. For a given value of x0, the expectation value of
the force reads:

〈F〉 = 2π

b
V1�

[
N−1∑
n=0

exp

{
2π i

b
(x0 + na) + iϕ1

} 〈
exp

{
2π i

b
ãn

}〉]
. (11.14)
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As we are interested in large systems, it will be sufficient to discuss the properties of
ãm for the many terms with m  1. The standard deviation of ãm is

√
mσa , which

will exceed b for sufficiently large indices m. Therefore, the expectation value of
exp(i2πãm/b) on the right-hand-side of (11.14) will be zero, leading to

lim
N→∞

1

N
〈 F 〉 = 0. (11.15)

As for the second moment of the lateral force F , one can start from (11.13) and
make use of the fact that the statistical properties of the expression would remain
unaltered, if we took the real part instead of the imaginary part on the right hand side
of the equation. Thus,

〈F2〉 =
(

2πV1

b

)2 1

2

∑
n,n′

exp

{
i
2π

b
(n − n′)a

} 〈
ei2π(ãn−ãn′ )/b

〉
. (11.16)

Note that the expressions on the r.h.s. of (11.16) are translationally invariant, so that
we can replace the sum over n′ with a sum over �n. Except for “surface” terms, one
can therefore write

〈F2〉 = 1

2
N

(
2πV1

b

)2 ∑
�n

exp

{
i
2πa

b
�n

} 〈
ei2πã�n/b

〉
(11.17a)

= 1

2
N

(
2πV1

b

)2

f
(a

b
,
σa

b

)
, (11.17b)

where we can approximate the function f
( a

b , σa
b

)
with

f
(a

b
,
σa

b

)
=

∑
�n

exp

{
i
2πa

b
�n

}
e− 1

2 (2π�nσa/b)2
, (11.18)

which is exact for a Gaussian distribution of the random numbers δan,n+1 (as can be
seen by seen by terms of a cumulant expansion).

An interesting aspect of (11.17b) is that the disorder introduced in (11.11) leads to
an expectation value 〈F2〉 ∝ N irrespective of the position x0 and independent of the
precise value of a/b. The function f

( a
b , σa

b

)
is merely a prefactor, which is maximal

for a = b. However, the “average commensurability,” a = b with σa > 0, does not
induce the F ∝ N behavior found for truly commensurate surfaces. Since (11.17b)
is valid for any position x0, it is also valid at the position where F is maximum, and
hence we may conclude that

Fs ∝ √
N , (11.19)

or in other words, μs ∝ 1/
√

N .
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Higher dimensions. The calculations done above generalize to higher dimension
if we associate N with the number of atoms in the bottom most layer of the slider.
Thus for two three-dimensional solids with a two-dimensional interface, the model
of rigid surfaces would predict that

μs ∝
⎧
⎨
⎩

A0 commensurate
A−1 incommensurate
A−1/2 amorphous

. (11.20)

It is important to reemphasize that the results strictly depend on the assumption that
the planes are ideally rigid and atomically smooth. For commensurate surfaces in
dimensions larger than one, it is not sufficient for the two surfaces to have identical
periods, but the orientation of the two surfaces need to be aligned. In numerical
simulations of atomically smooth but disordered surfaces, the μs ∝ 1/

√
A hypothesis

could be confirmed [11].
Extended defects and contact lines. Recent experiments [12–14] were concerned

with the test of the predictions summarized in (11.20). Towards this end, small clusters
of either antimony or gold were deposited onto graphite surfaces and their kinetic
friction forces were measured in UHV. (For the moment, let us assume that static
and kinetic friction correlate for these systems.) The results, which are reviewed
in more detail in the chapter by Schwarz and Schirmeisen, are consistent with the
observation that amorphous clusters increase their friction with

√
A. Moreover, it

was found that trace amounts of dirt immediately induced finite friction, as predicted
from computer simulations [15]. Any loosely-bonded contamination at the interface
acts like a soft layer having the ability to deform such that it locks simultaneously
into the two opposing surfaces.

While things seem to be established for amorphous clusters, the scaling of the
friction force of finite, crystalline clusters on extended crystalline substrates calls
for particular attention [16]. The reason is that we can no longer neglect defects
(such as dislocations) or contact lines, whose effect can scale differently from the
predictions in (11.20). When the contact line is rugged, annihilation of friction forces
is no longer as systematic as for “perfect” crystals without surfaces. We now have
to modify our summation such that we treat the contact line of length lc as random
leading to a Fs ∝ √

lc. The scaling would now depend on the fractal dimension of
the contact line. Assuming that it goes as

√
A, we find Fs ∝ A1/4. However, when

the contact line is straight, the scaling can differ again. For example, if the contact
line lies parallel to a crystallographic axis of the substrate, the energy barrier towards
pushing this contact line over a row of atoms is linear in lc. Thus, we would retrieve

the
√

A scaling valid for amorphous islands. However, when the straight contact line
is not aligned with the crystallographic axis of the substrate, very slow scaling can
be envisioned as well. Thus, the scaling of the static friction force can range from
Fs ∝ A0 to Fs ∝ A1/2 for finite crystals on extended, crystalline substrates.
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11.2.3 Role of Instabilities in Simple Models

The way in which elastic deformations can induce finite friction and thus break
superlubricity has been casted in a semi-quantitative fashion within the Prandtl-
Tomlinson (PT) [4, 5] model and within the Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) [6] model. The
PT model describes the effects of elasticity within the Einstein model of solids, i.e.,
each (surface) atom in the slider is coupled to its ideal lattice site via a harmonic
spring of strength k. Moreover surface atoms experience a sinusoidal interaction
Vs(x) = V0 cos(2πx/a) with the effectively rigid substrate plus a drag force linear
in the atom’s velocity, which will be motivated later. The equation of motion for the
particle reads

mẍ + γ ẋ = 2πV0

a
sin(2πx/a) − k [x − xd(t)] , (11.21)

where xd(t) is the position of the atom’s ideal lattice site. Above a critical value k∗
for the spring constant k, the PT model predicts zero kinetic friction even in this
athermal model. To be specific, if k exceeds the maximum curvature κ = (2π/a)2V0
of the substrate potential, then no instabilities (hysteresis loops) are found and kinetic
friction vanishes in the PT model. Thus, if the slider is sufficiently stiff, Fk may
disappear and hence the interface can be superlubric. For k < k∗, zero-temperature
Fk remains finite no matter how slowly we pull the spring, which is akin of Coulomb’s
law of friction, [3], The latter states that kinetic friction is (rather) independent of
the sliding velocity v0. The mechanism is described in more detail in Fig. 11.2.
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Fig. 11.2 Schematic representation of an instability in the PT model. The time-dependent potential
V (x) (dashed lines) is the superposition of a sinusoidal substrate potential, which is fixed in space,
and a moving parabolic potential, which represents the elastic interaction between a degree of
freedom (DOF), e.g., an atom or an AFM tip, and the moving driving device. The DOF, whose
position at various instances of time is indicated by the full circles, becomes unstable when its
mechanical equilibrium position is x ≈ −1.7, from where it jumps to x ≈ 2.6. In this process, an
energy �E ≈ 16.6 is dissipated, provided the stage moves slowly and that thermal fluctuations can
be neglected. The jumps occurs every time the driving device moves by one lattice constant, which
is 2π in this example. Sliding over a long distance will therefore result in an average kinetic friction
force of Fk ≈ 16.6/2π ≈ 2.65
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The FK model is similar to the PT model, except that surface atoms are not cou-
pled elastically to their lattice site but instead to their neighbors in a one-dimensional
chain. The advantage of the FK model over the PT model that tribologists have seen
is that the FK model incorporates the effect of long-range elastic deformation. How-
ever, one needs to keep in mind that the FK model, being a one-dimensional model,
tremendously overestimates elastic deformations, artificially suppressing superlu-
bricity.2 The FK model and its generalizations to higher dimensions are yet useful
to describe various tribological phenomena conceptually and sometimes even quan-
titatively. In fact, in one of their first studies, Hirano and Shinjo parameterized a
generalization of the FK model with realistic interatomic potentials for copper and
found that incommensurate copper surfaces should often remain superlubric [2].

Of course, there can be other ways than local, elastic instabilities that induce
finite friction and break superlubricity. Adhesive jump-to-contact instabilities, plastic
deformation, instabilities in confined boundary lubricants, chemical reactions, cold
welding, and related processes are all characterized by sudden pops of microscopic
degrees of freedom, which lead to energy dissipation [9].

11.2.4 Effect of Temperature

Temperature-induced relaxation can both increase or decrease friction [9]. It can
increase friction because the real contact area can increase due to thermally-assisted
plastic flow, which increases the effective load and consequently the friction. More-
over, thermally assisted aging can increase the strength of the junctions formed
between two solids at rest. In superlubric systems, one should generally hope that
plastic flow is negligible. Temperature then helps the instability (such as the one
shown in Fig. 11.2) to occur prematurely and therefore temperature can reduce kinetic
friction. When pulled sufficiently slowly, the system will be able to be close to ther-
mal equilibrium, e.g., the coordinate x in the PT model will occur approximately
with a probability exp(−V (x)/kBT ) at a given position of the driving stage and not
only close to the (previous) mechanically stable position as indicated in Fig. 11.2. In
this case, linear-response theory is applicable and friction must be proportional to
velocity.3 In fact, any finite system at finite temperature will eventually approach the
linear-response regime [17]. Even finite, commensurate surfaces, which according
to any reasonable definition should not be classified as superlubric, will ultimately
enter a regime in which Fk ∝ v, as demonstrated in numerical simulations of dry

2 The PT model is the mean-field variant of the one-dimensional FK model and therefore more
realistic in higher dimensions, in particular above the upper critical dimension for elastic manifolds
sliding through external potentials.
3 For a discussion of the velocity-dependence of Fk at more elevated velocities, see the chapter by
Evstigneev and Reimann in this book.
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contacts [18]. We refer the reader to [19] for a more in-depth description in particular
with respect to the effect of thermal noise and the subsequent crossover from Stokes
to Coulomb friction.

11.2.5 Damping in the Superlubric Regime

When friction is extremely small, it is tempting to assume that instabilities do not
play a significant role and that the system is close to thermal equilibrium at all times.
As argued in the previous section, friction would then have to be considered to be
linear in velocity v0 at small v0. The response of the slider to a time-dependent
external force can be calculated by using linear-response theory and the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem, [17] i.e., the fluctuations of the lateral force at any fixed position
of the driving device can be related to the the damping that the slider would exert
on a slowly moving driving device. An excellent overview on the topic and tips how
to make use of the concepts in computer simulations is given in the book Molecular
Simulation by Frenkel and Smit [20]. Note that the damping coefficient of a degree
of freedom (be it an atom or be it a collective degree of freedom such as an AFM
tip) can be position dependent in principle.

The linear-response formalism has so far been employed in the so-called non-
contact mode of atomic force microscope (AFM) tips [21, 22] (see also the chapter
by Kantorovich and Trevethan in this book), however, the formalism is the same
for intimate contacts [18]. It appears that the theoretically predicted values for non-
contact damping are smaller than the ones measured experimentally. The reason
for the discrepancy may be that most calculations assume sliding of ideal crystals.
Surface defects, dislocations, and contamination are usually neglected. They will all
lead to additional force fluctuations and hence to increased friction between sub-
strate and slider. In essentially every real-life contact, there will be isolated points of
contact where instabilities cannot be prevented. These will lead to dissipation that
dominates the damping-induced interactions. Single-asperity contacts in sufficiently
well-defined microcontacts may be an exception to this rule [7].

Lastly, it is worth mentioning that linear response does not always imply very low
friction, for example, when internal deformation in solids is highly viscous—as is the
case for rubber. Formalism to describe dissipation for sliding rubber contacts [23],
or generalizations thereof, should form a promising starting point for formal theories
of damping forces in superlubric contacts.

11.2.6 Long-Range Elastic Deformations

In real solids, atoms are not coupled elastically to their lattice sites but they interact
with the other atoms in the solid. For many purposes, it is sufficient to treat this inter-
action within one solid as harmonic interactions between adjacent atoms. When one
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Fig. 11.3 Schematic view of the interaction between chemically passivated solids. Part a shows a
snapshot of a simulation. Part b represents the coupling of a surface atom to its neighbors (reflected
by the harmonic springs) and to the substrate (reflected by the sinusoidal line). The parabola
indicates the maximum curvature of the atom–substrate potential, which corresponds to the curvature
κ of the substrate potential in the PT model. Part c describes the scaling procedure for a one-
dimensional elastic chain. From [26]

solid is placed on top of another one as shown schematically in Fig. 11.1, instabilities
of surface atoms do not necessarily involve the sudden motion of single atoms but
they may involve the collective motion of many atoms. In order to ascertain whether
such collective instabilities occur, it is then necessary to analyze whether the intrab-
ulk, elastic interactions dominate the interfacial interactions on length scales larger
than atomic scales. If the answer is positive, the system can be superlubric.

The equations of motion for an elastic solid that is sliding with respect to a
(rigid) substrate have the same structure as those that describe charge density waves
(CDWs) [24]. These latter systems have been studied thoroughly [25]. One result is
that the CDWs or, to be more precise, the vortices in type-II superconductors can be
treated as essentially rigid domains within a characteristic length called the Larkin
length. Adjacent Larkin domains are coupled only weakly so that (roughly speaking)
its center of mass can have more than one (meta)stable position. This multistability
would automatically break superlubricity in a way similar to that shown in Fig. 11.2.

In order to apply the concept of Larkin domains to tribological phenomena, one
can proceed as follows: [26] Assume that a block of linear dimensionL is rigid. Then
assess how such a rigid block would couple elastically to its neighboring block (so that
the solid’s elastic constants remain independent of the coarse-grain lengthL) and how
the block manages to interlock with the substrate, see also Fig. 11.3. To get an order
of magnitude estimate for the relevant variables at the atomic scale, L = Latomic, it
is reasonable to assume that the elastic coupling k between adjacent atoms is in the
order of the bulk modulus B, say 40 GPa for a soft solid, times a lattice spacing, say
2 Å. Thus, k(Latomic) ≈ 8 N/m would be a reasonable value for relatively soft solids.
For hydrogen-terminated diamond, the estimate for k(Latomic) would be more than a
factor 10 larger. A similar estimate can be done for the maximum local curvature of the
substrate potential κ, which was introduced in the PT model following (11.21): The
atoms of opposed surfaces interact via weak physical bonds, provided the surfaces
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are chemically passivated. Solids that are tied together by physical bonds have bulk
moduli in the order of 4 GPa and nearest neighbor separation are in the order of
3 Å, resulting in an estimate of κ ≈ 1.2 N/m. Thus, at the atomic scale, k > κ,
so that instabilities cannot be expected to occur. This is a necessary conditions for
superlubricity.

Once the values for k and κ are estimated at the atomic scale, Latomic, it is possible
to also estimate those values at any length scale L. For instance, if we replace a
linear chain of N beads with separation a by N/2 beads that are separated by 2a,
then we need to reduce the stiffness of the coarse-grained springs by a factor of 2, as
illustrated in Fig. 11.3. Thus, the springs become softer upon coarse-graining in one-
dimensional systems, just like the effective capacitance of capacitors connected in
series is reduced. In two dimensions, we would not only connect springs (capacitors)
in series but also in parallel. The net effect is that the coarse-grained spring (capacitor)
has the same stiffness (capacitance) as the original one. Each dimension added in
parallel makes the stiffness of the springs harder. If D is the dimensionality of the
solid, one finds

k(L) =
( L
Latomic

)D−2

k(Latomic). (11.22)

It is a bit more difficult to find a similar scaling law for the curvature of the slider-
substrate potential. However, it is reasonable to assume that (apart from a prefactor)
κ scales similarly as the static friction force Fs(L) of a rigid domain of linear scale
L. In scaling studies, it is necessary to keep the intrinsic thermodynamic such as
the (average) normal pressure p⊥ constant so that we can say κ(L) ∝ Fs(L) =
μs(L) · (LDint p⊥), where Dint is the dimension of the interface and thus (LDint p⊥)

the load carried by an “area” A of linear dimension L. The scaling of the friction
coefficient, however, strongly depends on the order at the interface. Using (11.20)
and the κ ∝ μL relationship for rigid or correlated domains, one finds that

κ(L) ∝
⎧⎨
⎩
LDint commensurate
L0 incommensurate
LDint/2 amorphous

. (11.23)

Whenever the ratio of k(L)/κ(L) increases systematically with L, one should expect
the intra-bulk elasticity to dominate and thus to have the possibility of superlubric-
ity. In the technically relevant case of disordered, two-dimensional interfaces and
three-dimensional solids, both k(L) and κ(L) increase linearly with L. Allowing for
some elastic deformation within the Larkin domains effectively yield logarithmic
correction to the scaling laws, which would result in finite friction [27, 28]. How-
ever, as the Larkin domains would be relatively large and no local instabilities should
be expected, these corrections can probably be seen as irrelevant, in particular for
systems such as hydrogen-terminated diamond with large values of k/κ at the atomic
scale.
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11.2.7 Self-affine Rough Surfaces

So far we have neglected the highly non-uniform distribution of normal loads, which
are the consequence of realistic surface topologies. Real contacts have roughness
on many different length scales and the distribution of normal pressures sometimes
allows for large normal values, which would increase the values for κ at the intimate
point of contacts. It is plausible to expect elastic instabilities in such point of high
pressure. However, elastic instabilities in bulk systems require pressures that are
typically higher than the yield strength of the material, e.g., incommensurate inter-
faces between two atomically smooth gold surfaces only show friction in molecular
dynamics simulations when p⊥ is raised above 4 GPa [29]. (The periodic boundary
conditions in lateral direction allow the gold solids to sustain these unusually large
pressures.)

Campañá [30] investigated the friction between two surfaces, whose topography
had been obtained from height measurements of steel surfaces characterized by a
Hurst roughness exponent of H = 0.84, i.e., surface roughness lives predominantly
on large wave lengths. As interaction between the walls, he used hard wall interactions
as well as a model in which the energy (surface) density increased exponentially
quickly as two surfaces approach each other locally. Campañá found that significant
instabilities only occurred when driving the system into “ranges that are untypical
for tribological experiments,” i.e., mean (macroscopic) pressures of 0.1 times the
Young’s module and velocities being 0.2 times the velocity of sound, which would
translate to a parameter range often assumed in FK-type modeling of solid friction.
However, he also noted that friction exceeds 10−3 times the load when including
roughness down to the atomic scale, i.e., all the way to the discretization of the elastic
manifold. This confirms our analysis that it is the roughness and the interlocking at the
atomic scale that needs to be considered most when designing superlubric systems.

Similar to Campañá, Luan and Robbins [31] considered the friction between rough
surfaces. However, in addition to elastic manifolds, they also considered plastic defor-
mation by using explicit Lennard Jones atoms plus a coupling to a finite-element
foundation. Moreover, they varied the degree of commensurability between the sur-
faces. None of their results indicated as small friction coefficients as those found by
Campañá, i.e., their friction coefficient roughly ranged between 2·10−1 � μ � 10−2.
In comparison to values of every-day tribological systems, these friction coefficients
can be labeled as small. They are nevertheless too large to qualify as superlubric.
The relatively large values might be explained by the following observations. First,
interactions were simple two-body interactions, which intrinsically cannot describe
effects such as chemical passivation or directed bonds, which play a crucial role for
real systems, for example, in graphite. Second, roughness was imposed by discrete
steps favoring large roughness at small scales, which automatically leads to high
friction, as Campañá already noted. Third, contact patches were very small, that
is, in the order of five atoms, and moreover one-dimensional. Thus, lateral forces
could not annihilate locally in a very systematic fashion. One therefore should not
be discouraged by the results and instead learn that roughness at small scales should
be avoided when designing superlubric systems. Interestingly, Luan and Robbins
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found that plasticity can decrease friction between incommensurate surfaces. The
plastic deformation flattens the top of the asperity during run-in thereby enlarging
local contact areas, which enhances the systematic annihilation of lateral forces.

11.3 Simulations

Analytical calculations, such as the ones presented in the last section, can generally
not be used to make quantitative predictions for specific systems. Even the most
simple models without any chemical detail elude analytical tractability. For exam-
ple, there are no closed-form solutions for the dynamical properties of the Frenkel-
Kontorova (FK) model, which consists of a one-dimensional, elastic chain embedded
into a simple, sinusoidal potential. Only some aspects of the continuum variant of
the FK model, namely the sine-Gordon (SG) model, can be solved analytically.
Due to its continuum character, there is no finite kinetic friction in incommensurate
SG models. Discreteness corrections can be applied, however, the calculations are
tedious [32]. Given the fact that most analytical models are one-dimensional and the
paramount importance of dimensionality emphasized in the last section, it appears
to be a sensitive choice to resort to computer simulations of sliding solids.

The main stream technique for these simulations is molecular dynamics (MD) [8].
Atomic configurations are set up in a computer experiment, interactions between
atoms are assumed (or calculated with quantum chemical first-principle techniques)
and Newton’s equations of motion are solved for each individual atom. The boundary
walls are typically coupled to a driving device and boundary conditions are chosen
such that a tribological experiment is mimicked in the best possible way. Sliding
produces heat, which then requires the use of (artificial) thermostats that remove
the heat from a sliding contact. [8, 9] give an overview of the results of atomistic
simulations, a more technical review on how to set up simulations will soon be
available too [33].

11.3.1 Generic Models

A large part of the literature is concerned with so-called generic models, where the
interaction between atoms are only simple two-body potentials. Results of these
simulations can generally not be applied to specific systems. However, they allow
one to study the effect of dimensionality, commensurability, contamination, surface
geometry, etc. on tribological properties. Simulations of generic models can capture
many tribological effects qualitatively or in some cases even semi-quantitatively. One
popular approach of generic models is the study of “Lennard Jonesium,” which is a
(virtual) material in which atoms interact through the Lennard Jones (LJ) potential
V (r) = 4ε[(σ/r)12 −(σ/r)6], where σ and ε are the LJ length and LJ energy, respec-
tively. σ can be roughly associated with the sum of the radii of the two interacting
atoms and ε with the cohesive energy of a dimer or nearest neighbors in a solid.
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Fig. 11.4 a Low-load configuration of chemically-passivated solids with terraces. Both solids are
fcc Lennard Jonesium with [111] surfaces. The surfaces are misoriented by 90◦. Static and kinetic
friction are too small to be defined, because thermal fluctuations at ambient conditions are strong
enough to depin the contact. b Snapshot of a configuration that results from configuration (a) as a
consequence of high normal pressure. Despite the onset of plastic deformation, the static friction
coefficient for this contact remains smaller than 0.01. From [34]

In the context of superlubricity, one important question to address is whether
solids generically have the tendency to show finite static and kinetic friction when
brought into contact or whether one should expect superlubricity only for very spe-
cific materials. In order to evaluate at what interfacial strength perfect [111] surfaces
of face-centered-cubic (fcc) solids would become unstable instantaneously if the
models are more realistic than simple bead spring models, Müser placed two LJ
solids on top of each other (see also Fig. 11.3a) [34]. All interactions between identi-
cal atoms, i.e., those atoms that originate from the same solid, were chosen such that
ε = σ = 1. The LJ parameters for pairs of atoms originating from opposed solids
were chosen σ1 = σ and ε1 was varied. In order to obtain instantaneous instabilities
and thus pinning, the value ε1 had to exceed that of ε by a factor of eight. These insta-
bilities, however, were not elastic in nature, but they involved large rearrangement
of the atoms which could be interpreted as cold welding. If the simulations could
be run for much longer times, the mixing instabilities could of course be observed
for any value of ε1 > ε. Other simulations also support the idea that instabilities
in solids without directed bonds are typically not elastic in nature, e.g., the elastic
instabilities found by Lançon at normal pressures of 4 GPa in simulations of incom-
mensurate solids of gold, [29] would imply plastic flow in laboratory experiments,
see for instance Fig. 11.4b where the periodic boundary conditions in lateral direction
prevent significant (further) plastic flow.

As long as the pressure conditions are not extreme and plastic deformation is
absent or relatively small, all-atoms simulations of curved tips show that many of the
analytical arguments advanced in Sect. 11.2.2 for flat contacts also apply to curved
tips, [35], for instance that friction is largest for commensurate and smallest for
incommensurate contacts and intermediate for disordered surfaces. One of the con-
clusions to be drawn from those simulations is that large radii of curvature lead to a
smaller ratio of lateral and normal pressure. This means that layered materials may
be one possibility to achieve ultra-small friction.

Recent approaches have incorporated roughness on more length scales and
allowed to include the long-range elastic deformation in the solids by means of
multi-scale methods [36]. While superlubricity is broken in these systems (the load
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is carried at isolated locations only, which induces local pinning), it needs to be
emphasized that (a) exceedingly small “terraces” were allowed in that study, some-
times as small as one atom, and (b) despite of the existence of these small terraces
friction coefficients were typically still well below 0.1. When the solids were allowed
to deform plastically as well, the small terraces were rubbed away resulting in smaller
friction coefficients. This is a typical observation in MD simulations of unlubricated
(non-metallic) surfaces that are driven at moderate or small loads. See also Fig. 11.4,
which shows a contact with moderate plastic flow.

Many tribological aspects cannot be modeled by Lennard Jonesium, for instance
whenever directed bonds are important. These play a crucial role in molecular solids,
layered materials and other chemically complex solids such as the low-friction mate-
rial Teflon. Also metals are poorly described by LJ potentials, for instance the well-
known necking during contact formation between bare metals is a consequence of the
particular many-body form of metals. Generally, metals have a larger propensity to
annihilate free surface than Lennard Jonesium, which favors cold welding. Lennard
Jonesium cannot reproduce these effects and thus more realistic studies are required
to understand friction (or the absence thereof) in these materials.

11.3.2 Layered Materials

Given the analysis in the previous sections, one would expect that layered solids
are natural candidates for superlubric materials. First, the elastic coupling within a
sheet, i.e., k in the PT model, is very large, while the interaction with the opposed
surface, i.e., κ in the PT model, is small. Moreover, long terraces are formed and
as argued in the last section, large local radii of curvature lead to small friction in
unlubricated and non-yielding contacts. Thus, almost all simulations of one layered
material placed on another layered material show small friction.

An interesting aspect of many layered materials, in particular graphite, is that
they have the ability to form nanotubes. These nanotubes allow one to study friction
in a single-asperity contact for well-defined geometries as opposed to AFM tips,
whose detailed atomic structure has remained elusive. Experimentally [37] and in
simulations, [38, 39] registry or commensurability is found to play the role that one
would expect from classical mechanics and the concept of geometric interlocking.
The static friction is large if the nanotubes orient with the graphite substrate, while
misaligned nanotubes show much reduced friction.

In many cases nanotubes are multiwalled. The friction between an inner tube and
an outer tube could be measured experimentally [40]. Many times, inner tube and
outer tube are incommensurate due to the different ways in which graphite sheets can
fold to form a tube. When the tubes are incommensurate, non-extensive shear stresses
are found suggestive of the dominant roles of surface effects in those systems.

Theoretical simulations of double-walled nanotubes often show extremely small
friction indeed, which lead to the suggestion to use them as mechanical nano-
oscillators [41]. The main force inducing lateral motion between inner and outer
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tube is related to surface energy. The tubes try to minimize free surface, which can
act in sliding direction or against sliding direction. In the absence of instabilities, only
little energy is dissipated as heat within one oscillation cycle. It may be surprising that
this last statement even holds for commensurate nanotubes, which have large instan-
taneous/static friction forces [42]. However, commensurate nanotubes also show
large instantaneous “anti-friction.” The net damping calculated for commensurate
and incommensurate nanotubes turns out to be of similar magnitude—at least for
the idealized geometries utilized in the simulations [42]. Thus, commensurability
does not automatically lead to instabilities and significant kinetic friction. It may be
worth pointing out that kinetic friction between slightly contaminated commensurate
surfaces has been predicted to be even smaller than that between incommensurate
forces [43].

Most simulations idealize the nanotubes initial geometry and underestimate the
friction force. However, if chemical details of the fractured end are incorporated into
the simulations, experimentally measured and calculated values for kinetic friction
agree reasonably well [44]. It is probably safe to assume that the friction between
nanotubes is dominated by defects, in particular those that involve chemical bonds
between inner tube and outer tube. As the covalent bonds between carbon atoms are
orders of magnitude stronger than the van der Waals interactions, these chemical
bonds (and their rupture) between atoms in the inner and atoms in the outer tube will
most significantly contribute to the dissipation in real nanotubes.

In practice, one disadvantage of layered materials certainly is that the sheets are
easily rubbed off. This process leads to the generation of debris and consequently
friction increases. This effect may become particularly severe when chemical point
defects are present. Indeed, some of the first experimental evidence for superlubricity
between layered molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) was seen to be transient until wear
particles probably increased the friction to coefficient to a value above 10−3 [45].

11.3.3 Metal on Metal Contacts

While the first realistic calculations suggestive of superlubricity [1, 2] were based
on incommensurate contacts, it is probably safe to assume that bare metals are not
good candidates for superlubric materials. One of the reason is the “vulnerability”
of metal contacts in particular at their boundaries [46]. Upon sliding, dislocations
and ultimately wear is easily generated from the contact boundaries, as discussed for
ideally blunt copper tips sliding on ideal copper (111) surfaces. Thermal aging of
the tips and hence producing more realistic contact geometries results in even more
wear [46].

One can yet ask the question, how much friction one should expect in idealized
situations, i.e., if it was possible to suppress the boundary effects. A particularly
interesting study addressed the role of roughness in the very last layer. Qi et al. [47]
studied atomically smooth Ni(100)/Ni(100) interfaces. Their idealized geometries
display the same superlubric behavior as the idealized copper interfaces studied by
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Hirano and Shinjo [1]. However, roughening the top layer with a mere 0.8 Å rms
variation, changes the behavior completely, with friction coefficients increasing by

several orders of magnitude. The calculated values for the surfaces with the 0.8 Å
additional roughness matches the available experimental data extremely well [48].

In another study, the friction between chemically passivated aluminum surfaces
(Al2O3 termination) was calculated [49]. An interesting result of that study is that
incommensurate surfaces show small but yet non-negligible friction at moderate nor-
mal loads, although no wear occurred. As opposed to the commensurate case, the
friction force evolved relatively smoothly as a function of time for incommensurate
Al2O3 contacts, which would only be consistent with a picture in which the instabil-
ities are localized. The “wear-less” instabilities must thus be a consequence of the
directed bonds, which are usually not incorporated in a purely theoretical description
of contacts. More studies would be needed to identify better candidates for superlu-
bric terminated metals than aluminum, however, it may well be that this quest will
not be successful.

11.3.4 Hydrogen-Terminated Surfaces

One of the most promising candidates for superlubric materials is hydrogen-
terminated diamond-like carbon (DLC) [50]. Unfortunately, there have not yet been
many simulations on hydrogen-terminated DLC, although results will soon be pub-
lished [51]. Interesting new results are expected in the near future, partly due to the
availability of force fields that allow one to model chemical reactions. An example
for such a force field is the reactive empirical bond order potentials, [52] which was
used to study the compression and sliding induced polymerization reactions within
alkyne chains [53]. Chemical reactions may impede superlubricity, as the formation
of bonds corresponds to instabilities, which can lead to Coulomb type friction if the
reactions are reversible [54, 55].

A large fraction of computational studies of chemically-passivated, “realistic” sur-
faces has been concerned with self-assembled monolayers (SAM), which are much
softer than chemically bonded solids, and thus inappropriate candidates for superlu-
bricity. It has yet to be noted that SAMs have typically low friction and probably good
resistance to wear, which make them interesting materials for tribological applica-
tions. Many of the results obtained in the literature can be interpreted with the concept
of geometric interlocking. For instance, when n-alkane monolayers are grafted to a
diamond surface with a period of two lattice constants (2a) to form a SAM, and this
SAM is slid against a perfectly oriented diamond surface, then the friction force has a
period of 2a, with positive and negative contributions [56]. In these simulations, the
maximum instantaneous lateral force, which can be associated with the static friction
force Fs reaches 4 nN at normal loads of approximately 80 nN. The average, kinetic
friction force Fk was not stated explicitly, but can be estimated from the graphs as
being at least a factor of 10 smaller than Fs, thus the system is almost superlubric.
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It would be interesting to know the friction between SAMs attached to diamond
and hydrogen-terminated diamond for incommensurate interfaces. In simulations of
generic models of two surfaces separated by one monolayer, it was found that static
friction is much larger for commensurate than for incommensurate systems, while
the opposite is true for kinetic friction [11].

The crucial role of orientation was also found in another study of friction involv-
ing monolayers. Commensurate fluorine-terminated alkanethiol SAMs exhibited a
tremendous sensitivity of the (differential) kinetic friction coefficient μ̃k = d Fk/d L
on line defects in one of the two SAMs [57]. When the layers were truly commen-
surate, μ̃k turned out much larger than in those cases where line defects signifi-
cantly reduced commensurability and thus μ̃k . Also the packing density in SAMs
has the effect on friction that one would expect from the theoretical analysis, i.e.,
less densely packed and hence softer systems will become more easily unstable than
dense, hard systems. For instance, friction between an amorphous carbon tip and
a SAM decreased with increasing packing. Two systems had been compared [58].
When the polymers in the SAM were identical so that all of them contained N = 14
carbon atoms, the structures were dense, while they were less dense when N was
either 12 or 16 (with equal probability). Kinetic friction in the latter system was twice
as large than in the dense system.

11.4 Conclusions

Theoretical considerations and atomistic simulations clearly indicate that there
should be the possibility of identifying many materials showing superlubricity. The
ingredients favoring superlubricity are smoothness of the surfaces, in particular,
smoothness of the last layer, and chemical passivation of the last layer. Studies inves-
tigating the relevance of roughness on larger length scales are still in their infancy,
however, first results indicate that the local roughness is paramount. Thus, layered
solids such as graphite and molybdenum disulfide appear as natural candidates for
superlubric materials. However, the sheets in layered solids are easily rubbed off,
which results in debris and ultimately increased friction.

The currently best candidate for superlubricity remain systems similar to diamond-
like carbon, in which the dangling bonds are saturated. Currently, the surfaces seem
to be predominantly passivated with hydrogen. From a theoretical point of view, it
might be possible to make the surfaces smoother by terminating the dangling bonds
of carbon with atoms that are larger than hydrogen. Thus, if feasible, theory would
suggest a termination of the dangling bonds in diamond-like carbon with fluorine
rather than with hydrogen. Potential alternatives are silicon saturated with either
fluorine or perhaps chlorine.

Lastly, it is important to stress that superlubricity is not necessarily a well-defined
term. For instance, commensurate systems typically have high static friction, but
they do not necessarily show high kinetic friction, as was discussed in this chapter in
the context of (idealized) commensurate carbon nanotubes. One may well classify
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these structures as superlubric, because they dissipate little energy upon sliding.
However, other systems have small kinetic friction and small static friction. The
smallness in static friction is typically due to the incompatibility of geometries of the
two opposed surfaces. For this scenario, the term structural lubricity was suggested.
The terms structural lubricity and superlubricity can best be illustrated in the context
of the experiments by Socoliuc et al. [7] and Dienwiebel et al. [59] In Socoliuc’s
experiment, the instantaneous lateral forces between the AFM tip and the substrate
remained (relatively) large. This clearly indicates that the contact was not structurally
lubric. However, due to the stiff cantilever, no instabilities occurred, and thus the
contact can be identified as superlubric. In Dienwiebel’s experiment, a graphite flake
was brought out of registry. This resulted not only in a small kinetic friction but even in
a small instantaneous force. Therefore, the contact was not only superlubric (absence
of instabilities) but even structurally lubric (absence of geometric interlocking).
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Chapter 12
On the Fractal Dimension of Rough Surfaces

Bo Persson

Abstract Most natural surfaces and surfaces of engineering interest, e.g., polished
or sand blasted surfaces, are self affine fractal over a wide range of length scales,
with the fractal dimension Df = 2.15 ± 0.15. We give several examples which
illustrate this and a simple argument, based on surface fragility, for why the fractal
dimension usually is <2.3. A kinetic model of sand blasting is presented, which
gives surface topographies and surface roughness power spectra in good agreement
with experiments.

12.1 Introduction

All natural surfaces and surfaces of engineering interest have surface roughness on
many different length scales, sometimes extending from atomic dimensions to the lin-
ear size of the object under study. Surface roughness is of crucial importance in many
engineering applications, e.g., in tribology [1–4]. For example, the surface roughness
on a road surface influences the tire-road friction or grip [1]. It is therefore of great
interest to understand the nature of roughness of surfaces of engineering interest.
Several studies of the fractal properties of surface roughness have been presented,
but mainly for surfaces produced by growth (atomic deposition) processes [5]. Many
studies of surfaces produced by atomistic erosion processes, e.g., sputtering, have
also been presented, see, e.g., [6–8]. In this article I will present several examples
of power spectra of different surfaces with self-affine fractal-like surface roughness.
All surfaces have fractal dimensions Df = 2.15 ± 0.15 and I will give a simple
argument, based on surface fragility, for why the fractal dimension usually is <2.3.
I also present a kinetic model of sand blasting which gives surface topographies and
surface roughness power spectra in good agreement with experiments.
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12.2 Power Spectrum: Definition

We consider randomly rough surfaces where the statistical properties are transition-
ally invariant and isotropic. In this case the 2D power spectrum [3, 9]

C(q) = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2x 〈h(x)h(0)〉e−iq·x

will only depend on the magnitude q of the wavevector q. Here h(x) is the height
coordinate at the point x = (x, y) and 〈..〉 stands for ensemble averaging. From C(q)
many quantities of interest can be directly calculated. For example, the root-mean-
square (rms) roughness amplitude hrms can be written as

h2
rms = 2π

q1∫

q0

dq qC(q) (12.1)

where q0 and q1 are the small and large wavevector cut-off. The rms-slope κ is
determined by

κ2 = 2π

q1∫

q0

dq q3C(q). (12.2)

For a self affine fractal surface

C(q) = C0

(
q

q0

)−2(1+H)

(12.3)

Substituting this in (12.1) gives

h2
rms = πC0

H
q2

0

[
1 −

(
q1

q0

)−2H
]

(12.4)

and from (12.2) we get

κ2 = πC0

1 − H
q4

0

[(
q1

q0

)2(1−H)

− 1

]
(12.5)

Usually q0/q1 � 1 and since 0 < H < 1, unless H is very close to 0 or 1, we get

κ = q0hrms

(
H

1 − H

)1/2 (
q1

q0

)1−H

(12.6)
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Many surfaces of engineering interest, e.g., a polished steel surface, have rms-
roughness of order ∼1µm when probed over a surface region of linear size L =
π/q0 ∼100µm. This gives q0hrms ≈ 0.1 and if the surface is self affine fractal the
whole way down to the nanometer region (length scale a) then q1 = π/a ≈ 1010 m−1

and (12.6) gives κ ≈ 0.1 × 105(1−H). I use this equation to argue that most surfaces
of interest, if self affine fractal from the macroscopic length scale (say L ∼100µm)
to the nanometer region, cannot have a fractal dimension larger than Df ≈ 2.3 or
so, as otherwise the average surface slope becomes huge which is unlikely to be the
case as the surface would be very “fragile” and easily damaged (smoothed) by the
mechanical interaction with external objects. That is, if we assume that the rms slope
has to be below, say [3], we get that H > 0.7 or Df = 3 − H < 2.3. As we now
show, this inequality is nearly always satisfied for real surfaces.

12.3 Power Spectra: Some Examples

I have calculated the 2D surface roughness power spectra of several hundred surfaces
of engineering interest. Here I give just a few examples to illustrate the general
picture which has emerged. Figure 12.1 shows the 2D power spectrum of a sand
blasted PMMA surface obtained from 1D-stylus height profiles. The surface is self-
affine fractal for large wavevectors and the slope of the dashed line corresponds to
the Hurst exponent H = 1 or fractal dimension Df = 2. For q < qr ≈ 104 m−1

(corresponding to the roll-off wavelength λr = π/qr ≈100µm) the power spectrum
exhibits a roll-off which, however, moves to smaller wavevectors as the sand blasting
time period increases (not shown).
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Fig. 12.1 The 2D power spectrum of a sand blasted PMMA surface based 1D-stylus height profiles
[10] (log10 − log10 scale). The slope of the dashed line corresponds to the Hurst exponent H = 1
or fractal dimension Df = 2
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Fig. 12.2 The 2D power spectra of grinded steel surface [11]. The slope of the dashed line corre-
spond to the Hurst exponent H = 0.72 or fractal dimension Df = 2.28

Figure 12.2 shows the angular averaged power spectrum of a grinded steel surface.
The surface topography was studied on different length scales using STM, AFM and
1D stylus. Note that the (calculated) power spectra using the different methods join
smoothly in the wavevector regions where they overlap. The slope of the dashed line
corresponds to the Hurst exponent H = 0.72 or fractal dimension Df = 2.28

Figure 12.3 shows the power spectra of two asphalt road surfaces. Both surfaces are
self-affine fractal for large wavevectors and exhibit a roll-off for small wavevectors
which is related to the largest stone particles (diameter d) in the asphalt via qr ≈ π/d.
The fractal dimension of both surfaces are Df ≈ 2.20.
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Fig. 12.3 The 2D power spectra of asphalt road surface [12]. The slope of the dashed line correspond
to the Hurst exponent H = 0.80 or fractal dimension Df = 2.20
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Fig. 12.4 The 2D power spectrum of human wrist skin obtained from AFM measurements [13].
The rms roughness is hrms ≈ 0.25 µm within the studied wavevector region. The slope of the
dashed line corresponds to the Hurst exponent H = 0.89 or fractal dimension Df = 2.11

Not only surfaces prepared by engineering methods (e.g., sand blasting or polish-
ing) exhibit self-affine fractal properties with fractal dimensions Df = 2.15 ± 0.15
but so do most natural surfaces. Thus, for example, surfaces prepared by crack propa-
gation are usually self affine fractal with Df ≈ 2.2. Here I give three more examples
to illustrate this. Figure 12.4 shows the 2D power spectrum of human wrist skin
obtained from AFM measurements. The rms roughness is hrms ≈ 0.25µm in the
studied wavevector region. The slope of the dashed line corresponds to the Hurst
exponent H = 0.89 or fractal dimension Df = 2.11. Figure 12.5 shows 2D power
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Fig. 12.5 The 2D power spectra of dry and wet cellulose fibers [15]. The surface topography was
measured using AFM. The slope of the dashed lines correspond to the Hurst exponent H = 0.7 or
fractal dimension Df = 2.3
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Fig. 12.6 The 2D power spectrum of pulled adhesive tape based on optical and AFM measurements
[16]. The slope of the dashed line corresponds to the Hurst exponent H = 0.7 or fractal dimension
Df = 2.3

spectra of dry and wet cellulose fibers measured using AFM. The slope of the dashed
lines correspond to the Hurst exponent H = 0.7 or fractal dimension Df = 2.3.
Finally, Fig. 12.6 shows the 2D power spectrum of pulled adhesive tape based on
optical and AFM measurements. The slope of the dashed line corresponds to the
Hurst exponent H = 0.7 or fractal dimension Df = 2.3.

I have shown above that many engineering and natural surfaces exhibit self-affine
fractal properties in a large wavevector range with fractal dimension Df = 2.15 ±
0.15. A fractal dimension larger than Df = 2.3 is unlikely as it would typically result
in surfaces with very large rms-slope, and such surfaces would be “fragile” and easily
smoothed by the (mechanical) interaction with the external environment. However,
this argument does not hold if the surface is self-affine fractal in a small enough
wavevector region or if the prefactor C0 in the expression C(q) = C0(q/q0)

−2(1+H)

is very small. In fact, self affine fractal surfaces with the fractal dimension Df =
3 result when a liquid is cooled below its glass transition temperature where the
capillary waves on the liquid surface gets frozen-in. For capillary waves (see, e.g.,
[2]):

C(q) = 1

(2π)2

kB T

ρg + γq2 (12.7)

where ρ is the mass density, g the gravitation constant and γ the liquid surface
tension. For q � q0 = (ρg/γ)1/2 we have C(q) ∼ q−2 and comparing this with the
expression for a self affine fractal surface C(q) ∼ q−2(1+H) gives H = 0 and Df = 3.
In a typical case the cut-off q0 ≈ 103 m−1 is rather small, but the rms roughness and
the rms slope are still rather small due to the smallness of C0 = kBT/ρg, which results
from the small magnitude of thermal energy kBT . Using AFM, frozen capillary
waves have recently been observed on polymer surfaces (polyaryletherketone, with
the glass transition temperature Tg ≈ 423 K and γ ≈ 0.03 J/m) [18], see also [17].
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The measured power spectrum was found to be in beautiful agreement with the theory
prediction of (12.7). For this case, including all the roughness with q > q0, one can
calculate the rms roughness to be hrms ≈ (kBT/2πγ)1/2[ln(q1/q0)]1/2 ≈ 1 nm and
the rms slope κ ≈ (kBT/4πγ)1/2q1 ≈ 1.

12.4 Simulation of Rough Surfaces: A Simple Erosion Process

I have argued above that if a surface is self affine fractal over a large wavevector region
(as it is often the case) it usually has a fractal dimension <2.3, since otherwise the
rms-slope would be so large (�1) as to make the surface fragile, and very sensitive
to the impact of external objects which would tend to smooth the surface. Here I
will consider a simple model of sand blasting, showing that if one assumes that
material removal is more likely at the top of asperities rather than in the valleys
(see Fig. 12.7), a surface with relatively low fractal dimension is naturally obtained.
The model studied here has some similarities with growth models involving random
deposition with surface relaxation. However, instead of adding atoms or particles
I consider removal of material. In addition, while in growth models the surface
relaxation is usually interpreted as a diffusive (thermal) motion of atoms, in the
present case thermal effects are not directly involved (but may be indirectly involved
in determining if the material removal involves plastic flow or brittle fracture).

We now present a model for sand blasting, where a beam of hard particles is sent
on the surface orthogonal to the originally flat substrate surface, and with a laterally
uniform probability distribution. The substrate is considered as a cubic lattice of

v

sand blasting
particle

brittle substrate

sand paper
v

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.7 Sand blasting (a) and lapping with sand paper (b) will roughen an initially flat surface
but in such a way that high and sharp asperities never form i.e., the removal of material is easier at
the top of asperities than at the valley. This will result in a rough surface with low fractal dimension
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Fig. 12.8 Incoming particles (arrows) and the blocks removed by the impact (black squares sur-
rounded by colored rims) for a 1D version of the simulation model used. For the 2D model I use,
if a particle impact at site (i, j) (at position (x, y) = (i, j)a, where a is the lattice constant) then
one of the blocks (i, j), (i + 1, j), (i − 1, j), (i, j + 1) or (i, j − 1) is removed. Of these blocks I
assume that either the block which has the smallest number of nearest neighbors is removed (with
probability 0.5), since this block is most weakly bound to the substrate, or the highest block is
removed (with probability 0.5). In both cases, if several such blocks exist I choose randomly the
one to be removed unless the block (i, j) is part of the set of blocks, in which case this block is
removed

blocks (or particles) and every particle from the incoming beam removes a randomly
chosen surface block on the solid substrate. As shown in Fig. 12.8, if an incoming
particle impacts at site (i, j) (at position (x, y) = (i, j)a, where a is the lattice
constant) then one of the blocks (i, j), (i + 1, j), (i − 1, j), (i, j + 1) or (i, j − 1)
is removed. Of these blocks I assume that either (a) the block which has the smallest
number of nearest neighbors is removed (with probability 0.5), since this block is
most weakly bound to the substrate, or (b) the highest located block is removed
(with probability 0.5). In both cases, if several such blocks exist I choose randomly
the one to remove unless the block (i, j) is part of the set of blocks, in which case
this block is removed. The substrate surface consists of 2048 × 2048 blocks and I
assume periodic boundary conditions. We note that the processes (a) and (b) above
are similar to the Wolf-Villain [19] and Family [20] grows models, respectively.

Figure 12.9 shows the topography of a surface produced by the eroding process
described above (see also Fig. 12.8), after removing 76290 layers of blocks. The
surface topography is practically undistinguished from that of sand blasted surfaces
(not shown). Figure 12.10 shows the surface roughness power spectrum as a function
of the wavevector (on a log10 − log10 scale). The surface is self affine fractal with the
Hurst exponent H = 1 (or fractal dimension Df = 2), which has also been observed
for sand blasted surfaces (see Fig. 12.1). Even the magnitude of C(q) predicted by
the theory is nearly the same as observed (see Fig. 12.1). For more results from
simulations of surfaces roughened by erosion, see the Appendix.
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Fig. 12.9 Topography picture of a surface produced by the eroding process described in Fig. 12.8
after removing 76,290 layers of blocks. The surface plane consists of 2,048 × 2,048 blocks. The
surface is self affine fractal with the Hurst exponent H = 1 (or fractal dimension Df = 2) (see
Fig. 12.10). The width of the removed particles (or blocks) is a = 0.1 µm. The surface has the rms
roughness hrms = 2.1 µm and the rms slope κ = 1.04

a = 0.1 m

H=1
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Fig. 12.10 The surface roughness power spectrum as a function of the wavevector (log10 − log10
scale) after removing 76,290 layers of blocks (surface topography in Fig. 12.9). The surface plane
consists of 2,048 × 2,048 blocks. The surface is self-affine fractal with the Hurst exponent H = 1
(or fractal dimension Df = 2). We have assumed the linear size of the removed blocks to be
a = 0.1 µm

12.5 Discussion and Summary

Surface roughness on engineering surfaces is important for a large number of prop-
erties such as the heat and electric contact resistance [21, 22], for mixed lubrication
[23], wear and adhesion [24]. Thus, for example, one standard way to reduce adhe-
sion is to roughen surfaces. In wafer bonding one instead wants the surfaces to be as
smooth as possible and already surface roughness of order a few nanometer (when
measured over a length scale of ∼100 µm) may eliminate adhesion.

Surfaces produced by brittle crack propagation tend to be self-affine fractal with
the fractal dimension Df ≈ 2.2, but no generally accepted theory exists which can
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F

F

fragment

Fig. 12.11 Brittle fracture usually produces self-affine fractal surfaces with the fractal dimension
Df ≈ 2.2. If (hypothetically) the fractal dimension would be much higher the surface slope would
be very high too, which would result in sharp asperities broken-off forming fragments localized at
the fracture interface

explain why [25, 26]. Fractured surfaces are usually very rough on macroscopic
length scales. If such surfaces would have the fractal dimension Df > 2.3 they
would have huge rms-slope, i.e., very sharp asperities would appear at short enough
length scales. It is intuitively clear that sharp asperities cannot form as they would
not survive the cracking process, but would result in fragments of cracked material
at the interface (see Fig. 12.11).

The argument presented in this paper for why the fractal dimension is close to 2 for
most engineering surfaces assumes that the surfaces are produced by the mechanical
interaction between solids and that the surfaces are fractal-like in a wide range of
length scales. Many examples of surfaces with fractal dimension Df ≈ 2.5 or larger
exist. For example, the surfaces resulting from electroreduction of Pd oxide layers
have the fractal dimension Df ≈ 2.57 (see [27]). In this case no mechanical interac-
tion with external objects (which could smooth the surface) has occurred. In addition,
because of the relative thin oxide layer of the untreated surface, the self-affine fractal
properties will only extend over a relative small range of length scales. Similarly,
electrodeposition may result in surfaces with fractal dimension much larger than
2. Erosion by ion bombardment or exposure of a surface to plasma is another way
of producing rough surfaces with self-affine fractal properties. In [8] it was shown
that exposing a gold surface to oxygen or argon plasma produced self affine fractal
surfaces with the fractal dimension Df = 2.1 ± 0.1. Ion bombardment (sputtering)
of an iron surface produced a surface which was self-affine fractal over two decades
in length scales (from 3 to 300 nm) with the fractal dimension Df = 2.47 ± 0.02
(see [7]). It is not obvious why the the gold and iron surfaces exhibit different fractal
properties, but it may be related to the much higher mobility of Au atoms on gold as
compared to Fe atoms on iron, which would tend to smooth the gold surface more
than the iron surface [28].

To summarize, I have shown that most natural surfaces and surfaces of engineering
interest, e.g., polished or sand blasted surfaces, are self affine fractal in a wide range
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of length scales, with typical fractal dimension Df = 2.15 ± 0.15. I have argued
that the fractal dimension of most surfaces <2.3, since surfaces with larger fractal
dimension have huge rms-slopes and would be very fragile and easily smoothed
by the interaction with external objects. I have also presented a simple model of
sand blasting and showed that the erosion process I used results in self-affine fractal
surfaces with the fractal dimension Df = 2, in good agreement with experiments.

It is clear that a good understanding of the nature of the surface roughness of
surfaces of engineering and biological interest, is of crucial importance for a large
number of important applications.

Acknowledgments I thank J. Krim for useful comments on the text.

Appendix

Here I present some more results related to simulation of rough surfaces by erosion
processes. Consider first the most simple picture of sand blasting where a beam of
hard particles is sent on the surface orthogonal to the originally flat substrate surface,
and with a laterally uniform probability distribution. The substrate is considered as
a cubic lattice of blocks (or particles) and every particle from the incoming beam
removes a randomly chosen surface block on the solid substrate. This process, which
is similar to the random deposition model [5], will result in an extremely rough
substrate surface with the Hurst exponent H = −1 and fractal dimension Df = 4.
This follows at once from the fact that the power spectrum of the generated surface is
independent of the wavevector i.e., C(q) = C0 (a constant) and using the definition
C(q) ∼ q−2(1+H) we get H = −1. The fact that C(q) is constant in this case
follows from the fact that the height h(x) is uncorrelated with h(0) for x �= 0. That
is, 〈h(x)h(0)〉 = 〈h(x)〉〈h(0)〉 = 0 for x �= 0. Thus we get

C(q) = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2x 〈h(x)h(0)〉e−iq·x ∼ 〈h2(0)〉

Let us now consider the erosion processes (a), (b) and (a + b) discussed in
Sect. 12.4. In Fig. 12.12 we show the power spectrum after removing 76,290, 19,070
and 2,384 layers of blocks assuming process (a + b). For short time of sand blasting
a large roll-off region prevails which decreases towards zero as the sand blasting
time increases. The same effect is observed in experiments (not shown) and reflects
the fact that the correlation length ξ along the surface caused by the sand blasting
extends only slowly as the sand blasting time t increases (as a power law ξ ∼ t1/z ,
see [5]).

In Fig. 12.13 I compare the surface roughness power spectrum as obtained using
the random removal model with the random removal with relaxation models (a), (b)
and ((a+b) (see Sect. 12.4) after removing 19,070 layers of blocks. The corresponding
topography pictures for processes (a), (b) and ((a + b) are shown in Fig. 12.14. Note
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Fig. 12.12 The surface roughness power spectrum as a function of the wavevector (log10 − log10
scale) for the erosion process (a + b), after removing 2,384 (blue), 19,070 (green) and 76,290 (red)
layers of blocks. The wavevector is in units of 1/a and the power spectrum is in units of a4
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Fig. 12.13 The surface roughness power spectrum as a function of the wavevector (log10 − log10
scale) for all the erosion processes considered, after removing 19,070 layers of blocks. The wavevec-
tor is in units of 1/a and the power spectrum is in units of a4

that the random removal process gives a constant power spectrum which I have never
observed for any real surface. The random removal with relaxation model (a) gives
also unphysical surface topography with high sharp spikes. The ((a +b) model gives
results in agreement with experiments, which shows, as expected, that both removal
of high regions (asperity tops) and low coordinated surface volumes are important
in sand blasting.

Note that random removal results in an interface which is uncorrelated (see above).
The columns shrink independently, as there is no mechanism that can generate cor-
relations along the interface. The other erosion processes [(a), (b) and ((a + b)] all
involve correlated removal of material, allowing the spread of correlation along the
surface.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.14 Topography picture of surfaces produced by the eroding processes (a), (b) and (a + b)
after removing 19,070 layers of blocks. The surface plane consist of 2,048×2,048 blocks. The rms
roughness values are in units of a. Random removal without relaxation gives an extremely rough
surface (not shown) with the rms roughness hrms = 1,264a
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Chapter 13
Contact Mechanics, Friction and Adhesion
with Application to Quasicrystals

Bo Persson, Giuseppe Carbone, Vladimir N. Samoilov, Ion M. Sivebaek,
Ugo Tartaglino, Aleksandr I. Volokitin and Chunyan Yang

Abstract We discuss the origin of friction and adhesion between hard solids such
as quasicrystals. We emphasize the fundamental role of surface roughness in many
contact mechanics problems, in particular for friction and adhesion between solid
bodies. The most important property of rough surfaces is the surface roughness
power spectrum C(q). We present surface roughness power spectra of many surfaces
of practical importance, obtained from the surface height profile measured using
optical methods and the Atomic Force Microscope. We show how the power spectrum
determines the contact area between two solids. We also present applications to
contact mechanics and adhesion for rough surfaces, where the power spectrum enters
as an important input.

13.1 Introduction

The first sample of a quasicrystal was produced in 1982 [1]. Intensive studies of this
class of metallic materials have been conducted since that time. Quasicrystals display
a unique combination of physical properties, namely low heat conductivity, relatively
high hardness, and (under atmospheric condition) low friction coefficient and low
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Fig. 13.1 A stainless steel pan coated by a quasicrystal material. The coating was made using
electron beam vapor deposition in vacuum

surface energy. These properties make them promising candidates as coatings for,
e.g., cookware (see Fig. 13.1), surgical tools and electrical shavers, automotive parts,
and for air-space applications.

In this article we present results related to sliding friction, contact mechanics
and adhesion. Most of the theory results are very general, and can be applied not
only to quasicrystals but also to other materials. In Sect. 13.2 we study how sliding
friction depends on the elastic modulus of the solids. In Sect. 13.3 we discuss sliding
friction and adhesion for quasicrystals. Section 13.4 presents a general discussion
about surface roughness, and in Sects. 13.5 and 13.6 we consider contact mechanics
and adhesion. Section 13.7 contains the summary and an outlook.

v0

k

U0

a

Fig. 13.2 A particle pulled by a spring (with the velocity v0) in a periodical potential. If the spring
k is weak enough or the barrier U0 high enough (ka2 � U0), the particle will perform stick-slip
motion. On the other hand, if ka2 � U0 no stick-slip occurs, and the friction force is very small (it
will vanish as v0 → 0)
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13.2 Sliding Friction—Role of Elasticity

Sliding friction for clean solid surfaces, or surfaces separated by a ∼ 1 nm (or less)
thick contamination film (boundary lubrication), usually originates from elastic insta-
bilities occurring at the interface [2]. Elastic instabilities occur if the elastic modulus
of the solids is low enough or if the lateral corrugation of the interaction potential
at the interface is high enough. This is best illustrated by a one dimensional model,
see Fig. 13.2. Here a particle is connected to a spring, and the free end of the spring
is pulled with some (small) velocity v0. If the spring constant is small enough or
the potential well U0 high enough, the particle will perform stick-slip (non-uniform)
motion, where during slip the particle moves with a velocity v(t) which is much
higher than (and unrelated to) the driving velocity v0. This will result in a large fric-
tion force (spring force averaged over time). On the other hand, if the spring is very
stiff or the barrier very small, no stick-slip occurs and the velocity of the particle will
be of the order of v0, and proportional to v0. In this case the friction force vanishes,
at least when v0 → 0. In reality, the particle may represent some small group of
atoms (block atoms and/or contamination atoms) at the interface, and the spring may
represent some effective elastic properties which determine the force necessary to
displace the group of atoms relative to the center of mass of the solid walls.

It is important to note that the elastic stiffness of solids depends on the length
scale over which they are studied. Thus a solid elastic bar of length L will elongate
by a distance proportional to L when exposed to some (fixed) forces F and −F at
its two ends. However, since hard solids also tend to have small contact areas (with
small average diameter L) when squeezed together, this reduces the chances that
elastic instabilities will occur at the interface during sliding. Thus, it is clear that
hard materials, such as quasicrystals, may exhibit very low friction, in particular
since the surfaces will always be incommensurate, thus lowering the barrier U0.

As illustrations of the discussion above, let us present Molecular Dynamics sim-
ulations for an elastic block sliding on a rigid substrate when the wall atoms are
(nearly) incommensurate with the substrate atoms. In Fig. 13.3 we show the center-
of-mass coordinate of the bottom layer of block atoms as a function of time. Both the
sliding layer and the substrate have square lattice structure, but with different lattice
spacing to have (nearly) incommensurability (ratio 1.625 close to the golden mean).
The upper surface of the block is moving with the constant speed v = 0.1 m/s. When
the elastic stiffness of the block is small, stick-slip occurs (red curve), and the friction
coefficient is nonzero. For a stiffer block (green curve), the stick and slip behaviour
disappears and the friction coefficient gets negligibly small (below the noise level of
the simulations).

Recently, a detailed study was performed of the friction between a Si tip and
thin hard coatings [3]. As expected, it was observed that the friction coefficient
decreases with increasing elastic modulus of the coating. An extreme case is the
friction of diamond against diamond where the friction (when the diamond surfaces
are passivated by hydrogen) is extremely small (of the order of 0.01).
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13.3 Application to Quasicrystals

Quasicrystals differ radically from traditional crystalline materials because they have
rotational symmetry which is incompatible with periodicity (translational symmetry).
Due to the lack of translational symmetry, the plastic deformation properties of
quasicrystals fundamentally differ from those of crystals. The plastic yield stress of
most metal crystals is relatively low due to small barriers for motion of dislocations.
This is not the case in quasicrystals because of the absence of long-range translational
symmetry. Consequently, the plastic yield stress is much higher for quasicrystals than
for most metallic crystals. Thus, in spite of the fact that quasicrystals only contain
metal atoms, they form relatively hard and brittle-like materials. We believe that this
is the main reason for the low sliding friction [4, 5] and wear usually observed for
quasicrystal materials.

In one set of experiments [6], the adhesion and sliding friction were stud-
ied as a sharp tip coated with W2C was in contact with a single grain tenfold
decagonal Al72.4Ni10.4Co17.2 quasicrystals. The coated tip had the radius of cur-
vature ∼ 100 nm. For the clean surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum the work of adhesion
was found to be ≈ 0.1 eV/Å2, but this value is probably an overestimate of the change
in the surface energy �γ = γ1 + γ2 − γ12 since some plastic deformation of the tip-
sample contact takes place during rupture of the contact. If the quasicrystal surface
is exposed to clean O2 gas, a very thin oxide layer (one or at most two monolayers) is
formed on the surface, and the work of adhesion drops to about ≈ 0.03 eV/Å2. When
the surface is air-oxidized the work of adhesion is only ≈ 3 meV/Å2. Similarly, the
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Fig. 13.3 Simulation results for an elastic block sliding on a rigid substrate. The atoms of the bottom
surface of the block and of the top surface of the substrate form square lattices which are (nearly)
incommensurate. The upper surface of the block is moving with the constant speed v = 0.1 m/s.
Straight line (green): Young modulus E = 10 GPa, pressure 1 GPa. Stick and slip (red): Young
modulus E = 1 GPa, pressure 0.1 GPa. For the softer elastic solid stick-slip occurs at the interface
while steady motion occurs for the stiffer block
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friction coefficient drops from ≈ 0.4 for the clean surface to ≈ 0.2 for the surface
exposed to O2 and to ≈ 0.1 for the air-oxidized surface.

It has been reported that the oxide formed in air on the quasicrystal surface has a
thickness of the order of 26 Å in dry air and 62 Å in humid air. This is much thicker
than the in situ grown oxide (≈ 6 Å). Thus, the higher friction and work of adhesion
on the very thin oxide formed in vacuum could be explained by the more fragile nature
of the film that can be partly destroyed by the tip resulting in (weak) cold-welded
regions [6]. In addition, the air exposed surface is likely to have a nanometer thick
contamination layer consisting of organic molecules, water and other contamination
molecules. This layer will also reduce the sliding friction although it may be at least
partly removed after repeated sliding over the same surface area.

In another experiment two macroscopic Al70Pd21Mn9 quasicrystals were brought
into contact [7]. The crystal surfaces were polished to a mirror finish with 0.25µm
diamond pasta. The surface roughness amplitude was not measured but should be of
the order of several 10 nm. In this case, even after lateral sliding, no adhesive force
could be detected during pull-off. This may seem as a paradox taking into account
the relatively large pull-off force measured in [6] when a tip was removed from a
quasicrystal. However, the result is easy to understand based on the theoretical results
presented in Sect. 13.6. Thus, when two macroscopic solid blocks of hard materials
with randomly rough surfaces are brought into contact, the actual contact will only
occur in very small, randomly distributed, asperity contact areas. For hard materi-
als with low ductility, such as quasicrystals, a root-mean-square roughness of a few
10 nm (as in the present case) is enough to completely remove the (macroscopic)
adhesion between the solids for the following reason. Since the asperities have dif-
ferent sizes they will have different amount of elastic deformation, and will act like
elastic springs of different sizes. Thus during pull-off the different asperity contact
areas will break at different times giving rise to a negligible adhesion even though
breaking a single asperity contact region requires a non-negligible force as observed
in the tip-substrate experiments reported on in [6]. We point out that a similar effect
is observed in silicon wafer bonding (see Sect. 13.4).

For clean surfaces of more ductile metals such as Cu, Au or Al, strong adhesion
is usually observed. This is the case even for oxide coated surfaces if sliding occurs
before pull-off, as the sliding will break up the oxide coating and result in the for-
mation of cold welded contact areas. During pull-off, because of the high ductility
of Cu, Au or Al (and most other metals), “long” metallic bridges may be formed
between the solids so that instead of having junctions popping one after another dur-
ing pull-off, a large number of adhesive junctions may simultaneously impede the
surface separation during pull-off (see Fig. 13.4), leading to a large pull-off force.

In [8] sliding friction measurement was performed both for clean surfaces (in ultra
high vacuum) and for O2 exposed surfaces and for surfaces oxidized in the air. For
clean surfaces the friction coefficient was of order ≈ 0.6 which dropped to ≈ 0.4
when exposed to O2. The friction coefficient of air exposed surfaces was only ≈ 0.1.
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F

Fig. 13.4 When two ductile metals, e.g., Au or Al, are separated after being in contact, metallic
bridges will occur in many asperity contact areas giving rise to a nonzero pull-off force. For (plas-
tically) harder and more brittle metal because of elastic deformation of the asperities, the asperity
contact regions will break one after another during pull-off and no adhesion (or pull-off force) will
be observed

13.4 Surface Roughness

Surface roughness has a huge influence on many important physical phenomena
such as contact mechanics, sealing, adhesion and friction. Thus, for example, exper-
iments have shown that already a substrate roughness with a root-mean-square (rms)
roughness of order ∼ 1µm can completely remove the adhesion between a rubber
ball and a substrate, while nanoscale roughness will remove the adhesion between
most hard solids, e.g., metals and minerals; this is the reason why adhesion is usually
not observed in most macroscopic phenomena. Similarly, rubber friction on most
surfaces of practical interest, e.g., road surfaces, is mainly due to the pulsating forces
which act on the rubber surface as it slides over the substrate asperities.

Let us illustrate the importance of surface roughness with three modern applica-
tions. At present there is a strong effort to produce small mechanical devises, e.g.,
micromotors. The largest problem in the development of such devices is the adhe-
sion and, during sliding, the friction and wear between the contacting surfaces [9].
As an example, in Fig. 13.5 we show the simplest possible micro device, namely a
micrometer cantilever beam. (Suspended micromachined structures such as plates
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13.5 a Micrometer sized cantilever beam. b If the beam is too long or too thin the minimum
free energy state corresponds to the beam partly bound to the substrate. Surface roughness lowers
the binding energy (per unit area) and hence stabilizes the non-bonded state in (a)

and beams are commonly used in manufacturing of pressure and accelerator sen-
sors.) If the beam is too long or too thin the free beam state in (a) will be unstable,
and the bound state in (b) will correspond to the minimum free energy state [10].
Roughly speaking, the state (b) is stable if the binding energy to the substrate is
higher than the elastic energy stored in the bent beam. The binding energy to the
substrate can be strongly reduced by introducing (or increasing) the surface rough-
ness on the substrate (see Sect. 13.6.1). In addition, if the surfaces are covered by
appropriate monolayer films the surfaces can be made hydrophobic thus eliminating
the possibility of formation of (water) capillary bridges.

A second application is the formation of hydrophobic coatings on surfaces by
creating the appropriate type of surface roughness [11]. This involves copying Nature
where many plant surfaces are found to be highly hydrophobic (Fig. 13.6) as a result of
the formation of special types of surface roughness (Fig. 13.7). The surface roughness
allows air to be trapped between the liquid and the substrate, while the liquid is
suspended on the tips of the asperities. Since the area of real liquid-substrate contact
is highly reduced, the contact angle of the drop is determined almost solely by the
surface tension of the liquid, leading to a very large contact angle. New commercial
products based on this “Lotus effect”, such as self-cleaning paints and glass windows,
have been produced.

Finally, we discuss the effect of surface roughness on direct wafer bonding [12].
Wafer bonding at room temperature is due to relatively weak interatomic attraction
forces, e.g., the van der Waals interaction or hydrogen bonding, giving (for perfectly

Fig. 13.6 A water droplet on
a superhydrophobic surface:
The droplet touches the leaf
only in a few points and
forms a ball. It completely
rolls off at the slightest
declination. From [11]
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flat surfaces) an interfacial binding energy of order 6 meV/Å2. The wafer surface
roughness is the most critical parameter determining the strength of the wafer bond-
ing. In particular, when the surface roughness exceeds a critical value, the wafers
will not bind at all, in agreement with the theory presented in Sect. 13.6.1. Primary
grade polished silicon wafer surfaces have rms roughness of order ∼ 0.1 nm when
measured over a 10 × 10µm surface area, and such surfaces bind spontaneously.
However, when the surface roughness amplitude is of order 1 nm the surfaces either
bind (slowly) when squeezed together at high enough pressure, or they do not bind
at all depending on the detailed nature of the surface roughness power spectra.

Surfaces with “ideal” roughness, e.g., prepared by fracture or by some growth
process, have been studied intensively for many years [13–17]. However, much less
information has been presented for more common surfaces of engineering interest. In
what follows we discuss the nature of the power spectra of some surfaces of practical
importance. As illustrations we discuss contact mechanics and adhesion.

13.4.1 Surface Roughness Power Spectra: Definition and General
Properties

The influence of roughness on the adhesion and frictional properties described above
is mainly determined by the surface roughness power spectra C(q) defined by [18]

C(q) = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2x 〈h(x)h(0)〉e−iq·x. (13.1)

Here h(x) is the substrate height measured from the average plane defined so that
〈h〉 = 0. The 〈. . .〉 stands for ensemble averaging, or averaging over the surface
area (see below). We have assumed that the statistical properties of the substrate
are translational invariant and isotropic so that C(q) only depend on the magnitude
q = |q| of the wave vector q. Note that from (13.1) follows

Fig. 13.7 A leaf surface with
roughness on several length
scales optimized (via natural
selection) for hydrophobicity
and self-cleaning. Through
the combination of micro-
(cells) and nanostructure
(wax crystals) the water
contact angle θ0 is
maximized. From [11]
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〈h(x)h(0)〉 =
∫

d2q C(q)eiq·x,

so that the root-mean-square roughness amplitude σ = 〈h2〉1/2 is determined by

〈h2〉 =
∫

d2q C(q) = 2π

∞∫

0

dq qC(q). (13.2)

In reality, there will always be an upper, q1, and a lower, q0, limit to the q-integral in
(13.2). Thus, the largest possible wave vector will be of order 2π/a, where a is some
lattice constant, and the smallest possible wave vector is of order 2π/L where L is the
linear size of the surface. In general, one may define a root-mean-square roughness
amplitude which depends on the range of roughness included in the integration
in (13.2):

〈h2〉(q0, q1) = 2π

q1∫

q0

dq qC(q). (13.3)

For a randomly rough surface, when h(x) are Gaussian random variables, the
statistical properties of the surface are completely defined by the power spectra
C(q). In this case the height probability distribution

Ph = 〈δ[h − h(x)]〉

will be a Gaussian

Ph = 1

(2π)1/2σ
e−h2/2σ2

.

The height distribution of many natural surfaces, e.g., surfaces prepared by fracture,
or surfaces prepared by blasting with small particles (e.g., sand blasting or ion sput-
tering) are usually nearly Gaussian. On the other hand, rough surfaces, e.g., a surface
prepared by fracture, which have been (slightly) polished have a non-symmetric
height distribution (i.e., no symmetry as h → −h) since the asperity tops have been
more polished than the bottom of the valleys, and such surfaces (which are of great
practical importance—see below) have non-Gaussian height distribution. For such

=

+

h hT

hBhB

Fig. 13.8 The surface profile h(x) is decomposed into a top hT (x) and a bottom hB(x) profile
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F

left right

cracked
block

Fig. 13.9 Rough surfaces prepared by crack propagation have surface roughness with statistical
properties which must be invariant under the replacement of h → −h. This follows from the fact
that what is a valley on one of the crack surfaces (say the left) is an asperity with respect to the other
crack surface (right). Thus the top and bottom power spectra must obey CT (q) = CB(q)

surfaces it is interesting to study the top, CT , and the bottom, CB , power spectra’s
defined by

CT (q) = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2x 〈hT (x)hT (0)〉e−iq·x, (13.4a)

CB(q) = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2x 〈h B(x)hB(0)〉e−iq·x, (13.4b)

where hT (x) = h(x) for h > 0 and zero otherwise, while h B(x) = h(x) for h < 0
and zero otherwise, see Fig. 13.8. It is easy to show that C ≈ CT +CB . It is also clear
by symmetry that for a surface prepared by fracture, CT (q) = CB(q), since what is
top on one of the cracked block surfaces is the bottom on the other (opposite) crack
surface, and vice versa, see Fig. 13.9. However, if the cracked surface is (slightly)
polished then, since the polishing will be stronger at the top of the asperities than at
the bottom of the valleys [the contact pressure with the polishing object (e.g., sand
paper) is highest at the asperity top], CB > CT . If nT and nB are the fraction of the
nominal surface area (i.e., the surface area projected on the xy-plane) where h > 0
and h < 0, respectively, with nT + nB = 1, then we also define C∗

T (q) = CT /nT

and C∗
B = CB/nB . In general, nT ≈ nB ≈ 0.5 and for surfaces prepared by fracture

nT = nB = 0.5. Roughly speaking, C∗
T would be the power spectra which would

result if the surface profile in the large valleys (for h < 0) is replaced by a surface
profile with similar short-wavelength roughness as occurs on the large asperities (for
h > 0). A similar statement holds for C∗

B .
Many surfaces tend to be nearly self-affine fractal. A self-affine fractal surface

has the property that if part of the surface is magnified, with a magnification which
in general is appropriately different in the perpendicular direction to the surface
as compared to the lateral directions, then the surface “looks the same”, i.e., the
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Fig. 13.10 Surface roughness power spectra of a surface which is self affine fractal for q1 > q > q0.
The long-distance roll-off wave vector q0 and the short distance cut-off wave vector q1 depend on
the system under consideration. The slope of the logC − logq relation for q > q0 determines the
fractal exponent of the surface. The lateral size L of the surface (or of the studied surface region)
determines the smallest possible wave vector qL = 2π/L

statistical properties of the surface are invariant under the scale transformation. For
a self-affine surface the power spectrum has the power-law behavior

C(q) ∼ q−2(H+1),

where the Hurst exponent H is related to the fractal dimension Df of the surface
via H = 3 − Df . Of course, for real surfaces this relation only holds in some finite
wave vector region q0 < q < q1, and in a typical case C(q) has the form shown
in Fig. 13.10. Note that in many cases there is a roll-off wavelength q0 below which
C(q) is approximately constant. We will discuss this point further below.

Finally, note that while the root-mean-square roughness usually is dominated by
the longest wavelength surface roughness components, higher order moments of
the power spectra such as the average slope or the average surface curvature are
dominated by the shortest wavelength components. For example, assuming a self
affine fractal surface, (13.3) gives

〈h2〉(q0, q1) ∼
q1∫

q0

dq q−2H−1 ∼ q−2H
0 − q−2H

1 ≈ q−2H
0

if q1/q0 � 1. However, the average slope and the average curvature have additional
factors of q2 and q4, respectively, in the integrand of the q-integral, and these quanti-
ties are therefore dominated by the large q (i.e., short wavelength) surface roughness
components.
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Fig. 13.11 The surface
roughness power spectra for
two freshly cleaved basalt
surfaces and a fresh granite
surface
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13.4.2 Surface Roughness Power Spectra: Experimental Results

In this section we present power spectra for different surfaces of practical importance.
The power spectra have been calculated using (13.1), (13.4a) and (13.4b), where the
height profile h(x) has been measured using either an optical method or the Atomic
Force Microscope.

13.4.2.1 Surfaces Produced by Crack Propagation

Figure 13.11 shows the power spectra C(q) for three freshly cleaved stone surfaces,
namely a granite and two basalt stone surfaces. Here, and in what follows, we show
the power spectra on a log-log scale. Note that the granite and basalt surfaces, in
spite of the rather different mineral microstructure (see below), give identical power
spectra within the accuracy of the measurement. It has been stated (see, e.g., [19])
that surfaces produced by crack propagation have self affine fractal structure with the
universal fractal dimension Df ≈ 2.2. However, our measured logC − logq relations
are not perfectly straight lines, i.e., the surfaces in the studied length-scale range
cannot be accurately described as self affine fractal, and the average slope of the
curves in Fig. 13.11 correspond to the fractal dimension Df ≈ 2 rather than 2.2.

Note the similarity of the power spectra for the basalt and granite surfaces in
Fig. 13.11. Granite and basalt both result from magma and have a similar composi-
tion, consisting mainly of minerals from the silicate group. However, granite results
from magma which is trapped deep in the crust, and it takes very long time to cool
down enough to crystallize into solid rock. As a result granite is coarse-textured
rock in which individual mineral grains are easily visible. Basalt, on the other hand,
results from fast cooling of magma from, e.g., volcanic eruptions, and is therefore
fine grained, and it is nearly impossible to see the individual minerals without magni-
fication. In spite of these differences, the surface roughness power spectra of freshly
cleaved surfaces are nearly identical. This may indicate some kind of universal power
spectrum for surfaces resulting from cleaving of mineral stones of different types.
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Fig. 13.12 The height
distribution Ph for two
freshly cleaved (cobble stone)
basalt surfaces and a fresh
granite surface. Note the
random non-Gaussian nature
of the height profiles
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Note that there is no roll-off region for surfaces produced by fracture (crack prop-
agation), and the surfaces remains fractal-like up to the longest length scale studied,
determined by the lateral size L of the surfaces (or of the regions experimentally
studied), i.e., with reference to Fig. 13.10, q0 = qL . One consequence of this is that
the rms-roughness amplitude is determined mainly by the λ ∼ L wavelength fluctu-
ations of the surface height, and will therefore depend on the size L of the surface,
and the height distribution Ph obtained for any given realization of the rough sur-
face will not be Gaussian, but will exhibit random fluctuations as compared to other
realizations (see Fig. 13.12, which illustrates this point for the three stone surfaces
discussed above). However, the ensemble averaged height distribution (not shown)
should be Gaussian or nearly Gaussian. Thus, when there is no roll-off region in the
measured power spectra, averaging over the surface area is not identical to ensemble
averaging. However, when there is a roll-off wave vector q0 = 2π/λ0, and if the
surface is studied over a region with the lateral size L � λ0, ensemble averaging
and averaging over the surface area L × L will give identical results for Ph , and the
rms-roughness amplitude will be independent of L for L � λ0.

Fig. 13.13 The surface
roughness power spectra
C(q) for two freshly cleaved
cobble stone (basalt) surfaces,
and for a used surface
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Fig. 13.14 The top C∗
T and

the bottom C∗
B surface

roughness power spectra
C(q) for a used cobble stone
(basalt) surface
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13.4.2.2 Polished Crack Surfaces

In the past, cobble stones, made from granite or basalt, were frequently used for road
surface pavements. However, these surfaces do not exhibit good frictional properties
against rubber. In particular, with increasing time the cobble stone surfaces become
polished by the road–tire interaction, which results in a reduced rubber-road friction,
even during dry driving conditions. Figure 13.13 illustrates this polishing effect. It
shows the power spectrum of a strongly used (basalt) cobble stone, and of two freshly
cleaved surfaces (from Fig. 13.11), from the same cobble stone. At long wavelength
the power spectrum of the strongly used surface is nearly one decade smaller than that
of the freshly prepared surfaces. The effect of the polishing is even better illustrated by
calculating the top and bottom power spectra, C∗

T and C∗
B , as shown in Fig. 13.14. The

top power spectrum is a factor ∼ 30 times smaller than the bottom power spectrum for
all wave vectors studied. This arises from the higher polishing of the road asperities
than of the valleys (the tire–road contact pressure is highest at the road asperities,
resulting in the strongest polishing of the asperity tops during breaking on the road).
It is important to take this polishing effect into consideration when designing road
pavements.

13.4.2.3 Surfaces with Long-Distance Roll-off

As pointed out above, surfaces prepared by fracture have no natural long-distance
cut-off and the rms roughness amplitude increases continuously (without limit) as
the probed surface area increases. This is similar to Brownian motion where the
mean square displacement increases without limit (as ∼ t1/2) as the time t increases.
However, most surfaces of engineering interest have a long distance cut-off or roll-off
wavelength λ0 corresponding to a wave vector q0 = 2π/λ0, as shown in Fig. 13.10.
For example, if a flat surface is sand blasted for some time the resulting rough
surface will have a long distance roll-off length, which increases with the time of
sand blasting. Similarly, if atoms or particles are deposited on an initially flat surface
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Fig. 13.15 The surface
roughness power spectra for a
fresh granite surface and a
fresh particle-made corundum
surface
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Fig. 13.16 The height
distribution Ph as a function
of the height h for a
particle-made corundum
surface
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the resulting rough surface will have a roll-off wavelength which increases with the
deposition time, as has been studied in detail in recent growth models. Another way
to produce a surface with a long-distance roll-off wavelength is to prepare the solid
from small particles. A nominally flat surface of such a solid has still roughness on
length scales shorter than the diameter of the particles, which therefore may act as
a long distance roll-off wavelength. We illustrate this here with a solid produced by
squeezing together corundum particles at high temperature and pressure (Fig. 13.15),
and for a sand paper surface (Fig. 13.17). For both surfaces the height distribution
Ph is smooth and nearly Gaussian (see Figs. 13.16 and 13.18), since averaging over
a surface area with lateral size L � λ0 is equivalent to ensemble averaging.

The sand paper surface in Fig. 13.17 was studied using the AFM at two different
resolutions over square areas 20×20 and 100×100µm as indicated by the two differ-
ent lines in Fig. 13.17. The height distribution Ph (and hence also the rms-roughness
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Fig. 13.17 The surface
roughness power spectra
C(q) for a sand paper surface.
The two curves are based on
the height profiles measured
with an AFM at two different
spatial resolutions over
20 × 20 and 100 × 100 µm
square areas
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Fig. 13.18 The surface
roughness height probability
distribution Ph for a sand
paper surface. The two curves
are based on the height
profiles measured with an
AFM at two different spatial
resolution over 20 × 20 and
100 × 100 µm square areas
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amplitude) calculated from these two different measurements over different surface
areas, see Fig. 13.18, are nearly identical, as indeed expected when L is larger than
the roll-off length λ0.

13.5 Contact Mechanics

Practically all macroscopic bodies have surfaces with roughness on many different
length scales. When two bodies with nominally flat surfaces are brought in contact,
real (atomic) contact will only occur in small randomly distributed areas, and the
area of real contact is usually an extremely small fraction of the nominal contact
area. We can visualize the contact regions as small areas where asperities from one
solid are squeezed against asperities of the other solid; depending on the conditions
the asperities may deform elastically or plastically.

How large is the area of real contact between a solid block and the substrate? This
fundamental question has extremely important practical implications. For example,
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R

z
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(a) HERZ

(b) GW

(c) Randomly rough

Fig. 13.19 Three models of “rough” surfaces. In case a all the “asperities” are equally high and
have identical radius of curvature. In this case, according to the Hertz contact theory, the area of real
contact �A between a solid with a flat surface and the shown surface depends non-linearly on the
squeezing force (or load) FN according to �A ∼ F2/3

N . If the asperities have a random distribution
of heights as in (b) then, for small FN, �A is nearly proportional to the squeezing force. If the
surface roughness is random with “asperities” of different heights and radius of curvature as in (c),
the area of real contact for small FN is exactly proportional to the squeezing force

it determines the contact resistivity and the heat transfer between the solids. It is
also of direct importance for wear and sliding friction [20], e.g., the rubber friction
between a tire and a road surface, and it has a major influence on the adhesive force
between two solid blocks in direct contact.

Contact mechanics has a long history. The first study was presented by Hertz
[21]. He gave the solution for the frictionless normal contact of two elastic bodies
of quadratic profile. He found that the area of real contact �A varies nonlinearly
with the load or squeezing force: �A ∝ F2/3

N . In 1957 Archard [22] applied the
Hertz solution to the contact between rough surfaces and showed that for a simple
fractal-like model, where small spherical bumps (or asperities) where distributed
on top of larger spherical bumps and so on, the area of real contact varies nearly
linearly with FN . A similar conclusion was reached by Greenwood [23], Greenwood
and Williamson [24], Johnson [25] who again assumed asperities with spherical
summit (of identical radius) with a Gaussian distribution of heights, as sketched in
Fig. 13.19b. A more general contact mechanics theory has been developed by Bush et
al. [26, 27]. They approximated the summit by paraboloids and applied the classical
Hertzian solution for their deformation. The height distribution was described by
a random process, and they found that at low squeezing force FN the area of real
contact increases linearly with FN.

Figure 13.20 shows the contact between two solids at increasing magnification
ζ. At low magnification (ζ = 1) it looks as if complete contact occurs between
the solids at many macro asperity contact regions, but when the magnification is
increased smaller length scale roughness is detected, and it is observed that only
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ζ=1

ζ=10
ζ=100

Fig. 13.20 A rubber block (dotted area) in adhesive contact with a hard rough substrate (dashed
area). The substrate has roughness on many different length scales and the rubber makes partial
contact with the substrate on all length scales. When a contact area is studied at low magnification
(ζ = 1) it appears as if complete contact occurs in the macro asperity contact regions, but when the
magnification is increased it is observed that in reality only partial contact occurs

partial contact occurs at the asperities. In fact, if there would be no short distance
cut-off the true contact area would vanish. In reality, however, a short distance cut-off
will always exist since the shortest possible length is an atomic distance. In many
cases the local pressure at asperity contact regions at high magnification will become
so high that the material yields plastically before reaching the atomic dimension. In
these cases the size of the real contact area will be determined mainly by the yield
stress of the solid.

From contact mechanics (see, e.g., [25]) it is known that in the frictionless contact
of elastic solids with rough surfaces, the contact stresses depend only upon the shape
of the gap between them before loading. Thus, without loss of generality, the actual
system may then be replaced by a flat elastic surface [elastic modulus E and Poisson
ratio ν, related to the original quantities via (1−ν2)/E = (1−ν2

1 )/E1+(1−ν2
2 )/E2]

in contact with a rigid body having a surface roughness profile which results in the
same undeformed gap between the surfaces.

One of us (Persson) has recently developed a theory of contact mechanics [28, 29],
valid for randomly rough (e.g., self affine fractal) surfaces. In the context of rubber
friction, which motivated this theory, mainly elastic deformation occurs. However,
the theory can also be applied when both elastic and plastic deformations occur in
the contact areas. This case is, of course, relevant to almost all materials other than
rubber.

The basic idea behind the new contact theory is that it is very important not to
a priori exclude any roughness length scale from the analysis. Thus, if A(λ) is the
(apparent) area of contact on the length scale λ [30] (see Fig. 13.21), then we study
the function P(ζ) = A(λ)/A(L) which is the relative fraction of the surface area
where contact occurs on the length scale λ = L/ζ (where ζ ≥ 1), with P(1) = 1.
Here A(L) = A0 denotes the macroscopic contact area [L is the diameter of the
macroscopic contact area so that A0 ≈ L2].
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Consider the system at the length scale λ = L/ζ, where L is the diameter of the
nominal contact area. We define qL = 2π/L and write q = qLζ. Let P(σ, ζ) denote
the stress distribution in the contact areas under the magnification ζ. The function
P(σ, ζ) satisfies the differential equation (see [28, 29]):

∂P

∂ζ
= f (ζ)

∂2 P

∂σ2 , (13.5)

where f (ζ) = G ′(ζ)σ2
0 with

G(ζ) = π

4

(
E∗

σ0

)2
ζqL∫

qL

dq q3C(q), (13.6)

where E∗ = E/(1 − ν2).
Equation (13.5) is a diffusion type of equation, where time is replaced by the

magnification ζ, and the spatial coordinate with the stress σ (and where the “diffusion
constant” depends on ζ). Hence, when we study P(σ, ζ) on shorter and shorter length
scales (corresponding to increasing ζ), the P(σ, ζ) function will become broader and
broader in σ-space. We can take into account that detachment actually will occur
when the local stress reaches σ = 0 (we assume no adhesion) via the boundary
condition [31]:

P(0, ζ) = 0. (13.7)

In order to solve the (13.5) we also need an “initial” condition. This is determined by
the pressure distribution at the lowest magnification ζ = 1. If we assume a constant
pressure σ0 in the nominal contact area, then P(σ, 1) = δ(σ − σ0).

We assume that only elastic deformation occurs (i.e., the yield stress σY → ∞).
In this case

Fig. 13.21 An elastic ball
squeezed against a hard,
rough, substrate. Left: the
system at two different
magnifications. Right: the
area of contact A(λ) on the
length scale λ is defined as
the area of real contact when
the surface roughness on
shorter length scales than λ
has been removed
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P(ζ) =
∞∫

0

dσP(σ, ζ).

When adhesion is taken into account, tensile stresses can occur at the interface
between the two solids, and the boundary condition (13.7) is no longer valid
[32, 33], see Sect. 13.6.1. It is straightforward to solve (13.5) with the boundary
conditions P(0, ζ) = 0 and P(∞, ζ) = 0 to get

P(ζ) = 2

π

∞∫

0

dx
sinx

x
e−x2G(ζ) = erf

(
1

2
√

G

)
. (13.8)

Note that for small load σ0, G � 1 and in this case (13.8) reduces to P(ζ) ≈ P1(ζ)

where

P1(ζ) = [πG(ζ)]−1/2 . (13.9)

Since G ∼ 1/σ2
0 it follows that the area of real contact is proportional to the load

for small load. Using (13.8) and (13.9) we can write in a general case

P(ζ) = erf

(√
π

2
P1(ζ)

)
. (13.10)

The physical meaning of (13.5) is as follows: When the system is studied at the
lowest magnification ζ = 1 no surface roughness can be observed and the block
makes (apparent) contact with the substrate everywhere in the nominal contact area.
In this case, if we neglect friction at the interface, the stress at the interface will
everywhere equal the applied stress σ0, see Fig. 13.22a, so that P(σ, 1) = δ(σ−σ0).
When we increase the magnification we observe surface roughness with wavelength
down to λ = L/ζ. In this case one may observe some non-contact regions as shown in
Fig. 13.22b. Since the stress must go continuously to zero at the edges of the boundary
between the contact and non-contact regions, it follows that the stress distribution
P(σ, ζ) will have a tail extending the whole way down to the zero stress as indicated
in Fig. 13.22b (right). There will also be a tail toward larger stresses σ > σ0 because
the average stress must be equal to σ0. Thus with increasing magnification, the stress
distribution will broaden without limit as indicated in Fig. 13.22 (right).

The theory presented above predicts that the area of contact increases linearly
with the load for small load. In the standard theory of Greenwood and Williamson
[24] this result holds only approximately and a comparison of the prediction of
their theory with the present theory is therefore difficult. Bush et al. [26, 27] have
developed a more general and accurate contact theory. They assumed that the rough
surface consists of a mean plane with hills and valleys randomly distributed on it.
The summits of these hills are approximated by paraboloids, the distribution of
heights and principal curvatures of which is obtained from the random process theory.
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Fig. 13.22 The stress distribution P(σ, ζ) in the contact region between a (rigid) block and an
elastic substrate at increasing magnification ζ. a At the lowest (engineering) magnification ζ = 1
the substrate surface looks smooth and the block makes (apparent) contact with the substrate in
the whole nominal contact area. b, c As the magnification increases, we observe that the area of
(apparent) contact decreases, while the stress distribution becomes wider and wider

This is to be compared with the GW assumption that the caps of the asperities are
spherical each having the same mean radius of curvature. As a result of the more
random nature of the surface, Bush et al. found that at small load the area of contact
depends linearly on the load accordingly to

A

A0
= κ

FN

E∗

(∫
d2q q2C(q)

)−1/2

, (13.11)

where κ = (2π)1/2. This result is very similar to the prediction of the present theory
where, for small load, from (13.6) and (13.9), A/A0 is again given by (13.11) but now
with κ = (8/π)1/2. Thus our contact area is a factor of 2/π smaller than predicted
by the theory of Bush et al. Both the theory of Greenwood and Williamson and of
Bush et al., assume that the asperity contact regions are independent. However, as
discussed in [31], for real surfaces (which always have surface roughness on many
different length scales) this will never be the case even at a very low nominal contact
pressure. We have argued [31] that this may be the origin of the 2/π-difference
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Fig. 13.23 The factor κ as a
function of Hurst exponent H
for self affine fractal surfaces.
The two horizontal lines gives
the predictions of the theories
of Bush et al. (solid line) and
Persson (dashed line). From
[34]
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between our theory (which assumes roughness on many different length scales) and
the result of Bush et al.

The predictions of the theories of Bush et al. [26, 27] and Persson [28, 29] have
been compared to numerical calculations (see [31, 34, 35]). Borri-Brunetto et al. [36]
have studied the contact between self affine fractal surfaces using an essentially exact
numerical method. They found that the contact area is proportional to the squeezing
force for small squeezing forces. Furthermore, it was found that the slope α(ζ) of the
line A = α(ζ)F decreased with increasing magnification ζ. This is also predicted
by the analytical theory (13.11). In fact, it was found a good agreement between the
theory and the computer simulations for the change in the slope with magnification
and its dependence on the fractal dimension Df .

Hyun et al. have performed a finite-element analysis of contact between elastic
self-affine surfaces. The simulations are done for a rough elastic surface contacting a
perfectly rigid flat surface. The elastic solid is discretized into blocks and the surface
nodes form a square grid. The contact algorithm identifies all nodes on the top surface
that attempt to penetrate the flat bottom surface. The total contact area A was obtained
by multiplying the number of penetrating nodes by the area of each square associated
with each node. As long as the squeezing force is so small that the contact area is below
10 % of the nominal contact area, i.e., A/A0 < 0.1, the area of real contact is found
to be proportional to the squeezing force in accordance with (13.11). In Fig. 13.23
we present the results for the factor κ in (13.11) as a function of Hurst exponent H
for self affine fractal surfaces. The two horizontal lines gives the predictions of the
theories of Bush et al. (solid line) and Persson (dashed line). The agreement with the
analytical predictions is quite good considering the ambiguities in discretization of
the surface. The algorithm only considers nodal heights and assumes that contact of
a node implies contact over the entire corresponding square. This procedure would
be accurate if the spacing between nodes where much smaller than the typical size
of asperity contacts. However, the majority of the contact area consists of clusters
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Fig. 13.24 The contact area
between an elastic solid block
and a randomly rough hard
substrate at high (atomic)
magnification (left), and at a
lower magnification (right)

containing only one or a few nodes. Since the number of large clusters grows as
H → 1, this may explain why the numerical results approach Persson’s prediction
in this limit.

Hyun et al. also studied the distribution of connected contact regions and the
contact morphology. In addition, the interfacial stress distribution was studied and it
was found that the stress distribution remained non-zero as the stress σ → 0. This
violates the boundary condition (13.7) that P(σ, ζ) = 0 for σ = 0. However, it has
been shown analytically [31] that for “smooth” surface roughness this latter condition
must be satisfied, and we believe that the violation of this boundary condition in the
numerical simulations reflects the way the solid was discretized and the way the
contact area is defined in the numerical procedure.

Yang et al. [35] have studied contact mechanics using Molecular Dynamics. They
also found that the contact area varies linearly with the load for small load, and that the
contact area at low magnification is larger than at high magnification (see Fig. 13.24),
as predicted by the theory (13.11). The detailed comparison of the simulation results
with the theory will be presented elsewhere [35].

Elastic contact theory and numerical simulations show that in the region where
the contact area is proportional to the squeezing force, the stress distribution at the
interface is independent of the squeezing force. In addition, for an infinite system the
distribution of sizes of the contact regions does not depend on the squeezing force
(for small squeezing forces). Thus, when the squeezing force increases, new contact
regions are formed in such a way that the distribution of contact regions and the
pressure distribution remains unchanged. This is the physical origin of Coulombs
friction law which states that the friction force is proportional to the normal (or
squeezing) force [20], and which usually holds accurately as long as the block-
substrate adhesional interaction can be neglected [2].

13.6 Adhesion

In this section we discuss adhesion between rough surfaces. We point out that even
when the force to separate two solids vanishes, there may still be a finite contact area
(at zero load) between two solids as a result of the adhesional interaction between
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the solids. We also study the adhesion between a thin elastic film and a randomly
rough, rigid substrate.

13.6.1 Adhesion Between Rough Surfaces

A theory of adhesion between an elastic solid and a hard randomly rough substrate
must take into account that partial contact may occur between the solids on all length
scales. For the case where the substrate surface is self affine fractal theory shows
that when the fractal dimension is close to 2, complete contact typically occurs in
the macro asperity contact areas (the contact regions observed when the system is
studied at a magnification corresponding to the roll-off wavelength λ0 = 2π/q0 of the
surface power spectra, see Fig. 13.10), while when the fractal dimension is larger than
2.5, the area of (apparent) contact decreases continuously when the magnification
is increased. An important result is that even when the surface roughness is so high
that no adhesion can be detected in a pull-off experiment, the area of real contact
(when adhesion is included) may still be several times larger than when the adhesion
is neglected. Since it is the area of real contact which determines the sliding friction
force, the adhesion interaction may strongly affect the friction force even when no
adhesion can be detected in a pull-off experiment.

The influence of surface roughness on the adhesion between rubber (or any other
elastic solid) and a hard substrates has been studied in a classic paper by Fuller
and Tabor [37] (see also [38–44]). They found that already a relative small surface
roughness can completely remove the adhesion. In order to understand the experi-
mental data they developed a very simple model based on the assumption of surface
roughness on a single length scale. In this model the rough surface is modeled by
asperities all of the same radius of curvature and with heights following a Gaussian
distribution. The overall contact force was obtained by applying the contact theory
of Johnson et al. [45] to each individual asperity. The theory predicts that the pull-off
force, expressed as a fraction of the maximum value, depends upon a single para-
meter, which may be regarded as representing the statistically averaged competition
between the compressive forces exerted by the higher asperities trying to prize the
surfaces apart and the adhesive forces between the lower asperities trying to hold
the surfaces together. This picture of adhesion developed by Tabor and Fuller would
be correct if the surfaces had roughness on a single length scale as assumed in their
study. However, when roughness occurs on many different length scales, a qualita-
tively new picture emerges [32, 33], where, e.g., the adhesion force may even vanish
(or at least be strongly reduced), if the rough surface can be described as a self affine
fractal with fractal dimension Df > 2.5. Even for surfaces with roughness on a single
length scale, the formalism used by Fuller and Tabor is only valid at “high” surface
roughness, where the area of real contact (and the adhesion force) is very small. The
theory presented below is particularly accurate for “small” surface roughness, where
the area of real contact equals the nominal contact area.
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13.6.1.1 Qualitative Discussion

Let us estimate the energy necessary in order to deform a rubber block so that the
rubber fills up a substrate cavity of height h and width λ. The elastic energy stored
in the deformation field in the rubber is given by

Uel ≈ 1

2

∫
d3x σε,

where the stress σ ≈ Eε, where E is the elastic modulus. The deformation field is
mainly localized to a volume ∼ λ3 (see Fig. 13.25) where the strain ε ≈ h/λ. Thus
we get Uel ≈ λ3 E(h/λ)2 = Eλh2.

Let us now consider the role of the rubber–substrate adhesion interaction. As
shown above, when the rubber deforms and fills out a surface cavity of the substrate,
an elastic energy Uel ≈ Eλh2 will be stored in the rubber. Now, if this elastic
energy is smaller than the gain in adhesion energy Uad ≈ �γλ2, where �γ =
γ1+γ2−γ12 is the change of surface free energy (per unit area) upon contact due to the
rubber-substrate interaction (which usually is mainly of the van der Waals type), then
(even in the absence of an external load FN) the rubber will deform spontaneously
to fill out the substrate cavities. The condition Uel = Uad gives h/λ ≈ (�γ/Eλ)1/2.
For example, for very rough surfaces with h/λ ≈ 1, and with parameters typical
for rubber E = 1 MPa and �γ = 3 meV/Å2, the adhesion interaction will be able
to deform the rubber and completely fill out the cavities if λ < 0.1µm. For very
smooth surfaces h/λ ∼ 0.01 or smaller, so that the rubber will be able to follow the
surface roughness profile up to the length scale λ ∼ 1 mm or longer.

The argument given above shows that for elastic solids with surface roughness on
a single length scale λ, the competition between adhesion and elastic deformation is
characterized by the parameter θ = Eh2/λδ ≈ Uel/Uad, where h is the amplitude
of the surface roughness and δ = 4(1 − ν2)�γ/E the so called adhesion length,
ν being the Poisson ratio of the rubber. The parameter θ is the ratio between the
elastic energy and the surface energy stored at the interface, assuming that complete
contact occurs. When θ � 1 only partial contact occurs, where the elastic solids
make contact only close to the top of the highest asperities, while complete contact
occurs when θ � 1.

λ

h

rubber

Fig. 13.25 A rubber surface is “pulled” into a cavity in a hard solid by the rubber-substrate adhe-
sional interaction. The elastic energy stored in the deformation field is of order Eλh2
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13.6.1.2 Pull-off Force

Consider a rubber ball (radius R0) in adhesive contact with a perfectly smooth and
hard substrate. The elastic deformation of the rubber can be determined by mini-
mizing the total energy which is the sum of the (positive) elastic energy stored in
the deformation field in the rubber ball, and the (negative) binding energy between
the ball and the substrate at the contact interface. The energy minimization gives the
pull-off force [45, 46]

Fc = (3π/2)R0�γ. (13.12)

Consider now the same problems as above, but assume that the substrate surface
has roughness described by the function z = h(x). We assume that the surface
roughness power spectra has a roll-off wavelength λ0 = 2π/q0 (see Fig. 13.10)
which is smaller than the diameter of the nominal contact area between the two
solids. In this case we can still use the result (13.12), but with �γ replaced by γeff .
The effective interfacial energy γeff is the change in the interfacial free energy when
the elastic solid is brought in contact with the rough substrate. γeff(ζ) depends on the
magnification ζ, and the interfacial energy which enters in the rubber ball pull-off
experiment is the macroscopic interfacial energy, i.e., γeff(ζ) for ζ = 1. If A0 is the
nominal contact area and A1 the true atomic contact area, then

A0γeff(1) = A1�γ − Uel, (13.13)

where Uel is the elastic energy stored at the interface as a result of the elastic defor-
mations necessary in order to bring the solids in atomic contact in the area A1.

13.6.1.3 Stress Probability Distribution

The theory in [32, 33] is based on the contact mechanics formalism described in
Sect. 13.4.1. Thus, we focus on the stress probability distribution function P(σ, ζ)

which satisfies (13.5):
∂P

∂ζ
= f (ζ)

∂2 P

∂σ2 .

We assume that detachment occurs when the local stress on the length scale L/ζ
reaches −σa(ζ). Thus, the following boundary condition is valid in the present case

P(−σa(ζ), ζ) = 0.

This boundary condition replaces the condition P(0, ζ) = 0 valid in the absence of
adhesion (see Sect. 13.4.1).

Let us consider the system on the characteristic length scaleλ = L/ζ. The quantity
σa(ζ) is the stress necessary to induce a detached area of width λ. This stress can be
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Fig. 13.26 a The
macroscopic interfacial
energy as a function of the
dimensionless surface
roughness amplitude q0h0. b
The normalized area of real
contact, P(ζ1) = A(ζ1)/A0,
as a function of q0h0. The
curves correspond to different
adhesion energies: q0δ = 0.1,
0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 as indicated.
For H = 0.8 and
q1/q0 = ζ1 = 100
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obtained from the theory of cracks, where for a penny-shaped crack of diameter λ

σa =
[
πγeff(ζ)E

(1 − ν2)λ

]1/2

=
[
γeff(ζ)Eq

2(1 − ν2)

]1/2

, (13.14)

where q = 2π/λ = ζqL . In [32, 33] we have derived two equations for γeff(ζ) and
P(ζ) which determine how these quantities depend on the magnification ζ; those
equations are the basis for the numerical results presented below.

13.6.1.4 Numerical Results

Figure 13.26 shows (a) the effective interfacial energy γeff(ζ) (ζ = 1) and (b) the
normalized area of real contact, P(ζ1) = A(ζ1)/A0, as a function of q0h0, h0 being
the surface r.m.s. roughness and q0 the roll-off wave vector. Results are shown for
different adhesion lengths δ = 4(1−ν2)�γ/E : q0δ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8. We will
refer to γeff(1) at the magnification ζ = 1 as the macroscopic interfacial free energy
which can be deduced from, e.g., the pull off force for a ball according to (13.12).
Note that for q0δ = 0.4 and 0.8 the macroscopic interfacial energy first increases
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Fig. 13.27 Insect attachment
systems consist of fibers or
hair which terminates with
leaf-like plates which can
easily deform (without
storing a lot of elastic energy)
to bind strongly even to very
rough substrates

with increasing amplitude h0 of the surface roughness, and then decreases. The
increase in γeff arises from the increase in the surface area. As shown in Fig. 13.26b,
for small h0 the two solids are in complete contact, and, as expected, the complete
contact remains to higher h0 as δ ∼ �γ/E increases. Note also that the contact area
is nonzero even when γeff(1) is virtually zero: the fact that γeff(1) (nearly) vanish
does not imply that the contact area vanish (even in the absence of an external load),
but imply that the (positive) elastic energy stored at the interface just balance the
(negative) adhesion energy from the area of real contact. The stored elastic energy
at the interface is given back when removing the block, and when γeff(1) ≈ 0 it is
just large enough to break the block-substrate bonding.

13.6.1.5 Plate Adhesion

In this section we discuss the adhesion of a thin elastic plate to a randomly rough hard
substrate. This topic is important for many applications such as thin films used as
protective coatings [47], for the manufacturing of multilayered wafer structures [48],
or in bio-films for orthopedic implants [49]. The problem under consideration is also
of great importance for understanding the adhesion of flies, bugs, and lizards to
a rough substrate (see Fig. 13.27), [50, 51] or the adhesive behavior of recently
biologically-inspired adhesive films [52].

Here we consider in detail the case of a thin plate in partial contact with a hard
substrate with a self-affine fractal rough surface. Figure 13.28 (thick lines) shows
(a) the macroscopic interfacial energy γe f f (1), i.e. the effective interfacial energy
calculated at the magnification ζ = 1, and (b) the normalized area of real con-
tact P(ζ1) at the maximum magnification ζ = ζ1, as a function of the dimension-
less roughness amplitude q0h0. We show results for three different values of q0δ.
The results are for H = 0.8, i.e. D f = 2.2, and for a dimensionless thickness
of the plate equal to q0d = 0.63. Note that the macroscopic interfacial energy
initially increases with the amplitude h0 of the rough profile up to a maximum
value, and after decreases with h0. This is caused by the increase of the real
contact area produced by the fine structure of the rough profile. Figure 13.26b
shows, indeed, that at small h0 the plate adheres in full contact to the sub-
strate, so that an increase of the surface roughness produces a corresponding
increases of the area of contact and, hence, of the surface energy. However this
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Fig. 13.28 a The normalized
macroscopic interfacial
energy and b the normalized
area of real contact, as a
function of the dimensionless
surface roughness amplitude
q0h0. Thick lines are for the
plate case and thin lines are
for the semi-infinite solid
case. Results are for H = 0.8
and q0d = 0.63, and for two
different values of q0δ

(a)

(b)

is no more true at large h0, because of the reduction of the area of real
contact. Figure 13.26 also shows that, as expected, the roughness-induced incre-
ment of the macroscopic interfacial energy grows by increasing the adhesion length
δ ∼ �γ/E , and that the full contact condition remains to higher amplitude h0 as δ
increases.

In Fig. 13.28 we compare the results obtained for the plate case (thick lines)
with those of the semi-infinite solid (thin lines). As expected, because of the higher
compliance of the plate, both the macroscopic interfacial energy γeff (1) and the
normalized area of real contact P(ζ1) are larger than for the semi-infinite solid case.

To summarize, at small magnification (long length scales) the plate, because of
its higher compliance, is able to adhere in apparent full contact to the long wave-
length corrugation of the underlying surface. That is, at length scales longer than the
plate thickness, the gain in the adhesion energy upon the contact with the substrate
overcomes the repulsive elastic energy produced by the elastic deformations, and the
plate is able to fill out the large cavities of the rigid substrate. This produces a larger
area of contact and an enhanced capability to adhere to a rough surface in compar-
ison to the semi-infinite elastic solid case. However, at large enough magnification
(small length scales) the plate behaves as a semi-infinite solid, and, depending on the
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roughness statistical properties, the area of true atomic contact may be much smaller
than the nominal contact area.

13.6.1.6 Experimental Manifestations

Unfortunately, the surface roughness power spectrum has not been measured for
any surface for which adhesion has been studied in detail. Instead only the rough-
ness amplitude (center line average) and the radius of curvature of the largest sur-
face asperities was determined. Nevertheless, the experimental data of Fuller and
Tabor [37], Briggs and Briscoe [40] and Fuller and Roberts [41] are in good qualita-
tive agreement with our theoretical results. In Fig. 13.29 we show the macroscopic
interfacial energy for “hard” and “soft” rubber in contact with Perspex, as a function
the substrate (Perspex) roughness amplitude as obtained by Briggs and Briscoe [40].
It is not possible to compare these results quantitatively with the theory developed
above since the power spectrum C(q) was not measured for the Perspex substrate.
Even if the surfaces would be self affine fractal as assumed above, not only the sur-
face roughness amplitude will change from one surface to another, but so will the
long distance cut off length λ0 and hence also the ratio ζ1 = q1/q0. In the exper-
iments reported on in [40] the Perspex surfaces where roughened by blasting with
fine particles. The roughness could be varied through the choice of the particles and
the air pressure.

One practical problem is that most rubber materials have a wide distribution of
relaxation times, extending to extremely long times. This effect is well known in
the context of rubber friction (see Sect. 13.6.1), where measurements of the complex
elastic modulus show an extremely wide distribution of relaxation times, resulting
in large sliding friction even at very low sliding velocities, v < 10−8 m/s.

The effect of the stored elastic energy on adhesion has recently been studied
using a polyvinylsiloxane rubber block squeezed against a smooth glass surface for

Fig. 13.29 The macroscopic
interfacial energy (obtained
from the pull-off force) for a
smooth rubber surface (ball)
in contact with Perspex
surface as a function of the
roughness (center line
average) of the Persplex.
Results are shown for a “soft”
rubber (E = 0.063 MPa) and
a “hard” rubber
(E = 0.487 MPa). From [40]
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a fixed time period before measuring the pull-off force [53]. The square-symbols in
Fig. 13.30 show the pull-off force as a function of the squeezing force. For squeezing
forces FN > 850 mN the pull off force decreases. This may be explained by a drastic
increase of the elastic energy stored in the rubber because of the strong deformation
of the rubber (which remains even when the load is removed as a result of the
rubber–glass friction at the interface), see Fig. 13.31 (top). This energy, freed during
the process of unloading, will help to break the adhesive bonds at the interface. This
effect is even stronger when the surface is structured. Thus, the triangles in the figure
shows the pull-off force when the rubber surface is covered by a regular array of
rubber cylindrical asperities. In this case the pull-off force drops to nearly zero for
FN > 700 mN. Visual inspection shows that in this case the cylindrical asperities at
high load bend and make contact with the glass on one side of the cylinder surface,
see Fig. 13.31 (bottom). This again stores a lot of elastic energy at the interface which
is given back during pull-off, reducing the pull-off force to nearly zero.

13.6.1.7 The Role of Plastic Yielding on Adhesion

When the local stress in the asperity contact regions between two solids becomes
high enough, at least one of the solids yields plastically. This will tend to increase the
effective adhesion (or pull-off force) for the following three reasons. First, the area of
real contact between the solids will increase as compared to the case where the defor-
mations are purely elastic. Secondly, the amount of stored elastic energy in the contact
regions (which is given back during pull-off) will be reduced because of the lowered
elastic deformations. Finally, for many materials plastic yielding will strengthen the
junctions [54]. For example, most metals are protected by thin oxide layers, and as
long as these are intact the main interaction between the surfaces in the contact areas
may be of the van der Waals and electrostatic origin. However, when plastic yielding
occurs it may break up the oxide films resulting in direct metal-metal contact and the

Fig. 13.30 The pull-off force
as a function of the squeeze
force or load. For silicon
rubber in contact with a
smooth glass surface. From
[53]
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13.31 Elastic deformation of a rubber block with a smooth surface (top) and a structured
surface (bottom). a shows the initial state before applying a squeezing force, and b the new state
(without load) after applying (and then removing) a very large squeezing force. In state (b) a lot
of elastic energy is stored in the rubber which is “given back” during pull-off resulting in a nearly
vanishing pull-off force

formation of “cold-welded” junctions. When this occurs, because of the high ductil-
ity of many metals, during pull-off “long” metallic bridges may be formed between
the solids so that instead of having junctions popping one after another during pull-
off, a large number of adhesive junctions may simultaneously impede the surface
separation during pull-off, leading to a large pull-off force. However, experiment
have shown [8] that just squeezing before pull-off will in general only result in very
few cold welded junctions, while squeezing and sliding will break up the oxide film,
resulting in the formation of many more cold welded contact regions, and will hence
result in a much larger pull-off force.

1 cm2

van der Waals
interaction

F

F

crack

uniform
separation

(a) (b)

(c)

solid bar

car

Fig. 13.32 Even the weakest force in Nature of relevance in condensed matters physics, namely
the van der Waals force, is relative strong on a macroscopic scale. Thus, for example, if the bond
breaking occur uniformly over the contact area as in (b), already a contact area of order 1 cm2 can
sustain the weight of a car (i.e., a force of order 104 N) [see (a)]. However, on a macroscopic scale the
bond-breaking does not usually occur uniformly over the contact area, but by crack propagation, see
(c), which drastically reduce the pull-off force. In addition, interfacial surface roughness drastically
reduces the pull-off force
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13.6.2 The Adhesion Paradox

The biggest “mystery” related to adhesion is not why it is sometimes observed but
rather why it is usually not observed. Thus, even the weakest force in Nature of
relevance in condensed matter physics, namely the van der Waals force, is relatively
strong on a macroscopic scale. For example, even a contact area of order 1 cm2

can sustain the weight of a car (i.e., a force of order 104 N) [see Fig. 13.32a] also
when only the van der Waals interaction operates at the interface. [Here we have
assumed that the bond breaking occurs uniformly over the contact area as illustrated
in Fig. 13.32b.] However, this is never observed in practice and this fact is referred
to as the adhesion paradox.

There are several reasons why adhesion is usually not observed between macro-
scopic bodies. For example, on a macroscopic scale the bond-breaking usually
does not occur uniformly as in Fig. 13.32b, but occurs by crack propagation, see
Fig. 13.32c. The local stress at the crack tip is much higher than the average stress
acting in the contact area, and this drastically reduces the pull-off force. Another rea-
son, already addressed in Sect. 13.6.1, is the influence of surface roughness. Thus, for
elastically hard surfaces the true (atomic) contact between the solids at the interface
is usually much smaller than the nominal contact area. In addition, the elastic energy
stored in the solids in the vicinity of the contact regions is given back during pull-off
and helps to break the interfacial bonds between the solids (see Sect. 13.6.1).

It is interesting to note that for very small solid objects, typically of order 100µm
or smaller, the bond breaking may occur uniformly over the contact area (no crack
propagation) so that adhesion between smooth surfaces of small objects, e.g., in
micromechanical applications (MEMS), may be much stronger than for macroscopic
bodies, and this fact must be taken into account when designing MEMS [55, 56].

13.6.3 The Role of Liquids on Adhesion Between Rough Solid
Surfaces

As explained in Sect. 13.6.1, surface roughness reduces the adhesion between clean
surfaces. First, it lowers the area of real contact. Since the adhesion interaction comes
almost entirely from the area where the solids make atomic contact, it is clear that the
surface roughness may drastically reduce the adhesion. Secondly, elastic deformation
energy is stored in the vicinity of the asperity contact regions. During pull-off the
elastic energy is “given back” to the system, usually resulting in a drastic reduction
in the effective adhesion and the pull-off force.

Most surfaces have at least nano-scale roughness, and hard solids in the normal
atmosphere have at least a monolayer of liquid-like “contamination” molecules,
e.g., water and hydrocarbons. Small amount of (wetting) lubricant or contamination
liquids between rough solid walls may drastically enhance the adhesion. Thus, for
surfaces with nanoscale roughness, a monolayer of a wetting liquid may result in the
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Fig. 13.33 The variation of the average pressure during retraction developed as the block moves a
distance of 16 Å away from the substrate. Octane C8H18 was used as lubricant. Pull-off (retraction)
velocity was vz = 1 m/s. a For the flat substrate without lubricant. b For the corrugated substrate
without lubricant. Curves c–f show results for the corrugated substrate with about 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 and
1 monolayer of octane in the contact region, respectively. For clarity, the curve for the flat substrate
(a) is displaced to the right, by 2 Å

formation of a large number of nano-bridges between the solids, which increases the
pull-off force. This effect is well known experimentally. For example, the adhesion
force which can be detected between gauge blocks (steel blocks with very smooth
surfaces) is due to the formation of many very small capillary bridges made of
water or organic contamination. For thicker lubrication or contamination films the
effective adhesion will be more long-ranged but the pull-off force may be smaller.
The thickness of the lubricant or contamination layer for which the pull-off force is
maximal will in general depend on the nature of the surface roughness, but is likely
to be of order the root-mean-square roughness amplitude. In fact, it is an interesting
and important problem to find out at exactly what liquid thickness the pull-off force
is maximal.

Some insects such as flies or crickets inject a thin layer of a wetting liquid in
the contact region between the insect attachment surfaces and the (rough) substrate.
The optimum amount of injected liquid will depend on the nature of the substrate
roughness, and it is likely that the insect can regulate the amount of injected liquid
by a feedback system involving the insect nerve system.

Here we consider the adhesion between two solid elastic walls with nanoscale
roughness, lubricated by octane [43, 44, 57]. We consider two types of substrates
(bottom surface)—flat and nano-corrugated (corrugation amplitude 1 nm and wave-
length of the corrugation in x and y direction, 4 nm)—and varied the lubricant
coverage from ∼ 1/8 to ∼ 4 monolayers of octane. The upper surface (the block)
is assumed to be atomically smooth but with a uniform cylinder curvature with a
radius of curvature R ≈ 100 nm (see Fig. 13.35). The results presented here have
been obtained using standard molecular dynamics calculations [43].
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Fig. 13.34 Snapshot pictures (for three different block positions d = 0, 3 and 6 Å) of the lubricant
layer during retraction. We only show the lubricant molecules in the central part of the contact
area between the block and the substrate surfaces (top view, surfaces parallel to the plane of the
image). Octane C8H18 was used as lubricant. Pull-off (retraction) velocity was vz = 1 m/s. For the
corrugated substrate with about 1/4 monolayer of octane in the contact region. The circles indicate
the position of several asperity tops of the corrugated substrate surface

Figure 13.33 shows the variation of the average pressure during retraction as the
block moves a distance of 16 Å away from the substrate. The pull-off (retraction)
velocity was vz = 1 m/s. We have varied the lubricant coverage from 0 to 1 mono-
layer in the contact region. The pull-off force is maximal when the adsorbate coverage
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Fig. 13.35 Snapshot pictures
(for six different block
positions) during retraction.
The snapshot pictures show
the side view of the central
108 Å × 50 Å section (in the
xy-plane) of the contact area.
Octane C8H18 was used as
lubricant. Pull-off (retraction)
velocity was vz = 1 m/s. For
the corrugated substrate with
about 1/4 monolayer of
octane in the contact region
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is of the order of one monolayer [curve (f)]. However, the pull-off force is still smaller
than for a flat substrate without lubricant [curve (a)]. As a function of the octane cov-
erage (for the corrugated substrate) the pull-off force first increases as the coverage
increases from zero to ∼ 1 monolayer, and then decreases as the coverage is increased
beyond monolayer coverage (not shown).

At low octane coverage, the octane molecules located in the substrate corrugation
wells during squeezing, are pulled out of the wells during pull-off, forming a net-
work of nano capillary bridges around the substrate nanoasperities, thus increasing
the adhesion between two surfaces, see Figs. 13.34 and 13.35. For greater lubricant
coverages a single capillary bridge is formed.

Let us discuss the nature of the adhesion for the corrugated substrate, with about
1/4 monolayer of octane in the contact region. Figure 13.34 shows snapshot pictures
of the lubricant layer during retraction, as the block moves away from the substrate
for three different block positions d = 0, 3 and 6 Å. Only the central part of the
contact between the block and the substrate is shown, top view, after removing
the block and substrate atoms. In the beginning (d = 0 Å) octane molecules are
located in the substrate corrugation wells, or cavities with direct metal–metal contact
between the block and the top of the substrate nano asperities (see Fig. 13.35). During
retraction (d = 3 Å) the octane molecules are pulled out of the wells forming an
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almost symmetric network of nano-bridges around the asperity tops, increasing the
adhesion between the two surfaces. This configuration corresponds to the maximal
adhesion force, see curve (d) in Fig. 13.33. Thus maximal adhesion is achieved via
the formation of many small capillary nano-bridges, involving just a few molecules
for each bridge (see Fig. 13.35). Further retraction (d = 6 Å) results in the collapse of
the nano-bridges and the formation of a single “large” capillary bridge in the center
of the contact region.

13.7 Summary and Outlook

We have discussed the origin of friction and adhesion between hard solids such as
quasicrystals. However, most of the results presented above are valid for all types
of solids. We have emphasized the fundamental role of surface roughness on many
contact mechanics problems, in particular for friction and adhesion between solids
bodies.

Surface roughness has a huge influence on many common phenomena. It is the
main reason for why macroscopic bodies usually do not adhere to each other with
any measurable strength. For example, if the floor and the sole of the shoes would
be atomically smooth and clean, it would be impossible to walk on the floor! The
(nearly) absence of adhesion in most situations is crucial for the function of many
man-made constructions.

The surface to volume ratio of solid objects increases as the lateral size of the object
decreases. The role of surface roughness becomes therefore more important as the
size of objects decreases. The present drive toward the miniaturization of mechanical
devices, e.g., MEMS, requires a better understanding of the role of surface roughness
on, e.g., contact mechanics and adhesion.

Surface roughness is also of great importance for the function of many biological
systems. Thus, flies, bugs, crickets and lizards have developed very soft layers on
their attachment organs which allow them to attach and move on both very smooth
and rough vertical solid walls, e.g. stone walls or leafs. Another example is non-
wetting coatings on plant surfaces based on surface roughness on many different
length scales (the so called Lotus effect) [11].

The roughness of surfaces can today be studied strait forwardly using standard
equipments based on optical methods and stylus methods, e.g., the atomic force
microscope (AFM). These methods cover the whole length scale from atomic dimen-
sion to macroscopic distances. Thus, the AFM can probe the surface profile from
∼ 1 nm to 100 µm and optical methods from ∼ 1µm to kilometers. For randomly
rough surfaces, the most important quantity which can be deduced from the mea-
sured height profile is the surface roughness power spectra. We have shown in this
paper how the power spectra determines the contact mechanics and adhesion for
solid objects in direct contact. It also govern rubber friction on rough substrates, e.g.,
tires on a road surfaces, and influence other phenomena of technological importance,
e.g., the roughness induced leaking of sealings.
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Thus, studies of surface roughness is important not only for understanding many
natural and biological phenomena, but also for many technological processes. The
present drive toward miniaturization and the design of optimal systems by transfer of
ideas from studies on biological systems to materials science (bionics) [11], is likely
to accelerate the interest and efforts to study and predict the influence of surface
roughness on many phenomena.
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Chapter 14
MD/FE Multiscale Modeling of Contact

Srinivasa Babu Ramisetti, Guillaume Anciaux and Jean-Francois Molinari

Abstract Limitations of single scale approaches to study the complex physics
involved in friction have motivated the development of multiscale models. We review
the state-of-the-art multiscale models that have been developed up to date. These have
been successfully applied to a variety of physical problems, but that were limited,
in most cases, to zero Kelvin studies. We illustrate some of the technical challenges
involved with simulating a frictional sliding problem, which by nature generates a
large amount of heat. These challenges can be overcome by a proper usage of spatial
filters, which we combine to a direct finite-temperature multiscale approach cou-
pling molecular dynamics with finite elements. The basic building block relies on
the proper definition of a scale transfer operator using the least square minimization
and spatial filtering. Then, the restitution force from the generalized Langevin equa-
tion is modified to perform a two-way thermal coupling between the two models.
Numerical examples are shown to illustrate the proposed coupling formulation.

14.1 Introduction

Traditional friction experiments are particularly difficult to comprehend since they
involve a wide variety of physical mechanisms that interact at several length and
time scales. Amongst those mechanisms, one can list for instance long range elastic
deformations, plasticity, third body interactions, lattice dynamics and heat trans-
fer [1]. An additional difficulty comes from their interactions with surface topology.
Experimental, theoretical and numerical studies have shown that surface roughness
is a key determining factor for friction. Roughness being present at all length scales
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[2], developing a fundamental understanding of how microscopic contact clusters
develop under load remains an important question [3, 4].

In the last few decades, with the development of nanotechnologies and nano
science, interfaces and surfaces have started to dominate over the more classical
and thus better understood bulk mechanisms. This challenges our traditional design
tools and in particular continuum mechanics predictions which can be shown to
break down at atomistic size asperities [5]. On the other hand, novel experimental
techniques such as surface force apparatus, atomic force microscopy, friction force
microscopy and quartz-crystal micro-balance are now extensively used to understand
the atomic origins of friction [6, 7]. These techniques provide new insights and give
renewed hope that we will one day have fully predictive tools for friction.

An essential component of those tools will be numerical modeling. Simulations are
not only a useful complement to experiments as they can answer several experimental
unknowns, but they can be used to explore a range of conditions out of reach of
experiments. While numerical contact mechanics models have traditionally relied
on a macroscopic description with empirical or semi-empirical phenomenological
laws (Coulomb friction law, Archard wear law), recent modeling efforts increasingly
attempt to represent the accurate atomistic mechanisms and capture the statistics of
contact forces at small-scale contact asperities. However, a true separation of scales
does not exist in most applications, and thus it is important to couple the small scale
atomic mechanisms with long-range elastic forces and a proper handling of far field
boundary conditions. This can be achieved with the rapid and recent developments
in multiscale methods paralleled by a continuing expansion of computational power.

This chapter will introduce the reader to current methods in multiscale modeling
of contact. An emphasis will be put on sliding contact and thus we narrow the focus
to methods that couple an atomistic domain (Molecular Dynamics, MD, to capture
atomic mechanisms at contacting asperities) to a continuum domain (Finite Ele-
ments, FE, for an accurate representation of long range elastic forces). Incidentally,
MD/FE multi-scaling is also by far the most researched and versatile approach. The
chapter begins by a review of some of the main variants of FE/MD class of direct
(i.e. fully coupled) multiscale model. Furthermore, the important generation of heat
during sliding friction, due to plastic activity at contacting asperities, will be demon-
strated to challenge most current multiscale approaches. This will show the need for
novel coupling strategies capable of handling heat fluxes through interfaces between
distinct scale models. The last section of this chapter will turn to the description and
validation of a novel thermo-mechanical coupling method, that shows great prospect
for contact simulations.

14.2 Modeling Techniques of Contact at Nanoscale

A large amount of numerical studies of contact problems are based on single scale
approaches. Numerical techniques such as Ab-Initio [8], Discrete Element Method
[9, 10], Discrete Dislocation Dynamics [11], Finite Element Method [12, 13] and
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Molecular Dynamics [14–16] have been used to study contact/friction problems.
Two of the most classical techniques are the Finite Element Method [17, 18] and the
Molecular Dynamics [19]. A large literature has had recourse to the Finite Element
Method, which is a computationally efficient strategy, to model contact at the asperity
level [12, 20–22].

Nevertheless, recent Finite Element Method simulations [23] as well as atomistic
studies [5] show that contact mechanics is dominated by nanoscale asperities. Con-
tinuum mechanics is unable to capture the details of force profiles at this scale. In
order to represent efficiently the atomic organization and forces at contact clusters,
one can resort to Molecular Dynamics (MD).

Classical MD is a well-established numerical approach that is used to simulate
materials at nanoscales. According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [24,
25], atomic nuclei are treated as point particles, because they are much heavier than
surrounding electrons. Therefore, classical MD consists in driving N particles with
the following Newtonian equation of motion:

mi
d2ri

dt2 = fi =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

Fi j (14.1)

where mi is the mass of the i th atom, ri is its position and Fi j is the force acting
on atom i exerted by atom j . The forces perceived by particles are described by an
inter-particle potential, since the force fi acting on atom i is equal to the gradient of
the total potential energy of the system with respect to the i th atom position:

fi = −∇iΦ(r1,r2, . . . ,rN ) (14.2)

MD simulations are used to investigate nanoscale mechanisms at the origin of
adhesive and friction forces [7, 14–16, 26–34]. Besides the refined mechanical
description achieved by MD models, severe limitations should be noted. First, the
stable timestep is usually of the order of a femtosecond which restricts long (>100 ns)
simulation runs. Secondly, the number of atoms to materialize a small chunk of matter
is restricted by the computational time [35].

The limitations of purely atomistic or purely continuum simulations, which make
extremely difficult the link of simulations and experiments, have motivated research
in multi-scale simulations that bridge atomistic and continuum modeling [36–44].
In these multiscale approaches, atoms can be used at contacting asperities to capture
in great details contact forces, whereas Finite Elements (FE) are used away from
the interface to accurately represent elastic forces. The main purpose of the coarse
domain is to reduce significantly the number of unknowns to handle.
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14.3 Multiscale Coupling Applied to Contact

Multiscale modeling has captured tremendous attention from different fields such as
materials science, mechanics and high performance computing, which is due to its
potential to perform numerical simulations that were impossible or difficult with the
full atomistic simulations. Thus, during the past decades several multiscale methods
have been developed to investigate material problems.

A broad classification of multiscale approaches is done in [45], which separates
the field in two categories. The first contains hierarchical methods which model the
different scales separately but with information flow between fine and coarse scales.
While this approach avoids the technical difficulty of direct coupling between scales,
which explains the reason for its wide usage, the necessary scale separation assump-
tion can be a too strong approximation for real applications. The second category
considers direct/concurrent multiscale approaches which simulate simultaneously
the different length scale models. Atomistic models are used in critical regions to
capture atomistic processes, while coarser models are used in regions away from
complex behavior. The coherency between the atomistic and the coarser models is
enforced in an interface or overlap region as illustrated on Fig. 14.1.

Concurrent approaches are relevant for sliding friction simulations where complex
deformations occur at the contacting interface, while coarser scales handle long
range elastic interactions and provide boundary conditions. There exist different
concurrent coupling methods such as finite element atomistics method (FEAt) [50],
quasicontinuum method (QC) [46, 47], coupling of length scales (CLS) [36], coupled

Atomic zone

Continuum zone

Pad Atoms

Interface Atoms
Atomic zone

Continuum zone

Bridging Zone(a) (b)

Seamless coupling Overlapping coupling

Fig. 14.1 Illustration of coupling interfaces between molecular dynamics and finite elements. a
Typical interface zone in a seamless coupling such as the Quasi-Continuum [46, 47], or the Coupled
Atomistic and Discrete Dislocation [48] methods. b Typical bridging/overlapping zone employed
in methods such as the Bridging Domain [49]. It should be noted that in both cases, the introduction
of coarser elements leads to distinct dispersion relations and spectral decompositions
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atomistic and discrete dislocation (CADD) [48], bridging scale method (BSM) [51]
and bridging domain method (BDM) [49]. This list is not complete and should not
be taken as the only reference. There also exists a good number of review articles,
that one can refer to, which address the different multiscale methods [42, 44] and
their comparison with each other [43]. Nevertheless, in the following section we will
review four methods, which are now classical in the literature.

14.3.1 State of the Art of Multiscale Methods

The Quasicontinuum (QC) method, developed by Tadmor et al. [46], was first used
to investigate two-dimensional quasi-static single crystal deformation problems. In
the atomic/refined region, the energy is computed using interatomic potentials. At
the interface between the atoms and the FE’s, the energy of the interface atoms
is calculated by introducing neighboring atoms (known as pad atoms) which are
deformed accordingly to interpolated FE displacement fields. In the FE region, the
strain energy density W is computed from the atomistic potential using the Cauchy-
Born rule [46]. The total energy of the coupled system is written as:

E =
∑

i∈Ω A

Ei +
∑

e∈ΩC

we Ee (14.3)

where Ei is the energy of atom i , Ee is the energy of element e, and we is a weighting
function to correct an energy unbalance. Indeed, the last free atoms at the interface
and the first FE (pad atoms/nodes) bear an overlapped contribution to the total energy
which is corrected with the weight we.

During the recent years, various improved versions of the QC method, including
the treatment of multigrains and three-dimensional deformation problems, have been
developed [37, 47, 52–54]. Several finite temperature extensions of the QC method
exists [55–59]. For instance, the hot-QC method [56, 60] uses a temperature depen-
dent Hamiltonian, based on the idea of the potential of mean force, to approximate
the contributions of missing atoms in the continuum region.

The Coupled Atomistic and Discrete Dislocation (CADD) method, developed
by Shilkrot et al. [48, 61], allows the direct coupling of an atomistic region with a
continuum region containing dislocations. The key feature of this method is that it can
pass dislocations from the atomistic region to a continuum region without confining
the plastic deformation to the atomistic region in contrast to the QC method. The
dislocations passed into the continuum region are represented using the discrete
dislocation method [62].

As described in [48, 61], the solution to the boundary value problem is obtained
by dividing it into three problems: an infinite elastic continuum with dislocations, a
linear elastic continuum without any defects and a full atomistic region. The solution
to the first problem is obtained by superposing the analytical elastic fields due to the
network of dislocations. The stress, strain and displacement contributions from the
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discrete dislocations are denoted as σ̃ , ε̃, ũ respectively. The solution to the second
problem is found by using corrective tractions σ̂ and displacements û. The corrective
strain field is denoted by ε̂. And the third problem consisting of the atomistic region
is solved by using interatomic potentials. The atoms near the continuum-atomistic
interface are treated in the same way as in the QC method.

The total energy of the boundary value problem is expressed as:

E = 1

2

∫

ΩC

(σ̃ + σ̂ ) : (ε̃ + ε̂)dV −
∫

∂ΩC

t0 · ud A + E A − fA · uA (14.4)

where t0 is the prescribed traction, u = ũ + û is the total displacement, E A is the
atomistic energy, fA refers to the atomic forces along the traction boundary and uA

refers to the atomic displacements.
The detection of the dislocations nucleated in the atomistic region and their passing

to the continuum region is accomplished in two steps: (i) In 2D, a detection band of
triangular elements inside region Ω A and close to the interface is defined to monitor
the Lagrangian finite strain and to allow the identification of dislocations based on
their recognizable slip strains within the crystal. (ii) After the detection step, the
dislocation is passed to the continuum region by adding the displacement fields
associated with a dislocation dipole. This shifts the dislocation core along its slip
plane from its location in the detection band to a location across the interface in the
continuum region.

Currently, the approach is only validated in two-dimensional case. Extension of
CADD to finite temperature simulations can be found in [63, 64], where the stadium
damping method with a Langevin based thermostat is used to maintain a constant
temperature of the system. However, it is not yet suitable to treat non-isothermal
processes. Extension to three-dimensional systems is the subject of active research.

The Bridging Domain method (BDM) uses the concepts of the Arlequin
approach [65–68] which can intermix energies of several continuum mechanical
models and constrain consistent displacements within an overlaping zone (also
termed as the bridging domain). Xiao et al. applied this strategy for coupling contin-
uum models with molecular dynamics (MD) [49, 69].

The total Hamiltonian of the system is considered to be equal to the sum of the
weighted Hamiltonians of both the atomistic and continuum models:

H = (1 − α)E A + αEC (14.5)

where E A and EC are the atomic and continuum Hamiltonian contributions and
where α is an arbitrary weighting function. The displacement continuity is enforced
between the two models in the overlap region (Ω I ) by constraining the degrees of
freedom using the Lagrangian multiplier method. The constraints on the velocities
are expressed as:
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g = Nu̇ − ḋ = 0 (14.6)

where g is the vector containing per atom constraints, u is the FE nodal displacement,
d is the atomic displacement and N is the matrix containing FE shape functions
evaluated at all initial atomic positions. The governing equations for degrees of
freedom inside the overlap region are formulated using the Lagrangian multiplier
method. The Lagrange multipliers λ (L multipliers, with L the number of coupled
atoms) are obtained by solving the linear system of equations

Hλ = g� (14.7)

where g� is the constraint vector before correction and H is the L × L constraint
matrix defined as

H = NT M̂−1N − m̂−1 (14.8)

where M̂ = αM with M is a coarse scale lumped mass matrix and where m̂ = αm
with m is a diagonal atomic mass matrix. Finally, the discrete governing equations
of the two models are expressed as follows:

{
M̂ü = αf(u) − λNT

m̂d̈ = (1 − α)f(d) − λ
(14.9)

where f(d) and f(u) are the atomic and nodal forces. Details concerning the deriva-
tion of the above equations are presented in [49, 69, 70]. The arbitrary weighting
is remarkably suited to dissipate spurious wave reflections [49, 70] at small temper-
atures (∼ 0K ) and material problems such as fracture were successfully simulated
using this method [49]. However, the application of this method to simulate finite
temperature problems is difficult [71].

The Bridging Scale method (BSM) was developed by Wagner and Liu to con-
currently couple atomistic and continuum models [51]. The idea of this method is to
decompose the total displacement field u(x) into coarse and fine scales as:

u(x) = ū(x) + u′(x) (14.10)

The coarse scale displacement field in matrix form is defined as:

ū = Nd (14.11)

where N is the matrix containing FE shape functions evaluated at all initial atomic
positions and d is the FE nodal displacements. The fine scale displacement field is
defined as the projection of MD displacements q on the FE basis functions subtracted
from the total solution q and is expressed as:
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u′ = q − Pq (14.12)

where P is a projection matrix defined as:

P = NM−1NT MA (14.13)

Here MA is a diagonal atomic mass matrix and M = NT MAN is a coarse scale mass
matrix.

The final equations of motion for the MD and FE models are derived using the
Lagrangian form. More details about the derivation of these equations can be found
in [72]. The key equations are:

MAq̈ = f(q) + f imp + R f (14.14a)

Md̈ = NT f(u) (14.14b)

where f imp is an impedance force and R f is a random force. The impedance force
is defined as:

f imp
i =

∑
j∈neighbors(i)

t∫

0

Θ j (t − τ) ×
(

q j (τ ) − ū j (τ ) − Rd
j (τ )

)
dτ (14.15)

where Θ j (t −τ) and Rd
j (t) are a time history kernel and a random displacement term

respectively. The purpose of the random force R f is to restitute the energy dissipated
by the impedance force and thus ensuring energy conservation.

The important point to note in this method is that the impedance force has the role
of dissipating the short wavelengths that cannot be represented by the FE mesh. This
energy dissipation is based on the generalized Langevin equation (GLE) [73–75].
One limitation is that the time history kernel is usually derived for a given lattice
structure which restricts their usage to crystalline materials.

Several other concurrent atomistic-continuum coupled approaches have been
developed using the idea of GLE to dissipate short wavelengths that are reflected at
the MD-FE interface. However, these approaches differ in the way the time history
kernel function Θ is derived. For instance, Cai et al. [76] computed Θ from sev-
eral MD simulations. E and Huang [77, 78] have computed analytically the kernel
coefficients by minimizing the reflection coefficients at each wavenumber. Wagner
et al. [79] have computed Θ using the Laplace and the Fourier transforms. Most of
these approaches assume the temperature of the coarse scale to be zero to ignore the
random force term R f and thus are not suitable for thermal transfer applications.
A few methods based on the idea of GLE also exists that are suitable for study-
ing problems with non-equilibrium processes. For instance, Karpov et al. [80] have
developed a concurrent atomistic continuum model by using analytical expressions
for Θ and including a random force term to allow the passage of thermal energy
between the atomistic and continuum regions. Mathew et al. [81] have used a time
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dependent friction force and a weighted random force to treat thermal fluxes across
the atomistic-continuum interface. The common feature in all these methods is the
time history kernel function, which is built using different techniques. Recently, a
parametric study focused on the influence of time and spatial kernels on the dynamics
of one-dimensional MD systems was conducted [82] and revealed that spatial filters
present interesting features, when compared to time filters, which can be exploited
as will be demonstrated in a later section.

14.3.2 Sliding Friction and Heat Generation

Sliding friction between rough surfaces generates intense heat fluxes because of the
large plastic deformations. This can put to the test any direct multiscale method [83].
For instance, when rough surfaces carved from two cubic-like copper crystals at
zero Kelvin with self-affine fractal [84] generated with a Voss [85, 86] algorithm (as
presented in Fig. 14.2) are pressed against each other and sled, a temperature rise is
to be expected. In order to demonstrate the artificial impact of the Bridging Domain
algorithm on sliding contact dynamics, three different models are compared:

• Full MD model (the continuum zone is replaced by atoms and serves as a reference)
• Coupled model (as described in Fig. 14.2)
• Reduced MD model (the continuum zone is eliminated).

To quantify the effect of the coupling with regards to phonon emission, the kinetic
energy of the top zone of the deformable body is measured. This zone contains the
energy close to the asperities, without any contribution of the overlap region atoms.

These measures are presented in Fig. 14.3. The coupled approach always leads to a
minimal residual kinetic energy, while the reduced case stores a lot more vibrational
energy in the contacting zone. It is noteworthy that the coupling scheme fails in
recovering the full MD behavior: the kinetic energy profile remains almost flat and
at a low value.

Interestingly, most work in the literature has sought to prevent wave reflections
without necessarily considering that the damping of the problematic (high frequency)
waves could impact the uncoupled zones. Indeed, the Bridging Domain method, when
handling properly the undesired high frequency waves incoming from the molecular
domain, is damping a part of the kinetic energy in an ad hoc way [70, 87]. Here,
with an initial state of zero Kelvin, and with asperities of various sizes and shapes,
colliding and scratching at contact points, thermal vibrations are being generated
at an important rate. The resulting heat increase is an integral part of the contact
problem and for some problems should not be damped entirely by the coupling zone.
Thus, the sliding friction problem calls for a thermo-mechanical multiscale model
with the potential to address heat fluxes.
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Fig. 14.2 3D View of the
mesh and atomic zone
coupled together

Fig. 14.3 Residual kinetic
energy in the zone near
contacting asperities
(thickness 24 a, a = 3.615Å
is the lattice constant) for the
full MD (solid line), coupled
(dashed line) and reduced
cases (dotted line)
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14.4 Finite Temperature Coupling

This section begins with the description of a novel multiscale model coupling MD and
FE. A scale transfer operator using a spatial filter is described. Then the coupling
formulation, which uses GLE to damp selective frequency modes in the coupling
region, is presented. Later on, the thermal coupling formulation to treat thermal
fluxes across the MD-FE interface is introduced.

In order to illustrate the geometry of the coupling zone needed for this strategy, a
schematic is presented in Fig. 14.4. Ω A and ΩC are used to refer to the pure atomistic
and the pure continuum regions, while ΩC(A) and Ω A(C) represent the coupling and
boundary regions respectively [49, 88].

While the dynamics of an atom in region Ω A follow the classical Newtonian equa-
tion, the mechanical and thermal fields within the continuum model are represented
with two different partial differential equations: the evolution of the displacement
field is described using the equations of motion combined with a linear elastic law,
while Fourier’s thermal conductivity equations are called upon to represent the tem-
perature field. It should be noted that the heat propagation within the system is
assumed to be only due to conduction without taking into account convection and
radiation. The dynamics inside the coupling Ω A(C) and the boundary ΩC(A) regions,
where both atoms and finite elements coexist, need three components such as a scale
transfer operator, a selective thermostat and a heat balance equation, which are
presented in the following sections.

14.4.1 Scale Transfer Operator

In the boundary region Ω A(C), the atomic displacements and velocities are simply
computed from the interpolated FE fields, whereas the coupling is more complex
when information has to pass from the fine to the coarse scale. For this operation,
a scale transfer operator is used to define the transmission of information, such as

Fig. 14.4 Illustration of the
MD-FE multiscale domain

Atomic zone
Continuum zone
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displacement and velocity, from one length scale to another without corrupting the
system dynamics in either of the scales.

For example, Fackeldey et al. [89, 90] have developed an atomistic-continuum
coupled approach using a weighted least square projection as a scale transfer operator
to decompose the atomic displacements into low and high frequency components.
They provided numerical examples demonstrating the seamless transmission of dis-
placements from MD to FE at zero Kelvin. However, it can be shown that the least
square projection has poor filtering properties [91].

In order to improve this scale transfer operator, a least-square projection can be
combined [91] with a spatial filter to define an improved scale transfer operator. The
continuum displacement UJ of any node J in the coupling region ΩC(A) is then
formally obtained with:

UJ =
∑

I

A−1
I,J

∑

i∈ΩC(A)

ûi NI (Xi ) (14.16)

with AI,J =
∑

i∈ΩC(A)

NI (Xi )NJ (Xi )

where AI,J is the least square projection matrix [40], NI is the shape function
described by a linear polynomial for node I and ûi is the spatially filtered displacement
of any atom i inside the ΩC(A) region defined by:

ûi =
∑

j ∈ neighbors(i)

γ (|Xi − X j |)u j (14.17)

where γ is a spatial filter (memory kernel) function, which can be chosen so that the
finite elements receive only waves for which they have enough degrees of freedom
to represent. The continuum velocity field is defined in a similar manner. The scale
transfer operator hence defined allows to transmit precisely the band of frequencies
that the mesh can handle with its coarser representation. The waves not mechani-
cally transmitted have to be transformed into thermal energy which would allow the
coupling of heat fluxes. This is the role of the selective thermostat presented below.

14.4.2 Selective Thermostat

The presented method stands on the generalized Langevin equation (GLE) [73–75].
The dynamics of atoms inside the coupling region is described using the GLE which
incorporates spatial filters as expressed by the following equations:

mv̇ = −∇Φ − m(v − v̂)

α
+ R (14.18)
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where m is the mass, v is the velocity, v̇ is the acceleration, v̂ is the spatially filtered
velocity and Φ is the potential function. The second term on the right side of equation
(14.18) is the frictional force, α is a damping parameter to decide the strength of
the frictional force, and R is a random or fluctuating force which is correlated in
both space and time. The purpose of the random force is to balance both the energy
dissipation of the friction force and the heat exchange with the continuum model. For
instance the random force R(x, t) can be derived analytically for a one-dimensional
mono-atomic lattice:

R(x, t) = 1

α

√
2mkB T

N

∑
k

cos(ω(k)t + k x + φ(k)) (14.19)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the desired temperature, N is the number of
restitution modes, φ(k) is a random phase sampled in the interval [0, 2π ] and ω(k)

is the angular frequency associated with the wave vector k, taken from the dispersion
relation. In the restitution, a temperature T has to be defined.

In the case of thermal equilibrium, the temperature T can be taken as a constant.
However, in the non-equilibrium case, this temperature is given by the continuum
model and ensures that the continuum can exchange heat with the atomic region. As
an additional component, the energy balance presented in next section allows heat
fluxes to be introduced in the continuum.

14.4.3 Heat Balance Equation

The governing equation used to describe the thermal transfer assuming Fourier’s law
(q = −κ ∇T ) within the finite-element model is given by:

ρ Cv Ṫ = ∇ · (κ ∇T ) + Q (14.20)

where ρ is the mass density, Cv is the specific heat capacity, Ṫ is the temperature
rate, κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature and Q is the volumetric heat
source per unit time. Classically [17, 18], the finite element resolution of (14.20)
leads to:

CI J ṪJ + KI J TJ = QI (14.21)

with C the capacity matrix, K the conductivity matrix and QI the heat rate associated
with node I which is described as:

QI =
∫

ΩC(A)

NI QdΩC (14.22)
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where NI is the shape function associated with node I . The balance of the thermal
energy inside the ΩC(A) region is achieved from the difference between the heat rate
of the atomistic and the continuum models as described by:

Q(x) =
∑

i∈ΩC(A)

(q F
i − q R

i ) δ(x − xi ) (14.23)

where δ(x − xi ) is the Dirac delta function equal to infinity at the position xi of an
atom i and zero elsewhere, q F

i and q R
i are the per atom heat rate due to the friction

and random forces respectively, which are expressed as:

q F
i = 1

α
m (v − v̂) vi q R

i = Ri vi (14.24)

Thus, the heat rate QI associated with node I is expressed as:

QI =
∫

ΩC(A)

NI QdΩC =
∑

i∈C(A)

NI (xi ) (q F
i − q R

i ) (14.25)

Because of the shape functions scope, only interface nodes will receive a flux coming
from the MD model, which turns out to be a boundary condition for the FE region.

14.5 Validation and Application

In this section, three different numerical examples illustrate the method. In the first
example, the method is validated by passing a mechanical wave pulse while main-
taining the system at a constant finite temperature. The second example includes a
mechanical wave propagation from the FE region into the MD region in addition to
transient heat propagation. Finally, the case of a dynamic contact is shown.

In what follows, the material is a FCC aluminum crystal thin sheet which has a
hexagonal lattice corresponding to the (111) plane of bulk aluminum. We resort to
a simple harmonic potential with first neighbor interactions to prevent any plastic
deformation. For the continuum model, the equations of motion described by an
elastic orthotropic material law and the Fourier’s heat conduction law are used to
describe mechanical and thermal fields respectively. The parameters for both MD
and FE models are found in Tables 14.1 and 14.2.

As previously stated, the dispersion relation between the angular frequency
ω(kx , ky, b) and the wave vector k is called upon to construct the random force
R(x, t). In the case of the considered two-dimensional hexagonal lattice it follows:
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Table 14.1 Parameters of the
MD model

Parameters Value

m 26.98 g.mol−1

ε 1.36 Kcal.mol−1

σ 2.54 Å

r0 2.016
√

2 Å

r1
√

3r0 Å

rcut 3.89 Å

Table 14.2 Parameters of the
FE model

Parameters Value

ρ 3.83 g.mol−1.Å−2

E1 9.78 Kcal.mol−1.Å−3

E2 9.78 Kcal.mol−1.Å−3

ν12 0.33

G12 3.67 Kcal.mol−1.Å−3

Cv 1.47e−4 Kcal.g−1.K −1

κ 1.23e−3 Kcal.mol−1.Å−1. f s−1.K −1

ω2(kx , ky, b) = C

m

[
3 − cos(kx ) − 2ζ

+ (−1)b

√√√√(cos (kx ) − ζ )2 + 3 sin2
(

kx

2

)
sin2

(√
3ky

2

)]

(14.26)

where ζ = cos

(
kx

2

)
cos

(√
3ky

2

)
, b is the acoustic branch number, k = (kx , ky)

is the wave vector and m is the mass of each atom.

14.5.1 Mechanical Wave Propagation at Finite Temperature

The coupled model is shown in Figure 14.5. The dimensions of the MD region (Ω A)

is 400r0 × 40r1, where r0 is the inter-atomic spacing and r1 =
√

3
2 r0. Two FE meshes

each with 3520 linear triangular elements with a characteristic size h = 5.0r0, as
shown in Fig. 14.5, are used on either side of the MD region. Periodic boundary
conditions are imposed along the y-direction for both models. Along the x-direction
the size of the coupling region ΩC(A) is 20r0. Each coupling region contains 4 and 16
finite elements along x and y directions respectively. A boundary region with 8 finite
elements along x direction on both ends of Ω A is used. For the initial condition, a
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ΩAΩC ΩC

5r0

5r0

400r0800r0 800r0

40r1

C CB B

C = ΩC(A): 20r0 × 40r1 B = ΩA(C): 40r0 × 40r1

Linear element

Fig. 14.5 Illustration of the coupled model. A uniform FE mesh with linear triangle elements is
used on either side of the MD region

displacementmagnitude( Å)

(a) (f)
(b) (g)
(c) (h)
(d) (i)
(e) (j)

ΩC ΩA ΩC FullMD

Fig. 14.6 Comparison of the displacement field in the coupled model (Left) with the full MD
simulation (Right) at time t = 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 ps. The temperature of the system is maintained
at 50 K. The overlap region in the coupled model is indicated using the triangle marks in red color.
For the sake of visualization, only 50 % of the complete mesh on either side of the MD region is
shown

low frequency wave packet is introduced in the region Ω A, while the high frequency
modes in the MD region are only due to the injected temperature which is set to 50 K.
The energy dissipated in the coupling region due to the damping is balanced by the
random force.

The displacement profiles extracted from the coupled simulation with those
obtained from the full MD results are compared in Fig. 14.6 and show a good agree-
ment.

As expected the small wavelengths are damped and restituted in the coupling
region with the help of a spatial filter. This ensures that the energy of the entire model,
i.e. the sum of kinetic, potential and thermal energies, remains constant during the
entire simulation [91].

14.5.2 Thermo-Mechanical Wave Propagation

In this example, a transient heat problem superposed with an impulse wave is con-
sidered to validate the coupling approach in the case of non-equilibrium processes.
Figure 14.7, shows the MD-FE coupled model used in this example.
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ΩA ΩC

200r0 800r0

40r1

CT (thermostat) B

C = ΩC(A): 20r0 × 40r1 B = ΩA(C): 40r0 × 40r1

Fig. 14.7 Setup of the coupled model with a thermostat at 200 K imposed on a group of atoms on
the left side of the MD region

displacementmagnitude( Å)

(a) (f)

(b) (g)

(c) (h)

(d) (i)

(e) (j)
ΩA ΩC FullMD

Fig. 14.8 Comparison of the displacement field in the coupled model (Left) with the full MD
simulation (Right) at time t = 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 ps. The overlap region in the coupled model is
indicated using the triangle marks in red color

The size of the MD region Ω A is 200r0 × 40r1, composed of 16,000 atoms.
Similarly to the previous example, triangular finite elements (h = 5r0) are used to
represent the coarse scale model. Furthermore, the coupling and boundary regions
share similar sizes with the previous example.

An initial temperature of 10 K is imposed everywhere in the model. Then, a
Langevin thermostat of temperature 200 K is applied on a group of 3200 atoms on
the left side of the MD region. The thermostat creates a thermal flux within the entire
system which initiates transient heat propagation from the MD to FE region. At
the same time, an impulse wave is imposed on the right side of the FE region. The
dynamics of the entire system is allowed to evolve for a total time of 50 ps.

The snapshots of the displacement profile of the coupled MD–FE model and of
the full MD simulations are shown in Fig. 14.8. A smooth transition of the large
wavelength from the FE to the MD region can be observed. In addition to the dis-
placements, the time averaged temperature profiles for both the coupled and the full
MD models at time t = 50 ps are shown in Fig. 14.9a. Also, the total energy of the
coupled model is compared with the full MD simulation and found to be in good
agreement (see Fig. 14.9b).
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Fig. 14.9 a Comparison of the temperature profile of the coupled model with the full MD simulation
at time t = 50 ps. The overlap region is indicated with a light gray background. b Comparison of
the total energy of the coupled model with the full MD simulation. The total energy increases with
time as it is a non-equilibrium process

Fig. 14.10 Illustration of the
multiscale model used for
dynamic contact

ΩC

ΩA(C )

ΩC (A)

ΩA

Indenter 50r0

100r0

300r0

150r1

14.5.3 Application to Dynamic Contact

Once again, the aluminum material from the previous two examples is considered to
model the deformable substrate, which is subjected to an impact by a rigid circular
indenter of radius 50r0. The schematic of the coupled MD–FE model is shown in
Fig. 14.10. An initial temperature of T = 20 K is set within the MD–FE model.
After reaching thermal equilibrium, the indenter impacts the substrate at a velocity
of 5 Å.ps−1.

The displacement profile of the MD–FE model is extracted at various timesteps
and compared with the displacement profile of a full MD model as shown in
Fig. 14.11. Again, a good agreement with the reference full MD is achieved. During
the impact, the indenter tip creates waves propagating into the substrate. Waves with
large wavelengths propagate through the FE mesh, while high frequency waves that
cannot be represented by the FE mesh are transmitted as a thermal flux. Thus, the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

displacement magnitude (Å)

Fig. 14.11 Snapshots of the displacement field in the coupled model (Left) and the full MD model
(Right) at time t = 6, 9 and 12 ps. The overlap region in the coupled model is shown using a
transparent rectangle
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Fig. 14.12 a Total energy comparison between the coupled model and the full MD simulation and
b Temperature in the MD region (Ω A) in the coupled and the full MD models

total energy of the coupled model is found to be in good match with the full atomistic
solution as shown in Fig. 14.12a. The atomistic temperature in region (Ω A) is also
measured for the coupled and the full MD models, which is found to have a reason-
able agreement as shown in Fig. 14.12b. Thus, the proposed coupling approach can
be applied to a dynamic contact problem and produce satisfactory results.

14.6 Conclusion

This chapter discussed modeling techniques of contact at the nanoscale with a spe-
cial emphasis on molecular dynamics. The limitations of single scale approaches
motivated the development of multiscale methods. A review on the state-of-the-art
multiscale methods was presented, which was followed by a discussion brought by
a rough-on-rough sliding problem simulated using a now classical coupling method
(Bridging Domain method). The influence of the coupling scheme was quantified
by measuring the kinetic energy of atoms close to the asperities and was compared
with a full MD and a reduced MD models. The results show clearly that an ad-hoc
damping of high frequency waves changes the dynamics of sliding friction. This is
an important limitation of most current multiscale approaches, and prevents their
wide usage in sliding contact simulations, in which one expects large thermal fluxes
to be generated.

Consequently, an alternative multiscale approach was proposed to concurrently
couple molecular dynamics and a finite element model at finite temperatures. The pro-
posed approach is based on the generalized Langevin equation and resorts to
spatial filters. The thermal coupling that handles the heat flux between the atomistic
and continuum models was presented. The fundamental idea is that the high fre-
quency waves that are not represented by the finite elements are damped by the fric-
tion force through spatial filtering. The balance with the damped energy is performed
through the random force. Finally, we presented two-dimensional numerical exam-
ples: i) wave propagation at constant finite temperature, ii) thermo-mechanical wave
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propagation, and iii) a dynamic contact problem. In all cases the coupled simulations
were compared with full MD simulations and found to be in good agreement. While
finite-temperature multiscale approaches show great prospect for friction simula-
tions, it is important to emphasize that more research is needed to improve the
computing performance (especially in three dimensions), and to explore the thermo-
mechanical mechanisms contributing to friction within this new framework.
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Chapter 15
Effect of Capillary Condensation on Nanoscale
Friction

Rosario Capozza, Itay Barel and Michael Urbakh

Abstract While formation of capillary bridges significantly contributes to the
adhesion and friction at micro- and nanoscales, many key aspects of dynamics of
capillary condensation and its effect on friction forces are still not well understood.
Here, by analytical model and numerical simulations, we address the origin of reduc-
tion of friction force with velocity and increase of friction with temperature, which
have been experimentally observed under humid ambient conditions. We demonstrate
that adding a low amplitude oscillatory component to the pulling force, when applied
at the right frequency, can significantly suppress condensation of capillary bridges
and thereby reduce friction. The results obtained show that frictional measurements
performed in this mode can provide significant information on the mechanism of
frictional aging.

15.1 Introduction

The ability to control and manipulate friction during sliding is extremely important
for a large variety of applications. Development of novel efficient methods to control
friction requires understanding microscopic mechanisms of frictional phenomena.
One of the main difficulties in understanding and predicting frictional response is
the intrinsic complexity of highly non-equilibrium processes going on in any tribo-
logical contact, which include detachment and reattachment of multiple microscopic
junctions (bonds) between the surfaces in relative motion [1–8]. Even for an appar-
ently sharp AFM tip sliding on a crystalline surface, the actual interface consists of
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an ensemble of individual junctions [9, 10]. On larger scales the multicontact pic-
ture becomes even more obvious. Friction is not simply the sum of single-junction
responses, but is influenced by temporal and spatial dynamics across the entire ensem-
ble of junctions that form the frictional interface. The way how individual junctions
can be averaged to yield friction response has been the focus of intense research
in the past decades [7, 8, 11–16]. These junctions may represent molecular bonds,
capillary bridges, asperities between rough surfaces, and for lubricated friction they
can mimic patches of solidified lubricant or its domains.

In this chapter we focus on the contribution of capillary bridges to frictional
response. Important examples include the flow of granular materials [17], adhesion
of insects or Geckos to surfaces [18], friction in micro- and nanoelectromechanical
systems (MEMS/NEMS) [19]. Condensation of capillary bridges may be responsible
for frictional ageing that is manifested as logarithmic increase of static friction with
time during which two surfaces are held in stationary contact [20]. Capillary bridges
play a crucial role in the operation of atomic force microscopy (AFM) under humid
ambient conditions and their formation often dominates the measured forces [21–25].
Recent investigations of dependencies of frictional force on hold time, �t , velocity,
V, and temperature, T, suggested that capillary condensation is thermally activated
[20–24]. It has been found that under ambient conditions the nanoscopic friction
force decreases linearly with ln V at low velocities, and increases with T [21–23].
These observations disagree with predictions of thermal Prandtl-Tomlinson model of
friction [26–28] and with results of experiments carried out under ultrahigh vacuum,
which show a logarithmic increase of friction force with velocity and reduction
of friction with temperature [29, 30]. In order to explain the observed logarithmic
decrease of friction force with velocity a phenomenological model has been proposed
[21] that is based on the thermally activated mechanism of nucleation of capillary
bridges in a gap between asperities on the contacting surfaces. The model suggested
that higher velocities correspond to shorter contact times and hence to smaller number
of water bridges formed between the tip and substrate, and as a result the friction
force decreases with V.

Despite importance of water bridges in frictional phenomena and the growing
efforts in the field, many key aspects of dynamics of capillary condensation and its
effect on friction forces are still not well understood. The present study addresses
this problem through an analytical model and numerical simulations.

One unique path to controlling and ultimately manipulating the friction forces
between material interfaces is through externally imposed oscillations of small ampli-
tude and energy. Validity of this approach has been demonstrated experimentally at
nano [31–33] and macroscales [34–36] and numerically with minimal models [37,
38] and molecular dynamics simulations [39, 40].

In this Chapter we demonstrate that adding a low amplitude oscillatory component
to the pulling force, when applied at the right frequency, can significantly suppress the
formation of capillary bridges and thereby reduce friction. The results obtained show
that frictional measurements performed in this configuration can provide significant
information on the kinetics of bridge formation and their stiffness.
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15.2 Model

In our model and simulations we consider a rigid tip with mass M and center-of-mass
coordinate X that interacts with the underlying surface through an array of contacts
representing capillary bridges. The tip is pulled along the surface with a velocity Vd ,
through a linear spring of spring constant, Kd (see Fig. 15.1). In accordance with
recent observations [21–23], we assume that nucleation of capillary bridges occurs
preferentially between asperities at the tip and substrate surfaces, whose contact
radius is much smaller than the AFM tip radius.

Nucleation of capillary bridges is a thermally activated process [20–24], and its
rate, kon , can be described by the equation

k(i)
on = ωon exp

[
−�Ei

on/kB T
]
, (15.1)

where ωon , �E (i)
on are the attempting frequency and the barrier height for the ith

bridge. The energy barrier is proportional to the liquid volume needed to nucleate
the liquid bridge, v = a2

0h (ri ), where a2
0 is a typical nucleation area and h is the gap

between the surfaces at the nucleating site. The capillary bridges are characterized
by a broad distribution of the barrier heights [15, 20–23, 41, 42] that leads to time-
dependent increase of frictional strength, or frictional aging. Here, for simplicity we
assume a uniform distribution of barrier heights above a bottom threshold, �Emin

on .

Then a fraction of junctions with �E (i)
on < �E∗

on is equal to sE
(
�E∗

on − �Emin
on

)
,

with sE being the density of the distribution. Qualitative conclusions of this work
are not sensitive to a particular choice of the distribution. It is worth pointing out that
this model also describes a single capillary bridge growing with time. In this case
the number of contacts represents the bridge size, while the distribution of activation
energies constitutes the barrier to overcome in order to increase the size.

As long as a bridge is intact, it responds elastically to the applied force, and it
can be modeled as an elastic spring with stiffness, κ [43]. Under the action of the
pulling force the bridges are stretched in the lateral direction with a velocity equal
to the velocity of the tip, Ẋ , and therefore the tip experiences the surface force,

Fig. 15.1 Schematic sketch
of a model geometry
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Fcap = −∑i
Ns

fi , where fi = κ
(
li (t) − l0

i

)
, li (t) is the time-dependent bridge

length, l0
i is the bridge length at moment of nucleation and a sum is taken over all

bridges.
When the force, fi , acting on the ith bridge exceeds the threshold value, fc,

corresponding to a maximum force that a capillary bridge can hold the bridge detaches
from the tip. It should be noted that the height of the potential barrier for rupture of
condensed bridges is much higher than kB T [44, 45], and because of this the effect
of temperature on rupture processes is negligible.

Here for the estimation of the threshold force fc we use the value of the maximum
adhesion force (the capillary force) between the asperity and the tip that is given by
the equation

fc = 2πγ a0 (cos θT + cos θS) (15.2)

where γ is the liquid surface tension, a0 is the average radius of asperity, and θT and
θS are the contact angles at the tip and the substrate, respectively. (15.2) should be
applied with caution at microscopic scales [44–46], because it relies on macroscopic
concepts. It should be also noted that the maximum force that a capillary bridge
can hold in the lateral direction before it breaks can be different from the maximum
adhesion force in vertical direction, fc.

In the framework of the model described above the motion of the driven tip is
described by the following equation:

M Ẍ + η Ẋ − Fcap + Kd(X − Vdt) = 0 (15.3)

where η is a damping coefficient responsible for the dissipation of the tip kinetic
energy to phonons and other degrees of freedom which are not considered explicitly
here. In a wide range of parameters the results of calculations are independent of the
value of η.

The instantaneous lateral spring force, which is the main observable in friction
experiments, reads as F = −Kd(X − Vdt), and its time average is equal to the
friction force 〈F〉.

15.3 Temperature and Velocity Dependencies of Friction

The essential difference of the model described above from the previous works
[14, 47, 48], where friction was described in terms of rupture and reattachment of
nanoscale contacts, is a broad distribution of nucleation barriers. This leads to a
long time scale dependence of number of condensed bridges on the time of contact
between the tip and the substrate, and thereby to the effect of frictional aging. The
average number of bridges, Nm f (t), which are formed during the time t, can be
estimated using the mean-field approach that gives [42]:
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N (t) = N0 ×
{

t/τ, t < τ

ln (t/τ) + γ, t > τ
(15.4)

where N0 = sE kB T , 1/τ = ωon exp[−�Emin
on /kB T ] and γ ≈ 0.5572 is the Euler-

Mascheroni constant. The number of condensed bridges as a function of time shows
a linear behavior at short times and logarithmic one at longer times. A logarithmic
increase of number of condensed bridges with time has been already suggested in
previous studies, which considered the effect of capillary condensation on friction at
nano and macro scales [20, 21].

The mean field description presented above allows to describe the effect of cap-
illary condensation on velocity and temperature dependencies of friction. When the
tip is pulled with velocity Vd , the force, fi , acting on a water bridge grows with a
time-dependent rate Kef f Vd/N (t), where Kef f (t) = N (t)κKd

N (t)κ+Kd
is the effective stiff-

ness of the system that includes the pulling spring, Kd, and capillary bridges with
total stiffness N (t)k. The bridge will be ruptured at the time, t0, for which fi = fc.
This yields the following equation for t0:

t0∫
τ0

Kef f

N (t)
Vd dt = fc , (15.5)

where τ0 is a time needed for nucleation of one bridge, N (τ0) = 1, and it can be
estimated as τ0 ≈ τ (N0)

−1. Assuming that N (t)k � K d , (15.5) can be rewritten as∫ t0
τ0

dt
N (t) = fc

Kd Vd
. Then considering a stick-slip regime of motion, the time averaged

friction force, 〈F〉, can be calculated as

〈F〉 ≈ 1

2
Kd Vd(t0 − τ0) (15.6)

It should be noted that (15.5)–(15.6) have been derived under the assumption that all
condensed bridges are ruptured simultaneously at the time t0, when the force acting
on one of them approaches fc. The validity of this assumption will be tested below
using stochastic simulations.

At low pulling velocities or relatively high temperatures, for which a large number
of bridges are condensed during the stick phase of motion N (t0) � N0, the friction
force can be written as

〈F〉 = fc N0�
(

fc N0

K V τ

)
, (15.7)

where � is a scaling function, which depends only on one parameter, ζ = fc N0
K V τ

,
and increases with increasing ζ . It should be noted that both N0 and τ are functions
of temperature, and thus (15.7) provides a direct link between the temperature and
velocity dependencies of friction. In particular, in the range of parameters, where 〈F〉
grows linearly with T, the average friction force decreases approximately logarith-
mically with velocity, 〈F〉 ≈ const − lnVd . This result can be obtained substituting
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(15.4) for N(t) in (15.5) and neglecting the terms of the form of ln ln
[

fc N0
Kd Vdτ

]
, which

are weakly dependent on temperature and velocity.
Equation (15.7) exhibits the same characteristic friction-velocity and friction-

temperature dependences as observed in the experiments [21–23]: (i) decrease of the
friction force with velocity and increase with temperature, (ii) two different regimes
of velocity dependence of friction for high and low pulling velocities, (iii) increase
of critical velocity, Vc, for a transition between the two velocity regimes with T. In
accordance with experimental observations [21–23], at low velocities 〈F〉 shows a
logarithmic-like decrease with Vd , and it levels off at high velocities.

The above results have been obtained in the framework of mean field description,
which is based on consideration of average number of condensed bridges, N(t), and
assumes that all condensed bridges are ruptured simultaneously. This is an approxi-
mation, and a more accurate approach requires a consideration of stochastic dynamics
of nucleation and rupture of capillary bridges that is governed by the nucleation rates
k(i)

on and coupled to the motion of tip in (15.3) [42]. Results of stochastic simula-
tions are presented in Figs. 15.2 and 15.3, and they show velocity and temperature
dependencies of friction force, and of time-averaged number of condensed bridges.
One can see that the observed variations of friction force with Vd and T are entirely
determined by the corresponding variations of number of condensed bridges. The
proposed stochastic model enables us to describe all features of friction-velocity and
friction-temperature curves, which have been observed experimentally under humid
ambient conditions. The simulation parameters, fc, �E0

on, n0, have been chosen
to fit qualitatively the experimental data [21–23], and their values are close to those
suggested by experimental studies.

The results of simulations shown in Figs. 15.2 and 15.3 are qualitatively similar
to the predictions of the mean field approach [42]. However, for the same values
of system parameters the friction forces obtained in the stochastic simulations are
significantly higher (almost two-times) than those derived in the mean field approxi-
mation. This discrepancy results from complex dynamics of rupture and reattachment
of capillary bridges, which has been observed in simulations and neglected in the
approximate description. We found that part of condensed bridges is ruptured at the
values of the applied force, which are considerably lower than the value needed to
initiate a slip of the tip, and then they are nucleated again during the same stick
interval. This effect leads to an enhancement of friction force peaks in the stick-slip
series compared to those calculated in (15.5)–(15.6).

The kinetics of capillary condensation is characterized by a long-scale, logarith-
mic increase of number of condensed bridges with time that results in frictional
ageing [20]. However, measurements of velocity and temperature dependencies of
friction do not allow to distinguish this behavior from the condensation of molecu-
lar contacts characterized by a narrow distribution of nucleation barriers [42]. The
only essential condition for observation of friction-velocity and friction-temperature
curves similar to those in Figs. 15.2 and 15.3 is that formation of contacts (bridges) is
a thermally activated process, while kinetics of rupture is temperature-independent,
or only slightly influenced by T. This is different from the major assumption of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15.2 Results of stochastic simulations for velocity dependence of the average friction force
(a) and the average number of condensed bridges (b) calculated for three different tempera-
tures. Parameter values: M = 5 × 10−11 kg, η = 2 × 10−5 kg/s, fc = 0.8 nN, n0 =
2.5 × 1018 m−2, �E0

on = 4.2 × 10−20 J, ω0
on = 107 s−1, K = 6 N/m, k = 1 N/m, R =

30 nm, h0 = 1 nm

the standard thermally activated model of friction [26–28], according to which the
rupture of nanoscale contacts (barrier crossing) is a thermally activated process.
The above consideration shows that measurements of velocity and temperature
dependencies of friction do not allow to draw definite conclusions on contribution
of ageing processes to friction.

Nevertheless, friction measurements can provide an efficient way to study kinet-
ics of bridge formation. This can be done using slide-hold-slide experiments [41],
which are similar to slide-hold-slide tests on rocks [49, 50], where the external drive
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Fig. 15.3 Results of stochastic simulations for temperature dependence of the average friction
force (a) and average number of condensed bridges (b) calculated for three different velocities.
Parameter values as in Fig. 15.2
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Fig. 15.4 Maximum friction force as a function of the hold time calculated for the case of capillary
condensation (green) and for identical contacts (purple). The red and blue lines represent polynomial
fitting curves to the calculated data. Inset shows the lateral force versus time calculated for three
values of the hold time �t . Pulling velocity, V = 400 nm/s, and other parameters as in Figs. 15.4
and 15.6

is stopped for a certain hold time, �t , and then reinitiated with the same pulling
velocity, Vd . Figure 15.4 shows results of calculations of the maximum force, FS ,
following specified hold periods. The presented forces have been found by averaging
over hundred realizations. The maximum force is larger than the time-averaged fric-
tion force corresponding to the same velocity by an amount �F = Fs − 〈F〉, called
friction drop. For capillary condensation of bridges FS , grows linearly with the log-
arithm of the hold time showing a strong effect of ageing on nanoscopic friction that
results from a broad distribution of activation energy barriers for capillary conden-
sation. In the case of identical contacts significant deviations from the logarithmic
dependence are observed already for �t ≥ 3τ . Thus, our simulations demonstrate
that slide-hold-slide experiments can provide important information on kinetics of
bridge formation and mechanism of frictional ageing.

Figure 15.4 shows that in the case of capillary condensation the calculated relative
friction drop, �F/ 〈Fs〉 increases about ten times as the hold time increased by two
orders of magnitude. This result is consistent with recent nanoscopic friction mea-
surements [41], which found ten times increase of relative friction drop, when the
hold time increased by two orders of magnitude. The magnitude of the ageing effect
for the nanoscale single asperity contacts that has been found in experiments [41] and
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in our simulations is much larger than for macroscopic multi-asperity friction exper-
iments [49–51]. However, it should be noted that in the cited experiments the large
ageing effect has been observed also for low humidities showing that the capillary
condensation is not the only mechanism for frictional ageing. Further experimental
and theoretical studies are needed to address the mechanisms that account for this.

15.4 Effect of Inplane Oscillations

In order to study the effect of inplane oscillatory modulation on friction, we add a low
amplitude oscillatory component to the ramped forces. Then the displacement of the
stage reads as Xd = Vdt + A cos(2π υ t) where Vd is a constant velocity, υ and A
are the frequency and amplitude of oscillations. When the tip is pulled with constant
velocity, time series of the spring force exhibit stick-slip behavior corresponding to
collective rupture and reattachment of capillary bridges (see Fig. 15.5a). Once small
harmonic perturbations are introduced to the ramped loading, this picture changes
significantly. Figure 15.5b shows that for frequencies of oscillations above a thresh-
old one, υth , the force traces represent a set of alternating segments of stick-slip
oscillation and low friction sliding, which are marked as ts−s and tlag, respectively
[52]. For high frequencies (green curve in Fig. 15.6a) the stick-slip oscillations are
completely suppressed and the spring force remains low over the entire time of
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Force trace corresponding to lateral modulations with the amplitude A = 1 nm and υ= 14 kHz. The
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〉
/ 〈ts−s〉 as a function

of υ for two amplitudes of oscillations which are indicated in the figure. Solid and dashed curves
present results of simulations and analytical theory, respectively

simulations shown in Fig. 15.6a. In order to elucidate the mechanism of reduction
of friction we show in Fig. 15.6b the effect of oscillations on the time-dependent
number of condensed bridges, N(t). While in the absence of oscillations N(t) starts
to grow monotonically directly after the slip event, application of small-amplitude
oscillations suppresses the formation of capillary bridges during finite time-intervals,
tlag. This effect results in a low friction regime of motion corresponding to uncor-
related rupture of small clusters of bridges. Because of stochastic nature of bridge
formation, the regime of low friction motion persists only for a finite time, tlag until
the number of bridges formed during a half-period of oscillations becomes larger
than a critical value Nc that cannot be ruptured by the oscillatory component of
force, as shown by dashed-dotted line in Fig. 15.6b. Then, oscillatory modulations
become inefficient, and the number of bridges grows until the ramped component of
the loading force causes the collective rupture of bridges similar to what happens in
the absence of modulations. The value of loading force corresponding to the collec-
tive rupture in the presence of modulation is only slightly below the maximal force
for constant velocity pulling (see Fig. 15.6a) and it depends weakly on υ. However,
the length of the time-intervals of low friction, tlag , increases rapidly with υ and as
a result the average friction force decreases.
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Figure 15.6c shows the ratio
〈
tlag

〉
/ 〈ts−s〉 as a function of υ for two amplitudes

of oscillation, where
〈
tlag

〉
and 〈ts−s〉 are the mean values of tlag and ts−s which have

been calculated by averaging over a large number of realizations. Inplane oscillations
induce nonzero time-intervals of low friction, tlag, only for frequencies exceeding a
threshold value, υth , which decreases with the amplitude of oscillations. Above the
threshold frequency,

〈
tlag

〉
/ 〈ts−s〉 increases sharply with υ and the average friction

force is reduced. It should be noted that over the entire range of data presented,
the amplitude of the applied force oscillations was lower than the tenth of the force
needed to initiate a slip of the tip in the case of constant velocity pulling. Thus,
despite strong effects on stick-slip dynamics the perturbations are decidedly small.

Figure 15.7 presents the average friction force, 〈F〉, and the average number of
condensed capillary bridges, 〈N (t)〉, as functions of frequency and amplitude of
oscillations. One can see that for a given amplitude, N (t) decreases steeply above a
threshold frequency, υth (A), and the friction force follows this behavior. Figure 15.7b
demonstrate a similar reduction of 〈N (t)〉 and 〈F〉 with increase of the amplitude of
oscillations for a given frequency. Thus, application of small amplitude oscillations
with frequencies of few kHz allows to reduce the friction force by more than one
order of magnitude.
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The mechanism of reduction of friction discussed here differs significantly from
those suggested in previous works [32, 40] on the effects of oscillatory modulations
on friction. It can operate only in tribological contacts exhibiting aging where times
for bridge formation are widely distributed or there is a long time-scale strengthening
of bridges. In these systems a frequency of force modulations can be chosen in a way
that only a small number of bridges is formed during the half-period of oscillations,
and these “fresh” bridges can be ruptured by the oscillatory component of the loading
force. Thus, small inplane oscillations are able to prevent the formation of multiple
bridges and reduce friction. In order to achieve similar reduction of friction in contacts
characterized by a narrow distribution of times for bridge formation (in the absence
of aging) much higher amplitudes or/and frequencies of modulation are required.

The main features of numerical results presented above can be reproduced by
an analytical model based on a mean field description of ensemble of bridges
that has been discussed above. When the tip is pulled with the velocity Ẋd , the
force, fi , acting on a bridge grows with a time-dependent rate Kef f Ẋd/N (t), where
Kef f (t) = N (t)κKd

N (t)κ+Kd
is the effective stiffness of the system. Assuming that all

bridges are ruptured simultaneously at time t, when the force acting on one of them
approaches fc, the condition for a collective rupture is given by (15.5). This equation
allows to estimate the key parameters which define the effect of oscillations on fric-
tion, such as: the maximal number of capillary bridges, Nc, which can be ruptured by
the oscillatory modulations, and the threshold frequency, υth , above which the force
oscillations produce low friction segments of motion. Considering that rupture occurs
at a time corresponding to the maximum of the oscillatory force, t = Tυ = 1/(2 υ),
and using (15.4) for N(t) we get the following approximate equation for Nc = N (Tυ):

Nc
κ

Kd

(
1 − fc

4AKd
Nc

)
= ln

(
1 + κ

Kd
Nc

)
(15.8)

Then, for a linear regime of growth of N(t) in (15.4) the threshold frequency can be
estimated as υth 
 N0

2τ Nc
. Estimations of Nc and υth(A) reported in Figs. 15.6b and

15.7c, respectively, show a good agreement with the results of simulations.
In order to describe the effect of oscillations on friction we have to consider a

stochastic nature of bridge formation. The number of bridges formed during the
half-period of oscillations fluctuates around an average value N (Tυ) given by (15.4).
While N(t) is below the critical value, Nc, the spring force, F(t), remains low but
if during one of the oscillations N (Tυ) exceeds Nc the force oscillations become
inefficient and F(t) grows. The probability, P(m,t), of formation of m bridges in
time t is given by a sum of probabilities of formation of all possible clusters of
bridges of size m. In the case of identical bridges, P(m,t) can be easily calculated
taking into account that there are Ns!

(Ns−m)!m! clusters of size m, where Ns is a total
number of available bridges. However, in systems exhibiting aging, different bridges
have different barrier heights �Ei

on , and correspondingly different probabilities of
formation which can be calculated as, Pi (t) = 1 − exp

(−ki
on t

)
, where ki

on is the
rate of formation of i-th bridge given by (15.1). Then, the probability P(m, t) can
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be found using the recursive equation [53]

P (m, t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ns∏
i=1

(1 − Pi (t)) , m = 0

1
m

Ns∑
i=1

(−1)i−1 P (m − i, t) Qi (t) , m > 0
(15.9)

where Qi (t) =
Ns∑
j=1

(
Pj (t)

1−Pj (t)

)i
. Then the average length of the time-interval,

〈
ttag

〉
,

during which the number of condensed bridges is below Nc, and the spring force
remains low, can be calculated as

〈
tlag

〉 = Tν

∼
P(Nc, Tν)

(15.10)

where
∼
P (Nc, Tν) =

+∞∑
i=1

P(i, Tυ) is a probability that no less than Nc bridges are

formed during the time Tυ.

As the frequency increases, the probability
∼
P (Nc, Tν) decreases rapidly and

〈
tlag

〉
increases. Dashed curves in Fig. 15.6c present results of analytical calculations of〈
tlag

〉
in (15.10), which agree qualitatively with the results of numerical simulations

discussed above.
Considering that in the presence of oscillatory modulations the force series represent
the set of alternating segments of stick-slip oscillations and low friction sliding (see
Figs. 15.5 and 15.6), the average friction force can be estimated as

〈F〉 = 〈Fs−s〉 〈ts−s〉
〈ts−s〉 + 〈

tlag
〉 (15.11)

where 〈ts−s〉 /
(〈ts−s〉 + 〈

tlag
〉)

is a fraction of time corresponding to the stick-slip
state of motion, 〈Fs−s〉 is the average force experienced by the tip in that state,
and the contribution of the low friction sliding was neglected. Approximating by
〈Fs−s〉 ∼= Kd Vd 〈ts−s 〉

2 , we get the following equation for the average friction force

〈F〉 = 2 〈Fs−s〉2

2 〈Fs−s〉 + Kd Vd
〈
tlag

〉 (15.12)

With increase of A or/and υ the length of low friction segments
〈
ttag

〉
grows and

the friction force decreases rapidly. Dashed curves in Fig. 15.7a, b show 〈F〉 as
functions of frequency and amplitude of modulations which have been calculated
according to the (15.12). The analytical results are in qualitative agreement with
numerical simulations. It should be noted that the mean field description given by
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(15.5), (15.8)–(15.12) assumes that bridges are ruptured simultaneously under the
action of the pulling force and 〈Fs−s〉 is independent on A. These assumptions are
inaccurate for high amplitudes and frequencies of oscillation, and in this range of
parameters the analytical results deviate essentially from the numerical ones (see
Fig. 15.7a, b).

Our simulations suggest that applying small-amplitude inplane oscillations to the
stage of AFM one can give important information on the kinetics of frictional aging
and the stiffness of bridges. In order to do this we propose to bring the oscillating tip
in contact with the surface and to follow the time variation of the amplitude of the
tip oscillations, Atip. Figure 15.8 shows the tip motion and the kinetics of capillary
bridges formation for the tip that is driven at the velocity Vd = −2πν A sin(2πνt)
and brought in the contact at t = 0. The tip exhibits high amplitude oscillations for
the time interval t < tlag during which the formation of bridges is suppressed by
oscillations. In this regime the amplitude of tip oscillations, Atip, is only slightly
below the driving amplitude A = 1 nm, as shown in Fig. 15.8a. When the number of
bridges formed during a half-period of oscillations exceeds the critical one, Nc, (inset
in Fig. 15.8b) the cluster of condensed bridges starts to grow and the amplitude, Atip,
is greatly reduced as shown in Fig. 15.8a. Considering the balance of forces acting on
the tip, Atip (t) N (t)κ = (

A − Atip(t)
)

Kd , the time variation of the amplitude of tip
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oscillations can be related to the time-dependent stiffness of the cluster of condensed
bridges,

N (t) κ = Kd

(
A

Atip (t)
− 1

)
(15.13)

Thus the proposed measurements can provide direct information on the kinetics of
frictional aging and the stiffness of bridges. Additional information on the distribution
of heights of barriers for bridge formation can be obtained comparing the measured
values of ttag with the results of calculations according (15.10). This comparison
allows to estimate the main parameters of the distribution of the barrier heights, such
as the minimal barrier height, �Emin

on , and the density, SE .

15.4.1 Summary

Capillary bridges play a crucial role in the operation of atomic force microscopy
under humid ambient conditions and their formation often dominates the measured
forces. It has been found that under ambient conditions the nanoscopic friction force
decreases with pulling velocities and increases with temperature [21–23]. These
observations differ significantly from the results of friction experiments carried out
under ultrahigh vacuum, and disagree with predictions of thermal Prandtl-Tomlinson
model of friction. Here, by analytical model and numerical simulations, we demon-
strate that the observed friction phenomena are caused by the fact that formation of
capillary bridges is a thermally activated process, while kinetics of their rupture is
temperature-independent, or only slightly influenced by T. Our calculations show
that measurements of velocity and temperature dependencies of friction force do
not allow to draw definite conclusions on contribution of ageing processes to fric-
tion. However, we found that this information can be provided by slide-hold-slide
measurements.

We demonstrated that adding a low amplitude oscillatory component to the pulling
force, when applied at the right frequency, can significantly suppress formation of
capillary bridges and thereby reduce friction. Our simulations suggest that applying
small-amplitude inplane oscillations to the stage of AFM one can get direct infor-
mation on the kinetics of frictional aging and the stiffness of capillary bridges.
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Chapter 16
Mechanical Properties of Metallic Nanocontacts

Gabino Rubio-Bollinger, Juan J. Riquelme, Sebastian Vieira and Nicolas
Agraït

Abstract The mechanical properties of the reduced number of atoms forming the
apex of a tip are interesting both from a fundamental point of view and for the inter-
pretation of experiments related to scanning local probe methods. These mechanical
properties can be studied by establishing a very small contact, a nanocontact, between
a tip and a surface. The elasticity and fracture events during the controlled breaking
of a nanocontact as the tip is separated from the surface provide information about
the mechanical properties of the tip apex. In the case of metallic tips, electron trans-
port through the nanocontact also provides information on its mechanical properties,
because at the scale of a few atoms forming the nanocontact the mechanical and
electron transport properties are strongly related.
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DOS Density of states
MCBJ Mechanically controlled break-junction

MD Molecular dynamics
MFM Magnetic force microscopy

PC Point contact
PCS Point contact spectroscopy

SNOM Scanning near-field optical microscopy
SPM Scanning probe microscopy
STM Scanning tunneling microscope

TF Tuning fork
UHV Ultra high vacuum

16.1 Introduction

Local probe techniques are often based on the interaction of a tip in close proximity
with a surface. Highest imaging resolution is achieved when the tip apex is brought
as close as possible to the surface but avoiding direct contact, so that neither the
tip apex nor the surface are modified or damaged during scanning. The transition
from the non-contact to the contact regime plays therefore a crucial role in the
achievement of high resolution images and their interpretation. In most of the cases
this transition in not smooth but there is a mechanical instability which results in a
jump to contact process [1, 2]. The instability occurs at a probe to sample distance
at which the elasticity of the probe becomes lower than the force gradient of the
interaction between the tip and the surface. There are two main contributions to the
elasticity of the probe. The first, which could be named extrinsic, has to be considered
if the tip is mounted on an elastic device, such as the cantilever beam of an atomic
force microscope. Second, a non-negligible intrinsic contribution has its origin in the
finite elasticity of the apex of tip and the spot on the surface close to the tip. While the
extrinsic elasticity is macroscopic in nature, the intrinsic elasticity is at the nanoscale
because it involves very few atoms located at the tip apex and its surroundings. These
nanoscale mechanical properties are the subject of this chapter. Some scanning probe
methods are used to study friction and wear between a tip and a surface. In such a
situation, an atomic scale contact is established between the tip and the surface.
The mechanical properties of this kind of structure, a nanocontact, are different
from that of macroscopic contacts. The detailed arrangement of the atoms in the
contact can result in a variety of mechanical behaviors and quantum effects become
relevant [3, 4]. At the very smallest contact, a one-atom contact, electron transport
and mechanical properties have been shown to be intimately related. Theoretically,
molecular dynamics [5] and density functional theory calculations have provided
deeper insight into the behavior of matter at the nanoscale. Despite the apparent
simplicity of structures composed of a small number of atoms, theoretical modeling
still does not provide a full quantitative way of finding the mechanical properties of
atomic-size structures, and further research is still necessary.
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In addition, there is an increasing interest in techniques that allow establishing a
reliable interface between macroscopic or mesoscopic electric circuits, and atomic-
sized structures tailored to have functional and practical mechanical or electron trans-
port properties. That is the case of functional molecules and carbon based electronic
devices, such as carbon nanotubes or graphene nanoribbons [6]. These tiny, but sub-
tle, structures will probably be interfaced with (scanning or static) atomic-sized tips
whose mechanical and electron transport properties will play a significant role in the
functionality and performance of these nanoscale devices.

16.2 Experimental Tools

We will focus in this section on devices which are especially well suited for the study
of metallic nanocontacts at low temperatures. Despite many successful low temper-
ature scanning tunneling microscopy experiments the number of results obtained by
low temperature scanning force microscopy is still small. Moreover, only a few com-
mercial manufacturers have presented a low temperature scanning force microscope
so far [7–9] because of the difficulties to adapt the usual force detection techniques
to cryogenic environments.

Binnig and Rohrer [10] developed the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM)
more than 20 years ago. The STM has allowed studying the topography and electronic
properties of metallic surfaces with atomic resolution. Moreover, the STM is the first
of a family of local probes, being the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) the most
important [11]. Soon after its invention, Gimzewski and Möller employed the STM
to fabricate a nano-sized contact [2]. They measured the electrical resistance while
approached from the tunneling regime and touching gently the surface with the STM
tip. Then a nano-sized protuberance was observed. Subsequently, Dürig et al. [1]
investigated the adhesion forces using an AFM.

Local elastic properties are studied by both static and dynamic AFM methods.
The static methods include force-distance curves, while the dynamic techniques
track the frequency shift of a resonator versus the distance. In order to measure both
mechanical and electrical properties the microscope has to be supplemented with a
force sensor. Conventional AFMs with conductive tips are usually not well suited
for these experiments because the cantilever elastic constant is too low (≤1 N m−1)

to be able to fabricate and manipulate metallic nanocontacts, whose effective elastic
constant is above 10 N m−1 [12–14]. Therefore, modified versions of combined
AFM/STM techniques are required [4], using bending beams with elastic constants
above 100 N m−1.

There are different devices to detect the deflection of the force sensor. The most
commonly used method in commercial AFMs measures the deflection of a laser
beam on the backside of the cantilever using a photodiode [15]. Interferometric
detection is a very precise technique that detects the motion of the cantilever using
the interference of light reflected from the cantilever with that reflected from the end
of a fiber, which is mounted very close to the backside of the cantilever [16, 17].
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Fig. 16.1 Sketch of a STM supplemented with a force sensor. The cantilever deflection is followed
by an auxiliary STM working in constant current mode, providing an extremely high resolution
measurement of the deflection of the cantilever

Piezoresistive methods measure the change of the resistance path on the backside of
the cantilever and extract its deflection [18]. Furthermore, a STM can also be used not
only as a tunneling current probe but also for displacement sensing applications, see
Fig. 16.1. It was used by Binnig, Quate and Gerber in the first AFM [11]. A tunneling
tip on the conductive backside of a cantilever is used to measure deflection. Such a
sensor features extreme sensitivity for the detection of displacement, given that the
current decays exponentially over a decay length of 44 pm for an apparent tunneling
barrier height of 5 eV. Among the possible force detection methods cited above, we
present an implementation that uses the STM as a force sensor, because it enables
us to study the mechanical properties of metallic nanocontacts at low temperatures
with extremely high resolution in the cantilever deflection measurement.

In addition to the static cantilever deflection measurement, it is possible to measure
the force gradient if the cantilever is forced to oscillate. The dynamic methods use
some signal derived from the force between tip and sample as a feedback parameter
to track the topography of a surface (for a review, see for example [19, 20]). The
detection devices listed above are also used in these dynamic methods. Besides,
piezoelectric detectors based on quartz tuning forks (TF) are also used as sensors
[21, 22]. The TFs feature high stiffness and a high quality factor. The first feature
maintains the stability of the microscope, while the latter allows precise tracking of
the resonance frequency. This high quality factor is a consequence of low coupling
between the preferred vibrational mode of the tuning fork where both legs move in the
same plane and in opposite phase, and other modes, leading to a high quality factor.
In contrast to micromachined silicon cantilevers, the quartz forks are large enough to
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permit attachment to one prong of a wide variety of conductors, thus enabling the use
of a bulk metallic tip. An additional advantage of piezoelectric sensors when used
for low-temperature applications is that the electric dissipation is negligible when
compared with laser beam bounce, interferometric or piezoresistive methods. All
this goes to show that such a sensor is a very suitable tool to explore the mechanical
properties of metallic nanocontacts at low temperature.

16.2.1 The Scanning Tunneling Microscope Supplemented
with a Force Sensor

Although very accurate, there are some important issues to be considered when
using the STM as a deflection sensor, since the position of the tunneling tip has to
be maintained within fractions of an Angstrom during operation. First, in order to
measure the deflection of the cantilever with subatomic accuracy, one needs to keep
the tip positioned over the same atom. Thus, it is necessary consider the diffusion of
atoms over surfaces since it may mislead the measurement of the cantilever deflec-
tion. Second, the STM must be carefully designed to avoid external disturbances in
the tunnel current signal. This is best accomplished in those designs that results in a
rigid, compact STM. A rigid STM with a high resonance frequency helps to attenuate
the external low frequency excitations while a compact design enables to suspend
the STM from springs. Third, another issue in SPM comes from the rather com-
plicated relation between the mechanical deformation of the piezoelectric ceramic
material used for moving the tip over the sample and the applied voltage. One may
consider that the piezoelectric actuator deformation is proportional to the applied
voltage. However, a hysteretic behavior may considerably modify this proportional
dependence. This behavior arises from piezoelectric creep. Fourth, differential ther-
mal contractions of the mechanical parts of the microscope can result in small but
unavoidable displacement drift. Modern SPMs overcome these problems by using
different correction strategies implemented as closed loop feedback systems.

These issues are naturally overcome when using a setup in a cryogenic environ-
ment, because at liquid helium temperature (4.2 K) all thermally activated processes
are hampered. Additionally, as the sensor uses the tunneling current as the control
signal for the feedback loop, it is crucial to prevent the presence of adsorbates, con-
tamination, and oxides both in the tip and in the backside of the cantilever. When
operated at low temperature the STM is in a cryogenic vacuum environment that
minimizes the exposition of fresh surfaces to contaminants. Furthermore, the piezo-
electric actuator’s nonlinear behavior is strongly temperature dependent. As a result,
these nonlinearities are strongly reduced when the microscope is operated at low
temperatures.

However, there are some remarkable technical difficulties at low-temperature.
Usually, materials with similar thermal expansion coefficients are chosen in order
to minimize undesired stress that may lead to fracture of a STM part. The coarse
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positioning system of the STM needs some care when it is designed to work at low
temperatures. There are several designs of piezoelectric inertial motors [23–25] or
friction motors [26–28] in STMs at low temperatures. A design that follows the
one by Pan [28] is used here because is has been found to be highly reliable at low
temperature while allowing a compact STM design.

In order to reduce the generation of mechanical noise it is advisable to use a
superinsulated cryostat that does not require liquid N2 for thermal shielding. A com-
pact, low mass STM design and a low heat loss setup minimize the liquid He con-
sumption and thus the bubbling noise. Moreover, the high mechanical stiffness of the
dewar vessel and the insert does not amplify mechanic and acoustic vibrations. In
addition to that, acoustic disturbances are amenable to being attenuated using foam
adhered to its enclosure. These cautions are important because at low temperatures
there are few possibilities to use a viscoelastic damping system.

16.2.2 The Mechanically Controllable Break-Junction Technique

The mechanically controllable break-junction technique (MCBJ) has its origin in
the work done by Moreland and Ekin [29], but the configuration outlined below
resembles more closely the one developed by Muller et al. [30]. It has been widely
used during the last decade to study electron transport through metallic nanocontacts,
and has been recently supplemented with a tuning fork force sensor in order to
simultaneously study their mechanical properties [12, 31].

The MCBJ is depicted in Fig. 16.2. It consists of a conducting thin wire (diameter
0.01–0.25 mm) of the material that one wants to investigate, which is fixed at two
closely spaced spots on top of a flexible insulated substrate. In order to take care that
the wire will break it has a notch at the position between the two spots. The notch will
decrease the force needed to break the wire and can be fabricated straightforwardly

tuning fork

tuning fork

notch

wire

substrate

counter support

pushing rod

Fig. 16.2 Schematic top and side view of a MCBJ (left) and a MCBJ supplemented with a tuning
fork (TF) resonator. The TF resonance frequency is sensitive to the force gradient between the tips
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in the case of ductile materials using a knife. The substrate is mounted in a three-
point bending configuration, where either the central or the counter supports can be
displaced resulting in controlled bending of the substrate. This bending causes the
top surface of the substrate to expand, resulting in the elongation of the weakest part
of the wire at the notch until rupture. In this way, two clean fracture surfaces are
exposed. A contact between the fractured surfaces can be reestablished by relaxing
the bending force on the substrate, hence the name ‘break junction’. A combination
of micrometric screws and piezoelectric actuators are commonly used for fine control
of the opening at the notch.

One main advantage of the MCBJ technique is that the freshly exposed surfaces
are free of contamination, and can be kept clean if the device is kept in UHV or
cryogenic vacuum. A second advantage of the MCBJ is the mechanical stability of
the two electrodes with respect to each other that results from the short mechanical
loop between electrodes. That is, the distance between the two fixed points of the
wire at both sides of the notch can be as small as 0.1 mm. Lithographically fabricated
MCBJs present an outstanding stability since the interelectrode distance is reduced
to ∼1µm [32]. On the contrary, STM has scanning capabilities and permits the
fabrication of contacts between two different metals, two features that are not easily
incorporated in MCBJ implementations.

The MCBJ supplemented with a force sensor, based on a microfabricated quartz
tuning fork (TF) resonator, enables simultaneous current and force gradient mea-
surements [12, 31]. The frequency shift of the TF can be accurately tracked using
a frequency modulation technique [33]. Tuning forks have recently been introduced
in different scanning probe microscopy setups, such as AFM [21, 34–36], Mag-
netic Force Microscopy (MFM) [37] and Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy
(SNOM) [38, 39]. It has very good properties as a resonator because its high quality
factor leads to high frequency resolution, while its high stiffness avoids jumps to
contact [40] and anharmonic vibration.

A description of a MCBJ supplemented with a tuning fork follows, as shown in
Fig. 16.2. Commercially available tuning forks (TF) are inside of a metal cap. This
cap is partially removed leaving only a little ring around the base. The ring is then
soldered onto a substrate, so that the prongs of the fork are freely standing with the
preferred oscillation mode parallel to the substrate (see Fig. 16.2). Next to the tuning
fork, a little metal block is mounted on the substrate, such that the top of the block and
the top of the tuning fork are at the same height. A thin metal wire with is soldered
on both one prong and the block with a notch in between the prong and the block.

In the experiments by Rubio-Bollinger et al. [12] the TF electrodes where used
for both the excitation and the resonance detection. Valkering et al. [31] have used
an external excitation source based on a magnetic actuator. This resonant frequency
is tracked by implementing a phase locked loop oscillator [12, 20, 39, 41, 42]. The
shift of the resonance frequency � f of the TF excited with vanishing amplitude
is proportional to the force gradient or stiffness k of the interaction between the
electrodes: the measured resonance frequency f0 + � f is given by
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f0 + � f = 1

2π

√
klever + k

meff
(16.1)

with meff the effective mass in resonance. Since the factor α = � f/k depends on the
mechanical properties of the TF, a high spring constant klever reduces the sensitivity
of the force derivative measurement.

Compared with previous measurements of atomic contact forces using atomic
force microscope cantilevers, the use of a TF has a series of advantages. First, the
stiffness (103 N m−1 [21, 42]) of the lever supporting the contact is high enough to
prevent early jump to contact. Second, TF has a very high quality factor [21] (larger
than 104 in the experimental configuration in vacuum at low temperature [36, 42]),
permitting a precise measurement of the frequency shift. Moreover, it allows for a low
power electrical measurement of the resonance, which is particularly convenient for
low temperature experiments. In addition, it is possible to use a TF to form and break
the contact. This avoids the usual uncertainties in the calibration of the interelectrode
distance in MCBJ experiments. One can control the interelectrode distance using the
piezoelectric effect of the TF itself by applying a dc voltage in addition to the ac
drive. This piezoelectric displacement can be calibrated at room temperature. This
calibration does not change at low temperature because the TF is fabricated from a
single crystal of quartz.

To sum up, this setup allows us to make use of the high mechanical stability of
the MCBJ while the tuning fork has a high spring constant 10,000 N m−1, which
in combination with a high quality factor, permits detection of very small frequency
shifts (smaller than 100 mHz) and at small vibration amplitudes (smaller than 10 pm).

16.3 Electron Transport Through Metallic Nanocontacts

It is possible to extract information on the contact mechanical properties from mag-
nitudes related with the electronic transport, because at the scale of a few atoms
forming the nanocontact these mechanical and electronic transport properties are
strongly related. Mostly, these electronic transport properties are determined by only
a few atoms and thus provide rich information related to the size, shape, state of
strain and elastic deformation of metallic nanocontacts [3].

In metallic contacts the electronic transport description changes as their dimen-
sions are reduced down to the nanoscale. Macroscopic conductors are characterized
by Ohm’s law, which establishes that the conductance G of a given sample is directly
proportional to its transverse area S and inversely proportional to its length D, i.e.

G = σ S/D, (16.2)

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the sample.
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l

Fig. 16.3 Scheme of the electronic transport in metallic conductors: diffusive (left) and ballistic
regimes

As the typical length scale of our sample L is reduced, one can identify different
transport regimes. These regimes are defined by the relative size of various length
scales. The differences between these regimes will become clear as we move through
them one by one. In metallic point contacts an important length scale is related to
the phase-coherence length Lφ , that measures the distance over which quantum
coherence is preserved. As long as L � Lφ the contact is in the macroscopic
regime, whereas if L � Lφ the contact is in the so-called mesoscopic regime.
Another relevant scale is associated with the elastic mean free path l which defines
the change from the diffusive regime if L � l to the ballistic regime if L � l (see
Fig. 16.3).

In the classical limit, the conductance of a constriction was calculated by Maxwell
for a constriction of hyperbolic geometry [43], and is proportional to the constriction
radius a and the conductivity G ∝ aσ . When the dimensions of a contact are much
smaller than their mean free path, the electrons will pass through ballistically. In
such contacts, the large potential gradient near the contact accelerates the electrons
within a short distance. The conduction through this type of contacts resembles the
effusion of a dilute gas [44]. Sharvin first solved this problem using a semiclassical
approximation [45], providing an expression of the conductance for a pure ballistic
contact, the so-called Sharvin’s conductance

G = 2e2

h

(
kFa

2

)2

, (16.3)

where h is the Planck constant, e is the electron charge, kF is the Fermi wave vector,
and a is the contact radius. The Sharvin’s conductance depends on the material
only through kF, and it is totally independent of conductivity and the mean free
path, contrary to the conductance in the diffusive regime. Sharvin’s formula may
be used in ballistic contacts to estimate the area of minimal cross-section from the
conductance. The quantity 2e2/h is called the conductance quantum G0. Corrections
to this formula where given by Torres, Pascual, and Saenz, using an exact quantum
calculation for a circular cross-section [46].
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The ultimate atomic contact has one atom between two electrodes. In this case,
a fully quantum description is needed because the quantum effects are increasingly
important as the size of the constriction is comparable to the Fermi wavelength of
the conduction band electrons. It has been shown that the conductance of a one atom
contact depends dramatically on its chemical nature [47].

16.4 Mechanical Properties of Metallic Nanocontacts

Nanocontacts are structures where the number of atoms in the minimum cross-section
of the constriction ranges from tens of atoms to a single atom. Although there are
several ways or preparing such structures [48, 49], the experiments at low temperature
usually involve the use of probes related to STM or MCBJ. This section is dedicated to
the fabrication procedure of nanocontacts between gold electrodes, whose electronic
and mechanical properties have been extensively studied in the past decade.

16.4.1 Fabrication of Metallic Nanocontacts

Single atomic-sized contacts between metals can be produced with a scanning tun-
neling microscope. In its constant current operation mode the tip is scanned over the
sample surface without making contact. The tip-sample separation is kept constant
by controlling the current that flows between tip and sample, due to the tunnel-
ing effect, when a fixed bias voltage is applied between them. Typical currents are
∼1 nA, corresponding to a tunneling junction resistance in the G � range, for tip-
sample voltages ∼1 V and the tip-sample distances ∼0.1 nm.

However, the STM was soon used to modify the sample surface on a nanometer
scale. In the experiment by Gimzewski and Möller [2] the surface was gently touched
with the tip and the transition from the tunneling regime to metallic contact was
observed as an abrupt jump in the current. This jump in current was due to a change
in resistance of about 13 k�. According to Sharvin’s formula, a conductance of
1 G0 corresponds to a contact diameter of 0.25 nm, suggesting a mechanical jump
to contact forming single atom bridge between the tip and the surface.

After the jump to contact, the indentation continues and the conductance increases
showing a characteristic staircase pattern. In the case of gold subsequent retraction
of the tip results in breaking the contact: the neck between the two electrodes gets
thinner as the sense of the tip motion is reversed. Again, the conductance has intervals
in which it is relatively constant (plateaus) separated by jumps. The last plateau, in the
case of gold, shows a quite well defined conductance with a value of approximately
of 1G0. For other metals the conductance during the indentation cycle will look
somewhat different, depending on the electronic structure of the metal [47] but the
stepwise behavior of the conductance is still observed. However, it has been reported
that in some cases the jump does not occur. Instead, there is a continuous increase
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Fig. 16.4 Simultaneous measurement of conductance and force during an indentation cycle, for
Au at 300 K. The arrows indicate compression, (positive forces) and elongation of the nanocontact.
Reprinted figure with permission from [52]. Copyright (1997) by the American Physical Society

of current from tunneling to contact: it occurs for some metals, in particular for Ni,
W, and Ir [3].

Figure 16.4 shows an indentation cycle in gold without breaking the contact. The
bias voltage is 10 mV using a STM supplemented with a force sensor. As the contact
size increases, the conductance increases showing a step like behavior. Nevertheless,
the measured curve shows a force dependence on the distance that looks like saw-
tooth signal. There is a sequence of linear stages separated by sudden relaxations.
The simultaneously measured conductance remains almost constant in the elastic
stages, and there is an abrupt conductance change when the force relaxes. Landman
et al. [5] predicted this behavior in early MD simulations. This yielding results in
a sudden change of the minimal cross-section due to the atomic rearrangement.
These processes results in a sharp jump in the contact conductance. The relaxation
in the tensile force is the result of a change in the length of the constriction. This
change of length is the distance between successive relaxed configurations in the
nanocontact separated by a yielding event, marked as two black dots in Fig. 16.4.
In gold nanocontacts, this plastic relaxation length ranges from 0.2 to 1 nm, which
implies that only a few atomic layers participate in the plastic deformation process.
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This dependence of both conductance and force versus the electrode separation is
unique since the arrangements are different for every indentation cycle.

16.4.2 Elasticity and Fracture of Metallic Nanocontacts

The simultaneous measurement of conductance and tensile force during the inden-
tation cycle described above provides information about the different mechanical
behavior of macroscopic specimens and metallic nanocontacts. Macroscopic objects
change their shape when they are deformed by a stress. As long as they regain their
original shape when the load that causes the stress is removed, they are subjected
to an elastic deformation. In the elastic regime, the stress applied to an isotropic
material is linearly related to the strain by the Young modulus and the Poisson‘s ratio
by the generalized Hooke’s law (see for example [50]). Consider the simple case of
a rod of length Lz and diameter b subjected to a stress through its longitudinal axis
z. The stress s is proportional to the stress uniaxial strain δLz/Lz , being the propor-
tionality constant the Young modulus. At the nanoscale, elastic strain is associated to
a change of the interatomic distance. Thus, Young modulus measures the resistance
of the bonds between atoms to deform. The effective stiffness of the nanocontacts
can be extracted from the slope of the elastic stages of the force versus separation
curve.

When a macroscopic object subjected to a load does not recover its original shape
after the load is removed, but is deformed in a permanent, no recoverable fashion,
the deformation lies into the plastic regime. Elastic regime holds for most metallic
materials when the strain is smaller than 0.005. Higher strain values cause a transition
from elastic to plastic regime or yielding. In macroscopic samples is difficult to fix
the lower limiting stress below which no plastic deformation is appreciable because
the transition from plastic to elastic regime takes place gradually. The yield strength
is conventionally defined as the stress necessary to produce a plastic strain of 0.002
under uniaxial stress. This yield strength depends on heat treatment, sample purity
and prior deformation of the sample. On the contrary, Young modulus is not sensitive
to these factors.

Plastic deformation is equivalent at the nanoscale to permanent change in the
positions of the atoms: they do not recover their original positions after the load is
removed. Hence, when subjected to a plastic deformation, the atoms break the bonds
with their neighbors and form new bonds with new neighbors. The simplest model
of plastic deformation of a perfect crystal, that is, one with no defects, considers the
sliding of two compact planes with respect to each other. Frenkel [51] calculated the
maximum shear stress required for this process to occur and found a value of τmax ≈
Gshear/30, where Gshear is the shear modulus of the material. This value of the
shear modulus is much larger than those observed in macroscopic metal specimens.
This discrepancy is explained by the presence of dislocations, which can glide at low
stress values. Experiments on whiskers find high values of the shear stress, and even
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higher values are expected in nanocontacts, where dislocations are expelled from
nm-volume regions [5].

The maximum pressure on nanocontacts can be extracted from the combined
force and conductance measurements before the relaxation, see Fig. 16.4. In ballistic
contacts, the area of minimum cross-section and the conductance are related through
Sharvin formula. The apparent pressure found in gold nanocontacts ranges from 3
to 6 GPa for the compression and elongation parts of the indentation cycle. This
value is much larger that the maximum pressure that a macroscopic sample can
sustain. Moreover, it is of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical value in the
absence of dislocations and is consistent with the theoretical maximum shear stress
value for gold. A comparison of the elastic constant of nanocontacts with continuum
mechanics models shows good agreement [4].

The energy dissipated in each force relaxation, that is, the energy necessary to
produce a configurational change, can be directly obtained from the force cycle. In
Fig. 16.4, the energy to pass from one configuration to the next is given by the grayed
area. The value of this energy is of the order of 0.1 eV per atom in the minimal
cross-section of the contact. If we compare with the heat of fusion (0.13 eV/atom)
we find that configurational changes take place only at the zone around the narrowest
part of the nanocontact.

16.4.3 The Shape of Metallic Nanocontacts

The shape of nanocontacts has been studied using a STM. Local modifications on
a surface have been produced by approaching a Pt-Ir tip to a Ag substrate in UHV,
touching the surface and imaging after tip indentation [2]. The surface after a gentle
indentation cycle of the tip into substrate exhibits a nanometer sized protrusion. This
is attributed to the formation of a small neck while pushing the tip that subsequently
is stretched and broken.

In order to estimate the shape of the constriction Untiedt et al. [52] used a slab
model for the constriction. Experimentally, the conductance versus displacement
curves are recorded during an indentation cycle (Fig. 16.5) [52]. When the constric-
tion is subjected to a force, the stresses are highest in the narrowest part, with cross-
sectional area Ai . Therefore, one may assume that plastic deformation takes place
in that narrowest slab, in a zone of depth λ, leaving the rest of the neck unmodified.
In this model, a new slab is formed from a piece of length λi and area Ai . The new
slab cross-sectional area Ai+1 is given by volume conservation, being λi + �l the
length of the new slab, where �l is the deformation. Given that only the narrowest
slab is modified, the shape of the constriction after a number of plastic deforma-
tion processes results in a sequence of values of Ai and λi . The plastic deformation
length λi can be obtained from the experimental G(z) curve noting that for the limit
�l → 0, λ = −(d ln A/dl)−1, where A is the cross-section of the narrowest portion
of the constriction.
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 16.5 The left panel shows the plastic deformation of a nanocontact using the slab model.
From one configuration to the next only the central slab elongates, while the rest of the neck does
not change. The right panel shows calculated shapes and conductance for the contacts of Fig. 16.6
using the slab model. Reprinted figure with permission from [52]. Copyright (1997) by the American
Physical Society

As is shown in Fig. 16.6, gold nanocontacts may exhibit different behaviors in the
conductance curve corresponding to different indentation cycles. The have markedly
different slopes in the conductance curves. From the slopes of the conductance
curves Untiedt et al. obtained the constriction shape (Fig. 16.5, right panel) using the
described slab model. The analysis indicates that the steeper G(z) curves correspond
to constrictions with larger opening angle and involve shorter plastic deformation
lengths. Hence, only one atomic layer is involved in plastic deformation at yielding
events in constrictions with this shape.

Fig. 16.6 Conductance
curves G(z) for four different
sets of indentation cycles for
Au at 4.2 K. Each set consists
of five indentations. Reprinted
figure with permission from
[52]. Copyright (1997) by the
American Physical Society
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16.4.4 Inelastic Scattering by Phonons in Nanocontacts

Up to this point, only elastic scattering has been considered, but when applying
a bias voltage in order to measure conductance, there are also effects derived
from inelastic scattering that can be related to mechanical properties. In ballistic
point contacts such as nanocontacts, the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism
is electron-phonon scattering. This interaction has been shown to be a useful tool
when studying nanocontacts. The derivative of the differential conductance of a point
contact (PC) contains information about the inelastic electron backscattering. The
Eliashberg function for the electron-phonon interaction in the point-contact situation,
or point-contact spectroscopic (PCS) curve, is proportional to the density of states
of phonons at a given energy F(eV) times a factor related to the electron-phonon
interaction α2, as shown in [53], by

α2 F = − 3

32
√
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4π2me
G−3/2 d2 I

dV 2 , (16.4)

where G = (dI/dV) is the differential resistance and me is the electron mass.
The amplitude of the phonon-induced peaks is reduced if there is elastic scatter-

ing, for example, due to impurities or defects. Consequently, large PCS amplitude
indicates that the constriction is indeed ballistic. Hence, it is possible to obtain exper-
imental information on the degree of disorder in the constriction using point-contact
spectroscopy [54].

Untiedt et al. [52] found that in a point contact at low temperature the PCS curve
does not change with the conductance as the derivative of the conductance scales
with G−3/2 as given by (16.4). Figure 16.7 shows the PCS curves corresponding to
contacts obtained from indentation cycles similar to D, C, and B in Fig. 16.6. The
PCS curve does not change with the conductance since d2 I/dV2 scales with G−3/2,

Fig. 16.7 Point contact
spectroscopy curves at 4.2 K
for Au nanocontacts. The
black curve corresponds to a
contact such as D in Fig. 16.6.
The gray curve corresponds
to type C and the light gray
curve to type B. Reprinted
figure with permission from
[52]. Copyright (1997) by the
American Physical Society
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but the amplitudes of the phonon peaks are different for different realizations of the
contact.

For a contact such as D, the amplitude of the phonon peaks is maximum (the black
curve in Fig. 16.7) and similar to that of previously reported spectra [55] for ballistic
point contacts. This is an indication of the degree of order in these contacts that can
be attributed to a crystalline contact [52]. In contacts such as B and C, the amplitude
of the phonon peaks in the PCS curve is reduced (the gray curves in Fig. 16.7) due
to elastic scattering in the neck region, indicating the presence of defects, but still
the necks are far from being disordered. From this evidence, they concluded that
nanocontacts are ballistic, and are not disordered. This idea is supported by the
results of the MD simulations [5, 56].

A comparison with the plastic deformation length λ for these necks at the largest
radius (approximately 1.9 nm) corresponding to contacts with conductance 120 G0
shows large plastic deformation lengths in contacts with high crystalline order. For
curve A, λ = 0.2 nm; for curve B, λ = 1 nm; for curve C, λ = 2.8 nm. In addition,
for curve D λ about 6 nm. Given that λ is related to the amount of material involved
in the plastic deformation that in the contact D there are many layers involved in
the process of plastic deformation, many more that those involved in the case of the
contact A.

16.5 Suspended Chains of Single Gold Atoms

Experiments by Ohnishi et al. using a Transmission Electron Microscope [48] and
Yanson et al. [57] using a MCBJ and a STM, showed that when a gold nanocontact
is stretched, it may form a chain of single atoms. These structures are not only the
ultimate nanowire, but they are also an ideal test bed for mesoscopic physics. Atomic
chains of gold atoms have distinctive physical properties: they can sustain very large
current densities of up to 8 × 1014 A m−2. This fact supports a main assumption of
the ballistic transport, since it is possible only if the transmission through the chain is
ballistic and that most of the power is dissipated in the electrodes, far away from the
contact. Furthermore, given that these atomic gold structures are stable for as long as
1 hour or even longer times at low temperature, it is possible to test peculiar physical
properties since atomic chains are close to ideal one-dimensional metallic systems.
Finally, not only gold can form chains: Smit et al. [58] reported that platinum and
iridium spontaneously can form chains of atoms when pulling a one atom-contact.

16.5.1 Fabrication of Chains of Atoms Using Local Probes

The evolution of conductance during the breaking of a gold nanocontact is shown
in Fig. 16.8. The conductance decreases while pulling from the contact, down to
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Fig. 16.8 Evolution of the conductance while pulling from the gold electrodes, extracting an atomic
chain (black curve) at 4.2 K. The last plateau of the conductance corresponds to an atomic chain
about six atoms long. Inset histogram of the last plateau length made from 10,000 indentation cycles
that exhibit peaks at 0.25 nm. Reprinted figure with permission from [79]. Copyright (2002) by the
American Physical Society

a conductance value close 1G0. As was discussed already in Sect. 16.3, a conduc-
tance of 1G0 in gold corresponds to a contact with a cross-section of one atom. The
experiments show that a one-atom contact accommodates a maximum elastic defor-
mation below 0.25 nm. However, it was discovered that gold nanocontacts exhibit
sometimes a different behavior: this one atom-contact can be further stretched by a
distance larger than 1 nm, without the conductance deviating appreciably from 1G0,
showing up in Fig. 16.8 as a very long conductance plateau.

As was discussed in Sect. 16.4, the breaking process of metallic nanocontacts by
controlled separation of the electrodes takes place in a sequence of elastic deformation
and abrupt yield stages resulting in a non-continuous reduction of the minimal cross-
section of the contact. It has been shown that for some metals this process takes
place down to the smallest contact, a single atom contact between the electrodes [4].
Further separation of the electrodes usually results in breakage of the metallic contact
and an abrupt jump into the tunneling regime. The explanation is that this stretching
takes place at the position of this one atom contact. Yanson et al. [57] concluded that a
single atom does not have to break, but that two atoms forming a short chain between
the electrodes can replace it. As the contact is stretched even further, this chain will
often break, but it does have a finite probability to be replaced by a chain containing
more atoms. Once the chain starts being pulled the conductance never exceeds 1G0,
confirming that the chain acts as one-dimensional nanowire. When the chain finally
breaks, the electrodes have to travel back a return distance to re-establish metallic
contact. This return distance is almost equal to the length of the last plateau itself,
suggesting that after the chain breaks, and its constituent atoms collapse onto the
electrodes on either side. In addition to that, Yanson et al. [57] showed by the use
of a STM that they can swing one of the electrodes sideways at any given position
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at the last plateau. They found that the lateral displacement that the structure can
support increases as the length of the plateau increases, just the behavior that one
would expect for a chain.

The conductance traces for successive nanocontact ruptures do not reproduce in
detail, as they depend on the exact atomic positions in the contact and not every
contact rupture results in the formation of a chain of atoms [57]. The definition of
the length of the plateau, and thus the length of the chain, was therefore given as
the distance between the points at which the conductance drops below 1.1G0 and
at which conductance drops below 0.5G0. The probability of formation of such a
structure can be quantified by constructing a histogram of last plateau length. As is
shown in Fig. 16.8, the histogram exhibits a series of equidistant peaks rather than a
smooth distribution. The peaked structure of the histogram shows that atomic chains
tend to be elongated by integer multiples of 0.25 ± 0.2 nm, which is close to the
nearest neighbor spacing of gold atoms in the crystal. In addition, it is shown that
the probability of pulling a chain of length L decreases rapidly for large L.

Despite the low probability of formation of chains, once an atomic chain is pulled,
the retraction of the electrode can be stopped and the chain remains very stable
at liquid helium temperature (4.2 K): some of the longest chains obtained in the
experiments have been held stable for at least 1 hour. This makes atomic chains
suitable for investigation of one-dimensional electron transport and for studies of
wear and fracture on low-coordinated metallic nanostructures.

16.5.2 Mechanical Processes During Formation of Atomic Chains

The mechanical processes involved during the formation and rupture of atomic chains
of gold have been studied both experimentally and theoretically, see [3] and refer-
ences therein. A STM supplemented with a force sensor (see Sect. 16.2) has been
used to study the force in gold chains at low temperature [13]. Using this probe it
is feasible to study the force evolution simultaneously with the conductance while
drawing out the chain.

Figure 16.9 shows a simultaneous measurement of force and conductance. The
force shows a sequence of linear stages separated by sudden relaxations. The con-
ductance on the last plateau remains just below to 1G0. There are small conductance
jumps related to force relaxations, but their magnitude is much smaller than 1G0. In
stages with a linearly growing tensile force the chain is stretched, while at the force
jumps abrupt atomic rearrangements occur.

If an atomic chain is formed or not while pulling a nanocontact relates to the
relative strength of different bonds in specific atomic configurations. The reason is
that breaking a nanocontact involves breaking many individual atomic bonds. One
simple model consists of a chain connected to the electrodes on each side. In an
elastic stage, as the chain is drawing out the force increases. When the system is
stretched so that the tensile force value is higher than a critical force the weakest of
the bonds will break. If the slip of an atom from an electrode into the chain requires
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Arrows indicate where a new atom pops into the chain and snapshots of the structure at these
positions are shown. Inset scheme of the experimental setup, a combined STM-AFM. Reprinted
figure with permission from [13]. Copyright (2001) by the American Physical Society

a smaller force than the force needed to break the chain, then atom is added and the
chain grows. This is not usually the case because pulling an atom out of a surface
implies breaking more bonds than to break the chain. Nevertheless, MD simulations
sustain the hypothesis that an atom could slip into the chain at lower forces [13].

In order to examine a more realistic model it is important to take in account the
fact that the bond strength increases as the coordination number is reduced. Suppose
a contact where the electrodes have a pyramidal shape. The atom sitting at the apex
of one of these pyramids has three bonds with its neighbors placed in the pyramid
and one with the chain. Given that the bond strength increases as the coordination
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number is reduced it may be favorable for the atom in the apex break a bond with
the underlying atoms. Moreover, in this model this atom can be incorporated into the
chain breaking only one bond. MD calculations (see [13, 59] and references in [3])
show that generally larger force jumps correspond to the incorporation of an atom
into the bridging atomic chain. An experimental fact that supports this hypothesis is
that mechanical relaxations take place at force values smaller than the final breaking
force. A further analysis needs to take in consideration the detailed configuration of
atoms at the apex of the electrode as well as the relative strength of their bonds.

MD simulations [13] show that the elastic deformation is accumulated in the
electrodes, see Fig. 16.10. This could be explained because the electrodes can be
deformed not only by stretching the interatomic distance. It is also possible that
atoms in the electrodes are sitting in arrangements where the breaking of bonds is
the result of a more concerted motion of atoms that requires smaller forces given its
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Fig. 16.11 Simultaneous
measurement of conductance
(a) and the stiffness (b)
during elongation of a chain
of atoms. Reprinted figure
with permission from [12].
Copyright (2004) by the
American Physical Society
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longer paths. In addition, the atoms in the chain have stronger bonds due to its low
coordinated situation. The sum of these two effects results in a peculiar feature of
this nanostructure: thinner is actually stronger.

Some further mechanisms behind the formation of an atomic chain have been
recently studied in Pt chains at low temperature [60]. Using a MCBJ supplemented
with a force sensor, they have found a correlation between the stiffness and the
number of atoms in the chain. A comparison between the mean total stiffness (i.e. the
electrodes plus the chain) is found to be higher if the chain breaks when pulling than if
one atom could be added to the chain. They can conclude that longer chains have lower
stiffness. This could be supported from the fact that a chain can sustain a maximum
force that is independent of its length, as was reported by force measurements on Au
chains. Roughly speaking, for the same elongation a larger force acts on the chain
that has a larger starting stiffness, breaking it at a shorter length.

Rubio Bollinger et al. [12] have used the MCBJ technique and obtained high-
resolution measurements of the contact stiffness. Figure 16.11 shows simultaneous
measurement of the conductance and the force gradient while pulling a chain of gold
atoms. The atomic rearrangements result in sudden drops in the stiffness that reflect
bond weakening due to extreme strains close to yield. These drops are also observed
during the atomic chain formation, whose conductance, in contrast remains close
to 1G0. This mechanical behavior agrees with direct force measurements in atomic
chains and is consistent with the observed longitudinal phonon frequency decrease
in one-atom contacts and chains, as is showed in the next section.

16.5.3 Phonons in Atomic Chains

Dynamical mechanical properties of nanocontacts and chains can be probed mea-
suring electron transport and using point contact spectroscopy, because the finite
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electron-phonon scattering. Using PCS techniques, Agraït et al. have studied the
evolution of these phonon modes when a chain of gold atoms is stretched [61].

In atomic chains of gold, the electron flow should be ballistic. As the mean free
path of the electrons is larger than the device length, electrons are supposed to
move freely: there is neither scattering nor defects to inhibit resistance-free current.
In a simplified picture, the zero-bias conductance G(0) of an atomic chain is the
conductance quantum G0 [62–64]. Neglecting further effects [65], this zero-bias
conductance is a consequence of the coupling between the chain and the reservoirs
of electrons, the electrodes. This is clear from the Landauer approach to electronic
transport [66, 67], which can be applied to atomic chain. When a small bias voltage is
applied between the two electrodes, there is unbalance of population at the electrodes
and a net current flows. Subsequently there is heat dissipated from the resistance.
The chain is considered as a perfect conductor, and this dissipation is attributed to
the relaxation of the electrons to the Fermi level in the electrodes and far away from
the chain.

Experimentally, it has been found that the zero-bias conductance of an atomic
gold chain at low temperatures is close to 1G0 [57]. This chain has one open chan-
nel in agreement with theoretical calculations [62–64]. In experiments at liquid He
temperatures by Agraït et al. [61, 68], the conductance is measured using the lock-in
technique, and the derivative of the differential conductance dG/dV was calculated
numerically. As soon as the voltage is swept a range of 20 mV from zero, the conduc-
tance does depend on the voltage. Typical differential conductance curves for short
and long atomic wires are shown in Fig. 16.12b–d. The differential conductance G
features a hump at zero bias, dropping about 1 % in the range (20 mV). Often the dif-
ferential conductance curves look asymmetrical, showing oscillations due to elastic
scattering [69, 70].

A voltage-dependent conductance is observed in ballistic point-contacts of much
larger size, where it is associated to inelastic scattering of electrons with phonons
and other elementary excitations taking place in the bulk [53, 71]. These processes
are voltage dependent because the electrons must be injected with enough energy to
emit an excitation. In the case of phonons, the derivative of the conductance shows
peaks which correspond to peaks in the phonon density of states. The amplitude of
the signal for contacts of different sizes is proportional to G(0)3/2. This reflects the
fact that only those electrons scattered in the immediate vicinity of the contact have
a significant probability of coming back through the contact. The standard spectra
for Au have peaks at 10 and 18 mV, corresponding to the maxima in the transverse
and longitudinal phonon Density of States (DOS). In those spectra, the transverse
peak is found to be stronger than the longitudinal peak.

Atomic chains exhibit markedly different features. First, the peaks in the PC
spectrum vary for each chain as is shown in Fig. 16.12. In the case of a one atom
long atomic wire, labeled S, the hump in conductance signal is narrower than in a
larger wire, labeled M, supposed to be 0.3 nm longer. This distance is enough to
accommodate one more atom in the chain. The peak of the spectrum is about three
times larger than that given by the semiclassical theory of PC spectroscopy [53, 71].
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Fig. 16.12 Panel (a): Conductance at finite bias of two gold chains of different lengths. The
short chain is about 0.4 nm and the long chain is 2.2 nm long. Panels (b), (c), and (d): differential
conductance and its derivative at points S, M, and L, respectively, marked by the arrows. The various
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the vertical scale thee panels are identical. Reprinted figure with permission from [61]. Copyright
(2002) by the American Physical Society

The wire labeled L corresponds to a long wire about seven atoms long, see
Fig. 16.12a. In this long wire, Agraït et al. [61, 68] recorded the curve G(V ) at
different elongations of the chain. The conductance curves, and subsequently the
spectra, show a behavior that is considered a fingerprint of a one-dimensional sys-
tem. The conductance curves show drops that take place quite sharply, and result in
sharp peaks in the spectra.

Figure 16.12d shows that the position of the peak shifts as a function of the strain
in the wire. Like the pitch of a guitar string, there a shift as a function of the tension,
but for atomic wires the frequency decreases because of the decreasing bond strength
between the atoms. As the frequency decreases, the amplitude increases in an elastic
stage until an atomic rearrangement takes place. The increase in the amplitude is
attributed partially to the softening of the phonon modes with tension.

In a one-dimensional system at zero temperature, momentum is conserved, and,
consequently, electrons can only excite longitudinal vibrations. Since momentum
is conserved, electrons can only excite longitudinal vibrations of the atomic chain
whose wave number is twice the Fermi wave number kF, hence only one phonon
mode will be shown in the spectra. The Fermi wavevector kF in a linear atomic chain
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Fig. 16.13 Left panel allowed inelastic transitions in a one-dimensional band. The only allowed
transitions are from a state with wavenumber kF to a state with wavenumber −kF , that is, electrons
can only interact with one phonon whose wavenumber is 2kF . For an atomic wire with a single
conduction electron per atom, kF = π/2a, where a is the interatomic distance. Note that the figure
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of electronic states: for the right-going electron states up to the Fermi level of the left electrode are
occupied, while for the left-going electrons the occupation of states is up to the Fermi level of the
right electrode. The separation of these Fermi levels is eV, where V is the voltage difference applied
to the electrodes. Electronic transitions are possible when the final electronic state is unoccupied;
consequently, phonon emission is possible only for energies higher than a threshold �ω2k F

with interatomic distance a and one conduction electron per atom is equal to π/2a.
Then, if the energy of electrons is below a threshold voltage �ω2kF/e, they will not
interact with phonons (see Fig. 16.13). A sudden decrease in conductance marks
the onset of the phonon emission process. In the experimental conductance curves
the drop in conductance is somewhat rounded due to the nonzero temperature, the
thermal smearing is 2 meV for 4.2 K, see [72].

Given that the chain length is finite, there is an uncertainty in the momentum of
the electron that also contributes to round the drop in the conductance signal. A linear
monoatomic chain of N atoms will have N longitudinal vibrational modes. For an
atomic chain of length L coupled to rigid electrodes, the wavelengths of the different
modes n are simply given by λn = 2L/n. However, there is a non-rigid coupling
to the electrodes that results in broader resonances. The width of the resonances is
linked to the mechanical coupling between the electrodes and the chain.

Furthermore, momentum conservation in the electron-phonon interaction will
not hold strictly in a finite system. Therefore, electrons may interact with phonons
at different energies and then, other vibrational modes appear in the spectra. This
effect is more important in shorter chains.

While the position of the peak in the spectra Vph gives the frequency of the ω2kF

phonon, and its height Aph , which is related to the conductance drop, is proportional
to the probability of the phonon emission process. The magnitude of the conduc-
tance drop (about 1 % for a chain of 2 nm in length) is consistent with an inelastic
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Fig. 16.14 a Magnitude Aph
and b position Vph of the
phonon peak in the PC
spectrum as a function of
chain length. For clarity, only
22 representative chains out
of more than 100 studied are
shown. Each chain is
represented by a different
symbol. The length of the
chain is estimated from the
length of the last plateau.
Reprinted figure with
permission from [61].
Copyright (2002) by the
American Physical Society
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mean-free path of about 200 nm in an infinite wire, which is reasonable for a metal
at low temperatures.

Experimentally, it is observed that stretching the wire results in an increase in
the emission probability. The increase in the emission probability, see Fig. 16.14,
indicates an enhancement of the electron-phonon interaction. A plot of the amplitude
for many different atomic wires is shown in Fig. 16.14. The emission probability
increases with the length of the wire, and the variations due to stretching are much
larger than for short wires [61, 68]. The background conductance as well as the zero
bias conductance remains mostly unchanged. This behavior strongly suggests that
the background features correspond to backscattering processes in the bulk while the
peak is related to backscattering processes in the chain itself.

16.6 Metallic Adhesion in Atomic-Sized Tunneling Junctions

The study of mechanical properties of small tunneling junctions between single
asperities or tips is of fundamental importance. These forces are involved in STM
imaging mechanisms and tribological imaging of surfaces at the nanoscale [73, 74].
Moreover, the same situation occurs both after the rupture and before the formation
of a one-atom contact. When the separation between two tips is small enough, there
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Fig. 16.15 Simultaneous a
conductance and b frequency
shift measurements for a
one-atom junction. c Force,
with van der Waals and
metallic force components.
Reprinted figure with
permission from [12].
Copyright (2004) by the
American Physical Society

Δ

is a spontaneous jump to contact. Beyond a critical distance, the electrode sepa-
ration becomes unstable and consequently a one-atom contact is established. This
is reflected as a sudden increase of the conductance. The process described above
is common in the formation of a metallic contact despite there are some exceptions
[75]. For example in W contacts there are sometimes a continuous increase of current
from tunneling to contact [76].

This section is focused on experiments between two gold tips, where a spontaneous
jump to contact occurs. Both the force gradient and the tunneling current has been
measured simultaneously using a MCBJ supplemented with a force sensor described
in Sect. 16.2 [12, 31]. The MCBJ technique provides freshly fractured surfaces that
are only exposed to cryogenic vacuum, reducing their contamination to an absolute
minimum. The force gradient of the interaction between the electrodes is proportional
to the shift of the resonance frequency of the TF if excited with vanishing amplitude.
This resonant frequency is tracked by implementing a phase locked loop oscillator,
and results in a high sensitivity measurement. With such a tool different contacts
realizations modifies the atomic configuration of the tip apex. Hence, different tips
are fabricated by making a large contact and breaking it again.

In Fig. 16.15, an indentation cycle is shown. The stiffness of the contact can be
obtained straightforwardly from the curve. It decreases while pulling the contact. The
stiffness of the one-atom contact is 5.8 N m−1 in this case. When the one-atom contact
is broken, there is an abrupt jump in both the current and the force gradient (jump out
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contact). After that, the two tips are approached from the tunneling regime. The forces
acting in these regimes are attractive since the frequency shift, and consequently the
force gradient, is always negative during the approach. Note that the decay length
of this force is below 0.05 nm, indicating a short-range metallic interaction. This
metallic adhesion is due to the overlap of the electronic wave functions. Various
theoretical models [77, 78] for metallic adhesion predict a decay length similar to
the tunneling current decay length. For smaller distance, there is a spontaneous jump
to contact and again we recover a one-atom contact.
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Chapter 17
Nanotribological Studies by Nanoparticle
Manipulation

Dirk Dietzel, Udo D. Schwarz and André Schirmeisen

Abstract Friction of extended nanocontacts has lately become a subject of growing
interest in nanotribology. The related length scales, which are not accessible to con-
ventional friction force microscopy, can best be analyzed by measuring the friction
of nanoparticles sliding over flat surfaces. By pushing nanoparticles with an AFM tip
a large range of materials combinations and contact areas can be studied under well-
defined interface conditions, therefore offering new insight into atomistic concepts
of friction.

17.1 Nanoparticle Manipulation: An Alternative Route
to Nanotribology

Since its invention in 1987, friction force microscopy (FFM) [1] has become a wide-
spread technique for the investigation of frictional processes. By detecting the lateral
forces acting between the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) and the sample
surface, this technique has proven to be a versatile tool for the analysis of a wide
variety of nanoscale frictional phenomena [2, 3].

In conventional FFM operation, the lateral force signal, which is proportional to
the friction-induced cantilever torsion, is recorded during the sliding of the cantilever
across the surface. The lateral force therefore originates from the contact between tip
and surface. Measurements have been performed as a function of a wide variety of
parameters such as the externally applied cantilever load [4–9], radius and shape of
the AFM tip [4, 6, 7], sliding velocity [10–13], the temperature [14–16], the relative
orientation between scan direction and substrate lattice [17–20], or the chemical
nature of the sample [21–23]. Often, FFM studies led to the successful analysis of
frictional processes at the atomic scale [1, 10, 13, 16].
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But despite the indisputable successes of many FFM studies, this method still has
severe inherent limitations. Mainly four aspects are of concern.

1. While the nature of the samples can be freely selected, commercially available
AFM tips are usually limited to a very narrow set of materials, mostly silicon,
silicon oxide, silicon nitride, and diamond. This limits the number of material
combinations that can be investigated. To overcome that limitation, other materials
can be evaporated onto AFM cantilevers. This strategy, however, generally leads
to AFM tips of inferior quality and/or unknown geometry unless performed in a
very controlled way. In addition, many materials that are applied as thin films to
cover the AFM tip will wear out fast due to the significant shear stresses during
scanning.

2. AFM tips used for FFM generally feature amorphous or disordered tip ends.
Therefore, it is very difficult to investigate the effect of ordered structures on fric-
tion, which is expected to have a dramatic influence under certain circumstances.
Most prominently, an effect denoted as superlubricity [24] or, more precisely,
structural lubricity [25] is expected to occur at specific relative orientations of
extended atomically flat contacts that show crystalline long-range order [26–29].

3. Related to the above point is the question how friction depends on the ‘true’ con-
tact area at the atomic scale. It can be argued that the contact area dependence of
friction is one of the most fundamental yet unsolved issues in nanotribology, as
its understanding is crucial for successfully bridging the conceptual gap between
nanoscale and microscale friction. Unfortunately, the fixed tip radius of commer-
cially available cantilevers makes it difficult to analyze effects as a function of
the contact area. This leaves a ‘gap’ in the experimental accessibility of contact
areas between the tens of nm2 realized in FFMs and the typically ten thousands
of µm2 found in surface force apparatus measurements [30, 31]. In addition, the
determination of the contact area has to rely on the realization of a specific con-
tact geometry (usually the Hertzian contact geometry, representing a spherical tip
apex on a flat surface) and on the validity of certain assumptions of the contact
mechanical models [32].

4. Recent theoretical studies also indicate that the contact area is not necessarily a
suffficient parameter to describe the geometry of the interface [33]. The shape of
the interface can influence friction as well, meaning that two nanoscopic contacts
of same size but different shape can show decidedly different friction. And while
some attempts have been made to analyze the contact area of friction experimen-
tally [6, 7, 34, 35], so far there are no experimental studies related to the shape
of the contact area.

In order to overcome these limitations, it would be desirable to have a method
available that measures the interfacial friction of structurally well-defined contacts
of arbitrary sizes, shapes, and material combinations. One possible solution is to use
the AFM tip as a manipulation tool for controlled lateral manipulation of nanoscale
particles supported by flat substrates [36] (see Fig. 17.1).

The concept of nanoparticle manipulation was first demonstrated with the example
of C60 islands grown on a NaCl surface [37] and later used to investigate frictional
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Fig. 17.1 The difference between conventional friction force microscopy studies and particle
manipulation schemes lies in the relevant interface. While FFM is limited to friction occurring
at the interface between tip and surface (left), the particle manipulation method allows to study the
much larger, but well-defined particle/surface interface (right)

anisotropies for MoO nanoparticles [38]. Nanoscale objects, like nanotubes, have
been pushed to distinguish sliding and rolling motion [39]. Recently, there has been
an increase of systematic friction studies using nanoparticle manipulation, high-
lighting the influence of surface structure on particle trajectories [40] as well as the
influence of parameters like surface chemistry and temperature [41]. The influence
of relative orientation between particles, substrate, and direction of manipulation
was analyzed for ligand-capped CdSe nanorods [42]. The fundamental question of
how friction is related to contact area has been addressed by a systematic variation of
the size of of metallic nanoparticles [34, 35]. Furthermore, nanoparticle manipula-
tion experiments have been used to analyze the difference between static and sliding
fricton. While some experimental approaches are mainly sensitive to either static
friction [34, 43] or sliding friction [35], recent experiments have demonstrated, how
nanoparticle manipulation can be used to monitor the transition from static to sliding
friction [44].

The range of contact areas that is accessible to nanoparticle manipulation experi-
ments is indicated in Fig. 17.2 in comparison to other experimental tools commonly
used in nano- and microtribology, namely the friction force ficroscope (either with

Fig. 17.2 Overview over the different ranges of contact areas covered by tribological techniques
on the nano- and meso-scale
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standard or modified tips) [1, 6, 7, 10], the surface force apparatus [45, 46], and the
the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [47–49]. As Fig. 17.2 illustrates, nanoparti-
cle manipulation offers unique access to lengthscales at the transition between the
nano- and meso-scale.

17.2 Friction Measurements by Nanoparticle Manipulation:
Experimental Approach

Since the sharp tip of an atomic force microscope is an ideal tool to push nano-
objects on a surface, the AFM has become the common basis for all nanoparticle
manipulation schemes. For conventional topography measurements, an AFM is typ-
ically operated in two main modes: In the contact (or static) mode tip and sample
are in direct mechanical contact. This technique can be used to obtain nanometer
resolution images on a wide variety of surfaces. Higher resolution, however, is often
achieved using dynamic modes like tapping mode [50], or noncontact mode [51],
where the cantilever oscillates near the sample surface. For both the contact and
the dynamic mode, it has been shown, that they can be been succesfully applied to
facilitate nanoparticle sliding with simultaneous assessment of energy dissipation.
The resulting different experimental approaches to nanoparticle manipulation are
described in the following subsections.

17.2.1 Dynamic AFM Techniques for Nanoparticle Manipulation

In the dynamic mode, the cantilever is typically oscillated close to its resonance
frequency while the oscillation amplitude serves as feedback parameter. The energy
that is dissipated during one oscillation cycle ΔE is then a function of cantilever
spring constant cz , the quality factor Q, and the drive and oscillation amplitudes ad
and A, respectively [52]:

ΔE = πcz

(
A ad sin(φ) − A2

Q

fd

f0

)
. (17.1)

Here, fd and f0 are the driving and oscillation frequencies and φ is the phase
shift between them. Controlled manipulation of latex spheres on highly oriented
pyrolythic graphite (HOPG) substrates in the dynamic mode was demonstrated by
Ritter et al. [53]. Basically, when the oscillating tip hits the rim of the nanoparticle,
energy is transferred causing a lateral movement of the particle. The efficiency of
this process is determined, among other factors, by the a priori unknown impact
angle (see Fig. 17.3). For controlled manipulation, the tip is placed at the side of the
particle and the oscillation amplitude is increased until particle motion is observed.
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Fig. 17.3 Left Sketch of the tip-particle coupling. The impact angle at between tip and antimony
particle determines the normal (z) and lateral (x) components of the acting force. Right Illustration
of the dynamic mode manipulation procedure for Sb on HOPG (image size 1 × 1 µm2). a Overview
of the particle of interest (labeled with a) and the surrounding area. A white and a gray arrow indicate
the path of the subsequent tip motion and the resulting dislocation of the particle, respectively. b
Topography after the manipulation, showing a lateral translation of 83 nm and an in-plane rotation
of 58◦. c Result of the second manipulation step, and d final result after the third manipulation step
(adapted from [34])

The particles can be translated when the power input exceeds a threshold value
necessary to overcome the friction force of the adsorbed particle. By changing the
amplitude of the dither piezo that drives the cantilever oscillations while the feedback
loop is continuously working, it is possible to switch between an imaging mode and
a manipulation mode with variable power input into the sample. Thus, an individual
adaptation to the sample properties is feasible.

In the case of a free cantilever, increasing the amplitude of the dither piezo leads
to an increase of the effective oscillation amplitude, which scales linearly with the
excitation. During the manipulation experiments, however, the excitation is increased
when the cantilever is still in feedback. The feedback system tries to maintain the
preselected setpoint amplitude of the cantilever by decreasing the distance between
cantilever and sample. Recording the dither amplitude, the setpoint, and the phase
angle allows one to calculate the power dissipation during manipulation by using
(17.1). Theoretical analysis shows that this value is in fact a measure of the lateral
forces occurring during manipulation [54].

The dynamic mode is characterized by a very high degree of flexibility, since
particle motion in arbitrary directions can be performed. Furthermore, the range of
lateral forces that can be applied to the particle for translation is related to the square
of the oscillation amplitude, which yields a very large dynamic range. The excitation
amplitude can indeed be adjusted over orders of magnitude, if necessary, to switch
between gentle imaging and manipulation of even the biggest particles.

The above discussion shows that very controlled manipulation of individual par-
ticles is possible. For its successful realization, however, it is necessary to have an
electronic AFM control system available, such as the one used to perform the parti-
cle manipulation shown in Fig. 17.3, where arbitrary tip motions along user-defined
trajectories have been carried out under full feedback control. Unfortunately, this is
often impossible with commercial AFM systems. A different approach relies on the
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statistical movement of a large ensemble of particles of similar size. Mougin et al.
[41] and Paolicelli et al. [43, 55] have systematically analyzed the amplitude thresh-
old necessary to induce particle motion in dynamic mode during surface scanning.
For gold nanoclusters deposited on.

Similarly, Gnecco et al. report a detailed analysis of particle trajectories due to
the impact between the oscillating tip and the particle within one scan frame [40].

Unfortunately, the tapping mode, which has been commonly used for nanopar-
ticle manipulations using tapping mode AFM operation, is not suitable for UHV
conditions [51]. Instead, the frequency modulation mode (FM-AFM) must be used
under UHV conditions. However, due to its self excitation principle, this mode is very
sensitive against perturbations. Therefore, trying to manipulate typical nanoparticles
with contact areas larger than a few 100 nm2 will often result in the breakdown of
cantilever oscillations, making this mode inapt for nanoparticle manipulations. How-
ever, it has been shown how the FM-AFM mode can be applied to move extremely
small structures like single atoms [56] or PTCDA-molecules [57] with simultaneous
assessment of the forces required to move the atoms or molecules.

17.2.2 Contact Mode AFM Techniques for Nanoparticle
Manipulation

17.2.2.1 Pushing Nanoparticles from the Side

As an alternative to nanoparticle manipulation performed in tapping mode, manip-
ulation can be carried out during contact mode operation [38, 39, 58–60]. The two
most crucial parameters influencing the manipulation of the particles in contact mode
are the stiffness of the cantilever and the component of the tip force exerted during
the scan along the surface normal. As the cantilever stiffness is set once a particular
cantilever has been chosen, the normal force represents the most important factor
in the manipulation process. By increasing or decreasing the normal force, one can
switch between imaging and manipulation in a controlled manner: If the normal
force is below a certain threshold, the cantilever, which is always scanned with the
feedback loop on, follows the topography of the sample. Only if the normal force is
above the threshold, the feedback loop does no longer compensate for the height dif-
ference of the island, but rather pushes the island along with the cantilever. These two
possible ways of interaction between cantilever, island, and substrate are depicted
schematically in Fig. 17.4.

This manipulation technique was optimized by scanning with a constant normal
force that is very close to the threshold of manipulation. An example for such manip-
ulation is presented in Fig. 17.5, where the island is moved sidewards during one
particular scan line. Quantitative information can then be gained from the topography
and friction signals acquired during the translation process (Fig. 17.7e). Essentially,
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Fig. 17.4 Schematic representation of the two different interaction scenarios that might occur when
the tip reaches a particle a Tip approaches the particle. In both subsequent scenarios, the tip will
experience additional torsion once it reaches the rim of the particle. b Top if the normal force is
below the dislocation threshold, the tip will trace the topography without moving the particle. The
cantilevers additional torsion then represents the tip-particle friction on the island. Bottom if the
dislocation threshold is exceeded, the feedback loop does not follow the topography but instead
the tip will start pushing the particle. In this case, an additional lateral force corresponding to the
particle-surface friction can be observed by monitoring the cantilever torsion. c Topography scans
taken before and after the two upper particles were moved to the right

the sudden increase of the lateral force signal during the pushing process represents
the friction of the manipulated island.

The main advantages of this manipulation approach is, that it allows to measure
friction for a number of particles in a relatively short time, because often several dis-
placements can be observed during on image. But since there is no way to precisely
control the tip-particle interaction, it is often difficult to avoid unwanted nanoparticle
motion. Thus, translation of a specific nanoparticle in a well defined way is challeng-
ing. In order to improve the manipulation procedure, the AFM can be operated in
non-contact mode (either constant amplitude mode [51] or constant excitation mode
[61, 62]) for recording topography images. From these images, a particle suitable
for manipulation can be chosen and the tip can be positioned beside the nanoparticle,
before switching back to contact mode. By moving the AFM tip along an straight
pathway with a sufficiently high normal force, the nanoparticle can now be displaced,
before the AFM is switched back to non-contact mode [60, 63]. The lateral force
signal obtained during such a manipulation is found to be very similar to the shape
shown in Fig. 17.5e).
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Fig. 17.5 Illustration of the particle manipulation procedure based on scanning with a constant
normal force close to manipulation threshold. a Imaging of a nanoparticle at low external loading
force. b A slight increase of the load initiates particle motion. The particle is imaged for several line
scans before it is pushed out of the field of view (along the white dotted scan line), thus showing a
’cut’ particle. c Surface image after translation, confirming that the particle has been moved out of
the field of view. d Topography (left axis) and lateral force (right axis) of the last scan line before
translation. The lateral force signal is mainly topography-induced, as the cantilever twists at the
particle’s edges. e Scan line during displacement. The topography now reflects the flat graphite
surface, while the average frictional resistance of the particle can be determined from the lateral
force signal. f First scan line after manipulation (adapted from [35])

17.2.2.2 Nanoparticle Trajectories During Manipulation

Ideally, when pushing a nanoparticle from the side, both the tip and the nanopar-
ticle should move the same distance along a straight line. However, the shapes
of tip and nanoparticle can lead to force components perpendicular to the tip
path [40, 43], which can cause the contact between tip and nanoparticle to break.
Once this happens, the AFM tip will continue its path but leave the nanoparticle
behind. During nanomanipulation experiments, this effect can be minimized by try-
ing to direct the tip trajectory through the center of mass of the nanoparticle. It can
nonetheless be problematic with respect to the accuracy of particle positioning and,
more importantly, it can also affect the friction force measured during the particle
manipulation. For the simplest case of a round particle and a round tip, the geomet-
rical configuration used to calculate the particle trajectory is depicted in Fig. 17.6.
For the calculation of the particle trajectories it is assumed that any dependence of
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Fig. 17.6 Schematic of geometry during off-center manipulation. The position of the nanoparticle
is shown in relation to the AFM-tip and the tip path directly before and after the manipulation
takes place. The dotted line indicates the particle trajectory during manipulation. The most crucial
parameter do describe the manipulation process is the offset between the AFM tip and the center
of mass of the nanoparticle measured perpendicular to the tip path

Fig. 17.7 Example of a manipulation event where the tip was moved from left to right and pushed
an nanoparticle downwards during manipulation. a Topography image of the Sb nanoparticle on
HOPG substrate before manipulation, b topography image after manipulation. The tip path and the
position of the nanoparticle after manipulation are indicated in (a) and allow to estimate the offset
a ∼= 21 nm. c Lateral force signal measured during the manipulation. A fit to the experimental data
yields a = 26 nm (image adapted from [63])

friction on sliding direction and sliding velocity can be neglected. Furthermore, the
tip radius was assumed to be pointlike. The theoretical equations derived from this
configuration [63] have subsequently been used to analyze the friction signal mea-
sured for an off center manipulation of an antimony nanoparticle on HOPG (see
Fig. 17.7). In this experiment an antimony nanoparticle of about 150 nm diameter
was pushed from the side by the AFM tip and after manipulation, a considerable dis-
placement perpendicular to the tip path was found (Fig. 17.7a, b). The corresponding
lateral force signal shows the typical steep increase, when the tip hits the nanoparti-
cle, but starts to decrease immediately until the fricton is back to the initial level after
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approximately 150 nm, meaning that the tip has lost contact with the nanoparticle.
This behaviour can be well fitted by a theoretical friction profile calculated for an
offset a of 26 nm between nanoparticle and tip. From the AFM images measured
before and after nanoparticle manipulation, the offset a can be estimated to 21 nm.
Thus fit parameter and directly measured offset are in good agreement. If the lat-
eral force signal can be described by a theoretical model, as shown in Fig. 17.7, the
interfacial friction can still be precisely determined. However, such a calculations
become increasingly complicated for more irregularly shaped particles and from a
practical point of view, it is therefore preferably to limit any quantitative analysis to
particle manipulations with straight trajectories.

In other experiments by Gnecco et al., the continuous off-center manipulation
of nanoparticles during imaging has been used to force groups of nanoparticles
onto common resulting trajectories, an approach which can be used for arranging
nanoparticles on surfaces or for sorting of nanoparticles. In order to do so, Rao
et al. have scanned a Si surface covered with a number of round colloidal gold
nanoparticles in tapping mode, while the tip sample interaction was chosen to be
well above the threshold of manipulation [40]. This way, whenever the AFM tip hits
a nanoparticle, the nanoparticle is displaced according to a theory similar to the one
used to describe contact mode measurements [40, 64]. Again, the determining factor
is the offset between the tip path and the nanoparticles center of mass. Rao et al. have
shown, that this parameter can be tuned by the line spacing during imaging and the
nanoparticles can thereby be forced onto straight passes, where the effective angle
of the trajectories is directly related to the line spacing (see Fig. 17.8).

Recently Nita et al. have applied the manipulation concept developed by Rao et al.
to push antimony nanoparticles of complex shape by contact mode AFM techniques
on MoS2 [65], where the shape of the particles led to trajectories far more irregular,

Fig. 17.8 Topography
images recorded in tapping
mode during forward scan (a)
and backward scan (b). The
forward scan (a) shows three
parallel trajectories of the
gold nanospheres on a Si
substrate. No trajectories are
found in the backward scan
(b), which means that the
particle are efficiently pushed
from the tip path during the
forward scan and are not
interacting with the tip during
the backward scan (image
taken from [64])
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than the ones shown in Fig. 17.8a. However, by using the precise particle shape as
input for numerical simulations, the particle trajectory could accurately be described
and quantitative data for the interfacial friction was extracted [65]. These quantitative
results obtained in contact mode hint toward a promising route of extracting friction
from nanoparticles manipulations, since simple a imaging procedure, as it is possible
with even very basic AFMs, allows to record data, from which friction values can be
obtained.

17.2.2.3 ‘Tip-on-Top’-Approach

A slightly different approach for particle manipulation is realized by placing the tip
on top of the particle during manipulation instead of placing it at the side. In this
approach, which is illustrated in Fig. 17.9, the tip is first positioned approximately
in the center of the nanoparticle’s top surface. If then tip motion is initiated, two
scenarios are possible: (1) The tip slides over the surface of the nanoparticle with
the lateral force signal reflecting the friction between tip and nanoparticle, or (2)
the nanoparticle is following the tip motion by gliding over the substrate. In this
case, which we will refer to as the ‘tip-on-top’ manipulation mode, the measured
torsional signal is directly proportional to the interfacial friction between particle
and substrate.

Fig. 17.9 Figure illustrating nanoparticle manipulation by employing the ‘tip-on-top’ approach
described in the text. a Top The tip is positioned on top of a particle (starting position). b If motion
of the cantilever is initiated and the cantilever normal force is below a certain threshold value, the
cantilever is sliding on the particle, profiling the nanoparticle’s top surface. c If the cantilever load
is above the threshold, the tip remains on a fixed position on top of the particle and tip and particle
will move together
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Fig. 17.10 Example of a controlled manipulation performed in the ‘tip-on-top’ mode. a Non-
contact topography image before manipulation. The cross indicates the initial cantilever position,
whereas the two arrows mark the paths used to position the cantilever on top of the particle and
to perform the manipulation. b Non-contact topography image after the nanoparticle manipulation
along the vector path. c Topography signal measured during the two vector pathways. First the tip is
positioned on top of the nanoparticle in noncontact mode (x ≤ 0) and subsequently the manipulation
is done in contact mode (x ≥ 0) (figure adapted from [63])

The crucial parameter that distinguishes between the two scenarios is the ratio of
the shear forces in the tip-particle-substrate system. Only if the lateral force needed
to shear the tip-particle interface is larger than the force required to shear the particle-
substrate interface, the particle moves together with the tip. If this is the case nanopar-
ticles can be moved over large distances while the tip is placed on top of them. An
example is given in Fig. 17.10e, where an antimony particle has been displaced under
UHV conditions in the ‘tip-on-top’ mode.

One strategy to perform nanoparticle manipulations using the tip on top mode is
to first operate the AFM in non-contact mode and placing the tip either on the left or
right hand side of the chosen nanoparticle (Fig. 17.7a, position marked by the cross).
Then the tip is first scanned across half of the particle (as indicated in Fig. 17.7a),
placing it directly on top of the nanoparticle (Fig. 17.10a, c for x=0). At this position
the AFM is switched in situ from non-contact to contact mode [60, 63] and the
cantilever normal force is slowly increased, allowing to exert a sufficient lateral
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force for moving the particle. Once the normal load has been set, the tip is moved
along a second vector (indicated in Fig. 17.10a) to perform the controlled nanoparticle
movement. During the manipulation the topography signal and the lateral force signal
are recorded. Given a flat substrate surface the topography signal remains flat over
the whole pathway of the manipulation (Fig. 17.10c, x ≤ 0), as long as the tip
remains firmly on top of the nanoparticle. After the particle movement is completed,
the AFM is switched back from contact to non-contact mode and a control image is
recorded (Fig. 17.10b) verifying the nanoparticle’s manipulation path. If the normal
load is sufficient, we find that nanoparticle firmly follows the tip movements allowing
controlled long-distance manipulations of over 1 µm [44].

If quantitative values for interfacial friction are to be extracted from ‘tip-on-top’
manipulations, one has to keep in mind that in this case a single one-directional
nanoparticle manipulation lacks an absolute reference level necessary to quantify the
interfacial friction. Therefore, quantitative friction data must be extracted from the
forward and backward motion of the nanoparticle, a procedure similar to recording
friction loops in conventional friction force microscopy (see Sect. 17.2.3).

17.2.3 Identifying Static Friction in Nanoparticle Manipulation
Experiments

One important aspect in attaining a coherent picture of friction processes at the
nanoscale is the correlation between static and sliding friction. While this dif-
ference is a well known fact for friction experiments on the macro-scale, it is
less clear if or how this concept is applicable to nano- or mesoscale contacts,
where stick-slip motion is considered to be the dominant process. Currently, inter-
est is especially spurred by new concepts that take ageing of nanocontacts into
account [16, 66, 67]. In many cases, nanotribological ageing effects can principally
be analyzed by velocity dependent measurements [13, 16], since the stick phase
during stick-slip motion can be considered as a hold time, during which contact age-
ing can occur. However, velocity-dependent measurements only allow to vary the
hold times in a certain range. To achieve longer hold times with eventually saturated
contact ageing, it might be required to suspend the sliding motion alltogether and
reinitiate it after the desired amount of time.

Again, the well-defined interfaces between nanoparticles and substrates can form
ideal model systems to undertand nanoscale processes related to static friction. To
measure the static friction of nanoparticles, different strategies have successfully
been employed. One of the first examples was presented by Luethi et al., where the
C60 nanoparticle on MoS2 was pushed from the side and the torsion of the cantilever
interacting with the nanoparticle was used as a measure of interfacial friction (see
Fig. 17.4b). In this case, the static friction resulted in a high cantilever torsion that
was built up right before the nanoparticle started moving [58]. Once the particle
was sliding steadily, a reduced lateral force signal was measured. However, the
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steep increase of the lateral force signal when the cantilever hits the particle can
make it difficult to identify the exact maximum, which can be interpreted as static
friction, especially if typical point densities for data acquisition are used. Moreover,
the process of contact formation between the tip and the nanoparticle can influence
the measurement, resulting in unreliable information about static friction.

Tripathi et al. have used tapping mode manipulation techniques to assess the
temperature dependence of static friction for gold nanoclusters on HOPG [55]. By
measuring the threshold of amplitude reduction, at which detachment occurs, they
could quantify static friction and found that the detachment of small gold nanoclusters
with diameters of about 27 nm can be described as a thermally activated process,
resulting in lower detachment energies measured at higher temperatures [55].

Another possible approach to distinguish between static and sliding friction is
based on the ‘tip on top’ manipulation scheme [44]. With the tip resting on top of
the nanoparticles, there are two possible modes of tip and cantilever movement
(see Fig. 17.9): The tip can either move on top of the nanoparticles, in which case
the lateral force signal represents the friction between tip and particle, or the contact
between tip and particle is firm, in which case the tip drags the particle along and the
lateral force signal represents the friction between particle and substrate. The key
parameter to control the sliding behavior is the cantilever normal force, which can
be used to facilitate the transition between static and sliding friction. The principle
scheme is depicted in figure Fig. 17.11 for an Sb nanoparticles on HOPG: First
the tip is positioned on top of the nanoparticle and a contact mode scan of a small
area (typically A = 20 nm2) in the center of the particle is initiated. This scan starts
at a low cantilever load, in which case the lateral force between tip and particle
is not sufficient to overcome the static friction between particle and substrate. By
gradually increasing the cantilever load, the friction between tip and nanoparticle
will increase (Fig. 17.11c), until the lateral force is finally sufficient to overcome the
static friction of the nanoparticles (t = 1.85 in Fig. 17.11c). Now, the nanoparticles is
moving together with the tip and the friction level in Fig. 17.11c (red part) represents
the sliding friction of the nanoparticles, whereas the maximum of friction (at t = 1.85,
blue curve) can be interpreted as static friction of the nanoparticles. From Fig. 17.11c
it can be seen, that in case of the moving nanoparticles no further load dependence can
be observed, which can be understood by assuming that the nanoparticles adhesion
is much larger than any applied cantilever load. The transition of dynamic states
becomes also obvious from Fig. 17.11b. Right before the transition, the friction loop
is fairly wide, while the related topography signal has a considerable slope related to
the shape of the particle, which is not flat. After the transition, however, the friction
loop is not only significantly narrower, but also the slope in topography has vanished,
since now the topography signal is related to the nanoparticle sliding on the flat HOPG
substrate.

It was shown, that the transition from static to sliding friction is reproducible,
meaning, that the transition from static to sliding friciton can be repeated several
times for the same nanoparticles. Interestingly, also the ratio between static and
sliding friction seemed to be constant for several particle of the same size and a
typical ratio of Fsliding/Fstatic ∼= 0.5 is measured.
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Fig. 17.11 Distigushing static and sliding friction using the ‘tip on top’ approach. a Sb nanoparticle
ob HOPG substrate, where the typical scan area is indicated. b Friction loops (top) and topography
(bottom) just before (left hand panels) and after (right hand panels) particle sliding was initiated.
c Plots of the effective friction force Ffriction and cantilever normal force FN as a function of the
time, while continuously scanning the AFM tip on top of the nanoparticle (Acontact = 68, 000 nm2)
with a scan range of 20 nm × 20 nm. The sudden drop at ttrans indicates the transition to particle
sliding. (Figure taken from [44])

So far, the exact reason for the observed difference between static and sliding frici-
ton remains unclear. Due to the reporducibility of effects for the same nanoparticle,
any wear related interface changes can be ruled out. However, theory predicts that
the behavior of a layer of mobile molecules trapped between the moving surfaces can
dominate the phenomenon of static and kinetic friction due to a shear force induced
transition from a solidlike to a liquidlike structure of the interface layer [68]. Persson
found that the ratio between kinetic and static friction is consistently one half for a
wide variety of simulation parameters [68] in good agreement with the experimental
results. The model also predicts that if the lateral force is reduced again, the liquid-
like state prevails until much below the initial threshold, giving rise to a hysteretic
behavior as observed experimentally [44]. Nonetheless, in our UHV experiments it
is difficult to imagine the presence of a layer of additional interface molecules. Still,
it is astonishing that the model from Persson is very consistent with the experimen-
tal observations, including a kinetic/static ratio of one half and hysteretic behavior.
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This suggests that if no contamination particles are present, the last layer of Sb atoms
in contact with the HOPG substrate might act as a de facto boundary lubrication layer.

17.2.4 Comparison of Manipulation Strategies

The various manipulation schemes introduced above have different advantages and
drawbacks. In manipulations based on dynamic AFM modes, a high range of forces
can be applied to the particles by simply adjusting the oscillation amplitude, and
arbitrary translation paths for the particles can be chosen. On the downside, a direct
measurement of frictional force is not possible; instead, the momentum transfer to
the particle is quantified through monitoring the system’s energy dissipation during
manipulation. Here, it often remains unclear how much of this energy is actually
transferred into the nanoparticle motion.

In contact mode manipulation, on the other hand, the fixed lateral spring constant
of the specific cantilever used significantly limits the range of frictional forces that
can be accurately detected. However, the restriction might be outweighed by the
ability to measure the frictional force between particle and substrate directly, allow-
ing a straightforward quantitative analysis of interfacial friction. The manipulation
pathways are more limited, since friction can only be measured perpendicular to the
cantilever, but in principle static and dynamic friction can be distinguished. When
placing the tip on top of the particles the manipulation control is even better, since a
fixed contact between nanoparticle and tip exists. In this configuration, it is possible
to perform multiple nanoparticle manipulations without braking the contact between
tip and sample. First experiments showed that up to 100 consecutive manipulations
are possible. This opens the door for measurements regarding two fundamental key
parameters in nanotribology, namely load and velocity. For load dependent measure-
ments, the cantilever can be used to exert a varying normal load on the particle during
sliding. This would allow to measure the true load dependence of friction, an issue
of considerable fundamental interest. Furthermore, it is possible to vary the sliding
velocity of the nanoparticle within an uninterrupted series of nanoparticle manipu-
lations. Such experiments might clarify, how the basic model of thermal activation
can be transferred from small contact areas of AFM tips to the extended contacts of
nanoparticles.

17.3 Nanoparticles for Manipulation Experiments

Of course, for any nanoparticle manipulation experiments, the nanoparticles itself
are of paramount importance. In principle, any mechanically stable particle that has
been transferred onto a flat substrate can be investigated by AFM-based manipulation
techniques. In order to investigate the frictional properties of very clean interfaces,
however, it is mandatory to prepare nanoparticles under ultrahigh vacuum conditions
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Fig. 17.12 Scanning electron microscopy images of the sample surface morphology after deposi-
tion of the equivalent of a 2 monolayers (ML), b 10 ML, and c 40 ML of antimony on a HOPG(0001)
substrate surface at a deposition rate of 0.1 nm/s. Image size is 3.6 × 3.6 µm2 in all cases (images
courtesy of B. Stegemann, HTW-Berlin)

(UHV) and transfer those samples to an UHV-AFM without breaking the vacuum.
One approach that achieves this goal is the in-situ thermal evaporation of metals onto
a flat substrate.

An example is shown in Fig. 17.12, representing metallic antimony particles
grown by thermal evaporation on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The
precise growth parameters and their atomic structure have been studied in detail
before [69]. It was found that small, round shaped particles are amorphous, whereas
particles with diameters larger than ≈60 nm can already be crystalline (note that the
exact characteristic particle size where the transition between the two states occurs
depends on the exact evaporation parameters, e.g. surface temperature or evaporation
rate [70]). Since it is expected that nanoscale friction is governed by the atomistic
structure of the particle-substrate interface, the occurrence of this structural transition
allows for a unique study case. And indeed, Ritter et al. have recently reported on two
distinct shear stresses observed during nanomanipulation experiments on antimony
nanoparticles on HOPG under ambient conditions. For larger particles a shear stress
three times as high as for smaller particles was found, with the contact area of
transition (Atransition ∼= 20,000 nm2) coinciding with the structural transition from
compact to more branched particles [71].

Recent theoretical studies also suggest that in the case of crystalline nanopar-
ticles, the particle orientation can be of considerable importance for the frictional
behaviour of nanoparticles [33], especially due to the occurrence of commensurate
and incommensurate otientation between nanoparticle and substrate. But although
antimony nanoparticles become crystalline, their large size and branched structure
make them inappropriate for systematic analysis of orientation dependence. A far
more suitable model system is formed by gold nanoparticles on HOPG. Similar
to antimony nanoparticles, gold particles can also be grown by thermal evapora-
tion under UHV conditions, resulting in particles with clean and well defined inter-
faces. The crystalline structure of such gold nanoparticles is directly obvious from
SEM measurements (Fig. 17.13). Topography images of the nanoparticles thus allow
to directly determine the orientation of the particles, while the orientation of the
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Fig. 17.13 Scanning electron microscopy image of a selection of gold nanoparticles evaporated
onto freshly cleaved HOPG under UHV conditions. The evaporation time was 2 min with the gold
filled crucible heated to 1380 ◦C while the HOPG substrate was kept at room temperature

substrate can be determined from atomically resolved stick-slip measurements in
direct vicinity of the nanoparticles. The additional option to rotate the nanoparti-
cles by off-center manipulations makes this sample system an ideal candidate to
systematically analyze the directional dependence of interfacial friction in case of
crystalline interfaces.

Despite the potential for the analysis of fundamental effects in interfacial friciton,
the approach of particle preparation by thermal evaporation is rather limited. Chem-
ical methods can yield a much higher variety of different shapes, sizes, and surface
functionalization. For example, gold particles can be prepared in very wide range
of geometries, including spheres, rods, and even star-like shapes (see Fig. 17.14).
Furthermore, they can be coated with self-assembled monolayers terminated with
hydrophobic (e.g., methyl, -CH3) or hydrophilic groups (e.g., hydroxyl, -OH). This
allows to study the influence of the hydrophobicity of the coatings on the mobil-
ity of the nanoparticles [41]. Tranvouez et al. have studied ligand-capped cadmium
selenide nanorods deposited on HOPG by AFM manipulation techniques and found
a distinct anisotropy in nanoparticle movement, depending whether the rod was
moved parallel or perpendicular to its main axis. These observations could then be

Fig. 17.14 Gold nanoparticles with different shapes suitable for manipulation experiments: Spheres
(image size 280 × 300 nm2), rods (image size 370 × 390 nm2); and even complex geometries like
stars can be prepared by chemical methods (image size 630 × 650 nm2, image courtesy of Karine
Mougin, Institute de Science des Matériaux de Mulhouse, CNRS-LRC)
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linked to the alignment between the organic ligands surrounding the nanorod and
the substrate [42].

In addition to these ways of preparing nanoparticles for manipulation experiments,
recent publications have shown that nanostructures suitable for manipulation exper-
iments can also be gained from a variety of other inventive experimental strategies.
For example, Bombis et al. have shown that after evaporation of NaCl on Cu(111),
NaCl nanoparticles suitable for manipulation can be cut from larger NaCl structures
[72]. This approach is especially interesting, since size and shape of such nanopar-
ticles can in principle directly be controlled. Additionally, Feng et al. have reported
on the mobility of graphite flakes on graphene, where the flakes have been prepared
by H2O assisted cracking of graphene sheets [73]. The results confirmed the strong
dependence of interfacial friction on the relative orientation between flake and sub-
strate, as previously reported by Dienwiebel et al. for the case of a graphite flake
trapped between AFM-tip and HOPG substrate [29].

17.4 Friction of Extended Nanocontacts: Theoretical Concepts

Since the advent of friction force microscopy in 1987, most research in the field
of nanotribology has concentrated on the analysis of very small contact areas, so-
called nano-asperities. The interest to focus on nano-asperities was spurred because
any real surface can be described as a complex system of multiple asperities, which
was first recognized in the 1950’s by Bowden and Tabor [74]. Experimentally, the
contact between an AFM tip and a surface can be considered an ideal model system
for such single asperities. In this configuration, friction force microscopy allows
to analyze the basic friction processes of point contacts on the atomic scale and
in most cases, the experimental results could be explained by theoretical models,
which reduced the contact to only a few atoms or even a single atom [10, 13, 16].
Considerably less research has, however, been done on extendend nanocontacts,
even though they represent the most frequent building block of realistic surfaces in
most current theories describing the contact mechanics of realistic surfaces. As a
consequence, a lot of aspects of frictional behavior of extended nanocontacts are
still not yet fully explored. One of the most fundamental - yet unresolved - question
in current nanotribology concerns the question of how the frictional force Ffriction
experienced at a finite, atomically flat interface of nanoscopic dimensions scales with
the actual contact area Acontact. The answer might even affect our understanding of
the widely accepted classical friction laws of Amontons, who stated that friction is
proportional to the normal force, but independent of the apparant contact area:

Ffriction = μFload. (17.2)

Here Fload represents the external loading force and μ the friction coefficient,
which depends only on the actual combination of materials in contact. Only under
the assumption of a linear dependence between true contact area and friction, this
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law can be understood by the commonly acknowledged model first introduced by
Greenwood and Williamson [75], where a linear dependence between the real contact
area between two surfaces and the applied load on the interface is assumed.

However, not only the unresolved questions regarding contact area dependence
of friction make extended nanocontacts an intriguing problem. Another aspect of
fundamental interest is the fact that in contrast to atomic point contacts where mostly
the interaction of single atoms is considered, the collective behaviour of a multitude
of atoms within the two surfaces sliding relative to each other can be of significant
importance. The relevance of such collective behaviour becomes most obvious in
the case of an effect called ’structural lubricity’, which, as described below in detail,
depends on the degree of interlocking between the atoms of two extended surfaces.

One key parameter determining interfacial friction between two sliders is the ratio
of lattice constants. Let us first consider the case of incommensurate lattices, i.e.,
the lattice constants do not match. In this case, if two flat surfaces move relative
to each other, on average, for every asperity or atom going up a ramp, another one
is going down. As a consequence, the mean friction between rigid surfaces must
vanish unless they happen to have the same periodicity and alignment. In this case,
all atoms have to go up or down at the same time, resulting in a high effective
energy barrier that is scaling proportional to the contact area [76]. Basically, elastic
deformations of the surfaces might alter this behaviour, but detailed calculations show
that elastic deformations are generally too small to modify these general conclusions
[24, 77–79]. The effect of low friction due to non matching interfaces has originally
been termed ‘superlubricity’ [24, 80]; however, as it is a purely structural effect and
to distinguish it from other effects that may lower the interfacial friction, it has been
suggested by Müser to denote it more adequately as ‘structural lubricity’ [25].

Figure 17.15 illustrates the situation from slightly different viewpoint. It shows
the surface atoms of a substrate and the surface potential they cause. If only one atom
was placed in this surface potential (Fig. 17.15I), it drops into a deep minimum and
a huge energy barrier has to be overcome to displace it by one lattice constant a.

Fig. 17.15 Figure illustrating the effect of incommensurability onthe average barrier between
potential minima: While the number of atoms that have to overcome a barrier increases from one
to three for (I) to (III), the height of the individual barriers shrinks significantly. For increasingly
larger contacts, the effective overall barrier height will approach zero even though a large number
of atoms contributes to the frictional resistance
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However, if we placed two atoms in a fixed structural relation with each other on
the surface, featuring a lattice constant b �= a, the energy barrier that has to be
overcome by each individual atom to move the entire two-atom cluster by a has
shrunk considerably (Fig. 17.15II). This principle continues for increasing contact
sizes (see Fig. 17.15III) and ultimately results in a vanishing energy barrier and
therefore ultra-low friction as long as substrate and slider have incommensurate
lattices or feature disordered (amorphous) surfaces. While it is difficult to give an
analytic expression describing the case of incommensurate lattices, one can show
that the static friction Fstatic between dry, amorphous, and flat surfaces depends on
the contact area A with

Fstatic ∝ Fload/
√

Acontact (17.3)

due to the averaging effect of probalbility theory’s central limit theorem [76].
In case of an amorphous interface structure, the contact area Acontact is the only

parameter determining the scaling of interfacial friction, meaning that the interfa-
cial friction is not affected by altering the particle’s shape or orientation as long as
the contact area remains constant. For crystalline interfaces, however, the situation
is more complex. In recent theoretical studies, deWijn [33] has analytically calcu-
lated the friction for the case of triangular nanocrystals on a hexagonal substrate,
a configuration suitable to describe, e.g., gold nanoparticles on HOPG. It is found
that the scaling of friction with contact area sensitively depends on the particle’s
shape and orientation. For triangular particles with non-matching lattice constants,
incommensurate and pseudo-commensurate orientations have been identified, which
result in different power laws describing the friction versus contact area. While the
friction scales Ffriction ∝ A0 for incommensurate orientations, an increase of friction
described by Ffriction ∝ A0.5 is found for the pseudo-commensurate case. If irregu-
larly shaped nanoparticles are considered, the powers can increase significantly, e.g.
from 0 to 0.25 for incommensurate orientations, indicating that an irregular particle
shape effectively weakens the efficiency of structural lubricity.

Curently, many aspects of structural lubricity are still under debate, such as the
exact circumstances under which a superlubric state can actually be established.
However, a growing number of experimental studies already seems to corroborate
its existence [26–29, 35]. The results from [29] show a significant increase of the
friction for relative angles between a tip and a graphite surface of about 0◦ and 60◦,
but ultra-low friction is found for all other angles. In order to explain their results,
the authors assumed that the tip has picked up a small graphite flake during scanning.
This flake would then be commensurate with the underlying lattice for sliding angles
of 0◦ and 60◦, but incommensurate for all angles in between.

Nonetheless, a structure-induced superlubric state still seems to be more exotic
than widespread. Not only that FFM experiments have been reported where the
friction-load dependence appears to be linear, but also macroscopically measured
friction coefficients are always substantial and do not vanish with increasing contact
area. What could be the reason that structural lubricity is so difficult to observe?
According to a suggestion by He et al. [81] the problem is that realistic contacts
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Fig. 17.16 Figure illustrating the effect of contamination on the resulting friction coefficient.
a The atomic structure of two commensurate surfaces in contact can interlock, resulting in an
area-independent friction coefficient. b Structural lubricity: Two incommensurate, atomically flat
surfaces. The barrier between stable potential minima, and thus the friction coefficient, decreases
with increasing contact size. c If the contact in b) is contaminated with mobile interface molecules,
the friction coefficient is again independent of the contact size. In this case, the mobile molecules
can always lock at suitable potential minima, acting as molecular mediators between the incom-
mensurate structures

almost always feature adsorbed, but mobile molecules that are trapped between
the sliding surfaces. Examples for such molecules are small hydrocarbon or water
molecules that adhere on any surface (this effect can be only prevented by ultrahigh
vacuum conditions). Often referred to as ‘dirt particles’, these molecules prevent
a direct interaction of the surface potentials of the sliding interfaces by acting as
spacers. Since their mobility allows them to simultaneously lock at surface potential
minima for both sliders, an area-independent friction coefficient is obtained for any
surface geometry (see Fig. 17.16). Due to the ubiquity of contamination, this effect
even represents the assumed reason for the linear scaling between contact area and
friction and thus for the apparent universality of Amontons’ law [76].

Another reason, that may prevent systems displaying structural lubricity, even
under very clean interface conditions, may be the nature of interaction between the
interfaces. If, e.g., strong chemical bonds between the interfaces are possible, the
interfacial friction should depend mainly on the number of bonds. Szlufarska et al.
have used MD simulations to analyze this szenario for amorphous carbon tips on
diamond substrates (both terminated with hydrogen) [82] and could determine for
all Si atoms at the interface whether a bond to the substrate was formed or not, which
was dependent on the proximity between Si atom and substrate. In this case, the
contact area is defined by the region in which bonds are build and the number of
bonds determines the friction. In case of an atomically flat contact, friction should
then scale proportional to the contact area with no reduction of friction related to
structural lubrication effects.

When analyzing the friction of nanoparticles, it has also to be considered whether
the contact area of the nanoparticle can really be considered to be completely rigid.
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In a rigid configuration, a lot of fundamental characteristics regarding commensu-
rate or incommensurate interfaces can be predicted. However, elastic deformations
might change the particle’s behaviour. For example, Reguzzoni et al. have used MD
simulations, to describe the onset of a slip process in a Xe film on a Cu substrate
[83], a system where a commensurate contact can be assumed. If an external load
is applied to this system, this can result in a frictional slip that originates from the
nucleation of a small commensurate domain. By this simulations, Reguzzoni et al.
could understand QCM experiments results obtained by Coffey et al., where particle
movement was observed in spite of an energy barrier that was definetely too high to
be overcome in the absence of the nucleation of structually distinct domains [49].

17.5 Frictional Duality of Sliding Nanoparticles

17.5.1 Contact Area Dependence of Friction Analyzed
by Nanoparticle Manipulation

The above-raised fundamental questions related to the area dependence of frictional
forces are ideally addressed by particle manipulation. Since crystalline or amorphous
particles of different sizes can be prepared on atomically flat surfaces, a systematic
assessment of friction as a function contact area is possible. This strategy was fol-
lowed in two recent studies where the friction of metallic antimony particles on a
flat graphite surface was studied [34, 35].

In the work of Ritter et al. [34] particles were investigated under ambient
conditions at room temperature using dynamic mode AFM manipulation. In these
experiments the energy dissipation at the manipulation threshold was analyzed as
a function of the contact area between particle and substrate. The results for anti-
mony particles on two different substrates, HOPG (triangles) and MoS2 (circles), are
shown in Fig. 17.17. The contact areas of the various particles range from 10,000 to
110,000 nm2. The data displayed in Fig. 17.17 implies a linear relationship for the
dependence of the dissipated power Ptip (which is equivalent to ΔE in (17.1)) on the
particle’s contact area with the substrate.

As outlined above, theoretical considerations suggest that for crystalline, non-
commensurate surfaces in contact, friction should scale with the square root of the
contact area, which is contradictory to the above results. Furthermore, an offset in the
friction-size relation is observed in Fig. 17.17, which remains puzzling. However, one
has to consider that there might be an influence of particle geometry on the momentum
transfer of the oscillating tip to the particles. Further, these measurements were
done under ambient conditions, and surface contamination may play an important
role, as discussed in the previous section (see Fig. 17.16c). Therefore, we turn in
the following to another set of experiments, which were performed under ultrahigh
vacuum conditions to ensure clean interfaces [35]. Additionally, the experiments
were carried out using the contact mode manipulation method. This yields directly
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Fig. 17.17 Plot of the minimum values of power dissipation needed for translation of differently-
sized Sb nanoparticles on HOPG (filled triangles) and MoS2 (empty circles), respectively. The
threshold values for both substrates are in the same range and scale linearly with the contact area of
the translated particles. The straight lines represent linear fits of the measured data. The heights of
the translated particles had an average value of 26.2 nm for the 23 particles moved on HOPG and
21.5 nm for the 12 particles moved on MoS2 (adapted from [34])

quantitative friction values, thus avoiding possible ambiguities from the unknown
impact angle in dynamic AFM manipulation.

The results of several individual dislocation events using particles featuring con-
tact areas of up to 200,000 nm2 are presented in Fig. 17.18. These events can be
categorized in two distinct regimes: While the majority featured substantial fric-
tional resistance (regime 1; solid symbols), about 1/4 of the events showed almost no
detectable friction (regime 2; open symbols), causing an apparent ’frictional dual-
ity’. The results in regime 1 suggest a linear dependence and a constant shear stress
τ = Fl/A = (1.04 ± 0.06)MPa. Since the normal force experienced by the parti-
cles is due to adhesion, which scales linearly with area, an area-independent friction
coefficient follows, reinforcing Amontons’ law at the nanoscale.

But what is the reason for the unexpected vanishing friction behaviour of one
quarter of the particles? First, we consider two possible artifacts to account for the
occurrence of vanishing friction: Those particles may be picked up by the tip during
translation or they may be stuck on a graphite flake that slides superlubric [29]. The
pick-up hypothesis can be discarded since frictionless displaced particles could still
be imaged directly after translation (see Fig. 17.19). The case of a graphite flake
stuck underneath the particle is also unlikely since the images recorded after particle
manipulation show no sign of missing graphite flakes. Thus, the vanishing friction
behaviour must be correlated to the physical properties of the particles and/or the
interface.
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Fig. 17.18 Contact area dependence of the lateral forces experienced during nanoparticle manip-
ulation in ultrahigh vacuum. The lateral force component of the total force is plotted versus the
previously determined size of the manipulated islands, which corresponds directly to the contact
area between island and substrate. Two regimes are visible: While the majority featured substantial
frictional resistance (regime 1; solid symbols), about 1/4 of the events showed almost no detectable
friction (regime 2; open symbols), causing an apparent ‘frictional duality’ (Figure taken from [35])

Close observation of the island structure by AFM imaging shows no systematic
correlation of particle features (e.g., degree of ramification, structure, or height)
with the occurrence of vanishing friction. Indeed, islands of comparable size and
shape can show completely different frictional behavior within one scan frame. Also,
the friction measurements show a high degree of reproducibility during multiple
translation of the same particle (cf. Fig. 8 in [60]). This suggests that the properties
of the particle-surface interface are decisive for the observed duality.

So what about the atomic structure of the interface? If the particles are crys-
talline and exhibit well-ordered, crystalline interfaces, the observation of finite fric-
tion (commensurate interfaces) or vanishing friction (incommensurate interfaces) is
expected [27, 29, 80] (note that the occurrence of commensurability and incom-
mensurability also depends on the orientation of the particle lattice relative to the
substrate). The compact shape of most of the particles, however, suggests them being
amorphous [69]. And even if some of the particles were crystalline, the atomic lat-
tices of Sb and HOPG do not match, i.e., the interfaces are incommensurate under
all circumstances. As a result, superlubric behavior should prevail, which is in con-
tradiction to the observed duality.

Thus, let us recall that theoretical investigations predict superlubric behaviour to
break down if small amounts of mobile molecules are trapped between the sliding
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Fig. 17.19 a Translation event of an Sb nanoparticle with a contact area of 8 000 nm2 (topography
signal). b–d The corresponding scan lines just before (b), during (c), and right after (d) the translation
of the particle. In contrast to Fig. 17.5e, the friction signal here only shows a peak where the tip
hits the island at its initial position (x = 580 nm) and remains flat afterwards (below 1 nN) until the
island reaches its new resting position (Image taken from [35])

surfaces [76, 81]. Those molecules act as mediators between the top and bot-
tom atomic lattices and an area independent friction coefficient was found in
simulations[76]. This effect seems not to depend strongly on the level of conta-
mination [81]. In the experiments of Dietzel et al. [35] even under ‘clean’ UHV con-
ditions, a fair number of such mobile adsorbates can accumulate on HOPG surfaces
over extended measurement times. One could imagine that the interfaces of some
particles are atomically clean, while others experience a break-down of superlubric-
ity due to contamination, which would explain the observed duality of nanoparticle
friction.

17.5.2 The Role of Interface Contaminations: Theoretical
Calculations

Although the universal presence of interface contamination seems to be a very plau-
sible explanation for the observed duality in friction of nanoparticles, the question
remains if conceivable concentrations of likely contaminants are really sufficient
to quantitatively explain the friction levels observed in nanomanipulation experi-
ments. In order to clarify this question, Brndiar et al. used density functional (DFT)
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Fig. 17.20 Potential energy landscape (left panels, green triangles) calculated for a clean, crys-
talline Sb/HOPG interface (a) and an Sb/HOPG interface with a H2O molecule trapped in the
interface (right panels). The black spheres in (b) indicate the relative orientation between the H2O
molecule and the substrate, showing, that the trapped molecule is indeed mobile (figure adapted
from [84])

modeling and analyzed the behaviour of different contamination atoms or molecules
at the interface between HOPG and crystalline antimony [84]. By calculating the
potential energy surface (PES) for the sliding process with and without contami-
nants, information could be gained about the additional energy barriers that need to
be overcome in the presence of contaminants. Figure 17.20 illustrates the results for
the case of a clean interface and an interface with an H2O molecule trapped between
the surfaces of 2.6 nm2 size. While the clean interface results in a very low energy
barrier (Ebarrier < 1 meV), which is consistent with the expectations for structural
lubricity, adding an H2O molecule into the interface results in a substantial increase
of the energy barrier, which is found to be approximately 100 meV. Similar effects
and energy barriers were found when adding an Sb4-clusters or one oxygen atom or
Sb4O6 into the interface.

The simulations by Brndiar et al. revealed that the trapped H2O molecule is moving
along with the antimony surface, but still remains essentially mobile. This mobility
is indicated in Fig. 17.20b, where the rotation of H2O molecule during translation is
plotted. Particle mobility is an important condition for ‘dirt’ molecules to function
as mediators between incommensurate interfaces [76]. If dirt molecules would be
fixed and rigidly bound to, e.g., the particle, the resulting new interface would again
show superlubricity.
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In an attempt to estimate the number of contamination molecules at the interfaces,
it was found, that approximately 1 H2O molecule/75 nm2 is required to explain the
experimentally observed friction levels. This value seems to be conceivable, espe-
cially, when considering, that the HOPG used for experiments was cleaved under
ambient conditions [35]. On the other hand, a concentration of 1 Sb4/7 nm2 was
found to be required. While this concentration in itself seems to be very high, it
might be understood by assuming that Sb4 clusters loosely attached to the sliding
surface of the particle might act as self contaminants. In any case, these simulations
affirm the plausibility of interface contamination to be responsible for the observed
frictional duality.

17.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In recent years, analyzing friction by nanoparticle manipulation has become a field of
growing interest in nanotribology. The quantitative extraction of interfacial friction
from particle manipulation experiments opens the door for the analysis of many cur-
rent issues in the field of nanoscale friction. Compared to conventional fricton force
microscopy, the accessible range of materials is greatly enhanced and only limited
by the ability to create nanoscale particles on flat surfaces. Due to the well defined
and clean interface conditions that can be achieved during nanoparticle manipulation
experiments under UHV conditions, it is possible to verify fundamental tribological
theories describing the friction between extended nanocontacts. Most prominently,
the contact area dependence of friction can be analyzed in detail, which was previ-
ously hindered by the geometric limitations of tip-sample contacts in conventional
friction force microscopy. Experiments show that such measurements are also suit-
able to approach other current issues in nanotribology like the occurrence of structural
lubricity and the influence of interface contamination on friction.

Over the years, different experimental strategies have evolved, the choice of which
mostly depends on the experimental conditions or the nanoparticles to be analyzed.
Nowadays, especially the ‘tip on top’-approach seems to be very promising for the
analysis of fundamental friction processes. It was initially introduced to measure the
difference between static and sliding friction, but the permanent contact between tip
and nanoparticle also makes it an interesting approach to perform systematic mea-
surements with, e.g., variation of the normal force or sliding velocity. Through this
approach, it can be analyzed how fundamental concepts describing atomic friction,
such as the thermally activated Prandtl-Thomlinson-Model, can be transferred to
extended nanocontacts.

Furthermore, the analysis of friction by nanoparticle manipulations is not only
interesting for analyzing fundamental friction laws, but can also be relevant for tech-
nological applications. Compared to conventional friction force microscopy with
contact sizes of about 10–100 nm2, nanoparticle manipulation allows the analy-
sis of far more realistic contact sizes that can also be found in micro- or nano-
elctromechanical systems (MEMS, NEMS), where friction and wear currently still
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limit the perspective for widespread application. Understanding friction for such
mesoscale contacts might therefore have a considerable impact on technological
applications.
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Chapter 18
Tribological Aspects of In Situ Manipulation
of Nanostructures Inside Scanning
Electron Microscope

Boris Polyakov, Leonid Dorogin, Sergei Vlassov, Ilmar Kink and Rünno
Lõhmus

Abstract This chapter is dedicated to manipulation of nanostructures inside a
scanning electron (SEM) microscope employed for real-time tribological measure-
ments. Different approaches to force registration and calculation of static and kinetic
friction are described. Application of the considered methodology to Au and Ag
nanoparticles, as well as ZnO and CuO nanowires, is demonstrated. Advantages and
limitations of the methodology in comparison to traditional AFM-based manipula-
tion techniques are discussed.

18.1 Introduction

Macroscopic laws of friction had been thoroughly studied during last centuries.
Recently significant progress was made also in research of friction phenomena at the
atomic scale. However, it is important to improve our understanding of tribological
behaviour of nanoscale and mesoscale structures and systems, in order to provide
both fundamental and practical knowledge for emerging numerous applications in
nanotechnology. These structures are typically too complex to be modelled from
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atomic/molecular point of view, and at the same time too small that the macroscopic
models often break down. Therefore strong demands arise for advanced experimental
and modelling techniques aimed to provide more information on characteristics of
investigated nanoobjects (nanoparticles, nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes, etc.).

Tribological characterization of nanostructures often implies controllable dis-
placement of investigated objects. In contrast to macroscopic objects, where large
fraction of applied energy is spent to overcome inertia of a body to put it to motion, at
the nanoscale most of the energy is dissipated on adhesion and static friction forces.
Taking into account the contact area dependence of the nanoscale friction [1], it is
extremely important that the investigated nanostructures have well-defined geome-
try and atomically smooth surfaces. Typical objects in the nanotribological studies
comprise various types of nanoparticles (NPs) or nanowires (NWs).

NP material can be chosen in a wide range from noble metals to metal oxides,
sulphides, halides, etc. By choosing a proper synthesis method, the NP shape and
size can be well controlled. For example, gold NPs can be produced in tetrahedral,
decahedral, icosahedral shapes and size from several tens of nanometres to a few
hundred nanometres. Using thermal or laser assisted annealing the faceted NPs can
be transformed into spherical ones [2]. Moreover, complex core-shell structures [3, 4]
with core consisting of inorganic nanoparticles surrounded by inorganic or organic
materials as a shell can be investigated.

NWs of metal (e.g. gold, silver, etc.) or covalent materials (e.g. silicon, indium
arsenide, zinc oxide, etc.) can be fabricated monocrystalline having well-defined
shape [5–8], which makes them good candidates for nanotribological experiments.
Being nanoscale in one dimension, nanowires are ideal objects bridging nano and
microscale. Moreover, the profile of NW during the manipulation experiments can
be used as a tool for measuring friction force, which significantly expands assortment
of experimental techniques [9].

The most common instrument used for the manipulation of nanostructures is
an atomic force microscope (AFM). AFM enables a high level of control over the
applied force and precise manipulation. However, it has several limitations. AFM
can be used either for visualisation or manipulation. Therefore only initial and final
positions of the object can be determined, while intermediate data are missing.

It is possible to integrate AFM with SEM and perform insitu manipulations and
frictional measurements for nanostructures. There are several commercial SEM-
compatible AFM instruments [10, 11]. In this approach prominent AFM features are
complemented with advantages of SEM. Independent visualization and manipula-
tion functions provide real-time observation of the behaviour of the objects during
the manipulations and simultaneous recording of the interaction force. Visual guid-
ance is especially important for manipulation of 1D nanostructures like nanowires
or nanotubes (NTs). It is possible to observe the profile evolution of a NW during its
initial displacement and find degree of elastic deformation of the NW translated over
substrate surface. In addition, SEM enables to identify rolling, sliding, or rotational
motions of nano objects during manipulations. Moreover, SEM provides vacuum
environment that excludes the humidity effect on tribological measurements. In com-
bined AFM-SEM systems imaging can be realized both with scanning electron beam
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or AFM probe. However, for inside-SEM tribological studies AFM is mainly used for
manipulations and force measurements. In this case the feedback is not essential and
therefore the whole set-up can be significantly simplified. The last concept together
with application examples will be introduced in more details in the following sections.

18.2 Section I: Instrumentation

18.2.1 Nanomanipulators

A typical nanomanipulation system consists of a sharp needle (tip) and a positioning
device that enables a displacement of the tip. Very precisely controlled movement
of the tip is an essence of nanoscale experiments. Nanomanipulation system should
provide both coarse positioning (mm range) and precise (nm range) motion of the
probe relative to substrate. Some commercially available nanomanipulators, such
as e.g. 3D Manipulators by SmarAct GmbH [12], combine both functions in one
device using inertial piezo slider principle. However, separation of coarse and fine
motions is preferable because of stability and precision reasons. The coarse move-
ments can be realized either manually using precise screws, or can be automated
by means of piezo-, stepper- or servo motors. For fine movements piezo actuators
(scanners), providing down to subangstrom motion resolution, are commonly uti-
lized. Among them, a tubular scanner design combining X-Y-Z motion in a single
piezotube has emerged as a simple and widely used technique. The tube scanners
can be relatively easily installed inside any electron microscopes and can serve as
a basis of a simple home-made manipulation system [13]. A serious drawback of
the piezotube scanners is a crosstalk and spherical coordinates of X-Y movement.
A special design of piezoscanner mechanics should be used to exclude all degrees
of freedom but one. As an example of advantageous solutions a flexure guidance
system actuated by a piezoelement can be mentioned. Modular principle of stacking
and combining piezoscanners enables building systems according to specific user
requirements using commercially available components like e.g. Attocube scanners
[14]. If independent X, Y and Z scanners are used, then the linear motion in Cartesian
coordinates can be realized.

There are several general drawbacks inherent to all piezoelectric scanners, includ-
ing nonlinear response to applied electric field, hysteresis, creep and depolarization
with time [15]. Various hardware and software solutions can be used to minimize
these effects such as closed loop scanner equipped with position sensors (electri-
cal, optical, etc.) or alternatively special scanner calibration, which compensate its
hysteresis [10]. In order to minimize a thermal drift most parts of the manipulation
system should have similar thermal expansion coefficients.

General requirement for nanomanipulation system is a rigid, compact and stable
design. In order to minimize a thermal drift most parts of the manipulation system
should have similar thermal expansion coefficients. Additional requirements arise
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for manipulation inside an electron microscope. No magnetic components should be
used in close proximity to the electron beam to avoid distortions of the image. Both
samples and probes should have sufficient electrical conductivity to exclude charging
effect. Manipulator details should be vacuum compatible, and detail surface should
be of high processing quality, and details design should exclude closed volumes to
minimize degassing and accelerate vacuum pumping.

18.2.2 Force Measurements

Utilization of nanomanipulation methods for tribological studies requires force detec-
tion capability. One way is to use conventional AFM cantilevers with an external
deflection detection systems [16–19] like e.g. optical readout, where laser beam is
reflected by a cantilever and angular deflection of the cantilever can be read out by a
position sensing photodetector. Another concept is based on self-actuating and self-
sensing force probes where electronic excitation and readout are used [20, 21], like
piezoresistive cantilevers or electromechanical resonators. The self-sensing probes
are more convenient for applications inside SEM due to compact design, fully digital-
electronic control and simple integration into vacuum chamber.

18.2.2.1 Force Sensors Based on Quartz Tuning Fork

One of the best electromechanical resonators is a quartz tuning fork (QTF), originally
designed to serve as a frequency standard in various devices. The QTF can be used as
force sensors since oscillation parameters (amplitude, frequency and phase) are cor-
related to the applied force. Due to the piezoelectric properties of quartz crystal, oscil-
lations in QTF sensors can be excited and registered electrically, making them small,
robust and simple to operate compared to optical force detection methods. More-
over, QTF force sensors have several advantages: high mechanical quality Q factor,
large spring constant and adjustable oscillation amplitude and sensitivity [22]. For
obtaining numerical values of force, QTF based sensor should be calibrated [23, 24].

To make a force sensor suitable for measurements and manipulations inside SEM,
sharp tip should be attached to one prong of QTF and electrically connected with
one of its electrodes [28]. General recommendation for the tips used for the in situ
nanomanipulations is sufficient conductivity to dissipate an electric charge, which
will unavoidably arise due to the electron beam and will disturb an image in case of
nonconductive objects.

The tip can be fabricated on QTF directly using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique
[25], or the tip can be glued to QTF sensor [26]. Tips can be made from different mate-
rials. For example, tungsten tips can be easily prepared on-site by electrochemical
etching [27]. However, sharp metallic tips can be plastically deformed and therefore
are suitable only for very fine manipulations where the forces in order of a few nN
or smaller are involved. Alternatively, conventional AFM cantilevers can be glued
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Fig. 18.1 SEM image of QTF force sensor with cantilever having tip visible from the top (a).
Zoomed image (b)

Fig. 18.2 Schematics of QTF force sensor for normal (a) and shear regime (b)

to QTF using optical microscope and micromanipulators [28]. The tip of AFM can-
tilever is usually hidden below the cantilever and is not seen on the SEM image,
therefore both cantilever and the substrate should be tilted to make the tip visible
from the top during manipulations [28]. More convenient is to use cantilevers with
the tip protruding from its end [29]. Such configuration makes the tip visible from
the top (Fig. 18.1).

Depending on how the tip is glued to QTF it is possible to work in normal and
shear modes. In normal mode the tip oscillates perpendicular to the substrate sur-
face (Fig. 18.2a), whereas in shear mode the tip oscillates parallel to the surface
(Fig. 18.2b). Conventional AFM microscopes operate in normal mode only. In nor-
mal mode the interpretation of force interaction of the tip with manipulated object
is complicated, since the directions of the tip movements and tip oscillations do
not match. In shear mode the directions of the tip movement and oscillation coin-
cide, which is favourable for the displacement of the object and interpretation of the
interaction force. Shear mode is also approx. 5–10 times more sensitive at the same
driving voltage.
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Fig. 18.3 SEM image of Akyama probe. Copyright by NanoWorld AG

18.2.2.2 Akyama-Probes

Recently self-sensing and self-actuating probes utilizing QTF in a combination
with micromachined cantilevers became commercially available. The original probe
was invented by Terunobu Akiyama and therefore called “Akiyama-probe” [30].
Akiyama-probe features a symmetrical arrangement of a U-shaped silicon cantilever
attached to both prongs of a QTF (Fig. 18.3). The tuning fork serves as a high Q-factor
mechanical oscillatory force sensor. The ends of the QTF prongs are moving in-plane
and have opposite phases. This motion causes a small vibration at the glued ends of
the cantilever, which always contains a Z-component (i.e., the axis of the tip) due
to the twisting motion of the prongs (i.e., the cantilever disturbs the symmetry of
the TF). The cantilever amplifies the vibration and out-of-plane motion of the tip is
obtained. The direction of the Akiyama-probe tip oscillation is similar to conven-
tional tapping mode AFM cantilevers. However, the tip oscillates at QTF resonance
frequency and not determined by the force constant of the cantilever.

18.2.2.3 Piezoresistive Cantilevers

Working principle of piezoresistive cantilevers is based on a property of piezoresistive
materials to change their bulk resistivity when mechanical stress is applied. Silicon
is a well known piezoresistive material and suitable for fabrication of cantilevers.
There are different designs of piezoresistive cantilever.

In general, a silicon resistor made from doped silicon is placed on a U-shaped or
single slab cantilever and electrically isolated from it. The resistor is connected to an
external DC-biased Wheatstone bridge, which directly measures the deflection by
measuring the cantilever’s resistance. Elastic deformation in piezoresistor is propor-
tional to voltages difference V1 − V2 = −V�R/4R. The resistor can be placed near
to the most highly stressed region close to the base of the cantilever. The resistor
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Fig. 18.4 Detection of
piezoresistive cantilever
deflection using Wheatstone
bridge

should be made as thin as possible to ensure maximal stress and consequently high
piezoresistive response.

Alternatively, whole cantilever can be fabricated as a piezoresistor (Fig. 18.4).
In this case cantilever will produce zero net piezoresistive response due to mutual
compensation of stress on the top and bottom side of the cantilever and zero total
contribution to the change in resistance [31, 32].

18.3 Section II: Manipulation of Nanoparticles

Frictional properties of NPs were extensively studied in AFM-based manipulation
experiments either in contact or dynamic (oscillating) modes. Following a common
AFM manipulation protocol, NPs are first visualized in dynamic mode using a very
gentle force. Then several manipulation strategies can be applied. According to one
method a tip is positioned behind the NP to be manipulated and the particle is
pushed in contact mode with disabled feedback whilst lateral force signal is recorded.
Then image is taken again to examine the result of manipulation [33]. Another
contact method, so-called “tip-on-top”, was introduced by Dietzel et al. [34]. In
this method, the AFM tip is first positioned on top of the NP approximately at its
centre and certain normal force is applied. The tip is then moved aside and then the
NP follows the tip motion. The measured torsional signal (lateral force) is directly
proportional to the interfacial friction between the particle and the substrate. NP
should be flattened to be manipulated by “tip-on-top” method. In oscillating mode
NPs can be moved during the scanning process with enabled feedback when the
amplitude of the tip oscillations is increased above a certain threshold value [35].
Force applied on particle is proportional to the tip oscillation amplitude. Tip oscillates
perpendicular to the substrate plane, and lateral component of the applied force
pushing a NP parallel to the substrate plane depends on NP diameter and tip radius.
Increasing the scan rate above a certain value rather than increasing the oscillation
amplitude also lead to displacement of NPs [36]. If experiments are performed inside
SEM then simultaneous force registration and visualisation of particle movement
is possible providing additional information and higher degree of control over the
manipulation procedure.
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18.3.1 Contact Area

It is known that the friction force at the nanoscale is proportional to the contact
area (in the absence of wear) [37]. When measuring friction in nanomanipulation
experiments, roughness of a substrate is commonly neglected and the substrate is
assumed to be atomically flat. Then, depending of the particle shape, two cases
can be distinguished. If particle have well-defined facets, the contact area is con-
sidered to be simply equal to the surface area of the facet in contact with the sub-
strate. The same is valid for surface area of the base of flattened particles (also
called “nanoislands”[34]). Static friction force can then be calculated from simple
relation F f riction = τ Sr, where τ is the interfacial shear stress/strength and Sr is
the contact area [38]. The shear strength is defined as an ultimate shear stress τ

before the object starts to move or slips and can be estimated using the relation
τtheo = G ∗ /Z between the theoretical shear strength and the combined shear mod-
ulus, G∗ = [(2 − ν1)/G1 + (2 − ν2)/G2]−1, where G1,2 = E1,2/2(1 + ν1,2) [39].
Z is an empirical material-dependent coefficient ranging from 5 to 30 [40].

The situation is different for a spherical particle. Spherical particle (nanoball) is a
special case of a particle having geometrical point contact with the substrate. However
for real systems the contact area is always finite and typically can be estimated on
the basis of continuum elasticity models for deformable spheres such as JKR [41] or
DMT-M model [42]. According to Tabor [43], the choice of the most suitable model
is determined by the parameter:

η =
(

16Rγ 2

9K 2z3
0

)1/3

, (18.1)

where R is the radius of the sphere, γ is the work of adhesion, and z0 is the equilib-
rium spacing for the Lennard-Jones potential of the surfaces. K is the combined elastic
modulus of the sphere and substrate, defined as K = 4/3

[(
1 − ν2

1

)
/E1 + (

1 − ν2
2

)
/E2

]−1

in which ν1,2 and E1,2 are the Poisson ratios and Young moduli of the substrate and
sphere, respectively. For small η, the DMT-M theory is more appropriate. According
to the DMT-M model, the contact area ADMT −M is expressed:

ADMT−M = π

(
2πγ

K

)2/3

R4/3. (18.2)

In the next sections two particular works on real-time manipulation of faceted and
rounded NPs are described.

18.3.2 Manipulation of Polyhedron-Like Nanoparticles

Vlassov et al. [28] applied in situ nanomanipulation technique to study static friction
of chemically synthesized Au NPs of 150 nm diameter on oxidized silicon wafers
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Fig. 18.5 SEM micrograph of Au NPs (a); Distribution of the static friction force for Au NPs (b)

Table 18.1 Estimated static
friction forces for 150 nm Au
particles of different
geometries

Shape Contact area, nm2 Static friction, nN

Tetrahedral 9743 2768

Decahedral 3652 1038

Icosahedral 2693 765

inside SEM. Manipulation set-up consisted of a nanopositioner equipped with a
self-made QTF-based force sensor.

Gold particles used in the experiment were, in general, not spherical and had facets
of different geometries (Fig. 18.5a). Therefore the contact area between the particle
and the surface also varied from particle to particle. Contact areas and static friction
values were estimated analytically considering common geometries of the particles
used in experiment [6] (Table 18.1). It should be noted that the real particles often
exhibit truncated edges and apexes. Moreover NPs were annealed at 500◦C to remove
surfactant. Thermal treatment may lead to rounding of particles [28]. Therefore, the
contact areas and static frictions should be generally lower than the maximal values
listed in Table 18.1.

In the manipulation experiment the particles were firstly displaced (“kicked”) by
an abrupt tip motion to a fresh site in order to reduce the initial adhesion. Initial
displacement was followed by controlled manipulation of the particle by pushing
it with oscillating tip in the scan regime with simultaneous force recording. During
manipulation, the tip moved parallel to the surface along a straight line without
feedback loop.

Significant force should be applied to overcome the static friction and displace
an Au NP. After displacement NPs move easily at very small applied force. This
finding is in agreement with other studies that have demonstrated that the kinetic
friction vanishes for clean surfaces in vacuum [44]. Nonstop motion of NPs during
the manipulation was an essential condition for staying in the vanishing friction
regime; rested NPs had a tendency to adhere strongly to the substrate. Static friction
was measured for 19 NPs and ranged from 50 to 750 nN (Fig. 18.5b).
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It should be noted that for some particles the oscillation amplitude dropped to
zero during manipulation, which corresponded to a force higher than 1500–2500
nN (depending on the particular sensor). Variations in the experimental values of
static friction were explained by the different contact areas between a particle and a
substrate due to different shapes of the NPs.

18.3.3 Manipulation of Silver Nanoballs and Nanodumbbells

Similar manipulation technique was used for manipulation of silver nanoballs and
dumbbells. Balls and dumbbells were produced by pulsed laser induced partial melt-
ing of 100 nm diameter silver NWs deposited on an oxidized silicon wafer [45]. Due
to concentration of electric field on a NW ends, silver melts and affected by surface
tension rounded structures are formed on both ends of a NW. If a NW was short
enough, a single “nanoball” was created (Fig. 18.6).

Friction was measured with a QTF-based force sensor operated in the shear mode.
Nanoballs were first displaced by abrupt motion of the tip and then static friction
was measured in one-line slow scan. A typical manipulation force curve is shown in
Fig. 18.7.

As it can be seen that the force needed to overcome the static friction (Fst =
162 nN) and displace the nanoball (region b-c in Fig. 18.7) is significantly higher
than the force needed to maintain the motion (region c-d-e in Fig. 18.7). Kinetic
friction force in this particular case spontaneously decreased from Fkin = 26 nN to
7 nN (Fig. 18.7), which can be attributed to switching between sliding and rolling
types of motion. Such behaviour was not typical and was observed only in few cases.

Assuming the following parameters for silicon and silver: E1 = 71.7 GPa, ν1 =
0.17, E2 = 82.5 GPa, ν2 = 0.36, γ = 50mJ/m2 [36, 46], R = 200 nm and z0 = 0.3
nm, we obtained η ≈ 0.22. For such η, the DMT-M theory is more appropriate.
According to the DMT-M model, the contact area for 400 nm spherical Ag NPs is
ADMT −M ≈ 117 nm2. Then for Z in the range from 5 to 30 [40] calculated ultimate
static friction F f riction = τ Sr ranging from 34 to 205 nN. Experimentally measured

Fig. 18.6 Nanoballs and dumbbells nanostructures produced by laser processing of Ag NWs (a)
and Au NWs (b, c)
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Fig. 18.7 Manipulation of a silver nanoball. The tip approaches the nanoball (a, b). Nanoball is
displaced (c) and continuously moved by the tip (c–d–e). Corresponding tip-nanoball force inter-
action data recorded by QTF sensor (f). Solid black arrow indicates tip motion, while dashed line
indicates tip oscillation direction. Direction of NP movement indicated by short arrows

static friction force having average value 65 nN agrees well with the calculated range
of friction force.

The same manipulation technique was then applied to Ag nanodumbbells. Nan-
odumbbells of 1–2 µm in length can be roughly considered as two spheroidal NPs
connected by a NW. It should be noted, that rounded ends of dumbbells usually had
significant deviations from ideal spherical shape in most cases (due to contact angle
of liquid metal droplet with substrate) and DMT-M model for sphere was not valid
anymore. However, dumbbell ends ensure relatively small contact area and therefore
reduced adhesion and static friction. For example, displacement of untreated uni-
form Ag NWs on a flat silicon substrate is almost impossible without severe damage
and plastic deformation of NW. Moreover, for dumbbell-type structures both rolling
and sliding motions are possible, which can be distinguished visually when manip-
ulated inside SEM. It makes them attractive objects for nanotribological studies by
manipulations.

Typical DB manipulation experiment is shown at Fig. 18.8. Significant static fric-
tion force (Fst = 1, 050 nN) should be overcame to displace the DB. In partic-
ular case the DB rolled over first (Fig. 18.8a, b), and then rotated around one end
(Fig. 18.8c, d). In some cases one end completely lost contact with the substrate and
dumbbell rotated around adhered end out of substrate plane. If both ends of dumbbell
lost contact with the substrate, dumbbell flew away. In many cases static friction was
high enough to keep one end fixed which led to plastic deformation of the dumbbell
during manipulation. Long range rolling of Ag dumbbells was never observed, while
rolling up to approx. 90◦ however was registered frequently.

As it was demonstrated above, SEM assisted visual guiding is equally useful for
manipulation of both NPs and elongated objects by probe-equipped force sensor.
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Fig. 18.8 Manipulation of a silver nanodumbbell. The dumbbell rolls over approx. 90 ◦ (a, b), then
rotates around one of its “balls” (bottom ball, b, c, d), and finally runs into NW (d). Arrows indicate
the motion type. Corresponding tip-dumbbell force interaction data recorded by a QTF sensor (e)

18.4 Section III: Manipulation of Nanowires

There is a number of experimental methods and theoretical models for investigation
and description of mechanical properties of NWs and nanotubes (NTs). Nevertheless,
only a very few works have focused on measuring the static or kinetic friction of
NWs (or NTs) on a flat substrate. Manoharan et al. performed a study that examined
NW-substrate adhesion and friction of long ZnO NWs on a silicon substrate [47].
They examined the friction force during dragging of a NW (parallel to its axis) at
various loadings. However, most of the friction measurements on NTs and NWs were
performed using a conventional AFM at ambient conditions. Hsu et al. manipulated
BN NW on a silicon substrate and simultaneously measured the lateral force [48].
Falvo et al. studied sliding and the rotation of multiwall carbon NTs on HOPG
using lateral force AFM microscopy [49]. It is necessary to emphasise that visual
guidance for NW manipulation experiments is even more critical in comparison
to NPs manipulation. Only a short or very stiff NW behaves as a rigid rod during
manipulation (slides or rotates as a rigid object without bending). High aspect ratio
NWs can be bent significantly during manipulation and even broken if static or
kinetic friction force exceeds NW bending strength. In situ manipulation can reveal
evolution of the NW profile bending in contrast to AFM manipulation in which only
the initial and final positions of the NW are obtained. In the following section we will
demonstrate, that combination of in situ SEM visual observation and mathematical
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modelling of NWs elastic bending during manipulation can be a powerful tool for
tribological investigations.

18.4.1 Elastic Beam Theory Employed for Tribomechanical
Studies of Nanowires

Theoretical methods for investigation of NW’s mechanical and tribological proper-
ties commonly employ the framework of classical physics and range from simplest
Newton’s mass point models [50] to continuum models and finite element method
(FEM) calculations [51]. Due to the relatively large sizes of the systems (which may
account in millions of atoms), application of molecular dynamics is limited to NW
with dimensions of several nm. Therefore, the continuum approach is attractive for
NW modelling because of extensively developed applicable analytical and numerical
methods with different levels of accuracy.

One of the most typical deformations of NW is elastic bending. Using the assump-
tion of pure elastic bending, it is possible to investigate many important properties
of NW exposed to the friction and other forces occurring during manipulations. The
advantage of this assumption is its relative simplicity, which we will demonstrate
throughout the current section.

The most known model based on the assumption of pure elastic bending is Tim-
oshenko elastic beam theory (EBT) [52]. It combines the equilibrium equations of a
continuum body with the laws of linear elasticity approximated for one-dimensional
structure. In the particular case considered, the bending profile of a NW comes as a
result of the interplay between elastic, friction, and other external forces distributed
along the NW with certain densities. The EBT can assist to measure NW-substrate
friction.

The present section will include description of several methods of theoretical
approach to NW-on-substrate friction during and after manipulations together with
some experimental examples [53–55]. These methods enable to gather information
on NW-substrate distributed static and kinetic friction as a functions along NW’s
length, ultimate static friction, as well as NW flexural strength at the breaking point.
Additionally, the case of a NW half-suspended on a trench will be considered that
enables measuring Young’s modulus for individual NWs and can be used as an
alternative way to measure the ultimate static friction.

18.4.1.1 Elastic Forces

Let us consider a prismatic-shaped NW of length L and diameter D, bent under
external in-plane forces (Fig. 18.9). For the implementation of the EBT we will need
to introduce variables of the force and momentum of elastic stresses in a cross section
of the NW. They represent the force and momentum between the elastically deformed
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Fig. 18.9 Schematics of a NW of length L and diameter D held in a bent state by in-plane distributed
lateral force f. Fixed coordinates system Oxyz and local coordinate basis (t,n) along the NW axis l
are used. Angle between the tangent vector t and axis Ox is denoted as ϕ

sides of the NW at an imaginary cut, and will be designated as F and M, respectively.
Their components can be written as integrals over the cross section area S at any given
point l of NW axis [52, 56]:

Fi =
∫

s

σiγ nγ dS (18.3)

Mi =
∫

s

eiαβrασβγ nγ dS (18.4)

where σαβ are the components of stress tensor, nγ are the components of the normal
vector to the element of cross section area dS, rα are the components of the radius
vector from the axial point l and eαβγ represents the unit anti-symmetric tensor. Both
the elastic force F and the momentum M are considered as functions of the coordinate
l along the NW axis (Fig. 18.9).

Here and below we assume that the NW is undergoing a pure bending deformation.
This can be a good approximation for the given problem provided the external forces
are close to the normal direction of the NW axis and lie on the same plane as the NW
itself. It assures the negligibly small tensile, compressive and twisting deformations.
The case of the pure bending of prismatic shaped NW yields the following equation
for momentum in the framework of linear isotropic elasticity [56]:

M = E I t × dt
dl

, (18.5)

where E is the Young modulus of the NW, I is the area moment of inertia of the NW,
and t is the tangent vector of the NW axis. Equation (18.5) describes the momentum
of elastic forces inside a NW bent purely with the given curvature. It can be projected
to the Oz axis and rewritten as

M = E I
dϕ

dl
= E Iκ, (18.6)
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where ϕ(l) is the tangent angle function over the length of the NW and κ (l) = 1/R(l) =
dϕ/dl is the curvature function related to the local radius of curvature R (l). Physical
meaning of (18.5) and (18.6) for pure bending deformation is of similar kind as
Hooke’s law for an elastic spring. In fact, this is the “Hooke’s law” written for the
specific case, where κ plays a role of “displacement”, M means “elastic force” of
restoration, and EI is a “spring constant” (which is sometimes referred to as flexural
rigidity).

By following this analogy we can obtain the expressions for elastic energy per unit
length ust and total elastic energy U st of the bent NW can be calculated, respectively,
as

ust = E I

2
κ2 (18.7)

Ust =
L∫

0

E I

2
κ2dl (18.8)

It must be noted, that single crystalline solids possess anisotropic elastic properties
and therefore should be described with multiple elastic moduli. However, due to
simplicity, the isotropic model is often used. Although this approximation of isotropic
body is acceptable in the most cases, it is important to keep in mind that isotropic
elastic moduli describe only “effective” elastic properties in the specific axes of
deformation.

18.4.1.2 Cross-Section and Contact Area

Elastic response of a NW is directly related to its geometry (cross section), particu-
larly the diameter D. In its turn the NW cross section determines the NW-substrate
contact area that essentially determines the NW-substrate friction.

Typical cross section geometries of NWs can be roughly classified as polyg-
onal and round cross sections. For example, hexagonal cross section yields I =
5
√

3D4/256. Contact regions for polygonal shapes are easily defined. Determina-
tion of contact region for circular cross section is a non-trivial problem that requires
employment of contact mechanics.

It should be noted that from the expression for I, which scales as power 4 of the NW
lateral dimensions, it is evident that an accurate measurement of NW cross section
geometry is crucial for correct application of EBT. In the literature for simplicity
reasons a round cross section is often assumed instead of the real polygonal one.
Moreover, possible distortions of the NW cross section are commonly not taken
into account. However, even an accurate measurement of NW diameter is not trivial
task due to technical issues not mentioning the measurements of the cross section
distortions.
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18.4.1.3 Friction and Other External Forces

External forces acting on a NW may have different origins: friction, adhesion, actu-
ator load etc. In the case of pure bending of a NW on a flat substrate the lateral forces
will play the major role, whereas normal forces can be neglected.

The forces can be distributed or concentrated. A distributed force can be defined
as a continuous function f (l) along the NW. Then f (l) dl corresponds to the force
exerted on an infinitesimal element dl in the point l of the NW. Friction forces are
a typical example of the distributed external forces, which may vary from point to
point. The concentrated force f0 can be expressed in the same manner via Dirac’s
delta-function as f(l) = f0δ (l − l0). Concentrated forces in NWs commonly occur
as a result of a load from an external actuator (e.g. manipulator’s tip).

18.4.1.4 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions for the elastic momentum and force in the NW depend on the
specific situation. For a free end of NW the conditions F = 0 and M = 0 must be
satisfied. In a typical case if the NW end is pushed by an actuator, then the boundary
value of F is defined and non-zero, while M = 0 as there is no tip-induced momentum.

18.4.1.5 Equilibrium of the Nanowire

Let us now consider a NW in mechanical equilibrium due to the interplay of intrinsic
elastic force in the NW and the external forces of various origins. The full system
of equilibrium equations for the NW involve conditions for the elastic force F and
momentum M [56]:

dF
dl

= −f, (18.9)

dM
dl

= −t × F (18.10)

where f is the distributed external force per unit length. Equation (18.9)can be inter-
preted as the condition of zero total force dF + fdl=0 acting on a prismatic element
dl of the NW. The other equation reflects the condition of zero total momentum,
respectively. It can be clearly seen since M has always the same direction Oz (per-
pendicular to the bending plane) and the right-hand side of the equation (10) has
magnitude of the normal component of the force Fn = F · n. Therefore, it can be
rewritten as d M + Fndl = 0 , which had to be demonstrated.

General view on the NW flexural mechanics can be summarized in a form of
diagram (Fig. 18.10), disclosing the internal factors of elastic response and external
forces of various nature being in mutual equilibrium. In other words, the bending
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Fig. 18.10 Logical scheme describing the intrinsic and external factors for elastically bent NW to
be in mechanical equilibrium

profile of resting, being displaced or uniformly moving NW can be calculated from
condition of balance of NW elastic response (if Young modulus and cross section are
known) and external forces (friction forces and applied actuator force). Respectively,
an inverse problem can be solved, determination of friction force if bending profile
and elastic response of NW are known. It should be noted that even the kinetic
friction can be analysed with the equilibrium equations providing the NW is moving
uniformly.

18.4.2 Nanowire Loaded at One End

In this subsection it will be demonstrated that situation of NW loaded at one end can
be used for calculation of both static friction and Young modulus.

18.4.2.1 Model

Let us consider a specific situation, when initially straight NW was loaded at the end
and a part of the NW was fixed to the substrate by static friction (see Fig. 18.11).
The mobile part of the NW undergoes kinetic friction and the concentrated load
force. The distributed force f consists of the kinetic friction force qkin per unit length
distributed uniformly along the moving part of the NW:

f = qkin. (18.11)

Zero elastic force and momentum at the NW’s free end dictate the boundary
conditions:

F|l=Lkin
= Fapl−lat (18.12)
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Fig. 18.11 Schematics of a NW loaded by concentrated force Fapl−lat at the end in point Lkin . NW
is half-suspended and friction-free at the protruding part (a). NW is affected by distributed kinetic
friction force qkin on the interval (0, Lkin) along l axis (b). The left end is fixed by strong static
friction force qst on the interval (0, Lst ) along l’ axis. Angle between the tangent vector and axis
Ox is denoted as ϕ and Fapl−lat is directed by angle θ to Oy axis

M|l=Lkin
= 0. (18.13)

And elastic force F according to (18.9) yields together with (18.11):

F = −qkin · (l − Lkin) + Fapl−lat. (18.14)

Finally the equation for ϕ(l) describing the profile of NW with boundary
conditions:

E I
d2ϕ

dl2 = {qkin(l − Lkin) − Fapl−lat} · cos(ϕ + θ) (18.15)

ϕ|l=0 = 0 (18.16)

dϕ

dl

∣∣l=Lkin = 0 (18.17)

where (18.16) defines orientation of the NW with respect to the coordinate system,
(18.17) follows directly from (18.13) and (18.12) is automatically satisfied.

Motionless (“static”) part of the NW is assumed to be a rigid rod of length Lst

with 2 degrees of freedom: axis Oy and rotation angle in the plane Oxy. Values of
elastic force Fy |l=0 and momentum M |l=0 at the start point of the motionless region
follow from the solution of (18.15), (18.16) and (18.17) for continuity reasons. For
simplicity we assume that the interfacial stress between the NW and substrate and
consequently the static friction force is distributed linearly along the linearly rotated
static part of the NW: qst

y (l ′) = a · l ′ + b , where a and b are unknown constants. For
the equilibrium of the NW, conditions for total force and momentum yield a system
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of two equations:

Fy|l=0 =
Lst∫

0

qst
y (l ′)dl ′ (18.18)

M|l=0 =
Lst∫

0

qst
y (l ′)l ′dl ′ (18.19)

which easily determine a and b. This allows to find such parameters as maximal

static friction qst
max = |b| and averaged static friction qst

avg = 1
Lst

Lst∫
0

|qst
y (l ′)|dl ′.

In the particular case, when the kinetic friction is absent or negligible qkin = 0,
we have situation of half-suspended NW loaded at the protruding end. This case is
sometimes referred as “clamped” or “cantilevered beam” in textbooks.

18.4.2.2 Young Modulus Measurements

As it was previously demonstrated, Young modulus is an essential parameter in the
framework of EBT. Typically bulk values or values found in literature are used in
tribological studies of NWs. However, considering high scattering of mechanical
properties [57] and the fact that they depend on a quality of material and synthesis
conditions, it is more accurate to measure Young modulus for a particular set of NWs
or even for each single NW separately.

Fig. 18.12 Young’s modulus
measurement of a CuO NW.
Arrows indicate direction of
the tip movement. Sequence
of SEM images of CuO NW
bending (a)–(d) and the
corresponding force curve (e)
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Fig. 18.13 Bending strength
measurement of a CuO NW.
Arrows indicate the direction
of tip movement. Sequence of
SEM images of bent and
broken NW (a)–(d) and the
corresponding force curve (e)

Polyakov et al. measured elastic properties and ultimate strength of ZnO and CuO
NWs [53, 57] half-suspended on the edge of a trench in a patterned silicon wafer as
shown in Fig. 18.12. The cantilevered beam bending technique [58] was then applied
to determine Young’s modulus and bending strength. The fixed part of the NW stayed
motionless due to high adhesion. The suspended part of the NW was pushed by the
tip of the QTF-based force sensor. Sensor signal and the grabbed SEM images were
recorded simultaneously during the experiment. To process the data in order to find
the value of Young’s modulus, the SEM image of the NW profile was numerically
fitted to the curve given by (18.15). A typical force curve and the corresponding SEM
images are presented in Fig. 18.12. Integral static friction force in adhered part was
usually higher than applied force and no displacement of NW was observed besides
few cases for very short adhered part. Often, internal stress inside NW generated by
applied force exceeded NW ultimate strength and caused rupture of NW (Fig. 18.13).
Measurements carried out on 9 CuO NWs and 14 ZnO NWs resulted in an average
Young’s moduli of 204 GPa and 58 GPa respecively. The average bending strengths
of CuO and ZnO NWs were found to be 8.2 GPa and 4.4 GPa.

18.4.2.3 Static Friction

High friction involved in NW manipulation on a flat substrate restrains the use of QTF
based force sensors. However if experiment performed inside SEM and elastic prop-
erties of NW are known the NW itself can serve as a force sensor for measurements
of friction forces.

In the method introduced by Polyakov et al. [54] the NW-substrate static friction
can be calculated by fitting of an experimentally found bending profile to the theo-
retical profile of a NW lying on a flat substrate and pushed from one end, while the
second end is fixed by static friction. The adhered end of the NW stays motionless as
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Fig. 18.14 Series of SEM images of the ZnO NW bent by AFM tip from one end while other end
is adhered to the substrate by static force. Intact NW (a); partially displaced NW (b); “most bent
state” of the NW with fitting profile lied over the NW image (c);completely displaced NW (d)

long as the applied external force Fapl-lat does not exceed the total static friction force.
When the elastic force overcomes the total static friction force, the whole NW is dis-
placed. The NW bending profile (or the profile in the “most bent state”) just before
complete displacement of the NW is then used for fitting to find the maximum static
friction and average static friction, which determine the total static friction force.

The described method was applied to study the static friction of ZnO NWs on
oxidized silicon wafer. Figure 18.14 represents a typical manipulation experiment.
The NW “most bent state” profile of the whole NW was calculated according to
(18.15) and laid over the SEM image (Fig. 18.14c). From the elastic deformation of
the NW the generated elastic force F and momentum M were calculated, enabling
to find counteracting friction forces in the adhered part.

The median value of the averaged static friction was qst
avg ∼ 5 nN/nm for 39

measured ZnO NWs. The corresponding value of averaged static shear stress was
σ st

avg ∼ 67 MPa. Many NWs were bent up to 90◦ deg before displacement, but some
NWs broke during bending. Fractured NWs did not necessarily break in the maximal
tensile strain region but in any region with a structural defect. The median value of
tensile stress in successfully displaced NWs was σtens-displ ∼ 2.6 GPa (for a set of
32 NWs), while in broken NWs, σtens-fract ∼ 3.3 GPa (for a set of 21 NWs).

18.4.2.4 Effect of a Substrate Roughness on Static Friction

It is known, that for typical surfaces, macroscopic dry friction is usually nearly
independent of the surface roughness, unless the surfaces are either very rough
or very smooth [59]. However, in nanoscopic systems, roughness of the contact-
ing surfaces is directly associated to the actual contact area and the average dis-
tance between them, determining magnitude of van der Waals (vdW) force, which
plays the same role as external loading force or gravity at the macroscale. The
effect of nanoscale roughness on adhesion for MEMS has been addressed in many
works [60, 61].

Polyakov et al. applied previously described “NW loaded at one end” approach
for investigation of the effect of surface roughness on the CuO NW-substrate static
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Fig. 18.15 Statistics of NW behaviour during manipulation on substrates of different roughness

friction [54]. Four substrates of roughness RRM S ranging from 0.7 to 16.1 nm were
prepared by chemical etching of amorphous silicon. CuO NWs were manipulated
according to the scheme shown at Fig. 18.14.

Four distinct scenarios of the NW behaviour during manipulation were observed.
At high static friction forces, NWs either could not be displaced at all or broke
into shorter fragments without bending (“crashed or motionless”). At lower static
friction, NWs were gradually displaced from one end of the NW with the other
end fixed by the static friction (“bent and displaced”). If the static friction force
exceeded the ultimate strength of the NW, the NW broke (“bent and broken”). If
static friction force was smaller than the NW interfacial shear strength, the NW was
displaced as a rigid object (“zero friction”). Only in the second scenario (“bent and
displaced”) the “most bent state” of the NW could be registered and static friction
can be analysed quantitatively. Nevertheless, visual observation of NW behaviour on
substrate with different roughness provides valuable qualitative information of static
friction. Frequency of occurrence of one or another scenario is summarized on the
graph in Fig. 18.15.

From the given graph it is evident, that nanoscale roughness has a great impact on
static friction for nanostructures. It can be explained considering that the smaller
the roughness of the surfaces, the “closer” the two surfaces can be. It leads to
higher vdW force, and consequently, higher adhesion and static friction. Numerical
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Table 18.2 Effect of
substrate roughness on
NW-substrate static friction

Substrate Nr. RRM S , nm Average static friction,
nN/nm

1. Smooth 0.7 5.8

2. Small roughness 2.1 3.9

3. Medium roughness 5.4 1.4

4. High roughness 16.1 0.6

values of the static friction forces calculated for the cases when the NW was bent
and displaced using its “most bent state” profile gives an approximately order of
magnitude difference between smooth and most rough substrates. Data on averaged
static friction qst

avg for all substrates are summarized in Table 18.2. It is necessary
to note that used statistics does not account the case of “zero static friction” (fric-
tion below the sensitivity of the method) and motionless NWs (friction beyond the
applicability of the method), which means that actual difference should be even
higher.

18.4.3 Nanowire Pushed in the Midpoint: Kinetic Friction

At the moment when the nanomanipulator’s tip starts to push the NW in the middle
point, the static friction force qst is distributed over a portion of the NW of unknown
length, which may be smaller than the entire NW length L (Fig. 18.16a). Only a frac-
tion l’of the NW where the applied force exceeds the ultimate value of the distrib-
uted static friction force (corresponding to the maximum shear strength) is displaced
by the tip (Fig. 18.16b). Static friction acts on the intact part of the NW of length
L - l’, while kinetic friction affects the displaced portion l’of the NW. For a partially
displaced NW, the effective friction force is the combination of the static qst and
kinetic qkin friction forces. It is difficult to measure length of the kinetic part of the
NW and to analyse the contribution of the static and kinetic friction forces during the
initial stage of NW displacement. Upon further displacement of the NW (uniform
translation), we consider the friction force as purely kinetic and uniformly distributed
along the length of the NW (Fig. 18.16c).

18.4.3.1 Model

If a NW is being uniformly dragged at its midpoint without rolling and all parts of the
NW have the same constant velocity, the equilibrium equations (18.13) and (18.14)
are still applicable due to the principle of relativity.

In this case, the profile of the deformed NW is determined by the balance of the
external driving tip force, the kinetic friction between the NW and the substrate and
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Fig. 18.16 NW pushed at the midpoint by concentrated force Fapl−lat . NW does not move until
the applied force exceeds maximal static friction or shear strength (a). Partially displaced NW (b).
Entirely displaced NW. Kinetic friction force qkin equally distributed over NW length (c). Fixed
coordinate system Oxyz and local coordinate basis (t,n) along the NW axis l. Angle between the
tangent vector t and axis Ox is denoted as ϕ

the intrinsic elastic forces of the NW. The distributed driving force Fapl-lat can be
modelled via the delta function, and the kinetic friction qkin maintains a constant
vector opposite to the direction of motion and Fapl-lat (Fig. 18.11):

f = qkin + Fapl−lat · δ

(
l − L

2

)
, (18.20)

where δ(x) is Dirac’s delta-function.
The condition of zero total force yields Fapl-lat = −qkinL .
Zero elastic force and momentum at the free ends of the NW dictate the boundary

conditions:

F|l=0 = F|l=L = 0 (18.21)

M|l=0 = M|l=L = 0. (18.22)

The differential equation of “kinetic” equilibrium of the NW on the interval (0, L)
directly follows from (18.5), (18.9) and (18.10):
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Fig. 18.17 Sequence of SEM images of the ZnO NW dragged by AFM tip on HOPG substrate.
The arrow indicates the direction of tip movement (a); partially displaced NW (b); completely
displaced NW (c); constant characteristic profile during NW motion (d)

I E
d2ϕ

dl2 = −qkin
[

l − L H

(
l − L

2

)]
cos ϕ, (18.23)

where H (x) is the Heaviside step function. The (18.23) can be solved numerically
in order to obtain the NW profile. It is easy to check that the solution of (18.23)
together with the initial condition ϕ′(0) = 0 fully complies with the free boundary
conditions (18.21) and (18.22).

18.4.3.2 Kinetic friction

Polyakov et al. utilized the described model [62] to calculate distributed kinetic
friction of ZnO NWs on a flat surfaces (HOPG or silicon wafer) inside SEM. The NW
was translated along the substrate surface by pushing it at its midpoint with AFM tip
(Fig. 18.17). NW profile during translation was used to determine the kinetic friction
force distributed along the NW by fitting it to theoretical profile calculated using
(18.23). The measurements were performed for a set of 8 NWs on silicon wafer and
for 6 NWs on HOPG. Interfacial shear stress σkin were found to be 3.2 MPa and 2.75
MPa respectively. These values are in average about twenty times lower than static
interfacial stress (σ st

avg ∼ 67 MPa) for ZnO NWs on silicon wafer [54]. It agrees well
with known fact that for nanoscale objects static friction is commonly significantly
higher than kinetic friction [63].

18.4.4 Redistributed Static Friction of a Bent Nanowire Relaxed
After Manipulation

Static friction can hold an elastically bent NW on a flat surface in a deformed state
after the removal of external load. The first attempt to use the profile of the elastically
bent NW for calculation of static friction was made by Bordag et al. [64]. They
assumed the most bent part of an arc-shaped InAs NW to be circular and used the
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bending curvature as a basis for the static friction calculation. Then Strus et al. [65]
introduced a method, where an AFM image of bent CNT was used for determining
the static friction and elastic stresses in the framework of the EBT. Stan et al. [66]
used parabolas to fit through a defined region of the NW centreline for the analysis
with Strus’ equilibrium expressions.

Below we will consider elaborated method proposed by Dorogin et al. [9, 67]
for modelling of the distributed static friction force in the frameworks of the EBT.
Method benefits from fully satisfied boundary conditions and complete equilibrium
equations, which enables to apply it for analysis of complex shaped NWs.

18.4.4.1 Model

The equations of equilibrium for an elastically bent NW held in a bent state by
distributed static friction force f(l) = qst(l) give (see Fig. 18.9):

d Ft

dl
− κ Fn − qst

t (18.24)

d Fn

dl
+ κ Ft − qst

n (18.25)

E I
dκ

dl
= −Fn (18.26)

where Ft and Fn are the projections of elastic force F, qst
t and qst

n are the projections
of qst to the local coordinates (t , n).

The complete set of boundary conditions (18.21) and (18.22) applied to the system
of (18.24), (18.25) and (18.26) yields:

κ|l=0 = κ|l=L = 0 (18.27)

dκ

dl
|l=0

dκ

dl
|l=L = 0. (18.28)

We will extend the system of 3 equilibrium equation (18.24), (18.25) and (18.26)
for 4 unknown functions (Ft , Fn, qst

t and qst
n ) with the condition of absence of the

tangential component of the friction qst
t = 0. Thus the system of equations has

become complete and can be easily solved for Ft and qst
t :

Ft = −E I

l∫

0

κ
dκ

dl
dl = −E I

κ2

2
(18.29)
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qst
n = E I

(
d2κ

dl2 + κ3

2

)
(18.30)

with the initial condition Ft |l=0 = 0. The absence of a tangential friction component
does not lead to the vanishing of Ft which is directly linked with Fn according to the
(18.24) and is necessary for the exact NW equilibrium.

It is important to note that the assumption was dictated by the consideration that
the direction of qst should be close to the direction at which the NW tends to unbend.
This “unbending” direction correspondingly lies close to normal to the NW’s line.
Formally it means that the integral contribution of along the length of the NW is
much smaller than that of qst

n . Moreover, the tangential component of the force does
not contribute to the bending in the framework of the current model (as can be seen
from (18.10)) and is considered to be a small effect of higher order.

18.4.4.2 Redistributed Static Friction

By using the above described model the equilibrium of NW elastically bent on a flat
surface can be employed for calculation of static force distribution qst(l) as shown in
(18.30), which in turn is determined by the curvature κ(l). Therefore, extraction of
a differentiable curvature function is needed, which can be realized in the following
procedure: (1) NW centreline vectorization; and (2) interpolation of tangent angle
ϕ(l) and curvature κ (l).

The first stage of centreline vectorization belongs merely to digital image process-
ing and will not be considered. The output of the vectorization stage is a set of n
discrete points (xi , yi ), representing the NW centreline.

In the second stage, differential analysis of the centreline is needed to convert the
Cartesian coordinates (xi , yi ) to natural coordinates (li , ϕi ), which are more suitable
for the subsequent calculations. The discrete mesh for subsequent interpolation of ϕ

(l) is produced with the following expressions:

ϕi = tan−1
(

yi+1 − yi

xi+1 − xi

)
, 1 ≤ i < n − 1 (18.31)

li = li−1 +
√

(xi − xi−1)2 + (yi − yi−1)2, 2 ≤ i < n (18.32)

where l1 = 0.
Correct choice of the interpolation function is important due to the errors, which

may arise during the identification and differentiation of the centreline curve. Regular
polynomial interpolation would likely break the boundary conditions (18.27) and
(18.28). The interpolation of ϕ (l) can be performed through the curvature κ (l) with
the linear combination of the selected polynomial functions as follows:
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Fig. 18.18 SEM image of ZnO NW in a bent state self-balanced by static friction (a). Calculated
distributed static friction along the NW (b). Elastic energy distribution along the NW (c)

dϕ

dl
= κ(l) =

N∑
i=0

Ail
i+2(L − l)2, (18.33)

where Ai are coefficients to be determined by the numerical interpolation. It is appar-
ent that ϕ (l) defined according to (18.33) complies with the boundary conditions
(18.27) and (18.28).

NW-substrate interaction can be characterized directly by the friction distribution
and indirectly by the elastic energy stored in the bent NW. The stronger the NW-
substrate friction interaction, the higher the strain energy can be conserved in the
elastically bent NW. It is notable that energy distribution can be calculated with
higher accuracy compared to the friction force distribution due to its dependence on
the NW curvature κ (l) and not on the curvature’s derivatives.

Dorogin et al. [9] applied the described method to ZnO NW manipulated to arc
shape on a silicon wafer and calculated the static friction force qst

n together with
distributed elastic energy ust along the wire. NW was pushed near its midpoint
perpendicular to the NW axis by an AFM tip inside SEM. Over several microns of
travel, the initially straight profile of the NW transformed into the characteristic arc
shape. After the removal of the tip, the NW relaxed and came to equilibrium non-
straight shape determined by the interplay of elastic and friction forces (Fig. 18.18a).

From the Fig. 18.18b it is clearly seen that static friction distribution has non-
trivial wavy profile. While ust has only one extremum near the NW centre, the
distributed friction qst

n has three extrema of different signs. This evidences a non-
local character of the NW-substrate friction. Moreover, the model enables certain
cases when

∣∣∣qst
n

∣∣∣ has absolute maxima near the NW ends, rather than in the middle

where the absolute maximum strain is located. Consequently, it is impossible to judge
where the maximum friction is applied without detailed analysis in the framework
of the presented distributed NW friction model.
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18.4.5 Specific Problems of Manipulations Inside SEM

There are several issues to keep in mind when planning experiments inside SEM.
First, typical scanning rate of the electron beam is limited to a few Hz, therefore
only relatively slow processes can be visualized. Another limitation is associated
with SEM resolution. Resolution and signal intensity are reversely proportional to
scanning speed. Visible dimensions of the nanostructures at magnification close to
the resolution limit are sensitive to brightness/contrast settings of a microscope. It
can be problematic to identify the exact shape of the NW cross section, for exam-
ple, to distinguish between square and rectangular cross sections or estimate degree
of hexagon or pentagon distortions. Precise determination of NWs diameter and
cross section, however, is essential for correct measurement of the contact area and
frictional forces in the framework of EBT.

One more thing that should be taken into account is effect of electron beam on
a substrate surface and nanostructures. As it is well known, melting temperature
of nanostructures decreases with decreasing their diameter [68]. Focused e-beam is
capable to introduce significant energy and cause partial melting of nanostructures.
Additional effects can be substrate surface activation or electrostatic charging, which
also can influence nanotribological experiments [69]. Degradation of some materials
under electron beam should be considered as an another issue. For example, electron
beam produce severe defects in carbon based materials like graphene, graphite and
carbon nanotubes, or self-assembled monolayers of organic molecules, which are
frequently used for tribological experiments [70].

Another important problem is e-beam assisted carbon deposition [71]. High
energy electrons can decompose hydrocarbons molecules, which are present in the
vacuum chamber and amorphous carbon can be deposited on the areas exposed to
electron beam for prolonged periods. Amount of deposited carbon depends on the
vacuum level, e-beam energy, the presence of hydrocarbon inside the chamber and
exposition time.

18.5 Outlook

It was demonstrated that visual guidance during the nanomanipulations inside SEM
is extremely helpful and provides essential information on behaviour of manipulated
nanostructures. Method is well suitable for manipulation of nanoparticles and espe-
cially fruitful for elongated objects. Inside SEM technique is not limited to in-plane
manipulations, but also capable of performing experiments in three dimensions.
Moreover, experiments are less time-consuming in comparison to AFM manipula-
tions due to separation of visualization and manipulation functions. Besides to the
apparent advantages, there are certain peculiarities and limitations that should be
taken into account when planning experiment inside SEM.
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Chapter 19
Driven Colloidal Monolayers: Static
and Dynamic Friction

Andrea Vanossi, Nicola Manini and Erio Tosatti

Abstract Trapping and dragging colloidal monolayers in two-dimensional optical
lattices is offering the possibility to mimic friction between crystals (or even qua-
sicrystals) visualizing directly the intimate mechanisms of sliding friction, with the
additional possibility to change parameters freely, and to compare directly exper-
iment with theory. Realistic simulations, which we review here, make a number
of predictions about static features and dynamic sliding and reproduce well recent
observations. Together, they provide a first demonstration of the potential impact of
colloid dynamics in nanotribology.

19.1 Introduction

The intimate understanding of sliding friction, a central player in the physics and tech-
nology of an enormous variety of systems, ranging from nanotribology to mesoscale
and macroscale sliding [1, 2], is historically hampered by a number of well konwn
difficulties. One of them is the practical inaccessibility of the buried interface between
the moving bodies—with few exceptions, we can only hypothesize about its nature
and behavior during sliding. Another is the general impossibility to fully control the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19.1 a A scheme of the experimental setup of [3] with the sample cell mounted on the
piezo table, the interfering laser beams, and the camera interfaced to a microscope. b The colloids
(spheres) in the triangular-symmetry corrugated potential-energy profile. c The observed mean
colloid velocity as a function of the driving force F for different (commensurate or antisolitonic)
configurations

detailed nature, morphology, and geometric parameters of the sliders; thus for exam-
ple, even perfectly periodic, defect-free sliding surfaces have essentially only been
accessible theoretically. If we knew and, even better, if we could control the prop-
erties and the relative asperity parameters of the sliders, our physical understanding
would be greatly enhanced, also disclosing possibilities to tune friction in nano and
mesoscopic systems and devices.

As Bohlein et al. [3] showed (Fig. 19.1), two dimensional (2D) colloid crystalline
monolayers can be forced by the flow of their embedding fluid to slide against a laser-
generated optical lattice potential mimicking the interface “corrugation” potential in
ordinary sliding friction. The external driving force, the interparticle interactions, and
especially the corrugation potential are all under control, the latter ranging from weak
to strong, and from periodic, to quasi-periodic [4, 5], and in principle to more complex
types too. Contrary to established techniques in meso and nanosize sliding friction
(Atomic Force Microscope, Surface Force Apparatus, Quartz Crystal Microbalance)
[6], which address the tribological response in terms of averaged physical quantities
(overall static and kinetic friction, mean velocities, slip lengths and slip times, etc.),
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in colloid sliding every individual particle can be visualized and followed in real time,
sharing a privilege hitherto restricted to molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations [7–9].

Materializing concepts long-anticipated theoretically [10, 11], the data of Bohlein
et al. show that the sliding of a flat crystalline lattice on a perfectly periodic substrate
takes place through the motion of soliton or antisoliton superstructures (also known
in one dimension (1D) as kinks or antikinks), density modulation domain walls
which represent the misfit dislocations of the two lattices that are incommensurate
in their mutual registry. While forming regular static Moiré superstructure patterns
when at rest, the solitons constitute the actual mobile entities during depinning and
sliding, and are essential for “superlubricity” [12]—i.e., zero static friction—of hard
incommensurate sliders. When the two periodic sliders are perfectly lattice matched,
and thus solitons are absent, or when they are incommensurate and solitons exist
but are pinned due to the system softness, the colloids and the periodic potential
are initially stuck together. Only after a static friction force Fs is overcome, solitons
appear (or depin if they exist but are pinned) unlocking the colloids away from the
corrugation potential, after which the sliding can initiate.

In the present chapter we review recent work where a full understanding of the
colloidal patterns and dissipation mechanism was achieved [13, 14]. Section 19.2
describes, in short, the driven colloid sliding setup as a model system for nanotri-
bology. Sections 19.3 and 19.4 detail the simulation model and the protocol adopted.
Section 19.5 outlines the main simulation results. A detailed analysis in terms of
friction and dissipation is carried out in Sect. 19.6. The chapter closes with a final
discussion, Sect. 19.7.

19.2 Sliding of a Colloid Monolayer on Laser-Created Periodic
Potentials

Recent experiments show that the field of friction can now benefit from the oppor-
tunities offered by trapping and handling nano (or micro) particles with potentials
artificially created by interfering lasers; a technique originally applied to cold atoms
[15]. Soft-matter systems, and in particular colloidal suspensions of particles with
tunable interactions, provide a way to study condensed-phase phenomena with a
direct optical single-particle resolution usually unavailable to atomistic systems.

Bohlein and colleagues [3] have shown how colloidal particle crystals trapped
in laser interference fields can cast new light on elementary frictional processes in
ideally controlled sliding geometries and operative conditions. Specifically, they used
carboxylated polystyrene particles with a radius R = 1.95µm and a polydispersity of
2.7 %. Owing to functionalization with –COOH groups, the particles are negatively
charged in water and interact through a screened Coulomb repulsion. The Debye
screening length was determined to be λD = 160 nm [16]. Optical interference
patterns are created using a laser beam divided into three or five beams, depending
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on the desired substrate geometry, and overlapped in the sample plane. The resulting
length scales of the interference pattern are adjusted by the angle of incidence. With
a further optical forces pushing the colloids toward the bottom of the sample cell, the
out-of-plane particle fluctuations are reduced to less than 5 % of the particle diameter.
Thus, the colloids form an almost perfect 2D triangular crystal at the bottom of the
sample cell. During motion, the trajectory of each colloid particle can be determined
in real space and time with great precision thanks to digital video microscopy.

To apply lateral forces to the colloidal monolayer to enact the sliding, the sample
cell is mounted on a piezo table able to be laterally translated with nanometer accu-
racy. When the sample cell moves with velocity u, a viscous Stokes force η(u − v)

acts on a particle of velocity v. The effective drag coefficient η is determined by
measuring the short-time particle diffusion coefficient D within the monolayer and
exploiting the Einstein relation η = kB T/D. The tribological response of the col-
loidal monolayer can be characterized by its mobility μ = |〈v〉|/|F| where 〈v〉 is the
mean drift velocity of the colloids at the applied driving force F = ηu.

19.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Model

To simulate these experiments, Vanossi et al. describe the colloidal particles as clas-
sical point-like objects moving under the action of three separate forces: the external
force, the mutual repulsion, and the interaction with the viscous fluid in which they
are immersed.

The equation of motion for the j-th particle is:

mr̈ j + η(ṙ j − vd x̂) = −∇r j (U2 + Uext) + f̃ j . (19.1)

Here r j is a 2-dimensional displacement vector relative to the center of the cell;
u = vd x̂ is the fluid drift velocity, giving rise to the Stokes’ driving force F =
ηvd experienced by all the colloidal particles. The viscous term ηṙ j accounts for
the dissipation of the colloids kinetic energy into the thermal bath provided by the
surrounding water.

Given the slow motion (vd � 1 µm s−1) of a colloidal particle in the liquid, the
inertial term mr̈ j can be neglected, and a diffusive motion can be assumed, with an
appropriate choice of η (given in Table 19.1).

Table 19.1 Numerical parameters adopted in the simulation, (19.3), (19.5), (19.6), and (19.7),
expressed in model units, to be scaled according to Table 19.3

η N Q λD Ac σ n U0 Lx L y

Cluster 2.8 28861 1013 0.03 1200 1200 3 0.1 500 500

Bulk 2.8 28080 1013 0.03 0.0 1200 3 0.1 156 90
√

3

Lx and L y are the sides of the rectangular simulation supercell respectively
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Thermal (Brownian) motion of individual colloids due to random forces from the
fluid can be simulated by a Langevin random force f̃ j , which as usual is assumed to be
Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated: 〈 f̃ j,α(t) f̃ j ′,α′(t ′)〉 = δ j j ′δαα′2kBT ηδ(t − t ′).
As shown by Hasnain et al. [14] in the fully commensurate case, room-temperature
thermal effect are of great importance, since they control the nucleation process
which is at the origin of sliding. Conversely, in the hard incommensurate regime,
which is the case of Bohlein’s experiments, thermal fluctuations play a lesser role,
and indeed most phenomena are accounted for by T = 0 deterministic equations,
and the resulting simulations offer a somewhat neater picture.

The 2-body interaction energy is

U2 =
N∑

j< j ′
V (|r j − r′

j |) . (19.2)

The repulsion between charged particles is a screened Coulomb repulsion, which
varies with interparticle distance as a Yukawa-type potential

V (r) = Q

r
exp(−r/λD) . (19.3)

Typical nearest-neighbor experimental colloid separations are r � 5.7 µm � 30λD

[3]. Colloids rarely approach much closer than that, because of the violently increas-
ing repulsion V (r) that keeps them apart well before the hard-core repulsion sets in
at the colloid diameter � 3.9 µm. In simulation an explicit inclusion of the hard-core
term is thus unnecessary, because it would cause no change in the colloid trajectories.
Given the moderate volume fraction occupied by the colloidal particles in the solu-
tion and the adiabatically slow motions under study, it is also appropriate to neglect
hydrodynamic forces [17], that would become relevant only at much denser/faster
regimes.

The 1-body external potential energy

Uext =
N∑
j

Vext(r j ) (19.4)

is introduced by a laser field, and can be experimentally shaped with substantial
freedom. The following spatial variation is assumed:

Vext(r) = G(r)[−Ac + U0 Wn(r)] , (19.5)

where

G(r) = exp

(
− |r|2

2σ 2

)
, (19.6)
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Table 19.2 Values of parameters that generate kl of (19.8)

n 2 3 4 5 6

cn 1 4/3
√

2 2 4/
√

3

αn 0 0 π/4 0 −π/6

is an unnormalized Gaussian of (large) width σ , accounting for the overall intensity
envelope of the laser beam, and

Wn(r) = − 1

n2

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
l=0

exp(i kl · r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (19.7)

is a periodic (for n = 2, 3, 4, or 6) or quasi-periodic (e.g., n = 5) potential of n-fold
symmetry [5, 18] produced by the interference of n laser beams, representing the
substrate corrugation. The appropriate 2D interference pattern is realized by taking

kl = cnπ

alas

[
cos

(
2πl

n
+ αn

)
, sin

(
2πl

n
+ αn

)]
. (19.8)

The numerical constants cn are chosen in order to match the potential lattice spacing
to the laser interference periodicity alas, and αn are chosen so that one of the primitive
vectors of the periodic potential Wn(r) is directed along the x axis. These numerical
coefficients are reported in Table 19.2.

The two positive amplitudes Ac and U0 set respectively the intensity of the overall
potential confining the colloids near the simulation-cell center, and the intensity of the
corrugated, spatially oscillating term. Note that the same overall Gaussian intensity
modulation, (19.5) accounting for the lateral intensity profile of the laser beam, shapes
both the confining well and the amplitude modulation, consistently with experiment
[3]. The simulation is carried out in dimensionless units, defined in terms of the
physical quantities of Table 19.3. The simulated colloid island has a small extension
compared with the Gaussian width σ , reported in Table 19.1.

Table 19.3 Basic units for
various quantities in the
model, with typical values
appropriate for the setup of
[3]

Physical quantity Model expression Typical value

Length acoll 5.7 µm

Force F0 = 9Fs1/(8π) 18 fN

Viscosity coefficient η 6.3 × 10−8 kg/s

Energy F0 acoll 1.0 × 10−19 J

Time ηa2
coll/U0 20 s

Mass η2acoll/F0 1.3 × 10−6 kg

Velocity F0/η 0.284 µm/s

Power F2
0 /η 5.1 × 10−21 W
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Vanossi et al. simulate the colloidal system in a periodically repeated simulation
box where periodic boundary conditions are implemented for particle-particle inter-
actions, but not for the external potential Vext(r) which originates in the central cell
only. This choice of boundary conditions is appropriate for both these situations:

1. With Ac > 0, an island of particles is located near the center of a much wider
supercell, with few or no particle ever crossing the cell boundary. This describes
a finite trapped “droplet” of colloidal particles, surrounded by a rarefied cloud
of isolated particles. The 2D density of the triangular 2D lattice is fixed by N
(∼30,000) and by the balance of the confining energy G and the 2-body repulsion
energy. This balance is tuned to produce unit average colloid lattice spacing acoll
(before submittal to the corrugation potential W ).1

2. With Ac = 0 and very large σ , the supercell is filled with a compact monolayer,
and a periodic potential is felt by the colloids. In this scheme one simulates an
essentially infinite system, characterized by an average colloid density equaling
N divided by the supercell area. Here the supercell size must be chosen carefully
to produce an overall periodic geometry, both relative to the colloid lattice and to
the periodic modulation potential Wn .

In either version, by choosing appropriate ratios of the average particle spacing to the
periodic laser potential spacing alas one can realize a variety of static superstructures,
each with its soliton array and pattern. Both approaches are adopted, with numerical
parameters listed in Table 19.1. Unlike experiments, where the colloid density is
finite everywhere, with a soft edge characterized by a minor decrease outside the
Gaussian attractive radius σ , in the simulations of [13] the density vanishes rapidly
at the island edge. While the edge details may differ in experiment and in simulation,
the central part of the simulated island (which is the only region being monitored in
experiment) is directly comparable.

As in experiment, Vanossi et al. consider a triangular lattice potential, i.e. n = 3.
The shape of the periodic potential W (r) = W3(r)

W (r) = −2

9
U0

[
3

2
+ 2 cos

2πx

alas
cos

2πy√
3alas

+ cos
4πy√
3alas

]
(19.9)

is depicted in Fig. 19.2a. The corrugation profile along x̂, where the energy barrier is
lowest is

W (x, 0) = −U0

(
5

9
+ 4

9
cos

2πx

alas

)
, (19.10)

1 The spacing of the fully relaxed colloid configuration varies smoothly from a � 0.984 at the
sample center to a � 1.05 at the periphery, with an average density equal to that of a triangular
crystal of spacing acoll = 1.
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y/a

W
/U

0

x/a

(a) (b)

Fig. 19.2 a The triangular-symmetry corrugated potential-energy profile W (x, y) = W3(x, y) as
a function of position. Observe the minima at energy −U0, the saddle points at energy −U0/9, and
the maxima at energy 0. The resulting lowest energy barrier in the x direction thus equals 8

9 U0. b A
sketch of the model for the colloid particles interacting with the periodic potential W . The red filled
arrow and the blue empty arrow point at examples of colloids at an unstable and stable position
respectively

with a barrier amplitude 8
9U0. Accordingly, the static friction force for an isolated

colloid, i.e. the minimum force that a single colloid requires in order to slide in this
one dimensional potential, is

Fs1 = 8πU0

9alas
= 8π

9
F0. (19.11)

The depinning force per colloid is evaluated in realistic many-colloid calculations
and compared with this elementary barrier.

With the adopted parameters, the balance of the Gaussian confinement and the
repulsive colloid-colloid repulsion leads in the absence of corrugation (U0 = 0) to an
equilibrium spacing aeq = 0.984 at the center of the sample, and an overall average
density compatible with nearest-neighbor separation acoll = 1, taken as reference
unit distance. It is convenient to define an appropriate length ratio ρ = alas/acoll,
such that when ρ = 1 a fully matched configuration is realized.

19.4 The Simulation Protocol

The initial configuration is obtained by cutting a circular island out of a perfect
2D triangular lattice with spacing acoll = 1. A first simulation is run with zero
external force F = 0, in the presence of the confining Gaussian and of the periodic
potential of lattice spacing alas, simultaneously turned on. Three representative cases
are considered, namely: underdense, ρ = 0.95 (antisoliton-incommensurate—AI;
the starting state at rest is shown in Fig. 19.3a); ideally dense, ρ = 1.0 (nearly
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Fig. 19.3 a The starting static configuration at ρ = 0.95. Three families of antisoliton lines (darker
areas) cross at 120◦. b Velocity-force characteristics for various colloid densities, with a lattice-
potential corrugation commensurability ratio ρ = alas/acoll = 1.0 (CO), 1.05 (SI), and 0.95 (AI).
The CO case always displays static friction. For weak corrugation (U0 = 0.1), Fs = 0 in both AI and
SI incommensurate cases. At larger corrugation (U0 = 0.5) a major asymmetry appears between
the AI and SI configurations: only the AI case exhibits a finite depinning threshold with static
friction. c, d Snapshots of the central region of the initially commensurate colloid during motion,
illustrating sliding-generated solitons, whose density increases as F is increased. In all snapshots,
colloids located at repulsive spots of the corrugation potential (defined by W (r) > −U0/2, e.g. the
colloid pointed at by the red filled arrow in Fig. 19.2b) are drawn as dark red spots, while colloids
nearer to potential minima (W (r) ≤ −U0/2, e.g. the colloid pointed at by the blue empty arrow in
Fig. 19.2b) are light blue

commensurate—CO, which becomes exactly commensurate after turning on W );
overdense, ρ = 1.05 (soliton incommensurate—SI).2

In the mismatched cases, still at F = 0, the colloid structure relaxes form-
ing lattice-matched regions separated by a hexagonal network of soliton/antisoliton
regions where the misfit accumulates, in the form of a longer/shorter average colloid-
colloid separation. Figure 19.2b sketches a typical mutual pattern of the colloids
and corrugation potential. For soliton/antisoliton global patterns see Appendix,
Figs. 19.11 and 19.9 respectively. The high mobility of these soliton defects allows
the colloidal system to heal most of initial tensile strain of the circular island, thus
compressing to an average nearest-neighbor spacing acoll � aeq. As the figures in
Appendix show, this leads to a visibly smaller spacing of solitons than antisolitons.
In between these overdense and underdense cases, by taking alas = 1, Vanossi et al.
[13] simulate a nominally commensurate case, as in experiment [3]. As illustrated by
the alas = 1 point of Fig. 19.7, the matched configuration is energetically favorable,
with all colloids sitting near to a W potential minimum, and undergoing little or

2 Similar models were studied in the past with a view to understand 2D Frenkel-Kontorova models
and adsorbate monolayers physics [19–22].
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no initial rearrangement during the initial F = 0 simulation. Actually, because the
island center equilibrium spacing aeq = 0.984 is smaller than alas = 1 there is still,
in this nominally commensurate case, an overall tensile strain. On account of a strong
“epitaxial” effect of the periodic potential, this strain is however too weak to give
rise to the formation of antisolitons, and is left unhealed in the equilibrated island,
that remains fully commensurate. Only under sliding, when soliton structures move
in from the edge boundary and sweep across the central region (which is the only
region being monitored in experiment) under the action of the dragging force, does
the tensile strain have a chance to heal out, giving rise in the very same system that
was commensurate at rest to a sparse but regular and nonzero soliton density in the
running state. This sliding induced soliton proliferation in statically commensurate
colloids agrees very well with what has been reported experimentally [3].

Mimicking experiment, an x̂-directed force F acting on each particle is turned
on as in (19.1). This force is kept fixed for a finite time tF , after which its sign is
reversed for the same time duration. Afterward, this reciprocation process is repeated
with an increased force magnitude F +ΔF . To mimic experiment, each forward and
backward run is carried out for an amount of time tF inversely proportional to the
force value F itself, and thus the cell speed. The product of F tF is selected in such
a way that, under the action of F for a time tF , an isolated unconfined particle would
move by a few lattice spacings F tF/η ≈ (2 ÷ 3)alas typically, corresponding to at
most 3 solitons/antisolitons crossing a given ŷ-directed line during a simulation.

Focusing on that region and thus excluding undesired edge effects, a square central
region of size 80 × 80, containing ∼7400 colloids, is selected. An initial transient of
approximately 30 % of the simulation time is dropped, and the x̂-component of the
velocity of this central block is time-averaged over the rest of the simulation. This
procedure defines the quantity 〈vcm〉 of Fig. 19.3b.

19.5 Simulation Results

19.5.1 Force-Velocity Characteristics

Figure 19.3b displays the mean speed 〈vcm〉 of the central portion of the colloid
system as a function of the driving force F . Fully reproducing experiment [3], the
simulated force-velocity characteristics of Fig. 19.3b show a large static friction force
threshold in the ρ � 1 CO case, where the colloid and corrugation lattices are pinned
together. Static friction is lost in case of incommensurability and moderate corruga-
tion, where preformed mobile solitons or antisolitons are present. The snapshots of
Fig. 19.4 illustrate the patterns of solitons/antisolitons sliding in opposite directions
under the same driving force F > 0. For a weak external force and a ∼5 % lattice
mismatch, the static friction drops essentially to zero, and a nearly free viscous slid-
ing is realized, reflecting a situation of “superlubricity” [23–25]. However, under
the same mismatched conditions, not all incommensurate geometries are superlu-
bric. Whereas for weak corrugation the overall colloid mobility 〈vcm〉/F is remark-
ably constant for both incommensurate densities, Vanossi et al. find in fact that by
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Fig. 19.4 Depinned, moving particles (darker) of a 2D colloid in a periodic potential under the
action of a rightward force F . a Rightward propagating solitons of overdense colloids (ρ = 1.05,
SI); b Leftward propagating antisolitons of underdense colloid (ρ = 0.95, AI)

increasing the corrugation amplitude U0 the mobility of the AI configuration drops
to zero at small force, and pinning with static friction reemerges despite incom-
mensurability. By contrast, SI configurations remain superlubric up to much larger
U0.

19.5.2 Aubry-Like Pinning-Unpinning Transition

Borrowing results of the 1D Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model [10], the single-soliton
width d � g1/2alas, where g = ξa2

lask/U0 [here k = V ′′(acoll) and ξ is a constant
of order unity], is large for a hard layer on a weak corrugation, and small for a soft
layer on a strong corrugation. Between these two extremes, the 1D incommensurate
FK model crosses the so-called Aubry transition [23] where superlubricity is lost,
and pinning sets in with finite static friction despite incommensurability. Even in the
present 2D case it is qualitatively expected that all incommensurate colloids, both
underdense (ρ � 1) and overdense (ρ � 1) will undergo an Aubry-like superlubric-
to-pinned transition for increasing corrugation.

This expectation is indeed confirmed in this 2D model colloid system. Figure 19.5
(obtained by independent simulations of the infinite-size system with periodic bound-
ary conditions) shows the Aubry-like pinning transition crossed by an AI (ρ = 0.95)
underdense colloid at a critical corrugation, here U crit

0 � 0.2 − 0.3. The threshold
Aubry corrugation depends upon ρ, and is much larger for overdense SI than for
underdense AI colloids.

19.5.3 Soliton-Antisoliton Asymmetry

This strong asymmetry of static friction—and of all other properties—between over-
dense (ρ � 1) and underdense (ρ � 1) colloids can be rationalized, in the limit of
strong corrugation g � 1, in terms of the large physical difference between solitons,
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Fig. 19.5 2D Aubry transition for antisolitons at ρ = 0.95, in an infinite-size colloid system.
Main panel colloid mobility as a function of the applied force, for increasing corrugation amplitude
U0. Note the appearance of pinning with static friction just above U0= 0.2. Inset static friction
(depinning) force Fs, normalized to the single-colloid force barrier Fs 1, as a function of U0, with
an arrow indicating the critical Aubry corrugation

defects formed by lines of lattice interstitials, and antisolitons, lines of vacancies. This
asymmetry is retained even for weak corrugation (g  1), when solitons/antisolitons
involve relative displacements far smaller than those of proper interstitials or vacan-
cies. A small variation δ in the inter-colloid separation a is sufficient to produce a
large relative variation of the effective spring constant, i.e. the interaction curvature

V ′′(a ± δ)

V ′′(a)
� V ′(a ± δ)

V ′(a)
� V (a ± δ)

V (a)
� exp(−δ/λD). (19.12)

For a realistic λD � 0.03 acoll, this highly nonlinear and asymmetric relation, implies
a huge 460 % increase whenever two colloids are approached by 5 % of their average
separation, but only a 82 % reduction for a 5 % increased separation. This asymmetry
is held responsible for the much weaker propensity of solitons to become pinned and
to localize compared to antisolitons.

19.5.4 The Sliding State

Under sliding, the shapes and geometries of solitons/antisolitons and their motion
are of most immediate interest, as they are directly comparable with experiment.
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Fig. 19.6 Three successive
snapshots of the initial
depinning instants of the
commensurate (ρ = 1)
configuration for the F � Fs 1
simulation, see Fig. 19.3. The
horizontally extended
window visualizes the the
nucleation and separation of a
soliton-antisoliton pair, left of
the central observation region
(square). Pair nucleation
constitutes the depinning
mechanism of all
commensurate sliders

Figure 19.4 shows the large-scale checkerboard structure of solitons/antisolitons of
the sliding colloid lattice. They move with a speed v much larger than the average
lattice speed 〈vcm〉, because v/〈vcm〉 ∼ ρ/(ρ − 1) by particle conservation. The
moving structure is a distortion of the original triangular soliton/antisoliton pattern
(Fig. 19.3a) induced by the circular shape of the confining potential, and by the
directional sliding. With increasing F , the soliton arrangements elongate into a stripe-
like pattern perpendicular to the driving direction. Comparison with experimental
pictures is quite realistic, especially when focusing (as done in experiment) on the
central sample region, far from boundaries.

In the AI superlubric colloid ρ � 1, preformed antisolitons fly (leftward) across
the colloid lattice antiparallel to the (rightward) force. They are eventually absorbed
at the left edge boundary, while new ones spawn at the right edge boundary to
replace them, sustaining a steady-state mobility. In the SI superlubric colloid ρ � 1
conversely, preformed solitons fly rightward, parallel to the force. Solitons, unlike
antisolitons, are not automatically spawned at the boundary, owing to the decreasing
density. Instead, an antisoliton/soliton pairs must nucleate first, near the boundary,
and this is possible only if the force overcomes the nucleation barrier. Below this
threshold, a steady DC external force eventually sweeps out all the preformed solitons
transforming the colloid to an artificially pinned, immobile CO state.

Finally, the pinned CO colloid ρ � 1 only moves after static friction is overcome.
As illustrated in Fig. 19.6, motion starts off here by nucleation of soliton-antisoliton
pairs inside the bulk—here, driving the monolayer rightward, close to the left edge
because the central region tends to be slightly overdense. The antisolitons flow
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leftwards and are absorbed by the left edge, becoming undetectable to the opti-
cally monitored central part of the colloid, where only solitons transit, as seen in
experiment. This type of commensurate nucleation has been described in consider-
able detail in the literature, including finite-temperature effects [11, 14, 26]. Note
that in the pinned CO colloid the soliton or antisoliton density, initially zero, actu-
ally increases with increasing sliding velocity (see, e.g., Fig. 19.3c, d), as opposed to
frankly incommensurate cases, where it is nearly constant.

19.5.5 Phase-Diagram Evolution with Sliding

Much can be learned about the habit of sliding colloids from their behavior and
their structural phase diagram, first at rest and then under sliding. With ρ � 1,
close to commensurate but not exactly commensurate, the colloid monolayer can
realize in the periodic potential two alternative static arrangements which are local
minima of the overall free energy: a fully lattice-matched CO state, or a weakly
incommensurate state characterized by a sparse soliton (AI or SI) superstructure,
with a density fluctuating around the local value prescribed by the G − V balance.
Comparing the potential energy of these two states as a function of ρ, the static phase
diagram contains, as sketched in Fig. 19.7, a fully commensurate extended CO region
separated from the AI and SI regions by commensurate-incommensurate transitions,
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Fig. 19.7 Effective “phase diagram” of the finite colloid crystal as a function of the lattice spac-
ing mismatch ρ, for U0 = 0.1. The two potential energy curves (colloid-colloid repulsion plus
W interaction) characterize the static phases: (red squares) relaxation started from the slightly
inhomogeneous configuration produced by a previous relaxation for U0 = 0; (blue circles) relax-
ation started with a fully matched lattice of spacing alas. Two AI (underdense) and SI (overdense)
phases surround a commensurate phase (CO). The depinning mechanisms and the soliton structures
sustaining sliding are illustrated at top of figure for the different regions
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well known in adsorbed surface layers [27–30]. The CO region is wider on the SI
side (ρ > 1) than the AI side (ρ < 1), another manifestation of the SI-AI asymmetry
discussed above. The CO range naturally widens or shrinks when the corrugation
amplitude U0 is increased or decreased, respectively.

Under an external force F , sliding effectively tilts the balance between the two
static phases (loosely speaking, for of course under sliding the physical significance
of a “phase” is not the same as at rest) sliding populates the former CO phase with
solitons/antisolitons, turning it effectively into SI or AI. In the running state, the
colloid average density increases or decreases from 1 to a value closer to the nominal
ρ of the colloid at U0 = 0. This explains why in a quasi-commensurate configuration
with ρ � 1 such as that shown by Bohlein et al. [3], solitons (and not, e.g., soliton-
antisoliton pairs) sweep the colloid upon depinning, as also seen in Fig. 19.3c, d.

It is curious to note here the different fate of solitons in the slightly overdense
CO and in the SI phases. In the CO phase they do not exist at rest, but they appear
after depinning and under sliding. In the SI phase they exist at rest, but they could
be swept out under DC sliding, when a weak external force can turn the SI colloid
into effectively CO. This sweepout phenomenon was never observed on the AI side.

19.6 Friction of Colloid Sliding on the Optical Lattice

Coming to frictional work, this is a quantity of crucial importance for the tribological
significance of colloid sliding. The overall power balance is set by the scalar product
of the instantaneous velocity vi of each colloid i times the net force acting on it,
η (vd − vi ), including both the bare external force F = ηvd and the viscous drag
−ηvi . This product vanishes instantaneously at any time when either colloids are
stuck (vi = 0) or else when the corrugation potential is absent, so that vi ≡ vd . After
averaging over a very long trajectory, the balance reads

Ptot =
∑

i

η〈(vd − vi ) · vi 〉

= N
(

F · 〈vcm〉 − η〈|vcm|2〉
)

− η
∑

i

〈|ui |2〉

= Pfrict − Pkin , (19.13)

where ui = vi − vcm. Under steady-state sliding conditions where Ptot = 0, the
effective friction power Pfrict is exactly balanced by an internal kinetic energy excess
rate. Per colloid particle, Pfrict is

pfrict = Pfrict

N
� F · 〈vcm〉 − η|〈vcm〉|2, (19.14)
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Fig. 19.8 Sliding friction
pfrict per particle as a function
of speed 〈vcm〉 for an
underdense AI colloid
ρ = 0.95 for increasing
corrugation amplitude U0.
Inset U0 dependence of
friction for speed
〈vcm〉 = 0.3, showing the
quadratic rise for weak
corrugation behavior,
followed by a roughly linear
growth
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where small center of mass fluctuations are neglected, by assuming 〈vcm
2〉 �

|〈vcm〉|2.
Figure 19.8 shows pfrict (briefly referred to as “friction” in the following) for the

special case of the AI underdense phase as extracted as a function of 〈vcm〉 through
a “bulk” simulation (with periodic boundary conditions as in Fig. 19.5). The main
features found are (i) a linear rise at low CM speed; (ii) a decline at large speed; (iii)
a maximum at some intermediate corrugation-dependent speed. Observe also that
(iv) the dissipated power increases (not unexpectedly) with corrugation; and (v) the
corresponding frictional maximum simultaneously shifts to larger speed.

The qualitative interpretation of these results is relatively straightforward, and
yet revealing. (i, iv) At low sliding velocities the motion of solitons/antisolitons
involves the viscous motion of individual particles with a velocity distribution whose
spread toward higher values rises proportionally to the sliding speed and inversely
proportional to their spatial width. As shown, e.g. within the 1D FK model [10],
but also in the present simulations, the width d of solitons/antisolitons increases
roughly as d ∼ alas

√
g with the dimensionless interparticle interaction strength

g ∝ a2
lasV ′′(acoll)/U0 measured relative to the periodic corrugation amplitude. The

decrease in width with increasing corrugation U0 requires an increasing instanta-
neous speed of individual particles in the soliton/antisoliton, yielding an increasing
viscous friction, and a decreasing overall mobility, as observed. (ii, iii, v) At high
sliding velocities, the colloid relaxation time exceeds the soliton/antisoliton transit
time across the Peierls-Nabarro barrier [10] so that their spatial structure is gradually
washed out by the sliding motion. The critical speed where the smoothening behav-
ior takes over, roughly corresponding to maximal friction, increases as corrugation
increases, corresponding to narrower solitons/antisolitons that are harder to wash
out. The increase of friction with corrugation strength U0, plotted in the inset for
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a chosen speed, is found to be quadratic at weak corrugation, gradually turning to
linear for larger values. Linear response theory naturally accounts for the quadratic
increase, a behavior first discussed by Cieplak et al. [31] and observed in quartz
crystal microbalance experiments [32].

Demonstrated for a specific AI case with antisolitons, the above results appear
of general validity for infinitely extended sliders of controlled colloid density, and
apply equally well although with great quantitative asymmetry to SI with solitons
once their larger widths, greater mobilities, and weaker Peierls-Nabarro barriers are
taken into account.

19.7 Summary and Discussion

We have reviewed the sliding of 2D colloids on optical lattices, and in particular
initial simulation results and theory that strongly vouch in favor of this technique
as a promising tool for future tribological advances. The motion of solitons and
antisolitons known from experiment is reproduced and understood, unraveling the
subtle depinning mechanisms at play. The presence of Aubry transitions is pointed
out for future verification, along with a strong asymmetry between underdense and
overdense incommensurate layers. Of direct tribological interest, the simulations
anticipate a behavior of friction with corrugation (mimicking “load”) and with slid-
ing velocity, with results which, while of course generally very different from the
classic laws of macroscopic friction, are highly relevant to friction at nano and meso-
scopic scales. A strong complementarity between theory-simulation and experiment
is underlined, and should be pursued further.

There are many lines of future research that these studies implicitly suggests.
One line will be to pursue the analogy of the sliding over a periodic potential with
other systems such as driven Josephson junctions [33], and sliding charge-density
waves [34]. Time-dependent nonlinear phenomena such as the Shapiro steps [33, 34]
should become accessible to colloid sliding too. A second line is to include non-
periodic complications to the corrugation potential, including the quasicrystal geom-
etry such as that recently realized [35] and beyond that, random, or pseudo-random
corrugations to be realized in the future. A third line involves the investigation of
the lubricant speed quantization phenomena, characterized so far only theoretically
[36–39]. A fourth line involves the investigation of rotated orientational epitaxy of
the colloid lattice relative to the laser potential [40, 41] and its effects on friction.

A further very important development will be to address colloidal friction in larger,
mesoscopic or macroscopic size systems, whose phenomenology is accessible so far
only by a few, very ingenious, but very limited, methods [6, 42–46]. A major scope
in that case will be to realize and study stick-slip friction and aging phenomena, at
the heart of realistic physical and technological tribology.
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Appendix: Static Configurations

Figures 19.9, 19.10, 19.11 display three overall views of the static fully relaxed
F = 0 configurations for different values of alub (or, equivalently, of ρ). These
pictures represent the lowest-energy configurations of the three regions in the phase
diagram—Fig. 19.7. Soliton/antisoliton patterns are highlighted by coloring colloids
differently for different positions relative to the potential profile of Fig. 19.2: dark,

Fig. 19.9 The static initial configuration for U0 = 0.1, F = 0, alas = 0.95, i.e. ρ = 0.95 (antisoli-
ton incommensurate pattern: AI). Darker dots indicate colloidal particles sitting at a repulsive point
of the corrugation landscape, namely with W (r) > −U0/2. This configuration is essentially unique,
since an extremely similar configuration is retrieved at the end of a long relaxation, regardless of
the initial condition. The central portion of this figure is represented in Fig. 19.3a
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Fig. 19.10 The static initial configuration for U0 = 0.1, F = 0, alas = 1.00, i.e. ρ = 1.02 (com-
mensurate: CO). Darker dots have the same significance as in Fig. 19.9. At this nearly matched value
ρ = 1, this configuration is the lowest-energy state, on the blue-circle curve in the phase diagram
of Fig. 19.7. The metastable high-energy state of the red-square curve in Fig. 19.7 is qualitatively
similar to the one depicted in the subsequent Fig. 19.11

bolder colloids occupy locally unfavorable repulsive regions for the corrugation
profile W . Figure 19.12 illustrates the antisoliton pattern for a larger amplitude of the
corrugation U0, to be compared with Fig. 19.9 obtained with smaller corrugation.
Note that the antisoliton lines are narrower in Fig. 19.12, but they form the same
pattern as in Fig. 19.9.

Finally, Fig. 19.13 is to be compared with Fig. 19.9 to appreciate the effect of the
random thermal motions characteristic of 300 K: (i) Brownian fluctuations smear
the boundaries between in-registry and antisolitonic regions and (ii) a small thermal
expansion is marked by a reduction in ρ, and therefore in the separation between
antisolitons.
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Fig. 19.11 The static initial configuration for U0 = 0.1, F = 0, alas = 1.05, i.e. ρ = 1.05
(soliton incommensurate pattern: SI). Darker dots have the same significance as in Fig. 19.9. At
this comparably large mismatch value ρ = 1.05, this configuration is the lowest-energy state, on
the red-square curve in the phase diagram reported in Fig. 19.7. The metastable high-energy state
of the blue-circle curve looks very similar to the one represented in the previous Fig. 19.10
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Fig. 19.12 A typical initial configuration for a stronger (U0 = 0.5) corrugation potential. The
other parameters (F = 0, alas = 0.95, AI) and the color notation are the same as in Fig. 19.9.
By comparison with the weaker corrugation, here antisolitons are much narrower, intersecting
and isolating well-faceted in-registry regions. Note that the pattern formed by the center of the
antisoliton lines is the same in both figures
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Fig. 19.13 The effects of thermal fluctuations. A typical F = 0 snapshot of a Langevin simulation
at kBT = 0.04, corresponding to room temperature in model units. The parameters (U0 = 0.1,
F = 0, alas = 0.95, AI) and the color notation are the same as in Fig. 19.9. By comparison with the
T = 0 configuration, the antisoliton pattern is only marginally affected by thermal noise. A small
thermal expansion is responsible for a slight reduction of ρ, producing a visibly denser antisolitonic
pattern than at T = 0
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Layered Materials, Polymers



Chapter 20
Micro- and Nanotribology of Graphene

Martin Dienwiebel and Roland Bennewitz

20.1 Introduction

Graphene is a two-dimensional layer of carbon atoms bound by covalent sp2-bonds.
It is the building block of graphite, in which the graphene layers are stacked and held
together by van der Waals forces. Graphene has become subject of intense research
since the discovery of facile preparation procedures and the demonstration of out-
standing electronic and mechanical properties [1]. The mechanical properties include
remarkable values for the stiffness and the intrinsic strength, which were measured by
nanoindentation into a free-standing graphene membrane [2]. Since graphene is the
building block of the widely used solid lubricant graphite, its tribological properties
are of fundamental scientific and possibly technological interest. Some limitations
of graphite as solid lubricant are related to the chemical reactivity of the edges of
graphitic flakes in the compound, for example the failure under vacuum conditions. In
recent years, a number of procedures for the preparation of large-flake graphene have
been developed [3–5]. The coverage of substrates with coherent, defect-free layers of
graphene is a promising new direction in solid lubrication. In this chapter we review
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Fig. 20.1 Identification of graphene patches by reduced friction as measured by means of fric-
tion force microscopy (darker color indicates lower friction). a Epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001),
b Graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper, adapted from [10]

investigations into the mechanisms of graphene tribology by focusing on nanometer-
and micrometer-scale studies. Note that graphene has also become of great interest
as a constituent of composite materials with tribological applications [6].

20.2 Friction Force Microscopy of Graphene

Friction force microscopy provides one with spatially resolved maps of friction on
inhomogeneous surfaces. This technique has been used to demonstrate the lubrication
by graphene on a number of substrates, where the friction was found to be lower
on graphene patches as compared to the surrounding substrate surface. Examples
include graphene patches on SiC(0001) [7], silicon oxide [8, 9], and copper foils
[10]. In the latter work of Marsden et al. on graphene growth on copper foils, the
simultaneous recording of topography and lateral force allowed for a correlation of
substrate surface structure and graphene growth.

The small contact area and high lateral resolution of friction force microscopy
gives the opportunity to perform friction experiments on free-standing graphene
membranes, which are suspended over micro-fabricated holes silicon wafers. First
results have indicated that friction on free-standing graphene is similar to friction
on graphene attached to rough substrates with little interaction between surface and
graphene [11]. The comparison of friction on supported graphene with friction on
free-standing graphene also allows to evaluate the role of van der Waals-interactions
with subsurface material for friction and adhesion [12].

Friction force microscopy has also been employed to investigate changes in fric-
tion for chemically modified graphene layers. Somewhat unexpectedly, Kwon et al.
found that fluorination of graphene causes a six fold increase of friction, despite a
decrease in adhesion [13]. The authors attributed the additional dissipation to changes
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in the flexural dynamics of the graphene upon fluorination. Experiments on hydro-
genated and oxidized graphene have resulted in doubled and seven fold friction [14].

20.3 Graphene Versus Graphite

Although we restrict our description to friction studies on graphene, we would like to
mention a few earlier results for graphite, which have important implications for the
tribology of graphene. Graphite has been used as a model material for nanometer-
scale friction studies since the first observation of atomic scale phenomena [15].
Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was used to explore friction forces with
atomic periodicity and to understand the stick-slip motion of the scanning tip of
a friction force microscope [16]. The Prandtl-Tomlinson model was employed to
explain stick-slip motion and the friction at atomic steps [17–19]. It also predicts
the effects of commensurability between a flake of graphite and an HOPG surface
[20] (for detailed information see also chapter Superlubricity of Graphite).Using a
dedicated friction force microscope it was found that when rotating a graphite surface
under the tungsten scanning tip, distinctive peaks of high friction appear at 0 and
60 ◦ of rotation, while for other orientations the friction dropped below the detection
threshold of the instrument. The behavior was attributed to structural superlubricity
between a graphite flake at the tip and the HOPG surface. Using in-situ transmission
electron microscopy, Merkle et al. showed that transfer of graphitic layers to a sliding
counterpart is a common phenomenon. The typical thickness of a transferred flake
was found to be in the order of 10 basal planes [21]. It has been early on suggested
by John Pethica that even scanning tunneling microscopy of graphite may result in
the transfer of a graphitic flake to the probing tip, giving enhanced atomic contrast
[22]. The tribology of graphene may thus have played an important role in the study
of graphite before the systematic isolation of graphene sheets became available.

20.4 Atomic-Scale Friction of Graphene

High-resolution friction force microscopy on surfaces with long-range atomic order
often results in regular pattern in the lateral force with atomic-scale periodicity. The
pattern originates in a stick-slip mechanism, where the tip apex is stuck in a certain
atomic position on the surface until the increasing lateral force is strong enough to
initiate a slip to the corresponding atomic position of the next crystallographic unit
cell. The earliest demonstration of an atomic friction experiment on graphene was
reported by Enachescu et al. for an experiment on a single atomic layer of carbon on
a Pt(111) surface [23]. Atomic friction experiments have attracted attention because
they allow for the study of elementary processes in sliding friction. Until now, the ana-
lytical descriptions of the stick-slip dynamics (Prandtl-Tomlinson model) have not
been complemented with a predictive model for the dissipation term which takes into
account parameters of the respective surface materials. Atomic friction experiments
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 20.2 Atomic friction experiments on graphene single and bilayers. a Graphene epitaxially
grown on SiC(0001), adapted from [24], b Exfoliated graphene on silicon oxide, adapted from [11]

are nevertheless very useful in revealing the atomic structure of the relevant glide
plane.

Filleter et al. have reported atomic friction experiments on graphene grown on
SiC(0001) by thermal decomposition [24]. The results show that graphene grows
smoothly across substrate steps, as they found a coherent hexagonal stick-slip pat-
ternin the lateral force signal. For the average friction signal, Filleter observed a
significant contrast between single and bilayers of graphene on SiC(0001) [25].
Atomic friction results helped to exclude some possible sources of this contrast.
Single and bilayer graphene exhibited a regular hexagonal stick-slip pattern with the
same orientation and periodicity, see also Fig. 20.2a. The lateral contact stiffness, as
determined from the slope of the lateral force vs. displacement curves, was the same
for single and bilayer. Furthermore, all results could be reproduced with oxidized
silicon and diamond-coated tips [24]. The authors suggested that the friction contrast
is related to a difference in coupling between electrons and phonons for single and
bilayer graphene on SiC(0001), both possible systems for dissipating energy of the
sliding tip [25].

A very helpful contribution of atomic friction experiments to our understanding of
friction on graphene has been described by Lee et al. [11]. They observed a distortion
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of the regular stick-slip pattern which revealed an out-of-plane deformation of the
graphene sheet around the sliding tip, see Fig. 20.2b. In particular for systems with
a weak interaction between graphene and substrate, such as in graphene transferred
to SiO2 surfaces, the graphene tends to develop a fold in front of the sliding tip,
which increases friction by increasing the contact area between tip and graphene.
This effect becomes less pronounced for few-layer graphene, in which the stronger
interaction between the graphene layers results in a stiffer layer with less tendency
to wrap around the tip apex. Similarly, the effect is weaker for systems with a strong
interaction between single-layer graphene and the substrate, for example on a mica
substrate [26, 27]. Additional dissipation due to out-of-plane folding was found to
be a mechanism effective on several weakly bound layered materials, namely MoS2,
NbSe2, and h-BN [11].

The folding of loosely bound graphene around the sliding tip is also referred to
a puckering effect. Choi et al. reported that the puckering effect leads to significant
friction anisotropy when the graphene film is rippled as a result of the sample prepa-
ration [8]. The folding of graphene around the tip can also lead to quite exotic effects
such as an increase of friction while the tip is retracted from the substrate [28, 29].
Stick-slip friction with a periodicity of a few nanometer, much larger than the unit
cell of graphite, has also been attributed to graphene puckering [30]. However, the
latter results are probably explained by lateral jumps of the tip between atomic rows
when the tip slides in some small angle with respect to the atomic rows [31].

Atomic friction results allow to identify graphene patches on partially covered
substrates with resolution that is better than scanning electron microscopy [10].
Marsden et al. have shown that symmetry and periodicity of the stick-slip signal
reveal not only the material but also the azimuthal orientation of the graphene patches.
Finally, atomic stick-slip pattern reveal superstructures resulting from the interaction
of the graphene sheet with the underlying substrate structure [32].

20.5 Atomistic Simulations of Graphene Tribology

The dramatic effects of commensurability on the friction between a graphene flake
and a graphite surface have stimulated several atomistic simulation studies of the
situation. Bonelli et al. have implemented a Prandtl-Tomlinson model based on
interactions described by a tight-binding model to explore friction of a deformable,
rotating graphene flake on graphite [33]. They found good agreement with experi-
ments by Dienwiebel et al. with respect to the stick-slip mechanism and the effects
of rotational orientation, but some differences in force values. De Wijn et al. have
studied the lubrication of two sliding surface by mobile rotating graphene flakes and
found that a superlubric state can be established for incommensurate surfaces [34].
Guo et al. have performed molecular force field simulations and added one impor-
tant aspect to the body of simulation studies, namely the increase in friction with
decreasing distance between graphene flake and substrate, mimicking the effects of
external normal pressure [35].
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For the case of friction of a single-asperity contact sliding on graphene attached
to a substrate surface, Ye et al. tested the hypothesis that the dependence of friction
on the number of graphene layers is the result of graphene wrinkling around the
sliding tip by molecular dynamics simulations. Their results support the hypothesis
and explain the decreasing friction by the ability of multilayers to act as single
material and resist wrinkling [36]. Dong et al. have analyzed the results of atomistic
simulations of friction on hydrogenated graphene [37]. They concluded that the
effects of hydrogenation on friction are mostly due to the enhanced atomic-scale
roughness, excluding other suggested mechanisms such as changes in flexural rigidity
or in adhesion [38].

20.6 Friction and Wear of Graphene at the Microscale

First experiments at larger normal forces were conducted by Kim et al. graphene
films grown by CVD on copper (1 layer) and nickel films (1–10 layers) and then
transferred to a SiO2/Si substrate [39]. Using a silica lens with a diameter of 25.8
mm as counter surface they observed a reduction of the friction coefficient (COF)
from 0.68 to 0.22 for Cu-grown graphene on SiO2 and 0.12 for Ni-grown graphene.
An investigation of the wear track after the sliding experiments by optical microscopy,
XPS, and Raman spectroscopy showed that the graphene layer on Cu was removed
and possibly transferred to the silica lens. On the nickel substrate, an amorphous
carbon film stayed in the wear track.

Marchetto and coworkers studied the friction and wear behavior of epitaxial
graphene grown on silicon carbide SiC-6H(0001) using a commercial microtribome-
ter [40]. As counter face they used ruby spheres with a diameter of 500µm. The range
of normal forces was varied from 0.1 to 1 mN and the sliding speed was 50µm/s and
the length of the sliding track was 400µm. The ruby sphere was scanned over the
graphene sample in a reciprocating motion. In the friction experiments the graphene
layer was found to reduce the friction strongly compared to the bare SiC substrate
and was also found to be lower that the friction of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) sample.

However, unlike the results presented in [39] the authors found a profound
running-in effect. During the first few cycles the COF starts with 0.02 but then it
rises quickly to approx. 0.04, see Fig. 20.3. By looking at the friction force during
one cycle it was found that the raise of COF occurred at specific locations within the
wear track. Therefore the graphene sample was investigated with AFM and FFM.
The topography and friction maps showed that the graphene layer was torn away
locally. At some places within the wear track however, graphene was still present.
Consecutive experiments with a similar setup revealed that the friction vs. cycle data
as shown in Fig. 20.3 could not always be reproduced. For a better understanding
Wählisch et al. [7] used a similar microtribometer as in [40] and combined it with
an Agilent 5400 AFM in order to investigate the wear track without transferring the
substrate from the microtribometer to the AFM. Using this setup it was possible
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Fig. 20.3 Evolution of the friction coefficient on SiC (red), graphene (blue), and graphite (black)
as function of cycle number for applied loads ranging from 0.1 to 1 mN. Reproduced from [40]

to correlate the friction force with the contact area between ruby sphere and the
graphene coated sample (see Fig. 20.4). This was done by approximating the contact
area by the width of the wear track as measured with the AFM.

It was found that the friction force scales linearly with the contact area, as pre-
dicted in the now classical description by Bowden and Tabor [41]. The scatter in the

Fig. 20.4 Friction force of a hard ruby sphere sliding against epitaxial graphene plotted against
the approximated contact area obtained by AFM measurements of the wear track. The numbers
indicate the order of experiments under equal conditions. From [7]
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friction force was caused by different contact geometries between the ruby sphere
and the graphene sample during experiments although the experimental conditions
were kept identical. Moreover the authors found that the graphene layer is quickly
worn in the wear track due to high contact pressures at step edges. The graphitic
interlayer which is present between the first layer of graphene and the SiC crystal is
more stable and remains in the wear track. This leads to the conclusion that epitaxial
graphene could be used for friction reduction for special applications where low
contact pressures can be realized.

Shin et al. used a Hysitron triboindenter to perform scratch tests on exfoliated
graphene on silicon and on epitaxial graphene on SiC [42]. The counterbody was a
diamond tip with 1µm radius. During the scratch test the normal force was ramped
from 0 to 500µN within 60 s. Unlike previous FFM studies, no differences in friction
were found for one, two, or three layers of graphene. Failure of the graphene films
was encountered between 450 and 2,250µN. Nevertheless the authors concluded
that graphene films can be used for wear protection.

This opinion is shared by Berman et al. They recently studied the lubrication and
corrosion protection by solution processed few layer graphene that was spread from
a graphene ethanol solution on a steel surface [43]. This type of graphene is produced
by reduction of graphite-oxide. In macroscopic friction tests at a normal load of 2 N
and a sliding speed of 90 mm/s it was found that an intermittent supply of graphene
solution every 400 cycles lead to a friction reduction from 0.91 without any graphene
to 0.14. Also the wear was found to be strongly reduced. Using Raman spectroscopy
the authors concluded that this reduction of friction and wear might have been caused
by a graphitic tribofilm formation within the wear track.

20.7 Summary

Nano- and microtribologcial studies of graphene demonstrate a great potential as
solid lubricant, with an obvious limitation in wear resistance. Tribological methods
with high resolution reveal the microscopic mechanisms of lubrication and failure.
The excellent lubrication and strength of the graphene-like layer on the Si-face of
SiC(0001) after thermal treatment indicates an interesting route for future research:
lubrication by single layers of graphitic structure which are covalently bound to the
underlying substrate.
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Chapter 21
Superlubricity in Layered Nanostructures

Seymur Cahangirov and Salim Ciraci

Abstract Interaction between two surfaces in relative motion can give rise to energy
dissipation and hence sliding friction. A significant portion of the energy is dissi-
pated through the creation of non-equilibrium phonons. Recent advances in material
synthesis have made the production of specific single layer honeycomb structures
and their multilayer phases, such as graphene, graphane, fluorographene, MoS2 and
WO2. When coated to the moving surfaces, the attractive interaction between these
layers is normally very weak and becomes repulsive at large separation under loading
force. Providing a rigorous quantum mechanical treatment for the 3D sliding motion
under a constant loading force within Prandtl-Tomlinson model, we derive the crit-
ical stiffness required to avoid stick-slip motion. Also these nanostructures acquire
low critical stiffness even under high loading force due to their charged surfaces
repelling each other. The intrinsic stiffness of these materials exceeds critical stiff-
ness and thereby the materials avoid stick-slip regime and attain nearly dissipationless
continuous sliding. Remarkably, layered WO2 a much better performance as com-
pared to others and promises a potential superlubricant nanocoating. The absence
of mechanical instabilities leading to conservative lateral forces is also confirmed
directly by the simulations of sliding layers. Graphene coated metal surfaces also
attain superlubricity and hence nearly frictionless sliding through a charge exchange
mechanism with metal surface.

21.1 Introduction

Organisms in both micro and macro scales use friction to move. The way nature
uses friction has frequently been an inspiration for scientific community. While the
presence of friction is so important in our life, its absence is desperately demanded in
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most of our technological applications. We loose a substantial portion of the energy
and material that we produce due to friction. Achieving superlubricity would help
us to stop wasting enormous resources for nothing but producing heat of no use.
Superlubricity can increase stability and sustainability of our technology alongside
increasing its efficiency.

The key to achieve superlubricity is to understand friction in the most funda-
mental level. To this end, one expect that theoretical studies can help us to design
superlubricant materials. Following this spirit, we organized this chapter starting
with discussions of fundamental aspects of friction, building theoretical and com-
putational methods to design materials and finally predicting novel materials that
could be used as superlubricants. To achieve our objective we considered the excep-
tional properties of single layer honeycomb structures to exploit whether the sur-
faces in relative motion can attain superlubricity when coated with these single layer
materials.

21.1.1 Dissipation Phenomena

Friction is not a fundamental physical force like gravity or electromagnetic interac-
tion. It is a manifestation of a deeper phenomena called dissipation. Dissipation arises
in systems having large number of interacting degrees of freedom. In sufficiently large
systems, the macroscopic behavior of the system is generally irreversible even though
the microscopic interactions are governed by reversible dynamics. In such systems,
there is a probability distribution of states corresponding to equilibrium which occu-
pies the largest volume in the configurational phase space. Any non-equilibrium
distributions of states are less probable and eventually they are equilibrated through
microscopic interactions.

In the case of friction, the dissipation of nonequilibrium phononic and electronic
states have important role and it is governed by interactions among themselves and
with each other. For example, phonons arise from the harmonic interaction between
ions. However, the interaction between phonons themselves is governed by anhar-
monic terms of ionic interactions. In a perfectly harmonic crystal, non-equilibrium
phononic states would remain in their initial distribution while in a highly anharmonic
crystal they are quickly equilibrated through phononic dissipation.

21.1.2 Adiabatic Versus Sudden Processes

In sliding friction the non-equilibrium phononic and electronic states can be gen-
erated in two ways. The first way is generation through adiabatic processes. This
kind of processes are generally not localized in space or time, which means that
one can’t show a microscopical region where such events start or end. For exam-
ple, when two identical surfaces with weak interactions are sliding over each other
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with equal but opposite center of mass velocities (which are well below the atomic
vibration velocities), the system possesses an adiabatic non-equilibrium. The equi-
librium configuration for such system is reached when atoms in both surfaces have
same velocity distribution. The system will dissipate until this equilibrium is reached
and all mechanical energy is transformed into random atomic vibrations. The sur-
faces will feel a force opposite and proportional to their center of mass velocity. This
is, in general, the case for dissipative systems with adiabatic non-equilibrium gener-
ation mechanisms. The phononic and electronic dissipation mechanisms discussed
above can be considered as examples in which the non-equilibrium state is generated
adiabatically.

The second way is to generate non-equilibrium states through sudden processes. In
this case, the process of generation can be traced by looking in a certain microscopical
region in a certain time. As an example, consider a surface with asperities which have
adhesive interaction with each other. When such surfaces are sliding over each other
asperities that come close will cling to each other. Then they will be stretched due
to the relative motion of surfaces that they are attached to. At some critical strain
asperities will suddenly detach from each other and release all energy they have
stored during the stretching as a burst of non-equilibrium phonons. Sliding systems
which have this kind of microscopic events are said to be in the stick-slip regime.

Here it is important to point out that, if a non-equilibrium state is generated
then it will be certainly dissipated no matter how weak the dissipation mechanisms
are. The strength of the dissipation mechanisms only determine the time interval in
which the equilibrium is reached. There is no way to regain the energy that comes off
during the generation of non-equilibrium states. For this reason, the sudden processes
determine the frictional properties of the systems which are in the stick-slip regime.
In such systems the microscopic dissipation mechanisms have less importance and
are usually lumped in a single coefficient as in (21.1).

21.1.3 Prandtl-Tomlinson Model

In the late 1920s when Einstein and Bohr were having a debate on philosophical
issues brought by the newly developing quantum theory, Prandtl [1] and Tomlinson
[2] separately developed concepts which are still at the heart of much older problem of
friction. Their model explained the weak dependence of friction on sliding velocity.
Here we present the important aspects of this model.

We start by pointing out that, Prandtl-Tomlinson model is one of the simplest yet
being one of the most effective models describing the generation of non-equilibrium
phonons. In this model, an elastic spring is dragged over a surface, as shown in
Fig. 21.1a. The tip of this spring is interacting with the surface according to some
potential energy landscape depending on the position of the tip on the surface. The
other end of the spring (or the head of the spring) is pulled with constant velocity in
certain direction. The restoring force on the tip is assumed to be directly proportional
with the deviation of the tip from its equilibrium position. As mentioned in the
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Fig. 21.1 a Prandt-Tomlinson model. b Schematic representation of stick-slip regime (left), critical
transition (middle) and continuous sliding regime (right) in Prandtl-Tomlinson model. Upper part
the potential energy curves of the surface (green lines) and of the tip (+cantilever) (red lines); lower
part force variation of the surface (green lines) and of the tip (red lines). Blue lines represent the
potential energy of the tip and surface. The magenta dot shows the position of the tip on the surface,
while its other end is positioned at the minimum of the parabola shown with red lines in the upper
part. The dotted, dashed and solid lines correspond to three different tip positions moving to the
right

previous section, the dissipation due to interactions of the tip with surface atoms
is lumped in a microscopic friction term proportional to the velocity of the tip.
Assuming that the interaction between the tip and the surface has a sinusoidal profile
one can write an equation of motion for the tip as following;

mẍ = −mγ ẋ + k(v0t − x) + f sin(x/a) (21.1)

which can be written in dimensionless form as;

¨̃x = γ̃ ˙̃x + k̃(ṽ0 t̃ − x̃) + sin(x̃) (21.2)

where dimensionless variables are defined as x̃ = x/a, γ̃ = γ
√

ma/b, k̃ = ka/ f ,
ṽ0 = v0

√
m/ba and t̃ = t

√
b/ma. Here the most important parameter is k̃ which

represents the ratio of the stiffness of the tip to the curvature of surface energy at its
maximum points. If k̃ > 1 the total energy of the tip-surface system always have one
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Fig. 21.2 Friction force felt by the tip during forward and backward sliding. The model parameters
in each case are; a γ̃ = 4, k̃ = 2, ṽ0 = 0.15. b γ̃ = 4, k̃ = 2, ṽ0 = 0.05. c γ̃ = 2, k̃ = 2, ṽ0 = 0.05.
d γ̃ = 0.5, k̃ = 0.2, ṽ0 = 0.05. e γ̃ = 0.1, k̃ = 0.2, ṽ0 = 0.05

minimum. In this case, for small velocities the tip gradually follows this minimum
without making any sudden jumps. However when k̃ < 1 the system possess multiple
local minima and the tip can jump from one to another during sliding. This issue
is explored further in forthcoming sections. For this simple system transition from
stick-slip to continuous sliding regime occurs around k̃ = 1. Here another important
parameter is γ̃ . The system shows overdamped and underdamped behavior when
γ̃ � 1 and γ̃ � 1, respectively.

One can trace the force needed to slide the tip by calculating k̃(x̃0 − x̃) where
x̃0 = ṽ0 t̃ is position of the other end of the tip. The result of such calculation
is presented in Fig. 21.2. Here the tip is slid forward and backward to complete a
friction loop. The area covered by this loop correspond to the dissipated energy. One
can see in Fig. 21.2a–c that when k̃ > 1 the force loop is smooth which corresponds
to continuous sliding. Comparing the area covered by loops presented here one can
see that the friction force in continuous sliding regime is proportional to γ̃ ṽ0.

Conversely, force loops having sudden changes can be seen in Fig. 21.2d, e which
corresponds to stick-slip regime with k̃ < 1. Comparing Fig. 21.2c, d one can see that
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the area covered by the friction loop is much larger in (d), despite the decrease in γ̃ .
This shows that in stick-slip regime the friction force has much larger contribution
from sudden processes compared to γ̃ ṽ0 term that appear in continuous sliding
regime. Another interesting phenomena is observed when Fig. 21.2d, e are compared.
One can see that when γ̃ = 0.1 the system is in underdamped stick-slip regime where
double slips occur.

In the light of the above model the following trends are found when one looks at
the variation of the average friction force F̃ with sliding velocity ṽ0. When k̃ > 1
the average friction force linearly varies with sliding velocity and approaches zero as
the velocity goes to zero. However, when k̃ < 1 the average friction force converges
to some finite value as sliding velocity approaches zero. Interestingly, when k̃ and γ̃

are small while ṽ0 is above some critical value, the system starts to show multiple
slips which in turn lowers the average friction force dramatically.

21.1.4 Motivation

Advances in atomic scale friction [3–5] have provided insight on dissipation mech-
anisms. The stick-slip phenomena is the major process, which contributes to the
dissipation of the mechanical energy through sudden or non-adiabatic transitions
between bi-stable states of the sliding surfaces [1, 2, 6, 7]. During a sudden transi-
tion from one state to another, the velocities of the surface atoms exceed the center of
mass velocity sometimes by orders of magnitudes [8]. Local vibrations are created
thereof evolve into the non-equilibrium system phonons via anharmonic couplings
[9] within picoseconds [10, 11]. In specific cases, even a second state in stick-slip
can coexist [7].

In Fig. 21.1, two regimes of sliding friction are summarized within the framework
of Prandtl-Tomlinson model [1, 2, 8], where an elastic tip (+cantilever) moves over
a sinusoidal surface potential. The curvature of this potential at its maximum gives
the value of the critical stiffness kc. If the intrinsic stiffness of the tip ks is higher than
this critical stiffness i.e. ks/kc > 1, the total energy of the tip-surface system always
has one minimum. The sliding tip gradually follows this minimum, which results in
the continuous sliding regime. Conversely, if the tip is softer than the critical value,
then it is suddenly slipped from one of the bi-stable states to the other. This slip
event can be activated by thermal fluctuations even before the local minimum point
becomes unstable [12]. Experimentally, using friction force microscope, Socoliuc
et al. [13] showed that the transition from stick-slip regime to continuous sliding
attaining ultralow friction coefficient can be achieved by tuning the loading force on
the contact.

Superlubricant materials composed of weakly interacting two-dimensional (2D)
layers have been a central figure of intense studies in tribology. In this respect, recently
synthesized, two-dimensional, single layer honeycomb structures, which have been
synthesized, hold the promise of being potential lubricant material between two
sliding flat surfaces.
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21.2 Superlubricity Between Two Layers of Graphene
Derivatives and Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

Here we investigate the sliding friction between two same pristine layers of nanos-
tructures, such as graphane, [14, 15] fluorographene, [16, 17] molybdenum disulfide,
[18] and tungsten dioxide, [19] (abbreviated according to their stoichiometry as CH,
CF, MoS2 and WO2 respectively) using the Density Functional Theory [20, 21].
We find that these nanostructures avoid stick-slip even under high loadings and exe-
cute continuous sliding. Consequently, the sliding occurs without friction that would
originate from the generation of non-equilibrium phonons. Our approach mimics
the realistic situation, where the total energy and forces are calculated from first-
principles as two-dimensional (2D) two layers undergo a 3D sliding motion under
a constant (normal) loading force. This is the most critical and difficult aspect of
our study. In this respect, our results provide a 3D rigorous quantum mechanical
treatment for the 1D and empirical Prandtl-Tomlinson model [1, 2].

The nanostructures considered in the present study are recently discovered insu-
lators having honeycomb structure, which can form suspended single layers as well
as multilayers. The unusual electronic, magnetic and elastic properties of these lay-
ers have been the subject of recent numerous studies. In particular, they have large
band gaps to hinder the dissipation of energy through electronic excitation and have
high in-plane stiffness (C = (1/A)∂2 Es/∂ε2, i.e. the second derivative of the strain
energy relative to strain per unit area, A being the area of the unit cell) [17–19, 22].
Analysis based on the optimized structure, phonon and finite temperature molecular
dynamics calculations demonstrate that each suspended layer of these nanostruc-
tures are planarly stable [15, 17–19]. In graphane, positively charged three hydrogen
atoms from the top side and another three from the bottom are bound to the alter-
nating and buckled carbon atoms at the corners of hexagons in graphene to form a
uniform hydrogen coverage at both sides (see Fig. 21.3a). Recently synthesized CF
[16] is similar to CH, but F atoms are negatively charged. Tribological properties
of carbon based fluorinated structures have been the focus of interest [23, 24]. In
the layers of MoS2 or WO2, the plane of positively charged transition metal atoms
is sandwiched between two negatively charged outer S or O atomic planes. It was
shown that MoS2 structure can have ultralow friction [25]. Theoretically, the static
energy surfaces are calculated during sliding at MoS2(001) surfaces [26]. Appar-
ently, the interaction energy between two single layers of these nanostructures is
mainly repulsive due to charged outermost planes except very weak Van der Waals
attractive interaction around the equilibrium distance. In Fig. 21.3, each layer being a
large 2D sheet consisting of three atomic planes mimics one of two sliding surfaces.
In practice, sliding surfaces can be coated by these single layer nanostructures as one
achieved experimentally [27].
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Fig. 21.3 a Ball and stick model showing the honeycomb structure of graphane CH (fluorographene
CF) (top) and MoS2 (WO2) (bottom). Calculated values of energy gaps Eg and in-plane stiffness
C are also given in units of eV and J/m2 respectively. b Two MoS2 layers sliding over each other
have the distance z between their outermost atomic planes. c Each layer is treated as a separate
elastic block. Lateral FL and normal (loading) Fzo forces, the shear of bottom atomic plane relative
to top atomic plane in each layer Δx(y), and the width of the layer w, are indicated

21.2.1 Methods

To investigate the sliding friction between surfaces coated with single layer nanos-
tructures we used an approach, which is based on quantum mechanics. Our results
are obtained by state-of-the-art Density Functional Theory (DFT) plane wave calcu-
lations within the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [28] including van
der Waals corrections [29] and using PAW potentials [30]. All structures have been
treated within supercell geometry using the periodic boundary conditions. A plane-
wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff of 400 and 500 eV is used for transition
metal and carbon based structures respectively. In the self-consistent potential and
total energy calculations the Brillouin zone is sampled by fine meshes. All atomic
positions and lattice constants are optimized by using the conjugate gradient method
where total energy and atomic forces are minimized. The convergence for energy is
chosen as 10−5 eV between two steps, and the maximum force allowed on each atom
is less than 10−4 eV/Å. Numerical plane wave calculations have been performed by
using VASP package [31, 32]. Further details of the calculations can be obtained
from the [33, 34].

21.2.2 Critical Curvature

We consider two layers of the same nanostructures in relative motion, where the
spacing z between the bottom atomic plane of the bottom layer and the top atomic
plane of the top layer is fixed. These layers mimics two surfaces coated by these
nanostructures. These layers mimics two surfaces, which are coated by Here the
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frictional behavior of the system is dictated mainly by C–H(F), Mo–S and W–O
bonds and their mutual interactions. These layers are represented by periodically
repeating rectangular unit cells. We calculate the value of the equilibrium lattice
constants, which increase as z decreases. For each value of z the fixed atomic layer
at the top is displaced by x and y on a mesh within the quarter of the rectangular
unitcell. Then all possible relative positions (displacements) between fixed atomic
layers are deduced using symmetry. At each mesh point all atoms of the system
except those of fixed top and bottom planes are relaxed and the total energy of
the system ET (x, y, z) (comprising both layers) is calculated. We have also derived
Δx(x, y, z) and Δy(x, y, z) data which correspond to the shear (deflection) from the
equilibrium position of the relaxed atomic planes relative to the fixed atomic plane
of the same layer as illustrated in Fig. 21.3c. The matrices of these data are arranged
for each nanostructure using the mesh spacing of ∼0.2 Å in x and y directions.
The forces exerting on the displacing top layer in the course of relative motion of
layers are calculated from the gradient of the total energy of the interacting system,
namely F(x, y, z) = −∇ET (x, y, z) at each mesh point (x, y). These forces are in
agreement with the resultant of the atomic forces calculated for the top layer using
Hellman-Feynman theorem. Eventually, the matrices of all data, namely ET (x, y, z),
Δx(x, y, z), Δy(x, y, z) and F(x, y, z) are made finer down to mesh spacing of
∼0.05 Å using spline interpolation.

The properties affecting the friction between layers should be derived under a
given constant loading force. First of all we preset the value of applied loading, Fzo ,
which corresponds to the operation pressure when divided by the cell area A, namely
σN = Fzo/A. We obtain the normal force from Fz(x, y, z) = −∂ ET (x, y, z)/∂z
and for each x and y we calculate the value of z where Fz(x, y, z) = Fzo and
abbreviate it as zo(x, y). Then by using spline interpolation in z direction we calculate
the x and y dependence of Fxo [x, y, zo(x, y)] and Fyo [x, y, zo(x, y)], as well as
Δxo[x, y, zo(x, y)] and Δyo[x, y, zo(x, y)] for a given Fzo . The lateral force is then
FL [x, y, zo(x, y)] = Fxo î + Fyo ĵ . Integrating the lateral force over the rectangular
unitcell we obtain,

EI [x, y, zo(x, y)] =
x∫

0

y∫

0

FL(x, y, zo(x, y)) · dr (21.3)

where EI [x, y, zo(x, y)] is the interaction energy for displacement (x, y) in the cell
under applied constant loading force Fzo . It should be noted that EI is different
from ET (x, y, z) (but EI → ET for z � 1) and is essential to reveal the friction
coefficient. Contour plots of EI of two sliding MoS2 layers calculated for σN = 15
GPa are shown in Fig. 21.4a and those of CH, CF, WO2 in Fig. 21.5a. The profile
of EI is composed of hills arranged in a triangular lattice. These hills correspond to
the relative positions when the charged atoms of adjacent layers have the minimum
distance. The hills are surrounded by two kind of wells. The difference between
these two wells is enhanced with increasing pressure. The wells form a honeycomb
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Fig. 21.4 a The contour plot of interaction energy EI of two sliding layers of MoS2. The zero of
energy is set to EI [0, 0, zo(0, 0)]. The energy profile is periodic and here we present the rectangular
unitcell of it. The width of this unitcell in y-direction is equal to the lattice constant a of the hexagonal
lattice. Forces in x- (y-) direction is zero along the red (green) dashed lines, respectively. There are
several points at which the lateral force FL, is zero. The arrows at these critical points indicate the
directions where the energy decreases. b The energy profiles of EI (blue line) and Eo

I (red line)
along the horizontal line with Fy = 0 for MoS2. Loading pressure in all cases is σN = 15 GPa

structure and are connected to each other through the saddle points (SP). When the
layers are moved over each other they will avoid the relative positions corresponding
to the hills. For example, if the layers are pulled in the y-direction they will follow the
curved Fx = 0 path passing through the wells and SP but not the straight one passing
through the hills as shown in the Fig. 21.4b. This makes SP very important because
moving from one well to the adjacent one requires to overcome the barriers at these
points. We note that the critical stiffness can be calculated from the curvature of
Eo

I , which is obtained by subtracting the strain energies of two sliding MoS2 layers,
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Fig. 21.5 a Contour plots of interaction energy EI of two layers of CH, CF, and WO2 executing
sliding motion under constant loading pressure are presented in their rectangular unit cells. The
zero of energy is set to EI [0, 0, zo(0, 0)]. Loading pressure in all cases is σN = 15 GPa. b Variation
of interaction energy E0

I with applied loading for MoS2 structure along the straight Fy = 0 line
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namely Eo
I = EI − ks(Δx2

o + Δy2
o ) and by replacing x by x − 2Δxo. While the

SP serves as a barrier in the direction joining the nearby wells it acts as a well in
the perpendicular direction joining the hills. Since we are interested in the curvature
of the SP in the former direction we have made a plot along the Fy = 0 line which
passes through the hill, the wells and the SP in between as shown in the Fig. 21.4b.
We derive two critical stiffness values from Eo

I curve for a given normal loading
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force; namely kc1 at the SP and kc2 at the hill by fitting the curve at the maxima of
the barriers to a parabola. Although the hills will be avoided during sliding motion
the curvature at these points are calculated for completeness. We also present the
variation of E0

I with applied loading for MoS2 structure in Fig. 21.5b. Note that, the
variation of the amplitude at the saddle point is minute. In Fig. 21.6a the variation
of kc1 and kc2 of CH, CF, MoS2 and WO2 with loading pressure σN is presented.
Generally, the critical stiffness, in particular kc1 is low due to repulsive interaction
between sliding layers. This facilitates the transition to continuous sliding.

21.2.3 Intrinsic Stiffness

Next we calculate the intrinsic stiffness ks of individual MoS2 layers using the force
and the displacement data. For each x and y the lateral forces Fxo [x, y, zo(x, y)] and
Fyo [x, y, zo(x, y)] versus the displacements Δxo[x, y, zo(x, y)] and Δyo[x, y, zo

(x, y)], respectively are plotted. As shown in Fig. 21.7, this data falls on a straight
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line having a negative slope as expected from Hook’s law of elasticity. We note
that the elastic properties of layers having honeycomb structure is uniform and is
independent of the direction of displacement and force [22]. The magnitude of the
slope, ks = −Fx(y)o/Δx(y)o gives us the stiffness of the layers. Note that, normally
the stiffness is defined as stress over strain and has units of energy per volume. Here
we only need the ratio of material stiffness to the critical stiffness and should have the
same units. The critical stiffness was calculated as second order spatial derivative of
energy in the unitcell and it has units of energy per unitcell per unit area. As defined
above, the stiffness of layers, ks , also has units of energy per unitcell per unit area.
Calculated intrinsic stiffness values of CH, CF, MoS2 and WO2 in the range of σN

from 5 to 30 GPa are found to be 6.15 ± 0.15, 4.5, 10.0 ± 0.3 and 15.2 ± 0.3 eV/Å2,
respectively. Clearly, these values of ks , in particular those of MoS2 and WO2 are
rather high.

21.2.4 Frictional Figure of Merit

Based on the discussion at the beginning, the ratios ks/kc1 and ks/kc2 give us a
dimensionless measure of performance of our layered structures in sliding friction.
When these ratios are above two (since both layers in relative motion contribute),
the stick-slip process is replaced by continuous sliding, whereby the dissipation of
mechanical energy through phonons is ended. Under these circumstances the friction
coefficient diminish, if other mechanisms of energy dissipation were neglected. For
this reason one may call these ratios as a frictional figures of merit of the layered
materials. In Fig. 21.6b we present the variations of the ratios ks/kc1 and ks/kc2 with
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normal loading forces. Even for very large σN , ks/kc1 > 2 and ks/kc2 > 2. For usual
loading pressures, the stiffness of MoS2, CF and CH is an order of magnitude higher
than corresponding critical values. Interestingly, for WO2 this ratio can reach to two
orders of magnitudes at low pressures. The absence of mechanical instabilities has
been also tested by performing extensive simulations of the sliding motion of layers
in very small displacements. C–H, C–F, Mo–S and W–O bonds in each case of two
layers in relative motion under significant loading force did not display the stick-slip
motion.

21.2.5 Stick-slip in Silicane: A Counter Example

Conversely, we now examine the sliding of two silicane [35, 36] layers (abbreviated
as SiH and composed of silicene [37] saturated by hydrogen atoms from both sides,
like graphane) with ks = 2.1 ± 0.1 eV/Å2 for 2 GPa ≤ σN ≤ 8 GPa. This is an
interesting material because the onset of stick-slip occurs already at low loading
pressures and exhibits a pronounced asymmetry in the direction of sliding between
two wells. In Fig. 21.8 we present the lateral force variation calculated for two differ-
ent loading pressures. For small loading pressure, σN =2 GPa the stick-slip is absent
since approaching the SP from Well-I, the curvature is kc,I = 0.28 eV/Å2 and from
Well-II it is kc,I I = 0.16 eV/Å2, thus ks/kc,I or I I > 2 for both directions. Whereas,
once the pressure is raised to σN = 8 GPa stick-slip already governs the sliding
friction, since kc,I reaches 1.38 eV/Å2. Interestingly, since kc,I I is only 0.28 eV/Å2

for σN = 8 GPa, going from Well-II to Well-I a slip event occurs at SP. Eventually,
one sees in Fig. 21.8 a hysteresis in the variation of FL leading to energy dissipation.
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Fig. 21.8 Calculated lateral force variation of two single layer SiH under two different σN . The
top layer is moving to the right or to the left between two wells. Atomic positions of two SiH layers
in stick and slip stages are shown by inset. The movement of SiH layers under loading pressure of
σN = 8 GPa is presented as a supplemental material of our work [33]
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21.3 Superlubricity Between Graphene
Coated Metal Substrates

Bulk counterparts of molybdenum disulfide and graphite flakes were used as a solid
lubricant in industrial applications long before the 2D layers constituting them were
isolated. The key features which make these materials so important in friction science
are strong covalent intralayer bonds in contrast to weak van der Walls interlayer inter-
actions. As discussed in the previous sections, the contrast between these intralayer
and interlayer interactions can be quantified in terms of frictional figure of merit [33].

Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that friction force between
graphite layers can be very small when the layers are slid with a certain angle to
each other [38, 39]. In this case the rotated layers are incommensurate with respect
to each other and the corrugation potential between such layers is flat. It was shown
that, the torque felt by rotated layers can twists them until the layers become com-
mensurate which increases the friction force [40]. Transition between commensurate
and incommensurate states of graphene flakes on graphite was investigated in detail
by several theoretical studies [41–43].

Recently, several experimental works investigated the variation in friction force
when the number of 2D layers are varied from single layer to many layers representing
the bulk structure [44–46]. Lee et al. used friction force microscope with a SiN tip to
investigate atomic friction on graphite and graphene flake prepared on silicon oxide
layer [44]. They have found that friction on graphene was lower than on silicon oxide
but higher than that on graphite. Their results show that friction force monotonically
decreases as the number of graphene layers are increased and approaches the bulk
value found for graphite. They have attributed this trend to long ranged van der Walls
interactions between layers.

Filleter et al. used atomic force microscope with cantilevers coated in a polycrys-
talline diamond film and found that friction force on single layer graphene epitaxially
grown on SiC is lower than that on SiC surface but higher than bilayer graphene on
SiC [45]. In contrast to other works, they have found the friction force to be higher
on graphite compared to bilayer graphene. They have found the similar trends when
oxidized single crystal silicon cantilevers with sharper tips were used. They assert
that, the lower friction measured in bilayer graphene is related to suppressed electron-
phonon coupling which plays important role in dissipation.

Much recently, the variation of friction force with number of layers was inves-
tigated for structures composed of graphene, molybdenum disulfide, niobium dis-
elenide and hexagonal boron nitride layers [46]. Similar to results of Lee et al., it
was found that the friction force decreases as the number of layers increase. It was
also found that, this trend continues to be observed in suspended layers while it is
suppressed when graphene layers are deposited on highly adherent mica surface.
Here the observed trend was attributed to higher compliance of thin layers to perpen-
dicular stress. Together with finite element simulations they show that as the tip is
slid over, the layers are puckered and piled up in direction of sliding, which increases
the contact area and resistance to sliding. The puckering is more pronounced when
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the number of layers are decreased. Due to similar reasons, the trend is suppressed
in mica because it prevents graphene layers from puckering.

The potential of graphene as a lubricant material can be revealed realistically,
when it is placed between two flat sliding surfaces. Here we investigate the energy
dissipation and the strength of the potential corrugation between two Ni(111) sur-
faces having n = 0 − 5 layers of graphene in between. We treat infinite surfaces
using periodic boundary conditions, which also minimizes effects such as pucker-
ing or rippling [46]. Our approach mimics a realistic situation where the metallic
surfaces are coated by graphene layers and the radii of asperities are much larger
compared with atomic scales. Similar to what detailed in the previous section, the
interaction energy, as well as lateral forces are calculated using quantum mechanical
treatments as 2D layers execute a 3D sliding motion under a given constant normal
force. We found that strong adhesive forces between Ni(111) surfaces, which lead
to strong energy dissipation and wear are substantially suppressed when a single
layer of graphene is inserted between the surfaces. However, the system enters into
the continuous sliding regime only after the second layer of graphene is inserted,
whereby each graphene layer becomes attached to one Ni(111) surface. Even more
interesting is that inserting more graphene layers between Ni(111) surfaces decreases
the friction gradually. On the other hand, the friction between graphene layers sliding
over each other are larger and practically independent of the number of layers n in
between, when the supporting Ni surfaces are not present. These results reveal the
capacity of graphene as a superlubricant leading to nearly frictionless sliding and are
explained by a charge exchange mechanism between graphene and Ni slabs.

21.3.1 Model and the Atomic Structure

The frictional properties of graphene layers sandwiched between Ni(111) surfaces
and those of bare graphenes are treated using the models described in Fig. 21.9. In all
calculations sliding nickel surfaces are represented by slabs consisting of three atomic
layers of bulk Ni. We apply periodic boundary conditions along the plane parallel
to the surfaces with a primitive unitcell comprising one Ni and two C atoms in each
layer. The interaction between periodic images of Ni slabs is hindered by introducing
a vacuum spacing of 15 Å. The structure presented in Fig. 21.9a is named as Ni-
ABCBA-Ni structure, where A, B, and C correspond to certain in-plane configuration
of carbon atoms. To avoid any confusion the atomic layers comprising the Ni slabs
are arranged in a mirror symmetry. This arrangement is presented in Fig. 21.9a, while
the in-plane configuration of Ni and C atoms in each plane is shown in Fig. 21.9b.
Nickel atoms positioned at the bridge sites of graphene structure attracts C atoms and
slightly breaks the honeycomb symmetry, as shown in Fig. 21.9b. The nature of this
interaction is discussed in forthcoming parts in detail. The equilibrium positions of
Ni and C atoms are attained by structure optimization at a given constraint. Details
of calculations are given in Sect. 21.2 and in [34].
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21.3.2 Adhesion Hysteresis

We start our analyses by calculation of forces on outermost atoms of Ni slabs when
they are kept fixed during the relaxation while the separation, s, between them
(see Fig. 21.9a) is gradually varied. We start by two Ni slabs each composed of
three atomic layers with no graphene in between. The dashed green curve shown in
Fig. 21.10a is obtained when s is gradually decreased. One can observe a slightly
attractive region followed by a sudden increase in the attractive force after which
the force starts to decrease until the equilibrium distance is reached and the force
becomes repulsive. During the sudden increase in attractive force both layers are
elongated towards each other and after this stage the distance between the facing
atomic layers remain nearly constant until the equilibrium is reached. The red solid
line in Fig. 21.10a shows the variation of forces when s is gradually increased. This
time, the curve takes a different route right at the point where the sudden increase of
the attractive force was observed. When s is increased further the facing two layers
detach from the slabs and attach to each other. The observed hysteresis manifests the
adhesion and wear phenomena frequently observed between metallic contacts.

Next we insert one graphene layer in the minimum energy configuration A
described in Fig. 21.10b between two Ni slabs. This graphene layer screens the
interaction between Ni surfaces and significantly decreases the attractive potential
between them, however the hysteresis is still present, as seen in Fig. 21.10b. We also
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observe stick-slip behavior when the Ni slabs are laterally moved relative to each other
with one layer graphene in between making sudden jumps. As illustrated by inset
in Fig. 21.10b, the sudden variation of energy in constant height mode demonstrates
the presence of stick-slip motion causing the dissipation of mechanical energy.

When the second graphene layer is inserted, each layer becomes attached to
Ni(111) surface. Under these circumstances the hysteresis is completely removed
and the attractive forces are weakened. Further increasing the number of layers
shows minor changes as seen in Fig. 21.10c. From these observations we deduce that,
inserting single layer graphene can protect the Ni layer from wear during sliding,
however one layer is not enough for the onset of the continuous sliding regime. It
becomes possible only by including a second layer of graphene whereby each Ni
slab is coated by graphene.
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21.3.3 Trends in Multilayers

To investigate the effect of including more layers on the potential corrugation during
the sliding of the layers under constant pressure, we first calculate the total energies
ET when outermost Ni layers are kept fixed at various relative lateral (x, y) positions
and at fixed separation s [33]. These calculations are performed in a 3D grid of x, y, s.
The distances between the data points were taken to be ∼0.2 Å in the lateral plane
and 0.2 Å in perpendicular axis i.e s, which is then made finer down to ∼0.05 Å by
spline interpolation. We also generate Fx , Fy and Fz matrices from the gradient of the
total energy Fx,y,z = −∂ ET (x, y, z)/∂x, y, z, which is consistent with Hellmann-
Feynman forces calculated on fixed atoms of outermost planes. We then retrieve
Fx and Fy corresponding to a given Fz (normal pressure) at each (x, y) in the unit
cell and generate the profiles of potential corrugation from

∫
Fx dx + Fydy, where

the minimum of total energy is set to zero. The profiles (contour plots) of potential
corrugation calculated for Ni-AA-Ni and AA i.e. two flat graphene layers without
Ni(111) are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 21.11a, respectively. We
note that the amplitude of the potential corrugation (i.e. the difference between the
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minimum and maximum of energy) is an order of magnitude smaller compared to
single-layer honeycomb structures of graphane CH, fluorographene CF, MoS2 and
WO2 discussed in precious section. On the other hand, the intrinsic stiffness of the
present case, which is related to the interaction between Ni and graphene layers
is also substantially lower (ks = 0.8 eV/A2) compared to the intrinsic stiffness
of those honeycomb structures [33]. The lower intrinsic stiffness accompanied by
low potential corrugation curvature results in a frictional figure of merit of ∼10,
at constant pressure of 7 GPa, which is enough to keep the system in continuous
sliding regime. Comparing the profiles of the potential corrugation of Ni-AA-Ni
and AA structures, one can see how the interaction between graphene layers is
affected by their interaction with Ni surfaces. The effect of distortion presented in
Fig. 21.9b is reflected to the potential corrugation of Ni-AA-Ni, since its symmetry is
changed from hexagonal to rectangular. Also note that, the amplitude of the potential
corrugation is substantially lowered when Ni slabs are present, which reveals an
important effect of substrate (i.e. Ni(111) surface).

To set a measure for the corrugation strength we first derive the path at which the
upper slab would slide if it was pulled along x-axis. This path is shown by dashed
lines in Fig. 21.11a for the case of Ni-AA-Ni. In the case of structures having more
than two graphene layers the path is found directly by starting from the Ni slab
positions presented in Fig. 21.9 and moving along the x-axis while minimizing the
total energy along y axis. Then we calculate the lateral force Fx along x-axis felt
by the slab, as shown in Fig. 21.11b. Here we note that in the sliding of Ni(111)
slabs having n graphene layers the dissipation of energy through non-equilibrium
phonons generated by sudden processes is hindered for n ≥ 2 and hence W =∫ a

0 Fx dx vanishes. This, however, does not precludes energy dissipation through
other mechanisms. With a premise that the maximum of the energy to be dissipated
by any mechanism should be smaller than WD = ∫ a

0 F>
x dx i.e. the integral of

all positive work done during sliding of one slab over one unitcell shown by the
green shaded region in Fig. 21.11b, we took WD as a measure for the corrugation
strength. The result of these calculations are presented in Fig. 21.11b. Note that WD

(is also related to kinetic friction coefficient μk = (WD/a)/Fz) is already very
small. To check the effect of the type of stacking we have also calculated the force
variation for Ni-ABABA-Ni structure and the result was very close to that of Ni-
ABCBA-Ni structure. For comparison, we have performed the same calculations for
graphene layers in the same stacking but without Ni slabs above. The results of these
calculations are presented in Fig. 21.11c.

Various important trends in the corrugation strength WD , obtained from above cal-
culations are presented in Fig. 21.12a. As expexted the corrugation strength increases
with increasing normal force. Also the corrugation strength is higher in structures
composed of only graphene layers (like ABA) compared to the ones having Ni slabs
(like Ni-ABA-Ni). This effect is mirrored in the repulsive interaction of graphene
layers in the presence and absence of Ni slabs, as shown in Fig. 21.12b. Here one can
see that introducing Ni slabs decreases the repulsive interaction between graphene
layers, which is consistent with decrease in the corrugation strength discussed
above. Another important finding is that corrugation strength of the structures solely
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composed of graphene layers has minor variation with the number of layers. On
the other hand, the corrugation strength is significantly decreased when the number
of graphene layers in Ni-graphene-Ni structures are increased. This trend is seem-
ingly in accordance with experimental observations [44, 46]. However, as mentioned
above, the system at hand is very different from those considered in the experiments
and the trends revealed by Fig. 21.12a heralds another important effect.

21.3.4 Analysis of Charge Density

To explain these trends we first examine the effect of Ni slabs on the electronic
structure of graphene layers. The self-consistent difference charge density Δρ, is
obtained by subtracting the charge density of ABA structure and two Ni(111) slabs
from that of Ni-ABC-Ni structure. The isosurfaces of Δρ and the variation of its
value averaged over (x, y)-planes parallel to graphene layers (called linear density)
are presented in Fig. 21.13. The major charge transfer is between Ni and graphene
layers attached to each other as seen in top and middle panels of Fig. 21.13. The
dangling Ni-dz2 orbitals at the surface of the slab change their character upon coating
of graphene layers. This is resulted in the charge depletion denoted by the numerals 1
and 3 in the linear charge density plot. Analysis of the band structure show significant
contribution to C-pz states from s, dxz and dyz orbitals of Ni atoms, while C-pz

orbitals by themselves contribute to dxy and dx2 states of Ni atoms. As a result of
these complex mechanism of charge transfer the charge density around the graphene
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layer is shifted towards Ni slab resulting in charge density accumulations (depletions)
denoted by numerals 4 and 6 (5 and 7).

The charge density depletion denoted by numeral 7 in the linear density of
charge difference may be the key feature to explain the decrease in the corrugation
strength between graphene layers due to Ni slabs. The isosurface of charge depletion
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corresponding to this region can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 21.13. This charge
depletion lowers the chemical interaction between graphene layers and results in
lowering of corrugation strength as seen in Figs. 21.11 and 21.12. Moreover, similar
charge depletions are also observed in Ni-AB-Ni, Ni-ABCA-Ni and Ni-ABCBA-
Ni structures and their amplitude asymptotically increases by going from two to
five layers. This is in accordance with the decrease in the corrugation strength with
increasing number of layers, shown in Fig. 21.12b.

In summary, we find that even in the present model, where graphene layers have
negligible puckering, the corrugation strength is decreased upon coating of the slid-
ing Ni surfaces and increasing the number of layers. This is attributed to a complex
charge transfer between graphene layers and Ni(111) surfaces, each coated by these
graphenes. This transfer results in charge depletion between graphene layers thereby
decreasing the corrugation strength. In the absence of Ni slabs each coated by a
graphene layer, the corrugation strength is relatively higher and practically inde-
pendent of the number of graphene layers. Our results demonstrate that graphene
attached to sliding surfaces operate as superlubricant by suppressing energy dissipa-
tion dramatically.

21.4 Discussions and Conclusions

In conclusion, using a criterion for the transition from stick-slip to dissipationless
continuous sliding regime, which is calculated from the first-principles, we showed
that a pair of sliding layer of the same nanostructures, such as pairs of CH, CF, MoS2
and WO2, execute continuous sliding with ultralow friction. The minute variation
of the amplitude of the interaction potential due to the repulsive interaction, as well
as stiff C–H(F), Mo–S and W–O bonds underlie the frictionless sliding predicted in
the present study. Our predictions put forward an important field of application as
ultralow friction coating for the layered honeycomb structures, which can be achieved
easily to hinder energy dissipation and wear in sliding friction. Earlier, the sliding
motion of the diamond like carbon coatings exposed to hydrogen plasma resulted
in a very low friction coefficient [47]. Ultralow friction was attributed to repulsive
Coulomb forces between DLC films facing each other in sliding. However, when
exposed to open air in ambient conditions, positively charged H atoms was replaced
by negatively charged O and hence the uniformity in the charging was destroyed.
In the present study, graphane coating is reminiscent of the hydrogenated DLC and
accordingly is found to have ultralow friction, but vulnerable to degradation by
oxygen atoms. Unlike graphane and DLC coating, WO2 coating consists of negatively
charged oxygens and hence immune to oxidation.

We showed that even if the strong interaction between the sliding surfaces of
Ni(111) is dramatically reduced by a single layer graphene placed in between, the
bistability between approach and pull-off remains. Also the stick-slip motion still
exists and continues to dissipate significant amount of mechanical energy. The stick-
slip motion and hence the generation non-equilibrium phonons are eliminated with
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the onset of continuous sliding, once each of metal surfaces in relative motion is
coated by a single graphene layer. This is attributed to substantial interaction between
Ni surface and graphene through complex charge exchange causing to the reduction
of the chemical interaction between graphene layers and hence to the decrease of the
corrugation strength. The corrugation strength continues to decrease gradually with
increasing graphene layer and eventually saturates at a small value. In the absence
of metal slabs each coated by a graphene layer, the corrugation strength is relatively
higher and practically independent of the number of graphene layers. Our results
demonstrate that graphene attached to sliding surfaces operate as superlubricant. One
expects to achieve similar lubrication effect but in lesser degree by placing graphene
flakes between sliding or rolling Ni(111) surfaces. The interaction between Ni(111)
and graphene investigated in this study appears to be important not only for the growth
of pristine graphene or for the protection from oxidation, but also for achieving the
nearly frictionless friction. Easy growth of graphene on Ni(111) surfaces makes Ni
also an attractive substrate for nanotribology applications. Our calculations showed
that graphene layers placed between pairs of Al(111) and Cu(111) have the capacity
of reducing adhesion and sliding friction. Recent tribological test results for a few
layer graphene placed between sliding 440C steel surfaces revealed that wear is
decreased by almost 4 orders of magnitude and friction coefficient is decreased by 5
orders of magnitude [48, 49]. These experimental results corroborate the conclusions
of our present theoretical work.

Finally, we note that the first-principles calculations of potential corrugations
calculated in the constant force mode are achieved by optimizing atomic structure.
This way, the elastic deformations of sliding surfaces under perpendicular loading
force are taken into account. We believe that this important feature of the present
method will be used in future studies dealing with the development of lubricant single
layer materials.
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Chapter 22
Nanoscale Friction of Self-assembled
Monolayers

Karine Mougin and Haidara Hamidou

Abstract Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have played and still continue playing
a major role in the control of the interface behaviors, especially in fluidic and as
lubrication coatings. This chapter introduces and focuses on frictional properties of
molecular homogeneous thin films; particularly the influence of chain length, termi-
nal group and packing state of SAMs on the one hand, and that of the environmental
and experimental conditions on the other hand, on energy dissipation during friction.
Then, we will address the important issue of nanoscale heterogeneities and their influ-
ence on the frictional behavior and nanotribological performance of SAMs, using
binary molecular films of both regular and random distribution of the heterogeneities.
Because real surfaces are often heterogeneous in their chemical composition, these
nanoscale heterogeneous SAMs provide good model systems to study and tune the
frictional properties of tribological coatings.

The rapid development of the microelectromechanical industry (MEMs) has
stimulated the need and design of molecular assemblies capable to impart new func-
tional surface properties to materials or improved those existing, for the control of
their interface behaviors (adsorption, condensation, wetting, lubrication, adhesion,
liquid flow). Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of either organosilanes or thiols
have played and still continue playing a major role in the achievement of this goal,
especially in fluidic and as lubrication coatings. For MEMs devices, for instance,
the control of adhesion and friction between the moving surfaces is crucial. Indeed
the surface-to-volume ratio in these micro and nanoscale devices are so large that
adhesive and friction forces dominate gravitation and inertia. Precise control of the
interfacial interactions is thus required to adjust adhesion and friction and prevent
wear and stiction. Thus, the basis for molecular design and tailoring of SAMs must
include a complete knowledge of interrelationships between the molecular structure
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and frictional properties of SAMs, as well as a understanding of friction and wear
mechanisms of SAMs at a molecular level.

Until recently, tribological studies have not access to the molecular level detail of
interfacial contact. As a consequence, experimental verification of the molecular fac-
tors influencing frictional properties has been lacking. Fortunately, development of
Atomic Force Microscopy has provided the opportunity to study friction at a nanome-
ter scale, so-called Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) or Friction Force Microscopy
(FFM). LFM provides some images of patterned SAMs but also provides some
response for frictional, shear and adhesion properties of monolayers [1].

New interdisciplinary ideas and approaches can be effective and physical–
chemical techniques based on self-assembling and self-organization principles are
useful for fabrication of new nanomaterials and nanostructures [2]. Indeed, SAMs
have a great importance in interfacial engineering both for their fundamental and
practical interests. For fundamental researches, they provide model systems for
studying organized functional molecules and for applications [3], they often serve as
template for the bottom-up fabrication of nanostructures Indeed, the nature (polarity,
hydrophilicity, …) as well as the structure of an homogeneous SAM coating on a
surface has a strong influence on the frictional properties (tribology, drag force to
the liquid flow along a wall). Most of the time, SAMs were self-assembled onto
smooth substrates (e.g. mica, silicon wafer, …) to minimize contributions to the
measurements from surface topography.

The physical state of thin molecular films can be influenced by a number of forces
including intermolecular interactions between molecules making up the film, surface
interactions in adsorbed films [4]. The structural characteristics of organic thin films
(molecular conformation, packing arrangement and chemical composition) directly
influence their lubrication properties.

The report is divided in two main parts. The first paragraph will focus on fric-
tional properties of molecular homogeneous thin films; particularly the influence
of chain length, terminal group and packing state of SAMs on the one hand, and
that of the environmental and experimental conditions on the other hand, on energy
dissipation during friction. Then, we will address the important issue of nanoscale
heterogeneities and their influence on the frictional behavior and nanotribological
performance of SAMs, using binary molecular films of both regular and random
distribution of the heterogeneities. Because real surfaces are often heterogeneous
in their chemical composition, these nanoscale heterogeneous SAMs provide good
model systems to study and tune the frictional properties of tribological coatings.

22.1 Homogeneous Organic Molecular Films

The formation of organized monolayer films on a surface by spontaneous adsorption
and covalent grafting of molecules from solution or vapor phase is known as self-
assembly. Two kind of organic molecules have been extensively grafted: alkylsilanes
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ontos silicon wafer or glass surfaces and organosulfur onto golden coated substrates
(Scheme 22.1).

On golden substrate, the anchorage of the organosulfur molecule is provided by
a covalent bond between the sulfur end group and the gold atom. On silicon surface,
the attachment is less well-defined as previously. From a common point of view, the
grafting of the organosilane involves the hydrolysis of the chloro or alkyloxysilyl
headgroups with the residual molecular film of water strongly adsorbed onto the
silicon substrate (Scheme 22.2).

The silanols groups ensued from this reaction can either form a covalent bond with
the silanol group arised from the silicon surface [5] or create hydrogen interaction
with trace water physisorbed to the substrate [6–8]. The stable linkage of the SAMs
to the substrate is provided by a cross-linking process of the silanol groups to form
a siloxane network [9] on the extreme layer of the substrate.

The performance of the self-assembled monolayers is directly dependent on the
efficiency of the anchorage to the surface. Granick et al. [10, 11] have shown the
importance of surface and density of grafting sites to form well-packed monolayers
of SAMs.

Two procedures which have been successful for forming SAMs are available. On
the one hand, the organic molecules are dissolved into a solvent, and on the other
hand, they are dispersed in a paraffin oil and deposited under vaccum (∼5 × 10−3

Torr, 45 min to 1 h). For both processes organic molecules diffuse to the surface and
self-assemble into discrete nanodomains [12] which will grow up to the complete
confluence to form a thin and continuous organic layer as depicted in Scheme 22.3.

The surface coverage and structure of the resulting SAMs depend on several
experimental parameters such as the reaction time, the temperature, the hydration
state of the substrate [8, 13], the nature and polarity of the solvent, or the pressure
(vaccum) for vapor phase deposition. Particularly, SAMs pioneers, Sagiv et al. [14]
have shown the correlation which exists between the adequacy of the solvent and the
packing density of thin molecular film. These experimental parameters as well as
more intrinsic ones have a strong influence on the structure of the monolayer. Indeed,
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Scheme 22.3 Schematic representation of the formation of a self-assembled monolayer. a Nucle-
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molecular film

the structural state of the thin film is mainly defined by its uniformity and packing
density. The following scheme presents a well-ordered SAM structure referred to
as solid-like structure and a less ordered one referred to as liquid-like structure
(Scheme 22.4). As shown by Gerber et al. [15], the organic molecules in a well-
packed thin film remain in a specific conformation: tilted a few degrees from the
surface normal and twisted around their molecular axis to minimize their global free
energy at equilibrium.

The possibility of changing the chain length, terminal group and the packing order
(disorder) within the molecular film makes self-assembled monolayers attractive
model systems to study the nature of frictional interactions at the molecular level.
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Along with the intrinsic features of the molecular films, the environment and
operating conditions (both experimental and in-service) represent the second class
of parameters that can drastically affect the friction, either directly or through the
structural changes and response of the molecular film.

The sensitivity of friction to the operating conditions on SAMs arise from the high
susceptibility of these molecular films to structural changes which strongly affect the
intermolecular surface forces, and hence the threshold lateral force required to slide
the contact between two surfaces usually called fiction force Ff is given by the
following equation [16],

Ff∼μ(Fext + Fadh + Fc) (22.1)

where and Ff represent the friction force, Fext corresponds to the applied external
load, Fadh is the intermolecular adhesion force, Fc is the capillary condensation force
when its exists (22.2) and, μ is the friction coefficient between surfaces. Obviously,
the μ determined under the action of the sole intermolecular adhesive forces may
differ, more or less, from that determined under the combined effect of (Fc + Fadh),
or (Fext + Fadh) above a certain value of Fext. It also should be noted that even in
the absence of any external load, the only adhesive forces can be critical as regards
nanotribological performance of micromachines (MEMs, NEMs). This results from
the space confinement and the high surface area-to-volume ratio in these systems, to
which the adhesion force that tends to stick the different elements is proportional. For
vdW interactions between two planar bodies separated by a distance h, for instance,
these attracting surface forces scale as (H/6 π h3)x Contact Area, where H is the
Hamaker constant of the interface.

The following section gives a synthetic but critical discussion of the way these
chemical, topological and operating parameters affect and control the frictional
behaviors of self-assembled molecular films.

22.1.1 Influence of Chain Length and Structure

The films with well-ordered structure exhibited lower friction coefficient than similar
films with disordered structure [17, 18]. Contact between tip and sample under a low
load is nearly frictionless [19]. Friction is particularly high with short chains of less
than eight carbons. Longer chains, stabilized by Van der Waals (vdW) attractions form
more compact and rigid layers. This rigidity even results in a much better lubrication
[18] effect on frictionless SAMs such as CF3, CH3 terminated films. Indeed, friction
depends on the intrinsic properties of the grafted organic molecules: on the one hand,
the chemical nature of its end-group which is in direct contact with the counterface
and exchange molecular interactions, and on the other hand the density and thickness
of the monolayer [20]. However, this lubricating action is lost from a certain external
load threshold when wear-induced disorder at the molecular level start to occur.
In particular, Porter et al. have shown the existence of a bimodal dependence of
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friction coefficient versus n, where n represents the number of methylene units for
n-alkanethiolate monolayers. The tribological transition is around n ∼ 12.

The frictional energy dissipation mechanisms in SAMs has been investigated by
different authors and shown to arise from the excitation of the rotational and vibra-
tional modes in the molecules These excitation modes contribute strongly to the
energy transfer to the substrate and thus to the frictional properties. Since short chains
are shown to be less-well packed than long chain SAMs, they have structural dis-
order an defects that promote the excitation modes (rotational, vibrationalldots) and
energy absorption (dissipation), giving rise to a higher friction. The self-organization
and close packing of the molecules ensured by Van der Waals interactions between
chains play an essential role in stabilizing thin molecular films and lowering fric-
tion. The longer the chains are, the greater the cohesive interactions between chains
are. As a result, the frictional behavior of well-packed long chains SAMs might be
explained by the strong intermolecular interactions that hold large blocks of mole-
cules together during shear without an effective loss of molecular order, according
to Eyring model [21]. The dissipation mechanism in this case appears to involve
the motion of molecular domains. Thus, these blocks that effectively tend to retain
the molecular order, globally move with respect to the substrate, resisting the shear
induced by the friction and minimizing the relative volume change.

It is then reasonable to suggest that the increase in friction for the short chains
(n < 8) is due to poor packing of the molecules, which makes possible the excitation
of numerous defects and energy-dissipating modes [17]. The excitation of these
modes is similar to viscoelastic behavior. The fluid-like chains are more compliant
and present a smaller resistance to shear.

As a results, the lack of cohesion in thin films formed with short chains, involve a
different frictional process but, sliding correspond more to a conformational change
of the molecules in the film structure. This process is more energy dissipative due
to an inelastic and plastic deformation of surface asperities [22] at a macroscopic
scale, but at a microscopic level, energy is dissipated through surface phonons. The
molecular dynamics study argues that energy dissipation in a long chain monolayer is
associated with vibrational energy through an oscillation around the tilt angle of the
chains. The shear-induced disorder of the chains in the shorter monolayers therefore
results in a not permanent contact because of energy dissipation through bond rota-
tions and vibrations, leading to a higher microscopic friction. So far, these investiga-
tions are still confused as additional information are required to provide quantitative
tribological results and correlate friction and energy dissipation in organic thin films.

Moreover, the influence of the preparation method and of the underlying sub-
strate’s nature on SAMs friction still remain unclear to date. According to Lio et al.
studies [17], the lack of the long range order in the silanes for length chain below
n < 10, can be explained by cross-linking of the head groups (Scheme 22.1). In
thiols, cross-linking is limited to dimmer formation, while for silanes, there is an
extensive siloxane network along the film/substrate interface [9]. Hence, there must
be considerable chain distortions near the interface that is amplified along the net-
work, which may be at the origin of the lack of long-range order in organosilane
SAMs. This distortion effect is even more amplified for short chains films, leading
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to higher disorder and friction coefficient. Finally, Bhushan et al., have proposed
to use a C18 double grafted films with a higher area density and hence a stronger
chain-chain interactions leading to better nanotribological behavior [23].

Other important questions which need to be answered regarding the frictional
behavior of SAMs include: the effect of the lateral order within the film, the presence
of heteroatoms (O, N, S…) or branches inside the molecular chain and the existence
of double or triple bonds that change the rigidity of the molecules.

22.1.2 Influence of Terminal Group

The influence of the terminal and head groups (Scheme 22.1) on friction and wear
properties were also investigated by contact mode atomic force microscopy [24].

Ahn et al. have shown that at nanoscale, the frictional behavior of the homoge-
neous SAMs with different functionality is primarily influenced by the surface energy,
which is directly related to the interfacial interactions between the tip and the top-
most surface chemistry of the substrate. When using a polar probe as the contacting
surface (clean Si3N4 AFM tip for instance), friction increases from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic homogeneous thin films.

Amongst these nanoscale coating films, fluorocarbon-based SAMs have received
a great deal of attention, especially for their singular surface energy (wetting) versus
friction behavior [25]. In standard organic chemistry textbooks, the sections devoted
to fluorocarbon chemistry are typically brief. Nevertheless, this molecule seems to
be very interesting as the size of fluorine [26] allows it to replace hydrogen in many
organic molecules. In contrast to hydrocarbon or siloxane coatings, fluorocarbon
coatings exhibit repellency toward both water and oil, and yet, frictional investiga-
tions on perfluorocarbon-based SAMs have shown that they exhibit a higher friction
coefficient than simple hydrocarbon-based SAMs [27, 28]. This singularity can be
explained by the real difference of their both lattices compacity. As mentioned pre-
viously, Zisman and Timmons [29] have shown that fluorocarbon-based SAMs are
less well-packed than hydrocarbon ones. As a result, the space void in a fluorocarbon
lattice is larger than in a hydrocarbon one. Indeed, Stoebe et al. [30] have estimated,
according to atomic structural data, that CF3 group occupied 25 % more volume than
a regular CH3 end group. This simple remark shows the real discrepancy of pack-
ing density of both lattices. Larger terminal groups in films give rise to increased
steric interactions that provide pathways for energy dissipation during sliding. And
hence, lateral (and perhaps rotational) motion within the plane of the CF3 groups is
highly cooperative over relatively large distances, involving long-range interactions
in the CF3 terminated films [31]. These long-range interactions might permit the
dissipation of energy through phonon modes [32] and thus, induce a higher frictional
response for the CF3-terminated films. These singular nanotribological responses of
fluorinated-based SAMs are in total agreement with their wetting properties. Hys-
teresis of the contact angles of liquids over a fluorinated thin film is actually higher
than on a regular hydrocarbon one, given the fact that liquid molecules can penetrate
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more easily in a CF3 self-assembled monolayer, less well packed than a CH3 one
[33]. Indeed, wetting theory specifies that hysteresis of contact angle of a liquid onto
a SAMs coated substrate is proportional to the molecular volume of the thin film.

These observations, however, can be rationalized based on earlier models by
Yoshizawa et al. [34] assuming (i) that molecular reorientations in the SAMs are
included in the definition of interdigitation and (ii) that SAMs of thiols on gold
can be classified as ‘solid-like’ or ‘amorphous-like’, respectively, regarding their
tribological properties.

Finally, Overney et al. [35] have observed that fluorocarbon films were more
elastic and displayed a higher friction than hydrocarbon films. They have proposed
a correlation between friction and elasticity of organic thin films. Garcia-Parajo, as
well as Bhushan et al. have also observed the compression and relaxation of soft and
rigid thin film in their loading and unloading tests [36, 37]. At a given normal load,
long carbon chain structure such as alkyl chain can be easily compressed with the tip
compared to rigid benzene ring structure SAMs. The orientation of the ‘molecular
springs or brush’ under normal load reduces the shearing force at the interface,
which in turn reduces the friction force. The possibility of orientation is determined
by the spring constant of a single molecule (local stiffness), as well as the interaction
between the neighboring molecules, which can be reflected by packing density or
packing energy. It should be noted that the orientation can lead to conformational
defects along the molecular chains, which lead to energy dissipation.

The previous paragraphs have described the impact of intrinsic structural parame-
ters of the homogeneous molecular film onto its frictional response; and yet, other
experimental parameters are also able to drastically modify this behavior. These are
especially the environmental conditions and sliding velocity, which we will discuss
in the following sections.

22.1.3 Effect of Humidity and Temperature

The environment is a crucial parameter of tribological experiments. The frictional
results are directly dependent of humidity and temperature of the surrounding
medium. The frictional behaviors of molecular organic thin films relied on the envi-
ronmental parameters and can completely be reversed if they change drastically.
Moreover, humidity and temperature have a direct impact on the structural stability
and performance of the SAM coatings. However, only a few studies exist concerning
the influence of temperature and water on the monolayers after their formation.

These effects of humidity and temperature on the frictional properties of SAMs
were investigated by different authors. The studies of Tian et al. [38] on bare and
SAMs coated mica show that the friction decreases on the mica with increasing
relative humidity, while increasing on long alkylsilanes SAMs coated mica, when
operating at room temperature with low external loads. At low humidity (RH < 5 %),
heating the samples in the temperature range of 20–80 ◦C was found to induce a
negligible effect for both bare mica and SAMs coated mica. On the other hand, for the
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same range of temperature but with a high humidity rate (RH > 50 %), a significant
variation in friction with temperature was observed. Finally, the influence of humidity
in these frictional problems is intrinsically related to the capillary condensation of
water that bridges the contacting surfaces. Indeed, the capillary bridging force is
given at first order by [39]:

Fc∼2πRTγL(cosθSL + cosθTL) (22.2)

where RT is the tip radius, θSL and θTL are respectively the static contact angles of the
liquid on substrate and tip, andγL is the liquid (water) surface tension (Scheme 22.5a).

The resulting water meniscus or layer can either enhance friction through increased
adhesion in the contact zone (22.1 and 22.2) or reduce it through the lubricating effect
of water [40] (Scheme 22.5b).

The existence and local shape of the liquid condensate around the tip/substrate
contact depend on the spreading coefficient S of the system [41], S(solid/liquid/air) =
γS − γSL − γLV, where “solid” stands for the tip or substrate, γS, γSL and γL repre-
senting, respectively, the surface (interface) energy of the bare solid, the solid–liquid
and liquid condensate. This physical parameter represents the variation of the surface
energy by unit area between the dry and wet solid substrate. It is sensitive to both
short- and long-range intermolecular interactions between the solid and the liquid in
a given environment. A negative value of S indicates that the surface is not wetted
by the liquid, and a positive one, the opposite. For the former case, several wetting
situations displayed in Scheme 22.5b, can be investigated as a function of S(tip/liquid)

and S(substrate/liquid).
As a result, in a humid environment, the magnitude of friction force is strongly

dependent of the capillary force which is related to the wetting intrinsic properties
of the interfacial system.

Cohen et al. [42] and Brock et al. [43] reported some of the thermally-induced
structural changes of self-assembled monolayers. In those experiments, the mono-
layers were studied up to 200 ◦C, and no permanent changes in the structure were
observed after the monolayers were returned to room temperature.

In addition, it was shown that even for hydrophobic SAMs, water could penetrate
the films, altering their structural order and debonding the molecules from the sub-
strate [37]. It should be noted that this process of “ageing” is strongly activated by
the temperature and the mechanical action of the friction. As a result, the tribological
properties are affected by these phenomena. While heating SAMs coatings at low
humidity rate results in no evident changes in their frictional behavior, increasing
humidity was shown to generally induce significant structural changes for the same
heating conditions. Most of these structural changes of SAMs under the coupled
effect of temperature and moisture (T, RH) can be understood and accounted for
by the thermal activation of the bonds scission activity of water at SAM/substrate
interface.
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Scheme 22.5 a Schematic representation of a thick water bridge connecting the tip and the substrate
(wetted hydrophilic SAM and tip, for instance), b Panel of other possible wetting situations showing
1 a thin continuous water film forms only on the hydrophilic substrate, at low RH % for instance; 2
there is no water condensation film on the hydrophobic contacting surfaces bridging ; 3 symmetric
case of (1), the continuous condensation and lubricating water film forms only on the hydrophilic
tip

22.1.4 Influence of Sliding Velocity

The influence of the sliding velocity on friction which accounts, at least partly,
for the dynamical response of the boundary layer can be exploited to gain insight
on the structure of the investigated monolayers. Because this dynamical response
is strongly sensitive to the structure of the topmost surface layer and experimental
conditions, the velocity-dependent investigations of friction have often led to contra-
dictory results and discrepancies, even for substrates that were a priori “identical”.
For instance, molecular films of the same nature, but different structural features
(packing, mobility relative to the substrate…) like SAMs and supported Langmuir-
Blodgett films won’t have the same frictional response to velocity under identical
experimental conditions. The same observation may hold for SAMs of identical
chemical nature but different packing. For homogeneous SAMs that have compliant
long carbon spacer chains, the friction force increases at high (100 μm/s) velocity
[24] while for SAMs that have rigid biphenyl chains, the friction force changes in the
opposite way. The mechanisms responsible for the variation of the friction forces of
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SAMs with velocity are believed to be related to the viscoelastic properties of SAMs.
Generally [39, 40, 44], in wearless friction, the nanoscale frictional force (Ff) was
found to depend logarithmically on the sliding velocity (v) according to

Ff∼Fv=1+βln(v) (22.3)

However, the sign of the slope β (increasing or decreasing Ff with lnv) is found to
strongly depend on both the velocity range, the humidity and the relative hydrophilic-
ity of the contacting surfaces [39, 45]. These different and apparently ambiguous
variations of friction with the sliding velocity, humidity and substrate hydrophilicity
are quite meaningful and well accounted for by the time-dependence (contact time
τ ∼ v−1) of the magnitude of the capillary adhesive force Fc, which contributes to
friction. On hydrophilic substrates and for a given RH %, large contact times (low v)
allow larger number density and size of liquid bridges at tip/substrate contact, increas-
ing the contribution of Fc to Ff . Since τ decreases in kinetic friction with increasing
v, one should expect the slope β in 22.3 to be negative on a hydrophilic tip/substrate
contact, and positive otherwise [39]: fully hydrophobic and hydrophobic/hydrophilic
tip/substrate contacts. Unfortunately, experience shows that the velocity-dependence
of friction in these nanoscale contacts are still more complex than what one could
predict based on the sole contribution and contact time dependence of capillary liquid
bridge adhesive force. Indeed, the thermal energy produced within the tip/substrate
contact can induce molecular excitations and structural transitions in the topmost con-
tacting layers (in SAMs for instance), the magnitude of which also increases with the
sliding velocity. This velocity dependent conformation and morphological changes
can thus affect through the alteration of the energy dissipation and intermolecular
interactions the overall frictional force in the nanocontact, regardless of the existence
of capillary condensation. An illustration of this complex velocity-dependent behav-
ior of nanoscale friction will be provided and discussed in the section dedicated to
“heterogeneous molecular SAMs”.

22.1.5 Conclusion

The study of the nanoscale friction of monolayer films is an important issue in the
world of nanotechnology as it controls the stability under operation, the performance
and reliability of the electromechanical microsystems. Control over the intrinsic prop-
erties of the coating (chemical and structural ones) and of the environmental operating
conditions such as humidity and temperature are the essential leading parameters for
the choice and design of SAM layers useful in nanotribilogical applications. How-
ever, a unified and comprehensive picture of the energy dissipation process during
friction is still missing, especially at the submicron scale. One obvious reason is that
one still has a limited access to what really takes place within the contact during
sliding, making quantitative analysis and interpretation rather difficult. The second
reason is naturally related to the non-fully understood size effects which show up in
nanoscale friction and strongly affect the results.
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22.2 Molecular Heterogeneous Thin Films

Nanoscale surface patterns are considered as potential templates and building blocks
for nanotechnology [46]. As for nanomaterials in general, these nanoscale surface
structures have been of increasing research interest in recent years, due to their unique
properties. They are expected to exhibit novel and significantly improved physical,
chemical, mechanical and other properties, as well as to offer opportunities for man-
ifestation of new phenomena and processes [47] which, owing to the nanoscale
dimensions, are not observed at the macroscopic level. Precise control of nanopat-
terns is essential to assemble complex two-or three-dimensional structures [48]. As
a result, the need for high-precision processes and nonconventional methods of sur-
face patterning has steadily increased. Different techniques such as electrochemical
stripping [49], hot embossing lithography [50], nano-imprint lithography [51, 52],
edge transfer lithography [53], laser patterning monolayers process [54], dip-pen
nanolithography [55, 56] as well as photolithography techniques [57] are commonly
used to fabricate accurate and geometrically controlled micro and nanostructures.

However, although these techniques make it possible to produce a variety of
patterns, those are often limited to well-defined regular geometries (square, circle,
strips), with typical sizes still higher than 100 nm, except for a few time-consuming
and rather expensive techniques. And yet, random patterns of nanoscale heteroge-
neous surfaces either composed of the discrete distribution of nanoscale domains of
one molecular compound in the continuous phase of the second [58] or characterized
by the formation of a bicontinuous structure of the two molecular phases [59, 60]
represent another way to nanostructure surfaces.

The fundamental issue of this variety of nanopatterning is the way the chemistry,
topology and surface fraction can affect or be used to adjust nanoscale frictional
properties of these thin molecular films. These nano-heterogeneous surfaces also
provide model systems for the understanding on the fundamental level recurrent
interface phenomena and processes (wetting, de-wetting, nucleation, etc.).

This section will focus onto the influence of the distribution (geometrical
controlled or its absence) of nanopatterns onto the frictional behavior of the sub-
strates. As previously, the frictional responses of these heterogeneous molecular thin
films will be studied both versus the intrinsic properties of the thin coating and
operating parameters.

22.2.1 Influence of Topology

The tribological behavior of micro and nanostructured organic molecular thin films
were investigated and interpreted as a function of the topology and organization of
the surface patterns: from geometrical and well-organized structures to more random
ones. So far, not so many information are available in the literature on this influence of
the topological organization. This domain will require further model investigations.
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22.2.1.1 Geometrical Structured Patterns

Nanotribological properties of engineered substrates and especially, geometrical
patterned surfaces, were studied versus size and shape of the structures. Micro and
nanopatterned surfaces were prepared (Fig. 22.1) by microcontact printing [61–63],
micromolding in capillaries and nanoimprinting pioneered by Whitesides and Chou
[64, 65].

Microcontact printing (μCP) involves the use of an elastomeric stamp with micron
or submicron sized relief features on its surface to print molecular inks onto a sub-
strate that has a higher affinity towards the ink molecules than the stamp. The most
popular elastomer used is poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and the stamps are pre-
pared typically by replica molding against suitable rigid masters such as silicon sur-
faces microstructured by etching techniques, photoresist patterns, embossed polymer
surfaces, etc.

Molecules used are mainly alkanethiols and alkylsilanes with different terminal
functional groups (such as NH2 and CH3) and will be printed respectively onto
coinage metal surfaces (Au, Ag, …) and oxidized surfaces (glass, quartz, silicon
wafers…). Self-assembled monolayers are thus patterned with line/spacing and dot
array patterns with periodicity down to hundred of nanometers. By using master
molds prepared from photolithography and exploiting the same molds as phase shift
masks, we expect to be able to pattern lines and dots as narrow as 200 nm [62]. If
necessary more complicated patterns, such as for instance asymmetric patterns to
study ratchet effects, may be produced by designing new photolithographic masks.

Nanoimprinting is based on the use of a rigid mold (usually made out of silicon,
metal or glass) bearing micron or nanosized relief features on its surface. This method
is perfectly appropriate for the fabrication of nanopatterning mold. However, the
techniques required in this process are more time consuming and heavier than for
the previous one.

The model surfaces presented in Fig. 22.1 are heterogeneous molecular films of
alkylsilanes compounds self-assembled onto silicon substrates realized by micro-
contact printing and nanoimprinting. Two organosilanes molecules, hexadecyltri-
clorosilanes (referred to as CH3) and (6-aminohexyl)-aminopropyltrimethoxysilanes
(referred to as NH2) were used to create these patterns. The binary geometrical pat-
terned surfaces were prepared according to a two step printing process. First, different
NH2 SAMs topologies: stripes, squares and stars structures were printed onto the
bare and cleaned silicon wafer with different NH2 surface fraction: from 75 to 25 %;
the final and complete heterogeneous surface was obtained by self-assembling a
second continuous monolayer of a second molecule (methyl terminated one: CH3)

around the domains in the remaining space. These substrates were then characterized
by Atomic Force Microscopy in Contact Mode (LFM). The frictional experiments
consisted in scanning laterally the AFM tip under a constant velocity at (i) a constant
load to get the friction contrast images of the patterned surfaces and (ii) at different
loads to determine their friction coefficient. The tips used are silicon nitride (Si3N4)

with a radius of curvature ∼20 nm. The average size and surface coverage were
determined by analysis of AFM pictures (Fig. 22.1).
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mμ μ μ μ34 70 m15 m5 m

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 22.1 AFM pictures (Contact Mode-Friction) of nano and micropatterned molecular surfaces.
a hydrophilic (NH2-terminated SAM) square nanodomains (in dark) surrounded by hydrophobic
thin molecular film (CH3-terminated SAM), b alternated microstrips of hydrophilic NH2 (in dark)
and hydrophobic CH3 molecular films, c hydrophilic (NH2) micropatterns (in dark) surrounded by
hydrophobic (CH3) continuum d zoom in on (c) patterns

These images show the high sensitivity of Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) to
the chemical contrast of the functional groups grafted onto the surface.

The friction experiment consisted in scanning laterally the AFM tip under a con-
stant velocity at (i) a constant load to get the friction pictures of the patterned surfaces
and (ii) at different loads to determine their friction coefficient. The tips used are sili-
con nitride (Si3N4) with a radius of curvature of ∼20 nm. The frictional force between
tip and surface could be estimated from the voltage signal in the scope loop of LFM
and friction coefficient can be calculated by multiplying the average signal of Trace
Minus Retrace (TMR) during a scan by a calibration factor.

The results of the external load dependent friction response onto square patterns
are plotted in Fig. 22.2. For instance, a 50 % NH2 surface fraction is composed of 2μm
edge squares separated from the next pattern by 1μm distance. The varying parameter
in the surface fraction is the periodicity of the length patterning. As expected from
22.1, the measured friction force is linearly proportional to the external applied load.
This response is characteristic of a Coulombic behavior. Moreover, the averaged
frictional response is found to be more sensitive to the chemistry and relative surface
fraction of the molecular domains than to the size and distribution of patterns (micro
or nanoscopic). This is shown by the regular increase of the tip/substrate friction on
these (NH2–CH3) patterned surfaces, with the surface fraction of the hydrophilic
molecular species (NH2). The slope of the curves is proportional to the friction
coefficient and represented in Fig. 22.3.

The results show that friction coefficient decrease linearly as surface coverage of
NH2 for micropatterned surfaces. The friction forces increase with the magnitude of
the adhesive interaction the SAMs and the tip. As a result the greater the surface frac-
tion of NH2 in the thin film is, the greater the friction response is, in a good agreement
with literature [66]. Lopez et al. have also prepared striped micropatterned of methyl
and hydroxyl terminated SAMs and studied correlation between friction and grafted
mole fraction. The friction seems to increase steadily with mole fraction of one mole-
cule. The dependence of friction on the chemical composition of this geometrical
patterned coating seems to be correlated by a Cassie type relation for heterogeneous
wetting [67, 68]: the frictional response of the patterned surface composed of two
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Fig. 22.3 Friction coefficient versus NH2 surface fraction for Micropatterned (MicroP) and
Nanopatterned (NanoP) binary NH2/CH3 molecular surfaces at normal ambient conditions

uniformly distributed components is proportional to the surface fraction of each
component, μbinary ∼ (φNH2

)μNH2 + (1 − φNH2
)μCH3 . However, at comparable

surface fraction, friction coefficient is lower onto nanopatterned surfaces than on
micropatterned ones for the same geometrical design. This result may traduce the
coupling effects between nanodomains which lead to a collective frictional response
on nanoscale patterned surfaces. Indeed, contrary to microsize patterns where the
nanosize tip essentially responds to the discrete feature of the microdomains, the
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tip/substrate interaction on nanoheterogeneous substrates integrates the force fields
emanating from neighboring nanodomains, the extent of which from the tip apex
scales with that of long-range forces. This nanosize effect which couples the nearest
nanodomains through the lateral overlap of their force fields can involve new prop-
erties which are not yet completely understood. Further investigations are required
to expand the comprehension of these two-dimensional scale effects on interface
phenomena.

22.2.1.2 Random Nanopatterns

Random chemical nanoscale patterns and features [58, 69] spanning lengthscales
from a few nanometers to microns were fabricated using two different self-assembling
methods of alkylsilanes on (Si/SiO2): a sequential and a co-adsorption one, and
nanoscale friction experiments were performed onto these nano-heterogeneous mole-
cular films.

1. For the random heterogeneous nanopatterns prepared by sequential assem-
bling, the binary surfaces may be composed of a discrete distribution of hydrophilic
nanodomains within a continuum of hydrophobic molecules, or vice versa, as illus-
trated in Scheme 22.6, for CH3 and NH2 terminated alkylsilane molecules.

1

Molecule
with a terminal  hydrophilic 

group (ex:NH2)

Solvent cleaning
Removal of loosely adsorbed 
molecules

Molecule
with a terminal hydrophobic 

group (ex:CH3)

2

Solvent cleaning

Continiuum 
molecular phase

Discrete 
nanodomains

3

Scheme 22.6 Two step sequential elaboration of binary molecular thin films. Step 1 solvent phase
adsorption-nucleation and growth of discrete molecular nanodomains (nm–μm), 2 self-assembling
of the continuum phase by vapor or solvent phase adsorption 3 resulting nano-heterogeneous surface
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Solvent 

cleaning

1
2

Scheme 22.7 Sketch of the co-adsorption process allowing to prepare mixed SAMs of different
chain lengths or terminal groups (hydrophobic CH3/hydrophilic NH2): 1 co-adsorption and self-
assembling from a solvent or by vapour phase deposition, and 2 resulting SAMs surface

2 mμ μ5 m

(b)(a)

Fig. 22.4 AFM pictures (Tapping Mode) of random nanoheterogeneous molecular surfaces pre-
pared by sequential adsorption. a hydrophobic CH3 nanodomains (clear dots), dispersed in a
hydrophilic NH2 continuum grafted by vapor phase adsorption, b hydrophilic NH2 microdomains
(in clear) dispersed in a network of hydrophobic CH3 continuum, both molecular domains realized
by solvent phase coating

AFM characterizations were performed onto these binary heterogeneous molec-
ular films and results are displayed in Fig. 22.4. Domains size can be easily tuned
from tens of nanometers to micrometer and roughness of the thin coating is of the
order of one nanometer as it corresponds to the length difference of both molecules.

As previously, friction experiments were performed onto these substrates, and
the results are presented in Fig. 22.5. The external applied load (Fext) dependence
of friction exhibits the expected Coulombic behavior of linear increase of friction
versus Fext. This result (not plotted here), is similar to the previous one observed
onto the regular micropatterned molecular thin coatings. Thus, friction coefficients
were determined from the slope of these linear responses and presented in Fig. 22.5.
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Fig. 22.5 Friction coefficient versus NH2 surface fraction for nanoscale heterogeneous binary
(NH2/CH3) molecular surfaces prepared by sequential process

As one could expect from the intermolecular interactions involved at the (hydrophilic
tip/substrate) contacts, the magnitude of this friction gradually and significantly
increases with the surface fraction of NH2, when going from the uniform CH3 to
the uniform NH2 molecular films. On the homogeneous hydrophobic CH3 SAM, the
interactions with the hydrophilic silicon nitride tip mainly involve the London dis-
persion forces that have a much lower magnitude as compared to the polar, hydrogen
and electrostatic bonds involved in adhesion (and hence friction) of the tip with the
homogeneous NH2 terminated substrates.

2. For the heterogeneous surfaces prepared with a co-adsorption process, the sur-
faces are composed of a dissemination of hydrophilic nanodomains in a hydropho-
bic continuum, and vice versa (Fig. 22.6). The binary heterogeneous surfaces were
obtained in this case through a single step process (sketch of Scheme 22.6). This
grafting technique is based on the co-adsorption of two molecules (organosilanes or
thiols) in the proper solvent, or by vapor-phase deposition.

The AFM images characteristic of such nanoscale heterogeneous SAM film pre-
pared by co-adsorption is shown in Fig. 22.6. The domains are smaller and their
contours irregular and less well-defined as compared to those obtained by sequential
process.

The nanoscale frictional response of these mixed binary SAMs thus appears to
be directly proportional to the surface fraction of their constitutive molecular com-
pounds. This should provide a semi-quantitative tool based on the friction coefficient
measurement for the compositional surface analysis [70] of submicron scale hetero-
geneous substrates

As shown in Fig. 22.8, this assumption is true for mixed SAMs of molecules as
diverse as alkyls terminated CH3, amine NH2, hydroxide OH, or acidic group COOH
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(a) (b)

500 nm 300 nm

Fig. 22.6 Contact mode AFM pictures of the random nanoheterogeneous molecular surfaces pre-
pared by co-adsorption: a hydrophobic CH3 nanodomains (in clear) dispersed in a hydrophilic
NH2 continuum (both grafted in a single step vapor-phase adsorption from a mixture of the two
molecules), b nanostructured molecular domains in the binary hydrophilic NH2 (in clear) and
hydrophobic CH3 heterogeneous SAM (both grafted in a single step solvent-phase adsorption from
a mixture of the two molecules)

groups, but no longer holds for fluorocarbon-based (or rich) molecules. Indeed, as
compared to thin films of hydrocarbon molecules, the friction is higher on fluoro-
carbon molecules [71]. The introduction of the fluorocarbon molecule in a mixed
SAM leads to an increase in the frictional response, even for a low nominal bulk
concentration or surface fraction. For these fluorocarbon-based binary SAMs the
overall frictional response does not show any trivial correlation with the chemical
composition of the surface (Fig. 22.7b and 22.8). In that case, the high friction that is
observed on the mixed SAMs can reasonably be accounted for by additional energy
dissipation modes, which arise due to differences in the ‘phase state’ of the SAMs.
For mixed hydrocarbon–fluorocarbon systems for instance, it has been shown that the
fluorocarbon chains imposes a nearly perpendicular orientation of the alkyl chains
with respect to the surface normal. In that case, the molecular contrast has created
a new structural organization of the molecules within the mixed SAMs inducing
(creating) some new tribological properties

Based on the nanoscale frictional responses on the different patterns, it seems
that the chemistry and the surface fraction of the constitutive molecular species are
the leading parameters which control the frictional behavior of these heterogeneous
coatings. The size, lengthscales and geometry of the patterns can be used to modulate
the fluctuating amplitude of friction from the discrete profile characteristic of each
chemical domain on micronsize patterns, to a smoother one characterized by the
coupling effects on nanoscale heterogeneous patterns. Unfortunately, there is still no
systematic investigation of these scale effects on chemically heterogeneous SAMs
and their impact on friction, especially its environment-dependent behavior (dissi-
pation by domain frontiers defects, condensation, etc.). Understanding these scale
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Fig. 22.7 TMR as a function
of applied external load for
mixed SAMs, for different
surface coverage of: a NH2
terminated molecular
domains, and b CF3
terminated domains, in the
binary NH2/CH3 and
CF3/CH3 terminated SAM,
respectively
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effects is not only of fundamental importance. This also provides us with a key con-
trol parameter for adjusting over different lenghscales (macro, micron to nano) the
surface chemistry, patterns and properties for a given application. For heterogeneous
SAMs which are being increasingly used in almost all the fields of nanotechnol-
ogy (MEMs, NEMs, molecular electronics, controlled assembling of nanoparticles
arrays, …), this is a challenge that will focus increasing research interests in the near
future.
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Fig. 22.8 Friction coefficient versus (1) NH2, (2) CF3 and (3) CH3 surface fraction, respectively,
on heterogeneous NH2/CH3, CH3/NH2 and CF3/CH3 SAM surfaces prepared by co-adsorption

22.2.2 Influence of Sliding Velocity

Investigating the influence of the tip velocity on the nanoscale friction response of
grafted coatings represents the most accessible way to efficiently probe their dynam-
ical behavior and to understand some of the dissipation mechanisms (frequency-
dependent ones) involved in the friction process. For random heterogeneous surface
patterns [66], either prepared by the sequential or co-adsorption methods, two dis-
tinct regimes of frictional response to sliding velocity are observed, depending on
the nature of the intermolecular forces and structural sate of the SAM coating.

In these measurements, the sliding velocities were varied between 0.2 and
240μm/s to cover about 3 orders of magnitude, allowing to depict specific inter-
face phenomena at both low and high molecular stress. It should be noted that these
measurements were carried out in normal ambient (20 ◦C, 30 %RH) and in wearless
conditions for the coating (as verified experimentally).

For the more hydrophobic substrates which mainly interact with the tip through
London dispersion forces, a regular and low magnitude increase of the friction with
the sliding velocity (v) toward a plateau [72] is observed. On the other hand, the
frictional response on partially to highly hydrophilic substrates clearly displays two
distinct regimes. In the first regime (low-velocity region, typically <20 μm/s), a steep
increase of the friction is observed up to a maximum (20μm/s < v <50 μm/s),
followed by a smoother decrease toward a stabilization plateau. The magnitude of
the transition between these two regimes directly increases with the hydrophilic
character (NH2, SiO2H), or the surface fraction of the polar molecules for binary
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Fig. 22.9 Friction as a function of sliding velocity for random binary nanoheterogeneous NH2/CH3
molecular surfaces: a prepared by sequential adsorption b prepared by co-adsorption

heterogeneous surfaces, as shown in Fig. 22.9. This velocity-dependent frictional
transition is thus observed for all hydrophilic substrates, independently of their chem-
ical nature (organic, mineral) or composition (homogeneous, heterogeneous). This
transition thus seems to essentially rely on the common and unique feature that is
the existence of permanent dipoles and hydrogen bonds at the tip/substrate con-
tact. Indeed, in contrast to the London dispersion forces which predominate the
hydrophobic CH3/tip contact, the directional and orientational polar and hydrogen
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bond interactions that are involved at the hydrophilic/tip contact are strongly sensitive
to thermal effects. Since these thermal effects increase with the sliding velocity, one
equally expects the disorientation over the polar and hydrogen bonds in the molecu-
lar film to increase, leading from a certain critical velocity to a decreasing adhesive
and friction forces. In addition, it was mentioned that a wetting film could form in
a hydrophilic contact, even at a low relative humidity (Fig. 22.6). The destruction of
such boundary liquid bridge due to thermal effects (dissipation) can also explain the
friction inversion observed at high v.

Similar velocity dependence of friction was also reported for other hydrophilic
substrates [34, 39, 40]. The slope inversion (friction transition) was explained and
attributed to various energy dissipation processes or capillary effects (already dis-
cussed above in Sect. I.3). Indeed, during sliding, the frictional energy can be partially
and irreversibly dissipated into thermal energy, the so-called thermodynamic energy
dissipation Edissip ∼ Ff . v.dt, creating an orientational disorder in the end-group
dipoles of the molecular film. As known from literature, such thermally induced
collective disorder involving the entire topmost molecular population (not limited to
a single polar group) can drastically reduce the interaction density and energy within
the contact zone(dipolar and H-binding ones), especially on SAMs.

Other theoretical interpretations such as conformation and structural changes in
the molecular films have been proposed to explain this velocity-dependent frictional
transition: the shear-induced transition from solid-like to liquid-like state, the viscous
damping giving rise to molecular interdigitations or entanglements of the molecules
[73, 74], and the water condensation effects [39]. However, most of these effects
during sliding lead to irreversible interfacial phenomena as dissipation of local heat in
organic coatings induce complex film modifications up to severe wear. Nonetheless,
this discussion still requires further investigations to acquire a unified picture of
this velocity-dependent friction behavior, independently of the nature, chemistry,
structure and topology of the contacting substrates (organic, mineral, composites,
etc.).

22.3 Wear of SAMs

The frictional properties at nano and micronscales have drawn a lot of attention as
they provide critical information regarding the mechanisms and origin of wear on
these organic molecular films.

During the sliding of a tip onto a SAMs coated substrate, there are two main
factors which create wear: (i) the irreversible disorder induced by the amplication of
defects [34] in the thin molecular film and (ii) the rupture of SAMs/substrate bonds
in a second step.

The interfacial wear mechanism is mainly governed by a kinetic energy transfer
from the tip to the molecular film. This additional energy is dissipated through the
film coating by creating modification in the molecules conformations and disorder,
leading in extreme case, to plastic deformations up to breaking of covalent bonds
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involving real damage in the coatings. In a SAMs coating, the higher the density of
the defects is, the faster the wear will occur. Indeed, below a certain critical load, in
normal operating conditions (∼20 ◦C, ∼30 % RH) SAMs can undergo orientational
modification without damage. From this critical load (above film cohesion energy),
they wear and eventually detach from the substrate, leading to irreversible damage of
the molecular film. It is worth noting here that since the intrinsic stability of SAMs
(cohesion, structure, molecular mobility) is strongly dependent on the environment
conditions (humidity, T◦, pH), their wear can be drastically accelerated by the cou-
pling of stress to environment conditions. In order to improve wear resistance, Liu
et al. have suggested the grafting of rigid spacer chains [24].

22.4 Conclusion

Self-assembled monolayers composed of organosulfur and organosilanes have found
wide-spread applications in surface and interfacial science due to their well-defined
and robust structures and the ability to simply modify their chemical composition in
order to introduce a variety of modifications to their properties. However, nano and
microtribological investigations on these stable thin organic coatings still remains
delicate.

First, the tribological performance of the homogeneous organic grafted thins films
mostly depend on their intrinsic properties such as the chain length of the molecules,
the area density, the chemistry of the terminal group and their method of prepara-
tion. Indeed, the frictional behavior of the SAMs with different functionalities is
primarily influenced by their surface energy, which is directly related to the inter-
facial interactions between the tip and the chemistry of the surface. However, the
effects of humidity and temperature have been studied and displayed the impact of
these environmental conditions on friction on bare and coated surfaces. Particularly,
the significant influence of relative humidity on frictional forces could have been
explained by the thickness of the adsorbed water layer.

In a second part, random and well-defined nanopatterned heterogeneous molecular
thin films have been investigated in term of nanofriction. Depending on their topo-
logical patterns, these surface heterogeneities generate a wide variety of frictional
responses. Nanostructuration seems to have a fundamental and crucial effect on the
tribological properties of the molecular coating; it induces exclusive and specific
tribological properties on the thin coating. Then, the velocity-dependent frictional
behavior of patterned SAMs seems to be directly related to the polarization abil-
ity of the end functionalities of the grafted molecules. Finally, SAMs represent an
easy as well as an active and dry lubricant for nanotechnological devices; they have
dramatically reduced friction and adhesion and have found use in various MEMS
devices. However, alkyl chains do not sustain high compression and shear stresses,
which significantly limits their lifetime of use. These limitations are motivating the
development of a new generation of thin coating based on polymer nanocomposites
that display higher nano and micro-tribological properties, as proposed by Sidorenko
et al. [75]
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Chapter 23
From Nano and Microcontacts to Wear
of Materials

Rogerio Colaço

23.1 Introduction

This chapter is a revised version of the text “Surface damage mechanisms: from nano
and microcontacts to wear of materials” published in 2007 Meyer’s and Gnecco’s
book “Fundamentals of Friction andWear on the Nanoscale” [1]. During these seven
years relevant advances in the understanding of the relations between the nanotri-
bological behaviour and the overall tribological macroscale response of materials
have been made. Yet, tribology, either at macro, micro or nanoscales is still a wild
territory, mostly unknown, in its whole, not only by the common people, but also by
the scientific community.

In this revised version the first change that was decided was the title. In fact,
although this text deals essentially with wear, and its relations at nano, micro and
macroscales, the part “surface damage mechanisms”, was removed from the title, by
a number of reasons. The most important of that reasons was the fact that wear is
not always “damage” in its straight assumption: the several billion euros industries
of decorative stones for civil construction or of the Si wafer polishing for electronic
applications [2] are just some examples. In fact, wear is simultaneously one of the
few causes of components damage and obsolescence, consequently with a high eco-
nomical and industrial impact, but also a technological issue of growing relevance.
Neverthless, historically, not much attention had been paid to wear or, in a wider
scope, to tribology. Of course that some important exceptions are worth to mention,
but even the world “tribology” did not exist fifty years ago. In fact, it was in the began
of 1966 that a report made by an UK government committee presided by H. P. Jost,
known as the Jost Report found that a largewaste of resources—estimated in 515mil-
lion sterling pounds per year (approximately 4% of the 1965 UK GNP)—occurred
because of ignorance of surface interaction phenomena [3]. Although, friction,
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lubrication and wear had been studied for many years before, the fact is that the
Jost Report was somehow the kick out for the launch of several R&D and education
programs in tribology. Even the introduction in the lexicon of the word “tribology”—
the science of rubbing—was one of the (first) consequences of this report.

When the Jost Report was presented and published, it waswidely felt that it greatly
exaggerated the savings that might result from improved tribological expertise. Later
it becomes clear that, on the contrary, the Jost Report underestimated the economical
importance of tribology, since it paid small attention to wear, which happens to be,
from an economical point of view, themost significant tribological phenomena [4, 5].
Recent studies [6–8] still points for an important economical impact of tribological
related phenomena, namely wear, either faced as a damage mechanism or a technol-
ogy: at least 1%of theGNP of an industrialized countrymight be savedwithminimal
further investment in research, and the potential for even larger savings might exist
with further research [9–11]. These amounts should be a strong encouragement for
the R&D in tribology all over the world. In what concerns wear studies, an increasing
number of recent works as pointed out for the need to understand deeper the atomic
origins of wear [11] as well as to establish relations between macro-, micro- and
nanowear phenomena [12], i.e., bridging the gap between observation scales.

From an application point of view, wear research at submicrometric scales is
not only important because of the growing importance of disk storage, micro and
nanotechnologies, but also for the optimization of more common and conventional
tribological systems in engineering components. In fact, since the reference work of
Greenwood andWilliamson [13], it is well known that the contact between nominally
flat surfaces (the most frequent in engineering components) occurs between small
surface asperities, whose contact areas can be only of a few tens of square nanome-
ters. The point being made is that, even in conventional engineering systems, the
interactions at nanometric scales cannot be neglected.

With the development of the atomic forcemicroscopes (AFM) [14], approximately
three decades ago, it becomes possible to study wear phenomena at very small scales
and loads. The AFM tips can be used to simulate a sharp single asperity travelling
over a surface [15, 16] or, by using a stiffer steel cantilever with a sharp diamond
tip (or diamond coated tip) mounted on its end, nanowear studies at higher loads
and with more resistant materials can also be made [17–21]. AFM’s can be also
used to measure or monitorize at very fine scales the damage and/or topographical
changes in surfaces after local rubbing (e.g. [22–24]) or to measure the work of
adhesion between the surface and the single asperity simulated by the tip (e.g. [25,
26]). As a consequence, the appearance of this instrument has opened a wide new
field of research for tribologists, enabling to enter in the study of wear and damage
mechanisms at the scales which were forbidden before.

This possibility of going to smaller and smaller scales in wear studies have raised
a number of questions, such as:

• what are the (or, are there) phenomenological thresholds between nano/microwear
and macrowear?
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• are the classical wear equations valid for rubbing at nanoscale, or new wear equa-
tions are needed for nanowear?

Generally speaking, these questions can be summarized in the general formulae “is
the scale a characteristic of the tribological system that influences its response (such
as speed, load, atmosphere, etc.) or, by the contrary, is the phenomenology kept if
the tribological system is homothetically scaled down?”

The results obtained up to now are yet scarce, and road still need to be walked,
both from the experimental and theoretical point of view. Nevertheless in the recent
years important progresses have been made in this topic, as recently pointed ou in a
short and sharp paper by Schirmeisen [27]. This chapter aims to give a brief general
overview of the actual state of the art, focusing some of the questions and problems
arising from the nano and micro wear studies.

Since wear is essentially a surface and subsurface phenomena, we will start by
a brief description of the nature of solid surfaces and than we will advance for the
some results and models for macro and nanowear and wear at atomic scales.

23.2 The Nature of Solid Surfaces

The term “surface” can be understood as the transition of amaterial to its surrounding
environment [28], either liquid or gaseous, and this term will be used from now on
with the more strictly mean of “solid surface”.

From the tribological point of view, surface properties are a key factor for the
performance of any moving component since, in contacting rubbing pieces, the work
is dissipated in the surface and subsurface region. An “engineering surface” can be
quite different from an ideal atomically smooth surface in vacuum conditions, whose
equilibrium structure can be described, for instance, by the TLK (terrace, ledge, kink)
model [29]. Two important differences should be considered between an engineering
surface and a TLK surface. The first is the fact that, in the former case, the transition
between the bulk properties and the environment is not as sharp as in the latter.
The second is the fact that engineering surfaces have topographical features that
can be several orders of magnitude wider than the atomic terrace and ledge scales.
The tribological performance of an engineering component is therefore strongly
dependent of the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of the surface (and
by the gradients of these properties) and of the surface topography. Some aspects of
these two topics will be briefly discussed next.

23.2.1 Surface Constitution

On approaching the top, solid surfaces in general can present several layers, with
properties that can be quite different from the bulk ones. As a consequence, a solid
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Fig. 23.1 Schematic view of
a cross section in an
engineering surface

surface is a portion of material that can present a rather complex structure and prop-
erties, which, in part depends on the surface preparation method, the nature of the
solid and the interactions between the surface and environment (e.g. [10] and see
Sect. 23.4).

Usually, in mechanically machined, grinded or polished surfaces, there is a layer
of deformed material (formed during the surface preparation process). In metals and
metallic alloys, this deformed zone usually is work hardened and can present an
hardness higher that of the bulk (see Sect. 23.4). Bowden, Moore and Tabor, in a
remarkable set of experiments, were the first to observe clearly this deformed zone,
by using taper-section optical microscopy observations [30].

Most of the surfaces are chemically reactive and form native surface oxide layers
in air, or other reaction layers depending on the environment (nitrides, sulfides,
chlorides, etc.). Besides these native films, adsorbed layers of molecules present
in the environment (water, gaseous molecules, organic molecules, etc.) can also be
present at the surface.

The presence of all these regions (schematically represented in Fig. 23.1), with
their different properties, influences the tribological response of the material. More-
over, if the interaction scale of the damage during contact and rubbing changes
between these regions, alterations in the wear response of the material can occur.

23.2.2 Surface Topography

Surfaces are rough. Even the most highly polished component present irregularities
(asperities) significantly larger than the atomic scale. Figure23.2 shows an AFM
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Fig. 23.2 AFM topographic profile of a mirror-like metallic surface, obtained by fine mechanical
polishing with a suspension of 1 µm diamond particles

topographic profile (tapping mode) of a finely polished metallic surface (mirror-like
finishing). The irregularities, or deviations from the nominal ideal flat surface, form
the surface topography. The surface topography can present different features (such
as flaws, pores, waviness, etc.). However the contact mechanics of solids depends
essentially on the shorter wavelengths fluctuations [13, 31–33] the so-called rough-
ness. Roughness also influences the dynamics (and vibrational modes) of the contact
region of rubbing or near-rubbing sliding bodies (such has hard disk drive sliders)
[34] and, of course, the wear response of the material [35].

The surface roughness has a fractal nature, in the sense that it is formed of a
large number of length scales superimposed on each other [36]. A wide number of
roughness parameters and parametric functions can be used to describe and quantify
surface roughness (a rather exhaustive presentation can be for instance found in [33]).
The most commonly used are roughness amplitude parameters (vertical descriptors),
such as the average roughness, Ra, and the average maximum roughness, Rz, defined
as:

Ra =

lm∫
0

|y| · dx

lm
, (23.1)

in which lm is the profile length, and y is the profile function in an axis whose origin
is at the centreline of the profile (Fig. 23.2), and:

Rz = 1

5

5∑
i=1

yi , (23.2)

with yi the maximum distance peak to valley in the i th interval of the profile.
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23.2.3 Topographic Mechanisms of Wear

Empirical experience shows that, in general, smoother surfaces in rubbing contact
present lower wear than rougher ones, either in dry or lubricated contact conditions,
and that the running-in period also decreases with increasing smoothness of surfaces
(e.g. [35, 37, 38]).

An explanation for this behaviour can be found in the early work of Greenwood-
Williamson (GW) model Greenwood andWilliamson [13] on the contact mechanics
of rough surfaces. The basic idea of the GW model is that, since contact of rough
surfaces occurs between the small asperities of opposing surfaces, the real area of
contact, AR , is different from the apparent area of contact, AN . According with the
GWmodel, AR is independent of AN and the ratio AR/AN = f can be rather small
(typically between 10−5 and 10−1).

Since the height of the asperities is not uniform (see Fig. 23.2), when the surface
is submitted to a normal load FN , the touching asperities are under different stresses,
but it can be shown that the average stress in the touching asperities, 〈σ 〉, is given by
[39]:

〈σ 〉 = σN

f
, (23.3)

in which σN = FN /AN , is the normal (compressive) stress in the bulk material, in
a plane parallel to the surface.

Equation (23.3) shows that even small elastic compressive stresses in the bulk can
lead to high average stresses in the contact spots of the surfaces, since f can be rather
small. Moreover, some of the asperities (the higher amplitude ones) can be in plastic
regime while the others (the smaller amplitude ones) can be in elastic regime [39].

Although Greenwood and Williamson did not discuss the mechanism of creation
of a wear particle, they pointed out that wear is much more probable in touching
plastic asperities than in elastic ones. Therefore, they proposed a plasticity index, Ψ ,
given by:

Ψ = E∗

H

√
Rp

ρ
. (23.4)

Rp and ρ are topographical parameters: the standard deviation of the asperities
height distribution function and the curvature tip radius of the asperities, respectively
(Rp ≈ 1.25Ra , for a gaussian height distribution [33]). E∗ is the reduced Young
modulus given by:

E∗ =
(
1 − ν21

E1
+ 1 − ν22

E2

)−1

(23.5)

with νi and Ei the Poisson and Young modulus, respectively, of each one of the
surfaces. H is the hardness of the softer surface (see points 3 and 4 of this chapter
for a more detailed discussion on the concept of hardness and hardness at different
scales, respectively).
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Fig. 23.3 Simulation of the
contact regions of two
surfaces with a roughness
similar to that in Fig. 23.2

Fig. 23.4 Formation of the
wear debris in a Cr tool steel
when submitted to abrasion
by hard 6 µm diamond
particles. Typical wear
coefficients obtained in such
experiments are between
10−12 and 10−14 N/m2 [46]

ForΨ < 0.6 the contacts are predominantly elastic and forΨ > 1 the contacts are
predominantly plastic. For in-between values of the plasticity index, part of the asper-
ities in contact are in elastic regime and part in plastic regime. The most interesting
thing about Ψ is its independence of load: it only depends on mechanical properties
of the surface (the ratio E∗/H is inversely proportional to a yield extension) and of
its topographic characteristics.

Only very finely polished surfaces have plasticity indexes smaller than 0.6 [40].
As a consequence, most of the surfaces in contact rubbing engineering components
have a “mirror-like” finishing, i.e., they are finely polished, in order to decrease Ψ ,
bringing the contacts as much as possible to the elastic region. The idea is that this
will result in a shorter running-in period and in a lower wear rate. It should be pointed
out that, in amirror-like surface, such as the onewhose topographical profile is shown
in Fig. 23.2, the maximum peak-to-valley amplitude is typically smaller than 50nm
and Ra is typically smaller than 10nm.

In such a type of surfaces, very common in dry or lubricated moving engineer-
ing parts, the contacts will occur at nanometric ranges, as schematically shown in
Fig. 23.3. Even in 3-body abrasive wear situations, with free hard micrometric parti-
cles moving in-between well polished surfaces, the wear damage and debris can be
in the nanometric range. Figure23.4 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the initial debris formed in a finely polished tempered tool steel surface,
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submitted to a common laboratorial ball-cratering abrasive wear test, with 6 µm
diamond abrasive particles [41]. It can be observed that the typical dimensions of
the scratch caused by the abrasive diamond particles (as well as that of the debris
formed) are smaller than 150nm.

The point being made is that, although up to now the studies concerning wear at
nanometric scales has been performedmainly in electronically relevantmaterials (see
Sect. 23.5 of this chapter), the wear mechanisms at this scales are certainly of a much
wider relevance than that restricted to the wear of electronical and ultra-precision
components.

23.3 Wear Theories

23.3.1 Classical Wear Theories

Most probably Holm [42] was the first to discuss the precursor mechanisms of a wear
in his analysis on the relations between contact area and conductance. Later on, J. F.
Archard, based on some ofHolm’s ideas, developed a simplemathematical model for
wear caused by adhesion between two opposing asperities [43]. The Archard wear
equation for plastic contacts (usually known simply by “Archard equation”) is similar
to that proposed by Holm, but Archard replace the Holm’s concept of “removal of
atoms” by the concept of “removal of wear particles”. So, in fact, the first model for
wear was an atomic wear model. We will come to atomic wear later on. For now let
us focus on the “classical” wear theories for elastoplastic dominated wear, the most
common form of wear in engineering applications [44].

In spite of its simplicity, theArchardmodel for “adhesive”wear is still widely used
(sometimes outside of its developing context). The model considers two opposing
asperities of materials with similar mechanical properties contacting during sliding.
At zero time, the location of the two areas forming the contact is fully established
(as shown in Fig. 23.5). A short time later the contact area is reduced to zero but, in
addition, it is assumed that, at this moment, a new similar contact area as just been

Fig. 23.5 Scheme of the Archard model for adhesive wear
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fully established somewhere in the surface. In each asperity contact, chemical inter-
bonding and diffusion could lead to local sticking. The continuous relative motion
can, thereof, result in a separation of the asperities at a surface different from the
original (Fig. 23.5), leading to surface damage and wear by material transfer.

Archard considered that the volume of material transferred from one asperity to
another per unit of sliding length, Qi , is simply proportional to the contact area when
the contact is fully established, ARi :

Qi = Vi

L
= kad ARi . (23.6)

Although it can be interpreted in various ways (e.g. see [45] for a detailed dis-
cussion), the proportionality factor, kad , is related with the probability of touching
asperities adhere and generates a wear particle,

As previously discussed (Sect. 23.2), the most probable wear mechanism is that
the contacting asperities are plasticized and wear occurs by the removal of material
lumps. If the asperities are fully plasticized, when submitted to a force FNi , than ARi

results directly from Tabor’s definition of hardness [46]:

ARi = FNi

H
, (23.7)

with H the hardness of the material.
From (23.5) and (23.6) it can be obtained:

Qi = kad
FNi

H
. (23.8)

Assuming that all the contacts are fully plasticized (Ψ >1), the total wear rate is
simply:

Q =
∑

Qi =kad

H

∑
FNi = kad

FN

H
. (23.9)

Equation (23.8) was deduced for fully plastic contact conditions but Archard pro-
posed the more general relation:

Qi ∝ Fn
N , (23.10)

with n = 0.6, 0.75, 0.8 or 1, depending if the contacts are elastic or plastic.
However, the subsequent work of Greenwood and Williamson [13] showed that,

for multi-asperity contacts, AR is always directly proportional to FN , independently
if the contacts are elastic or plastic. Assuming this, the direct proportionality between
wear rate and load stands not only for fully plastic contact conditions. In this way, a
more general form of 23.8, is simply:
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Q = kad
FN

φ
. (23.11)

φ is the hardness, H, if the contacts are fully plasticized, and an “elastic contact
hardness” if the contacts are in elastic regime. For gaussian surfaces this elastic
contact hardness is given by [13]:

φ = 0.25E∗
√

Rd

ρ
. (23.12)

A slightly different situation is that of the contacting surfaces with much different
chemical and mechanical properties. In particular, if the hardness of one material
is higher than that of the other (typically H1 > 1.2H2 as a rule of thumb [9]), the
harder asperities will indent the softer ones. The relative motion will lead to the
formation of a scratch (as shown in Fig. 23.4), resulting in “abrasive” wear of the
softer material. This type of wear damage is not caused by adhesion, but either by
mechanical deformation and cutting, i.e., by abrasion. Therefore, the Archard model
does not stand for “abrasive” wear.

Rabinowicz model [44] proposed a different approach for abrasive wear. Assum-
ing a conical asperity of the harder surface, infinitely rigid, that, when submitted to
a load FN indents the softer surface, which become fully plasticized (Fig. 23.6), the

Fig. 23.6 Scheme of the Rabinowicz model for abrasive wear
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equilibrium condition in the load application axis is given by:

FN = H · AR = H
πr2

2
= H · π

4
· tg2α · h2, (23.13)

with r, h and α defined in Fig. 23.6.
If all the material displaced from the groove is removed, than the worn volume,

V, is given by:

V = L · r · h = L · h2tgα. (23.14)

From (23.12) and (23.13)

Q = V

L
= kab

FN

H
, (23.15)

with kab = 4/(π · tgα), or less if the material displaced from the groove is not totally
removed (e.g. see [28] or [47] for interesting discussions on this topic).

By comparing (23.8), (23.9) and (23.14), it can be concluded that the Rabinowicz
model for abrasive wear is formally identical to Archard’s model for adhesive wear.
Moreover the equations are identical to that obtained by Holm for “atomic wear”
[42]. Apparently this can be a quite surprising result since the phenomenology of
each type of wear is different. But, in fact, all these approaches for elasto-plastic
dominated wear lay on the same basic idea: the worn volume is proportional the
real contact area between the tribological pair. This real contact area is proportional
to the ratio FN /H , for fully plastic contacts, or to the ratio FN /	, with 	 defined
in (23.11), for GW gaussian multiple elastic contacts. Therefore, a more general
equation for elasto-plastic wear could simply be written as:

Q = kep.AR, (23.16)

with kep a general elasto-plastic wear coefficient, corresponding to a function depen-
dant of the active abrasive or adhesive wear mechanism, i.e. kep = f (kad , kb).

23.3.2 Atomic Wear Theories

From the simple formulation given by equation (23.15), it does not result any dis-
continuity between wear occurring at atomic/nanometric scales and at larger ones:
if the real contact area decreases to nanometric scales the wear rate decreases pro-
portionally (has already mentioned, Holm’s “removal of atoms” theory [42] lead
to an equivalent equation). However, as the contact scales decreases to near-atomic
lengths, the wear mechanisms involving extensive plastic deformation and crack
propagation, such as grooving, delamination or fatigue, cannot be predominant if
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only a few atomic layers are involved in the contact. Molecular dynamics simula-
tions in contact scales involving a few atomic layers shows that at this small scale
lengths, wear is essentially controlled by the dragging of atoms from their initial
positions [48, 49]. Bassani and D’Acunto [50] developed a theoretical approach for
the atomic transfer between a flat surface and an AFM tip which is interesting to
analyse here. The used approach is a double-well potential model, in which the wear
volume is quantified in terms of the atomic transition between the two well minima.
According with this model, the total wear volume per unit of time, Vt (i.e., the total
volume of the atoms jumping from the flat surface to the tip surface in a unit of time)
is given by:

Vt = n.ω.Vat , (23.17)

in which n is the initial atomic population,ω is the transition rate, and Vat , the atomic
volume. The transition rate is given by an Arrhenius law:

ω = ωo exp

(
−ΔU

kT

)
, (23.18)

in which ΔU is the energy barrier height between the two well minima. Later on,
D’Acunto [51, 52] extended the model for the quantification of wear mechanisms at
the nanoscale. It was proposed that the atomic wear rate (i.e., wear in which the active
mechanisms are dragging of atoms (or ionic pairs) from their original positions) could
be separated in two basic mechanisms: adhesion and abrasion. At this point it should
be emphasized that the concept of “adhesive” and “abrasive” wear at the atomic scale
does not have exactly the same meaning as defined previously, when the Archard
and Rabinowicz models were presented. At atomic scales, adhesive wear was used
for the cases in which the vertical (van der Walls) forces are predominant and the
atoms transfer from one surface to another. Conversely, atomic abrasive wear was
used for the case in which shear forces are predominant, leading to the dragging of
atoms to further positions from the primitive ones (in this case, the atoms does not
jump from one surface to another). Figure23.7a and b shows schematically atomic
adhesive and abrasive wear concepts.

The wear volume per unit of time defined in (23.16) can be transformed in a wear
rate, simply by dividing by the scanning speed of the asperity / tip, Vs. If that is done,
D’Acunto’s model lead to the following expression for the wear rate at the atomic
scale:

Q = n.ω.Vat

Vs
(23.19)

By noting that n can be given by AR/AR/n , with AR/n the specific area per contact
atom, (23.18) can be rewritten in the equivalent form:

Q = kat AR, (23.20)
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Fig. 23.7 Scheme of atomic adhesive wear a and atomic abrasive wear b

with

kat = ω.Vat

AR/n .Vs
. (23.21)

Although the formal similarity between (23.19) and (23.15), this result is different
from what is obtained for elasto-plastic dominated wear occurring at bulk scales.
According with theories for abrasive and adhesive wear at bulk scales that we have
previously seen, the wear rate is independent of the scanning speed, if the wear
mechanism does not change within a certain range of speeds (e.g. see Lim and
Ashby approach to sliding wear [53]). Therefore an important result arising from
this model is that atomic scale wear is inversely proportional to the travelling speed
of the counterbody. This is caused by the fact that, if speed increases, the interaction
time for atom jumping decreases. Experimental observations for atomic wear of
ionic crystals [23] do not show a significant velocity dependence of atomic wear as
expected from themodel. So, at the contact scales involving only a few atomic layers,
wear is essentially controlled by the dragging of atoms from their initial positions
and, consequently the rate of material removal drops several orders of magnitude as
compared with the wear rates in situations involving extensive plastic deformation
and/or crack propagation. But, noticeably, the analytical models for “atomic wear”,
lead again to an expression similar to that of elasto-plastic driven wear (23.15),
but this time the proportionality factor, kat , depends on the volumes of the atoms,
molecules or ions that are being “worn”, on the transition rates of these particles
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between energy wells, and on the relative speed of the matching surfaces with, of
course and kat � kep.

Presently, atomistic methods, that allow for simulations of up to millions of atoms
in time scales ofmicroseconds, are still insufficient to providemore extensive links to
experimental data. Particularly, in the scale lengths of a few hundreds of nanometers
there is a gap of understanding, since it is one too large scale for atomistic simula-
tions and a too small scale for continuum mechanics theories and for conventional
wear tests. It is expected that, in practice, the transition from elastoplastic-driven
wear mechanisms, described by (23.15), to “atomic wear” mechanisms, described
by (23.19), should correspond to the threshold to measurable wear conditions [54].
We will come again to this topic in the following chapter.

23.4 Wear Experiments at Submicrometric Scales
Using the AFM

The advent of the AFM invention [14] has provided tribologists with a new tool that
enable to perform experiments from atomic scales to (almost-) bulk ones. Up to now,
an increasing number of studies have been dealing with this topic showing that that
observable tip-induced wear in the sample (and also wear of the tip itself [20, 55,
56]) can occur when the AFM tip slides in contact with the sample, above some
threshold load [57].

Tip-induced nanowear experiments have been performed (in UHV and environ-
mental conditions) in a relatively large range of materials, such as thin films of AgBr
and C60 deposited on NaCl [58], NaCl [59], KBr [23, 60, 61], PZT’s [20], polymeric
magnetic tapes [62], silicon [63, 64], SiO2 [64], mica [65, 66], thermoplastic and
thermoset polymers [67–69], among other materials. Fewer experiments have been
performed in metals, maybe because, as pointed out by Gnecco et al. [60], metals
are not the best candidates to study wear mechanisms by AFM, since the debris tend
to accumulate in the tip, leading to a small reproducibility of measurements. Still,
some results on gold [70], MnZn ferrites [71], Cu [63] and Cr thin films [72] can be
found in the literature and, facing experimental difficulties in nanowear studies of
metals and metallic alloys, will be certainly a challenge.

One of the first in situ observations of the transition threshold to detectable wear
in AFM experiments was made by Hu et al. [65]. The experiments were performed
in mica, with silicon nitride probes, in air, water and ethanol environments. While
monitoring the frictional forces, these authors observed that, once a certain critical
load threshold was reached, the wear of mica (remotion of an atomic layer) was
responsible for a transition from a linear relation between friction and load to a
stochastic behaviour (Fig. 23.8). The experiments showed that the wear of this layer
ofmica occurs both at high loads, in a single scan, or at lower loads, inmultiple scans.
This result strongly indicates that the load onset for atomicwear ofmica has somehow
a memory effect to the number of scans of the counterface slider. Hu et al. [65]
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Fig. 23.8 Friction force (au) versus load in the high load regime for multiple scans of a silicon
nitride tip in contact with mica. Friction increases smoothly with load until wear occurs. At this
time abnormal changes in the friction behaviour are observed [93]

suggested that, in the lower load regime, point defects were accumulating during
the each scan. When the number of scans reach a critical value, this accumulation
will result in the formation of a small cluster, resulting from the removal of an
atomic layer. Helt and Bateas [73] were able to observe the nucleation of defects
in muscovite mica under aqueous environments, prior to gross wear, confirming the
nanowear mechanism proposed by Hu et al.

Gnecco et al. have performed abrasive wear experiments at nanoscale on (001)
KBr [23]. They have shown that, under UHV conditions, the atomic scale wear
mechanism is due to the removal of single ion pairs. Also they have shown that this
debris is reorganized in regular terraces with similar structure and orientation of the
unscratched surface. More recent experiments performed by the same group [61],
also confirms the cumulative nature ofwear at atomic scales. In fact they observe that,
even at very low loads (between 1.7 and 30.1 nN) scratch of KBr with silicon probes
in UHV conditions, always result in groove formation, after a sufficient number of
scans. Concomitantly, an irregular ripple formation in the periphery of the grooves
was observed. This ripple-like structure appears after the onset of wear has been
reached and has a periodicity that matches well with the scale length of the tip radii.
In this way, the authors attributed the KBr wear mechanism at atomic scale as an
accumulation in front of the tip of ionic pairs or small clusters. Ripple arises when
the material transported by the tip increases friction and the tip jumps over it as the
process restarts again.
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The experimental results obtained up to now seam to indicate that, in general,
the precursor mechanisms for atomic-scale wear is the formation of point defects
that lead to the formation of small clusters, the nanodebris. It is interesting to note
that these observations matches quite well with the theoretical double-well approach
presented in Sect. 23.3.2. In fact, according to this model, in each interaction between
surface and counterface atoms, there is a probability of atomic jumps to occur, to
the opposite surface (adhesion) or to another position in the same surface (abrasion).
These jumps will result in the formation of point defects.

In this way, both experimental and theoretical results seam to confirm that, in
general, the formation of point defects in sliding contacts is the catalyst for atomic
wear. This mechanism is predominant in situations in which the contact loads are
below the yield onset for plastic deformation or crack nucleation.

In a small, but relatively larger contact scale, Wang and Kato [54, 74] made a
set of interesting wear experiments inside the chamber of an E-SEM (environmental
scanning electrical microscope). The experiments were performedwith a pin-on-disk
geometry in carbon nitride coatings and in bare Si(111). A diamond pin with a 10
µm curvature radius and a load range between 10 and 250 mN were used. One of
the aims of the experiments was to observe the onset of wear from “no observable
wear particles” to “wear particle formation”. This transition was defined when the
formation of cluster of worn particles, larger than 0.25 µm, could be confirmed by
in-situ E-SEM observation. The worn particles were described as “feather-like”, for
the mild wear regime, and “plate-like”, for the higher wear regime.

Figure23.9 resumes the results obtained for the carbon nitride coatings. It can be
observed that the transition from “no observable wear particles” to “wear particle
formation” depends on the load (as expected). However, the transition also occurs,

Fig. 23.9 Occurrence of wear particles of a carbon nitride coating, in terms of load and friction
cycles, based on E-SEM observations [102]
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in certain load conditions, when a critical number of cycles is reached. The authors
have attributed this wear transition dependence of the number of cycles to a low cycle
fatigue wear mechanism [74]. However, and in spite of the higher loads used inWang
and Kato’s experiments, it is worth to mention the similarities with the observations
for the nanowear onset of mica previously mentioned [65]. Moreover, Wang and
Kato [54] have observed, from AFM measurements, that some wear exists even in
the “no observable wear particles” regime.

As previously mentioned, when the load increases, resulting in higher depth inter-
actions, other wear mechanisms become active. Also the chemical and structural
composition of the surface interlayers can change (Fig. 23.1). As a consequence, the
wear response of the material can be quite different and, moreover, unpredictable,
depending on the contact scale. For now, it seems that the only choice for tribologists
is to carefully choose their test conditions for them to be representative, in view of
the application. The results obtained by Miyake et al. [19] for diamond and N+-
implanted diamond films clearly illustrate this point. These authors have observed
that nanowear AFM tests, with loads in the range of µN, lead to the lowest wear
resistance in N+-implanted diamond films, as compared with diamond films. By the
contrary, N+-implanted films present the highest wear resistance in reciprocating
wear tests, with loads in the range 0.098 to 4.9 N. This difference was attributed by
the authors to the formation of a thin amorphous layer in the N+-implanted samples
(as observed by Raman spectroscopy), whose properties are relevant for AFM wear
tests but not for the wear tests at higher loads.

Chung and Kim [63] have presented a very interesting summary of the results
obtained for low load wear experiments, in materials for MEMS and ultra-precision
electronical applications. The data was obtained by different authors, using low load
pin-on-disk and AFM tests in Si-based materials, carbon films and DLC’s. The load
ranges used changes from nN to mN. Table23.1 resumes the results for silicon, as
reviewed by Chung and Kim. These results show that, although a general percep-
tion of the basic small-scale wear mechanisms starts to exist, extreme difficulties
in quantifying wear still remain. Clearly, advances can only be made if precise and
reproducible experiments are available to test theoretical models [12].

More recently itwas shown [75] that there is awear threshold between atomicwear
and elasto-plastic dominared wear that can be easily identified by AFM nanowear
experiments. Once the threshold for wear is overcome, the wear rate increases with

Table 23.1 Wear coefficients for Si obtained in tests performed at different loads (after [63])

Material Load Test Wear coefficient (as defined in
23.14)

References

Si (100) 10–30 µN Specimen-on-disk 10−5 [107]

Si (100) 100 µN AFM 10−1 [108]

Si (111) 100 mN Pin-on-disk in SEM 10−4 [54]

Si 100 mN Pin-on-disk 10−3 [109]
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Fig. 23.10 Regression over
the wear rates after the wear
threshold is overcome (after
[75])

load following 23.15 (Fig. 23.10). By using the slope obtained from regression over
the experimental points of Fig. 23.10, and the hardness of thematerial the dimension-
less wear coefficient of this material, kab defined in (23.14), could be determined as
0.01. Such a value is within the range of the dimensionless abrasive wear coefficients
for a two-body wear situation obtained in macroscale tests, typically between 0.005
and 0.05 [9]. This result shows that at this single contact scale provided by the AFM
tip, once the wear onset is overcome, the Rabinowicz wear equation (23.14), or a
more general equation like (23.15), is followed. Moreover, the fact that the values of
kab obtained from AFM abrasive wear tests are consistent with those retrieved from
macrowear tests indicate that, most probably, the results obtained form nanoscale
wear tests can be scaled up, once the wear mechanism does not change.

These experimental results, however, show clearly that the Rabinowicz equation
is followed only after a certain critical value of the load is overcome. Bellow this
critical value, changes in the surface can only be detected by LFM observation [1],
but these changes never lead to well-defined worn craters. This means that, bellow
this critical value, the surface damagemechanism is not elasto-plastically dominated,
i.e., there is a load threshold between “macro-wear” and “atomic wear”.

At least in metallic materials, what is really interesting in this threshold is that
it occurs at a much higher values than those that can be expected. In fact, if the
values of the average or maximum Hertzian contact pressures are compared with the
measured hardness of the material, or with its indentation yield stress, σy, estimated
from Tabor relation [46], one can conclude that the plastic yield limit of the material
was largely overcome [75]. This result confirms the importance of scale related
factors in the tribomechanical properties of materials, in particular at the contact
scale of the asperities. Recent works have shown that ductile metallic alloys can
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increase their hardness up to 10 times, when the contact depth decreases bellow
100nm, due to strain gradient plasticity and surface free energy related effects. This
will be the topic of the next paragraph.

23.5 Indentation Size Effect

Hardness is a measure of yield stress of the material [46]. The appearance of this
property in Archard and Rabinowicz wear models (23.8 and 23.13, respectively) is
related with the fact that hardness is a measure of simultaneously two things:

1—the resistance of the asperities to the start of the dissipative plastic deformation
processes, which can result in the formation of wear particles and,

2—the depth of the wear damage, e.g., the depth of the groove in the simple case
of pure abrasive wear [76].

If the interaction between body and slider is only of a few atomic layers, the
elasto-plastic deformation processes are inactive, and the nature of wear is distinct,
, i.e., we are in the presence of “atomic wear”. Once this threshold is overcome we
are in presence of elasto-plastic driven wear as discussed in Sect. 23.4. Hardness as
a measure of the elasto-plastic yeld of the material can be a simple measure of this
threshold.

However, there is a length scale range, lets say for a few atomic layers to submi-
crometric lengths in which, although the deformation mechanisms are already still
active, the material mechanical response can be different from its bulk mechanical
response. In recent years there has been a growing interest in the use of molecular
dynamics simulations (MD) methods to investigate nanoindentation [11]. Landman
et al. [48], carried out one of the first MD simulations of a Ni tip nanoindentation
into a gold surface. After, MD have been used in several studies of nanoindentation
in different materials (e.g. [77–80]). Although, at the present, atomistic methods
allow for simulations of up to millions of atoms in time scales of microseconds and
provide information about the single atom role in the contact [11], the length and
time scales are still insufficient to provide more extensive links to experimental data
[12]. Specially in the scale lengths of a few hundreds of nanometers there is a gap of
understanding, since it is a too large scale for atomistic simulations a too small scale
for continuum mechanics theories to be still valid [81].

The fact is that, in this scale range of a few hundreds of nanometers, a large number
of experimental works have showed that, in general, an increase of the hardness of
the material occurs as compared with its bulk hardness, as measured in conventional
micro or macrohardness tests, the so-called Indentation Size Effect (ISE). ISE have
been observed in a significant variety of metals, metallic alloys and ceramics: Cu
[82, 83], Mo andW [84], Ag [85], Al and brass [86], Ni and Co alloys [87], sapphire
and MgO [88], TiO2 and SnO2 [89], LiF and NaCl [90], among others.

For now, there are various explanations for the observed indentation size effect,
including the sample preparation and testmethods and the increasing perfection of the
materials as the volume is reduced [88]. Of course that, as mention in Sect. 23.2.1, the
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constitution of thematerial changes on approaching the surface (Fig. 23.1). This,most
certainly, will lead to different material properties, in particular to different hardness
measurements, as the indenter crosses the different layers, schematically represented
in Fig. 23.1. In particular, it has been observed that the deformed layer caused by the
mechanical polishing of surfaces may contribute to increase the hardness of metallic
surfaces [83, 88]. Nevertheless, ISE is still observed in electropolished samples and,
in fact, the results strongly indicate that ISE is an intrinsic material length scale
related characteristic [91].

Conventional plasticity theories, which are based in continuous mechanics, and
in this way do not involve length scale dependency, do not provide an explanation
for size dependency of hardness. Up to now, there are two theories that seam to offer
the best explanation for ISE: geometrically necessary dislocations (strain gradient
plasticity) [92] and surface free energy effects [93, 94]. We will briefly review these
two explanations for the indentation size effect based on experimental results recently
obtained in our group [95–97].

When a material is deformed dislocations are generated, moved and stored. This
storage causes the material to work-harden [98]. Dislocations can be randomly
present and stored, forming a network of defects in the crystalline structure of the
material and, in this case, they are called statistically stored dislocations (STDs)
[99]. In non-uniform deformation, dislocations are necessary for compatibility rea-
sons and, in this case, they are called geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs)
[99, 100].

In the case of indentation experiments, the hypothesis is that plastic strain gra-
dients surrounding the indentation are accommodated by the presence of these geo-
metrically necessary dislocations. Since, in general, strain gradients are inversely
proportional to the length scale over which plastic deformation occurs as the inden-
tation depth decreases the density of GNDsmust increase, thus leading to an increase
of the hardness of the material [101, 102]. Based on this assumptions, Nix and Gao
[92], have proposed a model that relates the indentation size effect with the density
of GNDs. The Nix-Gao model leads to a simple relation between the variation of
the materials hardness caused by the GNDs, ΔHG N D , and the indentation depth, h
given by [92]:

ΔHGND = H0

(√
1 + h∗

h
− 1

)
. (23.22)

H0 is the material hardness at an infinite depth (the “bulk hardness”). h* is a charac-
teristic length that depends on the shape of the indenter and on the tested material,
given by:

h∗ = 3

2

tan2 θ

bρs
, (23.23)
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where b is the Burgers vector of the dislocations and ρs is the density of statistically
stored dislocations. θ is the angle between the surface of thematerial and the indenter.

Surface free energy (SFE) related effects could also contribute to the increase of
the hardness with decreasing scale, since the area to volume ratio increases as the
scale decreases [93, 94]. According with Jager [94], surface free energy can have a
non-negligible contribution to hardness if the three following conditions are simulta-
neously met: (a) soft ductile samples with high SFE; (b) sharp indenter geometries;
(c) shallow indentations. Models accounting for the contribution of SFE to hardness
lead to a relation of the type [93, 94]:

ΔHSFE = κ
Es

h
(23.24)

where ΔHSFE , if the hardness variation with depth caused by SFE effects, Es is the
surface free energy, h the indentation depth, and κ a constant which depends of the
indenter’s geometry (e.g., for a Veeco DNISP diamond AFM tip, κ ≈ 3.43 [87]).

Assuming that both these effects (GNDs and SFE) are independent, and though
summative, it results from (23.22) and (23.23), that a general equation for hardness
as function of indentation depth, accounting for both effects, has the form [95]:

H = H0 + ΔHG N D + ΔHSF E = H0

√
1 + h∗

h
+

{
κ

Es

h

}

SF E
. (23.25)

A typical plot of the hardness of the material according to (23.23) is shown in
Fig. 23.11. The plot was calculated with a set of values typical of a metallic alloy,
e.g. a steel: H0 = 2.5 GPa, Es = 2 J/m2. h∗ was taken as 1,000 nm [92] and κ as 3.43
[87]. As it can be observed, for indentation depths smaller than some hundreds of
nanometers, the combined effect of geometrically necessary dislocations and surface
free energy result in a non-negligible increase of hardness. The accuracy of this

Fig. 23.11 Hardness
variation with indentation
depth according to (23.25).
The plot was calculated with
a set of values typical of a
metallic alloy, e.g. a plain
carbon steel: H0 = 2.5 GPa,
Es = 2 J/m2 and h* =
1,000nm [75]). κ was taken
as 3.43 [70]
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therorectical model was subsequently confirmed by Ma et al. [103] and the direct
observation of the high density of dislocation pile ups under AFM nanoindentations
was recently made [104].

Therefore both experimental and theoretical results seam to lead to the same
conclusion: smaller tends to be harder, i.e., as the contact scale decreases to sub-
micrometric ranges the resistance of the material to plastic deformation increases,
therefore the threshold from “atomic wear” to “macro” or elasto-plastic driven wear
occurs at higher contact loads that the ones that we could expect from hardness based
models derived from continuous mechanics theory. But a second factor should also
be considered in wear at small contact scales. Is the fact that the parameter H that
appears in (23.8) and (23.14) in fact depends on the contact depth, as it results from
(23.23). By replacing the depth independent hardness of 23.14 by the expression
on 23.23, the contact scale dependence of the hardness can be incorporated into the
Rabinowicz equation giving [105]:

Qh = Kab
FN

H0

√
1 + h∗

h + κ Es
h

, (23.26)

Equation (23.24), shows that the depth dependence of hardness in materials pre-
senting ISE (mostmetallic alloys) results directly in a depth dependence of their wear
rate which clearly agrees with published literature experimental results [105, 106].

23.6 Conclusions

As concluding remarks of this chapter, we can say that there has been a great interest
in submicrometric wear studies within the last 10–15 years. This studies covers
different types ofmaterials, different scale lengths (going fromquasi-atomic to quasi-
bulk ones) and different research objectives (from generic theoretical studies to well
focused application ones). Although the natural dispersion of results, caused by the
great complexity of the phenomena involved, and to the youthful nature of the field,
significant advances have been made in this recent years.

The models and results obtained up to now suggest that, on approaching atomic
scales, a division of mechanisms can be made between “atomic wear” and “bulk
wear”, i.e., wear involving atomic jumps and point defects formation (the former)
and wear involving plastic deformation and crack propagation (the latter).

For atomic wear, experimental results strongly suggest that there is threshold
for detectable wear. This threshold is a load threshold but also number of contact
cycles threshold. This suggests a cumulative nature for atomic wear, which is in
agreement with theoretical models. For higher loads and higher contact interaction
depths, the plastic deformation and crack propagation mechanisms will be activated,
and the wear can, in principle, be described by classical continuum mechanics based
theories. However, it should be noted that there is a scale length interval (from some
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nanometers to some hundreds of nanometers) inwhich, although the deformation and
crack propagationmechanisms can be active, important differences as comparedwith
the similar mechanisms occurring at larger scales can occur. These differences can be
caused by surface topography related factors, changes in the structural and chemical
constitution of the material on approaching the surface and intrinsic effects related
with increasing surface to volume ratio (surface free energy, strain gradient plasticity
phenomena). Certainly, in the near future, experimental results, MD simulations and
the development of scale dependant plasticity theories will bring new insights to this
topic, reducing the gap between macro, micro/nanowear.
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Chapter 24
Nanowear of Polymers

Mario D’Acunto, Franco Dinelli and Pasqualantonio Pingue

Abstract The use of viscoelastic materials, such as polymers, constantly increases
in the field of nanotechnology. These materials are softer than metallic and inor-
ganic ones, and, because of that, they are easier to deform and wear off. The wear
mechanisms occurring for viscoelastic materials are rather complex, and, gener-
ally, present more complications for a direct investigation with respect to metals
or ceramics materials. With the advent of Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM), well
characterized forces can be applied to a surface with a nanometer-scale spatial resolu-
tion. In particular Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), working at high contact forces,
can significantly modify many surfaces. Polymers are soft enough to be modified
by hard AFM tips, such as those of silicon, silicon nitride or diamond. For these
reasons, the AFM is today the main tool employed to investigate wear occurrence
on polymer surfaces. The wear of a polymer surface caused by an AFM tip in a
regime of single asperity contact is an articulate process that depends on conditions
such as, namely, the applied forces, the tip shape, size and the relative velocity.
Since the influence of all these parameters is in close connection with the sample
properties, one can expect a dependence of the wearing process on the mechani-
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cal properties of the sample surfaces. These properties can vary significantly from
the bulk properties, if cross linking is made or, on contrary, residual solvents are
present in the specimens. This chapter is divided in three sections following a general
introduction. Specifically, the first section deals with wear induced by means of
AFM tips to study the mechanical properties of films at the nanoscale; the second
one regards the exploitation of wear for the creation of nanolithographic patterns;
the last one is finally dedicated to an applicative field such as the characterization
ofwear of polymers for biomedical applications at the meso- and nanoscales.

24.1 Introduction

Despite the increasing popularity and technological advances in nanoscience and
nanotechnology applications, their weakness related to severe tribological problems,
i.e. friction and wear, tend to undermine the performances and reliability of nano-
devices. Several studies have shown that the tribology is one limiting factor to the
broad-based impact of nanotechnology on our everyday lives [1–3]. Indeed, tribology
is the science of surfaces in relative motion with each other and on the nanoscale
the surface properties and geometries play a more fundamental role with respect to
bulk applications. Miniaturization and the subsequent development of devices for
nanotechnology applications require better tribological performances of the system
components and a fundamental understanding of the basic phenomena underlying
friction and wear on the nanoscale [4, 5]. Moving from the macro- to nanoscale, the
surface area-to-volume ratio increases considerably and becomes a cause of serious
concern from a tribological point of view. Indeed, surface forces such as meniscus
forces, viscous drag, surface tension, adhesion and friction, being proportional to
the contact area, significantly increase and can limit the reliability and the life of
nano-devices.

Wear, which in a macroscopic sense is defined as the mass or volume loss from a
sliding or eroding contact with a sequence of events, can be summarized as follows:
mechanical forces, frictional work, impact forces, contact fatigue stress, cavitation
force-induced damage in contact surfaces. The surfaces in reciprocal contact lose
mechanical cohesion and a debris is produced. Subsequently to its formation, the
debris is generally expelled from the contact zone and the process of wear is observed.
The profiles of the two counter surfaces can be convoluted or not due to differences
in wear resistance of the surfaces involved.

For polymeric systems there is also the very important prospect of marked
environmental influences, which will include the role of lubricants as well as the
often-dominant consequences of frictional heating. The same complications can
be observed in polymer alloys, copolymers and polymer nanocomposites [6–10].
In addition, the knowledge of wear mechanisms on micro/nanoscale could help
to quantify the distribution of material loss during the relative motion of the sur-
faces. In fact, weighting the sample before and after the test has been the domi-
nant wear quantification technique. A precision balance typically has a resolution of
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10−6 of the maximum load, which puts a limit on the minimum load that may be
quantified in relation to the total weight of the component. Moreover, the mass of
polymers can change due to water absorption. Further, it is important to note that
macro-wear is 10–1,000 times higher than micro-wear on harder materials, even
though the mean contact pressure in the micro-test is higher than in the macro-
test [11–14]. As an example, the accurate knowledge of two contemporaneous fac-
tors, such as chemical degradation and mechanical wearing occurring in vivo, when
biostable or biodegradable polymers are used in the human body, could help to
improve enormously materials to be used in medicine. Indeed, the formation of
nanoparticle debris from biomedical polymers has serious consequences for human
health [15, 16].

The mechanisms for the occurrence of wear have been classified in accordance
with its phenomenology (abrasion, adhesion, erosion, fretting, etc.) and the damage
of rubbing surfaces have been identified and classified as cutting, plowing, cracking,
delamination, fatigue and oxidation. The landscape is complicated by the fact the
different mechanisms of wear can occur at the same time. In many case, a wear
mechanism can initially start promoting damage and in a second moment such phe-
nomenacan overlap or substitute one another making it difficult to individuate the
single mechanisms leading to the measured damage and thus to develop adequate
mathematical models.

As above mentioned, tribology of polymers is a complex topic, since such materi-
als present specific properties if compared to other materials. These specificities are
mainly due to the molecular structure, in a special way chain mobility. Chain mobility
allows relaxation movements and energy dissipation, notably by internal friction. In
addition the wide range of such movements can be time and temperature dependent.
Molecular structures, like chains length or crosslinking degree, are also parameters
able to modify the bulk and interfacial dissipation. Moreover, crosslinking reactions
are usually incomplete, leading to an uncompleted network. More in detail, some
chains are chemically bonded to the network, through both extremities; other chains
can be linked to the network only by one extremity; while other chains are not at all
chemically bonded to the network acting as free chains. Figure 24.1 summarizes the
different wear mechanisms for polymers.

On the nanoscale, wear measurements for polymers, polymers alloy, copolymers,
nanocomposites and blends, can be made by using SPMs, where the advantage of
a single asperity sliding on a polymer surface sample is clear [16–18]. Scratch test
can be carried out on areas or lines, and sample modifications can be observed at the
end of wear testing. Again, nanoindentation is a powerful method to study the Young
elastic modulus, for areas confined to few nanometers squared. General relationship
between the normal load and the elastic response of the sample can be found in
the Hertzian and Sneddon theories, with more complex cases better described by
the Johnson-Kendal-Roberts (JKR) or Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) approach
[19–21].

The basic SPM tip-induced test for the analysis on the onset mechanisms of wear
on polymer surfaces consists in the repeated scanning of a prefixed area of the film
surface at constant force [22, 23]. In SPM the surface topography of the sample is
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Fig. 24.1 A classification of different wear occurrence for polymers as proposed by Briscoe and
Sinha. (Reproduced from [6], with permission)

imaged by scanning a small probing tip in contact mode. The same tip is used to
induce wear. Such technique permits the following wear properties to be observed
both qualitatively, and, when possible, quantitatively: (1) qualitative evolution of
the surface during the test, (2) evaluation of the wear volume, for a comparison
with macroscale wear tests, and (3) observation of the AFM tip degradation as a
consequence of possible adhesion-wear mechanisms for polymer debris [24–26].
Generally, the tip can be moved along the horizontal axis forward and backward
along the same line, then moves perpendicular to it and starts the next line. The moti-
vation behind such abrasive tests can be the recognition of the potential that SPM
tip-induced wear experiments offer for the characterization of the molecular orga-
nization of polymer surfaces. For example, it is generally recognized that the glass
transition temperatures of polymer surfaces differ from those of the bulk, suggesting
that viscous behavior may be observed at the surface at temperatures where the bulk
of the material is glassy [27]. Studies of tip-induced wear behavior may be valuable
in assessing the mechanical properties of polymers surfaces. Moreover, for some
classes of thin-film materials, the application of bulk mechanical testing methods is
not feasible and other techniques associated with surface mechanical investigation,
such as nanoindentation, are inappropriate.

One interesting common phenomenon occurring at the initial stage of wear-
ing test is the formation of ripple structures normal to the fast scanning direction
[22, 23, 28–32]. Such ripples structures can be produced both with performing
many scans on the same scanning area or with a single scan with a hot probe tip
[33–36] or on polymer film initially trapping solvents [37, 38]. This phenomenon
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Fig. 24.2 The two-spring
model used to describe the
tip-surface action. The tip is
attached to a cantilever with
spring constant k, resulting in
a normal load F = k · d, and
the force interaction is
modeled by a spring with a
stiffness equal to the force
gradient. The force
interaction spring is not
constant, but depends on the
tip-sample distance or
penetration depth h. (Adapted
from [8], with permission)

is however a complex process and it depends on the contact conditions, namely the
applied force, the tip shape and size, and the relative velocity. Since the influence of
all these parameters is in close connection with the sample properties, one can also
expect a dependence of the wearing process on the sample mechanical properties.
These properties can vary significantly due to variation in molecular weight (MW ),
cross linking degree, the presence of residual solvents and also confinement effects.

Contact mechanics representing tip-sample interaction can be described by several
models [39–41]. The simplest contact-mechanics model used in SPM-based tech-
niques is the Hertzian model, which assumes a hemispherical tip shape and neglects
adhesive forces. Such model has been successfully applied to systems with very low
surface energy (i.e. very small adhesion forces) and small applied static loads (less
than 5–10 nN). These conditions generally prevent wear and plastic deformations
both of sample and tip. More detailed contact-mechanics models, such as the DMT
[42] and JKR [43] models have been adopted for SPM systems in case where the
adhesion forces could be neglected. However, even for the simplest model several
parameters must be known, including the tip geometry and modulus, the applied sta-
tic load, and the adhesive forces present. The overall situation is complicated by the
fact that many of the parameters involved in the contact are neither easily measured
nor well controlled. For example, the applied force F to the tip is usually calculated
from the spring constant k and the deflection d of the cantilever using Hooke’s law
F = k · d. However, determination of k requires separate measurements and the
characterization of tip shape requires a separate tip-reconstruction methodology. In
addition, indentation depth is a function of F , tip geometry (radius R or parabolic
focus distance), as well as the mechanical and the adhesion properties of the con-
tacting bodies (Fig. 24.2).

A non-axial displacement of the AFM cantilevers caused by their tilted orientation
does not usually exceed 10 %, thus, it can be generally neglected. In addition, the
radius R and spring constant k are initial system parameters, which must be measured
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Fig. 24.3 Example of indentation test on a poly(amide) 6 sample. Left Prevorsek’s swiss-cheese
structural model of the sample [44], where the fibre axis is vertical and crystallites are periodically
organized to form fibrils, which are embedded in an amorphous oriented matrix. Middle topographic
image of the surface after a wear test. Right calculation of the wear volume from the surface profile
changes, V+(V−) represents the volume of material in the frontal pile-up. (the grooved volume
adapted from [45], with permission)

and calibrated before the nanomechanical test. The Poisson ratio, v, is used as well as
a material parameter and is usually assumed to be known and taken as a bulk value
with possible deviations playing a minor role. The most general relation between
penetration depth, h, and F in the course of indentation experiment can be presented
in the very general form as:

F = ahb (24.1)

where a and b are specific, mode-dependent geometrical parameters, (for example,
b = 1.5 for both Hertzian and parabolic Sneddon’s contact theories). In addition,
Sneddon model suggests a specific and practical analytical relationship between the
surface stiffness, dF/dh and Young’s modulus E, in the form:

d F

dh
= 2

√
A

π
E (24.2)

where A is the contact area and E is the reduced modulus:

1

E
= 1 − v2

1

E1
+ 1 − v2

2

E2
(24.3)

and E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli of a surface and the tip, whereas v1,2 are the
corresponding Poisson numbers. Using (24.2) it is possible to evaluate an absolute
value of the sample elastic modulus when contact area changes are known as a
function of the specific shape of the indenter tip (specific analytic expression are
available for circular, pyramidal and parabolic shapes). For small indentation depths,
the elastic modulus can be calculated making use of the Hertzian model of a sphere-
plane contact type. For larger indentation, the Sneddon model (Fig. 24.3) with a
parabolic tip is usually exploited.
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Two main contributions cause significant deviations from pure elastic contact
mechanical behavior. The first one is a viscoelastic phenomenon that results in
additional viscous contribution causing increasing deviations of the loading curves
from the expected Hertzian behavior for purely elastic solids. The second one is the
presence of a stiff substrate beneath a very thin polymer film contributes in a lim-
ited film deformation under a high load resulting in a decreasing deviation from
the purely elastic behavior. As a consequence, the loading behavior (i.e. indentation
depth versus normal load range) of a wide class of polymers and polymers compos-
ites in glassy or rubbery states cannot be reasonably described with Hertzian mode.
Johnson proposed a general relationship between A, F and loading time, t, for block
copolymers [46]:

(A/pgreco)3/2 (τ ) = 3RF

4τ E∗∞

[
τ − (1 − k) (1 − exp (−τ))

]
(24.4)

where τ = t/T is the reduced time and T is the relaxation time of the material,
k = E∗∞/E∗

0 is the reduced modulus with E∗
0 being the initial instantaneous modulus,

and E∗∞ is the equilibrium relaxed modulus for an infinitely slow load, U = F/t
is the loading rate. It is shown that by varying two primary variables, E0 and T,
it is possible to fit the experimental data. The presence of the viscous contribution
component can principally change the shape of the loading curve from the convex
to concave in a penetration depth versus load plot.

One main challenge for tribologists is also the control of wearing processes under
some conditions and environments. Recently, Gotsmann et al. focused the attention
on controlling the wear characteristic of synthetic polymers for contact mechanical
operations in NEMS [47]. They have observed the dependence of wear on segmental
relaxation dynamics by tailoring the polymer synthesis with predetermined cross
linking levels. As a consequence, a reduction of wear in a polymeric NEMS is
possible. Moreover, two wear regimes have been identified: (1) below a critical
cross link density, a ductile wear mode exhibits weak dependence on the spacing
between cross links, and (2) above a threshold cross link density, a brittle wear mode
becomes operative and the wear rate decreases rapidly with additional cross linking
(Fig. 24.4). The threshold cross link density that separates the two wear modes occurs
at a critical segment weight of approximately 2.15 kDa. This weight corresponds to a
critical cross link spacing of approximately 3 nm, suggesting a competition between
the cross link spacing and the cooperation length for segmental backbone relaxation.
When the spacing between cross links falls below the cooperation length, constraints
are imposed on the backbone mobility, essentially stiffening the material. Under these
conditions, increased hardness and reduced wear are strongly correlated with cross
link spacing. If the concentration of cross links is insufficient to interfere with natural
backbone relaxation, the presence of cross links has little impact on the polymer
response and the material behaves similarly to the uncross linked native polymer
[47].

Under a wide range of conditions, the repeated scanning of a polymer surface
leads to the formation of tip-induced wear patterns consisting of ridges oriented
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Fig. 24.4 On left, the impact of cross link spacing (Mc) on wear rate is shown. Two wear regimes
can be individuated by a critical Mc between cross links, Mcrit . Below Mcrit = 2.15 ± 1.5 kDa,
wear is highly sensitive to the cross link density, while above Mcrit , there is little wear dependence
on Mc. The uncertainty level represents the intersecting domain defined by the root mean square
variance of regression fits above and below Mcrit . On right, the impact of cross link spacing on
the hardness of the styrene-benzocyclobutene (PS-BCB) random copolymer thin films is shown.
The minimum force needed to make a permanent 0.5 nm deep indentation, Findentc,crit , is plotted
versus Mc. (Note for a given indentation geometry and penetration depth, i.e. equal contact area,
the hardness is directly proportional to Fc) (Reprinted from [47], with permission)

Fig. 24.5 Topographic images for an AFM-tip-induced wear test performed in air (from 1 to 40
scanning cycles) with the indicated applied loads on annealed polystyrene (PS). All experiments
were conducted on annealed films with a tip nominal radius of 15 nm and scanning directions is
horizontal. Each image is 1 × 1 μm2. The topographic variation is around 2 nm for the upper row
images (first scanning cycles) and 55 nm for the last bottom row image (40th scanning cycle). The
arrows indicate areas where the film has broken. (Reprinted from [48], with permission)

perpendicular of the scanning directions (Fig. 24.5) [20, 48]. In Sect. 24.3, the ripple
formation for polymer materials will be accurately described, here we limit ourselves
to present some general features of wear patterns. Surtchev et al., showed that the
evolution of the root mean squared roughness follows an exponential saturation law
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Fig. 24.6 Root mean squared
(RMS) roughness as a
function of the scan number
for the various loads as in
Fig. 24.4. The solid lines
represent the fits of the
experimental data. (Reprinted
from [48], with permission)

(Fig. 24.6) [48]. In addition, tip-induced wear is more extensive at higher applied
loads where transition from rippling to rupturing wear was also observed. And the
degree of wear as well as the type of the patterns formed was found to strongly
depend on the density of the scan line and an overlap between the successive scan
line is necessary to obtain a periodic pattern (Figs. 24.5 and 24.6). This interesting
effect of tip-induced rippling on polymer films will be deeply discussed in the next
paragraph.

24.2 Wear Tests at the Nanoscale in Polymer Films
to Assess Material Properties

The deformation of polymer surfaces upon contact with a tip is a phenomenon known
before the inception of Scanning Probe Microscopies (SPM). It has been observed
that depending on film properties, contact area, tip shape and trajectory, a surface
initially flat can progressively undergo morphological changes. This phenomenon
has been considered as a nuisance as the microscopists were interested in finding
the best conditions to correctly image the pristine topography of polymer surfaces.
Therefore, operational modes avoiding contact or limiting it to simple intermittent
contact have been developed. However, later on some researchers have considered
that this nuisance could be positively used. They have realized that studying the way
the deformation occurs allows one to probe the mechanical properties of the surfaces
investigated and hence to deduce their molecular organization. Thus, since the early
nineties, a number of experiments has been devoted to this purpose. In this section,
we shall consider a range of applications where deformation studies can be useful
to investigate and define sample mechanical properties, namely: crystallinity and
amorphousness; plasma treatment; solvent presence; molecular organization (entan-
glement density); and so on.
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24.2.1 Schallamach Waves and Ripples

Before the inception of SPM, the phenomenon of polymer wear had been already
studied at a macroscopic level [49–55]. The apparatuses employed were constituted
by two bodies in contact under a given load. The geometries could vary from pin
on flat to sphere on flat or two cylinders rotated by 90◦ one to the other. Generally,
the flat one is the plastic sample under examination. Sliding was performed in a
continuous movement at constant velocity. The amount of material worn off from
the surface was than quantified in order to assess the wear resistance properties.

Subsequently those instruments were employed in a single scratch configuration
at a constant velocity and measuring the lateral force experienced by one of the two
bodies [45, 56–62]. The sample surface was observed with optical microscopy. In
some cases, these observations could be performed in real time if one of the two bodies
was optically transparent. Progressively, the contact area has been reduced moving
from a contact radius of mm to μm. Different wear regimes were identified from
cutting to abrasive one. In this modality one could determine the sample mechanical
properties and correlate them with the pristine molecular configurations of the sample
itself.

Schallamach has been one of the pioneers in the macroscale field [49]. In particular
the phenomenon known as ‘the Schallamach waves’ refers to a failure of a continuous
sliding motion in which waves of detachment develop perpendicular to the sliding
direction. These waves form at once at the front edge of the contact, perpendicularly
oriented with respect to the velocity direction, but they may develop also within the
contact area. This phenomenon occurs under certain given experimental conditions
and can be quite easily observed with an optical microscope in real time (Fig. 24.7).

Fig. 24.7 a Schematic of
Schallamach waves.
b Normalized curvature of the
contact area during one wave
cycle, R = 5 mm,
v = 4.63 μm/s,
E∗ = 0.9 MPa at ω = 0.3 Hz.
c Representative lateral force
data with associated images
of contact area, R = 5 mm,
v = 20.84 μm/s,
E∗ = 0.9 MPa at ω = 0.3 Hz.
Scale bars in the last image of
b and c represent 250μm.
(Reproduced from [57], with
permission)
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The advent of SPM, in particular Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), has opened
the possibility to study single contact asperity [22]. Thus the contact area can be
reduced to a diameter size of the order of the molecules forming the film. Whatever the
size of the contact, the aim has always been to deduce the material properties from the
way wear occurs as a function of a number of parameters, namely: load, velocity, tip
radius, temperature and others. As for the macroscopic case, different wear regimes
have been identified including ploughing and morphological rearrangements of the
surface, generally named ‘ripples’.

When one moves to smaller contact areas the wear features become too small
to be below the detection limits of optical microscopy. This is more and more true
for the nanoscale case. Grooves or ripples can be observed only after being formed.
Additionally the post analysis can be only carried out with the same object producing
wear, typically working in a different load regime with lower values compared to
those set in wear regimes. The phenomenon of ripple formation is the one, which has
attracted most of the attention of the researchers. The first observations were taken
by operating in AFM ‘imaging mode’ at high load values, that is with the probe
moved over a given area line by line not or partially superposed [22, 23, 28, 47,
63, 64]. When the ripples form, they are also perpendicular to the velocity direction.
The hypotheses proposed for the mechanism of ripple formation on the nanoscale
are the same of Schallamachmacroscale case (i.e. crack opening at the edge or within
the contact area) or at the front edge of contact area due to a stick slip phenomenon.

If one proceeds in a single scratch mode (Fig. 24.8), the situation above described
can be more clearly interpreted [65–67]. It means that for macro contacts, the ripple
formation is dependent on a peeling phenomenon within the whole area, whereas for
nano-contacts, it is rather due to a stick and slip phenomenon occurring at the front
edge only. In fact the ripple periodicity at the nanoscale is larger than the contact
area. According to Aoke et al., the friction coefficient measured in the two cases can
be equivalent, when one normalizes the normal load values to the contact area. From
this observation he infers that the two processes, inducing both plastic deformations,
are determined by similar mechanisms [66].

24.2.2 Multiple Line Scratch Test

Although the single line scratch mode can appear more similar to macroscale mea-
surements, as already mentioned, the first studies with AFM were carried out in what
it may be considered a multiple line scratch test (Fig. 24.9). This was due to the inter-
est in imaging rather than studying the material properties. Then the analogy with
Schallamach waves has immediately attracted attention and the single line scratch
test is still not quite popular in the scientific community.

In the multiple line case, the complete formation of ripple patterns is dependent on
the tip movement in a raster fashion [22, 23, 28, 47, 63, 64]. Sometime the ripples can
form immediately after the first passage. However the analogy with the macroscale
case can be only drawn if the line spacing is such that it can be described as the
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Fig. 24.8 Morphology of the film with MW = 1.3 kDa (a), section 1–1 (b). Morphology of the
film with MW = 250 kDa (c), A − A′ (d). (Reproduced from [67], with permission)

parallel movement of a number of tips moving together along the same direction.
In the end, the macroscale phenomenon can be described as a multi-tip one as the
contact area is large compared to the single probes.

Thus nowadays wear at the nanoscale is typically studied in the AFM imaging
mode. AFM can be operated in a way where the line interspace can be varied.
In addition one can vary a range of parameters such as tip shape and chemistry,
applied load, velocity, and more. From the patterns that form after one or multiple
scan frames the properties of the sample can be qualitatively, and in some instances
quantitatively deduced. Thus this technique can be useful to evaluate the wear and
scratch resistance for applications like MEMS, nanofabrication and nanopatterning.
A wide spectrum of polymers has been investigated including polystyrene (PS),
poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), gelatin, polyacetylene (PAc), polycarbonate
(PC), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), poly (vynil alcohol) (PVA), poly(4-vinyl
pyridine) (PVP) and a range of copolymers. In the following we report some examples
such studies, which are mainly meant to give a flavour of a wide spectrum of possible
useful applications.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 24.9 SPM topographical images of scratched surfaces of PS films having different MW’s: a
8 kDa, b 15.8 kDa, c 58 kDa, d 164 kDa, and e 984 kDa. The scratching was carried out under an
applied load of 10 nN. Scan size 1.5×1.5 μm2. (Reproduced from [64], with permission)

24.2.3 Amorphousness and Crystallinity

The first example of a wear study that we report is represented by the case of amor-
phousness [20, 64, 68–70] and crystallinity [71–74]. In fact, depending on the aggre-
gation state of the molecules, the sample can present areas where the molecules
present a conformational order and areas where the molecular conformations are
random and therefore no order is observed. Starting with the case of completely
amorphous samples, an important parameter is represented by the average molecular
weight (MW) and the monodispersity index. In general, samples can be an assembly
of molecules of different MW values and thus, in principle, they can have a different
wear behavior as those reported in Fig. 24.9 for the case of PS films.
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Fig. 24.10 SPM topographical images of wear patterns induced by scanning forthree frames at
12 nN for 13 K and for three frames at 25 nN for the other Mw values: a 13 kDa, b 30 kDa, c 96 kDa
and d 483 kDa. Image size 3 × 3 μm2. Maximum groove depth 4 nm for 30 kDa, 2 nm for 96 kDa
and 1.4 nm for 483 kDa. (Reproduced from [20] with permission)

It has been suggested that this behavior is correlated to the critical MW (MC). In
fact if MW > MC, the molecules are entangled, provided thermal annealing has been
performed, solvent has been removed and the sample is close to a thermodynamic
stable state. The patterns and their load dependence reveal that for MW < MC ripples
do not form and bunches of molecules can be moved (Fig. 24.10). For MW > MC
ripples can form instead and molecules can hardly be removed from the sample. For
MW close to MC(≈30 kDa), one can pass from a non-wear regime to an abrasive
one by increasing the applied load or the number of scans. In Fig. 24.10b (white
arrows), it can be observed that lumps of material can be torn off from the surface,
corresponding to bundles of entangled molecules.
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From macroscopic investigations it was already known that crystalline regions
are less prone to wear than amorphous regions. Beake et al. have systematically
studied PET samples produced in different fashions so that they might have different
crystalline domain size and density [72–74]. For instance they have investigated
PET films either realized from simple molding or produced by applying a uniaxial
or biaxial stretch to the melt when it is cooled down.

In Fig. 24.11, we report the case of a bi-axially stretched film. In general the
applied load needed to form ripples is higher than for amorphous films. Alternatively
one can obtain similar characteristic patterns by repeating the scan over the same
area. In this case, we can see that changing the scan direction implies a different
absolute orientation of the patterns that are always perpendicular to the scan direction.
Areas showing different morphologies can show different pattern periodicity. This
is possibly due to variations in the degree of crystallinity. In Fig. 24.11, it is finally
visible that the periodicity depends on the applied load value.

24.2.4 Plasma Treatment

Plasma treatment of precursor or polymer films is an established technique typically
used to produce wear resistant coatings. It is known that an RF radiation
(with power P) impinging onto the samples initially produce the activation of chem-
istry by either exciting monomers or fragmenting long molecules. The reactive frag-
ments then can form chemical bonds among themselves and, in the end the initial set

Fig. 24.11 Bi-axially
stretched PET film: effects of
applied load and scan
direction. Topographical
image of 8 × 8 μm2. Wear
induced by scanning 9 times
areas of 1 × 1 μm2.
(Reproduced from [72], with
permission)
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Fig. 24.12 Contact mode
AFM images from 4 × 4 μm2

areas (low force). The images
include 1 × 1 μm2 areas
previously scanned at 11 Hz
(two passes) using the applied
loads annotated on
P = 12.5 W for each sample.
P stands for power, in this
case. (Reproduced from [76],
with permission)

of separated molecules evolves in a network more or less interwoven. The network-
ing degree depends on plasma treatment parameters such as time exposure, power
intensity, and others.

Wear tests can be carried out by varying the applied load and other scanning
parameters [34, 75–79]. The deformation dependence reveal that samples with a
higher power treatment or longer exposure time are less prone to deformation, in
particular to ploughing (Fig. 24.12). In this example, for plasma polymerised hexane
(ppHex) films ripples do not form at any stage. This may be due to the fact that
the pristine film was made of precursors of very low MW. The average molecular
size increases with plasma treatment but entanglement may not occur and thus the
conditions for the formation of ripples.

24.2.5 Presence of Solvent

The presence of solvent is known to weaken the polymer surface properties. This
phenomenon is named ’plasticization’ and it depends on the fact that solvent mole-
cules can swell the polymeric film by interposing themselves in the bulk represented
by the polymer molecules. Polymer films are often made by spincoating or otherwise
by dropcasting. The thermal annealing is a post treatment that is meant to remove
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Fig. 24.13 AFM image of a PMMA film scanned in 50 % ethanol solution using a cantilever with
a force constant of 0.36 N/m. The central 750 × 750 nm2 area was scanned once at a higher normal
force of 180 nN immediately before this image was acquired. a Typical AFM image of ridges;
b RMS roughness of PMMA films in different solvents. Each data point represents the average and
standard deviation of several measurements taken on each of several different samples. Both the
average and the scatter increase in the stronger solvents. (Reproduced from [24], with permission)

the solvent molecules. However this process crucially depends on several parameters
from the T value to the duration time, from the solvent employed to the interaction
with the substrate. It might thus be often important to assess the degree of solvent
presence [22–24, 37, 38].

In Fig. 24.13, we report an example of a film exposed to different environmen-
tal conditions including solvent vapours. The film more exposed to good solvents
deforms at lower load values compared to other conditions. The ripple amplitude
(RMS roughness) and periodicity depend on the degree to solvent exposure.

24.2.6 Temperature Dependence

SPM investigation can be extended to the T domain by heating the sample [31, 34,
80–82] or alternatively the probe [36, 83]. In case of amorphous polymers, one can
define a second order thermodynamic discontinuity named ‘glass transition’. As no
polymer sample is ever fully crystalline, this transition can be observed to various
extents depending on the crystalline degree and typically occurs at a given T value
named glass transition T(Tg). Another transition is represented by the first order
transition corresponding to crystalline melting. This is generally not observable by
AFM as it occurs at T values too high, where the amorphous regions present are in
a rubber state.

In Fig. 24.14, it is shown an experiment in which a heated tip is used to perform
scanning over a PS surface. At 100 ◦C the surface starts to deform as ripples appear.
The Tg is thus defined as the value at which the polymer deviates from a glass and
starts to show rubber-like behaviour. The fact that at 90 ◦C it is observed a ironing of
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Fig. 24.14 AFM image of a PS film (296 kDa) after scanning regions of 20 × 20 μm2 at 50, 70, 90
and 100 ◦C. Note the central mark left behind from the hot tip after the scans were performed. The
image of the area scanned at 50 ◦C shows almost no change compared to the surrounding surface.
The images of the areas scanned at 70 and at 90 ◦C show a much flatter surface than before. Finally
the image of the area scanned at 100 ◦C shows a wavy pattern typically for the deformation of a
rubbery material. (Reproduced from [83], with permission)

the very superficial layer has induced the authors to state that the film interface with
air has a lower Tg value.

Gnecco et al. have investigated the ripple formation in polymer films such as
PMMA, PSul and PC [36]. They have clearly shown that the ripple formation varies
with T and polymer type (Fig. 24.15a). The T dependence has a characteristic behav-
iour that can be correlated to the Tg value of the polymer investigated (Fig. 24.15b).

More often the experimental setups are built in a way such that the sample rather
than the tip is heated. Several studies have been carried out to study polymer mechan-
ical properties versus T. Incidentally we may cite Schmidt et al. who have investi-
gated the inclination of the ripple patterns deducing the viscoelastic dependence from
T [80]. Dinelli et al. have instead performed experiments at various speed and applied
load, showing that Tg can be overestimated depending on the scanning parameters,
namely the time of tip permanence versus the film viscosity [81].

24.2.7 Composites

The capability of investigating wear at the nanoscale has opened the possibility to
investigate a class of material otherwise difficult to explore, the nanocomposites
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Fig. 24.15 a 1 × 1μm2 AFM contact-mode images of ripples created by rastering polymer
filmsspincoated on glass substrates with a resistively heated AFM probe at several temperatures. b
A plot of the autocorrelation lengths obtained from a reveals an exponential growth of the ripple
wavelengths with temperature. Data obtained for 0.5 Hz fitted with broken lines and for 2 Hz fit-
ted with solid lines scanning speeds are presented for each polymer. (Reproduced from [36], with
permission)

[10, 84–89]. Some of these composites have peculiar mechanical properties that
may be useful for such applications as MEMS and nano-devices. A composite can be
defined as a blend of polymeric molecules with other immiscible molecules, copoly-
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Fig. 24.16 A multivariate plot of wear rate (y axis) versus friction coefficient (x axis) for vari-
ous polymeric composites, unfilled polymers and polymer blends. All the experimental data were
acquired in the same environmental conditions with a geometry pin-on-disk and scanning velocity
v = 50.8 mm/s, and a load pressure F = 6.25 MPa, for further details see [10]. (Reproduced from
[10], with permission)

mers where molecules are made of two different components chemically linked or
nanoparticles. For a polymeric material which is composed of a single constituent,
low wear rate and low friction coefficient usually cannot be achieved simultane-
ously. For example, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a widely used solid lubricant,
which is well known for its very low friction coefficient (μ < 0.2 in dry sliding
conditions), high melting temperature and chemical inertness, but it wears 10–100
times faster than many other materials in general (Fig. 24.16) [10]. On the contrary,
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) has high wear resistance, mechanical strength,
operational temperature but high friction coefficient (μ > 0.4 in dry sliding).
Such polymer properties can be altered and changed as wanted using composites.
The physical properties of a polymer composite can be tuned to satisfy various func-
tional requirements of a target application, including stiffness and strength, thermal
and electrical transport, and wear resistance.

One critical key for a deep comprehension of wear mechanisms on polymer
nanocomposites is the accurate knowledge of matrix/filler interface. Currently, one
need is the quantitative measurements of the transfer film during low wear sliding.
Secondly, quantification of the compositional and chemical evolution of these films
is crucial. In turn, quantification of fundamental mechanical properties of transfer
films is needed to develop models of these interfaces at a more detailed level. All
such needs in nanocomposites tribology will require a combination of tools and tech-
niques ranging from materials scientists to tribologists providing a profound impact
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Fig. 24.17 (left column) Optical micrographs of wear tracks on copolymer surfaces made by ball
sliding. M0 stands for no MMA content, whereas M100 for 100 % MMA content. The arrow
and scale bars represent the ball sliding direction and 200μm, respectively. (right column) SPM
topographical images of copolymer surfaces after multiline scratching under an applied load of
10 nN. The scan dimensions and contrast variations of these images are 1.6 × 1.6 μm2 and 30 nm,
respectively. (Reproduced from [87], with permission)

on our knowledge of such complex systems. This new knowledge will help us to
design materials with new improved tribological properties.

In Fig. 24.17, we show an example of copolymer samples made of methyl
methacrylate (MMA) and n-butyl methacrylate.The ratio of the two components
was varied. In the Figure, we only report the two extreme cases with maximum
(M100) and minimum (M0) MMA content. It can be seen that the wear patterns can
vary dramatically. This demonstrates how the mechanical properties can be tuned in
copolymer films.

Buenviaje et al. have performed studies on blends made of two immiscible com-
ponents with different Tg values [86]. In this case there was a clear phase separation
and the various regions would undergo a glass transition at different Tg. The authors
have shown that friction as well as wear can be useful to evaluate the viscoelastic
state of these phases separated. This experiment can be useful to study Tg variations
induced by confinement, for instance in cases where the phase separation can be
controlled in size. In Fig. 24.18, it is shown the case of PS/PVP copolymer films
where the two polymer ratio is varied and wear pattern reveals the phase separation
at room T.

Finally in the last example, Pihan et al. [89] have explored the case of a PEMA
matrix blended with nanoparticles grafted with PEMA of various MW (Fig. 24.19).
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Fig. 24.18 Surface images of dip-coated PS/PVP (from 100 ppm in chloroform) onto silica, cap-
tured after the second scan, for PS/PVP 48/21 (a) and 194/21 (b). Area 3 × 3 μm2, height scale
10 nm and the scanning direction is from left to right. (Reproduced from [85], with permission)

Fig. 24.19 Nanowear test on samples with matrix MW = 11.7 kDa. a Topography image of a
sample blended with PEMA-g-particles, b topography image of a pure homo-polymer sample. In
the inner square the force was stepwise increased up to maximal normal force of 150 nN (step 10).
(Reproduced from [88], with permission)

They observe that the wear resistance is improved upon adding the nanoparticles
with a given ratio between polymeric matrix to nanoparticle density. They have also
observed that wear can be correlated to PEMA MW; in particular the wear behaviour
changes for higher MW values where molecular entanglement occurs. This is in
accordance with previous studies on different materials such as for instance PS [20].

24.2.8 Boundary Conditions

To conclude, we show a final example that introduces the following Section on
nano-lithography. The wearing properties of polymer surfaces can be exploited to
create ripple structures by employing AFM scan with proper boundary conditions
that allow fabricating self-assembled and ordered ripples on a nanometer scale. More
in detail, in the work done by Napolitano et al. [38] the ripple orientation obtained
on PET results significantly modified by the boundary conditions appearing when
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Fig. 24.20 Ripple patterns on a a circular area, b ellipsoidal and c triangular regions surrounded
by four L-shaped regions (the color scale covers ∼30 nm on the three images). Top panels BMP
image in the litho-windows of the AFM. Bottom panels AFM images of the pattern obtained on the
PET surface. (Reproduced from [38] with permission)

nanolithography is performed on circular, triangular, ellipsoidal and L-shaped areas
on the polymer surface, as can be seen in Fig. 24.20.

24.3 Exploiting the Nanowear of Polymers for Lithographic
Applications

In this paragraph of the chapter will be shown how the wearing properties of a
polymer can be exploited for lithographic purposes, both to directly modify their
structure and to induce an ordered self-assembly of their surface. To do this process
at the nanoscale, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) results the most appropriate
tool because it can be employed both for modification and for imaging of the final
patterned structures at high three-dimensional spatial resolution.

The capability of SPM to modify the matter at the nanoscale can be in fact easily
employed to exploit the wearing properties of a polymer when a localized load is
applied on its surface above a certain “rupture” threshold. More in details, a cantilever
tip can locally and permanently modify, in a controlled way, the polymers (bulk
structures or thin films) and this capability could be in effect a basic definition of
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an SPM-based lithographic process. In this process, the wear characteristics of the
polymer play a crucial role, because a nanolithographic process requires very sharp
features (cuts, holes, etc.), avoiding as much as possible any detachment of the
surrounding polymer (debris) or from the substrate and/or from the bulk polymer
during the machining process in a certain location and the wearing of the SPM tip
itself must be as much as possible reduced.

Moreover, we could distinguish the localized removal process in two basic wearing
mechanisms, the one obtained in literature by scratching the polymer through an SPM
tip: “static ploughing” lithography (SPL), where the polymer is removed by apply-
ing a static force greater than a certain threshold value, and “dynamic ploughing”
lithography (DPL), where an oscillating tips (and force) acts as a sort of “pneumatic
hammer” on the polymer surface. We will discuss the results obtained in literature
employing both the techniques and the advantage of one respect to the other in terms
of wearing effectiveness, tip damages and final spatial resolution of the resulting
lithographic process.

A pioneering work in SPL on polymers was the one done by Jin and Unertl (1992)
[90] on a polyimide (PI) film employing Si3N4 tips and applying a static force the
order of 500 nN: in Fig. 24.21A is shown a pattern (University of Maine logo) obtained
on the polymer film surface. Later on, the same technique was for the first time suc-
cessfully applied to fabricate an hybrid semiconductor-superconductor (S-Sm) nan-
odevice, increasing the spatial resolution of a standard ultra-violet (UV) lithography
on a polymeric resist (Shipley S1805): also in this case SPL was employed to remove
the resist layer in a very narrow stripe to finally etch the underlying Nb film down to

Fig. 24.21 A The University of Maine logo “UME” scribed with 110 nm wide grooves on PI
film. (Reproduced from [90] with permission) B Schematic description of the steps used for the
fabrication of weak links: a Cross section of initial layers; b UV lithography-defined resist pattern;
c final resist pattern after AFM static ploughing of the resist. The pattern in (c) is transferred to the
Nb film by wet chemical etching; C Structural characterization of the weak links fabricated: a SEM
micrograph of an entire link; b–d AFM images of sections of a weak link. (Reproduced from [91],
with permission)
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Fig. 24.22 A Process flow diagram for the fabrication of a groove (window) on a Si substrate; B
Stereographical AFM image of a trench of depth 1.080 nm and width 2.500 nm fabricated in the
photoresist with a loading of 10 μN, 26 passes of the AFM Si tip and a transverse speed of 10 μm/s.
b Line profile across ZZ′ of the trench computed by data acquisition software. C Three-dimensional
AFM image of a 20×20 μm2 large window fabricated in the photoresist using xy-raster scanning at
a transverse speed of 500 μm/s for 20 min with a loading of 10 μN. b Cross-sectional profile across
B B ′ indicating no significant irregular corrugation present at the base of the window. (Reproduced
from [92], with permission)

the semiconducting InAs substrate or to create a Nb nanobridge on GaAs substrate
by a lift-off lithographic process [91]. The obtained resolution was high enough to
measure proximity effect (Cooper-pairs diffusion) from the two S electrodes trough
the Sm layer. In Fig. 24.21B it is reported the schematic of the lithographic process
and the topography of the fabricated S-Sm-S device (Fig. 24.21c).

A similar procedure was employed by Li et al. [92] to etch the underlying Si
substrate by machining trough a Si3N4 tip the polymeric photoresist. Cuts and rec-
tangular shapes were obtained on polymer (and finally on Si after HF treatment)
and a study of the number of tip scans necessary to completely remove the resist
film was accomplished, together with the calculation of the minimum lithographic
width achievable, depending on the tip shape and indenting depth. In Fig. 24.22A
and B, the schematic and the results obtained by this technique are shown and, in
particular, the rectangular shape (Fig. 24.22C) fabricated by xy-raster scanning the
tip on a 20 × 20 μm2 large window.

A SPL technique employed to fabricate metallic micro and nano-structures is
successfully demonstrated by Porter et al. in 2003 [93] by scratching a polymer
resist layer and depositing gold stripes by galvanic displacement. The schematic
of the whole process is reported in Fig. 24.23A while the AFM characterization of
the different lithographic steps is shown in Fig. 24.23B. More complex structures
have also been obtained with the same process and (depending onthe scratching
conditions) continuous lines or a series of nanoparticles can be deposited.

In 2004 Lekki and coworkers [94] completed the route toward a standardized
SPM lithographic technique by introducing a “color encoded” vector-based nano-
lithography in SPL mode, where parameters like height, velocity, feedback force,
etc. were coded in the colors of a WMF file onto the RGB channels of the image,
establishing in this way a distinct relation between a graphical feature (color) and the
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Fig. 24.23 A Metallic nanostructures via static plowing lithography: a degreased Ge(111) substrate
(a) is coated with a thin polymer resist layer (b), which is subsequently plowed away by utilizing
the tip of an atomic force microscope (c). Immersion of the substrate into a dilute, aqueous HAuCl4
solution for a brief time provides for the deposition of discrete nanoparticles onto the exposed
Ge(111) surface via galvanic displacement (d). As deposition proceeds with longer immersion
times, grain growth and nanoparticle coalescence eventually yield continuous metallic structures (d),
which continue to increase in size with extended periods of electroless plating (f). Once the desired
features are realized, the resist is completely removed with a solvent rinse. The inset represents a
simplified schematic of the galvanic displacement deposition mechanism. B Intermittent contact
(tapping) mode atomic force micrographs illustrating a resist furrow produced by static plowing (a)
and the gold nanostructures (b) on Ge(111) resulting from increasing immersion times in 25μM
HAuCl4 (aq) at 25 ◦C following resist removal. (Reproduced from [93], with permission)

used nanolithography scheme (applied voltage, force, tip height, etc.). This approach
was successfully employed on PMMA to obtain complex nanopatterns by SPL (see
Fig. 24.24). Actually, almost all the modern SPM-controllers have similar software
tools to perform lithography by vector scan the cantilever tip on a sample surface.

It can be noticed in all the experimental works employing SPL as lithographic
technique that the main features of a static scratching are the presence of debris,
ripple-like structures, deposited material along the trench (bulges), and deposited
material at the end of the machined region. An interesting work, mainly focused
on these aspects of SPL on polymers, is the one of Blach et al. [95], where lateral
force and force vs distance (FvsD) information were acquired during and after the
lithographic process in order to clarify some aspect of the removal process. In their
work, they underline how manipulation of soft surfaces such as polymers is likely
to depend on both out-of-plane and in-plane forces acting at the point of contact
between the tip and the polymer. Moreover, F vs D curves demonstrated how plastic
deformation of the studied polymer (Poly-tert-butylmethacrylate, P(tBuMA)) repre-
sent only 10 % of the total dynamic deformation and, therefore, elastic recovery can
reach up to 90 % in bulk polymers (see Fig. 24.25A). Finally, lateral force analysis
in the removed region of the polymer revealed that the friction signal resulted lower
than on the original polymer surface. This lateral force contrast, in their interpreta-
tion, represents differentiated surface chemistry, thus the effect of tip-induced surface
manipulation is also to alter the surface chemistry, presumably due to chains scission
caused by the polymer wearing at the nanometer scale (Fig. 24.25B).
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Fig. 24.24 a The image shows how different colors will be interpreted by the SPM system. Red
corresponds to feedback force, blue to bias voltage and green to tip height; b The Figure (an AFM
scan) displays a nanolithography pattern obtained using a WMF image: Green color corresponds to a
constant height mode. Red value of color is 0, green value is 199, and blue is 0. This means feedback
off, voltage off and height of 2.133μm (when the range for height is plus–minus 4.0 μm and plus
signifies that the probe moves towards the sample). (Reproduced from [94], with permission)

Fig. 24.25 A (a–c Topographic images of P(tBuMA) surfaces after single line scans (with the long
axis of the lever aligned with the scan direction). d–f Corresponding line profiles for lever-induced
normal force loadings of 60, 260 and 450 nN. The linear scan speed was held constant at 100 μm/s.
g The F–d curve shows extent of quasi-static tip indentation as a function of force loading (the
‘hard’ contact calibration curve was obtained from the glass substrate). B a Topographic image of
pit arising from rastering at a normal force of 1μN. b The trace represents four repeat line scans
across the field of view in a along the y-axis. A lower lateral force was observed when the tip
traversed the region of the pit. (Reproduced from [95] with permission)

Finally, while cutting a trench into the resist by SPL, i.e. with the tip in the
AFM contact mode, torsion of the cantilever may lead (as previously underlined) to
edge irregularities, which restricts the cutting direction to a certain range around the
cantilever axis, we will see how indenting the surface by a vibrating tip in the AFM
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Fig. 24.26 a Grooves obtained on a PC surface by DPL technique and b the word “HEUREKA”
written on the same substrate in lithographic mode: letter height is 700 nm while the indentation
depth results 10 nm. (Reproduced from [96], with permission)

tapping mode, so called dynamic plowing lithography (DPL), provides a lithographic
technique that is free from directional restrictions and reduces a lot the tip wearing
phenomenon.

The first example of this DPL technique applied on polymers can be found in
the work of Jung et al. in 1992 [96], where a Si3N4 tip under a load of 100nN was
employed to plough grooves of 10 nm deep and 70 nm wide on PC and the word
“HEUREKA” in lithographic mode (see Fig. 24.26a and b).

In 1994 Wendel et al. [97] performed a similar experiment employing a thin
resist layer (Shipley S1805) as a mask for the underlying semiconductor substrate.
More in detail, a pattern of holes in the resist was obtained sending a triangular
voltage pulse of about 0.1 s duration to the z-piezo in a standard tapping mode
configuration, causing the vibrating tip to be pushed nominally about 100 nm against
the surface and indenting in this way the polymer. The groove geometry often reflects
the triangular shape of the used silicon tip and reaches down to the GaAs/AlGaAs
surface. Figure 24.27A shows an AFM image of an array of 16 holes with a period of
55nm. To transfer the AFM generated mask pattern to the two-dimensional electron
gas underneath they either used an additional wet chemical etch process or the ion
beam irradiation technique. In Fig. 24.27B a transferred array of antidots on a Hall
bar is also reported.

As in the case of SPL, also with DPL there was an interest in studying its peculiar-
ities in terms of lithographic capabilities and effects on the sample surface. More in
detail, in the work of Klehn and Kunze [98], a vector scan based lithographic software
was employed to study the advantages of DPL in terms of tip wearing, piezo non-
linearity, scan velocity, lateral resolution. Controlling of the vibration amplitude and
tip movement enables one to plow a narrow furrow along line segments of arbitrary
length and direction. Alignment of the designed line pattern is easily achieved in the
AFM imaging mode. A vector-scan controlled moving of the vibrating tip enabled
a reliable pattern transfer in the thin resist layer which subsequently served as etch
mask for semiconductors (Si, GaAs) and metals (Ti, Au). A time delay of a few
milliseconds was also introduced in this case between the tip scan from a segment to
the other one, demonstrating in this way that is possible to increase the lithographic
velocity without any pattern distortion (see Fig. 24.28 for a comparison). We will
see in the following how surface acoustic waves could be successfully employed to
these purposes.
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Fig. 24.27 AFM image of a pattern of 16 holes with a period of 55 nm created by AFM lithography
in photoresist. A To better illustrate the shape of the holes the image is inverted, i.e., the holes appear
as mounds. Hole depth as well as resist thickness are 7 nm; the holes thus reach the sample substrate.
B AFM image of an array of antidots fabricated into a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure with AFM
lithography and wet etching. Mesa depth and antidot depth are 5 and 6 nm, respectively; the period
of the antidots is 145 nm. Top section plot along the indicated line. (Reproduced from [97] with
permission)

Fig. 24.28 A Edited design of characters written as non-contiguous line pattern surrounded by
a 48-gon. Arrows indicate the direction of moves beginning at the center, dotted and solid lines
respectively represent moves with low and high drive amplitude of the tapping vibration, and solid
circles denote “wait” positions. The field dimension is 1.8 × 1.8 μm2. B AFM images ∼ 2.8 ×
2.8 μm2 of the pertinent resist pattern after plowing with scan speed a and b υ = 0.1 μm/s. In
a the twait is zero while in b correspond to 10 ms. Dark lines represent the plowed furrows, light
lines embankments due to displaced resist; the total z range is 10 nm. (Reproduced from [98] with
permission)

Another example of DPL can be found on Wiesauer and Springholz [99], where
the mechanical properties of a thin polymeric UV resist layer (10 nm thick, Shypley
MF319) are tuned by a proper hard baking treatment of the sample in order to decrease
the reflow and the refilling process during and after the fabrication of holes arrays.
They also studied the bulge formation mechanism around the holes (due to the tilt of
the cantilever with respect to the sample surface and to the cantilever distortion caused
by rather high indentation forces) and its influence on the final spatial resolution
achievable. In Fig. 24.29 a schematic of the bulge formation is presented together
with a fabricated array of holes, with various patterning parameter (diameter, depth,
and width) mapped in function of the applied loads (z-scanner extension). As can be
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Fig. 24.29 A Schematic illustration of the indentation process of an AFM tip into a resist layer
with thickness d a, showing the formation of hole and bulge; b AFM image of holes created with
increasing indentation force, leading to larger holes and bulges; B Top panel Grids of holes produced
by nanoindentation of a contact ultralever (spring constant 1.6 N/m) into a 350 nm thick photoresist
layer using a scanner extension of a 100 nm and b 200 nm for indentation. c Dependence of the
hole depth and diameter, as well as the width of the bulge as a function of the scanner extension.
Prior to the AFM modification the resist was subjected to a hard bake step at 130 ◦C for 30 min.
(Reproduced from [99], with permission)

noticed, it results that a linear behavior can be extracted and that in order to obtain
high resolution very low forces (and a very thin resist layer) must be employed.

In the work of Cappella et al. [100] the effect of DPL on the surface properties of
PMMA and PS is also studied by using FvsD adhesion maps. These Authors found
that the structuring of a polymer surface by means of DPL, in this case, produces
carved surfaces surrounded by large border walls (bulges), whose volume is bigger
than the volume of the carved out regions. They speculate that such a ‘creation’ of
volume is due to changes in the density of the polymer, caused by a loosening of
the structure of the polymer provoked by the fast indentation of the AFM tip. The
analysis of the border walls by means of force–displacement curves showed in this
case that the changes of the physical structure of the polymer are accompanied by
changes in its chemical nature (Fig. 24.30). They confirmed these results also through
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements and by evaluating the energy
required to break the polymer chains, demonstrating in this way that the indentation
energy results sufficient to cause the broken of polymer covalent bonds.

Dynamic ploughing technique has been also employed by Balocco et al. [101]
on a semiconducting polymer (poly(3-hexylthiophene, P3HT). In Fig. 24.31 cuts,
holes and large geometric features are shown, which were obtained by DPL. Authors
affirm that the internal tensile strain in the films (deposited on the substrate by
spin coating technique) and the long P3HT molecules allow eliminating in this case
all major common problems of the nano-indentation methods, namely the refilling
of the trenches by debris, tip contamination by debris, and the short AFM tip life
time. Successful pattern transfer to the underneath inorganic semiconductor was
achieved by a wet chemical etch with the created organic nanostructures employed
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Fig. 24.30 A A single hole carved in PMMA through DPL a the hole is surrounded by a border
wall. b Three squares carved on PS through overlapping of single holes: the squares are partly
surrounded by large border walls, resulting from the deposition of the border walls of the single
holes. The amplitude used to carve the squares is smaller than in the case of the single hole shown
in (a). B Histograms of the measured pull-off force on modified (black bars) and unmodified (grey
bars) PS, collecting the pull-off force of 1600 F versus D curves. The mean force is 5.4 nN for
unmodified PS and 2.4 nN for modified PS. (Reproduced from [100] with permission)

Fig. 24.31 A A 5 × 5μm2 AFM image of a single trench created by nanoindentation on a thin
P3HT film (a), and (b) the depth profiles along the three horizontal lines. The flat bottom of the
trench shows that the internal tensile strain effectively pulls the film apart during the lithography,
resulting in a trench much wider than the diameter of the AFM tip. B An array of holes on a P3HT
film fabricated by nanoindentation with different nominal vertical scanner displacements from 0.1
to 0.7μm. This results in different mechanical impacts that loosen the P3HT film around the holes
from the substrate and therefore different hole diameters. C Long insulating trenches fabricated
by nanoindentation on a cross junction of a thin P3HT film. Each of the semicircular trenches is
around 60 μm long, showing good capability of fabricating structures over a long spatial distance.
(Reproduced from [101] with permission)
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Fig. 24.32 a Schematic of the experimental setup for acoustical force nanolithography (AFN). The
sample holder consists on an acoustic wave transducer that is used to enhance cantilever flexural
vibrations for lithography. b A nanostructure generated by acoustical force nanolithography: litho-
graphed emblem of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University. (Reproduced from [102] with permission)

as the etching mask. Furthermore, no obvious degradation of the AFM tip either
by debris contamination or mechanical wearing was observed after many days of
nanolithography. This allows nanostructures over tens of microns in length to be
reproducibly fabricated in large numbers.

An interesting approach to DPL is the one employed by Rubio-Sierra et al. [102]
and named “acoustical force nanolithography” (AFN), where the some limitation of
plowing are overcome by using surface acoustic waves (SAWs) propagating trough
the sample. In standard DPL the fixed end actuation of the cantilever introduces
a time-delay in the system between the actuation and the tip. This can limit the
bandwidth of high-speed closed-loop control of the machining process, as seen pre-
viously [98]. In this AFN technique, the cantilever excitation is therefore obtained
by coupling a normal incidence shear acoustic wave to the cantilever tip through
sample surface. The acoustic wave is generated by an acoustic transducer below
the sample itself (Fig. 24.32a). A thin polymer film (ma-p 1205, based on Novolak,
naphthoquinonediazide, and solvents) was machined at various SAW amplitude and
frequencies related to the resonances of the surface-coupled cantilever. The relation-
ship between the force feedback set-point and the SAW coupling was also studied.
One example of a complex pattern obtained by AFN is presented in Fig. 24.32b.

Another variation on DPL standard approach was the one named “AFM Tip-
hammering Nanolithography” (ATHN) employed by Wang et al. [103] for pat-
terning at very high resolution polystyreneblock-poly(ethylene/butylenes)-block-
polystyrene (SEBS) triblock copolymer. In this technique the vibrating AFM tip
is used as a nanohammer to forge either embossed or imprinted patterns in structure-
tailored SEBS thin films with a sub-20 nm linewidth resolution at low cost and high
speed. In addition, patterns written by ATHN can be erased by thermal annealing at
70 ◦C for less than 5 min, and if necessary, the erosion process can be expedited by
increasing the annealing temperature. A possible mechanism that allows generating
and erasing this very high resolution structures on SEBS is explained in Fig. 24.33A.
In the side-view, the tailored structure of hex-spherical PS microdomains embedded
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Fig. 24.33 A Schematic representation of the mechanism for generating and erasing ATHN pat-
terns. a Profile of a vibrating AFM tip over a SEBS monolayer thin film. It can be seen that the
tailored hex-spherical PS microdomains are embedded in the PEB matrix. The solid line is an
untouched SEBS flat surface. The dashed line is an AFM tip-indented surface under light tapping
conditions where the lateral differences in indentation depth between pure PEB and embedded PS
microdomains leads to the observed hex-spherical PS arrays as shown in the top-view scheme. b
Profile of an imprinted line generated by using hard tapping force to deform a single inside PS
microdomain in the middle from sphere to ellipsoid. c Profile of an embossed line generated in
the middle by using hard tapping force to deform PS microdomains on either side. Erasion of the
ATHN patterns is done by thermal annealing the SEBS sample to recover the indented structure of
either (b) or (c) to the original (a). B Two examples of complex ATHN patterns generated manually
in SEBS G1650 thin films. a AFM phase image of imprinted “AFM”. b AFM topographic image
of embossed “H”. (Reproduced from [103] with permission)

in PEB matrix can be seen, and the untouched flat surface is represented by the solid
line. After an AFM tip taps the sample surface at an appropriate tapping force level,
the lateral difference in tip-indentation depth between pure PEB and embedded PS
microdomains leads to the profile of spherical PS microdomains as represented by the
dashed line. However, when the oscillating AFM tip is used as a nanohammer to forge
the surface of SEBS at a very high tapping force level, the plastic PS microdomains
can be deformed from spheres to ellipsoids, and selectively deforming PS spherical
arrays leads to the imprinted and embossed patterns generated in SEBS thin films as
shown in Fig. 24.33B. Although ATHN and static or dynamic tip plowing are both
categorized as mechanical force nanolithography, their working principles, based on
forging and plowing, respectively, are quite different and ATHN is limited to plastic
deformation-based mechanism on polymers.

More recently, in order to additionally overcome some residual problems related
to DPL (presence of debris, tip contamination and trench refill by debris) Lu et al.
[104] have introduced during the lithographic process a thermal-annealing process
above the glass-transition temperature of the PMMA film on semiconductor sample.
The dramatic improvement of the patterned profiles after the thermal treatment,
demonstrated in Fig. 24.34 where DPL-fabricated structures with and without thermal
treatment are shown, enhances the adhesion of the PMMA film, and hence, also
eliminates the underetching problems of the substrate (GaAs in this case). These
Authors successfully applied their technique by demonstrating fabrication of working
nano-devices: nano-diodes with a high rectification ratio were achieved at room
temperature.
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Fig. 24.34 AFM topography images of the same nanoploughed trenches into PMMA a before any
annealing was carried out and b after annealing at 240 ◦C. The height of the debris was dramat-
ically reduced from about 30–2 nm without undermining the feature definition of nanotrenches.
(Reproduced from[104] with permission)

As seen, we discussed SPL and DPL as high resolution lithographic techniques
exploiting the wearing properties of polymers at the nanoscale. At the moment, DPL
technique still stays on the experimental stage, with all the discussed advantages
respect to SPL, but a deeper investigation of the interaction between the tip and
the surface is scarce. In the process at the nano-scale involving dynamic plough-
ing, the force applied on the surface by the tip directly affects the nanomachining
process and imaging at the same time, and many other parameters are involved
in the nanolithographic process. Liu and coworkers [105], very recently discussed
from theoretical point of view how the machining parameters can have influence on
lithographic results. Therefore, for better controlling the manufacture process and
improving the machining accuracy, they have studied the “tapping” process of an
AFM silicon tip, also simulated as a driving oscillator with damping. The factors
influencing the tapping force and the polymer sample deformation based on the
Hertzian model are also studied. More in details, the effect of driven amplitude, tip
radius R, driving frequency, tip-sample separation, cantilever spring constant, and
polymer’s mechanical and wearing properties are investigated. Regarding these last
factors, the focus of our review, they conclude that dull tips may result in failure of
the nano dynamic ploughing process. For example, with R of 150 nm the tip cannot
plastically deform the polymer surface with a Young’s modulus of 2.2 GPa. Simul-
taneously, in order to ensure consistency of machined structures, it is a good way for
selecting a suitable tip radius making the tip wear to keep at a low level. In Fig. 24.35a
the relationship between the response amplitude (related to the indentation depth)
and the tip radius is shown. It can be noticed that with the increase of R, there is a
decrease first and then an increase in the response amplitude (the response amplitude
varies from 62.8 to 62.1 nm, a total change of 0.7 nm). For R<80 nm, the response
amplitude decreases rapidly. The reason is that the repulsion action between the tip
and the surface plays a major role on the oscillator motion at this stage and in the
model employed. Moreover, the tapping force increases with the spring constant of
the cantilever and the smaller the tip radius, the larger the tapping force is. There-
fore, a sharper tip and a harder cantilever should be utilized for a deeper machined
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Fig. 24.35 a Relationships between the response amplitude and the tip radius. b Response ampli-
tude and c the peak force applied to polymer samples in function of their Young’s modulus. (Repro-
duced from [105], with permission)

depth in the nano dynamic ploughing process with an AFM vibrating tip. Finally, the
local mechanical property of the materials plays a significant role in the AFM-based
tapping mode nano machining process. A polymeric sample with a larger Young’s
modulus will lead to a larger tapping force, a larger maximum contact pressure and a
smaller machined depth in order to be locally modified. In the variation range of the
Young’s modulus of 0.2–3.2 GPa, representing the typical polymer materials used in
the field of nanofabrication, simulation results showed that the polymer surface can
be successfully machined by the nano DPL technique as expected, but there are some
interesting features in the machining process. As shown in Fig. 24.35b, the response
amplitude decreases with the Young’s modulus of the polymer. It means that with a
larger Young’s modulus, the deformation of the sample surface is small (the original
distance between the tip and sample is set 60 nm in this case). But the corresponding
tapping force increases, as shown in Fig. 24.35c. This means that although the tapping
force increases when the Young’s modulus of the sample is greater the deformation
or the machined depth is small, which is therefore not only determined by the tapping
force parameter. In the reported theoretical simulations, the hard silicon tip can be
looked as a rigid body respect to the polymer but in some experimental conditions
the interactions with very hard substrate underlying the polymer film must be also
taken into account to avoid tip wearing phenomena.

In the next paragraph we will discuss how wear at the nanoscale results important
in some biomedical application.

24.4 Characterization of Meso- and Nanoscale Wear
of Polymers in Biomedical Applications

Medical practice today utilizes polymers as biomaterials in a large number of devices
and implants. Implants (sutures, bone plates, joint replacements, ligaments, vascu-
lar grafts, heart valves, intraocular lenses, dental implants, etc.) and medical devices
(pacemakers, biosensors, artificial hearts, blood tubes, etc.) are widely used to replace
and/or restore the function of traumatized or degenerated tissues or organs, to improve
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function, and thus improve the quality of life of the patients. Surface properties of
biomaterials on nanoscale level should be known to have a satisfactory response at
the issue/biomaterial interfaces, thereby minimizing or eliminating tissue trauma on
macrometer scale [106]. Indeed, thesurface of an implanted polymer, such as any
other material, is not perfectlysmooth on a microscopic scale but, rather, has small
asperities on the surface. Mechanical contact is localized and supported by the asper-
ities. Thus, a relatively low contact pressure for the entire surface can result in very
high local pressures relative to any single asperity. Such localized contact pressures
can result in adhesion between the asperities of two surfaces in relative motion.After
adhesion, subsequent movements can provoke the formation of debris orsmall frag-
ments. These fragments may react with other chains to form side branches, or react
with other chains to form crosslinks increasing the thrombogenetic factor, i.e. the
partial or total occlusion of vascular vasi, and the inflammatory regime.

In this section, we will focus the attention on the incidence of wear on two different
kinds of polymers: (1) biodegrabrable polymers (for application of relative low wear),
[107], and (2) cross linked Ultra High Molecular weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE)
for application where is required high wear resistance [108]. The first group of
polymers isused as biomaterials, surgical suture and implants.The second one is the
basic material of acetabular cup of hip prostheses and of meniscus in knee prostheses.

As described in the previous sections, with the advent of SPM family it became
possible to study dissipation processes in small sliding contact areas down to the
atomic and molecular scale. When the SPM instrument is operated in contact mode,
several regimes from frictionless sliding to permanent wear are observed, depending
on the applied load. Among the SPM family, AFM has become a powerful toll
for high resolution imaging of biological objects, because that AFM can operate in
aqueous environment [109]. For polymers to be used in biomedical applications the
knowledge deriving from AFM tip induced wear tests performed in physiological
conditions, (normally, a temperature range of 20 − 40 ◦C, atmospheric pressure of
1 pH of 6–8, glucoseconcentration of 1–20 mM, atmospheric oxygen concentration)
may be fully investigated addressing accurate knowledge for their performance in
vivo. The first one regards the connection between in vivo chemical biodegradation
of polymer and their mechanical degradation induced by contact surfaces in relative
motion one each other. The second one is that the macroscale traditional wear tests
fail when applied to polymer sample in liquid.

24.4.1 Role of Wear Rates for Biodegradable Polymers

There has been a substantial increase in the use of biodegradable polymers in the
last decade [110]. Initially, they were employed as carriers for drug-delivery devices,
sutures and as a temporary joint spacer (poly(ε-caprolactone)). However, the tri-
bological characteristics of these polymers have not been fully investigated. In the
studies focused on identifying the initiating causes offailures when biomedical poly-
mers are used, two aspects can limit the use or efficiency of such polymers: chemical
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degradation and/or wear. Chemical degradation starts breaking the long polymer
chain into smaller fragments, or causes chain scission. Alternatively, some enzymes
and ionizing radiation are also capable of attacking polymers. Thus, the polymer may
be reduced in molecular weight, increasing its solubility or it may become harder and
more brittle due to crosslinking. Relative motion between parts can cause mechan-
ical damage and release of small debris due to wear. In addition, the phenomena
occurring at the surface of biodegradable polymer due to the interplay of chemical
and mechanical stresses could be significantly different with respect the analogous
mechanisms at the bulk. Indeed, there has been speculation that the glass transition
temperatures of polymer surfaces differ from those of the bulk, suggesting that vis-
cous behavior may be observed at the surface at temperatures where the bulk of the
material is glassy.

The AFM tip induced wear test for the analysis on onset mechanisms of wear
on polymer surfaces consists in the repeated scanning of a prefixed area of the film
surface at constant force. Studies of tip-induced wear behavior may be valuable
in assessing the mechanical properties of polymers surfaces. Moreover, for some
classes of thin film materials, such as plasma polymers, the application of bulk
mechanical testing methods is not feasible and other techniques associated with
surface mechanical investigation, such as nanoindentation, are inappropriate.

A particular class of biomedical polymers is composed by co-polymers with
non-polymers fillers such as drug molecules. The mechanical properties of such
biomedical materials must be accurately known for satisfactory response when used
in the human body. PMMA, in fact, is known to be an excellent resistant polymer
to wear nearly as PE or UHMWPE polymers. Nevertheless, the copolymer PMMA-
co-AA (AA denotes Acrylic Acid monomers) shows a different wear response to
the AFM tip wearing test. It has been shown that the plastic deformations in such
copolymer in such tests are drastically increased by the presence of low percentages
of drug (nearly 1 %) [111].

The connection between wearing and chemical degradation of biodegradable
polymers used in health application, in particular in the human body, will require
many efforts and specific studies. Many of such knowledge should be addressed in
a special way on a scale ranging from micro- to nano-scale due to the specific scales
of many biosystems such as cells, proteins, enzymes, etc.

24.4.2 Severe Wear Regime in Biomaterials: Wear of UHMWPE
Used in Prostheses

To reduce the clinical implications of wear particles, one needs to reduce the pro-
duction of these particles by improvement of the design, materials, and surgical
technique. UHMWP remains the material of choice for the bearing surface in total
joint replacement components. In its conventional form, UHMWPE has exception-
ally mechanical integrity owing to its chain entanglements, high tie molecule density,
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Fig. 24.36 Wear rate of
crosslinked UHMWPE as a
function of radiation dose.
(Reprinted from [108], with
permission)

moderate cristallinity and very high molecular weight. Wear debris generated from
UHMWPE hip joint replacements has been identified as the major cause of osteolysis
and loosening, leading to eventual revision surgery [112]. UHMWPE wear resistance
has been improved using crosslinking methods [113–116]. Crosslinking is obtained
by exposing the polymer to high doses of gamma radiation or e-beam radiation
along with a thermal treatment that can be done above or below the melt temperature
(Fig. 24.36). Recent experiments have shown that high degrees of crosslinking in
UHMWPE result in a reduction of several important mechanical properties includ-
ing strength, ductility, elastic modulus, fracture toughness, and crack propagating
resistance and relevant reduction of abrasive- and adhesive-wear mechanisms in sev-
eral in vitro joint simulator studies, for a review of methods and results see [111].
Another critical reason for the revision of orthopaedic implants is the failure of the
crosslinked PE components for delamination, which is mainly due to the oxidation of
UHMWPE under irradiations [117]. Generally, the interaction between radiation and
UHMWPE leads to the scission of C–C (carbon-carbon) and C–H (carbon-hydrogen)
bonds. Since during irradiation a number of radicals are formed at a very high rate,
oxidation proceeds much faster than in unirradiated UHMWPE doing possible a
direct correlation between the rate of macroradicals formation and the oxidation
degree of the prosthetic component.

One critical factor for the onset of wear in UHMWPE prosthesis is the cross-
shear effect, which refers to local counterface motion transverse to the direction of
strain hardening of PEcreated by the joint articulation during sliding [113]. Under
linear tracking motion, the molecules of UHMWPE are stretched along the direction
of sliding and then orient in that direction, leading to a significant degree of strain
hardening in that direction, which results in an increase of wear resistance in that
direction [118]. Under conditions of multidirectional cross-shear motion, surface
molecules align preferentially in the principal direction of sliding. Strengthening in
one particular direction leads to weakening in the transverse direction, this weakening
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Fig. 24.37 Schematic sketch of the cross-shear effect. a UHMWPE polymeric chains, initially
randomly oriented, b re-orient in the PMO direction because of multi-directional sliding on a
harder counter-face. (Reprinted from [120] with permission)

Fig. 24.38 Transmission electron microscopy image of a random lamellae organization in
UHMWPE without mechanical deformation; b texture development of lamellae in direction of
sliding. (Reprinted from [108] with permission)

is known as orientation softening, which accelerates the generation of wear debris
[119, 120] (Figs. 24.37 and 24.38).

The next developments about the cross-shear effects and multidirectional sliding
wear of UHMWPE should be addressed to quantify the correlation of frictional work,
mechanical stresses and re-organization of molecular chains at different scales. Such
research will require wide theoretical, numerical and experimental efforts which
could lead to new high-performance materials to be used as wear resistance in the
human body.

24.5 Conclusive Remarks and Future Perspectives

The chapter has been devoted to give a review about experimental data and cor-
respondent modelson the wear mechanisms occurring on nanoscale on polymer
materials. Wear is the progressive loss of mass from the operating surface of a
body as a result of relative motion at the surface. The occurrence of different wear
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mechanisms involves the fundamental mechanics of molecular and supra-molecular
scale. As a consequence, a fundamental understanding of surface properties on
nanoscale level should be generated to have a satisfactory knowledge of responses
of materials and machine components also at macrometer scale. Investigation of the
fundamental characteristics of wear at the microscale is complicated by some fac-
tors and forces that act on a nanoscale level, which have not yet been addressed in
the tribology of macrosystems. Since these forces are sensitive to the environment
and surface condition of the specimens, it is quite difficult to determine them accu-
rately. The wear of the polymer surface caused by the tip in regime of single asperity
contact (the contact condition reached by a scanning probe microscope) is an artic-
ulate process that depends on the contact conditions, as applied forces, tip size, or
molecular surface polymer structure. Since the influence of all these parameters is in
close connection with the sample properties, one can also expect a dependence of the
wearing process on the sample mechanical properties thatgenerally vary significantly
from the bulk properties.

Further, quantification of wear is not straightforward since the amount of wear is
often too small to be detected by surface-sensitive instruments. The advent of AFM
opened a powerful opportunity to study wear mechanisms on nanoscale, making
possible to simulate one single asperity surface sliding on other one and controlling
many physical parameters during the contact dynamics. The wear rates are generally
lower with respect to macroscale, and such rates increase with increasing load. The
chapter provided a presentation of nanowear occurrence on polymers induced by
means of AFM tips presenting (1) a general introduction to the mechanical proper-
ties of polymer films; (2) wear properties at the nanoscale; (3) creation of nanolitho-
graphic patterns; and (4) the characterization of meso- and nanowear of polymers
used in biomedical applications. In the following years, with the possibility to address
new dedicated experiments, it is reasonable to suppose that our knowledge on the
basic wear mechanisms and their control can open new technological challenges and
opportunity on nanoscale.
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Chapter 25
Casimir Force and Frictional Drag Between
Graphene Sheets

Aleksandr I. Volokitin and Bo Persson

Abstract Some years ago it was predicted that quantum fluctuations of the
electromagnetic field produce the Casimir forces between macroscopic bodies. It
has recently been shown that two non-contacting bodies moving relative to each
other experience a friction due to the same quantum fluctuations of the electromag-
netic field. However, until recent time there was no experimental evidence for or
against this effect, because the predicted friction forces are very small, and precise
measurements of quantum forces are incredibly difficult with present technology. The
existence of quantum friction is still debated even among theoreticians. However,
the situation drastically changed with the discovery of a new material—graphene.
We recently proposed that quantum friction can be observed in experiments studying
electrical transport phenomena in nonsuspended graphene on dielectric substrate and
by measuring frictional drag between graphene sheets.

We investigate the dependence of the thermal Casimir force and the Casimir
friction force between two graphene sheets on the drift velocity of the electrons in
one graphene sheet. We show that the drift motion produces a measurable change of
the thermal Casimir force due to the Doppler effect. The thermal Casimir force as well
as the Casimir friction are strongly enhanced in the case of resonant photon tunneling
when the energy of the emitted photon coincides with the energy of electron-hole
pair excitations. In the case of resonant photon tunneling, even for temperatures
above room temperature the Casimir friction is dominated by quantum friction due
to quantum fluctuations.

25.1 Introduction

Friction is usually a very complicated process. It appears in its most elementary
form when two flat surfaces, separated by a vacuum gap, are sliding relative to each
other at zero Kelvin, where the friction is generated by the relative movement of
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quantum fluctuations. For several decades, physicists have been intrigued by the
idea of quantum friction. It has recently been shown that two non-contacting bodies
moving relative to each other experience a friction due to quantum fluctuations inside
the bodies [1–4]. However, until recently there was no experimental evidence for or
against this effect, because the predicted friction forces are very small, and precise
measurements of quantum friction are incredibly difficult with present technology.
Recently we proposed [5, 6] that using graphene it should be possible to detect
quantum friction. Note the distinction between quantum friction between bodies in
parallel relative motion and the dynamic Casimir effect for accelerated relativistic
motion in the normal direction [7].

Graphene, isolated monolayer of carbon, which was obtained very recently [8],
consists of carbon atoms densely packed into a two-dimensional honeycomb crys-
tal lattice (Fig. 25.1). The unique electronic and mechanical properties of graphene
are actively studied both theoretically and experimentally partly because of their
importance for fundamental physics, and also because of its possible technological
applications [8–11]. In particular, the valence band and conduction band in graphene
touch each other at one point named the Dirac point. Near this point the energy spec-
trum for electrons and holes has a linear dispersion. Due to this linear (or “conical")
dispersion relation electrons and holes near this point behave like relativistic particles
described by the Dirac equation for massless fermions.

Graphene can also be useful for the detection of quantum friction. Consider
graphene located on the surface of, for example, the polar dielectric SiO2, or nearby
of a second graphene sheet. In this case the charge carriers in graphene experience
additional friction due to interaction with the optical phonons in the dielectric, or the
electrons in other graphene sheet. Due to the high mobility, in a strong electric field
the electrons in graphene can move with very high drift velocities (∼106 m/s). At
such velocities the main contribution to the friction will arise from quantum fluctu-
ations. Thus, quantum friction can be detected by measuring the high electric field

Fig. 25.1 Honeycomb lattice
of graphene
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transport properties of graphene on a polar dielectric substrate, or by measuring the
voltage induced by friction in a second nearby graphene sheet.

25.2 Fluctuations Produce Forces

In the late 1940s Hendrik Casimir predicted [12] that two macroscopic non-magnetic
bodies with no net electric charge (or charge moments) can experience an attractive
force much stronger than gravity. The existence of this force is one of the few direct
macroscopic manifestations of quantum mechanics; others are superfluidity, super-
conductivity, and the black body radiation spectrum.

Hendrik Casimir based his prediction on a simplified model involving two parallel
perfectly conducting plates separated by vacuum. A unified theory of both the van der
Waals and Casimir forces between plane parallel material plates, in thermal equilib-
rium and separated by a vacuum gap, was developed by Lifshitz (1955) [13]. Lifshitz’s
theory describes dispersion forces between dissipative media as a physical phenom-
enon caused by the fluctuating electromagnetic field that is always present in both the
interior and the exterior of any medium. Outside the medium this field exists partly
in the form of the radiative propagating waves and partly in the form of nonradiative
evanescent waves whose amplitudes decay exponentially with the distance away from
the medium, see Fig. 25.2. To calculate the fluctuating electromagnetic field Lifshitz
used Rytov’s theory [14]. Rytov’s theory is based on the introduction into the Maxwell
equation of a “random” field (just as, for example, one introduces a “random” force
in the theory of Brownian motion). Both quantum and thermal fluctuations give con-
tributions to the Casimir force. The general theory of Casimir-van der Waals forces
was developed in [15] using quantum field theory. This theory confirmed the results

Fig. 25.2 The amplitude of evanescent electromagnetic waves decays exponentially with the dis-
tance away from the surface. The intensity of the evanescent waves is especially large close to the
surface of a polar dielectric; this is related with the surface phonon polaritons
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of Lifshitz’s theory. Quantum fluctuations dominate at small separation (d < λT =
c�/kB T ) and thermal fluctuations dominate at large separation (d > λT ). Casimir
forces due to quantum fluctuations have been studied experimentally for a long time
[16, 17]. However the Casimir forces due to thermal fluctuations were measured only
recently and these measurements confirmed the prediction of the Lifshitz theory [18].
At present the interest to Casimir forces is increasing because they dominate the inter-
action between nanostructures, and are offen responsible for the adhesion between
moving parts in small devices such as micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems
[19, 20]. Due to this practical interest and the fast progress in force detection tech-
niques, experimental [18, 21–24] and theoretical [25, 26] investigations of Casimir
forces have experienced an extraordinary “renaissance” in the past few years.

The Lifshitz theory was formulated for systems at thermal equilibrium. At present
there is an interest in the study of systems out of the thermal equilibrium, in particular
in the connection with the possibility of tuning the strength and sign of the interaction.
Such systems also present a way to explore the role of thermal fluctuations, which
usually are masked at thermal equilibrium by the T = 0 K component, which
dominates the interaction up to very large distances, where the interaction force is
very small. In [27] the Casimir-Polder force was measured at very large distances,
and it was shown that the thermal effects on the Casimir-Polder interaction agree with
the theoretical prediction. This measurement was done out of thermal equilibrium,
where thermal effects are stronger.

Other non-equilibrium thermal effects were investigated by Polder and van Hove
[28], who calculated heat flow between two parallel surfaces, separated by a vacuum
gap using Rytov’s theory. Recently the theoretical predictions were confirmed in
experiments [29, 30]. Already for more than 30 years physicists have been interested
in how the Casimir forces and the radiative heat transfer are modified for bodies
moving relative to each other. A number of researchers have shown that the relative
motion of bodies leads to a friction force [1–4, 31–33]. Theory predicts that the
Casimir friction acts even at zero temperature, when it is determined by quantum
fluctuations. However, in recent years the existence of quantum friction was hotly
debated [34–39]. A general theory of the Casimir forces, Casimir friction and the
radiation heat transfer between moving bodies was developed by us in [3]. This theory
confirmed the correctness of the previous results obtained using quantum mechanical
perturbation theory [1, 31], dynamical generalization of the Lifshitz-Rytov’s theory
[2, 40] and quantum field theory [41].

At present a great deal of attention is devoted to the study of the Casimir forces in
graphene systems [42–50]. This is due the unusual electronic properties of graphene,
which result in Casimir forces with unusual properties. For normal materials, the
contribution to the Casimir force due to thermal fluctuations dominates for d >

λT = �c/kB T , but for two graphene sheets the thermal contribution dominates
for much shorter distances [50] d > ξT = �vF/kB T , where vF ∼ 106 m/s is
the Fermi velocity in graphene. At room temperature the parameters ξT and λT are
25 nm and 7.6 μm, respectively. This property makes it possible to measure the
thermal Casimir force using an atomic force microscope, or other force measuring
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techniques. Tailoring the thermal Casimir force using Fermi level tuning by gate
voltage was discussed in [48].

Alternative method of tailoring the thermal Casimir force consists in driving an
electric current in a graphene sheet. It was shown by Pendry [1] that the reflection
amplitudes from moving metal surface are modified due to the Doppler effect. The
same modification of reflection amplitudes can be obtained if instead of motion of
metal plate, a drift motion of charge carriers is induced in it by applied voltage
[51]. Due to the high mobility of the carriers in graphene, in a high electric field the
electrons (or holes) can move with very high velocities (up to 106 m/s). The drift
motion of the charge carries in graphene will result in a modification of dielectric
properties (and the Casimir force) of graphene due to the Doppler effect [1] (see
Fig. 25.3). If in one of two parallel graphene sheets an electric current is induced,
then the electromagnetic waves, radiated by the graphene sheet without an electric
current, will experience a frequency Doppler shift in the reference frame moving with
the drift velocity v of electrons in the other graphene sheet: ω′ = ω − qxv, where qx

is the parallel to the surface component of the momentum transfer. The same is true
for the waves emitted by the other graphene sheet. Due to the frequency dependence
of the reflection amplitudes the electromagnetic waves will reflect differently in
comparison to the case when there is no drift motion of electrons, and this will give
rise to the change of the Casimir force. The effect of the drift motion of charge
carriers in one of the graphene sheet, on the thermal Casimir force between graphene
sheets, was investigated in [6].

Let us consider two graphene sheets separated by vacuum gap with thickness
d � λT = c�/kB T . Assume that the free charge carriers in one graphene sheet
move with drift velocity v � c along the x-axis (c is the light velocity) relative to
the other graphene sheet. Because a drift motion of the free charge carriers produces

Fig. 25.3 The electromagnetic waves emitted in the opposite direction by the body at the bottom
will experience opposite Doppler shift in the reference frame in which the body at the top is at rest.
Due to the frequency dispersion of the reflection amplitude these electromagnetic waves will reflect
differently from the surface of the body at the top, which gives rise to the Casimir friction and the
modification of the Casimir forces between the bodies
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a similar modification of the reflection amplitudes as in the case of moving graphene
sheet, the theory of the Casimir forces between moving bodies [3] can be used to
calculate the Casimir forces between sheets (both of each are at the rest) in presence
of the drift motion of the free charge carriers in one graphene sheet. The force which
acts on the surface of the sheet can be calculated from the Maxwell stress tensor σi j ,
evaluated at the surface of the sheet at z = 0:

σi j = 1

4π

∞∫

0

dω

∫
d2q

(2π)2

[
< Ei E∗

j > + < E∗
i E j > + < Bi B∗

j > + < B∗
i B j >

− δi j (< E · E∗ > + < B · B∗ >)
]

z=0
(25.1)

where < · · · > denotes statistical average over the random the electric E and
magnetic induction B field. According to [3] the Casimir force Fz = σzz between
moving media is determined by

Fz = FzT + Fz0, (25.2)

where the temperature dependent term FzT and the zero-temperature contribution
Fz0 are given by

FzT = �

π3
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dqy
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0
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)
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, (25.3)

Fz0 = �
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,

(25.4)

where ni (ω) = [exp(�ω/kB Ti )−1]−1 (i = 1, 2), q =
√

q2
x + q2

y , s = √
(ω/c)2 + q2,

Ti is the temperature of i-th graphene sheet, Ri is the reflection amplitude for surface
i for p -polarized electromagnetic waves, and ω± = ω ± qxv. The symbol (1 ↔ 2)

denotes the terms that are obtained from the preceding terms by permutation of 1
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and 2. In the first term in (25.4) the integration along the real axis was transformed
into integration along the imaginary axis.

The reflection amplitude for a 2D-system is determined by [52]

Ri = εi − 1

εi + 1
, εi = 4πpσi

ωε
+ 1, (25.5)

where p = √
(ω/c)2 − q2, σi is the longitudinal conductivity of the sheet which

can written in the form σi = −iωe2
i (ω, q)/q2 where 
i is the 2D polarizability.
The dielectric function of the sheet is determined by εi (ω, q) = 1 + vq
i (ω, q),
vq = 2πe2/q is the 2D Coulomb interaction. In term of εi the reflection amplitude
can be written as

Ri = p(εi − 1)

p(εi − 1) + iq
(25.6)

In the integration on the real axis p ≈ iq for d < λT . Thus, in this case

Ri ≈ εi − 1

εi
, (25.7)

On the imaginary axis p = is. In the finite lifetime generalization according to the
Mermin approximation [53] the dielectric function is determined by

ε(ω, q) ≈ 1 + (ω + iγ )(ε0(ω + iγ, q) − 1)

ω + iγ (ε0(ω + iγ, q) − 1)/(ε0(0, q) − 1)
, (25.8)

where ε0(ω, q) is the RPA dielectric function and γ is the damping parameter. In
the study below we used the dielectric function of graphene, which was calculated
recently within the random-phase approximation (RPA) [54, 55]. The small (and
constant) value of the graphene Wigner-Seitz radius rs indicates that it is a weakly
interacting system for all carries densities, making the RPA an excellent approxima-
tion for graphene (RPA is asymptotically exact in the rs � 1 limit). The dielectric
function is an analytical function in the upper half-space of the complex ω-plane:

ε0(ω, q) = 1 + 4kF e2

�vF q
− e2q

2�

√
ω2 − v2

F q2

{
G

(
ω + 2vF kF

vF q

)
− G

(
ω − 2vF kF

vF q

)
− iπ

}
,

(25.9)

where

G(x) = x
√

x2 − 1 − ln(x +
√

x2 − 1), (25.10)

where the Fermi wave vector kF = (πn)1/2, n is the concentration of charge carriers,
the Fermi energy εF = �vF kF , vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity. The damping
parameter γ is due to scattering against impurities and acoustic phonons in graphene
sheet, and can be expressed through the low field mobility μ: γ = evF/(�kFμ).
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Scattering of the graphene carries by the acoustic phonons of graphene places an
intrinsic limits on the low-field room temperature (T0 = 300 K) mobility, given by
μ0 =20 m2/Vs at the graphene carriers density 1016 m−2 (see [56]), which gives
γ = 8 × 1011 s−1. At other temperatures the mobility can be obtained using the
relation μ = μ0T0/T .

In addition to the intrinsic friction due to scattering against impurities and
phonons, on the electrons moving in the graphene sheet acts the extrinsic friction
due to the interaction with electrons in the nearby graphene sheet. According to the
theory of the Casimir friction [3], the friction force Fx = σxz = FxT + Fx0, where
at d � λT and v � c the contributions from thermal (FxT ) and quantum (Fx0)
fluctuations are given by [1, 2, 4, 5]

FxT = �
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dqy
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, (25.11)

Fx0 = − �
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)
. (25.12)

Equations (25.11) and (25.12) were initially obtained for 3D-systems in [1] at
T = 0 and in [2] for finite temperatures. However, in [52] it was shown that the same
formulas are valid for 2D-systems. For v < dkB T/� (at d = 1 nm and T = 300 K
for v < 4 × 104 m/s) the main contribution to the friction (25.11) depends linearly
on the sliding velocity v so that the friction force F·T = �v where at T1 = T2 = T
the friction coefficient � is given by

� = �
2

8π2kB T

∞∫

0

dω

sinh2
(

�ω
2kB T

)
∞∫

0

dq q3e−2qd ImR1(ω)ImR2(ω)∣∣1 − e−2qd R1(ω)R2(ω)
∣∣2 .

(25.13)

Due to the presence of an exponential factor in the expression (25.3) for the thermal
contribution to the Casimir force, the integration over frequency is effectively limited
to ω < ωT = kB T/�. Thus for qxv ∼ v/d > ωT (at room temperature and for d = 1
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nm this condition corresponds to the velocities v > 105 m/s) the integrand will be
modified in the whole range of integration, which will give rise to the significant
change of the thermal Casimir force. This change will be especially large in the
case of resonant photon tunneling when the integrand has sharp resonances. The
integrand in the expression for the zero-temperature contribution to the Casimir
force does not contain any sharp cut-off in the frequency integration. Thus the range
of integration will be more wide and the change of the zero-temperature contribution
will be significant only for much higher velocities than for the thermal contribution.

Figure 25.4a shows the dependence of the Casimir force between two graphene
sheets on the separation d between the sheets. The thermal and quantum contributions
are shown separately. The thermal contribution was calculated for T = 600 K and
for the drift velocities v = 0 and v = 2×106 m/s. The thermal contribution becomes
larger then the quantum contribution for d > 50 nm. For d < 5 nm the thermal con-
tribution calculated for v = 2×106 m/s is significantly larger then the thermal contri-
bution calculated at v = 0. For example, at d ≈ 3 nm the drift motion of the electrons
gives rise to the increase of the thermal Casimir force by one order of magnitude, and
in this case the thermal contribution is only one order of magnitude smaller then the
quantum contribution, and can be measured experimentally. Figure 25.4b shows the
dependence of the thermal Casimir force FzT on the drift velocity of the electrons in
the graphene sheet at d = 1 nm. Note the significant change of the thermal Casimir
force for v/d > ωT (at room temperature and for d = 1 nm this condition corre-
sponds to the velocities v > 105 m/s). This change will be especially large in the case
of resonant photon tunneling. Let us assume that in the rest reference frame in which
there is no drift motion of electrons, the electron-hole pair excitation arises with
energy ωeh(q) and momentum q, then in the laboratory reference frame in which the
electron system is moving with drift velocity v, due to the Doppler effect the energy of
this excitation will be equal to ωeh(q)−qxv. For v > ωeh(q)/qx the excitation energy
will be negative thus at the velocities larger than critical (vcr = ωeh(q)/qx ) as a result
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Fig. 25.4 The Casimir forces between two graphene sheets with carrier concentration n =
1016m−2. a The dependence of the Casimir force on the separation d between the sheets. The
thermal and quantum contributions to the total Casimir force are shown separately. The thermal
contribution is shown for T = 600 K and for the drift velocities v = 0 and v = 2 × 106 m/s. b The
dependence of the thermal Casimir force on the drift velocity of electrons v in one of the graphene
sheet at d = 1 nm
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of such excitation the photon can be created with energy ωph(q) = qxv−ωeh(q) > 0,
i.e. the radiation arises. This radiation is reminiscent of the Cherenkov radiation which
arises at motion of the electron in the medium with the velocity exceeding the light
velocity in the medium. The difference consists in that the Cherenkov radiation is con-
nected with the radiation of the propagating electromagnetic waves, but the radiation
which arises at drift motion of the electron in the graphene sheet—with excitation
of electron-hole pairs. Resonance arises when the photon emitted by the moving
electron system in one graphene sheet with energy ωph(q) = qxv − ωeh(q) > 0
will create excitation with energy ωeh(q) in other graphene sheet. In the case of
graphene the energy of the electron-hole pair excitation ωeh(q) ≈ vF q, where vF

is the Fermi velocity. Thus resonance arises when qxv ≈ 2vF q, which requires that
v > 2vF ≈ 2 × 106 m/s, in accordance with the numerical calculations.

25.3 Reflection Produces Friction

The origin of the Casimir friction is closely connected with the Casimir forces.
The Casimir interaction arises when an atom or a molecule spontaneously develops
an electric dipole moment due to quantum fluctuations. The short-lived atomic polar-
ity can induce a dipole moment in a neighboring atom or molecule some distance
away. The same is true for extended media, where thermal and quantum fluctua-
tion of the current density in one body induces a current density in other body; the
interaction between these current densities is the origin of the Casimir interaction.
When two bodies are in relative motion, the induced current will lag slightly behind
the fluctuating current inducing it, and this is the origin of the Casimir friction. The
Casimir interaction is mostly determined by the exchange of virtual photons between
the bodies (connected with quantum fluctuations), and does not vanish even at zero
temperature. Thermal fluctuations affect the Casimir forces only at the large distance
between the bodies, where the contribution from the quantum fluctuations becomes
very small. On the contrary, Casimir friction is related with the exchange of real pho-
tons between bodies, which are created in energy conservation processes. Casimir
friction at low velocities (v < dkB T/�) is determined by the exchange of the real
photons resulting from thermal fluctuations. However, at large velocities and low
temperatures (v > dkB T/�), the Casimir friction is determined by the exchange of
real photons resulting from the relative motion of quantum fluctuations [1–4].

The origin of the Casimir friction can also be explained by the Doppler effect [1].
Let us consider two flat parallel surfaces, separated by a sufficiently wide vacuum gap,
which prevents electrons from tunneling across it. If the surfaces are in relative motion
(velocity v) a frictional stress will act between them. This frictional stress is related
to an asymmetry of the reflection amplitude along the direction of motion [1, 4], see
Fig. 25.3. The electromagnetic waves emitted in the opposite direction by one body
will experience opposite Doppler shift in the rest reference frame of the second body.
Due to the frequency dispersion of the reflection amplitude these electromagnetic
waves will reflect differently from the surface of the second body, which gives rise
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to the momentum transfer between the bodies. This momentum transfer is the origin
of the Casimir friction.

The Casimir friction originates from two quantum mechanical processes
processes [4]. (a) An excitation with the frequency ωα(q) in the rest reference
frame of the moving (with velocity v) body, in the laboratory reference frame will
have frequency ωα(q) − qxv due to Doppler frequency shift. If ωα(q) − qxv < 0
then in the laboratory reference frame a photon can be created with frequency
ωph = qxv − ωα(q). (b) An excitation annihilated in the rest reference frame of
the moving body will create the photon with frequency ωph = ωα(q) − qxv in the
laboratory reference frame. The photons created in processes (a) and (b) can create
excitations in the body which is at rest in the laboratory reference frame. This will
result in momentum transfer and friction. Thus in process (a) the excitations are
created in both bodies, in contrast to the process (b) for which the excitation is anni-
hilated in one body and created in other body. The first process (a) is possible even at
zero temperature, when it is associated with quantum friction. The second process (b)
is possible only at finite temperatures, when it is associated with thermal radiation.
Quantum and thermal friction are associated with quantum and thermal fluctuations,
respectively. The process (a) will dominate for v > dkB T/� and process (b) will
dominate for v < dkB T/�. At small velocities thermal and quantum friction forces
depend linearly and cubically on sliding velocity, respectively.

It is important to note that only evanescent waves give a contribution to the
quantum friction, i.e. it manifest itself only between closely spaced bodies. Rela-
tive motion of the bodies produces an excitation of the evanescent modes and the
exchange of the corresponding photons will lead to quantum friction. For a body
moving in the absolute vacuum, quantum friction (in contrast to the thermal fric-
tion) is equal to zero, in agreement with the principle of relativity; according to this
principle for a body in the absolute vacuum at T = 0 K the friction should be zero.

25.4 Using Graphene to Detect Quantum Friction

Quantum friction determines the ultimate limit to which the friction can be reduced.
In order to detect quantum friction it is necessary to reduce the contribution to friction
from other mechanisms up to unprecedented levels. However, even in non-contact
friction experiments [57, 58], when two bodies are not in direct contact, there are
several contribution to the friction [4]. Moreover, quantum friction dominates over
thermal friction at velocities v > dkB T/� (at d = 1 nm and room temperature:
v > 105m/s). However, at present even for a hard cantilever the velocity of the tip
cannot exceed 1 m/s [58].

We recently proposed [5] that it should be possible to detect quantum friction in
graphene adsorbed on an amorphous SiO2 substrate (Fig. 25.5). The electrons, mov-
ing in graphene under the action of electric field, will experience intrinsic friction due
to interaction with the acoustic and optical phonons in graphene, and extrinsic friction
due to interaction with the optical phonons in the SiO2-substrate. In a high electric
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grapheneelectrode

SiO2

Fig. 25.5 Scheme of the graphene field effect transistor

fields the electrons move with high velocities, and in this case the main contribution
to the friction arises from the interaction with the optical phonons in graphene and in
SiO2. However, the frequency of the optical phonons in graphene is approximately
four times larger than in SiO2. Therefore, the main contribution to the friction will
result from the interaction with the optical phonons in SiO2. Thus, this frictional
interaction determines electrical conductivity of graphene at high electric field.

Figure 25.6a shows the dependence of the current density on the electric field at
the carrier concentration n = 1012 cm−2, and for different temperatures. We have
found that, in agreement with the experiment [59], the current density saturates at
E ∼ 0.5 − 2.0 V/μm. According to the experiment the saturation current density
Jsat = nevsat ≈ 1.6 mA/μm, and using the charge density concentration n =
1012 cm−2: vsat ≈ 106 m/s. The saturation current density depends weakly on the
temperature. In Fig. 25.6b the contributions to the friction force from quantum and
thermal fluctuations are shown separately. In the saturation region the contribution
to the friction force from quantum fluctuations dominates.

According to the theory of the Casimir friction [4] (see also above discussion), the
quantum friction, which exists even at zero temperature, is determined by the creation
of excitations in each of the interacting media. The frequency of the photon which is
created as a result of excitation in moving body is determined by ωph = vqx − ω1,
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Fig. 25.6 The role of the interaction between phonon polaritons in SiO2 and free carriers in graphene
for graphene field-effect transistor transport. The separation between graphene and SiO2 is d = 3.5
Å, the charge density n = 1012 cm−12 a Current density-electric field dependence for different tem-
peratures. Inset shows the same dependence at T = 0 K. b Dependence of the quantum and thermal
contributions to the friction force between SiO2 and free carriers in graphene per unit area on the drift
velocity of electrons in graphene. The finite temperature curve shows only the thermal contribution
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where ω1 is the excitation frequency in the rest reference frame. This photon will
create excitation in the other body with frequency ω2 = ωph = vqx−ω1. The relevant
excitations in graphene are the electron-hole pairs with energy ωeh(q) ≈ vF q, while
for SiO2 the frequency of surface phonon polaritons ω0 ≈ 60 meV (9 × 1013 s−1).
Resonant photon tunneling occurs at v > vF + ω0/qx . The maximal value of wave
vector is determined by 1/d thus at d = 0.35 nm resonance occurs for v > vsat =
vF +ω0d ∼ 106 m/s, in accordance with numerical calculations. Thus, measurements
of the current density-electric field relation of graphene adsorbed on SiO2 give the
possibility to detect quantum friction.

An alternative method of studying of the Casimir friction consists in driving an
electric current in one metallic layer and studying the effect of the frictional drag on
the electrons in a second (parallel) metallic layer (Fig. 25.7). Such experiments were
proposed by Pogrebinskii [60] and Price [61], and were performed for 2D quantum
wells [62, 63]. In these experiments a current is driven through layer 1. Due to the
proximity of the layers, the interlayer interactions will induce a current in layer 2 due
to a frictional stress acting on the electrons in the layer 2 from layer 1. If the layer
2 is an open circuit, an electric field E1 will develop in the layer whose influence
cancels the frictional stress σ between the layers. In the experiment [62] the drift
velocity v ∼ 102 m/s. According to the theory of the Casimir friction [2, 64], at such
velocities the thermal fluctuation give the dominant contribution to the friction, and
the theoretical predictions are in agreement with experiment.

Frictional drag between graphene sheets was measured recently in [65, 66]. This
study has fueled the recent theoretical investigations of frictional drag between
graphene sheets [67–73] mediated by a fluctuating Coulomb field. In all these inves-
tigations the current density (or drift velocity v of the charge carries) is linearly
related to the driving electric field. Thus only the thermal contribution to the fric-
tional drag was included. In the linear approximation the electric field induced by
the frictional drag depends linearly on the current density J = nev (or drift velocity
v of the charge carries), E = ρD J = FxT /ne = � J/(ne)2, where � is the friction
coefficient, ρD = �/(ne)2 is the drag resistivity. For ω < vF q and q < 2kF the
dielectric function of graphene has the following form [55]

Fig. 25.7 Scheme of
experiment for observation of
the drag effect
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ε0(ω, q) ≈ 1 + 4e2kF
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, (25.14)

and the reflection amplitude

R0(ω, q) = ε0(ω, q) − 1

ε0(ω, q)
≈ 1 + i
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4e2kF
, (25.15)

and (25.15), (25.13) give the known result [67]
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1

(kT F d)2 , (25.16)

where kT F = 4e2kF/�vF is the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector. The frictional
drag force is much higher for high drift velocities (∼106 m/s), where it depends
nonlinearly on the drift velocity, and is dominated by the quantum friction, existence
of which was recently hot debated [34–39]. For v < vF (25.12), (25.15) give the
following result for quantum friction

Fx0 = �v

d4

15ζ(5)

128π2

(
v

vF

)2 1

(kT F d)2 . (25.17)

In linear approximation E = 5 × 10−4v (SI-units) for T = 300 K and d = 10 nm.
For a graphene sheet of length 1 μm, and with v = 100 m/s this electric field will
induce the voltage V = 10 nV. From (25.16) and (25.17) the ratio of quantum and
thermal friction Fx0/FxT = Fx0/(ne)2ρDv ≈ (15/8π2)(v/vT )2, where vT = ωT d.
Thus, for v > vT the friction is dominated by quantum friction (at d = 1 nm and
room temperature: vT ≈ 4 · 104m/s).

Figure 25.8a, b show that much larger electric fields can be induced at d = 1 nm
(a) and d = 10 nm (b) at large velocities. In these figures the contributions to friction
from thermal and quantum fluctuations are shown separately. For v < 105 m/s the
frictional drag effect for the graphene sheets strongly depends on temperature, i.e. it
is determined mainly by the thermal fluctuations. However, for v > 106m/s it will
be dominated by quantum fluctuations. Strong enhancement of friction occurs in the
case of resonant photon tunneling. As discussed above, resonant photon tunneling
occurs for v > 2vF ≈ 2×106 m/s. For such velocities and d = 1 nm quantum friction
dominates over the thermal contribution even at room temperature (see Fig. 25.8a).
For d = 10 nm quantum friction dominates at low temperatures (see Fig. 25.8b).

The use of graphene in frictional drag experiments has considerable advantages
in comparison with quantum wells. Such experiments can be performed in a vacuum
where the contribution from the phonon exchange can be excluded. In vacuum one can
easily measure the dependence of the frictional drag force on the separation between
graphene sheets. Due to the high mobility of the charge carriers in graphene, the
charge carriers can move with much higher drift velocity than in quantum wells.
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Fig. 25.8 Frictional drag between two graphene sheets at the carrier concentration n = 1012 cm−2.
The finite temperature curves show only the thermal contributions to the friction. a Dependence of
friction force between graphene sheets on the drift velocity of charge carriers in one graphene sheet
at the layer separation d = 1 nm. b The same as in (a) but at d = 10 nm

25.5 Conclusion

Quantum friction, like superconductivity and superfluidity, is a macroscopic phenom-
enon, determined by the laws of quantum physics. The idea of quantum fluctuations of
the electromagnetic field has found application in a wide variety of fields of physics.
For example, the Lamb shift of atomic spectrum and anomalous magnetic moment
of the electron were explained with the help of this idea. Quantum fluctuations of
the electromagnetic field are determined by virtual photons-particles that are contin-
uously created and annihilated in the vacuum. Using the metal mirror, moving with
acceleration near the light velocity, virtual photons can converted into real, leading
to radiation emitted by mirror. This is the dynamic Casimir effect; recently it was
observed in superconducting waveguide [7]. There is an obvious similarity between
the radiation that causes the dynamic Casimir effect, and Hawking radiation, which is
responsible for quantum evaporation of black holes. Besides fundamental, quantum
fluctuations have technological significance. Currently, an active work is conduct-
ing on the development of the nanoelectromechanical systems that can serve in the
different fields of science and technology, like sensing, telecommunications, signal
processing, storage, etc. For this reason, interest to the Casimir force has strongly
increased in the last decade, as they define the interaction between nanostructures and
are responsible for adhesion between the moving parts in the nanoelectromechanical
systems.

For practical applications, it is important to learn tailoring of the Casimir forces.
Lifshitz theory predicts that if two bodies are placed in the liquid, at the appropriate
choice of material of the bodies the attraction between them can changed on the
repulsion. The repulsive Casimir-Lifshitz force can provide a quantum levitation
of objects in fluid and lead to a new class of customizable nanoscale devices with
ultralow static friction.

Furthermore, quantum friction determines the ultimately limit to which the friction
force can be reduced and, consequently, also the force fluctuations. The latter follows
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from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, a relation between friction and fluctuations
established by Einstein. According to this relationship, the random force that makes
a small particle jitter would also cause friction if the particle is dragged through the
medium. The force fluctuations (and hence friction) are important for ultrasensitive
force detection experiments. Perhaps the most exciting application of these ideas
is associated with mechanical detection of nuclear spin resonance [74]. For exam-
ple, a single spin detection using magnetic resonance force microscopy [75] (which
was proposed to obtain images of biological objects, such as proteins, with atomic
resolution) and for quantum computer [76] would require reducing the fluctuating
forces (and therefore friction) to unprecedented levels. In addition, future measure-
ments of the Casimir forces [18, 21–24], may eventually be limited by non-contact
friction effects, one mechanism of which is determined by the Casimir friction with
its limiting case—quantum friction. For these applications a better understanding of
non-contact friction is only the first step. In the future it will be necessary to learn
how to reduce it or, in other words, how to ‘lubricate’ vacuum.

Ten years ago the Casimir force and friction were academic curiosity. Today it
is a technological issue: because broad applications of the nanoelectromechanical
devices are predicted in various fields of science and technology, it is needed to
learn to control forces, prevailing in the nano world. Quantum mechanics is fastly
becoming quantum engineering.
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Chapter 26
Dissipation at Large Separations

Marcin Kisiel, Markus Langer, Urs Gysin, Simon Rast, E. Meyer and
Dong-Weon Lee

Abstract When two macroscopic bodies slide in contact, energy is dissipated due
to friction. Sometimes it is desired, like in case brakes in the bicycle, sometimes
unwelcome–when you ask yourself why your automated coffee machine broke for
the third time. In nanoscale, a tiny friction force is present when bodies in relative
motion are separated by few nanometer gap. This non-contact form of friction might
be successfully measured by highly sensitive cantilever oscillating like a tiny pen-
dulum over the surface. The elusive non-contact friction might arise due to vdW
interaction, which is mediated by the long-range electromagnetic field or in many
cases by fluctuations of static surface charges arising frommaterial inhomogeneities.
The huge dissipation might also orginate from hysteretic switching of the studied
material under the external action of the oscillating probe. In this chapter several
experiments reporting on non-contact friction are discussed. First the Joule dissipa-
tion channel is discussed. Next we report on non-contact friction measurement over
metal–superconductor transition, which allows to distinguish between phononic and
electronic contribution to friction. The non-contact friction due to switching of the
charge density wave is discused in the last part of this chapter.
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26.1 Introduction

In a closed system, friction forces transfer work to heat. Energy dissipation is a non-
reversible process, which is well known from everyday life [1, 2]. The mechanisms,
which lead to these irreversible processes, are complex and still poorly understood.
The vibration amplitude of a damped oscillator [3–5] decays in time that is equivalent
to the fact that the kinetic energy is converted to heat. The energy transfer lasts until
the cantilever system reaches its thermodynamic equilibrium. In this steady state
stationary fluctuations from the mean value 〈x〉 are observed. Both decay time τ

and equilibrium fluctuations x(t) contain information about the dissipative process.
The equation motion of a linear damped harmonic oscillator can be described by
the knowledge of the spring constant k, the eigenfrequency ω0 and the damping
coefficient �, the effective mass meff and the external force fext:

mef f
d2x

dt2
+ �

dx

dt
+ kx = fext(t) (26.1)

The external force fext can be regarded as sum of a non-stochastic force and a
stochastic force. Since (26.1) is a linear differential equation, both contributions can
be treated separately. In both cases the same parameter set (ω0, �, meff) is required to
describe the system. All quantities (fluctuating and non-fluctuating) derived from the
cantilevermovement dependon the sameparameter set.Anexperimentally accessible
quantity to describe the dissipation process of a vibrating cantilever at its resonance
frequency is its decay time τ . The quality factor Q is given by:

Q = τω0

2
(26.2)

The knowledge of the spring constant k and decay time τ permits us to calculate the
damping coefficient or so to say noncontact friction −�.1 � is the proportionality
constant between the non-conservative friction force F and the velocity v of the
oscillator.

F = −� · vrms (26.3)

where the friction coefficient is given by:

� = k

ω0Q
. (26.4)

For an extremely soft free cantilever (k = 130µN/m) with a resonance frequency
of 5.8kHz and a vibration amplitude of x0= 20 nm, a Q of 240,000 and a � =
10−14 kg/s we obtain friction force F = � ω0x0√

2
= 7.6 aN. The dissipated power

1 Although, the term friction is commonly related to the situation of two surfaces in contact, we
will stick to it in the rest of this chapter always referring to the noncontact form of friction.
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P = � · v2rms = 4.0 × 10−21 Watt (2.5 × 10−2 eV/s or 4.2 µeV/cycle). For non-
contact force sensors with a resonance frequency of 300kHz, a � = 10−11 kg/s and
typical oscillation amplitude of 1 nm, the friction force is F = 1.3× 10−14 N which
corresponds to a dissipated power of 1.7×10−17 Watt (110 eV/s or 367 µeV/cycle).
The experimentally determined friction coefficient � might be a superposition of
different friction coefficients �i

� = �0 + �1 + �2 · · · + �N (26.5)

�(T, p, x, ) represents a quantity which depends on the temperature T , the pressure
p, thematerial properties and external fields (e.g.magnetic or electrical fields). As the
cantilever approaches the sample surface the electromagnetic field between tip and
surface has an impact on the friction coefficient. This leads to a distance dependent
friction coefficient at small tip sample separations [1, 6–8].

The internal friction of the cantilever �0 describes the friction losses which occur
by simply bending the cantilever. Internal friction has to be measured under vacuum
conditions to minimize the viscous damping due to inelastic scattering between the
vibrating cantilever and gasmolecules. At pressures below 10−6 mbar viscous damp-
ing can be neglected [9]. The internal friction depends mainly on the material prop-
erties and the sensor geometry. There are two possibilities to lower the kinetic energy
of a vibrating cantilever dissipation and sound wave scattering. The cantilever can be
regarded as a one side clamped bar. In reality the cantilever is a micro-mechanically
etched silicon bar, which is connected to a support. If the junction between bar and
support is not ideally constructed, there exists the possibility that sound waves are
scattered from the cantilever to the support, which is reducing the kinetic energy of
the cantilever. This is not a dissipative process! On the other hand kinetic energy is
transferred into heat. It is experimentally a proven fact that a rectangular bar can-
tilever scatters a minimum energy into the support. The dissipative energy losses can
be induced due to stress and strain acting on the cantilever. Experimentally it is hard
to distinguish between the two mechanisms. The internal friction �0 is omnipresent
and determines if an additional friction coefficient �R = �1 + �2 + �3 · · · + �N is
detectable at all. Assuming the errors δ� and δ�0 are Gaussian distributed we find
for �R :

�R = � − �0 ± (δ� + δ�0) (26.6)

�R is limited by the sum of the statistical errors δ� + δ�0. For an ultrasensitve
cantilever (cf. Fig. 26.1) an internal friction coefficient of �0 = 1.47 × 10−14 kg/s
can be obtained under UHV conditions.

Approaching the cantilever close to a surface opens new dissipation channels.
Noncontact friction is accurately measured by means of a very soft and sensitive
cantilever, which however might jump into contact, when the attractive force gradi-
ent is larger than the spring constant. That happens on almost all surfaces because
the attractive van der Waals forces and the only exception is the operation under
liquid environment, where attractive forces are greatly reduced [11]. An easy way to
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overcome this obstacle is to oscillate the cantilever in the so-called pendulum geom-
etry [12, 13]. This way the cantilever is oriented perpendicularly to the surface and
oscillates like a tiny pendulum without snapping into the contact with the measured
sample (Fig. 26.2).

There are several methods to determine the friction coefficient �: ring-downmea-
surements, the measurement of the power spectral density S(ω) of the cantilever
fluctuations [14, 15] and the measurement of the excitation voltage Aexc needed to
maintain constant amplitude cantilever’s oscillation.

The smallest possible friction coefficients� can be sensed by using soft cantilever
with a smallest possible constant k, a highest possible eigenfrequency and quality
factor Q (26.4). Cantilevers with these features are very force sensitive. The minimal
detectable force Fmin is given by:

Fmin =
√
2kB T ��ω

π
(26.7)

where kB is theBoltzmann constant, T and�ω are the temperature and the bandwidth
of themeasurement. A change of the friction coefficient and the temperature is always
accompanied by a change of the minimal detectable force (26.7).

Quantities like the frequency noise δω of a cantilever which oscillates with an
amplitude x0 at its resonance frequency ω0 depend on the friction coefficient � [16].

δω = ω

x0k

√
2kB T ��ω

π3 (26.8)

Fig. 26.1 Ultrasensitive single crystalline silicon force sensor with a length of 200 µm, a width of
5µm and a thickness of 170 nm [10]. The spring constant is k = 128µN/m and the eigenfrequency
f0 = 5.8kHz. A quality factor Q= 240,000 can be obtained after annealing under UHV conditions
for several hours. An internal friction coefficient �0 in the order of (1.47 ± 0.27) × 10−14 kg/s is
achieved.With a vibration amplitude of 20nm the dissipated power is: 4.0×10−21 Watt (2.5×10−2

eV/s or 4.2µeV/cycle)
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Fig. 26.2 Experimental
setup: The cantilever is
mounted perpendicularly to
the surface to avoid a jump
into contact. The distance d
between force sensor and
surface can be varied and a
bias voltage V between
cantilever and surface can be
applied

To obtain the best possible frequency resolution of a self-driven cantilever the
frequency noise δω has to be minimized. Therefore, the measurement has to be
performed at low temperatures, where thermal fluctuations are small and low � are
found. The oscillator frequency noise δω is influenced by � and the temperature T .
With 26.7 the power spectral noise density S(ω)2�ω = δω2 can be estimated in a
narrow bandwidth

S(ω)2 = 2kbT ω2
0�

π3k2x20
(26.9)

This contribution is structured as follows: First we investigate the internal fric-
tion of the cantilever �0. In a second part we discuss different dissipation process
between moving bodies separated by a nanometer sized distance d. Experiment on
superconducting Nb surface allowed to distinguish between different dissipation
channels—electronic and phononic. The last part reports on experiment on NbSe2
surface, where the non-contact friction is caused by the hysteretic processes induced
in the sample.

26.2 Internal Friction of the Cantilever

The temperature dependence of resonance frequency of cantilevers is rather well
understood [17]. Geometry changes due to thermal expansion can be neglected.
However, the temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of Silicon, E(T ), is
given by the Wachtman-formula:

E(T ) = E0 − B · T exp
(
−T0

T

)
, (26.10)
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where T0 is related to the Debye-temperature of the sensor material. With (26.10)
the temperature dependent resonance frequency can be calculated:

ωn = α2
n

t

L2

√
E

12ρ
. (26.11)

where α1 = 1.875 for the first eigenmode. t is the thickness, L the length and ρ

the mass density. The experimental frequency versus temperature data are well fitted
with T0 = 317K [17]. According to T0 = D/2 a Debye temperature of D = 634K
is determined, which is in good agreement with literature values of D = 645K for
silicon.

In contrast, the damping of cantilevers is still rather poorly understood. Several
contributions have to be distinguished:

1. Damping due to thermoelastic effects
2. Damping due bulk losses
3. Damping due to surface losses
4. Damping due to acoustic emission into the bulk
5. Losses due to the clamping
6. Viscous damping due to the presence of gases or liquids.

As far as ultra-sensitive measurements under ultrahigh vacuum conditions are
concerned, the influence of viscous damping at pressures below 10−6 mbar can be
neglected. The influence of clamping can be optimized by rigid holders and the exclu-
sion of glues with high damping rates [18]. Damping due to acoustic emission is also
found to be negligible in most practical cases. Therefore, the first three mechanisms
are the most important ones.

26.2.1 Thermo-elastic Damping

The conduction of heat is an important energy loss mechanism. Periodical com-
pression and expansion of oscillating micromechanical elements is associated with
heat flow between compressed and expanded areas. The Zener-model is a contin-
uum model of this thermo-elastic damping mechanism [19]. The internal friction is
given by

Q−1 = α2T E

ρcP

ωτ

1 + (ωτ)2
(26.12)

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, cp the specific heat capacity and ρ is
the mass density. The relaxation time τ is given by:

τ = t2

π2

ρcp

κ
, (26.13)
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where κ is the thermal conductivity. Typical parameters for silicon at room temper-
ature are E = 1.68GPa, α = 2.54 × 10−6 K−1, ρ = 2.33 × 103 kgm−3, cp = 711
J kg−1K−1 and κ = 150Wm−1K−1. The temperature dependence of the Young’s-
modulus is small compared to the strong variations of thermal expansion (zero cross-
ings at 20 and 125K) [20]. The thermal conductivity in the bulk varies between 100–
5,000Wm−1K−1. One should also take into account that the thermal conductivity is
reduced below 100Wm−1K−1 due to phonon-boundary scattering for thickness of
the order of microns at temperatures below 30K [21].

At present, many experimental data indicate that thermo-elastic damping is the
dominant loss mechanism at room temperature. At temperature below 200K other
channels start to dominate, which may be related to bulk or surface losses.

26.2.2 Bulk and Surface Losses

The scattering of elastic waves with defects on the surface or in the bulk is an impor-
tant loss mechanism. The oscillation of the cantilever leads to a time dependent local
stress field changing the energy landscape of the defects. Instabilities of these defects
may occur, where atoms jump from one equilibrium position to another position. The
energy difference between equilibrium positions is the activation energy. Therefore,
damping vs. temperature curves show activation peaks, also called Debye peaks. So
far, most of the experimental work is limited to crystalline silicon cantilevers which
exhibit the highest Q-factor of available cantilevers. Typical Q-factors are between
10,000 up to 900,000. Comparable cantilevers made of Si3N4 or SiO2 show much
smaller Q-factors of 100–1,000. Therefore, we conclude that bulk losses are dom-
inant for these amorphous structures. In the case of silicon, bulk or surface losses
may become dominant at temperatures below 200K. At 160K a peak is observed,
which may be related to such an activation peak with an activation energy of 0.25eV.
Unfortunately, the nature of these defects in silicon is still poorly understood. Simple
defects, such as vacancies or interstitials are ruled out because of their high activa-
tion barriers [17]. Recently, it has been observed that the 160K peak can be reduced
strongly by annealing under vacuum conditions [22]. It is also observed that the
peak does not shift with the resonance frequency, which is not in agreement with the
simple activation energy model. The authors suggest that the 160K peak is related
to an adsorbate layer. Another peak at 30K shifts with the resonance frequency and
seems to be in better agreement with a Debye peak [22].

Coating of cantilevers leads to a strong increase of dissipation. The polycrystalline
nature of these metallic films implies grain boundaries, where increased phonon
scattering leads to an increase of damping losses. Also the surface quality, that is
the presence of silicon oxide layer or adsorbates, such as H2O or hydrocarbons,
lead to rather large damping losses. Yang et al. annealed extremely small cantilevers
(length <80 µm) [23]. They used rather high annealing temperatures (1,000 ◦C),
which was sufficient to remove the oxide layers. It has been shown that annealing at
temperatures below600 ◦Cof rather large silicon cantilevers (length of 400or 500µm
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Fig. 26.3 Ring down measurement of a cantilever before and after annealing under UHV-
conditions. The initial quality factor of 62,000 could be improved by an order of magnitude after 6h
annealing. Further annealing improved the quality factor to 1,240,000. The annealing temperature
was too low to remove the oxide layer. Thus, the removal of weakly bound molecules, such as H2O,
OH or hydrocarbons, improves the quality factor

and thickness of 0.5–1.5 µm) under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions also leads
to a reduction of dissipation [24]. In the case of Fig. 26.3 the quality factor of 62,000
could be improved by an order ofmagnitude after 6h annealing at temperatures below
600 ◦C. Further annealing improved the quality factor to 1,200,000. The annealing
temperaturewas too low to remove the oxide layer and thus results in removal ofwater
or other weakly bound molecules, such as H2O, OH or hydrocarbons. Alternatively,
defects on the surface or in the bulk of the cantilever may be reduced by the annealing
procedure. It is also known that long term annealing leads to negligible amount of
localized charges at the end of the probing tip.

26.3 Dissipation at Large Separations

In most of the cases the dissipation between two moving bodies separated by a
distance d is due to an electromagnetic interaction. The range of the interacting
force determines the distance dependency of the friction coefficient �. Therefore,
it is possible to distinguish between long-range and short-range friction forces. The
mechanism of the long-range, electrostatic dissipation known also as joule dissipa-
tion is well understood [25]. Static electric fields between two different surfaces can
exist without any externally applied voltage due to different work functions of dif-
ferent orientations of the crystallites of a polycrystalline surface. The work function
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measured by applying a bias voltage between tip and sample is distance dependent
[24]. This is due to the fact that the cantilever senses at large separations an average
patch force resulting of several different oriented crystallites.

26.3.1 Dissipation due to Electromagnetic Interaction

The dissipative force can beminimized by compensating the local electric field. Elec-
trostatic dissipation was previously observed by Denk et al. [7]. Later Stipe et al. [8]
observed electrostatic dissipation at separations of 1–200nm by using ultrasensitve
force sensors. A gold tip was attached to an ultra-sensitive cantilever in the pendu-
lum geometry. The measurements of Stipe et al. were performed under high vacuum
conditions. Friction coefficients of the order of 10−13 kg/s between tip and metal
substrate were observed. The distance dependence of the friction coefficient was
fitted by a power law function � ∝ d−n with an exponent n =1.3± 0.2. Volokitin
et al. [26, 27] have calculated that dissipation at these large separations is consistent
with the exponent n = 1.5 expected for the friction caused (on a spherical tip) by
clean metal surface.

Rast et al. performed dissipation measurements under ultra high vacuum condi-
tions at 7K. They employed an ultrasensitive cantilever with a Co-Sm magnetic tip
[24, 28]. The front edge of the tip is flat and has an area of 1.56µm2. As a sub-
strate irradiated quartz was used (Suprasil 300) with 20nm gold film. The friction
coefficient is calculated according to a formula:

� = �0

(
Aexc(d)

Aexc,0
− f (d)

f0

)
, (26.14)

where �0 is the friction due to intrinsic losses of the cantilever, measured at large tip-
sample separation, Aexc(d) and f (d) are the distance dependent excitation amplitude
(as measured by the excitation voltage needed to excite the cantilever at constant
oscillation amplitude A) and frequency of the cantilever and the suffix zero refers
to the free cantilever. As shown in Fig. 26.4 both conservative forces and dissipative
forces increase with applied bias voltage at separations larger than 250nm. Both
obey to a quadratic power law �, F ∝ (V 2

bias). The quadratic behaviour of � versus
bias voltage is direct evidence of the electronic origin of friction [26, 27, 29]. The
friction coefficient has its minimum, where the conservative force is minimal and
changes approximately by 2×10−13 kg/s when 1V bias voltage is applied. Chumak
et al. and Volokitin et al. [26, 27, 30] calculated the friction coefficient between a
metallic tip and a flat metallic surface. They concluded that time dependent electric
field induces local electric currents in the sample and cantilever. Thus the induction
of the current is responsible for an energy dissipation.

Compensating the contact potential allows us to investigate the friction force
which is not dominated by Joule losses. Figure 26.5 shows the distance dependence
of the friction coefficient as a function of distancewith compensated contact potential.
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Fig. 26.4 Voltage-dependence of the normal force and friction coefficient at a separation of d =
250nm of a 20nm thick gold film. The parabolic force dependence is related to capacitive forces.
The friction coefficient increases with applied voltage. The quadratic behavior of the normal force
and the quadratic behavior of friction coefficient in respect to bias voltage indicate that an electrical
field is involved in the process

Fig. 26.5 Illustration of the friction coefficient with compensated contact potential at separations
between 1 and 100nm. At a separation larger than 30nm the friction is governed by the internal
friction 0 of the cantilever. Therefore, the friction coefficient of the long-range interaction has to be
smaller than � � 10−14 kg/s

At tip sample separations which are larger than 30 nm the friction force is dominated
by the internal friction of the force sensor. At this separation the friction coefficient is
smaller than < 10−14 kg/s—the internal friction of the force sensor and the strength
of the electromagnetic field between tip and sample is too small to create ameasurable
friction force. At separations below 30 nm the friction coefficient is larger than the
internal friction of the cantilever and an non-reversible energy flow between tip
and sample is observed. Volokitin (see previous chapter in this book) calculated the
friction coefficient of a tip separated by a distance d generated by a van der Waals
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Fig. 26.6 Illustration of the power spectral density S(f) of the frequency noise of a self-oscillating
cantilever with an amplitude of 10nm close to a CaF2 substrate under ambient conditions. At large
tip sample separations the frequency noise corresponds to the frequency noise of the free cantilever.
The values of S(f) decrease at higher frequencies since a lowpass filter limits the frequenc band.
As smaller the distance between tip and surface is, as higher is the power spectral density. With
decreasing distance between tip and surface, � increases which is reflected in an increase of S(ω)

(26.9)

friction force in dielectrics. For a cylindrical tip with radius R and width w the
calculated friction coefficient scales with d−1/2, which fits to our data.

Usually the cantilever oscillations are controlled by means of phase-locked loop
(PLL) feedback system,where the frequencyω caused by the tip sample interaction is
measured. The frequency noise determines frequency resolution of the measurement
(26.8). Figure26.6 illustrates the power spectral density S(ω) of the frequency noise
of a self-oscillating cantilever with an amplitude of 10 nm close to a CaF2 substrate
at room temperature under high vacuum conditions. The power spectral density is
measured by sampling the frequency noise of the FM-demodulated signal of the
cantilever vibration amplitude. At smaller tip sample separations the noise floor is
increasing several orders of magnitude due to the distance dependent change of the
friction coefficient� ( 26.9). The noisefloor S(ω) is changingmore at low frequencies
(1–10Hz) than at frequencies above 10Hz.

26.3.2 Suppression of Electronic Friction
in the Superconducting State

The pendulum AFM tip oscillating in close proximity to a substrate might induce
phononic excitations. To estimate the phononic and electronic contributions to fric-
tion, Kisiel et al. [31] measured non-contact friction across the superconducting tran-
sition of a Nb sample. A 150nm thick Nb film was deposited on a Si(100) substrate
and was subsequently cleaned by a few cycles of Ar sputtering and annealing under
UHV conditions. A ultrasensitive cantilever with spring constant k = 30mN/m and
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resonance frequency f = 5.3kHz was used. Afer long term annealing under UHV
condition the quality factor was improved up to Q = 500,000. The corresponding
internal dissipation was equal t0 = 2.0× 1012 kg/s at temperature T = 6K. The can-
tilever end was exposed to focus ion beam (FIB) to form a sharp tip with spherical
apex, approximately 50nm in diameter (inset in Fig. 26.7). The oscillation ampli-
tude A = 5nm was constant during the measurement. The temperature dependence
of the friction coefficient over critical temperature of Nb (Tc = 9.2K) is shown
in Fig. 26.7. Here the tip sample distance of f = 0.5nm was constant and the con-
tact potential difference was compensated. The friction coefficient was measured by
means of ring down method (see (26.2) and (26.4)). The dissipated power rise by a
factor of three when the critical temperature Tc is approached from below and levels
off in the normal metal state. It is equal about 25µeV/cycle and 80µeV/cycle for
the superconducting and metallic phase, respectively. The rise of friction coefficient
in the vicinity of Tc has a smooth character, which is in good agreement with BCS
(Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer) theory of superconductivity [32]. The interpretation of
the experiment is based on the theoretical analysis proposed by Persson [33, 34],
who realized that friction over superconducting phase transition is analog to the
acoustic attenuation of the longitudinal acoustic phonons known from BCS theory.
The temperature dependence of surface contribution to the electronic friction has the
form:

�surf(T )

�surf(Tc)
� 2

exp (�(T )/kB T ) + 1
, (26.15)

where �(T ) is the temperature dependent energy band gap:

�(T ) = C · kB Tc (1 − (T/Tc))
0.5 (26.16)

The factor C = 3.52 is the same for all BCS superconductors and determines the
ratio of the energy gap at T = 0K to the thermal energy at Tc. The data shown in
Fig. 26.7 agree with (26.15), with the fit parameter C = 3.8 ± 0.7. The cantilever
tip oscillating very close to the Nb-film produce the surface acoustic longitudinual
waves due to time dependent mechanical stresses acting on the sample. The energy is
lost to the emission of phonons. The acoustic wave can interact only with the normal
electrons near the Fermi surface. Close to TC the electron population is gradually
growing and the acoustic wave attenuation rises rapidly. Thus the electronic friction
caused by electron—phonon interaction vary with the temperature according to the
formula (26.15).

Further support to this hypothesis comes from voltage V and distance d dependent
friction. In Fig. 26.8 the �(V ) is shown in normal, metallic state (T = 13K) and
superconducting state (T = 5.8K), both acquired at the same tip sample distance
d = 0.5nm. In the normal state data follow a quadratic dependence �(V ) ∝ V 2,
as expected for the electronic friction [26, 27], whereas in the superconducting
state �(V ) ∝ V 4. Volokitin et al. [26, 27] calculated that, when an spherical tip
is oscillating laterally above the elastic surface the friction � ∝ F2. Since F ∝ V 2,
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Fig. 26.7 Temperature dependence of the non-contact friction coefficient of the Nb surface. The
friction coefficient increases as the critical temperature Tc = 9.2K is approached and levels off in the
Nb normal metal state. The green line is a fit of (26.15) to the measured data. Inset: the cantilever
tip with spherical apex prepared by means of focused ion beam

Fig. 26.8 The voltage dependence of the non-contact friction coefficient between oscillating can-
tilever tip and Nb surface, measured in superconducting (red) and normal (green) state. The dessi-
pation has a parabolic dependence in metallic state, while � ∝ V4 for superconducting state of Nb.
The tip sample distance is constant and equal d = 0.5nm

the friction coefficient has to vary as a fourth power of the voltage, which is indeed
the case in the superconducting state. The dependence of the friction coefficient � on
distance d is shown in Fig. 26.9, again for normal and superconducting state of Nb
film. In both cases the contact potential was compensated and equal about VCPD =
150 ± 30mV. The distance was swept in between 0 < d < 3nm. As expected, the
friction coefficient has much steeper distance dependence in the superconducting
state as compared to themetallic state. The fit of the negative power function� ∝ d−n

to the experimental data gives n = 1.0 ± 0.1 and n = 3.8 ± 0.3 for normal and
superconducting state, respectively. In normal state the distance dependence is in
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Fig. 26.9 Distance dependence of the non-contact friction coefficient for Nb superconducting
(red) and Nb normal metal (green) state. In normal state clear rise of dissipation is visible few
nanometers away from the surface, otherwise as in the case of superconducting Nb state. The data
are well fitted by inverse power law dependence � ∝ d−1 and � ∝ d−4 respectively for normal and
superconducting Nb state

good agreement with the results obtained by Stipe et.al (n = 1.3) [29]. In the case
of phononic friction, Lifshitz theory of van der Waals interaction [35] predicts that
elastic stress leads to a vdW force F(d) ∝ d−2. Thus the phononic friction should
vary as �ph ∝ d−4 and the experimental value is in excellent agreement with this
prediction.

26.3.3 The Noncontact Friction due to Phase Slips of the Charge
Density Wave (CDW) in NbSe2 Sample

So far we deal with friction having the form of viscous drag as given by the 26.3.
It this section we report on data when dissipation is produced by cycle of hysteretic
processes induced in the sample by oscillating cantilever tip [36]. The sample of
interest is NbSe2—an intercalated dichalcogenide compound with bulk charge den-
sity wave (CDW) state accompanied by periodic lattice distortion (PLD). The CDW
materials have been an object of scientific interest since mid-1970s because their
unusual properties; namely nonlinear conductivity, huge dielectric constants, elas-
tic and thermal properties, etc. [37]. Most of them are related to the CDW motion
under the external force. The probe consisted of a soft cantilever (ATEC-CONT
from Nanosensors) with spring constant k = 120mN/m, the resonance frequency
f = 12kHz, quality factor Q = 9.0× 105 and a friction coefficient �0 = 1.7× 10−12

kg/s (at 6 K). The probe was operating in pendulum geometry, however otherwise
as in the case of conventional pendulum AFM experiments, the cantilever tip was
chosen to be asymmetric (see inset Fig. 26.10). Due to the tip design the cantilever lat-
eral oscillatorymotion also implies a normal action. The lateral oscillation amplitude
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Fig. 26.10 The energy
dissipation as a function of tip
NbSe2 sample distance for
compensated contact potential
difference. Three dissipation
spikes positioned few
nanometers above the surface
are clearly visible. Inset: the
pendulum AFM cantilever tip
used in the experiment

Fig. 26.11 Energy
dissipation between NbSe2
surface and oscillating
pendulum AFM cantilever tip
versus tip sample voltage and
tip sample distance. Bright
features correspond to
multiplet of dissipation spikes
observed few nanometers
above the surface. The peaks
always follow the same
cantilever frequency f = f0 −
22Hz, f = f0 − 30Hz, f = f0
− 120Hz and constant
frequency contours are shown
with dashed lines

A= 5nmwas kept constant bymeans of PLL. Due to tip asymmetry the normal oscil-
lation amplitude was equal to Anorm = 180pm. The measurement of friction versus
distance �(d) shows striking multiple of dissipation peaks arising at few nanometer
distance from NbSe2 surface, as shown in Fig. 26.10. Here the CPD was compen-
sated. The friction coefficient was calculated according to 26.14. The presented result
is contrary to the most of the non contact friction experiments, discussed so far in
this chapter. Typically � increases smoothly as the tip approaches the sample and
eventually saturates when the tip is close to contact with the surface. The amount
of dissipated power (up to P = 2meV/cycle) is much larger as compared to the
experiment on Nb surface, for instance.
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The dissipated power P(z, V ) versus tip sample distance z and tip sample bias
voltage V is shown in Fig. 26.11. The bright features correspond to high dissipa-
tion maxima. Three dominant of them are superimposed with dashed lines which
correspond to contours of constant cantilever oscillation frequencies— f0 − 22Hz,
f0−30Hz and f0−120Hz—as tip approaches the sample’s surface.Within each dis-
sipation branch the amount of energy loss stays constant, meaning it doesn’t depend
on bias voltage V . The huge non contact friction increase is observed even after
careful compensation of CPD between tip and sample. In other words no matter
the character of the interaction force is van der Waals (V = VCPD) or electrostatic
(V 	= VCPD). Moreover, z(V ) dependence of the particular dissipation branch has
a parabolic behaviour. In fact, for capacitively coupled conical tip and sample the
force varies as F ∝ V 2/z, meaning that the each dissipation peak always follows
the same tip-sample interaction force. The above observations mean that the effect
is force controlled rather than voltage controlled.

At this stage, it is necessary to mention that the similar dissipation peaks might
occur if trapped charges are present at the end of the oxidized tip and they do not
remain constant on the timescale of the experiment. That might be for instance due
to charge leakage across the oxide layer [38]. In order to exclude this process the
whole cantilever bar was annealed up to 700 ◦C, which results in removal of static
charges from the probing tip. Moreover, to confirm further the universal character
of the effect the experiment was repeated with an alternative instrument—the tuning
fork AFM furnished with the metallic tip made of tungsten. In this setup the oscil-
lation direction was perpendicular to the surface. The frequency, spring constant,
quality factor and oscillation amplitude were equal to f0 = 25kHz, k = 2,000 N/m,
Q = 25,000 and A = 200 pm, respectively. Figure26.12 shows dependence of non
contact friction versus tuning fork tip-sample interaction force for several values of
bias voltage (−0.4V ≤ V ≤ 1.5V). Again the friction measurements systematically
show the existence of three dissipation maxima positioned at different interaction
forces Fint = −6.4, −8.2, −11.8nN, as the tip approaches the surface.

In order to understand the origin of dissipation spikes a theoretical model was
proposed, where the CDW is considered to be an elastic medium, perturbed locally
by the attractive potential of the cantilever tip [39, 40]. The total energy is estimated
according to equation:

E[φ(x)] =
∫

[(∇φ(x))2 + V (x)ρ(x)]dx . (26.17)

where first term is an elastic energy and the second stands for perturbation. The
ρ(x) = ρ0 cos(Qx + φ(x)) is an electron charge, where ρ0 = const and φ(x) are
CDW amplitude and CDW phase. The energy given by 26.17 is next minimized
in order to find the preferential shape of the phase. This is shown in Fig.26.13.
For a given perturbation the charge peak below the tip displaces (red solid line)
and the resulting CDW phase is getting distorted (red dashed line). As the force
reaches critical value the central peak disappears and an extra 2π phase is pumped
locally below the cantilever tip (green dashed line). This mechanism is provided
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Fig. 26.12 The dissipation versus tip sample interaction force measured by means of tuning fork
sensor. Many curves for different bias voltages are shown and the dissipation maxima, positioned
always at the same interaction force are clearly visible

Fig. 26.13 The calculated energy E as a function of distance d for locally perturbed elastic charge
density wave. The tip oscillation around crossover point (marked by a circle) causes hysteresis in
tip dynamics. Inset shows the charge density (solid lines) and phase (dashed lines) of the CDW
under the tip perturbation respectively for two different energy-distance curves

by the “phase slip”. The energies for the two discussed phase deformations are
shown in Fig. 26.13 and a crossover energy after which the second phase deformation
becomes more favourable then the first is marked by a circle. The tip oscillation near
the threshold causes that phase motion is quasi-periodic, alternating between rapid
advances by 2π and a slow creep of the phase. Since the process is hysteretic, it
implies dissipation. The discussed mechanism works in broad frequency range, even
if the perturbation frequency is small. Approaching the tip further down, there can
be another phase slip explaining multiple dissipation peaks.
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26.4 Summary and Conclusions

Thermal fluctuations and fluctuating electromagnetic fields are the limiting factors
for ultrasensitive measurements close to the surface. Annealing the cantilever under
UHV-conditions removes adsorbates on the cantilever surface and increases the force
sensitivity about an order of magnitude. Cooling to cryogenic temperatures reduces
the thermal fluctuations and lowers the internal friction further down. The temper-
ature dependent quality factor can be described by the Zener’s theory of thermo-
elastic damping. Varying the distance between tip and sample opens new dissipation
channels. Up to tip sample separations of 250 nm the long-range Joule dissipation is
observed. Joule dissipation is relatively well understood, but the quantitative analysis
indicates that both the probing tip and the cantilever contribute to dissipation. By
compensating the local electric field Joule dissipation can beminimized and attonew-
ton sensitivity can be achieved at separations down to 30 nm. Below 30 nm and for
compensated contact potential the energy losses might be caused by short-range
forces such as van der Waals forces. The measurement across the superconducting
phase transition allows to distinguish between electronic and phononic contribu-
tion to friction. The experiment on Nb surface showed suppression of electronic
dissipation in the superconducting state by factor of three. The friction coefficient
increases as the critical temperature is approached from below. The rise in friction
has a form of longitudinal acoustic phonon attenuation known from BCS theory.
The distance and voltage dependence of the friction coefficient showed that friction
has a phononic and electronic character respectively in superconducting and normal
state. Most experiments on non-contact friction deal with linear frictional response
of the system under study. In that case the energy looses could be accessed only by
means of ultra-sensitive probes characterized by very small spring constants. The
recent experient on NbSe2 surface reports on friction produced by hysteretic effects
induced in the sample. The experiment showed that it is possible to couple phase
of charge density wave of NbSe2 to the oscillating tip at few nanometer distance
and the observed dissipation peaks are due to series of CDW phase slip events. For
nonlinear frictional response the dissipated power is few order of magnitude larger
as compared to friction losses measured on γ -irradiated quartz crystal or Nb surface.
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Chapter 27
Nanotribology of MEMS/NEMS

Satish Achanta and Jean-Pierre Celis

Abstract Micro-/Nano- electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) are future
devices that have a spectrum of applications ranging from rocket technology to bio-
logical sciences. Although MEMS devices are known for over two decades, very few
categories of them are used in commercially applications due to their poor reliabil-
ity. Tribological phenomena like stiction, friction, and wear are major issues affect-
ing the reliability of contact MEMS/NEMS devices and micromotors, microgears,
nanosliders, etc., are some examples in which reliability is greatly hampered by such
dissipation processes. In recent years, lot of research was dedicated for improving the
reliability of MEMS/NEMS through lab scale tribological studies e.g., nanotribolog-
ical studies. Similar tribological studies were earlier carried out on components like
magnetic storage devices, electrical connectors, etc., and were successfully tackled.
Present chapter is an overview of the research done over the years to understand the
phenomena like stiction, friction and wear in such devices. This chapter addresses the
variety of tribological problems associated with MEMS/NEMS, tribological charac-
terization through lab scale and in-situ techniques, and various solutions that are used
for improving the reliability of such devices with respect to tribological problems.

List of Symbols

Symbol Definition Units
r Radius of a meniscus m
R Radius of a ball m
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γl Surface tension of a fluid J/m2

Fcap Capillary force between ball and counterbody N
z Distance of separation between two surfaces m
dcap Characteristic distance for capillary condensation m
θ Contact angle −
ecap(z) Interaction energy function J/m2

AHam Hamaker constant J
dret Maximum distance between molecules for Van der Waals forces m
dco Cut-off distance between molecules for repulsive interactions m
evdW van der Waals interaction function J/m2

Ftotal Total normal force N
Fapplied External applied normal force N
Fadhesion Adhesion force N
Fa Pull-off force N
γ Work of adhesion J/m2

� Surface interaction energy J/m2

t Thickness of beam m
h Initial separation between substrate and cantilever m
s Deflection length of a cantilever m
F f Friction force N
a Modified Hertzian contact length m
μ Coefficient of friction −
L Applied normal force N
K Effective elastic modulus of a material couple N/m2

27.1 MEMS/NEMS Devices, Applications,
and Their Reliability Issues

The miniaturization of devices continues to fuel the integrated circuit industry.
The fabrication of micro-/nano-sized complex structures and devices have been
made possible thanks to the advancement in lithographic techniques. Micro-/nano-
electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) form an integral part of the microelec-
tronic industry. In 2000, the MEMS/NEMS industry was worth approximately $15
billion and with a projected 10–20 % annual growth rate, it is expected to worth more
than $100 billion by the end of this decade [1]. MEMS/NEMS devices are group
of products ranging in size from a micron to a centimetre that combine mechanical
and electrical structures. They may also consist of micromechanical components
such as comb drives, microgears, microlevers, etc., which move to perform certain
tasks, and microelectronic components to control motion or to obtain information
from that motion [2]. To give an idea of their size and complex structure, a spider
mite next to a MEMS device with series of comb drives is shown in Fig. 27.1 [3].
MEMS technology is a general term used for materials and processes required to
make MEMS components, the integration of such components to make devices (e.g.,
sensors, actuators), and their applications. MEMS/NEMS find a wide range of appli-
cations in engineering fields ranging from electronic devices, space technology to
biological sciences due to their existence in many forms and the ability to engineer
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20 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 27.1 a MEMS device along with a spider mite indicating the size of these microcomponents.
b Zoom-in of the picture showing comb drives (series of aligned cantilevers) used in MEMS
devices [3]

these devices as necessary for given applications [4]. MEMS are commercially used
in inkjet printer heads, microwave switches, accelerometers, and sensors.

The future of MEMS/NEMS looks bright as new types of microsystems emerge
in drug delivery systems, optical switches, chemical lab-on-a-chip systems, gas
turbine engines, microgears, chemical sensors, infrared imagers, etc. [5]. Nano-
electromechanical systems (NEMS) are future devices that are further miniatures
of MEMS in which typical dimensions of the device structures range in nanome-
ters. Recent examples of NEMS devices are shown in Fig. 27.2. Sensitive sensors
(Fig. 27.2a) are being developed like force and mass detection down to molec-
ular level, high-frequency resonators (GHz range), and ultra-sensitive low-power
switches [6]. Molecular gears (Fig. 27.2b), motors and nano bearings and engines
are future devices that will be used in medical treatments inside the human body
[7]. Even though MEMS/NEMS offer a wide spectrum of applications, their poor
reliability is a major hindrance to their commercialization. Most of these devices
suffer from a range of reliability issues depending on conditions under which they
are manufactured, and operated. In recent years, the reliability of MEMS has gained
importance and researchers around the world are putting lot of efforts in unraveling
these failure issues. The MEMS technology is still in its infancy, and not much has
been done concerning their reliability [8].

Hereafter, tribological issues like adhesion, friction and wear are addressed that
are hampering the commercialization of MEMS/NEMS devices. Recent advance-
ments made in evaluating MEMS reliability and ways to mitigate these disastrous
effects are reviewed. On miniaturizing any device or system, it is critical to have a
good understanding of the scaling properties of the overall design, materials, and
the fabrication processes involved. The scaling properties related to any one of these
components could present a formidable barrier to achieving adequate performance
or economic feasibility [9]. MEMS are designed with some basic parts which appear
repeatedly in the structure like cantilever beams, membranes, springs, hinges, gears,
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500 nm 2 µm

Fig. 27.2 a NEMS based ultra sensitive sensor [6] and b Protein motors attached to a substrate
with precision [7]

Table 27.1 Types of MEMS devices and their description and operating conditions [10]

Type Description Examples

I Devices with no moving parts Accelerometers, pressure sensors, ink jet
heads, etc.

II Devices with moving parts without
rubbing or impacting surfaces

Gyros, comb drives, resonators, RF MEMS

III Devices with impacting surfaces Relays, valve pump

IV Moving parts with impacting and rubbing
surfaces

Shutters, scanners, microgears, electrostatic
rotors, optical switches

etc. A variety of problems arise from the environment and the contact or design
under which these devices function. Hence, material related problems and their fail-
ure modes depending on factors like design and operating conditions have always
been important for evaluating reliability and performance. MEMS/NEMS devices
can be broadly classified into 4 types depending on factors like design and con-
tact mode, as shown in Table 27.1 [10]. Based on this classification, material failure
mechanisms can be fracture, creep, tribological issues like stiction, friction, and wear,
delamination, and other factors like electromigration, corrosion, pitting, and conta-
mination [8]. In the following section only components operating in intermittent
and continuous contact conditions are addressed (Type III & IV) where tribological
issues like stiction, friction, and wear are of prime concern.

27.2 Tribological Problems in MEMS/NEMS

A major challenge for MEMS designers is to overcome the effects of stiction. As the
name suggests, stiction is the effect where microscopic structures tend to adhere with
each other when they come into contact [11]. MEMS engineers employing surface
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10 μm 

Fig. 27.3 Tribological problems encountered in MEMS: a Stiction problem resulting in the collapse
of freestanding cantilever structure in a comb drive [15] and b Friction and wear problems resulting
in severe damage microgears that operate at 2,50,000 rpm [16]

micromachining frequently encounter a fatal stiction effect when they attempt to
release the structures in the final step of processing. A practical example of stiction
faced in comb drives is shown in Fig. 27.3a: a freestanding cantilever sticks to the
substrate due to stiction in the final release step [12]. With the increasing complexity
of devices, an in-depth investigation of this phenomenon is essential to counteract
it. Stiction is also a leading cause of failure in many MEMS/NEMS applications
including accelerometers used in air bag devices in automobiles [13] and digital
micromirror devices (DMDs) used in commercial digital light processing (DLP)
equipment [14].

The friction force is yet the limiting factor to a successful operation and the missing
reliability of MEMS having parts in relative motion to each other. Micromotors,
microgears, and microturbines are examples of MEMS that operate in contact mode.
For example a typical microgear unit may rotate at a very high speed up to 2,50,000
rpm. The damage resulting from friction and wear between contacting surfaces at
various locations of such a microgear after its use is illustrated in Fig. 27.3b. Friction
and wear are the dominant degradation mechanisms noticed in microgears [17].
These devices are not yet commercialised due to their poor reliability as a result of
friction and wear. Since the advent of the first micromotors in the late 1980s, much
work has been dedicated to the reliability of electrostatic motors (Fig. 27.4) but the
understanding of friction and wear in such devices is still insufficient. A failure is said
to occur when a micromotor or a system no longer performs the required functions
under the special conditions within the stated period of time. Electrostatic motors
suffer from a variety of tribological problems. The intermittent contact at the rotor–
stator interface and physical contact at the hub flange interface result in friction and
wear. In a micromotor, the rotor is driven electrostatically in the stator. Adhesive
wear and abrasive wear often occur between the rotor and the ground plane. Stiction
is a problem often occurring between the rotor and stator, rotor and the substrate.
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Fig. 27.4 Electrostatic motor [19]

Moreover, a coefficient of friction as high as 0.5–1.1 has been recorded in linear
stepper motors [18].

To date, most of the micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) devices are based
on silicon technology. This is due to the large technological view accumulated on
manipulating, machining, and manufacturing of silicon. Silicon has a poor fracture
toughness (0.8 MPa/m−1/2) and undergoes a severe wear and degradation in contact
MEMS [20]. This has opened a new area of research in tribology namely special
coatings that can be used to protect silicon. As the devices range in micrometers,
the coatings or the protective layers on silicon should be only a few monolayers or
nanometers thick. Notwithstanding that, the tribological characterization of coatings
and materials using special techniques and the fundamental investigation of tribolog-
ical mechanisms in such materials have gained importance. In the following chapter,
the various available techniques are discussed, and materials that were developed
successfully to mitigate various tribological issues of MEMS/NEMS devices are
reviewed.

27.3 Tribological Evaluation of Materials for MEMS/NEMS

27.3.1 Background on Adhesion, Friction and Wear
at Nano-/Micro- Scales

Friction and wear are the two system properties that significantly influence mate-
rial losses in contacting materials. In earlier years, friction was considered to be
a dissipation process associated with large machinery and moving components.
With the advancements in technology it was realized that friction could be havoc
at micro/nano-scale. Wear resistance depends mostly on the mechanical properties
of materials whereas friction is a complex phenomenon that depends on parameters
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belonging to the material and to the system. Surface, physical, mechanical, and
chemical properties influence friction. Friction at high normal forces is dominated
by mechanical aspects like plastic deformation, ploughing and chemical aspects like
wear debris chemistry, triboreactions, etc. At micro-/nano- Newton normal forces,
these properties are of different relevance because the contact pressures and the
size of the contact are small. Adhesion force arises from van der Waals forces, and
capillary forces acting between two contacting surfaces. Adhesion force depends
on surface reactivity, and affinity to water (hydrophobic/hydrophilic behavior) of the
interacting surfaces [21]. Adhesion force in turn affects friction at micro/nano-scales.
As the size of component decreases down to micrometers and nanometers, surface
related properties like roughness, adhesion, capillary, and electrostatic forces play a
major role in affecting friction force over mechanical properties unlike in large com-
ponents [22]. Conventional tribological tests as pin-on-disk or reciprocating fretting
equipment, are associated with large quantities of wear that are unrealistic for real
engineering applications. They are no more suitable to evaluate materials in micro-
electronic applications where the contact areas involved are hundreds of nm2 and
contact loads are in µN or mN range [23].

Mechanisms and dynamics of interactions between contacting solids in relative
motion, ranging from atomic- to micro- load and length scales must be understood
to develop fundamental understanding of adhesion, friction, wear, indentation, and
lubrication processes occurring in miniature devices. Another way to understand tri-
bological phenomena is by analytical models that help in predicting the sequence of
events. Analytical modeling in tribology is still at its infancy but promising. Efforts
are being put to model tribological phenomena by molecular dynamics and finite
elements. The biggest challenge in atom-based computational techniques is to simu-
late friction and wear in traditional engineering applications with respect to both size
and time scales. Explicit atomistic simulations on rough surfaces are still intractable,
and investigation carried out with interfacial velocities below 1 m/s requires pro-
hibitively long runtimes. The simulation cell size in analytical models is barely large
enough to adequately model a single asperity contact [24]. Because of these con-
straints, experimental methods and appropriate techniques are still of prime interest
to evaluate materials at low normal forces and small contact areas as prevailing in
MEMS/NEMS components.

27.3.2 Techniques for Tribological Characterization of Materials

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has opened a new era of science called nanotech-
nology. High-resolution microscopes enable literally to see atoms and molecules.
Scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) are
broadly used microscopes belonging to this branch of SPMs. With the introduction
of the first friction measurement technique using an AFM by Mate et al. [25] in 1985
known as friction force microscopy (FFM) or lateral force microscopy (LFM) using
an atomic force microscope (AFM), a new branch of science known as nanotribol-
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ogy emerged. This branch aims at studying tribological properties like friction, wear,
adhesion, and lubrication at nanocales. AFM simulates a single asperity contact and
thereby enables fundamental understanding of tribological phenomena at nanoscales.
AFM is also being used for quantifying adhesion, friction, scratch resistance, wear
resistance, and nanohardness. Its ability to unveil topographical information with
subnanometer resolution makes it perfect surface characterization equipment for
materials used in microdevices. Apart from AFM, surface force apparatus (SFA),
developed in 1968, is commonly employed to study both static and dynamic proper-
ties of molecularly thin films sandwiched between two molecularly smooth surfaces
[26]. Recent developments on pin-on-disk and fretting equipments are also used
for the tribological characterisation of surfaces and coatings which are operated
at low normal force and contact pressures simulating contact pressures prevailing
in real applications. Apart from laboratory level tribological tools, characterization
tools like cantilever beam array (CBA), inchworm, side-wall friction measurement
devices, etc., are also used to evaluate tribological properties of devices [27].

27.3.3 Tribological Evaluation of Materials

27.3.3.1 Quantitative Measurement of Adhesion/Stiction

Adhesion is an important cause of failure in MEMS/NEMS with compliant structural
members. When the surface to volume ratios of structures become large, surface
forces dominate inertial forces and adhesion becomes important. Adhesion can be
classified into ‘in-process adhesion’ and ‘in-use adhesion’. The ‘in-process adhesion’
refers to the sticking of movable elements typically due to drying after wet chemical
etching of the sacrificial layers. The ‘in-use adhesion’ refers to the collapse of initially
free-movable structures during handling or in operation [8]. The adhesion force is
the source of stiction. Therefore adhesion by far is the most important parameter
that must be minimized to improve the reliability of MEMS/NEMS operating in
intermittent or continuous contact modes. A systematic study on adhesion between
two surfaces was first done by Bowden and Tabor in 1950 [28]. In a dry environment
no adhesive force was measured, but in a humid environment a measurable force
holds the two surfaces. Water vapor has a tendency to condense in small cracks and
pores to form a thin layer due to capillary condensation. This water generates a force
that one encounters when trying to separate two macroscopic wet glass plates. Hence,
hydrophilic surfaces suffer badly from capillary forces in humid environments. Also,
high free surface energies lead to high adhesive forces. When a wet ball is pressed
against a flat surface and the radius of the meniscus ‘r’ is smaller than the radius of
the ball ‘R’, the pressure inside the liquid is smaller than the atmospheric pressure
by the ratio γl/R, where γl is surface tension of the water. The adhesive capillary
force, Fcap, is then:

Fcap = 4Rπγl (27.1)
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A roughening of the ball surface reduces the adhesive force. However, this is applica-
ble only up to a certain level of relative humidity after which adhesion remains the
same for both rough and smooth balls due to attainment of saturation. Water at
atmospheric pressure is highly responsible for stiction and silicon as well as its
oxide are hydrophilic in nature and hence little traces of water on the surface after
etch release can lead to stiction. The capillary condensation of water vapor occurs
when the surfaces come closer than a characteristic distance z = dcap. z being the
separation distance between the surfaces. Maboudian and Howe [12] calculated the
energy required to pull the two surfaces apart against the capillary forces between
them. The surface interaction energy due to capillary forces, ecap(z), that equals
work of adhesion W, can be expressed as:

〈
ecap(z) = 2γl cos θ

∣∣
z≤dcap

(27.2)
〈
ecap(z) = 0

∣∣
z>dcap

(27.3)

The function e(z) does not depend on the exact distance as long as the surfaces
are closer than dcap and the contact angle θ is a constant for a given surface. Both
γl and dcap are function of temperature and dcap in turn is also a function of rela-
tive humidity. The surface interaction energy can thus be manipulated by changing
temperature and relative humidity. The above expressions were deduced assuming
surfaces to be flat. Hence calculated forces from these equations may vary for real
situations. The van der Waals interaction forces are short-range attractive forces that
operate when two surfaces are brought extremely close to each other. The molecu-
lar van der Waals forces are caused by mutually induced dipoles in molecules. The
interaction energy due to van der Waals forces depends on the medium between the
surfaces and the distance between them. The force description becomes complex in
a media other than air and vacuum. The energy due to van der Waals, evdW , forces is
expressed as:

〈
evdW (z) = AHam

12π z2

∣∣∣∣
dco<z<dret

(27.4)

〈evdW (z) = 0|z>dret,z<dco
(27.5)

with AHam the Hamaker constant of the molecule. dret the retarded distance after
which force does not act, and dco the cut–off distance close to the molecule below
which repulsive forces start to operate. The Hamaker constant depends on the molec-
ular surface termination of the approaching surfaces. The Hamaker constant for most
non-polar molecules lies in the range of 0.4–4.10−19 J [29]. Stifter et al. [30] studied
the distance dependence of the meniscus and van der Waals forces to determine their
relative importance at various operating conditions. At larger distances, the meniscus
force is always stronger than the van der Waals force. Adhesion contributes to fric-
tion between surfaces when operated under low normal forces as in many MEMS.
Adhesion force acts as an additional force to the applied external normal force and
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thereby results in higher friction [31]. This can be mathematically expressed as

Ftotal = Fapplied + Fadhesion (27.6)

with Ftotal the total normal force, Fapplied the external applied normal force and
Fadhesion the adhesion force.

AFM is a commonly used tool to determine adhesion force on surfaces at nanoscale
with a force resolution of in the range of pico-N. The sensing probe has a nanometer
dimension tip usually made of silicon nitride. The adhesion force is calculated from
an approach-retraction cycle between tip and a surface, known as ‘force calibra-
tion curve’. The adhesion force is calculated by multiplying the maximum vertical
deflection of the cantilever with the cantilever stiffness. The measured adhesion force
is also known as the pull-off force. Precise knowledge of the cantilever stiffness is
thereby essential to obtain reliable results. According to the Johnson Kendall Roberts
(JKR) theory [32], the pull-off force, Fa , is related to the work of adhesion as:

Fa = 3

2
πγ R (27.7)

with γ the work of adhesion expressed in J/m2, and R the radius of the AFM tip.
Adhesion measurements with an AFM are a versatile technique because the tip can be
coated with virtually any material of interest. Biomolecules, self-assembled mono-
layers were coated on AFM tips to investigate the interaction forces between vari-
ous molecules [33]. The adhesion force in general decreases with increasing surface
roughness because the true contact area of interaction between the surfaces decreases
[34]. Using colloidal probes of different radii and roughness, Yang et al. [35] proved
that the adhesion force does not vary linearly with the probe radius contradictory to
the JKR theory due to surface roughness. This suggests that a quantitative adhesion
calculated from AFM does not take into account surface roughness. It is unlikely
that microcomponents possess a single asperity contact (i.e., no surface roughness).
De Boer et al. [36] estimated that for planar polysilicon surfaces, the actual contact
area is approximately eight orders of magnitude smaller than the apparent area, and
individual contacts are tens of micrometers apart. Therefore adhesion measurements
by AFM are limited to the fundamental understanding and comparison of different
materials. Alternative measurement tools have been developed to take into account
surface roughness in quantifying adhesion in real microsystems as MEMS.

Mastrangelo and Hsu [37] developed the cantilever beam array (CBA) technique
to measure adhesion taking into account surface roughness. The set-up consists of
20 µm wide array of cantilever beams that extend from 150–1,700 µm in length,
and are 2 µm above the surface. The beam lengths are incremented by 50 µm.
These beams are brought in contact with the underlying surface by electrostatic
actuation or by pushing it down with a probe needle. From a measurement of the
length over which the beam is not adhering to the surface, the interaction energy can
be calculated. Two modes of cantilever deflection were described in the literature,
arc-shaped or S-shaped. S-shaped beam deflections give adhesion measurements
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Table 27.2 Adhesion measurements on various materials measured using AFM and cantilever
beam array method [39–41]

AFM technique CBA technique

Material couple Adhesion
force (nN)

Work of
adhesion
(mJ/m2)

Material tested Work of
adhesion
(mJ/m2)

Si3N4 tip/Si 50, 80, 52, 33 530 Silicon oxide (SiO2) >8

Si3N4 tip/SiO2 35 370

Si3N4 tip/carbon 33 350 Octyltrichorosilane
(OTS)

0.012

Si3N4 tip/Au 14 148 Octadimethylsilane
(ODMS)

0.045

diamond tip/Si 17.4 36.9 Perfluorodecyltri-
chlorosilane

0.005

diamond/Carbon 10.9 23.1 (FDTS)

that are statistically more reliable than arc shaped ones due to a substantial contact
area. The contact length of the beams that adhere to the substrate is determined by
differential interference contrast microscopy. The surface energy of the S-shaped
beam is calculated from (27.8):

� = 3

8
E

t3h2

s4 (27.8)

with � the surface interaction energy, t thickness of the beam, h the initial separation
between the substrate and the cantilever, and s the deflection length of the cantilever.
Using the CBA technique, De Boer et al. [38] proved that theoretically calculated
surface interaction energies are much higher than experimental values. This was
attributed to surface roughness, not included in most adhesion models. Recently, a
comprehensive stiction model was proposed by Van Spengen et al. [8] taking into
account surface roughness. The theory assumes surface asperities with a Gaussian
distribution. However, the applicability of theoretical models to adhesion is still
limited and a lot has still to be done to formulate a unified model because surface
asperities are rarely Gaussian, and the contact mode can be elastic, plastic, or as in
most cases a combined elastic and plastic contact mode depending on the geometry,
applied load, and distribution of asperities. Adhesion force and work of adhesion
of some MEMS/NEMS materials calculated from AFM pull-off curves and CBA
method are summarized in Table 27.2.

Four different adhesion values reported in the literature on Si (001) are mentioned
in Table 27.2. That scatter is understandable because most surfaces are non-
homogeneous at nanoscale, and since surface preparation can vary from one lab-
oratory to another. Such a scatter in adhesion data obtained with AFM is associated
to differences in surface condition, calibration technique used for cantilever stiffness
and piezo, etc.
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27.3.3.2 Quantification of Friction at Micro-/Nano- Scales

Friction is hard to characterize due to its dependence on chemical, mechanical, envi-
ronmental and physical aspects of a material couple. Control of friction is however
essential for the development of contact MEMS. For example, in-situ friction mea-
surements on a microengine running at 18,300 rpm revealed a coefficient of friction
of 0.5 for normal forces less than 4 µN [42]. Such a high coefficient of friction must
be minimized to increase the reliability. In nanoscopic contacts under low normal
forces, adhesion dominates the friction force. Santer et al. [43] conducted FFM mea-
surements on Au (001) surface with Si tip and measured the nanoscopic frictional
forces as a function of the applied normal force. A non-zero friction force was noticed
even in the absence of any external applied normal force. This non-zero frictional
force (finite coefficient of friction) in the contact arises from adhesion. These obser-
vations are in contradiction to the empirical Amontons’ law that predicts an infinite
coefficient of friction. Carpick et al. observed a finite friction force for negative
applied load between a Pt-coated AFM tip and a mica surface [44]. Friction force
between a Pt-coated AFM tip and mica in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) varies with load
in proportion to the contact area as predicted by the JKR theory. Above observations
revealed that adhesion force in the contact acts as an additional normal force. The
contributions to the contact load from adhesion are described in detail by theories
like the JKR [32] for short-range adhesion forces between compliant materials, and
Derjaguin, Muller, and Toporov (DMT) [45] for long-range forces acting on stiffer
materials. The JKR theory was found to fit with the measured friction versus normal
force curves at nanoscales. According to the JKR theory, the total friction force, F f

,in the contact and the modified Hertzian contact radius, a, are:

F f = μ

(
L + 3π Rγ +

√
6π RLγ + (3π Rγ )2

)
(27.9)

a3 = R

K

{
L + 3π Rγ +

√
6π RLγ + (3π Rγ )2

}
(27.10)

〈
F f = μ (6π Rγ )

a =
(

6π R2γ
K

)1/3

∣∣∣∣∣
L=0

(27.11)

with μ the coefficient of friction, L the applied normal force, R the radius of the
contacting body, K the effective elastic modulus of the material couple, and γ the
adhesion energy per unit area also known as the surface interaction energy. This γ

is equivalent to Dupre’s energy of adhesion [8]: γ = γ1 + γ2 − γ12. At γ = 0
then 27.9 reduces to the Hertzian expression. At an external load equal to zero,
27.9 and 27.10 reduce to 27.11. The existence of adhesion was also confirmed at
micro-Newton (µN) normal forces by Ando et al. for steel against steel at normal
loads ranging from 0.8 to 3,000 µN [46]. The coefficient of friction increased with
decreasing normal force but, when the same friction force is divided with the applied
normal force plus the adhesion force, a constant coefficient of friction was obtained.
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Therefore at low normal forces, the coefficient of friction can be apparent (calculated
from the applied normal force alone) and real (calculated from adhesion + applied
normal force). Thus adhesion is a significant factor that must be controlled to reduce
both stiction and friction force in microcomponents. The true contact area between
surfaces affects both adhesion and friction. The true contact area can be defined
as the sum of individual microscopic areas at contact points between surfaces. The
friction force increases with increasing true contact area. As the true contact area
decreases, the interaction zone between two surfaces becomes small and the adhesion
reduces. At macroscale, surface asperities are leveled after the first few initial contact
events due to high contact pressures. On the other hand at low contact pressures as in
the case of microcomponents, the roughness greatly affects adhesion and therefore
friction.

The measurement of friction with an AFM is known as lateral/friction force
microscopy (LFM/FFM). The force sensor in FFM is a microfabricated cantilever
ending with a sharp tip. The tip is brought into repulsive contact with the counter-
part. The load is derived from the normal deflection of the cantilever. On sliding, the
lateral force acting on the tip is derived from the twist on the cantilever. Bending and
twisting are usually measured by sensing with a laser beam reflected on the backside
of the cantilever. The applied normal force is derived from the cantilever stiffness.
Hence, accurate cantilever stiffness values are desired for reliable friction data. Apart
from AFM, surface force apparatus (SFA) is used for characterizing surface interac-
tions at atomic scale. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is another technique used
to measure frictional forces between surfaces and thin adsorbed layers [47]. SFA
and QCM are suitable for fundamental investigation of tribological phenomena and
hence seldom used for materials characterization on a regular basis. Sundararajan
et al. [48] successfully determined by AFM the static friction forces encountered
in a surface micromachined micromotor. The AFM tip was pushed against a rotor
arm of the micromotor so as to generate a lateral deflection of the tip measured by
the AFM lateral deflection signal. The maximum lateral deflection obtained prior to
the rotor movement is a measure of the static friction of the micromotor. The same
technique was used to investigate the effect of humidity and rest time on the static
friction force of polysilicon motors using polyfluoropolyether as a solid lubricant.

Using FFM Liu et al. [49] successfully characterized the stiction and friction in a
with digital micromirror device (DMD) used in lightweight projection displays. The
DMD chip is an array of two million independently controlled reflective aluminum
alloy micromirrors (14 µm square and 15 µm pitch) that switch forward and back-
ward at a frequency of 5–7 kHz integrated onto a silicon CMOS static random access
memory (SRAM) array. The micromirror rotates as a result of electrostatic attrac-
tion between the micromirror structure and the underlying electrodes. A schematic
view of two pixels of a DMD is shown in Fig. 27.5. The micromirror is attracted to
the side towards the landing site with the largest electrostatic field differential. To
release the micromirror from the landing site, a short reset pulse is applied and the
bias voltage is removed. The lifetime of micromirrors is a challenge for the com-
mercial success of DMD’s. At an operating frequency of 7 kHz, each micromirror
element has to switch about 2.5 trillion cycles. Stiction and wear between the spring
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4 µm

Fig. 27.5 Schematic picture of a 2 micromirror pixels and b SEM image of a pixel in digital
micromirror device (DMD) [49]

tips and the landing sites are important issues that affect its reliability. Liu et al. [49]
presented a method to analyze and compare the tribological properties of a defec-
tive mirror with normally functioning mirrors. Using AFM adhesion and friction
maps, they concluded that the adhesion and friction on the landing site of stuck
mirrors (defective) are higher than of properly functioning mirrors. They found a
significant influence of capillary forces on stiction between mirrors and the landing
sites.

27.3.3.3 Limitations of Tribological Lab Scale Tests

The quantitative data obtained from FFM measurements do not represent data during
real applications even though FFM is a good technique for a fundamental study and a
comparison of materials. The contact pressures in FFM are high namely in the range
of GPa whereas, MEMS have maximum operating pressure of 400 MPa. Single
asperity contact in FFM eliminates the effect of roughness and oversimplifies the
real contact situation in MEMS. LFM/FFM measurements are extremely sensitive,
and a meticulous calibration of the cantilever stiffness and force conversion factor is
essential. It was proved by Karuppiah et al. [50] that the same material tested with
different lateral force calibration techniques gives rise to different results. Moreover,
nanotribology techniques like AFM, QCM and SFA operate at sliding speeds that are
too slow compared to the typical micromachine operating speeds. From Fig. 27.6 it
appears that the conventional tribological equipments can better simulate the contact
pressures and velocities existing in MEMS, but this is not the case. Indeed, large
contact size and non-isothermal heat generation unlike in MEMS limit the usage
of conventional equipment. Coming to analytical models and atomistic simulations,
there is no means to extrapolate AFM data and to simulate tribological events at the
dimensions and operating conditions of real devices [27]. On the other hand, atomistic
simulations are normally performed at sliding speeds above operating speeds of
MEMS devices in the range of thousands of mm/s [51, 52].
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Fig. 27.6 Contact pressure and sliding speed of nanotribological techniques or atomistic simula-
tions compared to surface micromachined devices [27]

Notwithstanding this, new tribological tools are developed using microfabricated
devices with a bulk microstructure, surface topography, and a surface chemistry that
closely represent real contact situations in MEMS. Lim et al. [53] developed a planar
surface friction apparatus for measuring friction at microscales. The device uses
an electrostatic comb drive to move a shuttle laterally. The contact occurs between
a planar surface and dimples on the bottom of the shuttle. They obtained a very
high coefficient of friction of 4.9 ± 1.0 between polysilicon surfaces, and 2.5 ± 1.0
between polysilicon and silicon nitride tested in ambient air. A continuous sidewall
tribometer was developed by Senft et al. [54], which allow in-situ measurement of
the kinetic friction between MEMS sidewall contacts while operating at realistic
speeds for over millions of sliding cycles. The latest addition to characterize friction
between micromachined surfaces is an inchworm tribometer developed by de Boer
et al. [55]. The device consists of planar polysilicon rails that make contact with a
planar track. Parallel plate capacitors with large area can be used to tailor the size of
the contact. This instrument can operate under loads in the range ofµN, and therefore
simulate contact conditions prevailing in microdevices.

27.3.3.4 Evaluation of Wear Resistance by Commonly Used
and In-situ Measurements

Materials or coatings used in contact MEMS/NEMS applications must have a good
wear resistance apart from low friction. Wear resistant materials form a basis for
achieving reliable contact MEMS like microgears, micromotors, etc. In macroscale
tribological tests, it is customary to quantify wear loss by measuring the wear volume.
A novel way of representing the wear rate is by expressing the wear volume gener-
ated per unit dissipated energy which predicts the wear rate of any given material
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Fig. 27.7 a AFM image of wear scar on Si (001) surface after scanning wear test with 30 nm
diameter diamond tip at 40 µN normal force after one scan i.e., 1 cycle. b Inverted image of the
wear track [58]

couple [56]. However at micro-/nano- normal loads, it is hard to accurately determine
the wear volume because wear occurs only on few atomic layers. Hence, wear is char-
acterized and quantified using topographical changes. The atomic force microscope
(AFM) is undisputedly the best available equipment for an in-depth investigation
of wear mechanisms. There are various methods to characterize the wear resistance
of a material like measuring the critical load, recording dimensional changes of a
reference point with time, measuring the maximum wear depth after certain duration
of a test, and time required for complete removal of a coating. AFM is highly used
for characterizing wear at micro-/nano-scales. AFM is operated under high normal
forces using stiff cantilevers with a diamond tip. The wear tests conducted using an
AFM are thus accelerated ones due to high contact pressures. Presently, a new gen-
eration of tribometers, like e.g., MUST microtribometer, (Producer Falex Tribology
N.V. Belgium) that can operate in milli-/micro- N normal forces are also used for
evaluating frictional wear of thin films [57].

In wear tests performed with AFM, the diamond tip of the AFM cantilever is
brought into contact with the counter material at a high normal force and the surface
is scratched for a given period of time. Afterwards, the profile of the scratch mark is
scanned with the same tip but at a light load. The wear depth is then determined using
a 2-D profile of the wear scar (Fig. 27.7 [58]). There are two scratching methods:
line-scratching (scanning repeatedly over a line) and scanning-scratching (scanning
over an area) [59]. Using this technique, Miyake et al. [60] showed that a fluorinated
Si-C film has a 30 times better wear durability than conventional amorphous car-
bon films. Sundararajan et al. [61] used AFM for studying the dependence of wear
resistance of DLC films on thickness. They found that the wear resistance of DLC
films is directly proportional to their thickness. AFM is now used to characterize the
wear resistance of SAM monolayers for MEMS/NEMS applications. Using this tech-
nique, it is possible to quantify determine the critical load at which a SAM coating
fails.
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Machcha [62] proposed another method for measuring accurately the wear rate at
nanoscale. This method relies on 20–30 nm deep, micron-sized indentations made on
the sliding surface that act as reference points. Changes in the size and depth of these
indentations as a function of sliding time are monitored using an AFM. This method
was used to quantify wear on a contact recording head consisting of diamond-like
carbon pads used in magnetic hard disks. Wear rate of 4.5 nm per week were reported
for constant speed test at 7.84 ms−1 with 350 µN load and wear coefficient using
Archard’s law was found to be 0.2 × 10−10.

The wear resistance of coatings can be measured in terms of the coating life-
time by observing the evolution of friction force with time. When a coated sub-
strate is tested, a sudden change in the friction force indicates coating wear-through.
The coating durability is reported in terms of the sliding distance or by total slid-
ing time before wear-through [63]. This method is appropriate for comparing thin
films. Conventional sliding equipments like pin-on-disk and fretting equipment are
used for this method and operated under low contact pressures and sliding speeds
as existing in microdevices. Bhushan et al. [64] successfully used this technique
for determining the wear resistance of polyfluoropolyethylene (PFPE) solid lubri-
cants in different environments for MEMS/NEMS applications. Beerschwinger et al.
[65] showed the possibility of using conventional pin-on-disk equipment for simu-
lating wear in microdevices. They used specially designed triangular macroscopic
specimens with 1.5 mm side length on which circular shaped microstructures were
micromachined and coated with different coatings. The contact pressures can be
varied from 10−6 to 2 MPa depending on the contact area like in MEMS. The wear
rate was determined by measuring the decrease in the length of circular projections.
Achanta et al. [66] elaborated a method for determining nanowear by first perform-
ing a wear test on coatings at low normal forces using a MUST microtribometer
and then characterizing wear by observing changes in surface topography using an
AFM.

Apart from laboratory tests, in-situ wear measurements are carried out on microde-
vices directly. For example, in-situ wear measurements on polysilicon micro turbines
were carried out by Gabriel et al. [67] that were spun at 10,000 rev/s. The reported
typical lifetime of these components was nearly one million cycles at 5,000 rev/sec.
Mehregany et al. [68] carried out wear studies on a wobble micromotor by comparing
its gear ratio before and after wear test. Indeed, an increase in bearing clearance due
to wear will lead to a decrease in gear ratio. Nearly 100 million cycles, equivalent to
a rolling distance of 11 km, were achieved with these micromotors. Although in-situ
measurements give a direct insight on the performance of a device, such tests are
expensive and time-consuming. Therefore laboratory scale tribological tests act as a
preliminary materials selection process and further on in-situ measurements can be
performed to verify their real time performance.
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27.4 Prospective Materials

In recent years, many methods were addressed in order to counteract tribological
problems in microdevices. Modifying the surface properties of materials can mitigate
adhesion. Common ways to reduce adhesion are: (i) surface roughening or surface
texturing, (ii) hydrophobization e.g., with surface coatings, and (iii) special drying
techniques after etch release step e.g., critical CO2 drying. Inducing roughness on
a surface by chemical means was one of the solutions used for solving adhesion
problems. When a surface is roughened, the true contact area between the contacting
surfaces lowers and the surfaces have less chance to interact. Roming et al. [27]
reported that surface roughening of silicon oxide resulted in a decrease of the work
of adhesion from 20 down to 0.3 mJ/m2. Houston et al. [69] roughened the silicon
using ammonium fluoride and terminated the surface with hydrogen bonds. This
surface modification resulted in a work of adhesion less than 0.3 mJ/m2. A more
recent method of surface roughening was adapted from a lotus leaf [70]. A lotus leaf is
waxy and consists of micro-bumps (Fig. 27.8a [71]) well dispersed on its surface. If a
water droplet falls on its surface, the water drop rolls off because the bumps are much
smaller than the droplet and so close together that they cannot puncture the droplet.
Scientists are modeling the locations of such bumps so that they can be fabricated onto
the surface of a micromachined device to obtain maximum hydrophobicity. Recent
experiments on such lotus-like surfaces have shown promising results. Yoon et al.
[71] fabricated nano/micro-patterns made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) on
a silicon wafer using capillary force lithography (Fig. 27.8b). The patterned samples
with certain aspect ratio of the bumps exhibited superior tribological properties at
nano and micro-scales when compared to the non-patterned PMMA film.

Surface roughening is not a complete solution for addressing adhesion issues
because most of the chemically roughened surfaces react with water vapor and
become smooth on a long term [69]. Apart from this, rough surfaces give rise to
high local contact pressures thereby leading to wear in the contact area during oper-

300 nm10 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 27.8 a SEM image of a lotus leaf [71] and b Artificially grown PMMA SAM bumps on silicon
wafer [72]
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ation. Hence, it is extremely important to know the optimum roughness for a given
material couple operating under certain contact conditions.

Another way to reduce problems due to adhesion, friction, and wear is by surface
modification of materials using special coatings or solid lubricants with low surface
energy, low friction, and good wear resistance. Surface modification is an extensively
investigated area in MEMS technology [27]. The coatings applied are typically a few
molecular layer thick and specially selected such that they do not modify the stress
state of the polysilicon substrate. An ideal solid lubricant for MEMS/NEMS must
be easy to apply, must chemically bond to micro/nano- devices surfaces, and must
be insensitive to the environment.

Much of the earlier attention was diverted towards hard ceramic-based materials
like silicon nitride (Si3N4), silicon carbide (SiC), titanium carbide (TiC), amor-
phous carbon (a-C:H), diamond-like carbon (DLC) and diamond coatings [73, 74].
Diamond has recently emerged as a promising coating thanks to its highest hardness
∼100 GPa and high elastic modulus∼1,100 GPa. DLC coated surfaces sliding against
each other have very low coefficient of friction between 0.02 and 0.1 compared to
silicon surfaces with coefficient of friction of 0.45–0.6. DLC has shown promising
results as a bearing material when used as a coating material on single crystal silicon
(SCS) and polysilicon surfaces under large contact stresses. DLC coatings have the
disadvantage that their tribological properties are highly dependent on thickness. It
was reported by Chen et al. [71] that DLC coatings with a thickness above 15 nm
have good tribological properties. Thus DLC coatings can only be applied on com-
ponents where a large coating thickness can be accommodated. The disadvantage of
CVD polycrystalline diamond coating is its high surface roughness (RMS ∼ 1µm)

[72]. Most of the ceramic-based are deposited using PVD techniques. Intricate parts
of a device remain inaccessible for line-of-sight deposition techniques [74]. Some
typical tribological results of ceramic coatings are listed in Table. 27.3.

To overcome the problems encountered with hard coatings, research was diverted
towards super hydrophobic organic coatings. Typically, these are very thin organic
monolayer coatings, either physisorbed or covalently bound to the surface with
water contact angles greater than 90◦. These films are self-limiting in thickness, and
can penetrate through the liquid or vapor phase to deeply hidden interfaces. There
are two types of organic molecules commonly applied on solid substrates namely
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films and self-assembled monolayers (SAM). LB film con-
tains amphilic molecules, i.e., molecules with a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic
tail. SAM contains organic molecules in a dilute solution that spontaneously adsorb
and organize onto a solid substrate to form a self-assembled monolayer. LB-films
require a flat sample surface, which limits its applicability and SAM on the other hand
can be easily deposited irrespectively of the surface structure. Examples of coatings
that were successfully applied in commercial MEMS products include a perfluorode-
canoic acid coating on structural aluminum of a digital micromirror device (DMD
Texas Ins.) and phenylsiloxane coatings for accelerometers (Analog Devices) that
resist a charge build-up and also survive packaging temperatures as high as 500 ◦C.
The tribological behavior of self-assembled monolayers is significantly influenced by
their functionality and chain length. Friction tests carried out at nano- and microscale
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Table 27.3 Hard coatings used for tribological applications in MEMS [74–79]

Material Adhesion (nN) Microscale
coefficient of
friction using
AFM/FFM

Macroscale
coefficient of
friction using
pin-on-disk,
fretting
equipment

Hardness
(GPa)

Silicon Si(001) 50–80 0.04–0.07 0.45–0.6 12

Silicon oxide 35 0.087 0.65–1 −
Silicon nitride* 50 0.06 0.66–0.45 30-50

Silicon carbide* − 0.02, 0.06–0.08 0.20 25

Titanium carbide* − − 0.16 35

Diamond-like-carbon** − 0.02–0.04 0.08–0.1 90(max)

Diamond** 15 0.01–0.02, 0.05,
0.11

0.20 100

Amorphous carbon** 33 0.02–0.14 0.05–0.20 90 (max)

* deposited by PVD techniques, ** deposited by CVD techniques

revealed that SAMs with −CH3 functional group exhibit a lower kinetic coefficient
of friction and a superior wear resistance than SAM with −COOH functional groups.
Hence proper knowledge on SAM chemistry is essential to obtain good tribological
properties [80].

Presently, organic trichlorosilane (RSiCl3) SAM monolayers like octyltrichlorosi-
lane (OTS) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (C18H37SiCl3, ODTS) are examples of SAM
coatings that are highly investigated. The work of adhesion on silicon oxide is
8 mJ/m2 whereas OTS coated silicon has a work of adhesion of 0.012 mJ/m2.
Similarly, the coefficient of friction on OTS was 0.073 compared to 1.1 in the case of
SiO2 [40]. The only disadvantage of OTS is its poor thermal stability above 225 ◦C
whereas in packaging applications the required temperature stability exceeds 400 ◦C.
Therefore, in addition to low surface energy, coatings must be compatible with sub-
sequent device processing, including packaging thermal treatments at 400–500 ◦C.
Perfluorinated alkyltrichlorosilanes (C8F17C2H4SiCl3, FDTS), dichlorodimethylsi-
lane ((CH3)2SiCl2, DDMS) are examples of monolayers that possess good thermal
stability and maintain hydrophobic behavior without dissociating up to 450 ◦C.
FDTS coated surfaces sliding against each other exhibit a low coefficient of fric-
tion at 0.02 compared to OTS coated surfaces with a coefficient of friction at 0.073.
However, FDTS causes a larger particulate contamination and release of harmful
chemicals than OTS SAM. On the other hand, DDMS has a good thermal stability
but surface properties like high water contact angle (103◦), high work of adhesion
at 0.045 mJ/m2, and high static coefficient of friction of 0.28, make it inferior to
OTS [81]. Bhushan et al. [41] carried out extensive investigation of the tribological
properties of fluoroalkylsilane and alkylsilane groups using friction force micro-
scope. They reported that flouroalkylsilanes SAM are superior in terms of wear
resistance over alkylsilane SAM. For example, perfluoroalkylsilane (PFTS) has a
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Table 27.4 Typical surface properties of on various self assembled monolayer coatings and polymer
coatings [40, 41, 81]

Material/coating Adhesion
force
(nN)

COF
nano/micro-
scale

COF
macroscale

Water
contact
angle (◦)

Surface
free energy
using CBA
(mJ/m2)

Side wall
coefficient
of friction

Si 50–80 0.04–0.07 0.45–0.6 30 − 0.1–0.27

SiO2 35 0.087 0.65–1 38 >8 1.1

Octyltrichorosilane
(OTS)

− − 0.14 109 0.012 0.073

Octadimethylsilane
(ODMS)

26 0.017 0.14 103 0.045 0.28

Octadecylydimethyl-
silane (ODDMS)

29 0.018 0.13 103 − −

Perfluoroalkyltrichloro-
silane (FDTS)

− − 0.12 108 0.005 0.02

PFTS
(perfluoroalkylsilane)

19 0.024 0.12 108 − −

Polyfluoropolyethylene
(PFPE) Z-DOL bonded

34 0.04 0.25 97 − −

Z-15 PFPE lubricant 91 0.09 0.2 52 − −
Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS)

37 0.04–0.06 0.2–0.3 105 − −

Polymethylmetha-
crylate (PMMA)

25 0.03–0.05 0.3–0.4 75 − −

critical failure load of 56 µN compared to 17 µN for ODMS alkylsilane mono-
layers. More details on adhesion and wear behaviour of different SAMs are given
in Table 27.4. SAM coatings suffer from a poor wear resistance since they tend to
wear away easily at moderate contact pressures. Each SAM coating has a critical
contact load at which it wears off completely [49]. The importance of good wear
resistance was illustrated by Liu et al. [49] during LFM/FFM measurements on per-
fluorodecanoic acid (CF3(CF2)8COOH) used in digital micromirrors. Wear on the
coating leads to a sudden rise in capillary forces (stiction) and friction, and results in
the failure of the micromirror. Polymer coatings like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and perfluoropolyether (PFPE) [82] are under
investigation as potential candidates in MEMS/NEMS devices (Table 27.4). PFPE
is a commonly used lubricant in magnetic disk drive industry to reduce friction and
wear at the head–disk interface [82]. Hybrid coatings like PTFE+Si3N4 are being
considered because these coatings offer a good combination of low friction and high
wear resistance [83]. Further, novel coatings with low friction along with good wear
resistance must be introduced. Nanostructured coatings are such materials and can be
deposited with desired thickness on surfaces. For instance, ‘chameleon coating’ is a
type of coating that contains nanoparticles of hard material like DLC and MoSx solid
lubricant that are embedded in Au matrix. This coating reacts with the environment
and forms lubricious layers in the tribocontact and reduces friction. These coatings
are now being used in space applications [84].
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27.5 Conclusions

Tribological problems are still hindering the future development of contact MEMS/
NEMS. Despite the research effort dedicated on reliability of NEMS/MEMS, many
tribological issues still remain unsolved. The true contact area between the interacting
surfaces plays a major role in affecting adhesion and friction. A good understanding
of surface roughness and true contact area between surfaces is necessary to optimize
surfaces with less interactions. Most of the theoretical models on adhesion and fric-
tion are based on the assumption that surfaces remain flat. However, in reality this is
not true and new theories taking into surface roughness are necessary.

Analytical solutions and atomistic simulations in tribology are far from real engi-
neering contact situations. There is no analytic tool yet to extrapolate the data obtained
at nanoscale (using AFM or SFA) to any contact size of interest. Further develop-
ment in this domain is necessary to predict tribological phenomena occurring at
nano-/micro- scales.

An improvement in laboratory testing tools is also needed. Tools that can operate
at contact pressures, thermal conditions, and sliding speeds corresponding to real
application conditions are necessary for an accurate evaluation of materials. Recently,
new test equipment has been developed in that respect.

Limitations from a material point of view must be bypassed. It is necessary to
either develop new ways of depositing ceramic coatings efficiently or to improve
the chemistry of organic layers so that they offer a better wear resistance. Hybrid
coatings as multilayers, nanocomposites, nanostructured, etc., are essential that can
offer both low friction and good wear resistance.

A major challenge that still has to be tackled is the in-depth understanding of the
evolution of material surface properties when two surfaces interact and rub against
each other. Tribo(electro)chemical reactions at contacting asperities may generate
surface layers with totally different properties. Physical, chemical, electrochemical,
and mechanical properties of material change in a tribocontact depending on the
contacting conditions and the time in-between successive contact events, and evolve
with testing time. As long as that aspect will not be completely understood, the
development of optimised materials and coatings for MEMS/NEMS applications
will be a trail-and-error approach rather than a scientifically-based one.
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Chapter 28
Nanotribology in Automotive Industry

Martin Dienwiebel and Matthias Scherge

Abstract Nanotribology in Automotive Industry The chapter describes and reviews
nanoscale effects that occur at the sliding interface of macroscopic tribological sys-
tems such as a passenger car. It is shown that the wear rates in such a system are in
the order of few nanometers per hour and that it is necessary to introduce the third
body concept in order to understand running-in phenomena. Moreover, the chapter
reviews some simulation results that demonstrate the effect of mechanical mixing.
Finally atomic-scale wear studies, performed using Friction Force Microscopy, are
discussed.

28.1 Introduction

The automotive industry, although commonly considered to be “old technology” is
one of the industrial sectors where nanotechnology is being broadly applied, for
example in paintings, windows, tyres and coatings.
In engine development, the importance of small length scales below one micrometer
was long underestimated. It is becoming more important as downsizing of the engines
continues; The engine that powered the first “automobile”, built by Carl Benz in
1885 developed a power of 0.6 kW with a displacement of about 1 liter. Present day
passenger car engine have a power density of 60–110 kW/l. As a consequence the
contact pressures and the thermal load of the material increased significantly and
sliding surfaces in modern engines have to withstand much harsher conditions.
That they actually do is less the result of new materials but was mainly made pos-
sible by significant improvements in manufacturing skills. One example of this is
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Table 28.1 Typical average
wear rates of engine
components. From [1]

Engine component Wear rate (nm/h)

Piston ring 5–15

Small conrod bearing Max. 8

Large conrod bearing 2–10

Tappet 10

Cam 5–10

the finishing quality of sliding surfaces. The rms roughness of bearing surfaces is
nowadays often well below 100 nm. Hence traditional methods used in engineering to
determine roughness, like tactile profilometry are approaching their limit. Therefore
new techniques such as optical profilometry or scanning probe methods are recently
being adopted from the nano sciences and semiconductor industry also in engine
engineering.

28.1.1 Wear and Length Scales

Engine wear can lead to unwanted noise and vibrations, to an increase in emissions
and fuel consumption, to a loss of power or eventually to the end-of-life. A rough
back-of-the-envelope calculation illustrates that the wear rates in technical systems
are in the nanometer regime as well: A conrod bearing will produce unwanted noise
if the clearance is larger than approximately 20µm. If we aim at a service life of the
bearing of 200,000 km and assume an average speed of the car of 80 km/h this would
demand a wear rate of less than 8 nm/h. Table 28.1 lists typical wear rates of sliding
friction systems in an internal combustion engine (given as average values over the
contact area).

Wear rates and friction losses of an automotive component are influenced by
factors that play on very different length scales from centimeters to a few nanometers.
If e.g. due to a design error, the clearance of a crankshaft bearing is too low or to
high, processes which lead to a reduction of the friction coefficient and the wear
rate during running-in will not take place. Bulk hardness and hardness depth curves
as well as e.g. the adhesion properties of coatings are the foundation of the tribo-
system. The development of a so-called “third-body” between the tribo-partners is
crucial as well for low wear as for a high stability of the system against external
disturbances. We will discuss this point in detail in Sect. 28.3. Finally lubricant and
additive properties determine friction and wear at the molecular level. This chapter
considers some experimental and theoretical studies of friction-induced changes of
the near-surface volume, that take place when the wear rates are in the range of
nanometers per hour.
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Fig. 28.1 Illustration of the
energy dissipation channels in
a tribological system. From
left to right the arrows denote
energy dissipation by heat,
wear and change of material.
These three contribution form
the largest part of total
dissipated power of the
system
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28.2 Energetic View of Friction and Wear

While atomic scale studies on friction using tools like atomic force microscopy
(AFM) or the surface forces apparatus (SFA) usually focus on clean surfaces and
model fluids, the technical tribosystem usually consists of “dirty” metal surfaces,
formulated oil (often “contaminated” by wear particles and soot), and an ill-defined
atmosphere. Because of the complexity that allows many different microscopic
processes to occur, it is difficult to generalize mechanisms. Therefore, a very univer-
sal approach which is valid at the first hand, is to evaluate the tribological system in
terms of the friction power PF [2] generated during sliding:

PF = d

dt

∫
FF · ds = μ · FN · v, (28.1)

with FF the friction force, μ the friction coefficient, FN the normal force and v the
sliding speed.

We have to add that a more suitable quantity to describe the stressing of the
tribosystem is the friction power density ρF = PF/VR , where VR is the real volume,
in which the frictional energy is dissipated. Unfortunatly, VR is not measurable during
the experiment. It is also not possible to determine it ex-situ, since the real area of
contact is changing during running (see Sect. 28.4.4).

The energy which is fed into the materials is assumed to be dissipated in three
main channels [3]. A part Pq is consumed for the generation of heat and a part Pw

for wear particle generation. The remaining friction power Ptb will induce changes
in the material, leading to the power balance:

PF = Pq + Pw + Ptb. (28.2)

A similar idea, called the “forced alloy concept” was introduced by G. Martin et al.
[4]. He proposed it first to describe phase transformations which occur under
irradiation of high energy electrons, during ball milling or during shearing of
material. The material is influenced by atomic movements which depend on temper-
ature (“thermal jumps”) and atomic movements which depend on external forcing
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(“ballistic jumps”). In the case of sliding, the magnitude of ballistic jumps will
depend on the friction generated in the contact. The competition between thermal
and ballistic jumps governs the existence of new phases. One can define an effective
temperature Tef f = T (1 + Dball/Dchem), where Dball and Dchem are the ballistic
and chemical diffusion coefficients. This temperature takes a similar role as the flash
temperatures proposed by Blok [5].

28.3 The “Third Body”

The experimental evidence for mechanical intermixing is vast and its existence was
already pointed out more than 60 years ago by Bowden and Tabor [6, 7] when they
introduced their often quoted friction law FF = τ AR .
Here, FF is the friction, τ is the shear strength and AR the real area of contact,
constituted of many individual microcontacts. They observed that the values of τ

which was needed to fit their friction data were close to the bulk shear strength of
several bearing materials. Consequently, most of the energy dissipation has to be due
to plastic deformation.

Later, Kragelski [8] and also Godet [9] introduced the concept of the “third body”.
A third body can be a particle in between the sliding surfaces but also a continuous
layer whose material properties differ significantly from the first and the second body.
Since the early 1980s Rigney and coworkers studied the microstructural changes of
the third body of several materials [10, 11]. They observed that in copper, nanocrys-
talline material is formed near the surface. Theses structures were found to be similar
to copper samples that had been created by severe plastic deformation (SPD) [12].
The thickness of the third body was found to differ strongly depending on the mate-
rials. Gervé [13] observed that implantation of sliding surfaces by carbon or nitrogen
ions lead to the development of a sub-surface material composition similar to what
is observed on worn engine parts (see Fig. 28.4).

The process of mixing was also studied using computer simulations. The simu-
lations allow to observe the creation of the third body but are still far to simple to
show all effects that might occur in a lubricated tribocontact. Popov et al. performed
mesoscale 2D simulations using the method of movable cellular automata (MCA)
[14, 15]. The method employs discrete entities with a diameter ranging from 2.5 to
10 nm [15] which have a given density, plastic and elastic properties, yield stress
and viscosity of the bulk material and interaction with their neighbors. The MCA
simulations showed mechanical mixing and was able to produce depth profiles of
the element concentration similar to those found in the cylinder of a combustion
engine [16]. Mechanical mixing was also observed in simulations using simple 2D
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations by Rigney and Hammerberg [17] and also
by Fu et al. [18]. The simulations showed that the friction decreased with running

time while the thickness of the mixed layer increased with t− 1
2 . During the mixing

the MD simulations show many effects which are known from fluid dynamics, such
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Fig. 28.2 a Snapshots from a MD Simulation by Fu et al. showing the mixing of two sliding bodies.
b growth of the mixed layer thickness versus time. Reprinted from [1] with permission from D.
Rigney

as convection cells, laminar but also turbulent flow. Therefore the third body might
be envisioned as a viscous fluid which is flowing during the tribological interaction.
The analogy with a fluid made Popov assume that wear particles is material of the
quasi-liquid layer which is extruded from the contact. Using classical hydrodynamics
equations he derived that the wear rate Ẇ depends quadratically on the thickness of
the mixed zone. This would mean that wear should be zero at zero thickness of the
third body which is certainly not the case. Therefore this simple assumption might
be valid only for a sufficient thickness of the quasi-liquid layer.
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28.4 Nanowear

Scherge et al. [19] performed a series of tribometer experiments of a steel (100Cr6)
pin resembling a typical piston ring sliding against a gray cast iron disk resembling
the cylinder surface of an internal combustion engine. The tribometer was coupled to
a high-resolution wear measurement system using the radionuclide technique (RNT).
For this technique the pin was labeled with radionuclides and the level of radioactivity
in the oil corresponds to the amount of material worn off. The resolution of RNT is
usually a few micrograms per liter of oil. Knowing the density of the material and
the activity of the sample, the wear can be given as average wear depth over time.
A maximum resolution of 0.5 nm/h can be achieved by choosing the appropriate
activation parameters. Besides the high resolution, the strength of this method lies
in the possibility of measuring the wear continuously during the test.

An example of an RNT wear experiment is shown in Fig. 28.3. The two exper-
iments differed only in the normal force that was applied during the first 6 h. But
interestingly the different running-in conditions yielded clearly distinguishable wear
rates after even after 200 h of testing. The reason for this is that the difference in the
energy dissipation leads to variations of the third body, whose influence is observable
even after many hundreds of hours of running time. These variations can be observed
in the composition, the topography and the microstructure of the third body as we
will show in the remainder of this chapter.

Fig. 28.3 Wear as a function of time for two different running-in procedures. The inset shows the
running-in regime. The high load was maintained over a period of 6 h. Then both systems were run
at 30 MPa at a sliding velocity of 5 m/s. From [19]
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Fig. 28.4 Depth profile by Auger electron spectroscopy of gray cast iron. Upper graph initial state;
lower graph worn state

28.4.1 Composition of the Near-surface Material

Changes in the elemental composition are shown in Fig. 28.4, which were obtained
by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profiling. The upper graph represents
the initial state. Due to finishing, the near-surface area has already been changed. The
detected oxygen points to oxidation processes. Carbon, zinc and calcium originate
from the cooling fluid during machining. At a depth of approx. 20 nm the bulk
concentrations are reached. After tribological interaction the distribution of elements
changed considerably. The modified zone now exhibits an extension of more than
150 nm. In addition we find a high degree concetration of calcium, zinc and nitrogen.
These elements originate from the additive package of the engine oil. Antiwear
additive molecules therefore do not only adhere at metal surfaces to form protective
layers, moreover they influence friction and wear by becoming an integral part of the
near-surface zone (see also Sect. 28.4.4). The change of chemical composition of the
near-surface volume can be considered as a measure for the degree of mechanical
intermixing.
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Fig. 28.5 AFM images of two worn gray cast iron surfaces. The normal force was 30 N (left hand
side) and 90 N (right hand side). From [19]

28.4.2 Friction- and Wear-Induced Changes of the Surface

As the near-surface volume changes, the surface itself is also subject to perma-
nent change. Very often surfaces in tribological interaction develop a wave-like
microstructure as shown in Fig. 28.5. The wavelength of the microstructure was
found to correspond to the applied load meaning that the long-wave portions in the
profile of the surface increased with load. One might imagine tribological interaction
at contacting surfaces like the impacts of water drops on a sandy beach. A wave-like
topography emerges as a result, shown in Fig. 28.5. The size of the impact crater
corresponds to the local contact pressure in this very mechanistic sketch. The higher
the pressure is, the larger are the waves.

28.4.3 Structural Changes of the Mixed Zone

The focused ion beam (FIB) technique is an ideal tool to study the grain structure
of the mixed zone. Cross-section preparation by ion beam milling minimizes the
impact of the sample preparation on the grain structure. The imaging capability of
the FIB allows the use of either the secondary electrons or the secondary ions for
image formation. Figure 28.6 shows cross-sections perpendicular to the surface of
three brass alloy samples. Brass is used e.g. for piston pin bushings. The images were
recorded using ion channeling contrast, which is a function of the grain orientation.
Figure 28.6a shows a sample before the test. In order to reduce the effect of finishing
on the microstructure, all samples were prepared by electropolishing. Therefore, the
microstructure is nearly undisturbed up to the platinum layer, which was deposited
prior to the ion milling to protect part of the surface from beam damage. The samples
were tested for 48 h against a stainless steel disk using formulated engine oil as a
lubricant. At a contact pressure of 4 MPa, a 170 nm thick zone has developed where
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   (a) (b) (c)

Fig. 28.6 Scanning ion micrographs of brass cross-sections. a sample after electropolishing, b after
tribological stressing with a contact pressure of 4 MPa, c after tribological stressing at a contact
pressure of 16 MPa

Ca
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200 nm

Fig. 28.7 Chemical composition of wear particles at selected locations

the size of the grains are reduced from approximately 1.5 ?m to about 50–150 nm,
with the smallest grains found directly underneath the protective platinum overcoat.
Interestingly, the transition to the initial microstructure appears to be very sharp. At
a contact pressure of 16 MPa the thickness of the modified zone is 780 nm. Directly
under the surface the grain size is around 30 nm. The grain size increases slightly
with depth to around 400 nm. The thickness of the nanocrystalline zone increases
nonlinearly with the dissipated friction power which corresponds with the observed
changes of the composition of gray cast iron surfaces.
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28.4.4 Wear Debris

Wear particles generated during the tribometer experiments were taken from the oil
bath. The particles were extracted from the oil by centrifugation, rinsed in n-heptane
and deposited on a copper grid, covered by a very thin carbon film (approximately 5
nm thick) for Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations. TEM micro-
graphs showed that the particles of different shapes and sizes. A common feature of
all particles is their very small thickness, mainly less than 30 nm.

All elements occurring in either the two interacting solids or the oil are present
within single wear particles. The element spectrum shows a high content of carbon
and oxygen as the result of intense interaction with the lubricant and/or air. P, S and Zn
are the fingerprints of additives, especially of antiwear additives, whereas particles
with a high concentration of Ca originates from a detergent. The concentration of
iron and chromium is extremely low, since the intermixed near-surface zone posesses
a low concentration of the original elements (either chromium or iron, see Fig. 28.4).

In 1973 Suh [20] proposed a new theory for wear of metals. The theory focuses on
plastic deformation and dislocations at the surface, subsurface cracks and void for-
mation. The subsequent joining of cracks by shear deformation as well as the crack
propagation lead to particle generation. The theory predicts flakelike wear particles.
In continuous wear measurement using radionuclide technique (RNT) wear curves
show a strong increase of total wear during running-in. For optimized running-in
conditions [19] the increase in total wear becomes gradually smaller and adopts con-
stant increments (stationary conditions). After the running-in, the wear rate is often
low but not zero. Assuming that the interaction of both solids with the additivated
oil forms a protective film and that the tribological interaction is confined to that
film, then the RNT should not be able to detect any wear, i.e., the wear curve should
become horizontal. Interestingly, this effect has never been observed so far. There-
fore, the delamination theory applied to the formed additive layer alone does not
hold. Only when we assume that, due to delamination, also base material (carrying
nuclides) is removed, then low but increasing total wear can be achieved. The TEM
images have shown that the majority of the wear particles have a thickness in the
range of typically less than 30 nm suggesting that the formed film should not be
thicker.

28.4.5 Atomic-Scale Wear Studies

Very few experimental studies on wear phenomena have been carried out on the
atomic level. Gnecco et al. [21] used an AFM tip to wear down a KBr crystal
in UHV. During the experiment ions were removed from and redeposited on the
sides of the wear track. On much smaller scale this is also a mixing process as it is
observed in macroscopic experiments, here the mixing process occurs only between
KBr atoms because of the large difference in hardness between the Si tip and the
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Fig. 28.8 FFM images of a wear groove on KBr after 256 sliding cycles with a normal load of 20.9
nN. Image size a 60 nm×60 nm, b 25 nm×25 nm, c 15 nm×15 nm. From [21]. Reprinted with
permission from E. Gnecco.

surface. Repeated scanning over a square area of the surface eventually leads to a
wavy surface [22], looking similar to surfaces which were observed by AFM after
pin-on-disk experiments. In the macroscopic experiment, processes of removal and
redeposition will take place at many asperities in parallel.

28.5 Conclusions

Due to the steady increase of the power density of engines and surface finishing
quality, we find that nowadays tribological problems frequently have their origin at
the first few hundreds of nanometers of the sliding surfaces. As this trend continues
the understanding of wear mechanisms at the nanoscale will become increasingly
important in automotive engineering.

A high service life of an internal combustion engine can only be achieved when the
wear rates are just a few nanometers per hours. This requires that a third body forms
at contacting spots within the first seconds to hours of running. Many experimental
and theoretical studies have shown that these plastic processes are alike in a turbulent
fluid in which atoms are transported laterally and also perpendicular to the surfaces.
This has the consequence that the shape and distribution of asperities is not static
but the landscape of asperities is changing constantly during sliding due to plastic
flow processes. The composition, the crystal structure and the surface topography
are very different from the original material, leading to a reduction of the friction
coefficient and the wear rate. The thickness of the third body depends on the friction
power dissipated within the contact.
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Chapter 29
Adhesion and Friction Contributions
to Cell Motility

Mario D’Acunto, Serena Danti and Ovidio Salvetti

Abstract One challenge in biotribology is a complete explanation of cell motility.
As the basic unit of life, cells are complex biological systems. Cells must express
genetic information to perform their specialized functions: synthesize, modify, sort,
store and transport biomolecule, covert different forms of energy, transduce sig-
nals, maintain internal structures and respond to external environments. All of these
processes involve mechanical, chemical and physical processes. Mechanical forces
play a fundamental role in cell migration, where contractile forces are generated
within the cell and pull the cell body forward. On the other side, mechanical forces
and deformations induce biological response in cells, and many normal and diseased
conditions of cells are dependent upon or regulated by their mechanical environ-
ment. The effects of applied forces depend on the type of cells and how the forces
are applied on, transmitted into, and distributed within cells. Traction forces exerted
by cells on substrates can now be determined with a good degree of accuracy, but the
intimate relation between cell shape and traction mechanics requires further qual-
itative investigation. In this chapter, we overview measurements strategies and the
models for quantifying adhesion forces and friction developed during cell-cell and
cell-substrate interaction during migration.
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29.1 Introduction

Normal tissue cells are generally not viable when suspended in a fluid and are there-
fore said to be anchorage dependent. Such cells must adhere to a solid, where the
mechanical elasticity of the solid can vary in a wide range, from rigid to soft materi-
als. It has been widely documented that the behavior of some cells on soft materials
involves some characteristic phenotypes, for example cell growth on soft agar gels
is used to identify cancer cells [1]. An understanding of how tissue cells-including,
principally but not only, fibroblasts (most common cells of connective tissue in ani-
mals), myocites (muscle cells), neurons, keratocytes (erythrocytes with a blister-like
vesicle)—sense matrix stiffness is emerging with quantitative studies of cells ad-
hering to gels, or to other cells, with which elasticity can be tuned to approximate
that of tissues [2–5]. Key roles in molecular pathways are played by adhesion com-
plexes and the actin-myosin cytoskeleton, whose contractile forces are transmitted
through trans-cellular structures, Fig. 29.1. The feedback of local matrix stiffness on
cell state likely has important implications for development, differentiation, disease
and regeneration [6, 7].

The foundation of the research of cell motility as a distinct discipline is given
by the group of M. Abercrombie in the early ’70 decade of the last century [8]. He
was the first to divide the motion of fibroblasts into three phases: (i) Extension, (ii)
Adhesion and (iii) Contraction, that is the sequence commonly recognized today. In
such general framework for themotility, movements with velocity∼1µm/min−1 are
generated by the extension of flat membrane sheets, lamellipodia, into the direction
of movement, Fig. 29.2. However, there exist variations of this scheme. For example,
fish keratocytes perform more rapid continuous motion, velocity ∼10µm/min−1,
with a constant shape. They almost seem to glide over the surface and form only tran-
sient focal contacts with the substratum with a much shorter lifetime than the focal
adhesions formed in fibroblasts [9]. Another example is given by the analogous rapid
motion (∼10µm/min−1) of the slime mold Dyctosteliumdiscodeum, which moves
in an amoeboid fashion. During this amoeboid motion non-specific contacts with the
substratum are formed and actin stress fibers absent [7, 10]. Anyway, independently
by the specific nature of cell, cell motion requires first of all the self-organization of
the cell into the an advancing and receding edge. This manifests itself by different
molecular concentrations or activation levels of enzymes at the two poles. The po-
larization can be guided external signals, principally chemical gradients or variation
of local mechanical properties of the guide on which the cell is moving. The chapter
is devoted to present how adhesive and frictional forces connected to biochemical
processes play a key role for cell motility. The chapter is organized as follows: in
Sect. 29.2, a general overview about cell motility will be discussed focusing the
attention on actin based motility and traction force microscopy topics. In Sect. 29.3,
the role of mechanotaxis on contact guidance will be analyzed in a special way for
cell-scaffold system motility and correspondent effects due to substrate roughness.
Finally, Sect. 29.4 will present details on some recent models on the role of adhesion
and friction on cell motility in various contexts.
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Fig. 29.1 Schematic sketch for cellular structures involved in traction and adhesion. Left Active
networks composed of actin filaments (green) crosslinked passively (purple) and actively by motor
bundles (brown). The motor bundles exert forces on filaments in the direction of the red arrows.
The elastic properties of these networks are probed with a variety of rheological techniques. Middle
Phospholipid vesicles interacting with a supported membrane. Both are decorated by functional
molecules such as glycolipids (yellow), glycoproteins (purple) and adhesion proteins (red). If the
adhesion proteins have counterparts in the opposing membrane, adhesion domains composed of
numerous bonds form spontaneously. The contact zone between the twomembranes can be observed
by a variety of techniques involving microscopy. Right The combination of both active networks
and vesicles with the addition of coupling proteins, and active control of the whole, will leads to
a more realistic model for the mechano-response and the first artificial cells. (Adapted from [14],
with permission from Nature)

29.2 Cell Motility: A General Overview

Identifying and testing simple mechanisms of cell motion is an interdisciplinary
challenge of interest involving biology, mathematical model physical sciences, with
suitable applications to medical and bio-technological sciences. Cells often move
within a complex environment such as living tissue. In general, such environments
have low Reynolds number, meaning viscous forces dominate over inertial forces.
Since inertia can be neglected, motion needs a constant input of energy. Systems
driven out of equilibrium by an internal or external energy source can be considered
active systems. Examples of active systems are represented by animal flocks [11]
and bacterial colonies [12]. Also the cell cytoskeleton is a striking example of such
an active system, composed by a network of long semi-flexible filaments made up
of protein subunits, interacting with other proteins such as motor proteins, Fig. 29.1.
The filaments, such as actin, use the chemical energy ofATPhydrolysis to polymerise
and the motor proteins use this chemical energy to exert active stresses that deform
the network [13].

Two main different mechanisms for cell motility have now been distinguished:
polymerization and contractility due to molecular motors. Specifically, polymeriza-
tion is referred to polymerization of a filament at one end and depolymerization at the
other end. Motion due to polymerization [15, 16] and to contractility [17] have been
observed experimentally and studied theoretically [18–20] and numerically [21]. In
all the models describing cell motility the essential ingredients for motion are an
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Fig. 29.2 Schematic sketches of cell organs and components. Left other the cell nucleus (in gray),
it is possible to distinguish two zones, one is the lamellipodium which is a narrow peripheral region
containing a dense network of interconnected actin filaments, and the other one is the lamella
which is a zone located between the lamellipodium and the cell nucleus. Middle a plot of cellular
components that will be recall during the description of cell motility mechanisms. Right molecular
composition of cell membrane composed by lipid bilayersembedding transmembrane proteins

energy input to overcome dissipation and sufficient adhesion or friction with a sub-
strate to transfer momentum. The picture of a cell crawling on a surface is as follows:
the thin protrusion at the leading edge of the cell (called lamellipodium, Fig. 29.2)
builds strong adhesion points with the substrate and pushes forward its membrane
by polymerization actin. At the back of the cell, the cell body contracts and breaks
the adhesion points. The resulting overall cell velocity is then limited by the actin
polymerization rate [22].

29.2.1 Actin Based Motility

Eukaryotic cells and intracellular pathogens such bacteria or viruses utilize the actin
polymerization machinery to propel themselves forward [23]. As a consequence,
it is very important to identify the general conditions for onset motion and choice
of direction that can be the result of a spontaneous symmetry-breaking or can be
triggered by external signals and preexisting symmetries. A key feature of cellular
motility is the ability of actin to form dense polymeric networks. Such networks
produce the forces necessary for propulsion but may also be at the origin of a spon-
taneous symmetry-breaking. The accurate understanding of the exact role of actin
dynamics in cell motility requires multiscale approaches which capture at the same
time the polymer network structure and dynamics on the scale of a few nanometers
and the macroscopic distribution of elastic stresses on the scale of the whole cell.

Actin is a small globular protein of 42kDa present in all eukaryotic cells. Un-
der physiological conditions actin monomers (G-actin) polymerize into long helical
filaments (F-actin). The filament growth process typically starts with a nucleation
process, since actin dimers and trimmers are unstable. Actin monomers at a con-
centration c may bind to a filament end with a rate ∼k+c and dissociate with
a rate ∼k−. The concentration c = k+/k− associated with the stationary solu-
tion is called the critical concentration. In the presence of Mg-ATP (Magnesium-
Adenosine triphosphate) the structural difference translates into a difference of the
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Fig. 29.3 Schematic sketch on how actin subunits treadmill through a filament. ATP-actin polymer-
izes at the barbed end, ATP hydrolyzes andADP-actin depolymerizes at the pointed end. (Reprinted
from [13], with permission)

critical concentrations and rate constants between the barbed and pointed ends and
causes a treadmilling of subunits through the filament. In Fig. 29.4, it is presented a
schematic sketch of actin polymerization [13]. Most actin monomers are bound to
Mg-ATP, Fig. 29.3, the critical concentration for this ATP bound species is about 6
times lower for the barbed end than for the pointed end. For ADP (adenosine diphos-
phate) actin are about the same for both the ends but about ten times higher than
for ATP actin at the barbed end. As a consequence, in the steady state the ATP actin
concentration is above the critical concentration of the barbed end and below the
critical concentration of the pointed end. Polymerized actin subunits are still bound
to ATP but as soon ATP hydrolyzes irreversibly into ADP+P and, later on, the anor-
ganic phosphate P dissociates from the filament with a half-time of several minutes.
Therefore, ATP actin polymerizes at the barbed end, travels along the filament where
by ATP is hydrolyzed and finally ADP actin depolymerizes at the pointed end.
Finally, the process of irreversible ATP hydrolysis and P release keeps the system
out of equilibrium and allows for a constant flux of monomers through the filament
at constant filament length, which forms the base of cellular motility. In Sect. 29.4,
we will briefly present some actin based motility quantitative models accounting the
complex dynamics involved.

29.2.2 Traction Force Microscopy

In 1995 Oliver et al. and Dembo et al. developed a quantitative technique called
traction force microscopy (TFM) to study fibroblast migration on two-dimensional
substrate surfaces [24, 25]. While other experimental techniques, such as micropil-
lars and embedded force sensors have made significant contributions in quantifying
cell-matrix interaction (see the next section) [26], TFM remains the most widely
used methods for measuring cellular traction forces. TFM uses optical phase and
wide-field microscopy to track substrate surface displacements due to cellular trac-
tion forces through the spatial correlation of fluorescent particles embedded in the
substrate. Polyacrylamide gels are among the most commonly used substrate ma-
terials in studying cell force responses due to their mechanical tunability, optical
translucency and elastic material behavior [27]. By controlling the mole fraction of
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Fig. 29.4 Cell surface traction line profile after fibroblast cell are deposed on a polyacrylamide
substrate 35min. T1 and T2 are in plane traction vector, and T3 is the normal component. (Reprinted
from [26], with permission)

added cross-linker to polyacrylamide, the Young’s modulus of each polyacrylamide
gel can be controlled, with typical moduli ranging from ∼1 to 30kPa [28]. To record
cell surface deformations, cells are initially seeded on the substrate material, after
some time, a first image is captured optically checking that cell and tracker parti-
cles are recorded simultaneously. Then, cells are detached from the surface through
trypsinization or similar treatment. Hence, a second image is captured as a reference
configuration. Cell-induced substrate displacements are then determined from the
two images by using either a single particle tracking or a digital image correlation
algorithm. The resulting gel displacements are converted into traction forces using
the inverse Boussinesq formulation, where the Boussinesq theory is used to describe
the displacement equilibrium solutions inside a semi-infinite elastic half-space with
applied forces as its free boundary [29]. Boussinesq formulation require accurate
computational efforts because such theory needs to be utilized inversely to compute
cell traction forces, it has the complication that the solutions is no longer unique
and the computation itself can be time expensive. Recently, a 3D TFM technique
capable of measuring cellular deformations in three dimensions with submicron ac-
curacy [30]. In such method, cell-induced three-dimensional displacement and strain
fields are experimentally determined by tracking the motion of submicron fluores-
cent markers embedded in hydrogels such as polyacrylamide using laser scanning
confocal microscopy and digital volume correlation. The traction force components
(T1,T2,T3) can be decoupled and quantified, Fig. 29.4.

In addition, 3D TFM method showed that cells can actively modulate matrix
stresses in-plane (T1, T2) and out of plane (T3) while exploring their local environ-
ment, Fig. 29.5. These results show that the normal traction force component, (T3)
is equally important in cell-matrix interactions during locomotion as the in plane
x − y, (T1, T2) traction force components. In Fig. 29.5, the color contour displays
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Fig. 29.5 Laser scanning confocal cell image (left) and traction force contour (right) on the surface
during cell migration of a single cell. The cell image on the left represent two-dimensional pro-
jections of the confocal volumetric data set showing GFP-actin. The cell-applied surface traction
force contours display the magnitude of the three-dimensional traction force vector (|T|). The white
arrows represent the in-plane traction force components (T1 and T2) only. (Adapted from [26], with
permission)

Fig. 29.6 Time evolution of cell induced traction forces as a function of depth (x3) over 70min
along an arbitrary slice below the cell’s long axis. The contour plots show the magnitude of the
three-dimensional traction force vector (|T|) for a single 3T3 fibroblast measured in pN/µm2. The
black arrows represent the in-plane traction forces (T1) and normal traction force (T3). The direction
of cell migration is from left to right and the time increment 70min from the left- to right image.
(Adapted from [26], with permission)

the magnitude of the three-dimensional traction force vector, while the in-plane vec-
tors display the absolute valor of the traction force in plane and normal components
(|T1|, |T3|).

The extraction of cell displacements and traction forces in the 3D TFM method
as propose by Franck et al., [26], needs some interesting remarks. Digital volume
correlation (DVC) is applied to recorded laser scanning confocal microscopy volume
images to achieve three-dimensional full field deformation measurement technique,
commonly known as digital image correlation. The DVC principle is based on the
cross-correlation of individual cubic subsets that comprise each image per given time
or deformation increment. In such method, it is usual to work with a function pair,
f ( x), and g(x) where f (x) refers to the reference configuration and g(x) to the
deformed or time incremented time. A displacement vector u can then be calculated
by determining the spatial location of maximum peak of the correlation function
on the volume configuration V. In order to calculate the traction stresses including
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Fig. 29.7 Decomposition of the local 3D cell tractions during locomotion. The contour plots show
the magnitude of the shear traction force components. The black arrows on the top of each plot give
the general direction of cell-induced traction forces. Time increment between successive frame is
35min, and the direction motion is from left to right. (Reproduced from [26], with permission)

surface tractions, the stress tensor σ to be determined first, and is calculated based on
the relation σ = 2µε, where ε is the strain tensor and µ is the shear modulus, which
can be related toYoung’smodulusE and Poisson’s ration by E = 2µ(1+v). Then the
calculation of the traction forces is made using the well-known Cauchy-relation T =
σ · n, where T (components T1, T2, T3) is defined as the three-dimensional traction
force vector, andn (components,n1, n2, n3) is the surface normal of an arbitrary plane
onwhichT acts. Analogously, themagnitude of the Three-dimensional traction force

vector is defined as |T | =
√

T 2
1 + T 2

2 + T 2
3 .

29.3 Mechanotaxis and Scaffold Surfaces

In the early 20th century the biologist Peter Weiss observed that cells preferentially
orient along ECM-fibers, an organization principle that today is named contact guid-
ance [7]. Moreover, Weiss observed that two tissue explants re-organize the collagen
gel between them into aligned parallel fiber bundles and that cells leaving the ex-
plants migrate and orient along the aligned fibers [31]. Contact guidance therefore
could serve both as a cue for organization on cellular scales and as a large-scale
organization principle in tissue development by guiding motile cells along aligned
ECM-bundles. The term contact guidance has now gained strong topographical con-
notation, since early ’70 decade of the last century, it has been demonstrated that cell
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Fig. 29.8 A schematic sketch resuming the self-organization principles of adherent cells. In this
section we will focus the attention on the role of mechanical forces on cell motility in different
environments. (Adapted from [31], with permission)

react to surface curvature and prefer to align along the axis of minimal curvature,
whereminimal distortion of the cytoskeleton occurs [32, 33]. Thismechanism is sup-
posed to favor orientation of cells along thick fiber bundles. While contact guidance
provides only a bidirectional cue for cell migration, a unidirectional cue is supposed
to be generated from spatial variations in adhesiveness (motility phenomenon called
haptotaxis) [34]. Haptotaxis could be supplemented by specific biochemical infor-
mation encoded in an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of immobilized ligands.
In addition, it has long implied that adherent cells could also respond to mechanical
properties of their environment (mechanotaxis) [35–37]. However, for a long time
this idea received little attention, on the contrary, during recent years the sophisticated
use of elastic substrates has provided strong evidence that cells respond to purely
elastic features in their environment, including rigidity, rigidity gradients and strain
maps in the environment. Today, it is clearly recognized that mechanical forces play
a major role in tissue development, remodeling and reconstruction [38, 39]. Indeed,
cells in the body are constantly subject to external forces like those induced by body
motion or fluid shear stress. These forces are extremely important to ensure proper
functioning for many different tissues including bone, lung and blood capillaries. For
example, anchorage-dependent cells like fibroblasts in the connective tissue show
a remarkable degree of mechanical activity. Figure29.8 shows a schematic sketch
resuming the self-organization principles of adherent cells. The various properties
and taxis component form a complex interaction one each other, making difficult
to distinguish them as showed in the plot of Fig. 29.8. However, in some cases it is
possible to evidence the incidence on cell motility of one component with respect to
others.

Indeed, for example, Wang et al. [36] measured the effects of focal adhesion
kinase (FAK) onmechanosensing during fibroblast migration. FAK is a non-receptor
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Fig. 29.9 Effects of the FAK on the movements of cellson substrates with a rigidity gradient.
A FAK-null cell (a) approached the rigidity boundary from the hard side and moved into the soft
side of the substrate. In contrast, cells expressing wild-type WT-FAK (b) or F397-FAK (c) reversed
the direction of migration as part of the cell entered the soft substrate. Bottom paths of these cells
plotted every 10min over a period of 3h. Bar = 40µm. (Adapted fom [36], with permission)

protein tyrosine kinase localized at focal adhesions and is considered to mediate
adhesion-stimulated effects. The experiments were performed seeking 3T3 mouse
fibroblasts on flexible substrates (polyacrylamide coated with collagen I) so that
both mechanical forces and substrate rigidity effects can be evidenced. A synthetic
description of results as obtained by Wand et al., are represented in Fig. 29.9.

One biomedical application where cell mobility plays a central role is the tis-
sue engineering [3, 7]. Tissue engineering is aimed at providing the ex vivo cell
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Fig. 29.10 Mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)motionmotifs on different surfaces. a Light microscopy
image of a rat MSC stained with Neutral Red dye on tissue culture polystyrene extending its
pseudopodia at different times after seeding. b SEM micrograph of a human MSC seeded on a
titanium surface. (Unpublished data from the authors)

growth with a third dimension by means of biomaterial-based porous scaffolds,
thus replicating the constitutive dimensionality of tissues. Three-dimensional (3D)
environments offer mechanical, chemical, architectural and topographic cues influ-
encing fundamental cellular processes, such as adhesion, migration and extracellular
matrix (ECM) deposition and remodeling. Indeed, the architectural dimensionality of
scaffolds is well-known to affect the cell behavior ex vivo [40]. In 3D contexts, cells
can sense the surrounding microenvironment according to cell-perceived dimension
and to cell type-specific morphology (e.g., round-shaped, such as the chondrocyte,
or elongated morphology, such as the fibroblast) [41]. If pore size is much larger than
cell size, single cells will interpret the surrounding surface almost bidimensionally.
Anyhow, cells, at a higher hierarchical order (e.g., cell aggregates or tissue-like struc-
tures), will be able to cross-talk three-dimensionally, as it occurs in the native tissues.
Differently, if pore size is approachable by single cells (e.g., they can organize with
a sufficiently stretched morphology), any cell can potentially interact with the bio-
material surfaces in a 3D fashion. After seeding and adhesion, cell migration within
the scaffold is driven by typical motility processes, Fig. 29.10. Here, cell protrusion
forces are being generated by the cytoskeleton and controlled by integrin receptors
[42].

Depending on dimensionality factors, scaffold chemistry, mechanics and
architecture, cells can differently interact with ECM molecules present in the
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Fig. 29.11 Human MSCs interacting with ECM molecules in 3D contexts. a, b SEM micrograph
of cells migrating on the surface of a titanium scaffold covered by osteoblast-pregenerated ECM. c,
d Light microscopy images of cells embedded in allogenic fibrin showing 3D remodeling (hema-
toxylin and eosin stain). (Unpublished data from the authors)

microenvironment, the latter being either self-generated or artificially applied,
Fig. 29.11. In tissue engineering, cell-ECM interactions have been invoked in guiding
pivotal biological phenomena, including the differentiation processes of stem cells
for both regenerative and cancer-modeling purposes [43]. Cell adhesion, motion and
ECM remodeling are additional processes involving cell-ECM signaling forces that
have shown differences between 2D and 3D cultures [44].

In addition, in tissue engineering, mechanotaxis assumes particular relevance
using stem cells, as it is often related to the control of their differentiation, which is
hypothesized to lead, in the end, to more biomimetic and functional tissue substitutes
[45, 46].Mechano-transduction processes in 3D cultures can be induced by stiffness-
gradient substrates as well as by fluidic strain-stress fields generated via bioreactors,
Fig. 29.12.

29.3.1 Role of Roughness

Surface roughness or topography is another important factor influencing the cell
adhesion, motility and proliferation. Indeed, roughness modulates the biological
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Fig. 29.12 Stereomicroscopy images of human MSCs cultured on electrospun polycaprolactone
(PCL) scaffolds stained with Neutral Red dye. a Sample cultured under static conditions. b Sample
cultured under dynamic conditions. Viable cells appear concentrated along circumferential lines.
(Unpublished data from the authors)

response of tissues in contact with the implant. In the case of scaffolds or ECM,
the materials surface roughness has a direct influence in vitro and as well as in vivo
on cellular morphology, proliferation and phenotype expression. Literature papers
have been reported that cells grown onmicrorough surfaces, were stimulated towards
differentiation; as shown by their gene expression in comparison with cells growing
on smooth surfaces. Depending on the scale of mount-valleys distribution of the
material surface and on the cell dimension, it is possible to divide surface roughness
into macroroughness (100µm-millimeters), microroughness (100nm–100µm) and
nanorughness (less than 100nm), each of such regimewith its specific influence [47].
In addition, the response of cells to roughness is different depending on the cell type.
For large cells, such as osteoblasts and neurons, macroscopic descriptions of the sur-
face roughness could be reasonable [48–50]. Bartolo et al. investigated neuronal cells
behavior on surfaces with nanoscale (less than 10nm) to mesoscale (200nm) rough-
ness [49]. The axonal length increased and the neuritis becomes highly branched on
the nanoscale rough surfaces (10–50nm). In the case of higher scalemembranes (50–
200nm), the neurons were less developed as demonstrated by the round-shaped soma
and poorly branched processes. Therefore, the nanoscale rough membranes seem to
be more supportive of neurite outgrowth modulating the development process of the
neurons. For smaller cells, such as human vein endothelial cells, increasing surface
roughness of biomaterial surfaces at nanometer scale (10–100nm) could enhance
cell adhesion and growth on roughness surfaces [49]. In addition, Kim et al. used the
dendrimer-immobilized surfaces to study nanoscale to study nanoscalemodifications
and discovered that the human mammary epithelial cells cultured on the naked den-
drimer surface (4nm) were abundant in F-actin filaments of peripheral stress fibers
and filopodia, compared with those cultured on the plain surface [51]. However,
when the surface roughness was larger than 4nm, such cell stretching was inhibited,
resulting in the predominant existence of round-shaped cells. Similar investigation
was also reported by Dalby in the development of F-actin filaments in fibroblast [52].
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Fig. 29.13 Fabricated topographies for cell adhesion and motility analysis. SEM images of en-
dothelial cells cultures on a flat polyglycerol-sebacate surface (a) and a microgrooved surface (b)
showing cellular alignment on microgrooves. Scale bars, a 10µm, b 10 and 1µm for inset image.
c SEM image of the induced of the induced branched morphology of fibroblasts on array of PDMS
micropillars, scale bar, 20µm. d Human skin fibroblasts on tantalum-coated silicon micropillars
showing diffuse actin fibers (red fluorescent staining) and fewer Fas (green, vinculin fluorescent
staining). k Directional fibroblast migration on poly(urethane acrylate), rectangular lattice patterns.
(All the images are adpated from [47], with permission)

As a consequence, the selectivity of cells on surface roughness could be highly ad-
vantage on the development of implanted devices [53, 54]. In Figs. 29.13 and 29.14,
some explicit examples on the roughness-induced effects on cells morphology and
locomotion are shown.

Cellular adhesion involves the activation and recruitment of proteins named inte-
grins. These receptors bind specifically to motifs located on the ECMmolecules (for
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Fig. 29.14 Filopodial interactions with 3D sharp-tip nanotopography. The SEM images of cells
filopodia were taken at the culture period of 3days on nanopost (a low, b mid, c high) and nanograte
(d low, e mid, f high) samples. (The scale bar in ech image indicates 1µm). (Reproduced from
[48], with permission from Elsevier)

example, the RGD tripepdide motif found in fibronectin, vitronectin and laminin),
see as example Fig. 29.15. It is now commonly recognized that topography plays a
fundamental role for the formation of focal adhesion sites. Of particular interest for
the community of biotribologists is the spatio-temporal reorganization of the cell
cytoskeleton, and of focal adhesion formation in response to nanofeatures [50]. To-
day, it has been suggested that initiation of adhesive process is dependent on integrin
interactions with the substratum and the topographical regulation of cell adhesion, a
process that seems to be dependent on the symmetry and spacing as well as the x, y
and z dimensions of the topographical nanofeatures. For example, it has be inferred
that decreasing the nanofeature spacing to less than 60–70nm or increasing this dis-
tance to the submicron range facilitates integrin clustering, eventually restoring focal
adhesion formation, ([50], and there in references), Fig. 29.15.

A series ofAFM-based experiments on the role of cell membrane on cell motil-
ity and proliferation were made by D’Acunto et al., [55, 56]. In such experiments,
lecithin of soya simulating a bilayer cell membrane was attached to a AFM probe
tip and force-distance curves were acquired on a series of tri-block polyurethane
copolymers commonly used as scaffolds for tissue engineering. The adhesion forces
measured during the force-distance curves were normally more higher on the
polyurethane sampleswere the proliferation testes gave the best fibroblast cells popu-
lation increment. This result seems to confirm the idea that the role of cell membrane
is to stabilize the cell structure during the generation of actin polymerization internal
stresses. However, new similar experiments need to be carried out in order to clarify
the passive or active role of the cell membrane on cell motility.
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Fig. 29.15 A cartoon describing nanoscale protrusions on focal adhesion formation and reinforce-
ment. a Integrin clustering and focal adhesion reinforcement is unaffected on nanoscale protrusions
with critical spacing of<70nm and a protrusion diameter of >70nm. b Increasing the inter-feature
spacing to the submicron scale facilities cell-basal substratum interactions below a feature height
of ∼70nm. c Conversely, increasing the feature height restricts integrin binding to the planar basal
substrate and restricts focal adhesion formation to the feature apexes. d Integrin clustering and
cellular adhesion is greatly perturbed on nanoscale protrusion with a feature diameter of <70nm
and inter-feature distance >70nm. (Reprinted from [50], with permission)

29.4 Adhesion and Friction Models for Cell Motility

Theoretical explanation and quantitative modeling of adhesion and/or friction occur-
rences for cell motility have been subject of many papers ([7, 57–62], and therein
references). Since, many basic mechanisms on the effective role of adhesion and
frictional force on the cell motility are still not well defined and understood, here, we
limit ourselves to focus the attention on few examples describing more in detail the
basic mechanisms proposed for describing the cell motility. After the presentation
of a recent model introduced by Recho et al. [59], we have subdivided the section
describing some actin-based motility models (Sect. 29.4.1) or describing active gels
models (Sects. 29.4.2 and 29.4.3).

Recently, Recho et al. proposed a mechanism for mechanotaxis based on contrac-
tion and does not require protrusion [59]. In such model, the initiation of motility
is controlled by the average concentration of motor proteins. The increase of motor
concentration beyond a particular threshold leads to a bifurcation from a static sym-
metric regime to an asymmetric traveling wave regime describing a moving cell. In
details, the force balance equation in a 1D layer of an active gel in viscous contact
with rigid background ∂xσ = ξν, where σ(x, t) is the stress, ν(x, t) is the velocity
and ξ is the friction coefficient. Several authors suggested the following expression
for the stress field σ = η∂xν + χc, where η is the bulk viscosity, c is the concentra-
tion of motors and χ > 0 is a contractile stress function. In addition, the function
c(x, t) satisfies advection-diffusion equation ∂t c+∂x (cv) = D∂xx c, where D is the
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diffusion coefficient. Introducing l±(t) as the unknown boundaries of the cell, the
cell length is expressed as L(t) = l+(t) − l−(t), and the mechanical boundary con-
dition for the stress is σ(l±(t), t) = −k(L − L0)/L0, where k is the effective elastic
stiffness and L0 is the reference length, while the kinematic boundary conditions are
in the form l̇± = v (l±) and ∂x c(l±(t), t) = 0 which implies that the average concen-
tration, defined as L−1

0

∫ l+
l− c(x, t)dx , is conserved. The model introduced by Recho

et al. is able to calculate the motion of the center of the cell G(t) = (l+(t)+ l−(t))/2
governed by the following equation [59]

Ġ(t) = 	℘

2Zc0

l+(t)∫

l−(t)

sh
(
(G − x) /

√
Z
)

sh
(

L/
(
2
√

Z
)) c (x, t) dx (29.1)

where	 = k/(ξD),℘ = c0χ/k and Z = η/(ξ L2
0). From (29.1) is possible to evalu-

ate the maximum cell velocity as χ L0c0/(2η) that gives approximately 10µm/min
that is realistic value. When the cell starts to move, both stress and myosin con-
centration can be expressed as a function of the moving coordinate y = x − V t ,
where V is the unknown cell velocity, and l̇± = V . Under the news variables, the
combined effects of stress and myosin concentration can be written in the following
manner [59]

− Z
d2s

dy2
+ s − 	(L − 1) = 	℘

exp (s − V y)∫ L
0 exp (s − V y) dy

(29.2)

where s(y) = 	[σ(y) + (L − 1)], and the boundary conditions are now s(0) =
s(L) = 0 and s′(0) = s′(L) = V . The initiation of motility is associated with an
instability of a static solution of (29.2) with V = 0. Analogously, motile branches
with V �= 0 can bifurcate only from homogeneous static solutions. Figures29.16 and
29.17 represent the bifurcation diagram as a function of specific parameters.

29.4.1 Actin-Based Motility Models

Actin based motility exhibits a rich spectrum of behavior including spontaneous
symmetry-breaking and the interplay of various regime of motion. Two theoreti-
cal models dominate current understating of actin-based propulsion: microscopic
polymerization ratchet model predicts that growing and writhing actin filament gen-
erate forces and movements, while macroscopic elastic propulsion model suggests
that deformation and stress of growing actin gel are responsible for the propulsion.
Nevertheless, neither of such two models can explain the observed instability of
the orientation of the beads. A proposed combination of such two models has been
recently proposed [60]. In such combination individual actin filaments undergoing
nucleation, elongation, attachment-detachment and capping are embedded into the
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Fig. 29.16 Bifurcation diagram with 	 as a parameter showing non-trivial solutions branching
from families of homogeneous static solutions. The value ℘ = 0.245 is fixed. Solid lines show
stable motile branches while all the dotted lines correspond to unstable solutions. The internal
configurations corresponding to branches are indicated by numbers (1, 1′, 2, 2′, etc.). (Adapted
from [59], with permission)

boundary of a node-spring viscoelastic network representing the macroscopic actin
gel, Fig. 29.18. Such hybrid model is able to capture the observed bistable orienta-
tion of the actin-propelled beads described as the combined effects of a macroscopic
elastic deformation and microscopic ratchet. In addition, the model suggested by
Zhu and Mogilner is able to fit both concave-up and concave-down force-velocity
relations for growing actin networks depending on the characteristic time scale and
network recoil, confirming that both microscopic ratchets and macroscopic stresses
of the deformable actin network are responsible for the force and movement genera-
tion. Figures29.18, 29.19 and 29.20 summarize the basic performances of the model
proposed by Zhu and Mogilner [60].

Another recent model for the motility of a bead driven by the polymerization of
actin filaments has been proposed [61]. Such model assumes the presence of two
populations of filaments: (1) attached filaments that pull the bead, and (2) detached
filaments that polymerize and generate a pushing force. The filaments grow in the
vicinity of a spherical bead which is propelled by the formation of a filament tail,
figure. The dynamics of the both filaments and the bead are treated via the Langevin
picture. Briefly, the model considers a bead of radius R0, at each time step of the
calculations the filaments are nucleated uniformly in a ring of radiusR0+�R around
the bead with probability pgΔt , the points of nucleations are denoted ri , where the
index i is a filament number and at any point ri is attached the cross-linked actin
network. Filaments which touch the bead are attached to it with probability paΔt ,
while the other filaments are treated as detached. The elongation of filaments can be
described by the following Langevin equation [61]:
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Fig. 29.17 Bifurcation diagram with ℘ as a parameter showing motile branches connecting points
D1* and D1**. Parameter 	 is fixed in each graph (	 = 70 and 	 = 100). (Adapted from [59])

δri =
[

qi Ṙ + 1

γ
(1 − qi ) (f (ri − R) + ξi (t)) θ (|ri − R| − R0)

]
�t (29.3)

where the vectors R and ri define the positions of the bead and the end of the i th
filaments on its side close to the bead (barbed end, see Fig. 29.22), respectively;
the parameters qi characterizes the state of an individual filament: qi = 1 for the
attached filaments and qi = 0 for the detached ones. f (ri − R) denote the rate of
polymerization, ξ is a random force δ-correlated in time accounting the effects of ther-
mal fluctuations on the rate of polymerization, < ξ̇i (t) ξ j (0) >= 2kB T γ δ (t) δij,
finally θ(z) is the Heavised step function. In addition, Filippov et al. assumed that
an attached filament is stretched with a velocity which is equal to the velocity of the
bead, Ṙ, while a detached filament polymerizes in the direction towards the centre
of the bead and the rate of polymerization, f (ri − R), is described as [61]:

f (|ri − R|) = (ri − R) A exp
(
− |ri − R|2 /λ2

)
(29.4)
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Fig. 29.18 Cartoons describing the actinmotilitymodel as proposedbyZhuandMogilner.aTethere
ratchet model. Actin filaments (gray) can attach to the obstacle surface (black line) via attachment
sites (yellow) and exert pulling forces (fa). Detached filaments can elongate by assembling actin
monomers (red) onto their barbed ends and exert pushing forces (f f ) via a Brownian ratchet mech-
anism. Detached filaments can be capped by capping proteins (blue) and stop interacting with the
obstacle. b Elastic theory. An elastic actin network (gray) propels a curved obstacle (black) with
squeezing forces (red arrows). c Hybrid model incorporating both discrete filaments (green lines
free filaments; red lines attached filaments; yellow circles attachment sites) and deformable network
(blue lines),which is treated as a node-spring meshwork. Filaments are created along the surface of
the bead (gray) and immediately anchor to the network can be ruptured by a high stretching force.
The network’s nodes, together with connected springs, are removed from the network at a constant
rate to represent the disassembly of the network (black lines). (Adapted from [60], with permission)

Fig. 29.19 Motion of actin-propelled ellipsoidal beads. a–b Fluorescent images show actin tails
of the motile beads. The dark ellipsoidal shapes at the fronts of the tails illustrate bead’s propulsion
along its a long-axis and b short-axis. c–d Simulation snapshots of the same bead moving along its
c long-axis and d short-axis at different time moments. Black circle represents the bead, the white
zone denotes the actin networks. All the bars are 1µm. (Adapted from [60], with permission)

where A is the amplitude of the rate and λ is the characterization of the region around
the bead where the polymerization occurs. Each of the attached filaments is detached
with probability p0d exp (Kli a/kB T ), where p0d is the spontaneous probability of
detachment in a stress free state, K is the elasticity constant of a filament, li is the
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Fig. 29.20 e–g Probability distribution of bead’s orientation as a function of e Bead’s aspect ratio,
f Young’s modulus of actin network, and g Ratio of the numbers of attached and pushing filaments.
Black circles denote a bead moving along the long-axis (0 ≤ θ ≤ 30◦); red squares represent a
bead moving at a skewed orientation (30 ≤ θ ≤ 60◦), finally, blue triangles indicate a bead moving
along a short axis (30 ≤ θ ≤ 90◦). (Adapted from [60], with permission)

filament elongation after attachment. The filament detachment rate is described by
an expression similar to equation but with a different amplitude. The macroscopic
motion of the bead is described by an overdampedLangevin equation [61]

ηṘ + F + ξ(t) = 0 (29.5)

where η is a factor related to a viscosity of surrounding medium through the Stoker
equation, ξ is a δ-correlated random function acting on the bead and F is the force
due to the interaction between the filaments and the bead

F =
∑
i=1

[
qi F (i)

2 + (1 − qi ) F (i)
1

]
(29.6)

The motion of the bead is characterized by three different regimes depending on the
bead radius: (a) small beadsmove steadily with an almost constant velocity, (b) larger
beads move in a hopping-like manner and (c) a regime of localized-like fluctuations
of the beadwithin the actin cloudwhen the bead radius is further increased.Moreover,
in the transition regime between steady and hopping motions the movement of the
bead becomes erratic. The simulation has been done under the assumption that there
are two populations of filaments: attached, which pull the beads, and detached, which
push it, and it is assumed that the number of attached filaments is smaller than the
number of detached ones. It has been shown that there is a correlation between the
bead velocity and the number of attached filaments, i.e., the peaks of the velocity
are followed by the minima of the number of attached filaments. The motion of the
bead in the hopping regime seems to be in close connection with a stick-slip behavior
observed in many frictional problems. It has been suggested by Filippov et al. that
such stick–slip motion could originate from a collective rupture of adhesion bonds
from the attached filaments. In the hopping regime, the bead motility is characterized
by a stochastic interplay of free motion and trapping events. The bead dynamics is
characterized by two timescales: a long timescale corresponding to large jumps a dn a
shorter timescale corresponding to velocity fluctuations. If all filaments are assumed
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Fig. 29.21 Probability distribution function histograms of symmetry-breaking times calculated
for three bead radii, R0/λ: 0.35- black, 0.60- white and 0.70-grey. (Reproduced from [61], with
permission)

to push the bead, an analogous scenario for the bead motility can be observed: three
regimes of motion depending by the bead radius.

In a similar way to microscopic model, Fillipov et al. introduced a continuum
approach inwhich the filament subsystem is given in terms of twofieldswith densities
w1(r) and w2(r), corresponding to the barbed ends of the detached and attached
filament populations, respectively, which time evolution is described by dynamical
equations [61]. The motion of the bead is always described by the (29.5) where now
the effects of the filaments on the bead is given by the integral force

F =
∫

dr′F1
(
R − r′) w1

(
r′) (29.7)

where the kernel force F1 has the same form as in (29.6). The continuum model
also exhibits the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry-breaking and three differ-
ent regime of motion depending on the size of the bead, as in the case of microscopic
model. In addition, two phenomena are well described by the model: the symmetry-
breaking, Fig. 29.21, and viscosity dependence of the bead velocity, Fig. 29.22. In
such model symmetry-breaking is caused mainly by the stochastic nature of the nu-
cleation and polymerization that lead to a spontaneous asymmetric fluctuation in the
spatial distribution of filaments density. The instantaneous asymmetry of the density
distribution results in a net force that pushes the bead out of the actin cloud, followed
by a stable directed motion with an almost constant velocity for a broad range of
parameters. Figure29.21 shows the probability distribution functions for symmetry
breaking times calculated for three bead radii. With an increase in the bead radius not
only does the mean value of symmetry-breaking time increases but also the width of
the time distribution, clarifying that is the whole probability distribution function of
the symmetry-breaking time that contributes to the understating the mechanisms
of motility.

Another important quantity simulated by Filippov et al. is the time spent by the
beads in a slippage state (in analogy to stick-slip phenomenon) as a function of the
viscosity. In the regime of steadymotion, at small viscosities themean velocity seems
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Fig. 29.22 Time averaged bead velocity, and fraction of time that the bead spends in a slippage state
as a function of viscosity of the surrounding medium. (Reproduced from [61], with permission)

to be independent of η/η0, while for larger η/η0 there is significant decrease. This
behavior is justified taking in account that for small η/η0 the external resistive force
due to a viscous friction is smaller than the internal resistive force due to pulling
attached filaments [61]. While for higher values of η/η0, i.e. when the resistance
is dominated by viscous force, the mean velocity decreases essentially with η. In
the hopping regime, he velocity again decreases slowly with the viscosity. This is
because the velocity with which a bead leaves a trapped state is determined by the
height of the barrier created by the symmetric actin cloud and does not depend on
viscosity. As a consequence, the mean bead velocity during slippage intervals only
slightly depends on η/η0, but the time fraction of the slippage intervals decreases
sharply with η/η0 as shown in Fig. 29.22 (right).

29.4.2 Active Gels Model

In active gelmodel, the cell ismodeled as an active gel described in terms of a density,
ρ(r, t), and a displacement field, u(r, t), characterizing local deformations [63–65].
In addition, the possibility of cell polarization, for example induced by directed
myosin motion or filament treadmilling, can be introduced taking in account a polar
orientational order parameter field P(r, t). Recently, Banerjee and Marchetti [64],
suggested a formulation of active gels out of equilibrium dynamics based on local
stress energy density f = fel + fP + fw where the three terms are expressed by the
following set of equations:

fel = B

2
u2

kk + Gu2
i j (29.8a)

fP = a

2
|P|2 + b

4
|P|4 + K

2

(
∂i Pj

) (
∂ j Pi

)
(29.8b)

fw = ω

2

(
∂i Pj + ∂ j Pi

)
ui j + ω′ (∇ · P) ukk (29.8c)
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where fel is the elastic deformations, with B and G the compressional and shear
elastic moduli of the gel, respectively, ui j = 1/2(∂i u j + ∂ j ui ) is the strain tensor. In
(29.8b), the first two terms allow the onset of a homogeneous polarized state when
a < 0 and b > 0, the last term represents the energy cost for spatially inhomogeneous
deformations of the polarization,withK representing a stiffness parameter.Hence, fw
couples strain and polarization and describes the fact that in the active polar system a
local strain is associatedwith a local gradient in polarization. Such gradients can align
or oppose each other depending on the sign. Active stresses arise because the gel is
driven out of equilibrium by continuous input of energy from the hydrolysis of ATP,
characterized by the chemical potential difference between ATP and its products.
In polar gels, for example, the active stresses are proportional to �µ(∂i Pj + ∂ j Pi ),
where �µ is the chemical potential. Force balances requires ∂ jσi j = 0, while the
interaction with the substrate can be expressed as [σi j nk]int = Eui (rint), where nk is
the component normal to cell-substrate interface and rint is the point at the interface,
E is an effective Young modulus of the substrate to which cell-substrate adhesions
contribution must be added. In the case of isotropic cells, the active stress can be
expressed by the expression [64]:

σ(x) = ς�µ

(
1 − cosh [(L − 2x)/2λ]

cosh (L/2λ)

)
(29.9)

and the deformation field given by

u(x) = ς�µλ

B

sinh [(L − 2x)/2λ]

cosh (L/2λ)
(29.10)

Banejee and Marchetti adapted the (29.10) to substrates with varying stiffness, with
an effective Young modulus as E(x) = E0x/L , then the stresses are described by
an equation like [64]

σ = λ2L

x

(
d2σ

dx2
− 1

x

dσ

dx

)
+ ς�µ (29.11)

which solution can be obtained in terms of hypergeometric functions. The results are
summarized in Fig. 29.23

The model proposed by Banejee and Marchetti provides a simple but powerful
continuum formulation for the description of cell-substrate interactions and can be
extended in various directions by considering more realistic two-dimensional cell
geometriesand anisotropic or deformable substrates. Cell migration dynamics could
be incorporated in such model, and probably the authors are moving towards such
direction. Finally, the model can be used for a direct comparison with experiment
describing the stress distribution in migrating cells.
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Fig. 29.23 Stress, σ(x), and deformation, u(x) as a function of the position x inside a cell of length
L. Left, stress and deformation changes in the case of isotropic cells, (29.11). Right, stress and
deformation changes in the case of varying stiffness, (29.10). (Adapted from [64], with permission)

29.4.3 Polymerization of Viscoelastic Gel Confined in a Channel

Active gel models can be able to describe cell motility in confined channels,
where actin polymerization at cell membrane are coupled to geometric confine-
ment [66–68]. Hawkins and Voituriez proposed recently a model where the active
gel is polymerized at the gel/wall interface with speed velocity vp, with conditions
vx (x, z = 0) = −vz(x, z = b) = vp, see Fig. 29.24, right [68]. In this subsection,
we limit ourselves to describe the relation between pressure and friction for cell
motility constrained along narrow channels, Fig. 29.24, left. The average velocity
along the channel can be written as

d

dx
(bν) = 2νp − kdb (29.12)

Defining the average velocity along the channel v(x) = (1/b)
∫ b
0 νx (x, z) dz and

introducing the Darcy’s law between a fluid flux and pressure gradient, (29.12)
becomes

d

dx

(
b3

(
1 + µ−1

) d P

dx

)
= −12η

(
2vp − kdb

)
(29.13)

where νp and the non-dimensional friction µ = ξb/6η are functions of the pressure
P and x. Note that the friction coefficient ξ is defined by the relation σxz = ξv(x). In
such model, as introduced by Prost et al. the friction coefficientµ for a polymeric gel
depends on the normal constraint. A high normal constraint increases the attachment
rate of polymers onto the channelwalls by lowering the entropic barrier, anddecreases
the detachment rate [68]. In a gel moving at velocity v0, a single filament attached
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Fig. 29.24 Left upper Image of a dendritic cell moving towards right in a channel of 4µm width.
Typical velocity reaches 12–15 µm/min in channels and 4–6µm/min on a flat surface. Left bottom
Example of a channel geometry with boundary conditions. The arrows indicate the flow direction.
(Adapted from [68], with permission). Middle and right Image of a polydimethylsiloxanezig-
zagpattern (i) on which a smooth muscle cell was cultured adapting morphology and locomotion
direction, (j). (Adapted from [47], with permission)

to the surface for a typical time τa will experience aforce F = Eν0τa , where E is
the elastic modulus. If there are n filaments and the probability of a filament pa , the
total frictional force will be given by

F f ric = nEν0τ
2
a

τa + τd
(29.14)

where it has been assumed that the number of connected filaments changes slowly
and detach with a rate τd . For τa 	 τd the friction force reduces to F f ric ≈ nEν0τa .
If the speed of the gel is relatively small, mechanical breakage of filaments can be
neglected and the detachment rate of filaments is given by the chemical off rate which
is proportional to the normal constrain exp (−β(P − σnn)), where β = 1/kB T , and
the normal stress σnn = σzz for both the walls at z = 0 and z = b. Analogously, the
friction coefficient can be written as µ = µ0 exp(−β(P − σnn)).

The other quantity that must be described now is the relation between pressure and
polymerization. Based on the ratchet model, the polymerization speed of a filament
at the cell membrane is given by the bare attachment rate kon in the absence of any
force multiplied by the probability of thermal fluctuations producing a gap large
enough for a new subunit to attach. Since the energy required for a gap the size
of a subunit δ is given by Fδ, where F is the load, therefore the polymerization
speed is given by vp = konδ exp(−β(P − σnn). Such simple relation is obtained
under the assumption that the diffusion over the distance δ is fast compared to the
rate of addition of subunits kon and therefore does not influence the polymerization
speed.

Asmentioned, the model introduced in [67, 68] does not require specific adhesion
proteins since the mechanisms relies on a pressure build-up in confinement which
enhances friction. The cell motility is based principally on polymerization against
the confining walls, however, also if contractility due to myosin molecular motors is
not essential to motion it can increase the speed, as shown by experiments [69].
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29.5 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

One basic challenge in biotribology is to identify and to test simple mechanisms
of cell motion that is also an interdisciplinary challenge of great interest involving
biology, mathematical model physical sciences, with suitable applications tomedical
and bio-technological sciences. Cells often move within a complex environment
such as living tissue, or human being made scaffolds. In general, such environments
have low Reynolds number, meaning viscous forces dominate over inertial forces.
Since inertia can be neglected, motion needs a constant input of energy. Systems
driven out of equilibrium by an internal or external energy source can be considered
active systems. The cell cytoskeleton is a striking example of such an active system,
composed by a network of long semi-flexible filaments made up of protein subunits,
interacting with other proteins such as motor proteins, for example, the filaments,
such as actin, use the chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis to polymerize and themotor
proteins use this chemical energy to exert active stresses that deform the network.

Currently, two main different mechanisms for cell motility have now been dis-
tinguished: polymerization and contractility due to molecular motors. Specifically,
polymerization is referred to polymerization of a filament at one end and depoly-
merization at the other end.

In this chapter we have dealt out some scientific achievement on the role of
adhesion and frictional force on cell motility, in a special way, on the interaction of
a cell with an non-cell surface (extracellular matrix, or polymericscaffold). We have
described experiments in Force TractionMicroscopy, on the role of substrate stiffness
on cell motility and carried out some recent friction-based cell motility models. In all
the models describing cell motility the essential ingredients for motion are an energy
input to overcome dissipation and sufficient adhesion or friction with a substrate
to transfer momentum. Many open problems inherent the cell motility, inparticular
connected to the tribology aspects, are an interesting and exciting challenge for
a wide range of scientists operating in physics, chemistry, biology, medicine and
engineering.
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